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Synthesis and characterisation of some pyrazolone derivatives
 Pyrazolone derivatives are synthesized by cyclisation of hydrazine and ethylacetoacetate. This

upon further reaction with p-substituted benzaldehydes catalyzed by sodium acetate gives substituted
pyrazolone moiety. The structure of synthesized compounds was confirmed by spectral studies (IR and
13C-NMR) and elemental analysis.
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INTRODUCTION
The synthesis of heterocyclic

compounds is a valuable subject of research
due to varieties of potential biological
activities. Based on various literature survey
it was found that substituted pyrazolone are
biologically important group of compounds
having antibacterial, antifungal, anti-
inflammatory activity and other biological
activities [1-4]. In view of these observations it
was a thought of interest to design and
synthesize a new class of pyrazolone
derivatives. So, in this present article we
report a facile synthesis of diverse arylidene
derivatives of 3- methyl-5- pyrazolone.
Synthetic method for the preparation of 4-
arylidene-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone derivatives
(IIa-f) are
summarized in Scheme 1. It is clear from the
scheme that the new heterocyclic compounds
possess 5-pyrazolone unit. Reaction of 3-
methyl-5-pyrazolone with aromatic aldehydes
proved to be a convenient route to fulfill this
aim. Synthesis of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-5-
pyrazolone was carried out by reacting
ethylacetoacetate with hydrazine hydrate in
the presence of ethanol and stirring by
maintain taemperature [1].The reaction
involved in final step is an example of the
Knoevenagel condensation, in which the active

methylene group at position-4 of 3-methyl-5-
pyrazolone reacts with aromatic aldehydes to
form 4-arylidene-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone
derivatives. The reaction was carried out in
the presence of sodium acetate. The final
compounds (IIa-f) were obtained in good
yields. The progress of the reactions was
monitored by TLC
using precoated silica gel G plates. The
structures of the compounds were elucidated
by IR and 13C NMR analyses. In the IR spectra
of compounds II(a-f) disappearance of  (Ar-
CH) absorption band at 3020cm-1, which was
present in compound I, and appearance of
(Ar-F) absorption band at 2922 cm-1 for –OH
group and other absorption bands for at
1524,1508,1560,1529 cm-1 for -C=C groups
confirmed Knoevenagel condensation of
active methylene group at position-4 of 3-
methyl-5-pyrazolone with aromatic aldehydes
to form 4-arylidene-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone
derivatives. The 13C NMR spectra of
compounds II (a-f) showed prominent signals
corresponding to the carbons of arylidine-
pyrazole ring in all compounds observed
nearly at 130,142 and 143.6 ppm are proof
of further evidence of their structures.
EXPERIMENTAL
Melting points were determined on a ANALAB
Automatic Melting point apparatus open
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capillary tubes and are therefore uncorrected. IR spectra (KBr) were recorded on a Perkin-
Elmer Frantier (FTIR) spectrometer and 13C NMR spectra of compounds II (a-f) were recorded
in DMSO by Bruker 400 MHz FT-NMR Spectrometer.
Synthesis of 3- methyl-1H-pyrazol-5(4H)-one (I)
This compound was synthesized by methods reported earlier [1]. Ethyl acetoacetate (0.1 mole)
was taken in conical flask and hydrazine hydrate (0.2 mole) in ethanol (20 ml) was added
drop wise to it with stirring. The temperature rose during this addition and it was maintained
at 60 °C when a crystalline solid was formed. The reaction-mixture was further stirred for 1
h at room temperature, and then cooled in an ice bath to complete the crystallization. Separated
solid was washed with ice cold ethanol.White crystalline solid powder, Literature M.P. 211,
Reported M.P. 2170C. Yield : 80%
IR (KBr, cm-1): 3440 (N-H str.), 3053 (C-H str., ArH), 2736 (C-H str., CH3), 1614(C=O str.), 1557
(C=N str.), 1195 (N-N str.) and 13CNMR (ä) ppm: 113.4 (-C=O), 53.3(-C-NH).
MS m/z: 99 (M+1).Other prominent peaks appeared at 83.1 and 69.
General preparation for the synthesis of 4-arylidene-3-methyl- 1H- pyrazol-5(4H)-one
(IIa-f)
A mixture of 3-methyl-5-pyrazolone (0.01 mol, 1.74 g) and substituted aromatic aldehydes
(0.01 mol) was mixed in a 100 ml round bottom flask followed by addition of 10 mol%
solution of sodium acetate. The progress of the reaction was monitored by TLC. The rate of
reaction was controlled by applying occasional stirring. The crystalline solid was obtained in
20 minute. The product was filtered, washed with water and recrystallized from ethanol to
give corresponding 4-arylidene-3-methyl- 1H- pyrazol-5(4H)-one(IIa-f) respectively as
coloured products.
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Scheme-1 Synthesis of 4-arylidene-3-methyl- 1H- pyrazol-5(4H)-one(II a-f). Reagents and
conditions: (a) ethanol, stir, Room Temperature, heat, 60 min; (b) Ar-CHO, condensation,
Room Temperature, Sodium acetate, Stir, 20 min.

Table 1: The characteristic data of pyrazolone derivatives 

 

Compound 
Code 

R Structure IUPAC Name Colour Yield 
(%) 

M.P. 
(0C ) 

Mol. 
Formula 

IIa 4 -H 

N
N
H

O
 

4-benzylidene-3-
methyl- 1H- 
pyrazol-5(4H)-one 

Light 
yellow 

75 930C C11H10N2O 

IIb 4-
NO2 

N
N
H

O

NO2

 

3-methyl-4-(4-
nitrobenzylidene)-
1H-pyrazol- 
5(4H)-one 

Dark 
Yellow 

80  1150C C11H9N3O3 

IIc 4-F 

N
N
H

O

F

 

3-methyl-4-(4-
flurobenzylidene)-
1H-pyrazol- 
5(4H)-one 

Dark 
yellow 

70 1100C C11H9N2OF 

IId 4-Cl 

N
N
H

O

Cl

 

3-methyl-4-(4-
chlorobenzylidene)
-1H-pyrazol- 
5(4H)-one 

Dark 
yellow 

68 1050C C11H9N2OCl 

IIe 4- OH 

N
N
H

O

OH

 

3-methyl-4-(4-
Hydroxybenzylide
ne)-1H-pyrazol- 
5(4H)-one 

Orange 80 2100C C11H10N2O2 

IIf 4-
OCH3 

N
N
H

O

OCH3

 

3-methyl-4-(4-
methoxybenzylide
ne)-1H-pyrazol- 
5(4H)-one 

Light 
yellow 

60 1900C C12H12N2O2 

Spectral Studies:
1) 4-benzylidene-3-methyl- 1H- pyrazol-
5(4H)-one (IIa):
IR (KBr) cm-1: 1524 (C=C), 1592 (N-H), 1680
(N=C), 1670 (C=O, pyrazolone ring), 3250
(-NH), 3020 (C-H).

13CNMR (ä) ppm: 147.6(C-3, C-N), 143.0 (-
CH=CH), 126, 128.7, 126.4 (Ar-C).
2) 3-methyl-4-(4-nitrobenzylidene)-1H-
pyrazol-5(4H)-one (IIb):
IR (KBr) cm-1: 1508 (C=C), 1599 (N-H), 1620
(N=C), 1670 (C=O, pyrazolone ring), 3057
(-NH), 29294(C-H).
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13CNMR (ä) ppm: 147.0(C-3 of pyrazole),
143.6(-CH=CH), 126, 129.0, 131.4 (Ar-
C),170.4 (CP%N, imidazole), 148.8 (CP%N,
pyrazole).
3) 3-methyl-4-(4-flurobenzylidene)-1H-
pyrazol-5(4H)-one(IIc):
IR (KBr) cm-1: 1560 (C=C), 1591 (N-H), 1688
(N=C), 1670 (C=O, pyrazolone ring), 3060 (-
NH), 3020 (C-H), 2922 (Ar-F)
13CNMR (ä) ppm: 144.0(C=O), 142.0 (-
CH=CH), 129, 128.7, 126.4 (Ar-C).
4) 3-methyl-4-(4-chlorobenzylidene)-1H-
pyrazol-5(4H)-one (IId):
IR (KBr) cm-1: 1529 (C=C), 1632 (N-H), 1680
(N=C), 1670 (C=O, pyrazolone ring), 3209
(-NH), 2990 (C-H), 2838 (Ar-Cl), 1648 (C=O),
2557 (-NH)
13CNMR (ä) ppm: 147.6(C=O), 143.0 (-
CH=CH), 114.4 (Ar-Cl), 128.7, 126.4 (Ar-C).
5)3-methyl-4-(4-Hydroxybenzylidene)-1H-
pyrazol-5(4H)-one(IIe):
IR (KBr) cm-1: 3395 (- OH), 3370 (-NH), 3050
(Ar-CH), 3020 (C-H, methine), 2970 (-C-H,
CH3), 1690 (C=O), and 1635 (C=N) cm-1

13CNMR (ä) ppm: 26.42 (CH3), 126.92,
132.11, 132.34 (Ar-C), 144.32(-CO), 147.60
(-CH=CH), 173.82 (C=O).
6) 3-methyl-4-(4-methoxybenzylidene)-1H-
pyrazol-5(4H)-one(IIf):
IR (KBr) cm-1: 1520 (C=C), 1592 (N-H), 1680
(N=C), 1670 (C=O, pyrazolone ring), 3250
(-NH), 3020 (C-H, methine).
13CNMR (ä) ppm: 145.0(C=O), 130.0 (-
CH=CH), 129.0 (Ar-C).
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Profile of Water quality parameters and water quality assessment.
 The quality of water depends on the quality of cations, anions and nutrients existing in it. Water

being the universal solvent, it is important to know the geochemistry of the dissolved constituents or other
variables. One of the difficult tasks facing environmental managers is have to transfer their interpretation of
complex environmental data into information that is understandable and useful to technical and policy
individuals as well as the general public. Data visualization refers to the techniques used to communicate
data or information by encoding it as visual objects (e.g. lines, points, bars, circle) contained in graphics.
The goal is to communicate information clearly and efficiently to users. It is one of the important steps in
statistical data analysis or data science. In this research paper case study has been carried out for three
different locations near Purna River in surat district for water quality assessment through graphical  analysis
and visualization of obtained data.

Introduction:
                   For centuries , natural resources on
our earth have been assumed to be infinite with
unlimited exploitability. People on globe are
under tremendous threat due to undesired
changes in the physical, chemical and biological
parameters of soil, water and air. Socio economic
development, population growth,
industrialization, urbanization and various
anthropogenic activities consequently cause
water pollution. Chemical analysis forms the
basis of interpretation of quality of water in
relation to source, geology, climate and use
(Raghunath, 1987).Water is the most essential
part of all living organisms and any alteration in
quality or quantity of water may lead to the issue
of survival for these organisms. The requirement
of fresh and safe water in all lives, from
microorganisms to human beings, is increased
and has reached to the point of crisis due to
unplanned urbanization and rapid
industrialization. Natural water contaminates
due to weathering of rocks and leaching of soils,
mining processes etc. It is necessary that quality
of water should be evaluated at regular time
interval by studying observational values of all

the physicochemical parameters in a water
sample collected from different places.
2.   Profile of water Quality parameters
Water features are often the heart and soul of
many urban areas. Water also contributes to the
economic lifeblood of a city. Most coastal cities
are located at the mouth of large rivers. Early
industrial cities were often located on rivers,
which were used to provide both hydro based
energy and transportation. A less obvious part
of the urban water environment is the municipal
water supply system, which brings water from
outside a city. Treats it, and distributes it
throughout the city via a subterranean network
of pipes. Much of this water becomes
wastewater, which flushes human and industrial
wasters out of the urban core via an extensive
network of underground sewers. Earlier these
sewers emptied directly to rivers but now nearly
always discharge wastes to sophisticated
wastewater treatment plants, often capable of
digesting 95% of the organic waste before
discharging relatively pure water into rivers.
            Cities have entirely different hydrologic
environment than the natural environments they
replaced. Precipitation that once infiltrated into
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forest or agriculture soils becomes surface
runoff when the impervious surfaces of cities
like roads, driveways, parking lots, and rooftops
replace previous vegetated landscapes. Storm
sewers in urban water sheds drain impervious
surfaces, transporting water very quickly to
urban streams, lakes, and rivers. Cities also
include important aquatic ecosystems. The
ecosystem of urban lakes and reservoirs used
to store municipal source water are particularly
important, because euthrophication caused by
encroaching urbanization can greatly impair the
quality of drinking water especially through the
production of taste and odor compound s by blue
green algie.
               The term water quality was developed
to give an indication of how suitable water is
for human consumption (H.J.Vaux,2001) and is
widely used in multiple scientific publications
related to the necessities of sustainable
management.(A. Parparov et.al,2006). For water
quality assessment proper management of
water resources is very important to meet the
increasing demand of water in future. The
mineral concentration in water is referred as
total dissolved solids (TDS).Turbidity or
cloudiness is an optical property of water.
Dissolved oxygen, hardness and PH value are
also main important parameters of water Quality.
Hardness of water is not a specific constituent
but is a variable and complex mixture of cations
and anions. It is caused by dissolved polyvalent
metallic ions. The principal hardness causing
ions in fresh water are calcium and magnesium
which precipitate soap.  The quality of water is
characterized by various physicochemical and
biological parameters. In this research work we
have considered Physicochemical parameters
such as, TDS (Total Dissolved solids),
temperature, Electrical conductivi ty(EC),
Dissolvedoxygen (DO), Calcium, (Ca),
Magnesium (Mg), Sodium(Na), Chloride(Cl),
Suplhate(SO

4
), PH,Alkalinity,total Hardness

,Sodium Adsorption Ratio(SAR) etc. The observed
values of these parameters vary widely from
place to place as well as changes over time. The
reason behind this variation depends upon

Figure 1: Profile of water quality parameters.
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various type of source of water, type of
pollution, seasonal fluctuation, geographical
location of the water source etc. Water Quality
monitoring is the cornerstone of water resources
management. Following figure shows the
bifurcation of various water quality parameters
in categories and subcategories according to
their characteristics.

3. Case study:
As an initiative step to study water quality profile
of Purna River in Surat district, Generally all the
parameters present in water samples has been
bifurcated among types of parameters. The unit
of measurement is mg/l. For these three stations
,SWDC (State Water Data Centre), Gandhinagar
has provided secondary dataset containing
observations of 90 water samples for each
station  from 1999 to 2015 ,which were observed
on bimonthly or four monthly basis. Three water
quality stations wankal, mahuwa, and Zankhari
were sampled based on the residential and
industrial area near Purna River.
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Table 1 Descriptive Statistics for Wankla station 

 Range Minimum Maximum Sum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Variance 
DO 3.5683 5.4160 8.9843 83.5683 7.597118 1.1435565 1.308 
Temp 5.2000 25.7000 30.9000 310.9346 28.266782 1.8162320 3.299 
TDS 81.2500 201.0000 282.2500 2640.6333 240.057573 30.5400524 932.695 
Ca 36.7000 23.3000 60.0000 408.5069 37.136991 9.8901446 97.815 
Mg 37.2529 9.6471 46.9000 229.6890 20.880818 10.5265494 110.808 
Na 43.3150 14.2600 57.5750 298.0312 27.093745 13.2462371 175.463 
Cl 67.6250 21.0000 88.6250 464.1403 42.194573 20.4524622 418.303 
SO4 30.9400 8.2200 39.1600 273.1003 24.827300 10.5730576 111.790 
pH_GEN .4915 8.0760 8.5675 90.7352 8.248655 .1675533 .028 
EC_GEN 152.80 295.20 448.00 4060.80 369.1634 49.78713 2478.759 
ALK_TOT 213.64 98.36 312.00 1703.01 154.8192 55.64773 3096.670 
HAR_Total 233.53 111.88 345.42 1971.07 179.1882 64.88522 4210.092 
SAR 1.56 .45 2.01 9.85 .8953 .43354 .188 
 Table 2.Descriptive Statistics of Water Quality Parameter for Mahuwa 

 Range Minimum Maximum Sum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Variance 
DO 2.48 6.87 9.35 84.70 7.7000 .69461 .482 
Temp 3.63 27.62 31.25 318.74 28.9764 1.16531 1.358 
TDS 151.13 229.20 380.33 3213.64 292.1491 49.76703 2476.757 
Ca 45.03 24.97 70.00 440.35 40.0318 11.31417 128.010 
Mg 43.44 15.56 59.00 282.09 25.6445 11.79226 139.057 
Na 49.76 18.68 68.44 390.98 35.5436 13.08688 171.267 
Cl 75.82 27.58 103.40 587.04 53.3673 21.16288 447.867 
SO4 22.80 15.90 38.70 302.31 27.4827 7.97607 63.618 
pH_GEN .99 7.64 8.63 90.95 8.2682 .27407 .075 
EC_GEN 230.83 340.67 571.50 4976.71 452.4282 71.48343 5109.880 
ALK_TOT 158.17 100.83 259.00 1795.14 163.1945 44.97009 2022.309 
HAR_Total 294.40 126.43 420.83 2266.57 206.0518 75.69248 5729.351 
SAR 1.45 .61 2.06 12.04 1.0945 .37911 .144 

 Table 3 .Descriptive Statistics Zankhari 

 Range Minimum Maximum Sum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Variance 
DO 2.9200 5.4900 8.4100 80.7900 7.344545 .8645735 .747 
Temp 4.8600 25.5200 30.3800 303.1300 27.557273 1.7221794 2.966 
TDS 216.4000 186.2000 402.6000 2923.1500 265.740909 55.6450214 3096.368 
Ca 35.1200 26.8800 62.0000 443.8500 40.350000 9.8416137 96.857 
Mg 28.1500 12.0500 40.2000 252.1500 22.922727 8.9909255 80.837 
Na 30.4500 9.0000 39.4500 265.5500 24.140909 10.4540972 109.288 
Cl 43.9700 20.0000 63.9700 407.9300 37.084545 15.0548885 226.650 
SO4 32.1200 11.0000 43.1200 285.4700 25.951818 10.8787691 118.348 
pH_GEN .5600 7.9700 8.5300 90.7200 8.247273 .1740167 .030 
EC_GEN 267.1300 273.6000 540.7300 4455.6300 405.057273 79.4311191 6309.303 
ALK_TOT 154.0000 105.0000 259.0000 1776.5700 161.506364 40.2397409 1619.237 
HAR_Total 185.0000 132.5000 317.5000 2151.7800 195.616364 55.7896539 3112.485 
SAR 1.0600 .2200 1.2800 8.4900 .771818 .3172954 .101 
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Charts of some important water quality parameters for this study have been presented as follows.
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4. Conclusion and future work:
As the initiative step of   profound  water quality
assessment  through statistical  techniques for
13 water quality parameters and  16 years long
time series data, best option was the
visualization of collected data .This can be
stepping stone to further  statistical analysis
through various traditional as well as advanced
techniques approach. Visualization has provided
the better selection of important water quality
parameter to study the overall water quality for
particular Surat city and nearby area. Some
graphs are self explanatory also. This study will
be beneficial because of water sources and
water available in Surat city and Surat district is
of brackish type. All above water quality
parameter’s impacts have resulted in some
change in quality of water sources near Purna
River particularly near Mahuwa Town during this
long span of time .All the above graphs are self
explanatory and indicate considerable change
in amount of cations, anions and nutrients in
2010 and 2011. Comparative study of above
graphs for three stations gives the clue to
develop appropriate management strategies by
municipal authorities or water resources
managers at Mahuwa town considering all the
living organisms in or nearby area. Results show
that required steps to be undertaken by villagers,
farmers and officials to avoid Domestic effluents
of villagers or agricultural waste which might

be directly flowed into the river. Furthermore
research work, important analytical
characteristics of physicochemical parameters
such as standardized or desirable values,
tolerance limit, Correlation, Regression and
Trend analysis also can be studied as next step
of Water Quality Assessment.
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"Estimation of Regression Coefficient Using Partial
Ranked Set Sampling Design."

Abstract:- In statistical survey, If the measurement of sampling units according to the vari-
able under consideration is expensive in all sense, and if it possible to rank sampling units accord-
ing to the same variable by means of a method which according to the same variable by means of
a method which is not expensive at all, In those case ,Ranked set sampling is more efficient sam-
pling method than the simple random sampling to estimate the population mean, In this study, The
effects of using Partial ranked set sampling (PRSS) In Simple Regression Analysis are considered
in terms of estimation of model parameters, According to RSS and SRS the estimates of regression
model parameters.

Keywords: - Simple random sampling (SRS), Ranked set sampling (RSS), Partial ranked
set sampling (PRSS), Simple linear regression.

Partial ranked set sampling.
(Haq.J.Brown, 2013, Environmetrics,
24(3), 201-207.)

The PRSS scheme is a mixture of
both SRS and RSS designs. We propose
this design for use when the
experimenter is unable to inspect the
number of units that are required for a
balanced ranked set sample or when
inspection cost per unit is high. The
PRSS scheme requires fewer identified
units as compared with a ranked set
sample, and at the same time it provides
more precise estimates than the
commonly used SRS scheme. Thus,
PRSS Scheme helps in reducing the
total cost and expenditure that is
involved in sampling.

In order to select a Partial ranked
set sample of size m, the following steps
are carried out;

Step1:-Define a coefficient k such that
k= [ , 0 , Here [t] represent
the largest integer value less than or
equal to t.

Step 2:- Select 2k simple random
samples each of size one from the
parent population. In order to select the
remaining m-2k units, select m-2k sets
each of size m from the parent
population .Rank the units within each
set and select the ith ranked unit of the
ith sample, For i=k+1,........,m-k. This
completes one cycles of a partial ranked
set sample of size m.

Step 3:- The above steps 1 and 2 can
be repeated r times in order to select a
partial ranked set sample of size n =
mr.

The total number of units that
were involved in selecting a partial
ranked set sample of size m are m2-2k
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(m-1). Note that with k=0, PRSS is equivalent to RSS.

Estimation of population mean.

Let X11, X12,....,X1m, X21,X22,....,X2m, Xm1,Xm2,...,Xmm be m independent simple
random samples each of size m. Apply the PRSS procedure on these m samples,
as explained above steps. The PRSS estimator of population means defined as

푋푃푅푆푆 =
1
푚 

 푋푖 + 푋푖(푖:푚) + 푋푖  
푚

푖=푚−푘+1

푚−푘

푖=푘+1

푘

푖=1

 

With variance,

Var (푋PRSS) =
2푘휎 2

푚2  + 1
푚2 ∑ 휎(푖:푚)

2푚−푘
푖=푘+1  

Grouping Methods:-
Grouping methods first proposed by Wald (1940) which is simpler than the other
methods and hence/or otherwise may easily be applied in many practically cases.
The grouping estimator are well known as wald type estimator .Suppose that we
have two variables x, y and n pairs {(xi ,yi),i=1,2,...n},then the grouping methods
can be described by the following steps:-
1. Order the n pairs (xi,yi) by the magnitude of xi.where i=1,2,.....n.
2. Select proportions P1 and P2 such that P1 + P2  1, place the first nP1 pairs in
group one (G1), and the last nP2 pairs in another group (G3) and discarding G2 the
middle group of observations,
That it is say,
That it is say,

G1 if xi  xP1

(xi,yi) in G2 if  xP1 xix1-p1

G3  if  xix1-p2

         Where, xpi is the pi percentile. The slope can be estimated or formulated as

follows.

=
푃2
−1 ∑ 푌푛푃 2(푖)− 푃1

−1 ∑ 푌푛푃 1(푖)퐺1
퐺3

푃2
−1 ∑ 푋푛푃 2(푖)− 푃1

−1 ∑ 푋푛푃 1(푖)퐺1
퐺3
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i = 1,2,....,n
Consequently, the intercept estimator will be:-
 =  - 

Nothing that when P1=P2=1/2 then the grouping method named by
two groups (Wald, 1940) and when P1=P2=P3=1/3 than the method is called
three groups (Nair and Shrivastava, 1942) and (Bartlett, 1949).

Theil (1950) proposed the ranked estimator, which the main idea is
to find all possible slops formulated between any two observations. Then, the
median of all slopes will be estimate. The estimates are given as follows:-
=Median ( IJ)

Where        훽ij =
푦 푖−푦 푗   

푥푖−푥푗   
          and       i=1,2,....,n-1 ,        j=1,2,....,n 

And

훼 = Median (yi -훽xij), i=1,2,...,n 

Partial Ranked Set Sampling for Bivariate Data:
There are various of techniques by which the sample may be selected

for each technique, rough estimates of the sample size can be made from
knowledge of the degree of the precision desired, the related costs and time
involved for each technique are also compared before making a decision. (Cochran,
1997)

The simplest form of a random sampling and most used sampling
methods in the practical studies is called simple random sampling, in which all
the units in the population have equal chance to be chosen, this sampling method
does not attempt to reduce the effect of the data variation or the error estimation.
McIntyre (1952) introduced a sampling method known as ranked set sampling.
(RSS) this technique was introduced as an efficient alternative method to simple
random sampling method. Al-Nasser (2007) proposed a robust procedure based
on LRSS for detecting outliers, which is generalization for many types of ranked
set sampling that introduced in the literature for estimating the population mean.

Assume that (X,Y) is a bivariate random vector such that variable Y is
difficult to be measured, but the concomitant variable X , which is collected with
Y, is easier to measure.Then one can follow the steps below in order to select
PRSS.
Steps:-
1. Select m random samples each of size m.
2. Rank the units within each sample w.r.t the variable of interest by a visual
inspection or by any other cost effective method.
3. Define a coefficient k such that k= [ , 0 , Here [x] represent the
largest integer value less than or equal to x.
4.For each of the first k+1 ranked samples ;select the unit with rank k+1 and
measure the Y value that corresponding to x(k+1)i and denote it by y[k+1]i.
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5. For j=k+2,......,m-k-1, the unit with rank j in the jth ranked sample is selected
and measure the corresponding y value.
6. The procedure is continued till (m-k)th unit selected from the each of the last
(m-k)thranked samples w.r.t the 1st characteristic and measure the corresponding
y value.
Estimating simple linear regression parameters:-

Let  and  be respectively ,X with rank k and the corresponding
value of Y obtained from ith set in the jth cycle .Then the regression equation
based on bivariate PRSS can be model as:-

푑[푖]푗
푦 = 훼 + 훽푑(푖)푗

푥 + 푑[푖]푗
휀                 i=1, 2,.....,m  ,   j=1,2,.....,r 

 Y [k+1]j             i≤ 푘 

푑[푖]푗
푦 =      Y[i]j                 k+1≤ 푖 ≤ 푚 − 푘        ; j=1,2,....,r 

  Y [m-k]j             m-k+1≤ 푖 ≤ 푚      (1) 

 X (k+1)j             i≤ 푘 

푑(푖)푗
푥 =      X (i)j                k+1≤ 푖 ≤ 푚 − 푘        ; j=1,2,....,r 

  X (m-k)j             m-k+1≤ 푖 ≤ 푚 

 

Where  is the random error.
Under the regular assumptions of simple linear regression model (draper

and smith, 1981), the least square estimate of the regression parameters in *
given

훽PRSS =  
∑ ∑ 푑(푖)푗

푥 −푑푥  푑[푖]푗
푦 −푑푦푚

푖=1
푟
푗=1

∑ ∑ 푑(푖)푗
푥 −푑푥

2푚
푖=1

푟
푗=1

         (2) 

And    훼PRSS = 푑푦  - 훽PRSS  푑푥          (3) 

Where
푑푦  = 1

푚푟
∑ ∑ 푑[푖]푗

푦푚
푖=1

푟
푗=1                             푑푥  = 1

푚푟
∑ ∑ 푑(푖)푗

푥푚
푖=1

푟
푗=1  

The fitting model will be: 

푑[푖]푗
푦  =훼PRSS+훽PRSS푑(푖)푗

푥                   (4) 

Note that, the estimated residuals are given by 

푑[푖]푗
휀  = 푑[푖]푗

푦  - 푑[푖]푗
푦                                                                                        (5) 
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Using the basic properties of conditional moments and the results of
(Samawi and Al-Saleh, 2002; Al-Saleh and Zheng, 2002), we have the following
theorem. The proof is straight forward, but it will not be presented here.
Theorem: -1 Assume that (1) is satisfied then;
1. E ( PRSS) = unbiased estimators under model assumptions.
2. E ( PRSS) =

The unbiasedness Property indicates that if; we have infinitely many
samples of size n from the same population and estimate the same model with
each of the sample.

Theorem:-2 Assume that (1) is satisfied then,

1. Var ( 휷PRSS) = ∑ [  ∑ 흈[풊]풋
ퟐ 풅(풊)풋

풙 − 풅풙
ퟐ

 

푺ퟐ 풅풙풅풙
풎
풊=ퟏ

풓
풋=ퟏ   ] 

2. Var ( 휶 PRSS) = ퟏ
풎ퟐ ∑ ∑ 흈ퟐ풅[풊]풋

흐풎
풊=ퟏ

풓
풋=ퟏ + ∑ [  ∑ 흈[풊]풋 

ퟐ풎
풊=ퟏ

풓
풋=ퟏ

풅(풊)풋
풙 − 풅풙

ퟐ

푺ퟐ풅풙풅풙
 ] 

Following Yu and Lam [16] the PRSS regression estimator is

휇̂PRSS.Reg =푑푦  + 훽(푋 − 푑푥̅)   

Relative Efficiency:-

The relative efficiency for the estimated model based on PRSS is computed
according to the following expression is

RE =   (7)

Future works:-
In this paper, I suggest the use of PRSS to estimate the simple linear regression

parameter. However, a modification of a ranked set sampling technique is still
needed to improve estimation of the regression parameters. Also, the problem
considered in this paper can be extended to fit a multiple linear regression
equation.
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Redeveloping the famous managerial models from the data inferred
from the trend towards Employers' need and skills of fresher's

at recruitment of Medical Representatives for the firm
The recruitment is the trickiest task as it makes a totally anonymous person the part of your organization.A
development of an assortment of replicas and conduction of survey with the interview technique was made
just to know the present scenario of recruitment pattern. It was totally an administrative interview of
company employer what are their requirements, what they expect from a fresher, where today's fresher is
lacking, who should be blamed for the disability of a fresher, how the gap can be fulfilled, etc. In the group
interview with 100 of the students from various Pharma graduating colleges and managements students
having core Pharma background there were some expectations what a fresher has come to understanding.
The questions included about their positive points, there disability, their mind set for the job, their actual
need for the job etc. The core idea was to develop the from those derived primary data and already
gathered secondary data. Those models arePharma employer's need and fresher's expectation matrix and
Recruitment Grid.

Objectives:
1. Redevelopment of the BCG matrix and

Managerial grid in the medical
representative and their recruitment
concerns.

2. To know the need of the Employer at the
time of recruitment of a fresher as
Medical Representative:

3. To know the current trend in recruitment
of medico marketing and sales personal:

Study design:
 The study was designed to take the

interview of Pharma employers and
fresher at various places in Gujarat.

 The interview was taken in the month of
March, April and May of various
pharmaceutical employers. The survey of
fresher was taken at various pharmacy
and MBA colleges to be aware about their
expectations.

 A thorough examination and purpose of
taking the survey was made clearer to
each employer.

 It was made clearer and employers were
well aware about the intension of
research.

 The detailed study and analysis of the
gathered data was done from the month
of February-April and various criteria are
evaluated and represented through tables
and graphs with suitable interpretations
and suggestions.

Sample survey of Employers:
Various pharmaceutical employers, HR
personnel and pharmaceutical company
presidents were interviewed by personal
interview technique.The sample of the
Employer was chosen from theVatva GIDC;
Narol GIDC; Various Pharma head offices;
Kerala GIDC. 25 Pharma employers were
chosen and intervened in depth by
personal interview technique. The
interview included with, structured
standardized interview, Depth interviews,
Telephone Interviews:
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Sample survey of Fresher:
100 students were interviewed from

four pharmaceutical and MBA colleges. The
group of 25 students has been made. And the
interview was taken in focused group style of
survey.
Outcome from the analysis:
The data was gathered and analyzed
depending on the interview of the employers
and the questioner filled by the fresher.

1. A systemic approach should be developed
with specified criteria:

 There should be some strong
consideration at the time of placement and
interviewing fresher.

 I have tried to derive a stepwise pattern
for interviewing and selecting a fresher
as an M.R.

 Stepwise recruitment model has been
developed and this model should be
applied commonly.

2. Collaboration of the institute with the
specified industry:

3. Training with marketing concepts at
graduation level:

4. Encouragement en route for the
community of medical representatives:

1. Pharma Employer's need-fresher's
Expectation matrix:-
This matrix is developed with the help of
Boston Consulting Group matrix same as, BCG
matrix it is a 4 cell matrix. It can also be called
as (2 x 2) matrix. This provides a graphical
representation of the need of employers and
skill of fresher. According to this matrix, a
fresher could be classified as, Competence;
Average; According to their - knowledge, skill,
qualification, adaptability; Main two criteria
will be Selected - Competence + Criteria;
Rejected - Average - CriteriaThe analysis
requires that both measures which are,
Competence,Weakness, i.e. average.
Same as BCG matrix's four cells, Horizontal
Axis indicates "regulatory Compliance
whereas, vertical axis indicates, "interview
performance." The key theory underlying is
the recruitment of a fresher among all these
criteria. If all fresher somehow match or do
not match regulatory compliance, the
midpoint "1.0" is used. Post, area, segment of
the MR is allocated as their performance and
measurement on the grid. The four cells of
BCG matrix were star, cash cow, question mark
& dog. Whereas, this have four cells which are,
Leading lights, Skilled Achievers, Qualified
Bookish, Hook wink
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1. Leading Lights:Leading light represents the
fresher having all the regulatory compliance
with the best interview performance. They
gain the game with their skill, knowledge,
power, confidence they perform best. They
are even come under the firm's regulatory
compliance. This type of fresher always suits
the personality of an M.R. They have
charismatic conversation power with
handsome knowledge. Skill of detailing, dealing
with doctors, conversation with chemists will
be of high standards.
2. Skilled Achievers:They are same as cash
cow of BCG matrix. These kinds of fresher
have all the skill like communication
confidence, quick in work. The problem here
is their qualification is less. These kinds of
employees are in high amount. Skill if have
polished well, there is a sky limit chance of
employment of such employees. This kind of
fresher in consideration with pharma is
science or chemical graduate but is full skilled.
Their interview performance is high.
3. Qualified Bookish :Their regulatory
compliance is high but their performance is
low. In the case of fresher, interviewing for
the job of M.R., have the degree of pharmacy
out the skill and performance is poor. This
kind of interview giver does not have practical
knowledge or polished skills. When
considered with managerial grid, their
regulatory compliance is high whereas
interview performance is low. These kinds of
freshers need training motivation and
experience. When expansion or
retrenchment theory adopted, they have the
biggest scope of improvement and can be
leading lights. But if ignored, they can be hook
wink.
4. Hook Wink: Hook wink represents the
fresher having low regulatory compliance and
low interview performance. Due to low
regulatory compliance, their performance
even is poor. If some strong point or attitude
don't found here, this kind of fresher is
generally laid off. Due to their qualification
even if motivation or training will be
worthless.

2. Recruitment Grid model:-
Recruitment Grid model is a performance at
the time of interview model. This is motivated
by managerial grid model. This model can have
different five kinds of performance & ability
for the job. All of those five criteria are
depended up on the job structure. The model
grid on the x axis has flair of fresher and on y
axis recital during interview. The model is
represented as a grid with concern to flair of
fresher giving (1-9) range of performance.
Here - 1 = poor; 9 = Superlative
(I) Evasion :- (1:1) This type of fresher has
poor flair and so do recital during interview.
They are generally omitted.They are even not
qualified with lower skills. They have the least
chances of being selected in the interview.
(ii) Solitary Laybare: (1:9)
This means: Their flair is average but their
rascality during interview is high. They even
have lesser chances to be the part of the firm
and get selected. As they lack the qualification
which is a major criteria for selection. The do
have marketing basics, high communication
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skills, easy relationship builds up. But, their
education is not enough to get the job.
(iii) Core Contestant: (5, 5).
They have average flair with average recital.
Their education is good, so do they are good
at skills. Their performance is not so bad nor
is it superlatives. This indicates an average
fresher, majority of the fresher are of this
kind. The flair and recital of such employees
will be improved by experience.
(iv)Bent Pedestal: (9:1)
Their flair is good, i.e. they are competent
enough if education alone is the thing to be
looked for. Their recital is very poor. They are
not the players as they don't perform well.An
improvement in the performance can easily
make them paramount thespian.
(v) Paramount Thespian: -  (9:9)
They are the selected person as they have;
Superlative flair; Superlative recital.
Conclusion:
By, taking the reviews of the employers and
having a through conversation with the
fresher the clearance of what ate the need
and what are the expectations with the field
of Pharma marketing has been known.. The
theory and the application of the theory

specialized to pharma recruitment has been
developed. Anticipate these criteria may be
utilized to the entire fresher who are aiming
to work at pharmaceutical sales and the
employers who are in need of a real talent.So,
at the end it can be concluded that nor is the
industry to be blamed for the misconception
for a job as MR nor the fresher are least
interested to work in the department of sales
and marketing. It is just the matter of not
working all the criteria together and so do
the problem occurs.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF NON PERFORMING ASSETS MAN-
AGEMENT OF BANK OF BARODA AND HDFC BANK IN INDIA.

At global level, Asian region fall under the higher NPA/Total loan ratio category. In recent time, the banks
have become very careful in extending loans, the reason being rising non-performing assets. Non-performing
assets had been the single largest cause of frustration of the banking sector of India. This paper considers
the data of public sector Bank – Bank of Baroda and Private sector Bank – HDFC bank and attempt to
compare analyze and interprets the NPA management from the year 2008-2017. On the conceptual side,
it gives an overview of NPA, types of NPA, measures taken by banks to reduce NPA and on calculation
side; it covers various ratios and also application of T test to judge the presence of any significant difference
between the ratios. The finding reveals that the percentage of Gross NPA to Total Advances is increasing
in 2017, and from T test it is concluded that the ratio of Gross NPA to Total Advance and Net NPA to
Total Advance of Bank of Baroda and HDFC bank does have significant difference between 2008-2017.
Key Words: Non –Performing Assets (NPA), Bank of Baroda (BOB), Housing Development
Financinal Corporation (HDFC)

INTRODUCTION
At global level, one interesting observation related
to the trend of NPA is done that most of the
countries that fall under the higher NPA/Total Loan
ratio Category are in the Asian region.(Meenakshi
and Mahesh ,2010). In recent times the banks have
become very careful in extending loans because of
the reason of rising non-performing assets. “Solving
the NPA problem is the top most priority right now
through consolidation is important," said Sanjeev
Sanyal, principal economic advisor, speaking at Ficci
event in Mumbai. The prime function of banks is to
lend funds as loans to various sectors and to receive
deposits. Non-performing assets had been the single
largest cause of frustration of the banking sector of
India. Amongst the various desirable characteristics
of a well-functioning financial system, the
maintenance of a few non-performing assets (NPA)
is an important one.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1. To study the concept and types of Non

Performing Assets (NPA) in Banks.

2. To identify the various measures taken by banks
to reduce Non Performing Assets.

3. To analyze and interpret various NPA related
ratios of Bank of Baroda and HDFC bank in
India from 2008-2017.

4. To test that is there any significant differences
between ratio of Gross NPA to Advances of
Bank of Baroda and HDFC bank in India from
2008-2017.

5. To test that is there any significant differences
between ratio of Net NPA to Advances of Bank
of Baroda and HDFC bank in India from 2008-
2017.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This section provides an overview of some of the
existing literature with regard to the NPA. This
literature review helps me to better understanding
of both research topics and of the existing gap:
Subhamathi (2016) examines that the public sector
banks having higher NPA than the private sector
banks and also finds that there is a strong correlation
between NPA and Net Profit of the public sector
bank and private sector bank in India.
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Ramasubbian and Thangavelu (2015) attempt
to study the future trends of NPA in the Indian
banking industry. The secondary data has been
analysis by least square method and trend series
analysis. The study observed improvement in the
asset quality of private and foreign banks.
Tiwari and Sharma (2015) attempt to study and
analyze the causes of NPA of selected commercial
banks in Pune. They considered 15 commercial
banks where three branches of every bank were
considered to study the causes of NPA. Data was
collected with the help of a structured questionnaire
from Branch managers; zonal heads, department
heads were the major respondents. The study
concluded that Sound appraisal and due diligence
must be taken by the branch managers before
sanctioning the loans to clients. Effective post
disbursal monitoring and control will also enhance
the creditability of the banks and hereby stability of
an economy.
Narula and Singla (2014) evaluate the non –
performing assets of Punjab National Bank and its
impact on profitability & to see the relation between
total advances, Net Profits, Gross & Net NPA. Also
conclude that there is a positive relation between
Net Profits and NPA of PNB. It is because of the
mismanagement on the side of bank.
Srinivas K T (2013) highlights the various general
reasons which convert advances/ assets into NPA
and also give suitable suggestion on findings to
overcome the mentioned Non-performing assets
problem at Commercial banks in India.
Olekar and Talawar (2012) studied NPA
management with reference to Karnatak central co-
operative bank ltd. By calculating few NPA related
ratios and used trend projection method to predict
next year advances for the bank. Their finding
includes the considerable reduction of NPA for the
bank and some suggestions for recovery of NPA.
CONCEPT
Non-performing Assets are like a double edged
sword. They do not generate any income,
whereas, the bank is required to make provisions
such as assets. (Olekar and Talawar, 2012).
A Non-performing asset (NPA) is defined as
a credit facility in respect of which the interest and/

or installment of principal has remained ‘past due’
for a specified period of time.
In India, the definition of NPAs has changed over
time. With an aim of moving towards the
international best practices and ensuring greater
transparency, a standard criterion of ’90 days’
overdue norm was fixed for identification of NPA
from the FY ending March, 2004 in the Indian
financial system. Thus, as per present convention,
a non-performing asset refers to a loan or an
advance where:
 Interest and/or installment of principal remain

overdue for a period of more than 90 days in
respect of a term loan,

 The account remains ‘out of order’ for a period
of more than 90 days, in respect of an Overdraft/
Cash Credit (OD/CC),

 The bill remains overdue for a period of more
than 90 days in the case of bills purchased and
discounted,

 Interest and/or installment of principal remains
overdue for two harvest seasons but for a period
not exceeding two half years in the case of an
advance granted for agricultural purposes, and

 Any amount to be received remains overdue for
a period of more than 90 days in respect of other
accounts

NORMS FOR ASSET CLASSIFICATION/
CLASSIFICATION OF NPA
The loan accounts in Banks are classified into four
categories. Out of these four categories, the following
three categories are considered as NPAs:-
a) Sub-standard Assets

With effect from 31 March 2005 the norms
have been further squeeze and a sub-standard asset
would be one, which has remained NPA for a period
less than or equal to 12 months.
In such cases, the current net worth of the borrower/
guarantor or the current market value of the security
charged is not enough to ensure recovery of the dues
to the banks in full.
b) Doubtful Assets

With effect from March 31, 2005, the norms
have been further squeeze, and an asset would be
classified as doubtful if it remained in the sub-
standard category for 12 months.
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c) Loss Assets:
A loss asset is one where loss has been

identified by the bank or internal or external auditors
or the RBI inspection but the amount has not been
written off wholly. In other words, such an asset is
considered uncollectible and of such little value that
its continuance as a bankable asset is not warranted
although there may be some salvage or recovery
value.

However, only those advances are classified as loss
assets where no security is available. In accounts
where some security / ECGC /DICGC cover is
available, these accounts are not reported under loss
assets.
The fourth category of loan accounts, which is not
included in NPA categories - is Standard Assets.
Standard Asset is one which does not disclose any
problems and which does not carry only normal risk
attached to the business.

MEASURES TAKEN BY BANKS TO REDUCE NPAS 

Table 1. Measures for Non Performing Assets (NPA) 
Non Legal Measures Legal Measures 
 Preparation of Watch list/ Special Mention 

category 
 Sending reminders  
 Visiting the borrower’s business 

premises/residence 
 Recovery camps 
 Circulation of information / List of 

defaulters 
 Redesigning unpaid loan installments 
 One-time settlement/ Loan Compromise 

scheme 
 Restructuring / Rehabilitation of sick units 
 Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARC)  
 Corporate Debt Restructuring (CDR)  

 

 Filing of civil suits or legal actions 
for recovery 

 Lok adalats 
 SARFAESI Act  
 Debt Recovery Tribunal (DRT) 

 

 METHODOLOGY OF STUDY
Research Design
Descriptive research design is used for the study
Data Collection
Data use in this paper is secondary, which is compiled from the annual report & website of the leading
Indian Public sector bank – Bank of Baroda and Leading Private Sector bank – HDFC Bank. Various
review of literature is also referred for the study.
Data Analysis Tools
Tools include Ratio analysis and use of SPSS.
Time- Period of the Paper
10years data from 2008 to 2017 is used for the study.
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
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Table 2. Gross NPA to Total Advances (Rs. in Cr) As on 31st March  

Year 

Bank of Baroda HDFC 
Gross 
NPAs 

Total  
Advances 

Percent  
Share 

Gross 
NPAs 

Total  
Advances 

Percent  
Share 

2008 1981.38 106,701.32 1.86 906.97 63,426.90 1.43 
2009 1,842.92 143,985.90 1.28 1988.07 98,883.05 2.01 
2010 2,400.69 175,035.29 1.37 1816.76 125,830.59 1.44 
2011 3,152.50 228,676.36 1.38 1,694.34 159,982.67 1.06 
2012 4,464.75 287,377.29 1.55 1,999.39 195,420.03 1.02 
2013 7,982.58 328,185.76 2.43 2,334.64 239,720.64 0.97 
2014 11,875.90 397,005.81 2.99 2,989.28 303,000.27 0.99 
2015 16,261.45 428,065.14 3.80 3,438.38 365,495.03 0.94 
2016 40,521.04 383,770.18 10.56 4,392.83 464,593.96 0.95 
2017 42,719.00 383,259.22 11.15 5,885.66 554,568.20 1.06 

 (Source: Annual Reports)
Interpretation:
The Ratio of Gross NPA to Total Advances for Bank of Baroda is increasing and decreasing ratio in
HDFC bank. It can be seen that the ratio in HDFC bank as compare to Bank of Baroda is less from 2011,
showing the efforts taken by HDFC Bank.

Table 3. Net NPA to Total Advances (Rs. in Cr) As on 31st March  

Year 

Bank of Baroda HDFC 

Net NPAs 
Total  

Advances 
Percent  
Share Net NPAs 

Total  
Advances 

Percent 
 Share 

2008 493.55 106,701.32 0.46 298.52 63,426.90 0.47 
2009 451.15 143,985.90 0.31 627.62 98,883.05 0.63 
2010 602.32 175,035.29 0.34 392.05 125,830.59 0.31 
2011 790.88 228,676.36 0.35 296.41 159,982.67 0.19 
2012 1,543.64 287,377.29 0.54 352.33 195,420.03 0.18 
2013 4,192.02 328,185.76 1.28 468.95 239,720.64 0.20 
2014 6,034.76 397,005.81 1.52 820.03 303,000.27 0.27 
2015 8,069.49 428,065.14 1.89 896.28 365,495.03 0.25 
2016 19,406.46 383,770.18 5.06 1,320.37 464,593.96 0.28 
2017 18,080.00 383,259.22 4.72 1,843.99 554,568.20 0.33 

 (Source: Annual Reports)
Interpretation:
The Ratio of Net NPA to Total Advances for Bank of Baroda is showing increasing trend and fluctuating
ratio in HDFC bank. Still the situation is better for HDFC compare to Bank of Baroda. Except 2008, in
every year ratio of HDFC Bank is less compare to Bank of Baroda.
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Table 4. Independent Samples test for Gross NPA to Total Advances 

  

Levene's Test for 
Equality of 
Variances 

t-test for Equality of Means 

  

F Sig. t df Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Mean 
Difference 

Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Difference 
                Lower Upper 

VAR00002 
Equal variances 
assumed 11.4739 0.003282 2.202894 18 0.040872 2.65 1.202963 0.122668 5.177332 

Equal variances not 
assumed     2.202894 9.148197 0.05461 2.65 1.202963 -0.06459 5.364586 

 Ho: The ratio of Gross NPA to Total Advances for Bank of Baroda and HDFC Bank does not differ
significantly from the year 2008-2017.
H1: The ratio of Gross NPA to Total Advances for Bank of Baroda and HDFC Bank differ significantly
from the year 2008-2017.
Interpretation:
From the t – test, it is found that the Sig. value is less than 0.05, so null hypothesis is rejected. That will
conclude of Gross NPA to Total Advances for Bank of Baroda and HDFC Bank differ significantly from
the year 2008-2017

Table 5. Independent Samples test for Net NPA to Total Advances 

  

Levene's Test for 
Equality of 
Variances 

t-test for Equality of Means 

  

F Sig. t df Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Mean 
Difference 

Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Difference 
                Lower Upper 

VAR00002 Equal variances assumed 12.61706 0.002278 2.34181 18 0.03089 1.336 0.57050 0.13743 2.53457 
Equal variances not 
assumed     2.34181 9.10998 0.04356 1.336 0.57050 0.04782 2.62418 

 Ho: The ratio of Net NPA to Total Advances for Bank of Baroda and HDFC Bank does not differ
significantly from the year 2008-2017
H1: The ratio of Net NPA to Total Advances for Bank of Baroda and HDFC Bank differ significantly from
the year 2008-2017
Interpretation:
From the t – test, it is found that the Sig. value is less than 0.05, so null hypothesis is rejected. That will
conclude of Net NPA to Total Advances for Bank of Baroda and HDFC Bank differ significantly from the
year 2008-2017.
Conclusion
The analysis of the leading banks show that both the banks are taking measures for NPA reduction practices
but this is not yet satisfactory. From the analysis, it is obvious that in last few years NPA level reduces in
both the banks but in last two years, NPA level is increasing in Bank of Baroda compare to HDFC bank.
The Public Sector bank –Bank of Baroda has higher Gross NPA to Total Advance compare to Private
sector bank – HDFC Bank.  It is also concluded from the T Test that the ratio of Gross NPA to Total
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Advance and Net NPA to Total Advance of Bank of Baroda and HDFC bank does have significant
difference between 2008-2017.
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Faculty and Job Satisfaction: Comparative Study of
Government Funded and Non-Funded Colleges

Purpose: This paper aims to compare satisfaction level of faculty members affiliated with funded as well
as non-funded colleges of Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University.
Design/methodology/approach: This is comparative type of study. A structured survey questionnaires
were administered through email and in person to the faculties (145 valid respondents out of 325) of 35
colleges affiliated to HNGU..The convenience sampling technique is considered for the purpose of this
study. The factors of the questionnaire are; organizational, job related, personal, student academic engagement
and environment factors.  The collected data are analyzed for respondents‘ demographic profile, scale
reliability, descriptive statistics correlations and paired t-test and other applicable statistical tests to compare
respondents‘ perception. IBMSPSS software was used as statistical tool for data analysis.
Findings: The collected data explores the Government funded faculties have more job satisfaction in
relation to some aspects.
Research Implications/Limitations: The research indicates that the faculties have more consciousness
towards their entrusted work and rights. Further research can be held by expanding area of research and
more variables
Originality/value: The paper adds to the empirical literature on effects of HRM practices, focussing on
impacts on both overall job satisfaction and satisfaction with pay. A novel feature of the paper is the use of
two separate data sets to develop complementary empirical results.
Key Words: Faculty, job satisfaction, organizational factors, student engagement, environmental factors.

Introduction
Faculty job satisfaction becomes debatable in higher
education of India. The education industry is changed
and can be grouped into two groups for the purpose
of discussion. The groups are pre- globalization
period and post globalization period The teaching
activities were known as service to the society during
the first decades after post independence period.
The entire scenario is changed after globalization.
Faculty job satisfaction determinants are vary from
time to time in Indian higher education industry The
teaching quality and output oriented faculty
performance became  inevitable from urban to rural
India because of competition amongst the institutions.
The government funded departments and non-funded
departments in colleges have the issue of level
disparity amongst acamedicians.The pay structure

for faculties in government funded and non-funded
departments are despaired and as a result, job
satisfaction determinants are varies from one faculty
to another faculty. The numerous models are
available framed by researchers/professionals as well
as academicians across the world. Some of are
mentioned as under for the purpose of this study.
This study focuses on level of job satisfaction
amongst faculties of two groups namely; faculties of
non-funded departments and funded departments
by the government in colleges of Hemchandracharya
North, Gujarat University. This investigation is
significance in terms of determinants of job
satisfaction of faculty. The faculty perceptions are
compared in terms of selected and discussed
determinants of job satisfaction in context to faculties
of funded and non-funded departments of colleges
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within the jurisdiction of Hemchandracharya North
Gujarat University. The selected determinants for
structured questionnaire for the respondents have
specific importance and summarized in the following
manner.
Scope of this study
The findings of this proposed research work would
be very important to educators, female faculty
members, administrators and educational policy
makers of India. The faculty job satisfaction factor
may get priority to evaluate in a regular interval in
higher educational institution of India. Moreover, it
is also a visible fact that faculty job satisfaction plays
significant role in overall development of quality
education. The present study would help in
identifying the more effective role that government
can play in education industry.
Research Gaps
(1) Organizational factors are associated with
employee job satisfaction is known assumption and
proved by the previous researchers but it is yet to
be investigated in terms of faculties engaged with
funded and non-funded colleges of India where the
diverge culture population is in existence. (2) Job
related factors are also associated with job
satisfaction of employee. There are numerous
models are in existence developed by previous
researchers as well as academicians. Faculty of
higher education is also treated as employee of
university. In this proposed investigation, job related
elements are investigated in terms of their satisfaction
which is yet to be investigated in context to faculties.
(3) Faculty personal factors also influence the job
satisfaction. Personal benefits, appreciation, pay and
allowances, management attitude and conflict
management may influence the job satisfaction of
faculty. In this investigation, these factors are also
investigated in terms of faculty job satisfaction and
compared between funded and non-funded
departments of colleges within the l scope of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University (4)
Student Academic Engagement also influences job
satisfaction of faculty. Student academic engagement
associated with the job performance of faculty,
too.Job performance and job satisfaction may be
so called as two sides of the same coin. The
components of student academic engagement for this

investigation are student motivation towards
academics, management support, student
achievement motivation, classroom management,
keeping the students as goal –oriented, effective
communication and faculty behavior. These factors
are investigated in terms of faculty perception to
evaluate the level of job satisfaction of faculty
members. (5) Environmental factors are also
associated with job satisfaction level of faculty
members in higher education. The suitable
environment at work place may cause to higher level
of job satisfaction of employees. The main
components of environmental factors covered for
the purpose of this study are; demographic factors
of faculty, security measures, teaching environment,
culture, classroom environment and physical facilities
in college.
Research Questions
RQ1: What is the relationship between perceptions
on organizational factors of faculties of funded and
non-funded colleges within the scope of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University?
RQ2: What is the relationship between perceptions
on job related factors of faculties of funded and non-
funded colleges within the scope of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University?
RQ3: What is the relationship between perceptions
on personal factors of faculties of funded and non-
funded colleges within thescope of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University?
RQ4: What is the relationship between perceptions
on student academic engagement of faculties of
funded and non-funded colleges within the scope of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University?
RQ5: What is the relationship between perceptions
on environmental factors of faculties of funded and
non-funded colleges within the scope of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University?
RQ6: What is the most influential factor towards
faculty job satisfaction in context to funded and non-
funded colleges within the scope of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University?
Objectives of the study
RO1: To compare faculty perceptions on job
satisfaction of funded and non-funded departments
of colleges in context to Hemchanracharya North
Gujarat University
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RO2: To compare faculty perceptions on
organizational factors of funded and non-funded
departments of colleges in context to
Hemchanracharya North Gujarat University
RO3: To compare faculty perceptions on job related
factors of funded and non-funded departments of
colleges in context to Hemchanracharya North
Gujarat University
RO4: To compare faculty perceptions on personal
factors   of funded and non-funded departments of
colleges in context to Hemchanracharya North
Gujarat University
RO5: To compare faculty perceptions on student
academic engagement of funded and non-funded
departments of colleges in context to.
Hemchanracharya North Gujarat University
RO6: To compare faculty perceptions on
environmental factors of funded and non-funded
departments of colleges in context to
Hemchanracharya North Gujarat University
Review of Literature
The following literature is reviewed for the purpose
of finding the research gaps between proposed
investigation and work already done by the previous
researchers/professionals as well as academicians.
Pitaloka and Sofia (2014)1 established that job
satisfaction can be measured according to the the
job itself, rewards or benefits, relationship quality
with the employees, and promotional opportunities
In this proposed study,it is intended to investigate
the faculty perceptions on rewards or benefits,
relationship quality with the employees and
promotional oppurtunities in Government funded and
non-funded colleges.
Maduka and Okafor (2014)2 expressed motivation
as the inner desire of an employee to direct his/ her
behaviour towards accomplishing certain goals. In
other words, motivation can be conceptualized as
an employee’s feeling of stimulation and interest to
accomplish his/ her work or tasks efficiently.
According to Jain and Kuar (2014)3, comfortable
work environment increases the happiness of
employees with their jobs, and this ultimately leads
to the growth of an organization and economy There
are five factors that employee tend to consider in
evaluating the working environment. The factors
include space and facilities required for performing

the work, superior relationships, equality of treatment
at the workplace, communication system at the
workplace, conductive working environment, and
the procedures to determine and control hazards.
According  to  Bakotić  and Babić  (2013)4, job
satisfaction encompasses several factors such as
nature of job, salary, work stress, working
environment, colleagues, supervisors, and working
hours. Job satisfaction has been considered as a top
priority for several organizations and it can be
evaluated based on several elements. High job
satisfaction can be felt through the comfort and
positive experience that an employee relates to his
job.
Jolodar and Jolodar (2012)5 demonstrated that job
satisfaction is directly linked with human resources
development and employee productivity. As a result,
higher levels of job satisfaction will boost productivity
and ultimately organizational elevation. Based on the
literature review, it shows there are several factors
that could affect job satisfaction and make employees
happier with their jobs.
Bani Kochar(2012)6 studied that Job satisfaction
manifests as three meta dimensions, i.e., ‘balance’,
combining three dimensions for the prevention of
dissatisfaction (working environment, pay, and
cooperation of peers), and four dimensions for
enforcement of motivation (delegation of work,
opportunity for growth, delegation of authority, and
opportunity for advancement); ‘commensuration’
representing higher rewards for higher level of stress;
and ‘security’, meaning job security
Creswell (2009)7 posited that “problems studied by
post-positivists reflect the need to identify and assess
the causes that influence outcomes". This study
sought to identify and assess how faculty construct
job satisfaction, the extent to which dependent care
policies influenced job satisfaction, and whether the
construction of job satisfaction differed between
male and female faculty.
Shanks (2007)8 defined that motivation is the process
of giving a motive that influences a person to respond
to take some actions. Motivation will enable people
to gain the desire to do something. Consequently,
with the existence of motivation, people will be
encouraged to have high spirit and force themselves
to do what is required from them
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Lee-Kelley et al.,( 2007)9 studied that Job
satisfaction is one of the key factors that affect
organizational success and performance. Job
satisfaction can be viewed as a general evaluation
of “an employee’s attitudes of overall acceptance,
contentment, and enjoyment in his or her work. In
this study, the faculties` attitudes of overall
acceptance, contentment and enjoyment in his /her
work is evaluated in the same context.
Kristin Ann Kroncke (2006)10 in their research also
had showed that job satisfaction was increased
because of the conducive working environment.
Their study concluded that businesses should realize
the importance of having a good working
environment to maximize the levels of job satisfaction
Echols (2005)11 declared that in order to increase
employee engagement, business managers have to
give significant attention to the skills, knowledge, and
talents of their employees. The author further
explained that when employees have the awareness
about their strengths and capabilities, their levels of
engagement tend to be higher, and this as a result
would leads to increased performance.
Spector (2003)12 illustrated that job satisfaction is
related to significant employee and organisational
outcomes, ranging from job performance to health
and longevity. Overall, job satisfaction provides
several benefits for both employees as well to the
organization. From the perspective of employees,
job satisfaction leads to the happiness and comfort
at workplace and indicates that employees enjoy
what they do. From organizational perspective, job
satisfaction leads to favorable outcomes such as
performance and low percentage of employee
turnover. Besides that, satisfied employees tend to
be more creative and can support the management
in decision making.
Roelofsen (2002)13 also found that the work
environment plays an important role in affecting job
satisfaction, where the comfortable working
conditions minimize employees’ complaints and their
level of absence. Based on the above discussion,
the following hypothesis is proposed:
Robbins (2001) 14referred motivations to the drives
that can energize, guide, sustain or improve the
potential of employees to do certain tasks. From
the above definitions, it can be said that motivation

reflects to the willingness of an employee to put his
maximum energy to accomplish a particular goal with
an expectation to receive a reward based on the
given efforts and achievements
Spector  P E  (1997)15 revealed that working
environment can be assessed according to the safety
of employees, job security, respectable relations with
co-workers, recognition for good achievement,
motivation for a job well done, and involvement in
the decision making process of the organization.
Moreover, different factors in the working
environment such as salaries, autonomy provided
to employees, working hours, organizational
structure, and communication between employees
and the management can determine job satisfaction
Williams,( 2000)16 studied that universities, as
gendered organizations, maintain structures and
practices that favor  and reward traditional male
behaviors and work/life structures.
Park (1996)17 also observed in his study that
inequalities and marginality manifest in a variety of
ways. For example, within academe, “women as a
group, carry heavier teaching loads, bear greater
responsibility for undergraduate education, and have
more service commitments. Women also have less
access to graduate teaching assistants, travel funds,
research monies.
Peretomode (1991)18 suggested that job satisfaction
is directly associated with job status. In other words,
employees with higher the job status are likely to
have higher levels of job satisfaction.
According to the study conducted by Clark &
Corcoran,(1986)19 ,it is concluded that  academic
workplaces that do not acknowledge the
multidimensional lives of faculty constitute an
unsupportive and unwelcoming environment
especially for women faculty who undertake both
an academic career and motherhood.
Previous research studies have indicated that
academic workplaces that do not acknowledge the
multidimensional lives of faculty constitute an
unsupportive and unwelcoming environment
especially for women faculty who undertake both
an academic career and motherhood.
Mehboob, F., Sarwar, M. A. and Bhutto, N. A.
(2012)20 have found that female faculty members
were normally less satisfied with their job than male
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faculty members. All the “Job Hygiene" and “Job
motivator" attributes were practically or noticeably
related to job contentment. The factors “Policy"
and “Working condition" were the least satisfying
characteristics while “work itself" was the most
satisfying factor found in the job in this study
correspondingly.
Nagar, K. (2012)21 in her study on organizational
commitment and job satisfaction among teachers
during times of burnout, has focused to find out three
parameters of burnout that are, reduced personal
achievement, depersonalization, and emotional
tiredness
Deshwal, P. (2011)22 has carried a survey to
investigate the level of job contentment for
engineering faculty members in the engineering
colleges of technological universities in Uttar Pradesh.
They find out that faculty members are found impartial
with managerial policies, promotional opportunities
and independence. Participation of faculty members
in framing managerial policies should be ensured.
They should get better promotion opportunities and
freedom in their work. As the majority of the faculty
members were found to be contented with the
inventiveness, work diversity, work itself,
reimbursement, colleagues support, accountability
and social status of job, attainment, student’s
interaction and job security
Sirohi, A., & Shrivastva, N. (2010)23 investigates
that the faculty members’ dedication, contentment
and performance are important in education sector
mainly in private universities. She has chosen top
seven private universities of Utter Pradesh as a target
sample to conduct the survey study. The respondents
of the survey are from two departments namely
management department and information technology
department
Platsidou, M., & Diamantopoulou, G. (2009)24 have
found that the faculties who were more contented
with their work tended to measure as fewer accurate
the problems of higher education
Bakhshi, A., Sharma, S., Kumar, K., & Sharma, A.
(2008)25 conducted study at University of Jammu
and they have found that there is a significant different
in job contentment of private college faculty members
and government college faculty members. Private
college faculty members have lower job contentment

then government college faculty members. They
found that there is not any significant disparity in life
satisfaction scores of private college faculty members
and government college faculty members. They
found that in overall sample of the study a positive
important correlation between life satisfaction and
job contentment.
Schuster and Finklestein (2006)26 noted a steady
decline over a 30-year span of time, 1969–1998, in
faculty who were “very satisfied" with their job and
a steady increase in faculty who were “somewhat/
very dissatisfied" with their job. The researchers
attributed this trend to increased workloads for
faculty members and decreased academic support
provided by the faculty member’s institution. The
decline in overall job satisfaction among faculty was
consistent regardless of institutional type, field,
gender, race, or tenure status. Schuster and
Finklestein challenged higher education scholars to
gain a better understanding of factors that may be
contributing to the decline in faculty job satisfaction.
The present study sought to meet this challenge by
measuring a model that includes dependent care
policies (e.g., one example of institutional support
for faculty members that is becoming increasingly
common) as one predictor of global job satisfaction.
The hypothesized causal model that was tested
included a latent construct, academic resources that
measured faculty satisfaction with workload.
Tsigilis, N., Zachopoulou, E., & Grammatikopoulos,
V. (2006)27 have found that employees were least
contented from the salary they get and most
contended from their supervisor and the nature of
their work. It was found that Public sector’s faculty
members were less satisfied then their peers from
the private sector from their compensation and their
immediate supervisor.
Gargallo-Castel A, Garcia-Bernal J, Marzo-Navarro
M, & Rivera-Torres, P. (2005)28 conducted  study
on job satisfaction: empirical evidence of gender
diversity. According to them the susceptible factor
for organization development is job contentment of
the Spanish faculty members. Additionally, they have
focus that the level of job contentment is derived
from four factors which are, “Interpersonal relations",
“Economic aspects", and “Personal fulfillment"
Working conditions The results of the study indicates
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the factors that affects employee contentment that
will be useful and helpful for management of industries
and the factors will also be useful and helpful for
taking advantage of competitive opportunity and help
to motivate and encourage dedicated staff.
Madhavan, S. M. (2001)29 has found that “Indian-
born" and “Chinese-born" faculty members face
some outstanding trouble in the place of work. These
problems comprise of cross-cultural communication
diversity, perceived favouritism that can lead to
misunderstandings with superiors, subordinates,
peers and gender related issues.
Enders, J. (1997)30 has found that the academic
professionals in Europe are more satisfied with their
job then the prior public debate suggested. Especially
university professors are relatively satisfied with their
job in general with the employment conditions and
resources for work. There are areas however which
academics are quite critical. The resources on their
work are more frequently viewed as an obstacle than
as satisfactory.
Hagedorn (1996)31 created a causal model to
examine the impact of salary differences between
men and women faculty on overall job satisfaction.
Although Hagedorn’s model included several latent
constructs, those relevant to this study include
academic perceptions of students; perceptions of
administration; and perceptions of collegiality.
Hagedorn, using SEM as her method, found that
perceptions of administration and perceptions of
collegiality were significant indicators of overall job
satisfaction. She also concluded that administrators
were critical in creating a work environment that
enabled faculty success.
Bachman, J. G. (1968)32 did study on faculty
sat isfaction and the dean’s influence: an
organizational study of twelve liberal arts colleges.
Herzberg et al. (1959)33 found that Maslow’s theory
of personal growth and self-actualization became the
keys to understanding the good feelings in these
sequences. They found certain trends in the
characteristics of high and low sequences. In the high
sequences, only a small number of factors were
responsible for good feelings about the job. All of
those factors were related to the intrinsic factors of
the job and were predominantly long lasting. When
good feelings about the job were short lasting, they

stemmed from specific achievements and recognition
about those achievements as opposed to the job
itself.
Research Methodology
The collected data are standardized and also
normalized followed by frequency distribution and
descriptive statistics.. A structured survey
questionnaires were administered through email and
in person to the faculties (145 valid respondents out
of 325) of 35 colleges affiliated to HNGU..The
convenience sampling technique is considered for
the purpose of this study. The factors of the
questionnaire are; organizational, job related,
personal, student academic engagement and
environment factors.  The collected data are analyzed
for respondents‘ demographic profile, scale reliability,
descriptive statistics correlations and paired t-test
and other applicable statistical tests to compare
respondents‘ perception. IBMSPSS software was
used as statistical tool for data analysis
Hypothesis
H01: Average perception is same in terms of
organizational factors with reference to faculty of
funded and non-funded colleges of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University.
H02: Average perception is same in terms of job
related factors with reference to faculty of funded
and non-funded colleges of Hemchandracharya
North Gujarat University.
H03: Average perception is same in terms of personal
factors with reference to faculty of funded and non-
funded colleges of Hemchandracharya North Gujarat
University.
H04:: Average perception is same in terms of student
academic engagement with reference to faculty of
funded and non-funded colleges of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University
H05: Average perception is same in terms of
environmental factors with reference to faculty of
funded and non-funded colleges of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University
Results and Discussion
The following results are obtained after analyzing the
collected data from the respondents. The results are
in tabulated form in annexure.
Table-1 in annexure indicates the results on
demographic status of both the type of respondents.
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i.e. respondents of funded colleges and respondents
of non-funded colleges. Total respondents of funded
colleges are 77 in terms of both male and female
respondents, whereas total respondents of non-
funded colleges are 68. Male and female respondents
are not separated in both types of respondents
because there id no objective to compare male and
female response on their job satisfaction level.
Table-2 indicates the results on scale reliability of
questionnaire in terms of funded colleges
respondents. The factors considered from Aaker
model on brand personality which are: sincerity,
excitement, competence, sophistication, ruggedness.
The range of Cronbach alpha is 0.798 -0.895 for
organizational factors, Job Related Factors, Personal
Factor,s Student Academic Engagement and
Environmental Factors  So that it is concluded that
the results are acceptable for further
investigation..The “sophistication" factor has
registered Cronbach alpha at 0.817 and it also
conclude that the result is good for further
investigation.(standard internal consistency: 0.7 d"
α < 0.8 ,then decision is “acceptable “and  for 0.8
d"  α  <  0.9,then  decision  is  “good"  for  further
investigation, George and Mallery ,2003) .
 Table-3 indicates the results on scale reliability of
questionnaire in terms of non-funded colleges
respondents. The factors considered from Aaker
model on brand personality which are: sincerity,
excitement, competence, sophistication, ruggedness.
The range of Cronbach alpha is 0.711 -0.895 for
organizational factors, Job Related Factors, Personal
Factor,s Student Academic Engagement and
Environmental Factors  So that it is concluded that
the results are acceptable for further
investigation..The “sophistication" factor has
registered Cronbach alpha at 0.817 and it also
conclude that the result is good for further
investigation.(standard internal consistency: 0.7 d"
α < 0.8 ,then decision is “acceptable “and  for 0.8
d"  α  <  0.9,then  decision is “good" for further
investigation, George and Mallery ,2003)
Table-4 indicates the results on descriptive statistics
of the funded colleges’ respondents. Minimum level
is 1 and maximum level is 5. The valid respondents
are 77. Maximum mean is 1.34 and minimum mean
for them is 1.78. The standard deviation is 1.19 for

funded respondents of the colleges and maximum
standard deviation is 1.67.
Table-5 indicates the results on descriptive statistics
of the funded colleges’ respondents. Minimum level
is 1 and maximum level is 5. The valid respondents
are 68. Maximum mean is 1.11 and minimum mean
for them is 1.38 The standard deviation is 121 for
non-funded respondents of the colleges and
maximum standard deviation is 1.91
Table-7 indicates the results on correlations amongst
all the five factors in terms of funded colleges‘
respondents. It is between the ranges of 0.494 to
0.794. Significance level is 0.00. It shows that they
have considerable correlations.
Table-8 indicates the results on correlations amongst
all the five factors in terms of funded colleges‘
respondents. It is between the ranges of 0.484 to
0.714. Significance level is 0.00. It shows that they
have considerable correlations.
Table-9 indicates the results on paired sample t-test
which provides directions on the perception obtained
from the respondents on specific items from the
questionnaire administered to respondents as a
matter of data collection process. 23pairs have
considerable significant positive relations between
response of funded and non-funded college faculty
of HNGU of Gujarat state. (Table-8 of annexure)
H01: Average perception is same in terms of
organizational factors with reference to faculty of
funded and non-funded colleges of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University.
H11: Average perception is not same in terms of
organizational factors with reference to faculty of
funded and non-funded colleges of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University
The results on OF1*NOF1 indicates that there is
no significant relations between OF1*NOF1
because t- value is 0.2321.Mean, SD,and SEM are
in opinion of different perception of respondents.
Significance value is 0.123 which is more than 0.05.It
mean p-value > 0.05.So that H01 is rejected and
H11 IS accepted in this sense.(Table-8 of annexure)
H02: Average perception is same in terms of job
related factors with reference to faculty of funded
and non-funded colleges of Hemchandracharya
North Gujarat University.
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H02: Average perception is not same in terms of job
related factors with reference to faculty of funded
and non-funded colleges of Hemchandracharya
North Gujarat University.
The results on JBR11*NJBR11
JBR12*NJBR12and, JBR13*NJBR13indicate that
there is no significant relations amongst the pairs.
because t- value s are very small as well as is.Mean,
SD,and SEM are in opinion of different perception
of respondents. Significance p-values > 0.05.So that
H02 is rejected and H2 1 IS accepted in this
sense.(Table-8 of annexure)
H03: Average perception is same in terms of personal
factors with reference to faculty of funded and non-
funded colleges of Hemchandracharya North Gujarat
University.
H13: Average perception is same in terms of personal
factors with reference to faculty of funded and non-
funded colleges of Hemchandracharya North Gujarat
University.
The results on PF1 *NPF1, PF2*NPF2,
PF3*NPF3, PF4*NPF4, PF6*NPF6 and
PF8*NPF8 indicate  that there is no significant
relations amongst the pairs. because t- value s are
very small as well as is.Mean, SD,and SEM are in
opinion of different perception of respondents.
Significance p-values > 0.05.So that H03 is rejected
and H3 1 IS accepted in this sense.(Table-8 of
annexure)
H04:: Average perception is same in terms of student
academic engagement with reference to faculty of
funded and non-funded colleges of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University
H04:: Average perception is not same in terms of
student academic engagement with reference to
faculty of funded and non-funded colleges of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University
The results on SAE2*NSAE2, SAE3*NSAE3
SAE4*NSAE4, SAE5*NSAE5, and
SAE11*NSAE11 indicate that there is no significant
relations amongst the pairs. Because t- value s are
very small as well as is. Mean, SD, and SEM are in
opinion of different perception of respondents.
Significance p-values > 0.05.So that H04 is rejected
and H5 1 is accepted in this sense.(Table-8 of
annexure)  Thus,, h04 is rejected and H14 is
accepted. (Table-8 of annexure)

H05: Average perception is same in terms of
environmental factors with reference to faculty of
funded and non-funded colleges of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University
H15: Average perception is not  same in terms of
environmental factors with reference to faculty of
funded and non-funded colleges of
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University
The results on EF4*NEF4,EF6*NEF6 and
EF10*NEF10  indicate that there is no significant
relations amongst the pairs. because t- value s are
very small as well as is. Mean, SD, and SEM are in
opinion of different perception of respondents.
Significance p-values > 0.05.So that H04 is rejected
and H5 1 is accepted in this sense.(Table-8 of
annexure)  Thus, all the hypotheses are tested and
discussed. Their results are concluded in the following
manner
Conclusion
The following conclusions are made on the basis of
the aforesaid investigation and discussion
(1) The results of H01 conclude that organizational
factors effect on job satisfaction of faculty because
in this study, it is observed that work culture effects
on job satisfaction of faculty. (OF1*NOF1).So that,
it can be said that RO2 is satisfied.(2) The results of
H02  conclude that job related factors effect on job
satisfaction of faculty because in this study, it is
observed that promotion policy, compensation policy
and extinction of faculty. (JBR11*NJBR11
JBR12*NJBR12and, JBR13*NJBR13) are
different for both funded and non-funded colleges.So
that, it can be said that RO3 is satisfied.(3) The
results of H03  conclude that personal factors effect
on job satisfaction of faculty because in this study, it
is observed that pay structure,monthly salary,
increment benefits,workload stress and
extracurricular activities. (PF1*NPF1, PF2*NPF2,
PF3*NPF3, PF4*NPF4,PF6*NPF6 and
PF8*NPF8) are different for both funded and non-
funded colleges. So that, it can be said that RO4 is
satisfied.(4) The results of H04  conclude that personal
factors effect on job satisfaction of faculty because
in this study, it is observed that student motivation
towards academic engagement, motivation from
college management,student achievement learning
collaborative techniques and faculty behavior.
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(SAE2*NSAE2, SAE3*NSAE3 SAE4*NSAE4,
SAE5*NSAE5, and SAE11*NSAE11) are different
for both funded and non-funded colleges. So that, it
can be said that RO5 is satisfied.(5) The results of
H05  conclude that environmental factors effect on
job satisfaction of faculty because in this study, it is
observed that teaching environment.,student help in
teaching environment. (EF4*NEF4,EF6*NEF6 and
EF10*NEF10  ) are different for both funded and
non-funded colleges. So that, it can be said that RO6
is satisfied.It is also concluded that RO1 is also
satisfied by the summary of all objectives and
hypothesis.
So that,it can be said that the job satisfaction level
of both the group is different and also can be seen
that funded faculties have somewhat more job
satisfaction in comparision to the non-funded
faculties of HNGU of Gujarat state.
Limitations and scope for further research
The results of this research have implications for
academic industry of Gujarat state.. The findings
identify the significance of funding and non-funding
status of academic institutesdifferent level of job
satisfaction of their faculties. This study has certain
limitations like; time constraints, area of research,
sample size determination and items considered for
questionnaire to collect primary data. In this study,
questionnaire for primary data collection. is
considered for three factors with 40 total  items.
Further research can be held by expanding area of
research and with some more items for
questionnaire. The sample size also can be increased.
The study can be held by utilizing various models
framed by the previous researchers.
Recommendations
(1) The academic institutes should create suitable
work culture which can motivate the faculty members
to increase their job satisfaction level.
(2) The academic institutions should frame
promotion policy, compensation policy and
extinction of faculty in such a manner which cannot
create level disparity between funded and non-
funded colleges.
(3) The academic institutions should pay their
attention on pay structure, monthly salary, increment
benefits, workload stress and extracurricular

activities.This can also increase level of job
satisfaction.
(4) The academic institutions should be initiatives
towards student academic engagement by
introducing special cell for this purpose. This also
may minimize the gap of satisfaction level in bothe
type of departments.
Thus,job satisfaction level of faculty members can
be enhanced and maximum caliber of faculty
members can be utilized in context to funded and
non-funded colleges
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND PROFIT-
ABILITY: WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SELECTED STEEL

MANUFACTURING COMPANIES IN INDIA
Capital structure decision is one of the most vital decisions since the profitability of any enterprise is
directly affected by such decision. An attempt has been made in this paper to explore the relationship
between capital structure (measured by Debt-Equity ratio and      Debt-Capital ratio) and profitability
(measured by Net Profit ratio, Return on Capital Employed and Return on Investment). A sample of five
steel manufacturing companies have been taken and secondary data from the financial report of the selected
companies for the period of five years from 2010-11 to 2014-15 was considered. The data has been
analysed by using ANOVA (to know significant difference in capital structure pattern and profitability),
correlation (find out an association between capital structure and profitability). The result revealed that
there is a significant difference in capital structure and profitability and significant negative relationship
between capital structure and profitability of selected companies.
Key words: Capital structure, Profitability, Debt-Equity Ratio, Debt-Capital Ratio, Net Profit Ratio,
Return on Capital Employed, Return on Investment, ANOVA, Correlation analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Every business enterprise whether it is newly started
or ongoing; small, medium or large, requires fund to
carry out its activities. The fund is required for long
time as well as for short time. Collection of long term
and short term fund by using various sources of fund
known as financial structure decision but when we
deals with only long term fund it is known as capital
structure decision.
Two major options are available to collect the long
term fund and that is ownership securities (equity
shares, retained earnings and preference shares) and
creditorship securities       (debentures/bonds, long
term loans). When firm using creditorship securities
it increases the risk of becoming insolvent as whether
business earns profit or incurred loss it is compulsory
to pay interest on it but at the same time it is cheaper
source as interest rate is lower than dividend rate
and tax deduction also available on it as it is
considered as an expense. Ownership securities bear
higher dividend rate and tax deduction is not available
on it as it is considered as appropriation of profit but
it is not compulsory to pay it when firm incurred loss.

Thus, use debt decreases cost of capital and
increases risk while equity increases cost of capital
and decreases risk. Here proper balance between
debt and equity is need to be maintained so that risk
and cost can be kept minimum and thereby increasing
the profitability of the firms which is known as
optimum capital structure decision.
The rationale behind selection of manufacturing
industry is that unlike service industry, it requires huge
fund both at the initial stage as well as at the times of
growth. The reason behind selecting steel industry
is that it is more capital intensive than labour intensive
so require huge long term fund than other
manufacturing industry. So it is very difficult for the
top management of the steel manufacturing
companies to frame a capital structure for collecting
huge funds.
This type of study is not available in literature review
so this research paper focus on what is the existing
situation of capital structure and profitability of
selected companies and how they differ from each
other as well as how profitability of selected
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companies is affected by capital structure decisions
over a period of five years.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The current study has reviewed lot of recent studies
that covers different industry sectors undertaken by
various researchers all over the world in order to
find out the relationship between capital structure
and profitability. The review of such major studies is
as follows:
T. Velnampy and j. Aloy Niresh (2012)
investigated the relationship between capital
structure and profitability of ten listed srilankan banks
over the past 8 year’s period from 2002 to 2009.
They found that there is a negative association
between capital structure and profitability except the
association between debt to equity and return on
investment. Further the results suggest that 89% of
total assets in the banking sectors of Sri Lanka are
presented by debt, confirming the fact that banks
are highly geared institutions. Idode, Patrick
Esiemogie; Adeleke, Toyin Mary; Ogunlowore,
Akindele John and Ahogbon, Oyekan Samuel
(2012) have examined the influence of capital
structure on profitability of listed Nigerian banks and
data was obtained of listed banks on the Nigerian
Stock Exchange (NSE) from 2008 to 2012 covering
a period of five years. The findings of this study show
that capital structure has significant positive influence
on the profitability of Nigerian banks during the
period of study Dr. Khalid Ashraf CHISTI, Dr.
Khursheed ALI and Prof.  Mouh-i-Din
SANGHAVI (2013) have made an attempt in order
to ascertain the impact of capital structure on the
profitability of a firm. This study is focus on
automobile industry and ten companies are taken as
sample. The reference period of the study is five
years and is completely based on secondary data
which has been collected through various sources.
The findings of the study have put forth that capital
structure do have statistically impact on the
profitability of the firms. Ahmed AL Ajlouni and
Munir Shawer (2013) have explored the
relationship between the capital structure and the
profitability (measured by ROI, ROE and NPR) of
the petrochemical industry firms in the Kingdom of

Saudi Arabia and the direction of this relation for
the targeted firms during the period 2008 to 2011.
The result revealed that there is no significant
relationship between capital structure and ROI and
ROE, while it showed very weak relationship with
NPM. This means that profitability performance of
the petrochemical industry firms in KSA is not
relevant to capital structure and there are other factors
that affect the profitability of these firms. Ashim Paul
and Tanupa Chakraborty (2014) have modestly
tried to investigate the impact of capital structure on
a firm’s profitability through a study of some listed
jute companies in India. The study is driven by the
unsteady over the last few years resulting in closure
of several jute companies in India. They have found
that selected companies are somehow suffering from
low profitability due to not having good proportion
of debt-equity mix in capital structure .they also found
that the relationship between the selected capital
structure and profitability variable is negative, but
not significant in any of the cases.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1. To examine the capital structure of selected

companies.
2. To examine the profitability of selected

companies.
3. To explore the relationship between capital

structure and profitability of selected companies.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The present study is analytical in nature. To measure
the impact of capital structure, data of debt-equity
ratio and debt to capital ratio used as independent
variable and profitability ratio like net profit ratio,
return on capital employed and return on investment
taken as dependent variable. The secondary data
have been collected from various web sites and
annual financial statements of the selected companies.
The reference period of the study is of five years
which is from the financial year 2010-11 to 2014-
15. Population of the study is all steel manufacturing
companies of India which are registered at NSE/
BSE. In this study five companies of steel industry
has been taken as a sample by using convenient
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sampling technique. The sample companies are Steel
Authority of India Limited, JSW Steel Limited, Tata
Steel Limited, Jindal Steel and Power Limited and
Bhushan Steel Limited.
HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY
H01: There is no significant difference in capital
structure pattern between selected
companies.
H02: There is no significant difference in
profitability between selected companies.

H03: There is no significant relationship between
capital structure and profitability of selec t ed
companies.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:-
Table 1.1 Hypothesis testing through ANOVA
H01:  There is no significant difference in capital
structure pattern between selected
companies.
H02: There is no significant difference in
profitability between selected companies.

  
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

DE 

Between Groups 26.983 4 6.746 31.670 .000 

Within Groups 4.260 20 .213   
Total 31.243 24    

DC Between Groups .699 4 .175 90.678 .000 

 
Within Groups .039 20 .002   

Total .737 24    

NPR 

Between Groups 571.258 4 142.814 3.328 .030 

Within Groups 858.317 20 42.916   
Total 1429.575 24    

ROCE 

Between Groups 155.525 4 38.881 4.580 .009 

Within Groups 169.778 20 8.489   
Total 325.303 24    

ROI 

Between Groups 177.989 4 44.497 .739 .576 

Within Groups 1203.633 20 60.182   
Total 1381.622 24    

 Interpretation: Value of p for both independent variables (Debt-equity ratio & Debt-Capital ratio) of
capital structure is 0.000 which is less than 0.05. It means that capital structure patterns of selected companies
are differ from one company to another company
As far as the profitability is taken into consideration, the value of P for Net profit ratio (0.003) and Return
on capital employed (0.009 is less than 0.05 reveals that NPR and ROCE are significantly different between
selected companies. While there is no significant difference in ROI between selected companies as the p
value for this is 0.576 which is greater than 0.05.
Table 1.2 Hypothesis testing through Correlation

DE 

Pearson Correlation 1     

Sig. (2-tailed)      

N 25     

**
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DC 

Pearson Correlation .922** 1    

Sig. (2-tailed) .000     

N 25 25    

NPR 

Pearson Correlation -.561** -.471* 1   

Sig. (2-tailed) .004 .018    

N 25 25 25   

ROCE 

Pearson Correlation -.586** -.462* .732** 1  

Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .020 .000   

N 25 25 25 25  

ROI 

Pearson Correlation -.498* -.273 .871** .721** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .011 .186 .000 .000  

N 25 25 25 25 25 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

H03: There is no significant relationship between
capital structure and profitability of selec t ed
companies.
Interpretation: The above table shows the
correlation matrix between independent variables
(debt-equity ratio and debt-capital ratio) related to
capital structure and dependent variables (net profit
ratio, return on capital employed, return on
investment) related to profitability.
Debt-equity ratio is negatively correlated with the
all dependent profitability ratio of NPR, ROCE and
ROI as the value r is -0.561, -0.586 and -0.498
respectively. Debt-capital ratio too negatively
associated with profitability. In short, above table
shows significant negative relationship between
capital structure and profitability of selected
companies.
CONCLUSION
This research study primarily attempted to examine
the relationship between capital structure and
profitability of steel manufacturing companies in India

during the period of 2010-11 to 2014-15. For this,
the capital structure is analysed by debt-equity ratio
and debt-capital ratio while profitability is measured
by net profit ratio, return on capital employed and
return on investment ratio. One common thing for
all companies found is that every year proportion of
debt has been increase while the profitability reduced
every year.  The capital structure pattern and
profitability is differs from company to company
found by using ANOVA. Significant negative
association is found between capital structure and
profitability for selected companies by using Pearson
correlation test. This is may be due to excess use of
debt as well as some other reason may be
responsible for this.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Existing pattern of capital structure is required to be
changed as it is negatively correlated with profitability.
The company should not use excess debt. The
management should try to place greater emphasis
on equity capital through retained earnings and issue
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of shares for maintaining debt-equity and debt-
capital ratio. There may be other reasons for
reducing profitability, the management should find
those reasons and make it correct so that the
profitability can be improved.
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Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace
In India, the major cause for the subjection of women to these kinds of inhuman acts and violation of the
right to life with dignity is the patriarchal system of the society where the male members are considered to
be superior to females. The role of men and women in the society is seen in terms of domination and
subordination. Women are perceived to be submissive and to be kept under the control and supervision of
men. In the 21st century India is fast emerging as a global power but for half of its population, the women
across the country, struggle to live life with dignity continues. Women are facing problems in every sphere
of life whether employment, access to health care or property rights. Therefore there is need to give
attention on the offences against women with specific reference to sexual harassment of women at work
place.This study includes the various causes which lead toan increase in the number of sexual abusesagainst
women at workplace.
Keywords:- Harassment of women, Workplace, Women, Society.
Introduction:-
India is fast developing country but women’s in
India continue to be discriminated on various
ground. The declining sex ratio in India
adequately portrays the discrimination shown
towards women at the stage of birth and women
are facing harassment every day by their
surrounding or their workplace. Crimes against
women are of various natures. It includes crimes
involving sexual exploitation for economic gains
like prostitution, abduction, kidnapping, rape,
dowry crimes, sexual harassment and murder etc
on the one hand and crimes related to women’s
property like dishonest, criminal breach of trust,
domestic violence and outraging the modesty
of women etc. These crimes are not only injurious
and immoral for the women but for the society.
Harassment of women does not end by merely
bestowing of judicial rights or by making women
literate. Most urban women are literate today
but they are also victims of sexual harassment
at work place. It is imperative thatwomen must
be morally strong and empowered.Once
Mahatma Gandhi opined,‘As long as women of
India do not take part in public life there can be
no salvation for the country’.

Sexual Harassment of Women:-
Now women are working in every field with
shoulder to shoulder with men and there is hardly
any profession or field of the society where
women are not occupying the post and position.
At one hand women are acquiring status and
position in the society but on the other hand
women are exploited and harassed mentally and
physically for dowry. Sex discrimination or gender
bias, offences like sexual assault, harassment
and female foeticide etc are the common crime
against women in India; these crimes are
rampant in India because of deeply rooted bias
attitude and male dominated mind set of the
society.
Sexual harassment of women is a punishable
crime in all First World countries, but there are
still some Second and Third World countries that
allow it. This form of harassment entails
approaching, intimidating, or touching a woman
in a way that implies sexual activity or rape.
Another aspect of sexual harassment is that
which relates to the harassment of girls. Young
women are especially susceptible to sexual
harassment from school peers and potential sex
predators, such as teachers and other school
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staff members. Statistics reveal that 90% of all
young females experience sexual harassment
at least once during their tenure at school.
In India sexual harassment at workplace is one
of the most common crimes against women and
is also seen as unconstitutional infringing on the
fundamental rights ofwomen. Sometimes
women raise their voices against such injustice
but more often than not it is buried with time.
The need for preventing such injustice and
appropriately dealing with such cases, The
Sexual Harassment Act, 2013 was brought into
effective. In the case of RupanDeol Bajaj, a
senior IAS officer, Rupan Bajaj wasslapped on
the posterior body parts by the then Chief of
Police, Punjab, K.P.S.Gill at a dinner party in July
1988. Rupan Bajaj filed a suit against him,
despite thepublic opinion that she was blowing
it out of proportion, along with the attemptsby
all the senior officials of the state to suppress
the matter. The Supreme Courtin January 1998
fined.K.P.S. Gill Rs.2.5 lakhs in lieu of three
months rigorousimprisonment under Indian
Penal Code, 1860 ss. 29410 and 509.
Harassment at Workplace:-
Today the position of women is not secure in
the society, sexual offences against women like
rape sexual assault, dowry, kidnapping, child
abuse and rape increasing day by day. In the
democratic nation there is need to provide
protection to the women in the family as well
as working place. However, the fact is that in
many cases the harassment is by the boss or by
and influential person. Due to fear of the
consequence, the committee fails to deliver
justice to the women and she is again victimized
here. When the case is before the court it may
dismiss the case for want of witnesses.
In the case of Vishakha vs. State of Rajasthan,
first time sexual harassmenthad been explicitly-
legally defined as an unwelcome sexual gesture
or behaviourwhether directly or indirectly as
(1) Sexually coloured remarks;
(2) Physical contact and advances;
(3) Showing pornography;
(4) A demand or request for sexual favours; and

(5) Any other unwelcome physical, verbal/non-
verbal conduct being

sexual in nature.
It was in this landmark case that the sexual
harassment was identified as aseparate illegal
behaviour. The critical factor in sexual
harassment is theunwelcomeness of the
behaviour. Thereby making the impact of such
actions onthe recipient more relevant rather than
intent of the perpetrator, which is to
beconsidered?
Some of the guidelines are as follows:
(A) All the employers in charge of work place

whether in the public orthe private sector,
must take appropriate steps to prevent
sexualharassment without prejudice to the
generality of his obligation;he must take the
following steps:

(i) Express prohibition of sexual harassment
which includesphysical contact and
advances, a demand or request forsexual
favours, sexually coloured remarks,
showingpornographic or any other
unwelcome physical, verbal/non-verbal
conduct of sexual nature must be
noticed,published and circulated in
appropriate ways;

(ii) The rules and regulations of government and
public sectorbodies relating to conduct and
discipline must includerules prohibiting
sexual harassment and provide
forappropriate penalties in such rules
against the offender;

(iii) As regards private employers, steps must
be taken toinclude the aforesaid
prohibitions in the Standing Ordersunder the
Industrial Employment (Standing Orders)
Act,1946; and

(iv) Appropriate work conditions must be
provided in respectof work leisure, health,
hygiene - to further ensure thatthere is no
hostile environment towards women and
nowoman must have reasonable grounds to
believe that sheis disadvantaged in
connection with her employment;

(B) Where such conduct amounts to specific
offences under theIndian Penal Code, 1860,
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or any other law the employer willinitiate
appropriate action in accordance with the
law, by making acomplaint with the
appropriate authority.

Conclusion:-Many enactments and progressive
legislations have been made to take care of fair
sex and many provisions have been prescribed
pertaining to domestic life of women,
proprietary rights and women, social life of
women and their personal rights. However, in
present male dominated society much for
welfare of the women has to be done because
of manifold offence against women.Swami
Vivekananda told that, “Country and Nation
which do not respect women have never become
great nor will ever be in future." It should be
borne in mind by the Indian employers that
workplace are an integral part of the country and

it became the duty of every employer to make
sure that the women employees are in a
comfortable and atmosphere in the workplace
to ensure peaceful and progressive functioning.
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Empowerment of Women under Indian Constitution
Women have a unique position in every country whether it is developed, developing or underdevelopment
because she plays a different role in her life as daughter, wife and mother ect. She is treated half of the male
in status. "Yatranaaryastupoojyantiramantetatradevathah", is the Indian culture. It means where women
are respected, divine graces adore that home. Women's role in the present day society is more pertinent
than ever because of the changing attitude in the the society towards the same. Indian Constitution being
Supreme law of land to protect women. The concept of equality between male and female was almost
unknown to us before the enactment of the Constitution of India. Of course, the Preamble of the Constitution
seeks to secure to its citizens including women folk, justice-social, economic and political, liberty of thought,
expression, belief, faith and worship, equality of status and opportunity, and to promote fraternity assuring
the dignity of the individual.
Introduction
"Women are the builder and moulder of
nation's destiny. Though delicate and soft as
lily, shehas a heart, far stronger and bolder
than of man... she is supreme inspiration of
man's onwardmarch"

- Rabindranath Tagore.
The concept of 'Empowerment' is closely
related to gender equality and enter in to the
process of decision making. Empowerment is
process that makes a change over a period
of time and requires that the individual being
empowered is involved as a significant agent
in that change process. It's time to innovate
for the benefit of girls and woman. It also
imbibes the developing confidence in their
own capacities to make any decision and to
go forward for completion.
In 21st century woman is still developed in
many matters, like to take the decision of her
own marriage. Parents are always fixed their
daughters marriages by their own choice and
the consent of girl are taking into
consideration as secondary. She is not entitled
to take decision of her own marriage, and if
nay women trying to take any decision relating
to her marriage then, this decision is harmful

to her life. Because parents are not allowed
her to marry any person who is not their
choice and who is belonging to other caste,
or religion. This is the main reason of honour
kill ing of woman. Also there are other
reasons which cause the honour killing.
Empowerment of women
Women empowerment enables autonomy
and control over their lives. The empowered
women become agents of their own
development, able to exercise choice to set
their own agenda and be strong enough to
challenge and change their subordinate
position in the society. In order to achieve this,
emphasis should be on formulation of
appropriate organization for women to
facil itate communication, learning and
organized action. Empowerment is
individual's self-esteem and collective
mobilization for challenging basic power
relations like social injustice and mobilization
of resources. Empowerment is self-
governance self-sufficiency and self-
maintenance. Empowerment in the India
context means the development of women
capacity to make informed choice and
expansion of their capacity to manage their
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domestic and economic environment
efficiently. It is needless to say that India's
economic development is also closely
intertwined with the process of women's
oppression. Unless it is removed, it is not
possible to achieve expected target. This has
to be taken note of by all policies and action
intended to bring about the advancement and
development and empowerment of women.
Undoubtedly, the government had taken
action both at the awareness levels by
organizing programme and activities like
seminars and workshops, symposium to raise
the awareness level and to inform the women
group about their rights and opportunities.
The government had also brought out many
schemes and programs for empowerment of
women. These schemes and programme
included mostly income-generation schemes
to improve their economic conditions,
literacy programme, heath, nutrition and
allied areas for empowerment of women.
Constitutional Provisions
The constitution not only grants equal status
for women, but also empowers state to adopt
measures for positive discrimination in
favour of women. Within democratic frame
our laws, development policies, plans and
programmes have aimed at women's
advancement in different spheres.
Equality before law and non-discrimination -
Article 14 and 15(1) (3)
Equality of Opportunity in Matters of Public
Employment - Article 16
Right to life, liberty and security of person -
Article 21
Right against arbitrary arrest, detention -
Article 22
Prohibition of slavery trade etc. - Article 23
Right to effective remedy - Article 32
Right against ex-post facto laws - Article 20
(1)
Right to freedom of movement - Article 19(1)
(d)

Right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion - Article 25(1)
Right to freedom of opinion and expression -
Article 10 (1) (a)
Reservation of seats in Panchayats and
Municipalities - Article 243D and 243 T
The Government passed numerous Acts for
empowerment of women ;
The Factories Act, 1986
The Plantation Labour Act, 1951
The Mines Act, 1952
The Special Marriage Act,1954
 The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955
Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961
The Protection of women from Domestic
Violence Act, 2005.
Conclusion
Men and women are the two wheels of the
same chariot; it is necessary to keep the
balance between their developments. After
passing laws and making constitutional
provisions for empowerment of women a
great period has elapsed but the condition of
women remained far from statisfactory most
of these laws have merely remained on paper.
It is the time to close the cycle of victimization
and violence, and open of the empowerment.
We need to encourage women to recognize
themselves as subjects with rights, who have
the capacity to confront a justice system
which is highly sexist, racist, classist and
homophobic.
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* {u½kçkuLk yu. òu»ke

* Ãkeyu[ze MxwzLx, yu{.fu. ¼kðLkøkh ÞwrLkðŠMkxe,¼kðLkøkh.

rðfkMkLkk rðrðÄ ûkuuºkku yLku rMkæÄktíkku
ykðLkkhe ÃkuZeyu rðfkMkLke Ãkrh¼k»kk çkË÷ðe òuRyu rðfkMk yLku ÃkÞkoðhý{kt fkuR {ík¼uË Lk nkuðku òuRyu. ykÃkýu yuðwt {kuz÷
çkLkkððwt òuRyu fu suÚke rðfkMk ÚkkÞ Ãký ÃkÞkoðhýLku LkwfþkLk Lk ÚkkÞ. zku.ykh.fu. Ãk[kUhe (ÃkÞkoðhý ðkËe)Ãknu÷kLkk Mk{Þ{kt yux÷u fu
çku ËkÞfkLkk Mk{Þøkk¤k ËhBÞkLk yÚkoþk†eyku, çkwÂæÄSðeyku, íkíð®[íkfku ÃkÞkoðhýðkËeyku ðøkuhu ÔÞÂõíkíð rðfkMk {kLkðrðfkMkLku
ykŠÚkf Äkuhýku ðzu {kÃkíkk níkk yux÷u fu yu{ fnuðkLkwt níkwt fu su Ëuþ ykŠÚkf heíku Mkûk{ þÂõíkþk¤e nkuÞ, su ËuþLkk ykŠÚkf rðfkMk ðÄw nkuÞ
yuLkwt SðLkÄkuhý Ãký MkkY nkuÞ yLku Mkkhk ðkíkkðhý{kt Sðíkk nkuÞ yu heíkLke ÃkrhfÕÃkLkk fhðk{kt ykðe níke sÞkhu çkkfeLkk Ëuþku
su{kt ÔÞkÃkf økheçke nkuÞ suyku ykŠÚkf heíku ÃkAkík yðMÚkk{kt nkuÞ íkuyku rðfkMkþe÷ Ëuþku fnuðkíkk. ¾kMk fheLku rðfkMkþe÷ Ëuþku suLku
«økríkþe÷ Ëuþ íkhefu yku¤¾ðk{kt ykðu Au. íku{ýu «kf]ríkf MktþkuÄLkLkku WÃkÞkuøk fÞkuo Au. yux÷u rðfkMk su{ su{ ykøk¤ ðÄíkku økÞku íku{
íku{ Mk{]Äo Ëuþku ðÄw Mk{]Ø yLku økheçk Ëuþku ðÄw økheçk çkLkíkk økÞk Ãkhtíkw nðu íkku rðfrMkík rðïLku Ãký Mk{òðk ÷køÞwt Au fu {kºk ykŠÚkf
ð]rØ Ãkh ykÄkrhík rðfkMkLkk ÃkÞkoðhýeÞ Ãkrhýk{kuLkk yu{Lkk SðLk Ãkh økt¼eh «¼kðku Ãkzðk ÷køÞk Au. rðfkMkLkk yk MðYÃku
{kLkðSðLkLke økwýð¥kkLku ðÄkhe Lkne fkhýfu íku{Lke «ð]ríkykuÚke ÃkÞkoðhýeÞ ÂMÚkrík ðÄwLku ðÄw çkøkzðk ÷køke Au.

    ðÄíkk Wãkuøkku, Ãkh{kýw þ†ku, ðÄíkk $ÄýLkk ðÃkhkþ, ðÄíke
síke ¼kiríkf MkwrðÄkyku, ðÄíke síke ðMíke yLku ðÄíkku rðfkMk
fkuRÃký heíku ÔÞksçke LkÚke. fwËhíke †kuíkLkk ðÄw Ãkzíkku WÃkÞkuøk
íkuLku ðÄw Ãkzíkwt LkwfþkLk ÃknkU[kzu Au yLku Ãkrhýk{u {u¤ðu÷ku rðfkMk
MÚkkÞe LkÚke. rðïLkk Mk{]rØ ðÄu Au yLku fwËhíke íku{s {kLkð
rMkðkÞ yLÞ SðkuLke Mk{]rØ ½xu Au. ¾hu¾h Mktíkw÷Lk s¤ðkíkwt
LkÚke yux÷u fu rðï{kt ðÄíke ðMíke, ðÄíke síke økheçke, ðÄíkw
«Ëw»ký, ½xíkwt ðLk, ½xíke fwËhíke MktÃkr¥k, íkuLke {éÞu Úkíkku rðfkMk
yMÚkkÞe Au. s{eLk rçkLk V¤ÿwÃk Úkðe, ðLk fxkR Úkðe, ÃkkýeLkk
ík¤ ôzk sðk, s¤ «Ëwr»kík Úkðwt, ðkÞw «Ëwr»kík Úkðe, s{eLk WÃkh
f[hkLkk Zøk÷k ÃkÚkhkR sðk, Ã÷kÂMxf suðk ÃkËkÚkkuoLkku ¼hkðku
Úkðku, su ykÃkýk {kxu yMÚkkÞe rðfkMkLkwt Ãkrhýk{ Au. su rðfkMkLku
LkwfþkLk fhðk ÃkwhuÃkwY Mk{Úko Au rðfkMk õÞk «fkhLkku Au ? rðfkMkLke
r¢Þk{kt fwËhíkLke ÂMÚkrík ík{k{ MkSðkuLke ÂMÚkrík WÃkh þwt yMkh
Úkþu ? rðfkMk ÃkØríkyku õÞk «fkhLke Au yLku íkuLkwt Ãkrhýk{ þwt
ykðþu yk çkÄk «&™kuLkk ÞkuøÞ sðkçk MÚkkÞe rðfkMkLkku rËþk
Mkw[ðu Au.

ðíko{kLk Mk{Þ{kt ¼khíkLkku ðMíke ðÄkhku yrík íkeðú
økríkÚke ðÄe hÌkku Au. íku økríkÚke òu ðMíke ðÄu íkku Mðk¼krðf heíku
yLkks, Ãkkýe, ykhkuøÞ, ðMkðkx, ðknLk ÔÞðnkh yLku rþûký fu
yLÞ sYrhÞkíkku WÃkh Ãký yMkkÄkhý yk¢{ý Úkþu yLku òu
yLÞ ûkuºk{kt rðfkMk MkkÄðk{kt Lk ykðu íkku ÃkÞkoðhýeÞ «Ëw»ký{kt
ðÄkhku Úkþu. ÍwÃkzÃkèe ðÄþu, økxh ðÄþu, rLkhûkhíkk ðÄþu,
rðfkMkLkku yÚko ykÃkýu yrÄf WíÃkkËLk Au, yu heíku fhíkkt nkuRyu
Aeyu. ík u MkË¼o{kt Ãký rð[kheyu íkk u WíÃkkËLk fhðk {kxu
{u¤ððk{kt ykðíkku fk[k {k÷Lke {w~fu÷e, s¤ MktÃkríkLkk u

ykiãkurøkf ËwhWÃkÞkuøk, ðÄw{kt f]r»k rð»kÞf s{eLk rçkLk f]r»k
«ð]rík{kt WÃkÞkuøk{kt ÷uðkþu, íkuLkk Ãkrhýk{u f]r»k WíÃkkËLk ½xþu,
ðLkMÃkrík ðÄw fÃkkþu, rMk{uLx çkLkkððk zwtøkhkyku  ¾kuËkþu, ðknLkku
ðÄðk, Þtºkku ðÄíkk Äw{zku ðÄþu nðk ïkMk ÷uðk suðe Lkne hnu.

yÚkoíktºkLkk {níðLkk ûkuºkku su{kt f]r»k ûkuºk, Wãkuøkûkuºk,
Mkuðkûkuºk, ðMíke Ãkh ÃkÞkoðhý ¾qçk s økt¼eh yMkh òuðk {¤u Au.
f]r»kûkuºk ¾kMk fheLku ¼khík suðk rðfkMk{kLk Ëuþku{kt {kÚkkËeX
ykðf{kt íku{s hk»xÙeÞ ykðf{kt ðÄkhku f]r»kûkuºkLku ykðf{kt íku{s
hk»xÙeÞ ykðf{kt ðÄkhku f]r»kûkuºkLku {nËtþu yk¼khe Au. ðíko{kLk
Mk{Þ{kt ¾uíkeûkuºkLkwt çkòhefhý ÚkðkLkk ÷eÄu íku{kt ðÄw yLku {tz¤e
WíÃkkËLk {u¤ððk {kxu ðÄkhu Ãkzíkk nkrLkfkhf hMkkÞýefLkku
WÃkÞkuøk ÚkðkLkk ÷eÄu ¾uíkeûkuºk{kt s{eLkLke V¤ÿwÃkíkk ½xíke òÞ
Au. WÃkhktík hkMkkÞrýf ¾kíkhku îkhk WíÃkLk ÚkÞu÷wt yLkks {kLkð
yknkh{kt sðkLke ½ýk yfÂÕÃkík hkuøkkuLkku Mkk{Lkku fhðku Ãkzu Au.
su{kt hkMkkÞýef «Ëw»kfku{kt rzxsoLx ÿkðý), MkkRLkkRxMk, nuðe
{uxÕMk, ¾Lkes yLku fkçkkuorLkf íkuòçkku, LkkRxÙkusLk ÃkËkÚkkuo, ç÷e[ªøk
yusLx, htøkku Ãkeøk{uLxMk, MkÕVkRz, yu{kurLkÞk, ÞwrhÞk, Íuhe yLku
çkkÞkuMkeõ÷ fkçkorLkf MktÞkusLkLkku Mk{kðuþ Úkíkku nkuÞ Au. hkMkkÞrýf
«Ëw»kfku {kLkðeLkk MðkMÚÞLku «íÞûk heíku yMkh fhíkk nkuÞ Au. su{kt
Íuhe yMkh, Ëtík MðkMÚÞ çkk¤fku{kt MkkRLkkurMkMk, fkŠzykuðkMfÞw÷h
hkuøkku, «urhík {Lkkuhkuøkku ðøkuhuLke økt¼eh yMkh {kLkð SðLk Ãkh
ÚkÞk rðLkk hnuíke LkÚke.

{kýMkLke fwþ¤íkk íku{s íkuLke fkÞo fhðkLke Ãknu÷ ykŠÚkf
rðfkMk {kxu yuf {kuxe çkkçkík çkLke hnu Au. yk «fkhLke rMkrØ
{u¤ððkLkk fkhýu fwËhík{kt {¤e hnuíkk yLkuf MktþkuÄLkku rðLkkþ
ÚkÞku Au. íkuLkk fkhýu ÃkrhÂMÚkríkfeÞ Mk{íkw÷k òuðk {¤íke LkÚke.
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MÚkkÞe rðfkMk {kxu sYhe Au. s{eLk «Ëw»ký Ãkh rLkÞtºký, Sðtík
¾uíke {kxu hkMkkÞrýf ¾kíkhLku çkË÷u MkuLÿeÞ ¾kíkhLkku ðÃkhkþ,
stíkwLkkþf ËðkLkk çkË÷u økki{wºk MkSð ¾uíke Ãkh ðÄw Ãkzíke ¼kh
ykÃkðku òuRyu. ík{kfwLkk Ãkýo ÷e{zkuMk yktfzku suðe ðLkMÃkrík {ktÚke
çkLkkðu÷e ËðkykuLkku WÃkÞkuøk, ík{k{ sirðf rðrðÄíkkLkwt síkLk fhðwt.
økúeLk nkWMk xufLkku÷kuS rðfMkkððe, ÃkÞkoðhýLku Mktíkwr÷ík hk¾ðk
íkuLkk fkÞËkLke fzf y{÷ðkhe fhðe. sYh Ãkzâu íku{kt MkwÄkhk fhe
ðÄkhu yMkfkhf çkLkkððku, Ëhuf ðMíkwyku Vhe WÃkÞkuøk fhe þfkÞ
íku {kxu fk¤S hk¾ðe.
Wãkuøk ûkuºk :

¼khík{kt ykiãkurøkf ûkuºkLku WíkusLk {¤u íku {kxu yLkuf
«ÞkMkku fhðk{kt ykÔÞk. su{kt Ãkt[ð»keoÞ ÞkusLkk{kt WãkuøkLku ykøk¤
ÄÃkkððk {kxu su ykÞkusLk yLku rLkýoÞ ÷uðk{kt ykÔÞk níkk íkuLke
MkkÚku MkkÚku ykÞkusfkuyu íkuLke MkkÚku ÃkÞkoðhý yLku «Ëw»ký ytøkuLke
¼rð»ÞLke ÃkrhÂMÚkríkLkwt ¾hu¾h ykÞkusLk fÞwO Lk nkuðkLkk fkhýu
íkuLke {kXe yMkh ðíko{kLk Mk{Þ{kt ¾wçk s økt¼eh heíku ykÃkýu
yLkw¼ðe hÌkk Au. WíÃkkËLk{kt ðÄkhku ÚkðkLke MkkÚku MkkÚku ðkÞw
«Ëw»ký, s¤ «Ëw»ký, æðrLk«Ëw»kýku yLkuf ðMíke ÄhkðLkkhk
fnuðkíkk ©e{tík ykiãkurøkf, «økríkþe÷ LkøkhLke ïkMkkuïkMk{kt
yk WãkuøkLkk Íuhe hsfýku, hMkkÞýku yLku Äw{kzku òÞ Au. {kLkð
VuVMkkLkk Mkwû{ ¼køk MkwÄe ÃknkU[e {kLkðLku ¾ku¾hku çkLkkðe yfk¤u
{]íÞwLkku ¼kuøk çkLkkðu Au. {kLkð ïMkLkíktºkLke yLkuf ÔÞkrÄ yk
nðkLkk «Ëw»kýÚke Vu÷kÞ Au.  yk LkøkhLke nðk{kt  MkÕVh
zkÞkuõMkkRz, LkkRxÙkusLk ykufMkkRz, fkçkoLk {kuLkkuõMkkRz yLku
nkRzÙkufkçkoLk suðk hkMkkÞrýf íkíðku nkuÞ Au. su Íuhe yLku
«ký½kíkf Au. çkúuzLkh yLku nkuV{uLk Lkk{Lkk MktMkkuÄLkfkhLkk {tíkÔÞ
«{kýu ¼khík{kt ðÄw «Ëw»ký yLku yLÞ «Ëw»kýLku ÷eÄu Úkíkk {]íÞwLkku
yktf çknw s {kuxku Au.
Mkuðkûkuºk :-

Mkuðkûkuºk{kt ¾kMk fheLku ÃkrhðnLkLku ÷økíke Mkuðkyku íku{s
«òLkk fÕÞký {kxuLkk ònuh çkktÄfk{Lkku Mk{kðuþ ÚkkÞ Au. ðíko{kLk
Mk{Þ{kt MkkiÚke ðÄw [[koíkku økt¼eh rð»kÞ nkuÞ íkku íku Au, ÃkuxÙku÷eÞ{
ÃkuËkþ su ðMíkw yLkuf ð»kkuoLkk Ãk]Úðe Ãkuxk¤{ktÚke Mkt½he h¾kÞu÷e su
ykÃkýu {nk{nuLkíku {u¤ðe Aeyu. ykðe ðMíkw ÃkwLk: y«kÃÞ nkuðkÚke
{kLkðe íkuLkku çkuVk{ Ãkýu WÃkÞkuøk fhe Ãk]ÚðeLkk Ãkuxk¤{ktÚke íkuLkku
sÚÚkku ¾÷kMk fhe hÌkk Au. Ãkrhýk{u íkuLkk fkhýu ¼rð»Þ{kt
{w~fu÷eyku W¼e Úkþu. Ãkhtíkw ðíko{kLk Mk{Þ{kt íkuLkk fkhýu ¼kððÄkhku
ÚkÞku Au. Ãkrhýk{u SðLk sYrhÞkíkkuLke hkushkusLke ðMíkw{kt Ãký
{kU½e çkLkíke òÞ Au. suLkk fkhýu Mkk{kLÞ {kLkðeLkw t SðLk
füËkÞf çkLkíkwt òÞ Au. yk yuf ¾wçk s økt¼eh yLku rðfx Mk{MÞk
Au.
xfkW rðfkMk :-

{kýMk ykŠÚkf rðfkMk {u¤ððk {kxu íku{s íkuLkk SðLk
ÄkuhýLku ô[w ÷kððk {kxu hkníkÃkýu Wå[ yLku Auíkhk{ýe
xufLkku÷kuSLkk rðfkMkLke ÃkkA¤ ÷køku÷ku Au. íku «r¢ÞkLku ðÄkhuLku
ðÄkhu fhfMkh¼he çkLkkððkLke «r¢Þkyku {kxu òuRíke søÞk{kt
½xkzku ÷kððkLkk «ÞíLkku fhe hÌkk Au. yk fkhýÚke s søÞk{kt

çk[ík, Mk{Þ{kt yLku ykŠÚkf rðfkMkLkk yæÞÞLk{kt çknw s {kuxe
¼wr{fk ¼sðu Au. {kýMkLke «økrík yLku ÃkÞkoðhýLke ðå[u Mk{íkw÷k
ò¤ðíkk xufLkku÷kuS rðfkMkLku xfkW rðfkMk íkhefu yku¤¾ðk{kt
ykðu Au.
xfkW rðfkMkLkk nuíkwyku :
(1) sið rðrðÄíkkLkwt hûký
(2) støk÷ku yLku ðLkeofhýLku «kuíMkknLk
(3) økheçkkR ½xkzku
(4) ¼rð»ÞLke ÃkuZeLkku rðfkMk fhðku
(5) f[hkLkk WíÃkkËLk{kt ½xkzku
(6) økúeLknkWMk økuMkeÍLkk WíMksoLk{kt ½xkzku
(7) {wÆkLkk yÃkhËLkLkku yxfkð
(8) Äe{ku ðMíke ðÄkhku
xfkW rðfkMkLkk rMkØktíkku :-
(1) xfkW rðfkMk {u¤ððk {kxu {kLkðe yLku íkuLkwt fÕÞký fuLÿ

MÚkkLku Au íkuÚke íkuýu fwËhík MkkÚku yufhkrøkíkk yLku Mkw{u¤Lke
MkkÚku rLkhkuøke yLku WíÃkkËLk ykÃkíkwt SðLk ÃkMkkh fhðk {kxu
nfËkh Au.

(2) rðfkMk fhðkLkk n¬Lku ÃkrhÃkqýo fhðku òuRyu. suÚke nk÷Lke
nk÷Lke íku{s ¼krð ÃkuZeLke rðfkMkLke yLku ÃkÞkoðhýeÞ
sYheÞkíkku ÃkrhÃkwýo ÚkkÞ íkuðe heíku rðfkMk Úkðku òuRyu.

(3) xfkW rðfkMk {kxu ÃkÞkoðhý Mkthûký rðfkMk yuf yrð¼kßÞ
ytøk Au yu{ Mk{SLku íkuLkku MktÃkwýoÃkýu ÏÞk÷ hk¾ðku òuRyu.

(4) xfkW rðfkMk {u¤ððk {kxu WíÃkkËLk yLku WÃk¼kuøk fhðkLke
rçkLkykÄkrhík xuðkuLku rík÷ktsr÷ ykÃkðe òuRyu yLku ½xkzku
fhðku òuRyu. ðMíke þkMíkhLke LkeríkLku ÞkuøÞ W¥kusLk ykÃkðwt
òuRyu.

(5) þktrík rðfkMk yLku ÃkÞkoðhýeÞ Mkthûký ÔÞðMÚkk{kt †eyku
yLku ÞwðkÃkuZeLke ¼wr{fk {níðLke Au. yk çkÒkuLke þÂõíkLkku
ÞkuøÞ WÃkÞkuøk Úkðku sYhe Au.

MktþkuÄLkLke ðnLk ûk{íkk xfkðe hk¾ðk {kxuLkk sYhe {køkoËþof
rMkØktíkku
(1) fwËhíke MktÃkríkLkku ykuAk{kt ykuAk çkøkkz yLku {n¥k{ ykŠÚkf

VkÞËku ÚkkÞ yu heíku WÃkÞkuøk Úkðku òuRyu. ¾kýkuLkku ÃkwhuÃkwhku
÷k¼ WXkððk {kxuLke Ãkwhíke yLku MkwrðfrMkík ykÄwrLkf
xufLkku÷kuSLkk ¿kkLkLkku y¼kð yLku ykLkw»ktrøkf WíÃkkrËík
[eòuLkku WÃkÞkuøk fhðkLke yýykðzíkLku fkhýu Úkíkk çkøkkz
yu fwËhíke MktÃkríkLkku ËwÔÞoÞ Au.

(2) fk[ku {k÷ yLku WíÃkkrËík {k÷Lke nuhVuh {kxu ÷½wík{ ¾[o
ÚkkÞ yu ÿrüyu ykiãkurøkf MÚk¤Lke ÃkMktËøke Úkðe òuRyu.

(3) fwËhíke MktÃkríkLkku WÃkÞkuøk fhíke ð¾íku ÷ktçkk Mk{Þ MkwÄe ykŠÚkf
÷k¼ {¤íkk hnu íku{s rðfkMkLke MkÃkkxeLke MkkíkíÞ s¤ðkR
hnu íkuðe ÿrü yÃkLkkððe òuRyu.
Ëk.ík. s{eLkLkLke V¤ÿwÃkíkk ÷ktçkk Mk{Þ MkwÄe Mk[ðkR íkku ykŠÚkf
÷k¼ ÷ktçkk Mk{Þ MkwÄe {¤íkku hnu yLku rðfkMk Úkíkku hnu.

(4) fkuRÃký fwËhíke MktÃkríkLkku WÃkÞkuøk ËuþLkk ykŠÚkf rðfkMk{kt
fhðk{kt ykðu íÞkhu rðrðÄ nuíkwyku òuze þfkíkk nkuÞ íkku íkuðe
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ÿrüLku yrøkú{íkk ykÃkðe òuRyu. Ëk.ík. LkËe Ãkh çktÄ
çkktÄðk{kt ykðu íÞkhu Ãkwhûký, ®Mk[kR, {íMÞ Wãkuøk,
rðãwíkWíÃkkËLk ðøkuhu rðrðÄ WÃkÞkuøkLku æÞkLk{kt ÷uðk òuRyu.

rð¿kkLk yLku x ufLkk u÷kuSLkk WÃkÞkuøkÚke {Lkw»ÞLkk
ykÞw»Þ{kt ðÄkhku ÚkÞku Au íkuÚke ðMíke ðÄkhku ÍzÃke çkLÞku Au.
Ãkrhýk{u fwËhíke MkkÄLkkuLkk sÚÚkk ðÄíkk òÞ Au. WãkuøkefhýLku
rðfkMkLke MkkÚku «Ëw»ký{kt ðÄkhku ÚkÞku íkuLke «ríkfw¤ yMkh Mk{økú
{kLkðSðLk Ãkh òuðk {¤u Au. suLkk {kxu {kLkðu (1) xufLkku÷kuSLkku
WÃkÞkuøk çkwrØÃkwðof yLku rððufÃkqðof fhðku òuRyu. (2) ðLÞMktðÄoLk
yLku ðLÞSðkuLkw t Mkthûký fhðwt òuRyu. (3) «Ëw»kýLku ðÄíkw
yxfkðeLku fwËhíke Mk{íkw÷k s¤ðkR hnu yuðk «ÞíLkku fhðk
òuRyu. (4) «Ëw»ký hrník Wòo {u¤ððk Mkkih þÂõík, ÃkðLk þÂõík
yLku ¼híke þÂõíkLkk WÃkÞkuøk{kt ðÄkhku fhðku òuRyu. (5) Mk{økú
{kLkð fÕÞkýLku æÞkLk{kt hk¾eLku xufLkku÷kuSLkku WÃkÞkuøk fhðku
òuRyu. (6) RLVku{uoþLk xufLkku÷kuSLkw t {níð Mðefkhe íkuLkku
yÇÞkMk¢{ þk¤k- {nkþk¤k{kt Ëk¾÷ fhðku òuRyu. (7) ËuþLkwt
çkwrØÄLk çkesu ZMkzkR Lk òÞ íku {kxu ÞkuøÞ Ãkøk÷k Ëuþku{kt ÷uðk
yuðe ÔÞðMÚkk fhðe òuRyu.
rçkLk xfkW rðfkMkLkwt xfkW rðfkMk{kt YÃkktíkh fhðk {kxuLkk
Ãkøk÷k
(1) ÃkÞkoðhýeÞ rþûký yLku òøk]rík «kuøkúk{Lku «kuíMkkrník fhðk

òuRyu.
(2) ½xkzku fhðku VheÚke WÃkÞkuøk fhðku yLku «rík[¢ý fhðkLkku

ÿrüfkuý yÃkLkkððku òuRyu.
(3) su ík u MÚkkLk {kxu WÃkÞw oõík nkuÞ íkuðe ÞÚkkÚk o f u ÞkuøÞ

x ufLkk u÷k uSLkku  WÃkÞk uøk fheLku  ykðe xufLkk u÷kuS

ÃkrhÂMÚkríkfeÞ, {iºke MktþkuÄLk, fkÞoËûk yLku ÞÚkkÚko nkuðe
òuRyu.

(4) suíku ÃkØríkLke ðnLkûk{íkkLkk yLkwMktÄkLk{kt sYrhÞkíkku yLku
{ktøk{kt ½xkzku fhðku òuRyu.

ÃkÞkoðhýeÞ «Ëw»ký{kt ½xkzku ÚkR þfu íku {kxu Ëhuf ÔÞÂõíkyu
ÃkkuíkkLke SðLkþi÷e{kt fhðk òuRíkk VuhVkh.
(1) «Ëw»kýLku yxfkððk{kt ðÄw {ËËYÃk çkLkku.
(2) yÂ~{sLÞ çk¤íký (fku÷Mkku, ykuR÷) Ãkh ykuAku ykÄkh

hk¾ðku.
(3) ònuh ÃkrhðnLk ÃkØríkLkku WÃkÞkuøk fhku.
(4) ÃkkrhÂMÚkríkf- r{ºkíkk Ähkðíke WíÃkkËLkLkku WÃkÞkuøk fhku.
(5) C.F.C.  Lkk WÃkÞkuøk{kt ½xkzku fhðku.
(6) yfkŠLkf ¾kíkhLke søÞkyu fkçkkoLkuf MkurLÿÞ ¾kíkhLkku

WÃkÞkuøk fhku.
(7) rðrðÄ r¢Þkyku {kxu ykuAe {kºkk{kt s¤Lkku WÃkÞkuøk fhku.
(8) ð]ûkku fkÃke Lknª Ãkhtíkw ðÄw ð]ûkku ðkðku.
(9) stíkwLkkþf ÃkuRLx ÿkðfku yÚkðk ykuR÷Lke rLkf{kt rLkfk÷

fhðku Lknª.
(10) rðãwíkLkk çkøkkzLku yxfkðe íkuLku çk[kðku fkhý fu rðãwíkLkk

«Ëw»ký ðøkuhu rðãwíkLkwt WíÃkkËLk fhe þfkíkw LkÚke.
ÃkÞkoðhý hûký {kxuLkk Mkwºkku
(1) «f]ríkLku Mkk[ðku, «f]rík ík{Lku Mkk[ðþu.
(2) rLkÞwo{ [w÷k ðkÃkhku, nðk «Ëw»kýíkk ½xkzku
(3) ¾uíke«ÄkLk fwxw tçk {kxu çkkÞkuøkuMk (økkuçkhøkuMk) Ã÷kLx

ykrþðkoË Au.
(4) MkSð ¾uíke yÃkLkkðku, WíÃkkËLk ðÄkhku
(5) rðfkMk MkkÄku, rðLkkþ Lknª.
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-  }¢ïÜUH ÜU‹²¢
Ð¢ñÚ¢ç‡¢ÜU }¢¢‹²¼¢ ÜUï „¢ƒ }¢ïÜUH ç±Š² ÜU¢ Ðé~¢ ãñ J Ú¢…<¯ ÐéL¶¢
Ýï }¢ïÜUH Ð±ü¼ ÐÚ ÜUÆ¢ïÚ ¼ÐS²¢ ÜUÚÜUï Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢ï S±x¢üH¢ïÜU „ï
©¼¢Ú¢ ƒ¢ J ©„ÜUè ¼ï… {¢Ú¢ ÜU¢ï {¢Ú‡¢ ÜUÚÝï }¢ïæ ô±Š² ¥¢ñÚ
„¢¼ÐéÇ¢ Î¢ïÝ¢ï ¥„}¢ƒü ƒï J Î¢ïÝ¢ï Ýï ç}¢HÜUÚ }¢ïÜUH ÜU¢ï §„ ²¢ïx²
„}¢Û¢¢ J }¢ïÜUH çà¢± ÜUï ÐÚ}¢ |¢QU ƒï J Ðí„‹Ý ã¢ïÜUÚ çà¢±…èÝï
…Å¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ÈUñH¢ çÎ²¢ J Ý}¢üÎ¢ çà¢±ÜUè …Å¢¥¢ïïæ „ï çÝÜUH¼è ãé§ü
}¢ïÜUH Ð±ü¼ ÐÚ Ï¢ãÝï Hx¢è J §„è „ï Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢ Ý¢}¢ ‘}¢ïÜUHÜU‹²¢’
ÐÇ¢ J

-  Úï±¢ Ý¢}¢ÜUÚ‡¢ :-
„æSÜUë¼ ÜUè Úï±ë (Úïï±ì) {¢¼é „ï Úï±¢ à¢ÏÎ ›èôHx¢ }¢ïæ Ï¢Ý¼¢ ãñ J Úï±
¥ƒ¢ü¼ì ŒH±x¢ç¼ „ï ™HÝï ±¢H¢ J
Úï±¼ §ç¼ Úï±¢ |¢è ÜUã¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ, …¢ï ©ÀH-©ÀH ÜUÚ x¢}¢Ý ÜUÚï
»ï„è ÝÎè ÜU¢ Ý¢}¢ Ð¢ñÚ¢ç‡¢ÜU „¢çãy²¢ïæ }¢ïæ Úï±¢ ãñ J Úï± à¢ÏÎ „ï ãè
Úï±¢ à¢ÏÎ ÜUè ©yÐçœ¢ ãé§ü J
-  à¢¢ï‡¢ :-
¼ÐS²¢ Ú¼ à¢æÜUÚ ÜUï ç~¢à¢êH ÜUï ¥x¢í|¢¢x¢ „ï „~¢ã …HçÏ¢‹Îé çx¢Úï J
§„çH» Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜUï Ðí±¢ã ÜU¢ï à¢¢ï‡¢ ÜUã¢ x¢²¢. ¼Ð¼S¼S² Îï±Sƒ
à¢êH¢x¢í¢Î çÏ¢‹Î±¢ïÇÐ¼¼ì J ¼ïÝñ̄ ¢ à¢¢ç}¢„æ¿¢¢ ¼éæ Îà¢„# ™¼æ S}¢êë¼¢: JJ
-  }¢ã¢ÝÎ :-
|¢ê-¼H ÐÚ ÐíÜUÅ ã¢ïÝï ÜUï Ï¢¢Î Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ï …è ÜUè …H{¢Ú¢ ÐíÏ¢H±ïx¢
„ï Ï¢ãè J |¢x¢±¢Ý à¢æÜUÚÝï }¢ñÜUH Ð±ü¼ ÜU¢ï ©‹ãï {¢Ú‡¢ ÜUÚÝï ÜU¢ï
ÜUã¢ J ¥¢¿¢¢ ÜU¢ S±èÜU¢Ú ÜUÚ Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜUè ÐíÏ¢H ±ïx¢ …H{¢Ú¢ ÜU¢ï
©„Ýï „ãÝ çÜU²¢ J ¼Ï¢ „ï Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ‘}¢ã¢ÝÎ’ ÜUï Ý¢}¢ „ï ç±w²¢¼
ãé§ü ãñ J
-  Ý}¢üÎ¢ :-
ÐíH²ÜU¢H }¢ïæ |¢è Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ |¢x¢±¢Ý çà¢±à¢æÜUÚ ÜUï ±ÚÎ¢Ý „ï

¥}¢Ú Úã¼è ãñ J
Ý}¢ü ÎÎ¢ç¼ §ç¼ Ý}¢üÎ¢ J ¥¢ÝæÎ ²¢ ã ǖ ÐñÎ¢ ÜUÚÝï±¢Hè J

- „éÚÿ¢¢ :-
ã…¢Ú¢ï ã¢çƒ²¢ïæ ÜUï »ÜU „¢ƒ ç}¢HÜUÚ RUèÇ¢ ÜUÚÝï ÜUï Ï¢¢±…êÎ …H
ç±ÜUë¼ ¥ƒ±¢ Ú„ãèÝ Ýãèæ ã¢ï¼¢ J ÜUëÐ¢Ú„ }¢ïæ „Î¢ |¢QUx¢‡¢¢ï ÐÚ
ÜUË²¢‡¢ ÜUÚÝï ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ ãè ‘„Ú„¢’ Ý¢}¢ „ï …¢Ý¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J
Îê„Ú¢ ÜU¢Ú‡¢ - „±ü„¢{¢Ú‡¢ }¢Ýéc²¢ï ÜUï çH» Ý}¢üÎ¢ …H{¢Ú¢ ÜUï
LÐ }¢ïæ Ï¢ã¼è ãñ J ÝÎè ÜUï ¼Å ÐÚ Ï¢„Ýï±¢Hï |¢QU…Ý¢ï ÜUï Ðíç¼ ±ã
ã}¢ïà¢¢ ÜUL‡¢¢ Ú„ ãñ J |¢¢ñç¼ÜU, Îñç±ÜU, à¢çQU „ï |¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢
…H ÜU|¢è |¢è Ú„ãèÝ Ýãèæ ã¢ï¼¢ §„çH» Ý}¢üÎ¢ „éÚÿ¢¢ Ý¢}¢ „ï
ç±w²¢¼ ãñ J „éæÎÚ S±¢çÎC S±ÓÀ, S±¢S‰²ÐíÎ …H ã¢ïÝï „ï Ý}¢üÎ¢
ÜU¢ ¥ç|¢²¢Ý „éÚÿ¢¢ ãé¥¢ J
-  }¢æÎ¢çÜUÝè :-
}¢æƒÚ x¢ç¼ „ï Ðí±¢çã¼ ã¢ïÝï „ï }¢æÎ¢çÜUÝè ãñ J „æÐê‡¢ü ç±E …H }¢ïæ
ç±H² ã¢ï …¢Ýï ÜUï Ï¢¢±…êÎ Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ©„ …H }¢ïæ ÜUËÐ±ëÿ¢ ÜUè
à¢¢¶¢ ÐÚ Ï¢ñÆè ãé§ü }¢æÎ¢Ú ÐécÐ¢ï ÜUè }¢¢H¢¥¢ï „ï Ÿ¢ëæx¢¢Ú }¢ïæ ÜUÚèÇ¢Ú¼
ƒè,§„çH» Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢ }¢æÎ¢çÜUÝè Ý¢}¢ ÐÇ¢J
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-  Îà¢¢‡¢¢ :-
¥}¢ÚÜUæÅÜU }¢ïæ Ý}¢üÎ¢ Îà¢¢ï {¢Ú¢¥¢ï ÜUï LÐ }¢ïæ ©ÐçSƒ¼ ãé§ü ¥¢ñÚ Îà¢¢ïæ
çÎà¢¢¥¢ï }¢ïæ Ï¢ãÝï Hx¢è J Îï±¼¢, ¥„éÚ, }¢éçÝ, }¢ã<¯ §„ ¥H¢ñçÜUÜU
Îíà² ÜU¢ï Îï¶ÜUÚ Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢ï „±üà¢çQU}¢¢Ý Îï±è }¢¢ÝÜUÚ Ðê…¢
ÜUÚÝï Hx¢ï J Ÿ¢è ÝÎ¢ü „æÐê‡¢ü à¢é|¢ÜU}¢üÜUè ç„çŠ{Î¢~¢è ã¢ïÝï ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢
‘Îà¢¢‡¢¢æ’ Ý¢}¢ „ï ç±w²¢¼ ãé§ü J
-  ç™~¢ÜUêÅ :-

Îéx¢ü}² Ð±ü¼ÐÚ …Ï¢ Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÐíÜUÅ ãé§ü, ¼Ï¢ ±ãè ™¢Ú¢ï ¥¢ïÚ
ç™~¢- ç±ç™~¢ ±Ý ÜU¢ÝÝ Ã²¢# ƒ¢ J |¢è¯‡¢ x¢…üÝ¢ ÜUï „¢ƒ çÝÚæ¼Ú
…H{¢Ú¢ x¢ÚÝï ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ ±ã¢æ ÜUï x¢ãÝçx¢Úè ÜUÎæà¢»¡, ±Ý, Ð±ü¼,
©Ï¢Ç-¶¢Ï¢Ç ŒÎïà¢ »ÜUÎ}¢ „}¢¼H ÐÆ¢Ú Ï¢Ý x¢²ïæ J }¢ñÜUH ÜUï
Ðã¢Ç „ï çÝÜUHÝï ÜUï Ðíp¢¼ì ç™~¢-ç±ç™~¢ ¥|¢²¢Ú‡²¢ï,}¢ã¢¶‡Ç¢ï
„ï Ï¢ã¼è ãé§ü Ðçp}¢ çÎà¢¢ ÜUè ¥¢ïÚ „}¢éÎí }¢ïæ …¢ÜUH „æx¢}¢ ã¢ï x¢²¢,
ç…„ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ‘ç™~¢ÜUêÅ’ ÜUãH¢²è J
-  ¼}¢„¢ :-
Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ „Ï¢ÜUè ¥¢Ú¢Š² ç™‹}¢²è }¢ê<¼ ãñ J Ðí¢‡¢è}¢¢~¢ ÜUï NÎ² }¢ïæ
ç™‹}¢²è ¥¢y}¢¢ ç±l}¢¢Ý ãñ J „¢çy±ÜU ÐíÜUëç¼±¢Hï }¢Ýéc² ¥¢y}¢¢
ÜU¢ ¥Ýé|¢± ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J ¥¢ñÚ ¼}¢¢ïx¢é‡¢ ÜUï ç±ÜU¢Ú±¢Hï ¥¢y}¢ÐíÜU¢à¢ ÜU¢
¥Ýé|¢± Ðí¢# Ýãèæ ÜUÚ Ð¢¼ï, çÜU‹¼é Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ¥ÐÝï ¼Å ÐÚ Ï¢„Ýï±¢Hï
}¢Ýéc²¢ï ÜU¢ „æÐê‡¢ü …è±Ý Ð¢Ð ÜU}¢ü „ï ç¼¢ ÎïÝï±¢Hï }¢Ýéc² ÜU¢ Ÿ¢è
Ý}¢üÎ¢Îï±è ÜUè ÜUëÐ¢ „ï ç™‹}¢² ¿¢¢Ý ÐíÜU¢à¢ Ðí¢# ÜUÚ, ¥æ¼: ÜU¢Ú‡¢
„ï ¥¿¢¢Ý, ¥æ{ÜU¢Ú ÜU¢ ¥æ¼ ã¢ï …¢¼¢ ãñ J §„è ç±çà¢C¢ ÜUï ÜU¢‡¢ Ÿ¢è
Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢ï ‘¼}¢„¢’ ÜUã¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J
-  ç±Îà¢¢ :-

}¢æ¼¢Úà¢¢› ¥Ýé„¢Ú ™¢ñ„Æ ²¢ïçx¢çÝ²¢ïæ }¢ïæ Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ç±çà¢C
²¢ïçx¢Ýè }¢¢Ýè x¢²è ãñ J à¢æÜUÚ ÜUï ¥æx¢ „ï ©yÐó¢ ã¢ïÝï ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢
©ÝÜUè ±ïà¢-|¢ê¯¢ à¢¢æÜUÚè ÜUï „}¢¢Ý ãñ J ²¢ïçx¢Ýè Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢ |¢¢ñç¼ÜU
à¢ÚèÚ ç±lé¼ ÜUè |¢¢¡ç¼ ™}¢ÜU¼¢ Úã¼¢ ãñ J ç…„ ÐíÜU¢Ú „é²ü „ï
çÝÜUHÜUÚ ©„ÜUè Ðí¶Ú çÜUÚ‡¢¢ïæ „|¢è çÎà¢¢¥¢ï }¢ïæ ÈUñH¼è ãñ, ©„è
ÐíÜU¢Ú, ç±lé¼ ÜUè ‘Ðí|¢¢’ Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜUï à¢ÚèÚ }¢ïæ „ï çÝÜUHÜUÚ
„±ü~¢ ÈUñH¼è ãñ J ²¢ïx¢¢çxÝ „ï à¢ÚèÚ „æ¼ë# ã¢ïÜUÚ ç™‹}¢² ¼ï…
ÐíÜU¢à¢ ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ‘ç±Îà¢¢’ ÜUï Ý¢}¢ „ï ç±w²¢¼ ãñ J
-  ÜUÚ|¢¢ :-

ÜUÚ|¢ à¢ÏÎ ÜU¢ ¥ƒü ã¢ƒè ÜUè „êæÉ |¢è ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J Ý}¢üÎ¢
ÜUï „¢ƒ x¢…¢ïæ ÜU¢ Ï¢Ç¢ „ã™² Úã¢ ãñ J ç±‹Š² ÜUï x¢… „}¢éã …Ï¢
Û¢é‡Ç ÜUï Û¢é‡Ç »ÜU „¢ƒ Ý}¢üÎ¢ }¢ïæ Ð¢Ýè ÐèÝï ©¼Ú¼ï ã¢ïx¢ï,¼Ï¢ Ý}¢üÎ¢
ÜUÚ|¢}¢² ãè çÎ¶¼è ã¢ïx¢è J „ÜUH ç±E ÜU¢ï Ðí}¢éçÎ¼ ÜUÚÝï ÜU¢
ÜU¢Ú‡¢ ¼¢ï Ý}¢üÎ¢ ‘ÜUÚ|¢¢’ ãñ ãè J
-  ç±Ð¢¯¢ :-
|¢¢ñç¼ÜU „æ„¢Ú }¢ïæ ÚãÝ¢ x¢æx¢¢H ÜUï …¢H }¢ïæ …ÜUÇï ÚãÝ¢, §„ÜUè
„|¢è Ç¢ïçÚ²¢ïæ ¥y²æ¼ „êÿ}¢ ¥¢ñÚ }¢¢²¢±è }¢¢Ýè x¢²è ãñ J }¢¢²¢…¢H }¢ïæ
ÈUæ„Ýï ÜUï Ï¢¢Î ¥¢Î¢}¢è ÜU¢ ÀéÅÜU¢Ú¢ Ð¢Ý¢ ¥y²‹¼ ÎécÜUÚ ãñ J §„„ï
ÀéÅÜU¢Ú¢ Ð¢Ýï ÜU¢ ©Ð¢² |¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜUï çÜUÝ¢Úï Ðãé¡™Ý¢ ¥¢±à²ÜU Ï¢
¼¢²¢ x¢²¢ ãñ J

à¢¢›¢ï ÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú Ÿ¢Š{¢, |¢çQU ÜUï „¢ƒ }¢¢¡ Ý}¢üÎï ÜUï
Ð¢„ Ðãé¡™Ýï ±¢Hï Ã²çQU ÜU¢ï ÜU|¢è çÝÚ¢à¢ Ýãè ã¢ïÝ¢ ÐÇ¼¢, §„çH»
|¢è Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢ï ‘ç±Ð¢à¢¢’ ÜUã¢ x¢²¢ãñ J
-  ²}¢éÝ¢ :-
Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢ à¢ÚèÚ ç±}¢H ™‹Îí çÏ¢}Ï¢ ÜUè ¼Úã ¥y²æ¼ ©Á…±H ãñ,
©„è ÐíÜU¢Ú §„ÜUè …H{¢Ú¢ |¢è ¥ç¼à¢² çÝ}¢üH ãñ J ç…„ÜUï
ÜU¢Ú‡¢ Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢ï ‘²}¢éÝ¢’ |¢è ÜUã¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J

§„ »ïç¼ã¢ç„ÜU „çÚ¼¢ ÜUï ¼Å ÐÚ Ý …¢Ýï çÜU¼Ýï ²éŠ{
ãé», Ý …¢Ýï çÜU¼Ýï }¢Î}¢¼ x¢…¢ï ÜUï Î¢Ý±¢çÚ „ï §„ÜU¢ Úæx¢ Ï¢ÎH¢,
çÜU¼Ýè „éÚHHÝ¢¥¢ïæ Ýï ¥ÐÝï ¥æx¢-Ú¢x¢ {¢ï» ? §„çH» ²çÎ
„¢ï}¢„é¼¢ |¢è ÜUëçc‡¢í²¢ Ï¢Ý x¢§ü, ¼¢ï ¥¢p²ü ÜUñ„¢  ?
-  Ï¢¢Hé±¢çãÝè :-
Ç…„ ÐíÜU¢Ú ²¿¢, Î¢Ý, …Ð, ©Ð¢„Ý¢ |¢¢x¢±¼ Ðê…¢ ÜUï ÜU}¢ü ÜUï
Ðp¢¼ì }¢Ýéc² S±üx¢¢}¢è Ï¢Ý¼¢ ãñ, ©„è ÐíÜU¢Ú Ÿ¢èÝ}¢üÎ¢ ¼Å }¢ïæ çÝ±¢„
ÜUÚÝï±¢Hï Ÿ¢Š{¢Hé Ÿ¢èÝ}¢üÎ¢ ÜUï S}¢Ú‡¢ }¢¢~¢ „ï S±x¢ü Ðãé¡™ …¢¼ï ãñ J
}¢Ýéc²¢ï ÜUï ¥H¢±¢ ç…¼Ýï |¢è …è±-…‹¼é Ðÿ¢è-Ðà¢é, ÐïæÇ-Ð¢ïæ{ï ¼ƒ¢
Ð¢Ýè }¢ï ÚãÝï±¢Hï …Hè² …è± ™ÜUë±¢ÜU, Ðÿ¢è¥¢ïæÜU¢ „}¢éÎ¢² |¢è
Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜUè ÜUëÐ¢ Ð¢ÜUÚ „Îìx¢ç¼ ÜU¢ï Ðí¢# ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J ±¯¢üÜU¢HèÝ
…H{¢Ú¢ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜUï çÜUÝ¢Úï ÜU¢ Ï¢ãé¼ Ï¢Ç¢ |¢ê-|¢¢x¢ Ï¢¢Hé
„ï ÉÜU …¢¼¢ ãñ J ç…„ÜUè ±…ã „ï Ÿ¢è Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜU¢ï Ï¢¢Hé±¢çãÝè |¢è
ÜUã¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J
Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜUï ±H ÝÎè Ýãèæ çÜU‹¼é »ÜU „æSÜUëç¼ ãñ J „|¢è ±x¢¢ïü ÜUï
H¢ïx¢¢ïæ ÜUè x¢ãïÚè ¥¢Sƒ¢ ¥¢ñÚ Ÿ¢Š{¢ Ý}¢üÎ¢ „ï …éÇè ãé§ü ãñ J
ÐçÚ‡¢¢}¢S±LÐ ¥ÝïÜU Ð±¢ïü ¥¢ñÚ {¢<}¢ÜU ©y„±¢ï ÐÚ Ý}¢üÎ¢ }¢ïæ F¢Ý
¥¢ñÚ Î¢Ý ÜU¢ ç±à¢ï¯ }¢ãy± ãñ J Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÜUï ¼Å ÐÚ „çÎ²¢ïæ „ï ¥ÝïÜU
„æSÜUëç¼²¢ïæ ÜU¢ ©Îì|¢± »±æ ç±ÜU¢„ ãé¥¢ J

Ý}¢üÎ¢ ¥}¢ÚÜUæÅÜU ©Îìx¢}¢ „ï 1312 çÜU.}¢è. ÜUè
„¢æSÜUëç¼ÜU »±æ »ïç¼ã¢ç„ÜU SƒH¢ï „ï x¢é…Ú¼è ãé§ü ¶}|¢¢¼ ÜUè
¶¢Çè}¢ïæ „æx¢ç}¢¼ ã¢ï¼è ãñ J
Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÐíÜUëç¼ ÜUè ¥Îì|¢é¼ ÎïÝ ãñ J
Ý}¢¢ç}¢ Îï±è Ý}¢üÎ J
ãï ! }¢¢¡ Ý}¢üÎ à¢¼ì à¢¼ì Ðí‡¢¢}¢ J

„æÎ|¢ü x¢íæƒ „êç™
 SÜUæÎ ÐéÚ¢‡¢, 5-6-28
 SÜUæÎ ÐéÚ¢‡¢ 5-6-26-27-30-31
 ±ãè, 5-6-33-34
 ±ãè, 5-6-12-17
 ±ãè 5-6-42-43
 ±ãè, 5-6-22-24
- SÜUæÎ ÐéÚ¢‡¢ J
- „æSÜUëç¼- ›¢ï¼çS±Ýè Ý}¢üÎ¢,
- Ý}¢üÎ¢ ÐçÚ}}¢¢
Ý}¢üÎ¢ »ïç¼ã¢ç„ÜU, {¢<}¢ÜU »±æ „¢æSÜUëç¼ÜU ¥Š²²Ý.
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MktMf]ík fkÔÞkþk†{kt Ëtze
fkÔÞþk† yu fkÔÞLke f{LkeÞíkkLkk hnMÞLku Ãkk{ðkLke ¼khíkeÞ yk[kÞkuoLke rs¿kkMkw ð]r¥kLkwt V¤ Au. fkÔÞ{kt MkkIËÞo õÞkt hnu÷w

Au. íku õÞkt fkhýu Au, þk {kxu Au, íkuLkk LkiMkŠøkf MkkIËÞoLku ykuh rLk¾khe þfkÞ fu fu{ yÚkðk íkku yu MkkIËÞo rðLkü Lk ÚkR òÞ, íku {kxu þwt fhðwt
½xu, RíÞkrË «&™ku ykÃkýk fkÔÞk[kÞkuoLku QXâk níkk. yLku yu «&™kuLkk rLkhkfhý {kxu su ftR rð[kh-rð{þkuo ÚkÞk, su ftR [[ko-
rð[hýkyku ÚkR, su ftR {Lkku{tÚkLk ÚkÞwt yLku Ãkrhýk{u su ftR {ík{íkktíkhku hsw ÚkÞk, íku Mk½¤wt fkÔÞMkkIËÞoLkk síkLk {kxuLkku fkÔÞþk†eykuLkku
yuf yLkku¾ku ÃkwÁ»kkÚko Au. íku{Lku QXu÷k yMktÏÞ «&™kuLke rðþË Aýkðx, íku fkÔÞþk†Lkku rLkYÃÞ rð»kÞ Au. yk{, h[Lkkí{f MkkrníÞ, s
íkuLkku ðÛÞo rð»kÞ nkuR, fkÔÞþk†Lku MkkrníÞþk† Ãký fnuðk{kt ykðu Au. íkuLkwt Mkw«rMkæÄ Lkk{ y÷tfkhþk† Au. fkhý fu y÷tfkh þçË MðÞt
MkkIËÞoLkku çkkiÄf Au.

           fkÔÞþk†LkkU «kht¼ ¼hík{wrLkLkk Mk{ÞÚke yux÷u fu
R.Mk.Ãkqðuo þíkkçËeÚke {kLkðk{kt ykðu Au. fkÔÞkËþoLk{kt ÔÞõík ÚkÞu÷wt
yk[kÞo ËtzeLkw t fkÔÞþk†eÞ r[íktLk ¼khíkeÞ MkkrníÞþk†Lkk
hksÃkÚk Ãkh Mke{kr[öYÃk çkLÞwt Au, «k[eLk yk÷tfkrhfku{kt fk¤¢{u
¼hík, ¼k{n ÃkAe yk[kÞo Ëtze ykðu Au. íku{Lkk ®[íkLk{kt ¼hík
yLku ¼k{nLkk rð[khkuLke AkÃk ykð~Þ Au. Ãkhtíkw íku{Lke {kir÷f
WË¼kðLkkyku ÃkwhkíkLk ®[íkLkLku Lkðe Aíkkt þk†eÞ Zçku hsq fhu Au,
íku{Lke rððu[Lkk{kt yuf MkwÔÞðÂMÚkík «kæÞkÃkfLke Axk Au, íku{Lkk
Mk{Þ MkwÄe{kt yLÞ fkÔÞrMkæÄktíkku yÂMíkíð{kt Lk níkk Ãkhtíkw
fkÔÞþk†Lke MkwËhðíke rûkríkòu Ãkh íku fkÔÞrMkæÄktíkkuLkk WrËík Úkðk
ÃkqðuoLke ykAe ykAe yk¼k íkku sYh «Mkhe níke yLku íku yk¼kLkku
«¼kð ËtzeLkk fkÔÞkËþo Ãkh Ãký Ãkzâku nkuÞ, íkuðwt sýkÞ Au.íku{Lkk
Mk{Þ ËhBÞkLk æðrLkrMkæÄktík Ã÷rðík ÚkÞku Lk níkku. íku{ Aíkkt íku{Lkk
ykûkuÃk yLku ÔÞríkhuf y÷tfkh{kt ÔÞtsLkkrð[kh MÃkü íkhe ykðu
Au. ¼híkLkk hMkMkwºkLke ÔÞkÏÞk yr¼Lkðøkwóu ykÃke Lknkuíke, íkku
Ãký Ëtzeyu hMkLkwt {níð rÃkAkLÞwt níkwt. {nkfkÔÞLke [[ko«Mktøku íku{ýu
‘’Ú„|¢¢±çÝÚ‹¼Ú}¢ì yuðku þçË«Þkuøk fÞkuo Au. y÷çkík íku{ýu hMkLku
hMkðík y÷tfkh{kt ytíkrLkrník {kLÞku Au. íkku Ãký Úç¼ : à¢ëæx¢¢Ú¼¢æ
x¢¼¢ LÐÏ¢¢ãéË²²¢ïx¢¼:J  yuðe íku{Lke WÂõík{kt hrík MÚkkÞe¼kð
yLku íkuLkk rð¼kð, yLkw¼kð, ÔÞkr¼[khe ykrËLkku ÏÞk÷ íku{Lku
MÃkü Au. íku s heíku, ykir[íÞLkk ÏÞk÷Úke íkuyku yLkr¼¿k LkÚke s.
þçËkuLkk MkBÞf «ÞkuøkLke íku{ýu [[ko fhe Au. íku{kt fkÔÞÃkrh¼k»kk{kt
Ëku»kkuLke yrLkíÞíkk fu MkkÃkuûkíkkLke [[ko{kt íku{s ¼krðf y÷tfkh{kt
ytøkMktøkríkYÃku íku{ýu ykir[íÞLkku rLkËuoþ fÞkuo Au. MktûkuÃk{kt ËtzeLkk
fkÔÞkËþ{kt fkÔÞrððu[LkkLkk fux÷kf þk†eÞ rMkæÄktíkku zkurfÞk
fhe hÌkk Au. ykÚkeyu{ fne þfkÞfu yk[kÞo Ëtze yLkwøkk{e
yk[kÞkuo {kxu ThuhýkMÚkkLk hÌkk Au yLku íku{Lkwt fkÔÞËþoLk LkqíkLk
fkÔÞ rMkæÄktíkkuLkk ykrð»fkh {kxuLkwt øktøkkuºke çkLÞwt Au.

fkÔÞ{kt y÷tfkhkuLku «kÄkLÞ ykÃkLkkh yk yk[kÞuo fËkrÃk
y÷tfkh fkÔÞLkku ykí{k Au íkuðwt rðÄkLk fÞwO LkÚke. íku{ýu ðiË¼o yLku

økkizeÞ {køkoLke [[ko«Mktøku ËMkuÞ økwýkuLku ðiË¼o {køkoLkk «kýYÃku
yku¤¾kðe, çktLku {køkkuoLke þk†eÞ Aýkðx fhe Au. Ãkhtíkw íku{Lku
heríkLku fkÔÞLkku ykí{k fÌkku LkÚke. y÷çkík, yk[kÞoLkku yk Þwøk
yuðku níkku, fu su{kt fkÔÞLke çkkÌk MkksMkßòLke Ãkh ÷ûk furLÿík
fhðk{kt ykðíkwt níkwt. fkÔÞLkk yktíkrhf íkíð fu fkÔÞLke Mkk[e þku¼k
þkLku yk¼khe Au, íku ðkËrððkË nsw MkwÄe ykfkh Äkhý fhíkku Lk
nkuíkku. Yk heíku yk[kÞo Ëtze ðk{Lk, ykLktËðÄoLk ykrËÚke swËk Ãkzu
Au.

íku{ýu økwýkuLku Ãký y÷tfkhkuYÃku yku¤¾kÔÞk Au. y÷tfkhku
ytøkuLkku íku{Lkku ÏÞk÷ ¾qçk ÔÞkÃkf Au yLku íku{kt økwýku, MktæÞktøkku,
ð]r¥kyku ykrËLkku ytík¼koð ÚkR òÞ Au. y÷tfkhrLkYÃký{kt íku{Lkk
Ãkh ¼k{nLke MÃkü yMkh Au. íku{ Aíkkt ¼k{nLke ÃkhtÃkhkøkík
{kLÞíkkyku{ktÚke {wõík ÚkðkLkku íku{Lkku «ÞkMk MÃkü Au. y÷tfkhkuLke
rðþË Aýkðx fhe nkuðk Aíkkt, yk[kÞo Ëtze su heíku {køkorLkYÃký
fhu Au íkuLkk ÃkhÚke yu{ fne þfkÞ fu økwýkuLke rðrþüíkk Ãkh
ykÄkrhík ðk{LkLkk heríkrMkæÄktíkLke MÚkkÃkLkk {kxu íku{ýu MkkLkwfw¤
Ãkqðo¼wr{fk h[e ykÃke Au yLku ¼k{nLkk y÷tfkhrMkæÄktík{ktÚke
ðk{LkLkk heríkrMkæÄktík «íÞu «økrík«Þký {kxuLke Mkt¢kÂLík¼qr{fk
MkSo Au.
ËtzeLkk y÷tfkh rLkYÃký ytøku rð[kheyu, íkku íku{Lkku MÃkü {ík Au fu
:-  ÜU¢Ã² ÜUËÐ¢‹¼ÚSƒ¢ç² …¢²¼ï „ÎHÇÜUëç¼ J MkkÁ fkÔÞ y÷tf]ík
nkuðwt òuRyu yLku y÷tf]ík fkÔÞ s ÞwøkkuÃkÞoík xfe þfu Au. y÷çkíkT,
y÷tfkhkuLke íku{Lke rð¼kðLkk Ãkwhkuøkk{eyku fhíkk Úkkuze r¼Òk yLku
rðrþü Au. fkhýfu ðiË¼o{køkoLkk «kýMðYÃk ËMkøkwýkuLkku Ãký íku{ýu
fkÔÞþku¼kfkhf Ä{kuoYÃku WÕ÷u¾ fÞkuo Au. íku{Lkk {íku y÷tfkhku
fkÔÞLkk þku¼kfh ÄhTT Au. íkuLku fkhýu s fkÔÞ{kt [kÁíkk «ðuþu Au.
ykÚke y÷tfkhku fkÔÞLkwt yrLkðkÞo ytøk Au.

yk[kÞo Ë tzeyu s Mkki  «Úk{ þçËk÷tfkhku  yLk u
yÚkko÷tfkhkuLkwt MÃkü ðøkeofhý fÞwO Au. y÷tfkhrLkYÃký{kt íku{Lkku
yríkþÞkuÂõík &÷u»k, ykiÃkBÞ, Mð¼kðkuÂõík yLku ð¢kurfíkLkku ÃkkuíkkLkku
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ykøkðku rðrþü ÏÞk÷ Au. íku{k {ík yÚkko÷tfkhkuLkwt rð¼ksLk çku
«fkhu ÚkR þfu Au. Mð¼kðkuÂõík{w÷f y÷tfkhku yLku ð¢kuÂõík{qÕf
y÷tfkhku íku{Lkku ¼krðf Lkk{Lkku y÷tfkh «çktÄøkwý YÃku Au. íku{kt
fÚkkðMíkwLkwt ykir[íÞ fkÔÞLkk ytøkkuLkk ÞÚkkMÚkkLku rðLÞkMk ykrË
íkíðku hnu÷k Au yLku íku ûku{uLÿLkk ykir[íÞrMkæÄktík «rík ytøkw÷rLkËuoþ
fhu Au. íku{Lkku Mð¼kðkuÂõík y÷tfkh frðíðLke fMkkuxeYÃk Au. íku{k
fux÷kf y÷tfkh -«¼uËku{kt ykAeÃkkík¤e ¼uËhu¾k Au. Ãkhtíkw íku{ýu
«íÞuf y÷tfkhLku ÔÞkÏÞk yLku WËknhý Mkrník Mk{òðe,
y÷tfkhrLkYÃký{kt þk†eÞíkk Ëk¾ðe Au. y÷tfkhku fkÔÞþku¼kLkk
fkhf Ä{kuo nkuR, íku{Lku {Lk y÷tfkhkuLkwt yûkwÛý {níð Au. ykÚke s
ËtzeLku y÷tfkhðkËe yk[kÞo økýðk{kt ykðu Au.

ðiË¼o{køkoLkk «kýMðYÃk ËMkøkwýkuLkw t ËtzeLkw t rLkYÃký
y÷tfkhþk†Lkk rð[kh«ðknLku yuf swËe s rËþk{kt ð¤ktf ykðu
Au. íku{Lkwt økwýrLkYÃký íkÆLk íkfoþwæÄ LkÚke. ðk{LkLke ÃkuXu íku{ýu
þçËøkwýku yLku yÚkoøkwýku ðå[u ¼uËhu¾k Ëkuhe LkÚke. íku{ýu rLkYÃku÷k
ËMk økwýku Ãkife fux÷kf þçËøkwýku Au, fux÷kf yÚkoøkwýku Au, íkku fux÷kf
W¼Þøkwýku Au. Ëtze yk «fkhLke rLkYÃký ÃkæÄríkÚke Mk¼kLk Ãký Au.

Ëtzeyu fhu÷w {køkorLkYÃký Ãký yr¼Lkð «fkhLkwt Au, yuf
y÷tfkhðkËe yk[kÞo nkuðk Aíkkt íku{ýu herík rMkæÄktíkLkku {nk{køko
íkiÞkh fhðk {kxu yuf LkwíkLk fuze ftzkhe ykÃke Au. íku{ýu herík {kxu
‘{køko’ fu ‘ðí{oLk’ þçË «ÞkußÞku Au. íku{s «ËuþðkËLku ykÄkhu
heríkLkk Lkk{fhý ytøku fkuR «rík¼kð ykÃÞku LkÚke. íku{s MÃk»xíkk
Ãký fhe LkÚke. heríkLke fkuR s Ãkrh¼k»kk ykÃke LkÚke. yk{ Aíkkt,
íku{Lkwt {køkorLkYÃký MktMf]ík fkÔÞþk†{kt yLkLÞ MÚkkLk Ähkðu Au.
íku{ýu fkÔÞøkwýku yLku {køko ðå[uLkku MktçktÄ MÃkü fheLku ðiË¼o {køko
yLku økkuzeÞ {køkoLku WËknhýku Mkrník MÃküYÃku rLkYÃÞk Au. yux÷wt
s Lkrn, çktLku {køkkuo økwýMðefkhLke çkkçkík{kt õÞkt õÞkt r¼Òkíkk
Ähkðu Au, íku MÃkü fÞwO Au, íku{Lkk yk ®[íkLkLkku MktMf]ík MkkrníÞ
{e{ktMkk{kt ÃkhtÃkhkøkíkYÃku Mðefkh ÚkÞku Au. {køkoLke [[ko«Mktøku
íku{ýu herík yLku þi÷e ðå[uLkku íkVkðík Ãký MÃkü fÞkuo Au. su{
þuhze, ËqÄ yLku økku¤ yu ºkýuÞLke {eXkþ swËe swËe nkuÞ Au, íku{
«íÞuf frðLke þi÷eLkqt {kÄwÞo Ãk]Úkf Ãk]Úkf nkuÞ Au. yk{ fneLku íku{ýu
frðMð¼kð Ãkh ykÄkrhík þi÷eLkwt ykLkLíÞ ËþkoÔÞwt Au. yk «Mktøku

íku{Lkk herík-rð[kh{kt ÔÞÂõík÷ûke ÏÞk÷ «ðu~Þku Au yLku íku
rð[khLkku rðfkMk fwtíkfLkk ð¢kurfík rMkæÄktík{t- frð Mð¼kð ¼uËu
{køko¼uËLkk rLkYÃký{kt ÿrüøkku[h ÚkkÞ Au. yk{, Ëtze yuf íkhV
ðk{LkLkk herík rMkæÄktíkLkk «uhýkËkíkk Au.íkku yLÞ íkhV fwtíkfLkk
ð¢kurfík rMkæÄktíkLkk Ãký ÃkÚk«Ëþof Au. íku{Lke herík rMkæÄktíkLkk
«uhýkËkíkk Au. íkku yLÞ íkhV fwtíkfLkk ð¢kurfík rMkØktíkLkk Ãký
ÃkÚk«Ëþof Au. íku{Lke fkÔÞÃkrh¼k»kk{kt Ãký Rü yÚkoLku ÔÞõík fhíke
ÃkËkð÷e yuðk þçËku ðzu frð rððrûkík yÚkoLke MkBÞfT yr¼ÔÞÂõík
Mkw[ðe Au yLku íku{kt Ãký fwtíkfu rLkYÃku÷ þçËkÚkoLkk MktÃkwýo Mkk{tsMÞLkku
ÏÞk÷ zkurfÞkt fhe hÌkku Au.

yk[kÞo ËtzeLkwt yuf æÞkLkkf»kof ÃkkMkw yu Au fu íkuyku YrZ[wMík
LkÚke. íkuyku WËkh{íkðkËe yLku ði¿kkrLkf ÿrüfkuý Ähkðíkk sýkÞ
Au. {nkfkÔÞLkk ÷ûkýkuLke [[ko«Mktøku íku{ýu sýkÔÞwt Au fu ynª
ðýoðk{kt ykðu÷k ÷ûkýku{ktÚke yufkË- çku LÞqLk nkuÞ íkku Ãký [k÷u.
økwýkuLke [[ko{kt Ãký íku{s çkLÞw t  Au. Ëku»kk uLk u Ãký íku{ýu
ÃkrhÂMÚkríkðþkík økúkÌk {kLÞk Au. fÚkk-ykÏÞkrÞfkLke [[ko «Mktøku
íku{ýu yk çktLku MkkrníÞMðYÃkkuLkk ÃkhtÃkhkøkík ¼uËf ÷ûkýkuLkk
yríkykøkún MkuÔÞku LkÚke.

yk{, yk[kÞo  Ë tzeyu fkÔÞþk†Lke ÃkhtÃkhk«kó
rð[khMkhýeLkwt Ãk]Úkffhý fheLku ÃkkuíkkLkk rðrþü ®[íkLk MkkÚku
Mkktf¤eLku íkuLkwt rLkYÃký fÞwO Au. yk rLkYÃký{kt MÚk¤u MÚk¤u íku{Lke
{ki÷fíkk «økx ÚkkÞ Au. íku{Lkwt rðrþü r[íktLk þk†eÞ Zçku hsw ÚkÞwt
nkuRLku økúkÌk çkLÞwt Au. íku{Lkk ®[íkLkLkk «¼kð yLkwøkk{eyku WÃkh
Ãký Ãkzâku Au. nu{[tÿ yLku yÂøLkÃkwhký fkh íku{Lku yLkwMkÞko Au.
y÷tfkhrMkæÄktíkLkk [wíMk yLkwÞkÞe nkuðk Aíkkt yk[kÞo Ëtze
heríkMkt«ËkÞLkk Ãký «uhýkËkíkk hÌkk Au. íkku yLÞ íkhV íkuyku
ð¢kurfík rMkæÄktíkLkk Ãký ÃkÚk«Ëþof çkLÞk Au íku{ýu rLkYÃku÷k
y÷tfkhku{kt hMk yLku æðrLk zkurfÞk fhu Au. íku{Lke fkÔÞÃkrh¼k»kk
yLku fkÔÞËku»kkuLke [[ko ykir[íÞLkku rLkËuoþ fhu Au. yk{ yk[kÞo
ËtzLke fkÔÞ rð[khý{kt Mk½¤k fkÔÞ rMkæÄktíkku fkuRLku fkuR YÃku
økkuXðkR økÞu÷k sýkÞ Au ¼khíkeÞ fkÔÞþk† yk[kÞo ËtzeLkk
fkÔÞ þk†eÞ rð[khkuÚke Mk{]æÄ ÚkÞwt Au.
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Effects of water and Energy on Inter structural and
Industrial Development

The water- energy nexus
Freshwater and energy are critical to human well-being and sustainable socio-

economic development. Although initially overlooked by many, their essential roles in achieving
progress towards every one of the MDGs are now widely recognized. Globally, demand for
freshwater and energy will continue to increase significantly over the coming decades to
meet the needs of  increasing populations, growing economies, changing lifestyles and evolving
consumption patterns. This will greatly amplify pressures on limited natural resources and
ecosystems. The challenge will be most acute in countries undergoing accelerated
transformation and rapid economic growth, especially where water resources are scarce or
where water -related infrastructure and services are inadequate and where modern energy
services remain largely underdeveloped water and energy are strongly interlinked ; water is
required to produce, transport and use all forms of energy to some degree, and energy is
required for the extraction. Treatment and distribution of water, as well as its collection and
treatment after use. Water and energy are also highly interdependent, with choices made in
one domain having direct and indirect consequences on the other. The quantities of water
required to produce energy are determined by the forms of energy production pursued; the
allocation, use and management of freshwater resources can determine how much (or little)
water is available for energy production. The choices made for water and energy can also
impact other sectors, and vice versa. These interlink ages and interdependencies, along with
the negative and positive externalities, lie at
the heart of what has become known as the
'water- energy nexus'.
Infrastructure and development

Between 2013 and 2015, annual
economic growth is estimated to be around
6% in developing countries and around 2%
in higher -income countries (World Bank,
2013a). As economies grow and diversify,
they experience competing demands for
water to meet the needs of more municipal
and industrial uses, as well as agriculture.
However, many people in the world still lack
access to basic water and energy services
Closing the energy gap could generate
additional pressures on water resources
given that water is needed for fuel extraction,

for cooling and other processes in thermal
power plants, and for turning turbines in
hydropower plants Moreover, climate change
can exacerbate already stressed energy and
water scanarios through events such as
extreme weather conditions and prolonged
drought periods.

A lack of adequate infrastructure
undermines living standards and limits the
growth potential of developing countries
(Rodriguez al.,2012), yet infrastructure
expansion often comes at the expense of the
local environment and has complicated
responses to long term challenges, including
climate change (To man et at., 2011). Lanning,
building and maintaining infrastructure is a
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real challenge, as it requires lump-sum up-
front outlays with a high risk of lock- in effects.
However, mush research indicates a clear
positive linkage between infrastructure
services (including water and energy) and
economic development, poverty reduction and
improvement of broader development goals,
such as the MDGs (World Bank, 2004). The
relationship between infrastructure and
development is complex, as more
infrastructure does not necessarily entail
more growth. Growth and development are
also influenced by factors such as the nature
of regulatory standards and economic
incentives for reducing environmental
degradation, availability and affordability of
technologies, and availability of
complementary knowledge and skills, as well
as broader issues of institutional capacity and
governance (To man et al., 2011).
Large infrastructure investments in Africa
have catalyzed growth, helping many African
countries catch up to middle income counties
in terms of development (World Bank, 2012a).
However, many countries still have a serious
shortage of key infrastructure services and
the existing ones are often of poor quality on
under- maintained. To improve access and
quality of infrastructure services and to meet
fast-growing future demand, a substantial
amount of investment and operation and
maintenance (O&M) spending is required.
Infrastructure gaps exist in the majority of
countries, however, the gap is especially large
in low income countries than double their
$500 billion annual spending (Qureshi, 2011).
These estimates are even higher if climate
change mitigation and adaptation strategies
are incorporated. Funding gaps threaten
economic growth nd cluld lead Estimates
suggest that developing contries will require
(US$1.1 trillion in annual expenditure through
2015 to meet growing demand for
infrastructure ( World bank, 2011). This is
move to an increase in the number of people
living in poverty. Regarding Energy
infrastructure, the IEA has estimated that

nearly $I trillion in cumulative investment ($49
billion per year) will be need to achieve
universal energy access by 2030 (IEA,2012a).
it also concludes that in a business as-usual
scenario, one billion people will remain
without access to electricity by 2030.
Investment requirements for water
infrastructure are even higher. For developing
countries alone, it has been estimated that
$103 billion per year are required to finance
water, sanitation and wastewater treatment
through 2015 (Yepes, 2008).Middle income
countries such as Brazil, China and India are
all already committing considerable resources
to develop their infrastructure.

Traditional, Most infrastructure
services have been provided by the public
sector. It is estimated that 75% of water
infrastructure investments in developing
countries comes from public sources
(Redriguez et al., 2012). Nevertheless, given
the infrastructure financing gap, the public
sector alone cannot provide enough funding
to satisfy the nees of the increasing demand
for services. Private capital must be involved
to close the gap. Private investors are,
however, usually reluctant to invest in
infrastructure projects, including those
relating to water and energy, due to the risks
involved such as a long pay-off period, lumpy
investments and the sunk nature of the
investment. When they do invest, they prefer
to work in middle income countries where the
risk is lower and capacities are high, leaving
low income countries dependent on volatile
public budges and donor commitments. There
is a need for an environment that enables
private investment in infrastructure in tandem
with the public sector to promote sustainable
service delivery, especially in the poorest
counties. Such an environment includes,
among other features, coordinating effects by
the private sector, governments and
international institutions; enhancing capacity-
building of local institution's; improving public
spending and its monitoring; and reducing
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investment inefficiencies and helping utilities
to move towards cost recovery.

Tools governments can use to attract
and leverage private financing include public
expenditure reviews and results based
financing (Rodriguez et al., 2012).
International organizations have an
important role in fostering mutually beneficial
public -private partnerships, enabling he
implementation of sound governance
frameworks, and promoting sustainable and
integrated planning so that future
infrastructure is lower in maintenance, less
expensive and more efficient. Given the
limited resources and the size of the financing
gap (which, although significant for energy,
is far greater for water), it is crucial to ensure
that investments are as efficient and as cost-
effective as possible. Spending efficiency is a
chronic problem in many developing
countries. Recent work by the IEA (2010)
suggests that in 2008, energy consumption
subsidies added up to move than US$550
bill ion globally, but much of it was not
properly targeted and provided limited
benefits to the poor (Toman et al., 2011). It is
important to explore innovative approaches
to spending efficiency, such as cross-sector
cooperation to leverage possible synergies,
integrated planning for water and energy to
decrease costs and ensure sustainability, trade
- off assessment at the national level, demand-
side interventions and decentralized services.
Moving forward

The complex interlink ages between
water and energy systems requires a move
systematic approach that takes into account
the multiple interactions and relationships
between domains, and explores strategic
complementarities and potential synergies
across all sectors. Energy and water planning
must be better integrated to optimize
investments and avoid inefficiencies. Similarly,
cross-sect oral implications' need to be better
understood. In addition to taking water
constrains in the energy sector into account
when undertaking power expansion plans,

there are many opportunities for joint
development and management of water and
energy infrastructure and technologies,
maximizing co-benefits and minimizing
negative tradeoffs. When assessing the needs
of the energy sector, wear planners and
decision- makers must fully understand the
requirements of electricity generation an fuel
extraction technologies and their potential
impact on the resource. Similarly, energy
planners and investors must take into
account the complexities of the hydrological
cycle and other competing uses when
assessing pans and investments. One way of
ensuring robust planning efforts is by
implementing technical approaches and
reforming governing institutions. Technical
approaches may include (but are not limited
to) the ones described in this chapter
institutional reform requires integrate
planning and cross-sectoral communication
to bolster effects to mitigate inefficiencies in
the energy- water nexus, and must be
achieved before technical solutions can be
successfully adapted. An integrated energy
and water planning approach can ensure that
both resources are developed sustainably, and
that synergies are explored more effectively.
Meeting future demands requires innovative
approaches hat encourage cross-sectoral
cooperation and help to better assess water
and energy trade- offs at the national and
regional levels.
The relationship of water and energy with
industry

In its internal operations and with its
external reach, industry both uses and abuses
water and, in so doing, consumes energy.
Industry seeks watr and energy efficiency
though the two are not always compatible and
there are trade-offs to be made. Efficiencies
are usually driven in terms of cost-beneit as
they ralate to company profits, although
government policy and legislation can
significantly influence the situation. When
these efficiencies translate to reduced water
and energy use in a pant, one potential result
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is a reduction in water and energy stress
outside the factory walls in the communities
and river basins where it operates. In addition
to the outside the factory walls in the
communities and river basins where it
operated. In addition to the use (and
therefore the cost and economics ) of water
and energy along  supply and value
chains(WW AP, 2012, ch.20), there is an
increasing trend towards corporate social
responsibility (CSR) and a company's licence
to operate, linked with broader public policy
and legislation. Many industries se their direct
interaction with water and energy occurring
primarily at a plant of factory level, yet the
value chain approach is increasingly used by
several multinationals, and incorporated into
their risk assessment and risk management
strategies. At the end use level, water is used
in a variety or ways as a raw material, for
steam, for heating and cooling, as a solvent
for, cleaning and for transport of waste and
particulates. Energy is further required to
move, heat, cool, treat, discharge or recycle
the water. Water consumption and efficiency
is therefore an important determinant in
energy efficiency (UNIDO, 2011). Industry
uses energy independently of water as well;
for example, to power machinery and
equipment, and to heat and cool buildings.
Energy is used outside production and
manufacturing for example in transporting
goods.

Water footprints often capture
external or indirect factors, such as industry's
indirect relationship with embedded water to
produce energy used in its facilities. Virtual
water is found in the supply chains of
materials and equipment employed by
industry and in the downstream use of
products by consumers, which use energy as
well. Such factors have a broader reach outside
the manufacturing or production process.
There is a relationship of water and energy
with industry both in and out of the 'water
box' (WWAP,2009).
The status of water and energy in industry

The separate means by which water
use and energy consumption are managed
in industry generates information and data
relating to each sector's individual use and
efficiency, but essentially no linkage between
the two. Information on a worldwide scale is
generalized and is influences, such as China
and India. Useful data from individual
countries illustrate some general points and
trends as do detailed data within individual
sectors and companies. However, there is a
need to relate water and energy indicators
to one another.
Amounts and trends

Industry uses proportionately
significantly more of the energy supply than
it does of the water supply. The industrial
sector accounts for about 37% of primary
global energy use (UNIDO,2008). Within this
sector in 2010, five principal energy intensive
industries accounted for about 50% of that
use; chemicals (19%), iron and steel (15%),
non-metallic minerals (7%), pulp and paper
(3%) and non-ferrous metals (2%) (US EIA,
2013). Worldwide, industry accounts for 19%
of all water withdrawals, but with big regional
variations 2% in South Asia and 77% in
Western Europe (FAO AQUASTAT, n.d.). in
England and Wales, the manufacturing sector
is the largest user of water with 5% to 55%
of the directly abstracted volume from non-
tidal sources, excluding major non-
consumptive use. The top five abstraction
categories were chemicals and chemical
products, basic metals, paper and paper
products, beverages, and food products- a
noticeable overlap with the energy intensive
industries noted above (WRAP, 2011).

World energy consumption increased
by 186% between 1973 and 2010 and for the
same period industry's use increased by
157% (IEA, 2012c). the IEA predicts that
global energy demand will increase by about
one-third b 2035, with the -OECD component
increasing to 65% (IEA, 2012a) indicating that
the amount of industrial energy use varies
with the type of economy. The OECD predicts
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that b 2050 global water demand will increase
by 55% and within that, manufacturing's
share, though not the largest, will increase by
400%, with the largest component coming
from the BRICS countries (OECD, 2012b), For
Asia, a 65% increase in industrial water use
is forecast between 2000 and 2030 (WEF,
2009).
Water quality and energy

Different industrial processes are able
to use water of varying quality. Not all
industrial production requires the ultra- pure
water of the semiconductor industry or the
high quality raw-material water of the food
and beverage industry. However, some water
treatment is required for cooling, condensing
and steam. Further treatment is required for
discharge; for example in Canada, 38% of
discharged industrial water is not treated,
while 16% 37% and 8% underwent primary,
secondary or tertiary treatment, respectively
(Statistics Canada. 2009). Industry can recycle
its own water in heating and cooling, and may
use reclaimed water from sources such as
urban water supplies instead of freshwater
abstraction. Specific industries report some
water recycling data and, while global statistics
are not widely available, it is reported that
recalculated (recycled) water use, as a
percentage of intake, is 53% in the Canadian
manufacturing industry (Statistics Canada,
2009). Water treatment requires energy, and
the amount of treatment needed increases as
the quality of the source decreases. As shown
in approximately twice as much energy is
required to deliver treated water from
wastewater as from a lake or river. For
industry, the implication is that in terms of
energy required, it may be more economical
to extract.
Water directly from a raw external source or
treat wastewater to minimum standards for
discharge, than to fully treat wastewater for
reuse.
Governance and policy -making
Governments and their policies are the
princ9pa enablers for water and energy

efficiency. There is frequently a lack of
coordination and collaboration between
policy- and decision- makers in the realms of
energy and water. There is a common
perception that energy eeficiency is too
complex for public policy, and that it is best
resolved in the marketplace (UNIDO, 2008).
As industry is primarily focused on
production, its interest is to secure water and
energy at the lowest prices and not
necessarily within a Enforcement of
regulation can be a challenge, especially in
countries with limited resources. The goal is
that regulations must be clear and based on
the latest information and science. Industry
is susceptible to changes in rules and
regulations whether they are unexpected or
the result of political changes.
Regulators an organizations are working on
ways for companies to calculate and disclose
their water and energy footprints and
efficiencies and these efforts could lead to
industry rankings, adding leverage regarding
reputational risk. Many organizations, such
as the WWF, the UN CEO Water Mandate and
the Alliance for Water Stewardship, are
working to increase the awareness, leadership
and enragement of the private sector so that
companies consider more fully the water risks
they face- physical, regulatory and
reputational. On a global scale, the recently
designed Energy Architecture Performance
Index is a tool designed for policy and decision-
makers to manage and monitor the challenges
associated with the transition to a new energy
architecture (WEF, 2012b, p.8) It measures
energy's contribution to the economy,
sustainability, and access and security, ranking
countries accordingly.
Legislation and regulation

More directed towards Energy
regulation is production and distribution than
se in industry, although in many industries,
energy efficiency is driven by regulations
concerning carbon footprints and GHGs. For
water resources, regulation generally
concerns use and discharge. For example, the
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USA's Clean water Act protects surface water
from pollution discharge and the EU Urban
Wastewater directive is aimed in part at
industrial wastewater. overall there appears
to be an increase in water regulation facing
industry; this increases cost and may
jeopardize predictable supply (JP Morgan,
2008.) Laws and regulation can be effective
drivers of efficiency, and they are often based
on both offering incentives and thereatening
penalties. A less forceful method is to use
voluntary guidelines. Regulation is becoming
more global; for example, China is mirroring
much or the USA's regulatory framework with
its State Environmental Protection Agency
(SEPA) (Goldman Sachs, 2008). In contrast,
better use of energy and water in lower
income countries may be the indirect result
of regulations in developed countries with

markets and companies that are subject to
higher environmental standards (WW AP,
2012). This must be seen in the context that
an estimated 70% of industrial waste (and
90% of sewage) is discharged without
treatment into usable water supplies in
developing countries (UN, 2003),it is often the
case that more efficient or less use of water
translates into energy savings because of the
need to heat, cool, move and treat water, the
opposite is less likely to be the case that move
efficient use of energy means less use of water
(unless embedded water to produce the
energy is factored in). closed- loop dry cooling
systems are an example of both water and
energy savings combined.
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økúk{eý fkheøkhkuLkku ykŠÚkf RríknkMk
¼khíkeÞ økúk{eý fkheøkhku ¼ÔÞ, Mk{]Ø MkktMf]ríkf ðkhMkku Ähkðu Au. yLkuf rðrðÄíkkyku yLku Mkt½»kkuo ðå[u ¼khíkLkku ÃkhtÃkhkøkík
ðkhMkkLku ò¤ðe hkÏÞku Au. Mkt½»ko Ëçkký, ykŠÚkf nkz{khe hksfeÞ yÂMÚkhíkk ðå[u fkheøkhku yu ðtþ ÃkhtÃkhkøkík nMíkf¤k, nòh,
fkiþÕÞLku ò¤ðe hkÏÞk Au. fkheøkhkuLkku RríknkMk ½ýku «k[eLk Au. ÷øk¼øk R.Mk. Ãkqðo 3000 ð»koÚke Ãký ðÄkhu «k[eLk Au. íku{Lkk îkhk
WíÃkkËeík ðMíkwyku Wå[ økwýð¥kkðk¤e yLku rðï«rMkæÄ níke. ¼khík{kt nMíkf¤k fkheøkhe ¼khíkeÞ MktMf]rík sux÷e s «k[eLk Au. íkuLkk
rð»ku ÷¾eyu yux÷u ¼khíkeÞ MktMf]rík rðþu ÷¾ðk çkhkçkh Au.
«k[eLk Mk{Þ :-

®MkÄw¾eýLke MktMf]ríkLkk Mk{Þ Ëhr{ÞkLk rðrðÄ «fkhLke
nMíkf÷k, f÷kfkheøkheLkku WËT¼ð ÚkÞku níkku. suLkku Mk{Þ R.Mk.
Ãkqðuo 3000 {kLkðk{kt ykðu Au. yk Mk{Þu ¼khíkeÞ fkÃkz, ÃkÚÚkh
nMíkf÷k, Äkíkwf÷k, ÷kfzkf÷k, {kxefk{, Mktøkeíkf÷k, r[ºkf÷k
ðøkuhuLkku LkkUÄÃkkºk rðfkMk ÚkÞu÷ku òuðk {¤u Au. yk Mk{Þu þYykík{kt
yktíkrhf yr¼ÔÞÂõík yLku MksoLkkí{fíkk íkhefu nMíkf÷k
f÷kfkheøkheLke þYykík ÚkR níke. Mk{Þ síkkt MktÃkwýo ÔÞðMkkÞ
íkhefuLkku íkuLkk urðfkMk ÚkÞku. ðÄkhkLkk WíÃkkËLkLke ykhçk Ëuþku{kt
rLkfkMk fhðk{kt ykðíke. nzÃÃkk yLku {kunuòuËzku{kt ÚkÞu÷k ¾kuËfk{
ÃkhÚke {¤u÷k Ãkwhkðkyku ÃkhÚke yk çkkçkík òýe þfkÞ Au. ®MkÄw¾eý
MktMf]ríkLke ðMkkníkku. Lkøkh ykÞkusLk øktËkÃkkýeLkk rLkfk÷Lke
Mkøkðz Ãkfðu÷e $xkuLke R{khíkkuLkk ¼øLkkðuþku. fkx¾qýu yuf
çkeòLku AuËíkk hMíkkykuLke ÔÞðMÚkk Ëu¾eíke heíku yux÷w íkku Mkq[ðu Au
fu yk çkÄk fk{ {kxu $x WíÃkkËfku, fku÷Mkk WíÃkkËfku, MkwÚkkh,
fzeÞk, RsLkuh, MkðuoÞh suðk fkÞofhkuLke {kuxe Vkus yÂMíkíð
Ähkðíke nkuðe òuRyu ÷kuÚk÷Lkk yðþu»kku ÃkhÚke òýðk {¤u Au fu
Wãkuøkku yLku fkheøkhku ¾qçk Mk{]Ø níkk. fkheøkhkuLku yuf MkkÚku hk¾eLku
íkuLku hûký ykÃkðk{kt ykðíkwt níkwt. yuf s AkÃkhk Lke[u fkheøkhkuLkk
ðzkLke Ëu¾hu¾ nuX¤ yuf s ðuÃkkheLkk MktÏÞkçktÄ fkheøkhku fk{
fhíkk níkk.

ÉøðuË{kt ðýkxfk{, {kxefk{, çkktÄfk{, ÷kfzkLke
ðMíkwyku çkLkkððkLkk WÕ÷u¾ {¤u Au. ÉøðuË{kt AXw {Lz÷{kt
ðýkxfk{ {kxu ‘íkMkhk’  þçË ðkÃkhðk{kt ykÔÞku Au. íkLík{, ðÞLíke
þçËku. Ãký ðýkxfk{ {kxu ðkÃkhðk{kt ykÔÞk Au yk¼w»kýkuLkku
WÕ÷u¾ ðirËf MkkrníÞ{kt {kuxk «{ký{kt òuðk {¤u Au. yk ðirËf
MkkrníÞLku Mk{Þ R.Mk. Ãkqðuo 1500Lkku økýðk{kt ykðu Au. yk
Mk{ÞLkk fkheøkhkuyu ÃkkuíkkLkk Mk{]Ø ðkhMkkLku ò¤ðe hk¾ðkLkk
Ãkwhkðkyku {¤ uAu. yk  Mk{Þu Þkuøke fkþeðkLku ½ýk &÷kufku ÷ÏÞk Au
yuf &÷kuf{kt ÃkwºkLku yk¼q»kýkuLkku þýøkkx fheLku «kÚkoLkk fhu Au
ðirËf Þwøk{kt ¾uíke yLku ÃkþwWAuh ÃkAe MkwÚkkhe fk{ ºkeòu {níðLkku

ÔÞðMkkÞ níkku. íku Mk{Þu hÚkLkku çknku¤ku WÃkÞkuøk Úkíkku níkku. ÉøkðuË{kt
fwt¼kh {kxu f÷k÷ þçËLkku WÕ÷u¾ òuðk {¤u Au.

{kuÞoÞwøk Mk{Þw MkkrníÞ yLku ¾kuËfk{ çkÒkuLkk Ãkwhkðkyku
Ëþkoðu Au fu yk Mk{Þu fkheøkh ðøkoLkku Mkkhku rðfkMk ÚkÞku Au. yk
Mk{Þu 84,000 MíkwÃkLkwt çkktÄfk{ fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt níkwt íku{kt rðï
rðÏÞkík Mkt[eLkk MíkqÃkLkku Mk{kðuþ ÚkkÞ Au. ÃkÚÚkhku Ãkh Mkw tËh
Lkfþefk{ fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt Au. yk Mk{Þu økk{kuLkk ðrnðx {kxu
økúk{-¼qíkf Lkk{Lkk ÃkøkkhËkh MkuðfkuLke rLk{ýqtf Úkíke níke su{kt
fwxf (MkwÚkkh), f{koh (÷wnkh), fwt¼fkh, ðk¤tË, Äkuçke {uzf, ({kxe
¾kuËLkkh) hßswðíkfo (Ëkuhzk økwtÚkLkkh) ¾LkefMÚk (nkÚkeLku íkk÷e{
ykÃkLkkh) yïz{f (½kuzkLku íkk÷e{ ykÃkLkkh)Lkku Mk{kðuþ Úkíkku
níkku. {uøkuÂMÚkrLkMkLkk {íku sýkÔÞk {wsçk MkkuLkwt, íkktçkw yLku ÷ku¾tz
suðe ÄkíkwLkwt {kuxk ÃkkÞu þwrØfhý Úkíkw TyLku íku{ktÚke rðrðÄ ½huýk,
þ†ku yLku nrÚkÞkhku íkiÞkh fhðk{kt ykðíkk níkk økkiík{ çkwæÄLkk
Mk{Þ{kt W¥kh, Ãkrù{{kt ðMíkwykuLkku Vu÷kðku ÚkÞku níkku {nkðMíkw
AºkeMk sux÷k fkheøkhkuLkku WÕ÷u¾ fhu Au. r{r÷LË Ãkýku Ãkt[kuíkuh
sux÷k ÄtÄkLke ðkík fhu Au. su{kt MkkRX sux÷k ÄtÄk rðrðÄ
f÷kfkheøkhe MkkÚku Mktf¤kÞu÷k níkk.

økwófk¤ Ëhr{ÞkLk ysoíkk. R÷kuhk Lke økwVkyku{kt
®¼íkr[ºkkuLkwt fkuíkhfk{ rðï«rMkæÄ Au. íku f÷kfkheøkheLkku W¥k{
Ãkwhkðku Au. fkheøkhkuLku þkne hûký ykÃkðk{kt ykðíkwt níkwt fkheøkhkuLkwt
¾qçk MkL{kLk fhðk{kt ykðíkwt níkwt. yÃknfkuþ{kt sýkÔÞk «{kýu
yk Mk{Þu {k¤e, fwt¼kh, Äkuçke, fzeÞk, ðýfh, ËhS, ®[íkkh,
{ku[e, ÷wnkh ðøkuhu fkheøkhkuLku çku çku Lkk{ ykÃkðk{kt ykÔÞk Au.
MkkuLke {kxu [kh yLku MkwÚkkh {kxu Ãkkt[ Lkk{ ykÃkðk{kt ykÔÞk Au.
yk Mk{Þu Mkkihk»xÙ fkMkkfk{ {kxu «ÏÞkík níkwt. {u½kríkrÚk LkkUÄu Au fu
frzÞkyku, MkwÚkkhku yLku yuðk MkøkXLkku {kt fk{ fhíkk fkheøkhkuLkk
ðuíkLk yu{Lkk fk{Lkk «{ký{kt níkk. Ëk.ík. {q~fu÷ fk{ fhLkkhLku
ðÄkhu ðuíkLk {¤íkw yLku Mkh¤ fk{ fhLkkhLku ykuAw ðuíkLk {¤íkwt níkwt.
{æÞfk÷eLk Mk{Þ :-

{æÞfk÷eLk Mk{Þ R.Mk. 1206Úke økýðk{kt ykðu Au.
yk Mk{Þu rËÕ÷eLke Mkíkk Mkw÷íkkLkkuLkk nkÚk{kt níke. «k[eLk Mk{ÞLkku
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fkheøkh ðøkoLkku y{qÕÞ ðkhMkku s¤ðkR hÌkku níkku. nkÚkðýkx,
{kxefk{, ÷kfzkfk{, fkuíkhfk{, Äkíkwfk{, ½huýk ðøkuuhuLkku ¾qçk
Mkkhku rðfkMk ÚkÞku níkku. [ku÷ hkòyku rðsÞLkøkh Mkk{úkßÞ
fkuíkhfk{, Ãkwhe søkÒkkÚk {tËeh, ¾swhknku. økwVkyku ðøkuhu yk Mk{Þu
rðfkMk ÃkkBÞk níkk.

{kuøk÷u Mk{ÞLku MkqðýoÞwøk íkhefu yku¤¾ðk{kt ykðu Au.
nMíkf÷k fkheøkhe, rþÕÃk MÚkkÃkíÞLkku Ãký yk Mk{Þ MkqðýoÞwøk
níkku. íkks{n÷, {Þqh rMknkMkLkLkwt MksoLk yk Mk{Þu ÚkÞw níkw fk[
Ãkh fkuíkhfk{, swËk-swËk «fkhLke sðu÷he, fkÃkz Wãkuøk, rðrðÄ
«fkhLkk LkkLkk LkkLkk r[ºkku, hksMÚkkLke r[ºkku, fåALke ßðu÷he
ðøkuhu yk Mk{Þu òuðk {¤u Au. hkòyku, hksfw{khku fkheøkhku ÃkkMku
nMíkf÷kLke rðrðÄ ðMíkwyku çkLkkðíkk fkheøkhkuLku íkuLkk çkË÷k{kt
Ãkøkkh ykÃkðk{kt ykðíkku níkku. þknsnk rðïLkk {nkLk fkheøkhkuLku
¼khík{kt fk{ fhðkLkwt yk{tºký ykÃkíkk níkk.

Mkíkh{e MkËe{kt ¼khík ykŠÚkf ÿrüyu ËwrLkÞk{kt MkkiÚke
ykøk¤ Ãkzíkku Ëuþ níkku. ¼khík{kt çkLkkðu÷e [esðMíkwLke rðïLkk
çkòhku{kt ¼khu {ktøk níke ¼khíkeÞ ðMíkw Wíf]ü fkuxeLke yLku
çkuLk{qLk níke. íku{kt yLkuf «fkhLkwt ðirðæÞ rðfMkkððk{kt ykðíkwt
níkw.t. 1918Lkk ykiãkurøkf fr{þLk{kt ÷ÏÞwt Au fu ‘ßÞkhu ÞwhkuÃkLkk
Ãkrù{ ¼køk{kt su ykÄwrLkf ykiãkurøkf ÔÞMÚkkLkwt sL{MÚkkLk {LkkÞ
Au. íku{kt yMktMf]ík òríkyku ðMíke níke íÞkhu ¼khík íkuLkk hksðeykuLke
MktÃkrík yLku íkuLkk fkheøkhkuLkk Wíf]ü fkiþÕÞ {kxu òýeíkw níkwt.yk
Mk{Þu y{ËkðkËLkwt she yLku huþ{Lkwt fkÃkz Íðuhkík ÃkxýkLkwt Mkwíkhkð
fkÃkz, fkþeLkwt {÷{÷, f{hÃkèk, Ãkk½ze ZkfkLkwt {÷{÷ rËÕneLkwt
htøku÷w fkÃkz, ©eLkøkhLke økh{ þk÷ ðøkuhu «ÏÞkík níkk. yk Mk{Þu
þknu¤kË{kt 159500 yLku økkuh¾Ãkqh{kt 175600 {rn÷k yk
fktíkðkLkwt fk{ fhíke níke {÷{÷Lkk 250 {kR÷ ÷ktçkk LkkhkuLkwt
ðsLk {kºk 1 ÃkkWLz hík÷ níkwt. 2- ðkh ÷ktçkku yLku 1 ðkh Ãknku¤ku
íkkfku çkLkkððk {kxu 6 {kMk ÷køkíkk níkk. yLku íku LkkLke ðexe{ktÚke
ÃkMkkh ÚkR þõíkku.’

¼khík{kt ytøkúuòuLkk ykøk{Lk çkkË íku{Lke þku»ký¾kuh
LkeríkLku ÷eÄu ¼khíkeÞ fkheøkhku yLku WãkuøkkuLkku ÍzÃkÚke rðLkkþ
Úkðk ÷køÞku zku.hkÄkf{÷ {wfhS ÞkuøÞ s ÷¾u Au fu ‘¼khíku
R.Mk.1600Úke 1800 ðå[u su [zíke Ãkzíke òuÞkt íku{kt rðïLkk
ykuAk Ëuþku yu òuÞk nþu.’ Mkíkh{e MkËe{kt ¼khík ¾uíkeðkze{kt
yurþÞkLke {kíkk níke yLku rðïLkwt ykiãkurøkf fkh¾kLkwt níkwt. yZkh{e
MkËeLkk ytík ¼køk{kt íkku ¼khíkLkk WãkuøkkuLkw t ÍzÃke ÃkíkLk ÚkÞwt
¼khíkLkk ðuÃkkh yLku ðnkýðèkLkku rðLkkþ ÚkÞku yLku íkuýu hksfeÞ
MðkÄeLkíkk Ãký økw{kðe. yíÞkh MkwÄe su ¼khík rðïLkwt fkh¾kLkwt
níkw íku òuíkòuíkk{kt $ø÷uLzLkwt ¾uíkh {kºk çkLke økÞwt.
ykÄwrLkf Mk{Þ :-

ykÄwrLkf Mk{Þ R.Mk. 1857Úke økýðk{kt ykðu Au.
{kuøk÷ Mkk{úkßÞLkk ÃkíkLk MkkÚku ¼khíkeÞ fkheøkh ðøko, nMíkf÷k,
øk]n Wãkuøkku ðøkuhuLkwt ÃkíkLk Úkðk ÷køÞwt. hksfeÞ «kuíMkknLk yLku
hûkk {¤íkwt çktÄ ÚkÞwt. hksfeÞ yÂMÚkhíkk ðå[u ðuÃkkh ÄtÄk{kt ½xkzku
Úkðk ÷køÞku. rðËuþe økúknfkuLkk ykf»koýLkk fkhýu yLku MÚkkrLkf

{ktøk Lkk fkhýu ¼khíkeÞ fkheøkhku yu ÃkkuíkkLkku ÃkhtÃkhkøkík ÔÞðMkkÞ
[k÷w hkÏÞku. rçkúrxþhkuLkk ykøk{Lk Mk{Þu yk fkheøkhe WãkuøkLkku
MkqðýoÞwøk níkku yLku íkuLkku Mkíkík rðfkMk Úkíkku síkku níkku. þYykík{kt
MðËuþe f÷kí{f ÃkhtÃkhkyku, WãkuøkkuLku ytøkúuòuyu «kuíMkknLk ykÃÞwt
níkwt. Ãkhtíkw ßÞkhu Mk{økú ¼khík{kt rçkúrxþ Mkíkk MÚkÃkkÞ yLku $ø÷uz{kt
ykiãkurøkf ¢ktrík ÚkR íÞkh ÃkAe ¼khík{kt $ø÷uLzLkk fkÃkz ðuÃkkh
MkkÚku ¼khíkeÞ WãkuøkkuLke MÃkÄko ðÄðk ÷køke, íÞkh çkkË rçkúrxþ
Mkhfkhu ¼khík rðhkuÄe ykŠÚkf Lkerík ½ze ykíkrhf yLku yktíkhkr»xÙÞ
ÔÞkÃkkh{kt ¼khíkeÞ «íÞu ¼uË¼kð hk¾ðk{kt ykÔÞku $ø÷uLzÚke
¼khík{kt ykiãkurøkf [esðMíkwyku yLku íkiÞkh {k÷ ykððk ÷køÞku.
Ãkrhýk{u nMíkf÷k yLku Wãkuøkku Lkkþ ÃkkBÞk. fkheøkh ðøko
çkuhkusøkkh çkLkíkk íkuyku ¾uíke ykÄkrhík çkLÞk. ¾uíke Ãkh ¼kh
ðæÞwt. Mk{Þ síkkt fkheøkh ðøko ¾uík{sqhLkk ðøko íkhefu çknkh ykÔÞku.

«k[eLk Mk{Þ{kt ¼khíkeÞ økk{zkyku ykí{rLk¼oh Mkw¾e,
yLku Mk{]Ø níkk. økk{zkyku yktíkh hk»xÙeÞ «ríkck Ähkðíkk níkk.
ytøkúusfk¤, nMíkf¤k fkheøkhku yLku Wãkuøkku {kxu ¾hkçk íkçk¬ku
Mkkçkeík ÚkÞku. ¼khíkeÞ økk{zkyku ÃkkÞ{k÷ çkLÞk. fkheøkhku çkufkh
yLku økheçkeLkku ¼kuøk çkLÞk yk heíku ytøkúuòuLke þku»ký¾kuh LkeríkÚke
¼khík{kt çkufkhe yLku økheçkeLkku sL{ ÚkÞku. ©e {nkí{k økktÄeS
Ë¥kLkwt ÃkwMíkf ‘RfkuLkkur{õMk ykuV rnMxÙe’ ðkt[eLku hze Ãkzâk økktÄeS
fnu Au fu nwt {kLkðk íkiÞkh LkÚke fu ¼khík økheçk Ëuþ Au. ¼khíkLkk
nkÚkðýkxLku {kL[uMxhu LkwfþkLk fÞwO Au.

©e {nkí{k økktÄeS îkhk MðËuþe [¤ðýLke þYykík
fhðk{kt ykðe suLke fkheøkhku Ãkh Mkkhe yMkh ÚkR. íku{Lkku nuíkw
÷kufkuLku økheçke yLku çkufkhe{ktÚke AkuzkððkLkku Lku íku{Lkwt SðLk Äkuhý
ô[w ÷R sðkLkku níkku. íkuÚke íku{ýu økúk{WãkuøkkuLku {níð ykÃÞwt.
«k[eLk ¼khíkLkk nMíkf÷k fkheøkheLkk {nkLk, økk ihðÃkqýo
MkktMf]ríkf ðkhMkkLku ò¤ðe hk¾ðk íku{Lku WíkusLk ykÃkðk yLku
íkuLkku rðfkMk fhðk ykÍkËe çkkË swËe swËe ÞkusLkk yLku fkÞo¢{ku
îkhk «ÞkMk fhðk{kt ykÔÞku Au. Ãkt[ð»keoÞ ÞkusLkk Ëhr{ÞkLk
f{÷kËuðe [èeÃkkæÞkÞLkk {køkoËþoLk nuX¤ ¼khík Mkhfkhu yku÷
RÂLzÞk nMíkf÷k çkkuzoLke h[Lkk fhe Au. WÃkhktík fkheøkh ðøkoLku
{køkoËþoLk, «kuíMkknLk ykÃkðk {kxu nMíkf÷k yLku nkÚkþk¤ rLkfkMk
fkuÃkkuohuþLkLke MÚkkÃkLkk fhe Au. ykÞkusLk fk¤ Ëhr{ÞkLk LkkLkk
Wãkuøkku nMíkfý {kxu fux÷ef ÞkusLkkyku ½xkzðk{kt ykðe Au.
Ãkhttíkw íkuLkku ÷k¼ íkuykuLku {éÞku LkÚke. íku{Lkk ykÄwrLkfhýLkku rð[kh
fhðk{kt ykÔÞku LkÚke.

©e Ãke.ðe. LkhMkenhkðLke Mkhfkhu  1991Úke
WËkhefhýLke Lkeríkyku y{÷{kt {wfe Au. íku{kt LkkLkk, øk]n Wãkuøkku
{kxu Ãký fkÞo¢{ku ½zðk{kt ykÔÞk Au. yk{ Aíkkt ðirïfhýLku
Ãkrhýk{u yktíkh hk»xÙeÞ nheVkRLkku Mkk{Lkku fhðkÚke íkuLke rðÃkheík
yMkh LkkLkk øk]n, nMíkf÷kLkk Wãkuøkku Ãkh Ãkze Au. R.Mk.1995Úke
rðïÔÞðÃkkh MktøkXLkLke h[Lkk ÃkAe ¼khík{kt [es ðMíkwLkku ¼hkðku
ÚkÞku ík uLke LkkLkk Wãkuøkk u Ãkh ¼khu yMkh ÚkR. ðirïfhý,
WËkhefhý, yktíkhhk»xÙeÞ ÔÞkÃkkh MktøkXLkLke LkkLkk ÔÞðMkkÞfkhku
Ãkh Lkfkhkí{f yMkhku ÚkR Au. 1985-91{kt ÷½w WãkuøkkuLke
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MktÏÞkLkku ð]rØËh 7.61 xfk níkku íku ½xeLku yksu 5-53 xfk ÚkÞku.
hkusøkkh ð]rØËh 5.47 xfk ÚkÞku Au. su LkkLkk, ÷½wWãkuøk,
ÃkhtÃkhkøkík ÔÞðMkkÞfkhku fkheøkhku {kxu ðíko{kLk yLku ¼rð»Þ {kxu
¾qçk s ®[íkkLkku rð»kÞ Au.

©e LkhuLÿ {kuËe ðzk«ÄkLk çkLÞk çkkË sYheÞkíkLke
ðMíkwykuLkwt WíÃkkËLk ¼khík{kt ÚkkÞ íku {kxu {uf RLk RÂLzÞkLke
þYykík fhe Au íkuLkkÚke ¼khík{kt WíÃkkËLkLku ðuøk {¤þu. íku{s
økwshkík{kt fwrxh yLku økúk{kuWãkuøkLkk ð]rØ yLku rðfkMk {kxu

hkusøkkheLke íkfku W¼e fhðkLkk nuíkwMkh Lkðe fwrxf yLku økúk{kuWãkuøk
Lkerík-2016Lke ònuhkík fhðk{kt ykðe Au.

MktË¼oMkqr[ :-
 zku.hMku÷ ò{eLkËkh : Ãkqðofk÷eLk ¼khíkLkwt ykŠÚkf SðLk
 þk†e ykh.ðe.¼khíkLkku ykŠÚkf RríknkMk
 {w¾hS ykh. : ¼khíkLkku ykŠÚkf RríknkMk
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do nvlk4a 0k pa5 : tulnaTmk AWyas
x¢é…Ú¢¼è „¢çãy² ÜUï Î¢ï „}¢ƒü ÜUƒ¢ „…üÜU ‘{ê}¢ÜUï¼é ¥¢ñÚ ™éçÝH¢H }¢çÇ²¢’ ç…‹ã¢ïÝï »ÜU ãè ç±¯² ÐÚ »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU  ÎíçCÜU¢ï‡¢ „ï ¥ÐÝï ãè

¥æÎ¢… „ï ¥¢Hï¶ çÜU²¢ ãñ J {ê}¢ÜUï¼é ÜUè Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ™¢ñH¢Îï±è ¥¢ñÚ ™éçÝH¢H }¢çÇ²¢ ÜUè Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ‘ÜUé}¢ÜUé}¢ ¥¢ñÚ ¥¢à¢ÜU¢’ ²ï Î¢ï »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU
Ý±HÜUƒ¢ }¢ïæ ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜUï Ð¢~¢ ÜU¢ï HïÜUÚ …¢ï çH¶¢ x¢²¢ ãñ J §„ ç±¯² ÐÚ ç±S¼¢Ú „ï ¼éHÝ¢y}¢ÜU ¥|²¢„ ÜUÚÝï ÜU¢ ©ÐRU}¢ }¢ïæÝï ²ã¢ Ú¶¢ ãñ J
»ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ÜUè „}¢… : ¥æx¢íï…è „¢çãy² }¢ïæ Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ÜU¢ S±LÐ ¼ÜUÚèÏ¢Ý ¼èÝ„¢ï „¢H ÐéÚ¢Ý¢ ãñ J …Ï¢ ÜUè x¢é…Ú¢¼è }¢ïæ ¼¢ï ç„ÈUü ÎïÉ„¢ï „¢H
ãè ãé§ ãñ J x¢é…Ú¢¼è |¢¢¯¢ }¢ïæ »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ‘ÜUÚ‡¢ Í¢ïH¢ï’ „Ý 1866 }¢ïæ Ú„ïH „¢ãïÏ¢ ÜUè ÐíïÚ‡¢¢ „ï ÝæÎà¢æÜUÚ éH…¢à¢æÜUÚ }¢ãï¼¢Ýï çH¶è J HïÜUèÝ
§¼Ýï ÜU}¢ „}¢² }¢ïæ Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ÿ¢ï~¢ }¢ïæ ç±ÐéH Ðí}¢¢‡¢ }¢ïæ Ðí²¢ïx¢ ãé» ãñ J »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ }¢ïæ §ç¼ã¢„ çÜU¼Ý¢ ? §ç¼ã¢„ ÜU¢ Sƒ¢Ý ÜUã¢¡ ? §Ý „Ï¢
Ï¢¢¼¢ï ÜUè ç±S¼¢Ú „ï „}¢… ÐíS¼é¼ ÜULæx¢è J

§ç¼ã¢„ »ÅHï |¢ê¼ÜU¢f }¢ïæ Ï¢Ý ™êÜUè Í¢ÅÝ¢ ¥¢ñÚ ìÚ„æx¢ ÜU¢ï
„…üÜU §„ |¢ê¼ÜU¢H ÜU¢ï ÜUï‹Îí }¢ïæ Ú¶ÜUÚ ÜUƒ¢ ÜUè Ú™Ý¢ ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J Ç¢ï.
…²æ¼ Ã²¢„Ýï ÜUã¢ ãñ çÜU ‘»ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ }¢ïæ Ú¢ï}¢ïç‹ÅÜU ¼y±¢ï ÜU¢
¥±ÜU¢à¢ Úã¢ ãñ J v²¢ïæçÜU ±ã ¥æ{¿¢¢Ý |¢ê¼ÜU¢H ÜUè ÜUƒ¢ ã¢ï¼è ãñ ’ v²¢ïæçÜU
ÐãHï Ï¢Ý ™éÜUè x¢ÅÝ¢ ¥¢ñÚ }¢¢çã¼è »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU „}¢² ÜU¢ï ¥¢æ¶¢ï ÜUï ¥¢x¢ñ
¼ÅSƒ¢Ðé±üÜU Ðïà¢ ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J §„çH» ã}¢ ¥ÐÝï ÐãHï Ýç¼…ï ÐÚ ¥¢ „ÜU¼ï
ãñ ÜUè |¢ê¼ÜU¢H }¢ïæ Í¢çÅ¼ Í¢ÅÝ¢¥¢ï ÜU¢ï ±¼ü}¢¢Ý }¢ïæ ¥ÐÝï „}¢ÿ¢ ¶Ç¢ ÜUÚ
„ÜUï »ï„¢ ÐPU¢ ±¢S¼ç±ÜU ç™~¢ Ý±HÜUƒ¢ÜU¢Ú ÜU¢ï ©Ð…¢Ý¢ ãñ J

»ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ }¢ïæ §ç¼ã¢„ S±¢|¢¢ç±ÜU LÐ „ï ±¢¼¢ü
Ú„ }¢ïæ ç}¢H …¢¼¢ ãñ J ÐèÍ¢H ÜUÚ ©„è ¼Úã Ú™Ý¢ ç±{¢Ý »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU
Ý±HÜUƒ¢ÜU¢Ú¢ï ÜU¢ï çÎÜU¢Ý¢ ™¢çã» J v²¢ïæçÜU §ç¼ã¢„ ¼¢ï ±¢S¼ç±ÜU LÐ
ÜUè ¼„±èÚ ãñ J ç…ÝÜU¢ „Ï¢ê¼ ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J ©„ „Ï¢ê¼ ÜU¢ „é}¢ïH |¢è ã¢ïÝ¢
™¢çã» J …Ï¢ |¢¢±ÜU ÜUëç¼ ÜU¢ |¢¢±Ý ÜUÚï ¼Ï¢ §ç¼ã¢„ Ýãèæ HïçÜUÝ
ÜUH¢ÜUëç¼ ÜU¢ |¢¢±Ý ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J

»ï„¢ Ðíç¼¼ ã¢ïÝ¢ ™¢çã» ¥¢ñÚ §ç¼ã¢„ ÜU¢ }¢éw² ç±¯²±S¼é
{èÚï-{èÚï Hé# ã¢ï¼¢ …¢ Úã¢ ã¢ï »ï„¢ ç„Š{ ãS¼ ÜUH¢ÜU¢Ú¢ï ÜU¢ï ¥ç|¢Ðíï¼
ã¢ï J

»ïç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ÜU¢ï Š²¢Ý }¢ïæ Ú¶Ú Hï¶ÜU ÜU§ ¼Úã
§ç¼ã¢„ ÜU¢ ¥¢à¢Ú¢ HïÜUÚ ¥¢x¢ï Ï¢É¼ï ãñ ±ã |¢è Îï¶Ý¢ ™¢çã» J »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU
Ý±HÜUƒ¢ÜU¢ÜU¢Ú ÜU¢ï ç±¯²±S¼é ÜUè ±S¼é„æç±{¢Ý ÜUè Á²¢Î¢ x¢Úïã¢§ }¢ïæ
…¢Ý¢ Ýãèæ ã¢ï¼¢ ©ÝÜUè Ý…Ú „}¢ÿ¢ w²¢¼ »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ðí„æx¢ ¥¢ñÚ Í¢ÅÝ¢
ÜU¢ ÈU¢ï}²éüH¢ ÐÇ¢ ãè ãñ J ©„ Í¢ÅÝ¢¥¢ï ÜU¢ »ÜUç~¢¼ ÜUÚÜUï ©ÝÜU¢ „æÜUHÝ
ÜUÚÝï „ï »ÜU ÈU¢ï}¢ü ¼ñ²¢Ú ã¢ñ …¢ãïx¢¢ J ©„„ï Hï¶ÜU ÜU¢ï ç±¯²±S¼é ÜUè
©Ð¢ç{ }¢ïæ „ï }¢éçQU ç}¢H¼è ãñ J HïçÜUÝ Hï¶ÜU ÜU¢ï „æÜUHÝ ÜUè Ï¢¢Ï¢¼ }¢ïæ
Á²¢Î¢ ãè …¢x¢LÜU¼¢ çÎ¶¢Ýè ÐÇ¼è ãñ J ç„Š{ãS¼ ÜUH¢ÜU¢Ú ÜUï çH»
ÜUï±H Ð¢~¢¢ï ÜUè „…¢±Å ¥¢ñÚ §ç¼ã¢„ …x¢¼ ÜU¢ ƒ¢ïÇ¢ }¢¢ïH ¥¢x¢ï ÜU¢
ç±¯²±S¼é Ðíx¢Å ÜUÚÝï }¢ïæ }¢ÎÎÝèà¢  ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J

Ç¢ò. …²æ¼ Ã²¢„ çH¶¼ï ãñ çÜU ‘§ç¼ã¢„ ÐÚ „ï ãè Ú™¢ ãé¥¢
„¢çãy² ÜUëç¼ ±ã ÜUç± Ðíç¼|¢¢ ÜUè ©‹}¢ï¯ÜU Ðí¿¢¢Ý¢x¢¼ „ï „æÐê‡¢ü ¥çà¢çƒH,

¥Î¢ï¯„ëçC ãñ J’ »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ }¢ïæ §ç¼ã¢„ ¥¢ñÚ ÜUËÐÝ¢ „}¢ç‹±¼
LÐ „ï Îï¶Ýï ç}¢H¼è ãñ J §ç¼ã¢„ ÜUï ¼‰² çÜU, »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ }¢ïæ
§ç¼ã¢„ çÜU¼Ý¢ ? §ç¼ã¢„ ÜU¢ Sƒ¢Ý v²¢ ?

§„ „æ²|¢ü }¢ïæ {é}¢ÜUï¼é…è Ýï »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ÜUï Ï¢¢Úï }¢ïæ
…¢ï Ï¢¢¼ ÜUãè ±ã }¢ãy±Ðê‡¢ü ãñ J ‘»ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ }¢ïæ §ç¼ã¢„ ÜU¢
Ðí}¢¢‡¢ ¶è™Çè }¢ïæ ÐÇ¢ ãé¥¢ Ý}¢ÜU ç…¼Ý¢ ã¢ïÝ¢ ™¢çã» J ©Ý„ïæ Á²¢Î¢
Ýãèæ ’ »„è Ï¢¢¼ Í¢é}¢ÜUï¼é …è ÜUã¼ï ãñ J …ñ„ï „Ï¢Ú„ ç…„ ¼Úã ¶è™Çè }¢ïæ
ÐèÍ¢H …¢¼¢ ãñ ©„è ¼Úã §ç¼ã¢„ Ý±HÜUƒ¢ }¢ïæ ÐèÍ¢H …¢Ý¢ ™¢çã» ¥¢ñÚ
±¢™ÜU ÜU¢ï Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ÐÉ¼ï „}¢² §ç¼ã¢„ ÜUè ÜU¢ï§ü |¢è Í¢ÅÝ¢ çÎí{¢
¶Çè ÜUÚ „ÜUï »ï„¢ Ý Hx¢Ý¢ ™¢çã» J ¥HÏ¢¼ Í¢é}¢x¢ï¼é …è ÜU¢ ¥¢HÜU¢çÚÜU
ç±{¢Ý à¢¢›è² Ýãè ãñ J §„çH» §ç¼ã¢„ »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ }¢ïæ
„±üÃ²¢# ã¢ï J §¼Ý¢ §„}¢ïæ à¢}¢¢±ïà¢ ãé¥¢ ãñ J

Hï¶ÜUï §ç¼ã¢„ ÜU¢ …¢ï ±¢¼¢±Ú‡¢ Ð„æÎ çÜU²¢ ãñ J …¢ï Îïà¢ÜU¢H
ÜUï‹ÎíSƒ¢Ý Ðï ã¢ï J ±ã ²éx¢ ¥¢ñÚ ©ÝÜUè LçÉ²¢ï, ¥æ{Ÿ¢Š{¢, ±ãï}¢¢ï, §¯¢ü,
ÎéC¼¢ ¥¢çÎ ÜU¢ ç±çÝ²¢ïx¢ ÜUÚÝ¢Ú ™¢çã» J ©„ …}¢¢Ýï ÜU¢ }¢éHÎà¢üÝ
©„}¢ï çÎ¶¢§ü Îï J ©ÝÜUè ÜUéÀ }¢²¢üÎ¢¥¢ï Ðïà¢ ÜUÚÝè ™¢çã» J HïçÜUÝ »ï„¢
ÜUÚÝï „ï ãÜUèÜU¼ ÜU¢ Î¢ï¯ Ðí±ïà¢Ý ÜUÚï §ç„Hï „™ï¼ ÚãÝ¢ ™¢çã» J …ñ„ï
ÜUï ‘ÜU¢HÃ²éyRU}¢’ Ý ¥¢» §„ ÜU¢ w²¢H Ú¶Ý¢ ™¢çã» J Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ÜUè
}¢Ý¢ïÚæ…ÝÜU¼¢§„ }¢ïæ ÜUËÐÝ¢„ëçC „ï ±¢¼¢üÚ„ ÜU¢ï …è±¼ Ú¶Ý¢ ãñ J HïçÜUÝ
§„ }¢ïæ Hï¶ÜU ÜU¢ï §ç¼ã¢„ Ðíç¼ „¼¼ …¢x¢ë¼¼¢ ÜU¢ „ï±Ý ÜUÚÝ¢ ™¢çã»
J §Ý ÜUï ÜUéÀ Ï¢æ{Ý ÜU¢ï „æ|¢¢H ÜUï ¥¢x¢ï Ï¢ÉÝ¢ ™¢çã» J »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU
Ý±HÜUƒ¢ÜU¢Ú ÜUï çH» ¼H±¢Ú ÜUè Ý¢ïæÜU ÐÚ ™HÝï …ñ„¢ ÜUçÆÝ ÜU¢²ü
Ðé‡¢ü ÜUÚÝï ÜU¢ ãñ J çÈUÚ ÜUƒ¢±S¼é ©ÝÜU¢ï ¼ñ²¢Ú ãè v²¢ïæ Ý ç}¢H x¢§ü ã¢ï J
HïçÜUÝ ©„ï §ç¼ã¢„ ÜU¢ }¢H¢…¢ „æ|¢¢HÝ¢ ™¢çã» J ÜUËÐÝ¢ ÜU¢ Ú¢S¼¢
ÜUæÇ¢Úè §ç¼ã¢„ ç±¯²ÜU Î¢ï¯ Ý Ðí±ïà¢ ÜUÚï ©ÝÜUè ç…}}¢ïÎ¢Úè Ú¶Ýè
™¢çã» J §ç¼ã¢„ ¥¢ñÚ Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ©|¢² ÜU¢ }¢ïH…¢ïH „…üÜU ÜU¢ï ¥ÝïÜU
ç±ÇæÏ¢Ý¢ ¥¢ñÚ ¥çxÝÐçÚÿ¢¢ }¢ïæ „ï Ð„¢Ú ÜUÚÝ¢ ÐÇÜU¢ÚLÐ ãñ J

¥¼¢»± §ç¼ã¢„ ²ï §ç¼ã¢„ ãñ, ÎS¼¢±ï… ãñ, Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ²ï
Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ãñ, ÜUH¢ÜUëç¼ ãñ J ©„}¢ïæ ÜUËÐÝ¢ ÜUï Úæx¢¢ï „ï Úæx¢ÜUÚ }¢Ý|¢Ú,
}¢ÝãÚ, „ëçC Ðíx¢Å ÜUÚÝï ÜUè Ýï}¢ ÜUƒ¢ „…ÜUï Ú¶Ýè ™¢çã» J
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»ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Í¢ÅÝ¢ :
„Ý 182 }¢ïæ ™¢Hév² |¢êHÚ¢…Îï±ÜU¢ ¥‡¢çãH±¢Ç Ð¢Å‡¢ ÜUè

x¢¢Îè ÐÚ ¥¢x¢}¢Ý ãé¥¢ ¥¢ñÚ „¢ïHæÜUè ±æà¢ ÜUè Sƒ¢ÐÝ¢ ÜUè ç…„ÜU¢ „Ï¢ „ï
Á²¢Î¢ ÈU¢²Î¢ ¥±¢ü™èÝ x¢é…Ú¢¼è „¢çãy² ÜU¢ï ãé¥¢ J „Ý-182 „ï 1300
ÜU¢ „}¢² ™¢Hév² ÜU¢H LÐ „ï Ðã™¢Ý …¢¼¢ ãñ J ©„ „}¢² Ú™¢ ãé¥¢
„¢çãy² »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU „¢}¢x¢íè„ï |¢ÚÐéÚ ãñ J }¢éHÚ¢… „ï HïÜUÚ |¢è}¢Îï± ¼ÜU ÜU¢
à¢¢„Ý ÜU¢H }¢ïæ ¥ÝïÜU Ú¢…ÜUè² „}¢S²¢ ¥¢ñÚ ç±Ð¼è²¢»ï ¥¢²è ƒè J ©ÝÜUè
„¢}¢¢ç…ÜU |¢êç}¢ÜU¢¥¢ï ÜU¢ ¥ÓÀè ¥¢ñÚ Ï¢éÚè ¥¢çÎ x¢ãÚè ¥„Ú ÜU¢ LÐ
¥±¢ü™èÝ²éx¢ ÜUï „¢çãy²ÜU¢Ú¢ïÝï Ï¢ã¢ï¼ ¥ÓÀè ¼Úã „ï Û¢ïH¢ ãñ J §„è ç±¯²
ÐÚ Î¢ïÝ¢ï Üãè „¢çãy²ÜU¢Ú¢ï {é}¢x¢ï¼é…è ¥¢ñÚ ™éÝèH¢H }¢çÇ²¢Ýï Ý±HÜUƒ¢
çH¶è ãñ J ²ã Î¢ï »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Ý±HÜUƒ¢ }¢ïæ ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜUï Ð¢~¢ ÜU¢ï HïÜUÚ …¢ï
çH¶¢ x¢²¢ ãñ J §„ ç±¯² ÐÚ ç±S¼ë¼ ™™¢ü }¢ïæ ²ã¢¡ ÜULx¢èæ J

²ã Î¢ïÝ¢ï Hï¶ÜU¢ïÝï ¥ÐÝè Ý±HÜUƒ¢¥¢ïæ }¢ïæ x¢é…Ú¢¼ ÜUï „é±‡¢ü²éx¢
ÜUè ÜUƒ¢ çH¶è ãñ J „é±‡¢ü²éx¢ ²¢Ýè ÜUè „¢ïHæÜUè ÜU¢HèÝ x¢é…Ú¢¼ …¢ï
§ç¼ã¢„ }¢ïæ Á±Hæ¼ „}¢² }¢¢Ý¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J §„ „¢ïHæÜUè²éx¢ }¢ïæ Ðí…¢ ÜUè
„é¶-„}¢ëçŠ{ Á²¢Î¢ ƒè J {}¢ü ÜUè {…¢ „¢ïHã ÜUH¢ „ï ÈUÚÜU Úãè ƒè J
ç…„}¢ïæ „¢ïHæÜUè ±æà¢ ÜUï Ðí¼¢Ðè Ú¢Á² ¥‡¢çãH±¢Ç Ð¢Å‡¢ ÜUè Sƒ¢ÐÝ¢
ãé» J ©„ „}¢² ÜUï ¥¢„-Ð¢„ ÜUï ¥ÝïÜU Ú¢Á²¢ï ÐÚ Ð¢Å‡¢ ÜU¢ ¥¢ç{Ðy²
ƒ¢ J

§„ ¥Š{²Ý }¢ïæ „¢ïHæÜUè ÜU¢H ÜUï „}¢x¢í „éÎíè{ü ÈUHÜU ¥‹¼x¢ü¼
|¢è}¢Îï± ÜUï à¢¢„ÝÜU¢H ÜU¢ï ÜUï‹Îí }¢ïæ Ú¶ÜUÚ Î¢ïÝ¢ï Ý±HÜUƒ¢¥¢ï Hï x¢§ü ãñ
J §„çH» ²ã Î¢ïÝ¢ Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ÜUè „¢}¢x¢íè ±Ý |¢è}¢Îï± ÜUï x¢é…Ú¢¼ ÐÚ
ÜU¢ à¢¢„Ý ±ã ©ÝÜUï »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU ¥¢{¢Ú S¼æ|¢ ãñ J

|¢è}¢Îï± ÜUï „}¢² }¢ïæ }¢ã}¢Î x¢Û¢Ýè ç…‹ã¢ïÝï x¢é…Ú¢¼ ÐÚ
¥¢RU}¢‡¢ çÜU²¢ J §¼Ý¢ ãè Ýãè „¢ï}¢Ý¢ƒ ÜUï }¢æçÎÚ ÜU¢ï ¼¢ïÇ çÎ²¢ J ©ÝÜUè
}¢é<¼ ÜU¢ï ¶æçÇ¼ çÜU²¢ §„ÜUï Ï¢¢Î ±ã ÐèÀï }¢éÇ x¢» J ²ã }¢ãy± ÜUè
»ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Í¢ÅÝ¢ ¥¢ñÚ ©}¢ÜUï ¥¢„Ð¢„ ÜU¢ ¥ÝïÜU Ð¢~¢¢ï {é}¢ÜUï¼é ¥¢ñÚ
}¢çÇ²¢ ÜUè Ý±HÜUƒ¢¥¢ï ÜUè „¢}¢x¢íè Ï¢Ý¼è ãñ J Î¢ïÝ¢ï „…üÜU¢ï ²ï ©ÝÜUè
Ý±HÜUƒ¢ ÜU¢ ç±¯²±S¼é ÜUï LÐ }¢ïæ x¢é…Ú¢¼ ÜUï §ç¼ã¢„ ÜU¢ï ¥¢ñÚ Í¢ÅÝ¢¥¢ï
ÜU¢ S±èÜU¢Ú çÜU²¢ ãñ J
Î¢ïÝ¢ï „¢çãy²ÜU¢Ú¢ï ÜUè Ý±HÜUƒ¢¥¢ï ÜU¢ ±‡¢üÝ :

{ê}¢ÜUï¼é ÜUè ‘™¢ñH¢Îï±è’ Ý±HÜUƒ¢ „Ý 1940 }¢ïæ çH¶è x¢§ü
J ç…„}¢ïæ ©‹ã¢ïÝï „¢ï}¢Ý¢ƒ ÐÚ }¢ãæ}¢Î x¢Û¢Ýè ÜU¢ çÜU²¢ ãé¥¢ ¥¢RU}¢‡¢
¥¢ñÚ ©„ …}¢¢Ýï ÜUè ÐçÚçSƒç¼ ÜU¢ï Hÿ² }¢ïæ Ú¶ÜUÚ Ý±HÜUƒ¢ x¢é…Ú¢¼è
„¢çãy² ÜU¢ï ¥Ðü‡¢ ÜUè J ‘™¢ñH¢Îï±è’ Ý±HÜUƒ¢ |¢è}¢Îï± „¢ïHæÜUè ÜUï ©„
„}¢² ÜUè x²¢ãÚ±è „Îè ÜUï Îé„Úï ™Ú‡¢ ÜUè ÜUƒ¢ ãñ J ç…„ÜUï ÜUï‹Îí }¢ïæ
‘™èH¢’ ÜUï Ð¢~¢ ÜU¢ï Ú¶¢ J

™éçÝH¢H }¢çÇ²¢…è Ýïæ ‘ÜUé}¢-ÜUé}¢ ¥¢ñÚ ¥¢à¢ÜU¢’ „Ý 1962
}¢ïæ çH¶è J ©‹ã¢ïÝï „¢ï}¢Ý¢ƒ ÐÚ }¢ãæ}¢Î x¢Û¢ÝèÝï çÜU²¢ ãé¥¢ ¥¢RU}¢‡¢
¥¢ñÚ x¢é…Ú¢¼ ÜUï Ú¢…¢¥¢ï ÜU¢ x¢¢ñÚ±, à¢¢ï²ü, ¥¢ñÚ ‹²¢²çÐí² |¢è}¢Îï± ¥¢ñÚ
Ï¢ãéH¢ (™¢ñH¢) ÜUè }¢Ý¢ïÃ²ƒ¢ §Ý „Ï¢ Ï¢¢¼¢ï ÜU¢ï HïÜUÚ SƒH ¥¢ñÚ „}¢²
ÜU¢ï ÜUï‹Îí }¢ïæ Ú¶ÜUÚ x¢é…Ú¢¼Ýï çÜU²¢ ãé¥¢ Ðíç¼ÜU¢Ú ÜU¢ ±‡¢üÝ çÜU²¢ ãñ J

‘™¢ñH¢Îï±è’ ¥¢ñÚ ÜUé}¢-ÜUé}¢ ¥¢ñÚ ¥¢à¢ÜU¢ ²ï Ý±HÜUƒ¢~¢²è
ÜUï Hï¶ÜU¢ïÝï ¥ÐÝè-¥ÐÝè »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU ¥ç|¢Û¢¼¢, „æ±ïÎÝà¢èH¼¢ ¥¢ïÚ
ÜUËÐÝ¢çÝ}¢¢ü‡¢ ÜU¢ ç±çÝ²¢ïx¢ „ï ÜUï‹Îí±¼èü ™çÚ~¢ ™¢ñH¢Îï±è (Ï¢ãéH¢ Îï±è)
ÜU¢ ¥¢Hï¶Ý çÜU²¢ ãñ J ²ã¢ ã}¢ §ÝÜU¢ çÝÚèÿ¢‡¢ ÜUÚïx¢ïæ J

ôãÎ ÐÚ çx¢Û¢Ýè ÜUï }¢ãæ}¢Îï çÜU²¢ ãé¥¢ ¥¢RU}¢‡¢
¥¢ñÚ ©ÝÜUï x¢é…Ú¢¼ ÜUè Ðí…¢ Ýï çÜU²¢ ãé¥¢ Ðíç¼ÜU¢Ú Î¢ïÝ¢ï çà¢ËÐè¥¢ï }¢æ
„}¢¢Ý¼¢ çÎ¶¼¢ ãñ J ¥¢ñÚ ¥æ¼ï Ðí‡¢² }¢ïæ „ï |¢çQU ÜUè ¥¢ñÚ Ï¢É¼ï Ð¢~¢¢ï ÜUè
y²¢x¢ |¢¢±Ý¢ |¢è Ðí„æà¢Ýè² LÐ„ï ÐíS¼é¼ ÜUè x¢§ü ãñ J {é}¢ÜUï¼é „¢ï}¢Ý¢ƒ ÜUè
Ýëy²¢æx¢Ý¢ ÜU¢ Ý¢}¢ ‘™¢ñH¢’ Ï¢¼¢¼ï ãñ J …Ï¢ }¢çÇ²¢ ‘Ï¢ãéH¢’ Ï¢¼¢¼ï ãñ J
HïçÜUÝ ©„}¢ïæ ‘Hçã²¢’ ¥¢ñÚ ©Ó™¢Ú‡¢ ÎíçC ÜU¢ï Î¢ï¯ Îï¶Ýï ÜU¢ï ç}¢H¼¢ ãñ
J |¢éH ¼¢ï ‘™’ ÜU¢ ‘Ï¢’ Ï¢Ý¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ‘ã’ ÜUè …ãx¢ ‘ÜU’ ÜU¢ ©Ó™¢ãÚ‡¢ ãé¥¢
ãñ J ²¢Ýè ‘Ï¢ÜUéH¢’ ¥¢ñÚ ©„}¢ïæ „ï ‘Ï¢ãéH¢’ »ï„¢ ãé¥¢ §„çH» ÜU§ü ç±m¢Ý¢ï
}¢¢Ý¼ï ãñ ÜUè Ï¢ãéH¢ ‘™¢ñH¢’ ±ã „¢ï}¢Ý¢ƒ ÜUè Ýëy²¢æx¢Ý ¢ãñ J ±èÚ¢æx¢Ý¢ ÜUè
Ðé~¢è ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ±ã ¥æ¼ }¢ïæ |¢è}¢Îï± ÜUï çÎHÜUè {ÇÜUÝ Ï¢Ý¼è ãñ J »ï„¢ |¢è
Î¢ïÝ¢ï Hï¶ÜU¢ï Ýï S±èÜU¢Ú çÜU²¢ ãñ J

„}¢² „æÎ|¢ü ÜUè ÎíçC „ï Îï¶ï ¼¢ï Î¢ïÝ¢ï Hï¶ÜU¢ïÝï „é±‡¢üÜU¢HèÝ
x¢é…Ú¢¼ ÜUï „}¢² ÜUè ¥ÓÀè ÐéÚè ÐçÚçSƒç¼ ÜU¢ ©Î|¢± ©„ „}¢² ÜU¢
x¢é…Ú¢¼ ©„ „}¢² ÜUè x¢é…Ú¢¼è Ðí…¢ ÜU¢ H¢ïÜU}¢¢Ý„ x¢é…Ú¢¼ ÜUè |¢Ã²¼¢
¥¢çÎ ÜUè „}¢-ç±¯}¢ ÐçÚçSƒç¼ ÜU¢ ¥¢Hï¶Ý çÜU²¢ ãñ J

»ÜU ãè ç±¯² ÜU¢ï ÜUï‹Îí }¢ïæ Ú¶ÜUÚ »ÜU ãè Îïà¢ÜU¢H Ð„æÎ
ÜUÚÜUï {é}¢ÜUï¼é ¥¢ñÚ }¢çÇ²¢ J »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU ç±¯²±S¼é ÜU¢ï Ð„æÎ ÜUÚÜUï
ÜUËÐÝ¢ |¢¢±Ý¢ ¥¢ñÚ Úæx¢Î<à¢¼¢ ÜU¢ ÐÚ™¢ (ÐíÎà¢üÝ) çÎ¶¢¼ï ãñ J Î¢ïÝ¢ï
™¢ñH¢ ÜU¢ ¥|²¢„ ÜUÚÜUï ±ã ÜUãè ²éŠ{ |¢éç}¢ }¢ïæ ¼¢ï ÜUãè Ú¢Á² ÜUè
Ï¢¢ñH¢™¢Hè }¢ïæ ÐÚ¢ïÿ¢ ¼¢ï ÜUãè …x¢ã Ðíy²ÿ¢LÐ „ï …éÇè ãé§ü ãñ J ²ã
±èÚ¢æx¢Ý¢ ÜUè Ðé~¢è ™¢ñH¢ »ÜU ±èÚ¢æx¢Ý¢ ã¢ï¼ï ãé²ï à¢¢ï²ü ÜUè „¢ÿ¢¢¼ }¢é<¼ ãñ
J »ï„¢ ÐíÎ<à¢ç¼ |¢è Î¢ïÝ¢ï Hï¶ÜU¢ï ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J
Î¢ï Ý±HÜUƒ¢ »ÜU Ð¢~¢ : ÎéHÝ¢y}¢ÜU ¥|²¢„

Î¢ï çà¢ËÐè¥¢ï : ¥¢ñÚ }¢çÇ²¢ ¥Hx¢-¥Hx¢ LÐ „ï ¥¢Hï¶Ý
çÜU²¢ ãñ J ÜU§ü ¥æà¢ï „¢}²|¢ïÎ |¢è Îï¶Ýï ÜU¢ï ç}¢H¼¢ ãñ J „|¢è ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜU¢
Ðí±ïà¢ ¥ÐÝï-¥ÐÝï ¼ÚèÜU¢ï „ï ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J {ê}¢ÜUï¼é §ç¼ã¢„ Ðíç¼ §}¢¢ÝÎ¢Ú
ÚãÜUÚ |¢è}¢Îï± „ï ¥ç{ÜU ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜU¢ï Á²¢Î¢ ¼ï…S±è çÎ¶¢¼ï ãñ J ¼Ï¢
}¢çÇ²¢ ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜU¢ Ý¢}¢ ãè Ï¢ÎH ÜUï ‘Ï¢ãéH¢’ Ú¶¼ï ãñ J ¥¢ñÚ |¢è}¢Îï± ÜUè
‘Ï¢ãéH¢’ ©„ÜUè ¥¢ñÚ „ï ¥à¢çQU Ý¢ÅÜUè² Éæx¢ „ï çÎ¶¢²¢ x¢²¢ ãñ J „¢}²
ÜUè ÎíçC „ï Îï¶ï ¼¢ï |¢è}¢Îï± ¥¢ñÚ ™¢ñH¢ ÜU¢ï Ðí‡¢² „æÏ¢æ{ Î¢ïÝ¢ï ÜUƒ¢¥¢ï }¢ïæ
ÎíçCx¢¢ï™Ú ã¢ï¼ï çÏ¢Ý¢ Úãïx¢¢ Ýãè J ‘™¢ñH¢’ Ý¼üÜUè ãñ , ±èÚ¢æx¢Ý¢ ãñ , ©ÝÜUè
ÜUÏ¢éH¢¼ |¢è ²ã Î¢ïÝ¢ï Hï¶ÜU¢ï çÜU²ï çÏ¢Ý¢ Úã¼ï Ýãè ãñ J „Ï¢ ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜU¢ï
¼ï…S±è ¥¢ñÚ „æSÜU¢Úè çÝ<|¢ÜU ¥¢ñÚ ¥çÇ¶}¢ Ý¢Úè ÜUï LÐ }¢ïæ |¢è Î¢ïÝ¢ï ãñ
J „Ï¢ ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜU¢ï ¼ï…S±è ¥¢ñÚ „æSÜU¢Úè çÝ<|¢ÜU ¥¢ñÚ ¥çÇ¶}¢ Ý¢Úè ÜUï
LÐ }¢ïæ |¢è Î¢ïÝ¢ï Hï¶ÜU¢ï S±èÜU¢Ú ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J ²ã¢æ Î¢ïÝ¢ï çà¢ËÐè¥¢ï» ¥¢Hï¶ïH
»ÜU çà¢ËÐ ²¢Ýè ÜUè ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜU¢ S±LÐ ÐíS¼é¼ çÜU²¢ ãñ J

{é}¢ÜUï¼é…è ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜU¢ »ÜU ¥¢x¢±¢ Îà¢üÝ ÜUÚ¢¼ï ãñ J ²ã
„¢ïH¢ã„¢H ÜUè ‘™¢ñH¢’ |¢è}¢Îï± ÜUï }¢ã¢Ý Ú¢Á² ÜUè ÐíïÚ‡¢¢}¢é<¼ Ï¢Ý è¥¢ñÚ
¥Hx¢ ç}¢Åè „ï Ï¢Ýè ãé» ÜU¢ï§ü }¢éx{¢ …ñ„è {é}¢ÜUï¼é …è ÐçÚ™² ÜUÚ¢¼ï ãñ J
Ð¢Å‡¢ ÜUï ¥¢æ¼çÚÜU Ú¢…Ýè¼è }¢ïæ Ú¢… ±ãè±Å }¢ïæ çãS„¢ Hï¼è ¥¢ñÚ Ú¢…±è
¼ƒ¢ Ú¢Á² ÜUè çSƒç¼ Ðíç¼ ã}¢ÎÎèü çÎ¶¢¼è „¼¼ „çRU² Ð¢~¢ Ï¢Ýè Úã¼è
ãñ J

}¢çÇ²¢ ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜUï Ï¢ ÎHï Ð¢~¢ ÜU¢ Ý¢}¢ ãè Ï¢ÎH Îï¼ï ãñ J ±ã
‘™¢ñH¢’ „ï ‘Ï¢ãéH¢’ »ï„¢ |¢êH ±¢S¼ç±ÜU¼¢ ÜUè »ÜU ¥Ý¢ï¶è Ðíç¼|¢¢çÎ¶¢¼è
„¢ÿ¢¢¼ }¢ê<¼ ÜU¢ Ðíç¼|¢¢±æ¼ Îà¢üÝ Ï¢ãéH¢ }¢ïæ ÜUÚ¢¼ï ãñ J

{é}¢ÜUï¼é ¥¢ñÚ }¢çÇ²¢ ÜUè ‘™¢ñH¢’ „¢ï}¢Ý¢ƒ ÜUè Ý¼üÜUè ãñ J
§¼Ý¢ ãè „¢}² ©„}¢ïæ Ðí±¼ü¼¢ Ýãè ãñ J |¢¢ïHï |¢è}¢Îï± }¢ïæ Î¢ïÝ¢ï ÜUè ™¢ñH¢’
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çà¢± ÜU¢ ¥¢Ú¢ïÐ‡¢ ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J ¥¢ñÚ |¢è}¢ ÜU¢ï ãè çà¢± }¢¢Ý¼è ãñ J Î¢ïÝ¢ïæ
|¢è}¢Îï± „ï ãè Ðíï}¢ ÜUÚ¼è ãñ J „ãè ±QU Ðï ¥¢§ü ãé§ü ¥¢ÈU¼ ÜUï „¢}¢Ýï „¢ƒ
Îï¼è ãñ J Ð¢Å‡¢ ÜUï ç±çÝÐ¢¼ ÜUè Îà¢¢ ÜUï çH» S±²æ ç…}}¢ïÎ¢Ú ãñ J …Ï¢
¥¢æ¼çÚÜU ¥¢ñÚ }¢¢Ýç„ÜU „æÍ¢¯ü ¶Ç¢ ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J ±ã Î¢ïÝ¢ï }¢ïæ ¥¢LÉ ãé¥¢
Îï¶Ýï ÜU¢ï ç}¢H¼¢ ãñ J ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ ãè Ú¢…¢ ¥¢ñÚ }¢æ~¢è¶Ú ç±}¢H ÜUï
Ï¢è™ }¢ïæ „æÍ¢¯ü ©j±¼¢ ãñ J ±ã „æÍ¢¯ü }¢çÇ²¢ }¢ïæ |¢è çÎ¶Ýï ÜU¢ ç}¢H¼¢ ãñ
J ‘™¢ñH¢’ Ú¢Ýè ã¢ï ±ã ©Îí²}¢¼è ãñ J ¥¢ñÚ ç±}¢H}¢æ~¢è ÜU¢ï çÏ¢HÜUéH ¥ÓÀ¢
Ýãè HÜU¼¢ „æÍ¢¯¢üy}¢ÜU ±¼üÝ ÜU¢ ¥¢Ï¢ïãéÏ¢ ¥¢Hï¶Ý {é}¢ÜUï¼éÝï |¢è ÐíS¼é¼
çÜU²¢ ãñ J |¢è}¢Îï± Ú¢…¢ ãñ J ±ã ±èÚ¢æx¢Ý¢ ÜUè Ðé~¢è ‘™¢ñH¢’ „ï ç±±¢ã ÜUÚï
¼¢ï Ú¢…ÜUêH ÜU¢ï ÜUHæÜU Hx¢ï »ï„è Îãïà¢¼ {é}¢ÜUï¼é ÜUè ¼Úã }¢çÇ²¢ |¢è
çÎ¶¢¼ï ãñ J ç±à¢ï̄  : {é}¢ÜUï¼é ¥¢ñÚ }¢çÇ²¢ ÜUè ‘™¢ñH¢’ „çRU² LÐ„ï Ú¢…
±ãè±Å }¢ïæ |¢¢x¢ HïÜUï |¢è}¢Îï± ÜUè ÐíïÚ‡¢¢²¢~¢è Ï¢Ý¼è ãñ J Ú¢Ýè ©Î²}¢¼è ÜUè
¥ÝïÜU ¥¢¿¢¢ ÜU¢ Ð¢HÝ ÜUÚÝï±¢Hè Ý²è à¢çQU ÎïÝï±¢Hè çÝ:S±¢ƒü ÜUè
„¢ÿ¢¢¼}¢é<¼ Ï¢Ýè Úã¼è ãñ J çÝÇÚ¼¢, ¶é}¢¢Úè, Ï¢¢ïH™¢H ÜUè Ðíç¼|¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ
SÐC ±QU¢ ¼ƒ¢ ¼ï…çS±¼¢ ÜUè Ðé‡²}¢é<¼ Ï¢Ýè Úã¼è ãñ J

§¼Ý¢ „¢}² ã¢ï¼ï ãé»ï çÜU¼Ý¢ ±ñ¯}² Îï¶Ýï ÜU¢ï ç}¢H¼¢ ãñ J
{ê}¢ÜUï¼é…è ‘™¢ñH¢’ ¥¢ñÚ |¢è}¢Îï±ÜU¢ ç}¢HÝ Ðíƒ}¢ ÎíçC ÜU¢

Ðíï}¢ Ï¢Ý …¢¼¢ ãñ J ±ã Ú¢Á² ÜUï Ý¢ïÜU …¢ïÜU ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ Ú¢Á² ÜUè ÜU¢ï§ü |¢è
Ú}¢¼ }¢ïæ ÐÚ¢ïÿ¢ LÐ „ï |¢¢x¢ Hï¼è ãñ J …Ï¢ Ú¢Ýè ©Î²}¢¼è ©ÝÜU¢ï Ð¢Å‡¢
À¢ïÇÝï ÜU¢ï ÜUã¼è ãñ J ¼Ï¢ Ð¢Å‡¢ À¢ïÇÝï ÜUè Ú¢Ýè (™¢ñH¢) ©Î²}¢¼è ÜU¢ï
„¶¼ }¢Ý¢ ÜUÚ Îï¼è ãñ J …Ï¢ }¢çÇ²¢ ‘Ï¢ãéH¢’ ¥¢ñÚ |¢}¢Îï± ÜUï ç}¢HÝ ÜU¢
Ðí¼}¢ ÐçÚ™² ¼èÚ SÐ{¢ü ÜU¢ ¥¢²¢ï…Ý ÜUÚÜUï Ï¢ ¼¢¼ï ãñ J ¥¢ñÚ ¼èÚ SÐ{¢ü
}¢ïæ „é|¢ÅÝ¢ (ÐéL¯) ±ïà¢ }¢ïæ ¥¢§ü ‘Ï¢ãéH¢’ Ðíç¼ ©ÝÜU¢ï }¢¢Ý ©Î|¢±¼¢ ãñ J
±ñ…²¼è}¢¢H¢ ©ÝÜUï x¢Hï |¢è}¢Îï± ÜU¢ï ¥Ðü‡¢ ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J }¢çÇ²¢ ÜUè ‘™¢ñH¢

}¢ïæ ±èÚ¢æx¢Ý¢ ÜUÚ¼¢ ±èÚ¢æx¢Ý¢ ÜUè Ðíç¼¼è ã¢ï¼è ãñ J ±ïà¢Ï¢ÎHÝ¢, ô„Í¢ ÜUï Ú‡¢
}¢ïæ à¢~¢é¥¢ï ÜUè çãH™¢H …¢ÝÝ¢ ¼èÚ±¯¢ü m¢Ú¢ à¢~¢é¥¢ï ÜU¢ï Ð¢Æ ÐÉ¢Ý¢
¥¢çÎ }¢ïæ çÏ¢™ ÜU¢ Ðíï}¢ ÐíÜUÚ‡¢ x¢¢ñ‡¢ Ï¢Ý¼¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J …Ï¢ à¢¢ñ²ü ÐÚ¢RU}¢ ãè
ÜUï‹ÎíSƒ¢Ý Ðï Úã¼¢ ãñ J

{ê}¢ÜUï¼é…è ‘™¢ñH¢’ m¢Ú¢ ¥Ý¢ï¶¢ ÜU¢²ü ÜUÚ±¢¼ï ãñ J }¢¢f±¢ „ï
¥¢²è ãé§ü x¢æ{±ü }¢æÇHè ÜU¢ï }¢ëæÎÜUÜU¢ ©¼Ú ÎïÜUÚ „}¢x¢í Ú¢Á² ÎÚÏ¢¢Ú ÜU¢ï
¥¢p²ü ™ÜUè¼ ÜUÚÎï¼è ãñ J ±ã Ð¢Å‡¢ ÜUè §Á…¼ Ï¢™¢¼è ãñ J Ú¢Ýè
©Î²}¢¼è ÜUï çH» Ï¢ãï¼Ú }¢¢Ý ãñ J ¥¢y}¢ãy²¢ ÜUÚ¼è Ú¢Ýè ÜU¢ï ‘™¢ñH¢’
Ï¢™¢¼è ãñ J ¶éÎ ÜU¢ „æ¼¢Ý Ú¢…}¢éx¢éÅ {¢Ú‡¢ Ý ÜUÚï »ï„¢ ç±E¢„ ©Î²}¢¼è
ÜU¢ï ÜUÚ±¢¼è ãñ J Ú¢Á² ÜUè ¥¢æ¼çÚÜU Ý¢ïÜU…¢ïÜU ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ ¥æ¼ }¢ïæ |¢è}¢Îï±
‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜU¢ï Ú¢ÝèÐÎ ÐíÎ¢Ý ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J »„ï ÐíïÚ‡¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ çÝS±¢ƒü Ðíï}¢ ÜUè ê<¼
¥¢ñÚ Ð¢Å‡¢ ÜUè ¥ç{ÜU¢Úè ÜUï LÐ }¢ïæ ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜU¢ï Sƒ¢çÐ¼ çÜU²¢ ãñ J

»ï„ï ÜU§ü ¥æà¢ ¼ÜU }¢çÇ²¢ ¥¢ñÚ {é}¢ÜUï¼é ÜUè ‘™¢ñH¢’ }¢ïæ „¢}²-
±ñ¯}² ÜUè Ð¢çÚçSƒç¼ Ý¼Ý§ü Úè¼ „ï ãé§ü Îï¶Ýï ÜU¢ï ç}¢H¼è ãñ J }¢çÇ²¢ÜUè
‘™¢ñH¢’ ¥æ¼ }¢ïæ çà¢± ÜUï ™Ú‡¢¢ïæ }¢ïæ Ðí¢‡¢ ÜUè ¥¢ãéç¼ Îï¼è ãñ ¥¢ñÚ {é}¢ÜUï¼é
ÜUè ‘™¢ñH¢’ Ú¢ÝèÐÎ ç}¢HÝï ÜUï Ï¢¢Î |¢è}¢Îï± ‘™¢ñH¢’ ÜUè S±}¢¢Ý ÜUÚÜUï
©}¢ÜU¢ï ç}¢HÝï …¢¼ï ãñ J »ï„ï ±ã ÐíïÚ‡¢¢}¢ê<¼ Ï¢Ýè Úã¼è ãñ J

»ÜU ãè ç±¯² ÜU¢ï ÜUï‹Îí }¢ïæ Ú¶ÜUÚ »ÜU ãè ç±¯² ÐÚ ¥Hx¢-
¥Hx¢ ¥ç|¢x¢}¢ ¥ÐÝ¢ ÜUï Î¢ïÝ¢ï Hï¶ÜU¢ï» »ÜU ãè Ð¢~¢ ÜU¢ï ç±ç±{ LÐ „ï
¥¢Hï¶¢ ãñ J ç±ç±{¼¢ ¥¢ñÚ H¢±‡² (Ðíï}¢) ÜU¢ „éæÎÚ ç™~¢ Hï¶ÜU¢ïÝï
©œ¢}¢ Éæx¢„ï ÐíS¼é¼ çÜU²¢ ãñ J »ÜU ãè »ç¼ã¢ç„ÜU Í¢ÅÝ¢ ÐÚ Î¢ï Ý±HÜUƒ¢
»ÜU „}¢¢Ý „}¢² »ÜU ãè Ð¢~¢ ÐÚ çH¶è x¢§ü ãñ J ç…„ÜUè ÜU§ü ™è…ï »ÜU
„}¢¢Ý Hx¢¼è ãñ J ÜU§ü Ï¢¢¼¢ïæ ÐÚ ¥Hx¢¼¢ çÎ¶¢§ü Îï¼è ãñ J Î¢ïÝ¢ï Ý±HÜUƒ¢
ÜUï Ï¢¢Úï }¢ïæ }¢ïÝï ¥ÐÝï ¼¢Ú‡¢ ²ã¢¡ Ðï„ çÜU²¢ ãñ J
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‘çã‹Îè „¢çãy² ÜU¢ ¥¢{éçÝÜU¼¢ Ï¢¢ï{’
|¢¢Ú¼ }¢ïæ „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ÐçÚ±¼üÝ ÜUè ÐíçRU²¢ Îíé¼x¢ç¼ „ï ã¢ï Úãè ãñ J ç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï Ðí|¢¢± Ð¢py²èÜUÚ‡¢ ¥¢ñÚ Ï¢¢ñçhÜU¼¢ ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ „æSÜUëç¼ ÜUï
¼y±¢ï }¢ïæ Ý§ü }¢êË² ÎíçC ÐÝÐè ãñ J S±¢¼æ~¢²¢ïœ¢Ú çã‹Îè Ý¢ÅÜU¢ï }¢ïæ „¢æSÜUëç¼ÜU ÿ¢ï~¢ }¢ï Í¢çÅ¼ ç±ç|¢ó¢ ÐçÚ±¼üÝ ÜU¢ S±LÐ |¢§ü Hçÿ¢¼ ã¢ï¼¢
ãñ J {}¢ü ÜUï Ï¢ÎH¼ï S±LÐ, çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï ÿ¢ï~¢ }¢ïæ ¥¢» ÐçÚ±¼üÝ, „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ÿ¢ï~¢ }¢ïæ Í¢çÅ¼ |¢íC¢™¢Ú, Ï¢¢ñçhÜU ÎíçCÜU¢ï‡¢, ²¢ç‹~¢ÜU „|²¼¢ „ï
Ã²çQU }¢ïæ ©yÐó¢ ç±ç|¢ó¢ ÐçÚ±¼üÝ ¥¢çÎ ÜUï „¢}¢ç²ÜU Ý¢ÅÜUÜU¢Ú¢ïæ Ýï ¥ÐÝï Ý¢ÅÜU¢ïæ }¢ïæ Ðí}¢é¶ Sƒ¢Ý çÎ²¢ ãñ J
¥¢{éçÝÜU ±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU ²éx¢ }¢ïæ {¢<}¢ÜU ¥‹{ç±E¢„¢ïæ, LçÉ²¢ï, ¥¢Ç}Ï¢Ú¢ï
ÜU¢ ¶¢ïH ©¼¢Ú ÜUÚ ©‹ãï Ýæx¢¢ ÜUÚ çÎ²¢ ãñ J ²é±¢ ÐèÉè }¢ïæ
ÐÚ}ÐÚ¢x¢¼ {}¢ü ÜUï Ðíç¼ ¥ç±E¢„ ÐíÏ¢H ãñJ S±¢¼æ~¢²¢ï¼Ú çã‹Îè
Ý¢ÅÜU¢ïæ }¢ïæ {}¢ü ÜUï Ðíç¼ ç±ç±{ ÎíçCÜU¢ï‡¢¢ïæ ÜUè ¥ç|¢Ã²çQU ãé§ü ãñ J
§üEÚè² „œ¢¢ ÜU¢ }¢ãy± ÜU}¢ ã¢ï¼ï ãè „|¢è {¢<}¢ÜU }¢êË² »ÜU »ÜU
ÜUÚ ÅêÅÝï Hx¢ï J }¢Ýéc² ÜU¢ï „æ™¢çH¼ ÜUÚÝï ±¢Hè }¢ã¼è à¢çQU
¥¢y}¢¢ÐÚ „ï |¢è  H¢ïx¢¢ï ÜU¢ ç±E¢„ ©Æ x¢²¢ J H¢ïx¢¢ïæ ÜUï }¢Ý „ï §üEÚ
ÜUï Ðíç¼ ç±E¢„ ÝC ã¢ï x¢²¢ ãñ J …x¢Îèà¢ ™‹Îí }¢¢ƒéÚ ÜUï ‘ÐãH¢Ú¢…¢’
Ý¢ÅÜU ÜUï Ðí¢Ú}|¢ }¢ïæ §„ÜU¢ ç™~¢‡¢ ãé¥¢ J Ý¢ÅÜU ÜUï Ðí¢Ú}|¢ }¢ïæ
„ê~¢{¢Ú ±‹ÎÝ¢ ÜUÚÝï ÜUï çH» ±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU¢ï, ÜUç±²¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ Î¢à¢üçÝÜU¢ïæ
ÜU¢ï Ï¢éH¢¼¢ ãñ J ¼Ï¢ ÝÅè ÜUã¼è ãñ çÜU - ¼é}¢ „}¢Û¢¼ï ã¢ï çÜU ¥¢…
ÜUH ÜU¢ „¢§æçÅSÅ, Ð¢ï»Å ¥¢ñÚ çÈUH¢ï„ÈUÚ ¼é}ã¢Úï „¢ƒ ÐÚ}¢¢y}¢¢
ÜUè ±‹ÎÝ¢ ÜUÚïx¢ïæ. ÐÚ}¢¢y}¢¢ ç…„ÜUè ãS¼è ¥Ï¢ }¢¶¢ïH ÜUè ™è…
|¢è Ýãèæ Úã x¢§ü ãñ J ‘ÝÅè ÜU¢ ¥¢à¢² ²ã ãñ çÜU §„ à¢¼¢ÏÎè ÜU¢
Ï¢¢ñçhÜU ±x¢ü ¥Ï¢ §üEÚ ÜU¢ï ©Ðã¢„ ÜU¢ ç±¯² |¢è Ýãè „}¢Û¢¼¢
ç…„„ï çÎH ÜU¢ï Ï¢ãH¢ çH²¢ …¢» J Î²¢ÐíÜU¢à¢ ç„‹ã¢’ÜUï ÜUƒ¢
»ÜU ÜUæ„ ÜUè Ý¢ÅÜU }¢ïæ ÐíH}Ï¢ §üEÚ ÐÚ ç±E¢„ Ýãèæ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J
±ã Ú¢…¢ ÜUæ„ ÜU¢ï ²ã „}¢Û¢¼¢ ãñ - §üEÚ }¢êÉ …Ý¢ïæ ÜU¢ „}Ï¢H ãñ,
…¢ï ©‹ãï |¢²|¢è¼ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ, „¢ƒ ãè „éÝãÚï |¢ç±c² ÜUè ¥¢à¢¢ |¢è
Îï¼¢ ãñ J ²ã¢æ ÐíH}Ï¢ §üEÚ ÜU¢ï ÜUï±H ¥‹{ ç±E¢„ }¢¢Ý¼¢ ãñ J

}¢ç‡¢}¢{éÜUÚÝï ¥ÐÝï Ý¢ÅÜU ‘Ú„ x¢‹{±ü’ }¢ïæ §„ ¼‰² ÜUè
¥¢ïÚ ÐíÜU¢à¢ Ç¢H¢ ãñ çÜU H¢ïx¢ ¥¢±à²ÜU¼¢ ¥¢Ýï ÐÚ ãè §üEÚ ÜU¢
Š²¢Ý ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J Hï¶ÜU ¥¢ñÚ ²é±¼è ÜUï ¥¢Ð„è „æ±¢Î „ï §„ÜU¢ï
©…¢x¢Ú çÜU²¢ ãñ J

Hï¶ÜU : ãï ç±{¢Î¢, ç…„ ÐíÜU¢Ú Á±Úx¢íS¼ ã¢ïÝï ÐÚ
}¢Ýéc² ÜU¢ï ±ñ{ ÜU¢ Š²¢Ý ¥¢¼¢ ãñ,©„è ÐíÜU¢Ú ç±Ðœ¢è ÐÇÝï ÐÚ ãè
¥¢…ÜUH Îï±¼¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ²¢Î çÜU²¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J

²é±¼è : ç…„ ÐíÜU¢Ú ¶¢ïÅ¢ Ðñ„¢ ¥¢ñÚ ÜUéÜU}¢èü Ðê¼ ¥¢Çï
±QU }¢ïæ ÜU¢}¢ ¥¢¼ï ãñ,  ©„è ÐíÜU¢Ú Îï±¼¢¥¢ïæ ÜUè ÐÚèÿ¢¢ |¢è
ç±Ðç¼ÜU¢H}¢ïæ ãè ã¢ï¼è ãñ J §„ ÐíÜU¢Ú ÐíS¼é¼ Ý¢ÅÜU }¢ïæ Ý¢ÅÜUÜU¢Ú

§üEÚ ÜUï Ðíç¼ |¢è ¥±„Ú±¢Îè ÎíçCÜU¢ï‡¢ Ú¶Ýï ±¢H¢ïæ ÜU¢ ç™~¢‡¢
ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J

ÜU|¢è ÜU|¢è Ã²çQU ç…‹Îx¢è ÜUï „}¢S¼ Ú„ |¢¢ïx¢ÜUÚ ¥‹¼
}¢ïæ ãè §üEÚ ÐÚ ç±E¢„ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J ãçÚÜUëc‡¢ Ðíï}¢èÝï »ï„ï Ã²çQU ÜU¢
ç™~¢‡¢ çÜU²¢ ãñ J ¥ÐÝï Ý¢ÅÜU }¢}¢¼¢ }¢ïæ ç±Ý¢ïÎ »ï„¢ »ÜU Ã²çQU
ÜU¢ Ðí¼èÜU ãñ ©„ÜU¢ çÝ}}¢çHç¶¼ ÜUƒÝ §„ÜU¢ ©œ¢}¢ ÎíC¢‹¼ ãñ

}¢ñæ ¥Ï¢ }¢ëy²é ÜUï ¼Å ÐÚ ¶Ç¢ ãé¥¢ …è±Ý ÜUè ¥æç¼}¢
Í¢çÇ²¢¡ çx¢Ý Úã¢ ãêæ J ÀH, ÐíÐæ™ ¥¢ñÚ ãy²¢ Üãè }¢ïÚï …è±Ý ÜUï çÝy²
ÜU}¢ü Úãï ãñ J çÜU¼Ý¢ïæ ÜUè ¥Ú}¢¢Ý¢ï „ï |¢Úè Ï¢çS¼²¢æ }¢ñÝï ©…¢Çè ãñ J
Ð¢Ð-Ðé‡², S±x¢ü- ÝÚÜU }¢ïæ }¢ïÚ¢ ÜU|¢è ç±E¢„ Ýãè Úã¢, „æ„¢Ú }¢ïæ
§üEÚ Ý¢}¢ ÜUè ÜU¢ï§ü à¢çQU ãñ §„ï |¢è }¢ñæ Ýãè }¢¢Ý¼¢ ƒ¢, çÜU‹¼é ¥¢…
¥Ýé|¢± ÜUÚ¼¢ ãê¡ çÜU ÜUãè §üEÚ ãñ ¥±à² …¢ï Ð¢çÐ²¢ïæ ÜU¢ï Î‡Ç
Îï¼¢ ãñ J ç±Ý¢ïÎ Ýïæ ÐãHï ¥ÐÝè ô…‹ÎÎx¢è }¢ïæ ¥ÝïÜU ÎéÚ¢™¢Ú çÜU» ãñ
HïçÜUÝ ¥‹¼ }¢ïæ ±ã ©„ ¥¿¢¢¼ „œ¢¢ ÜUï Ðíç¼ ¥¢ÜUëC ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J

§„ ÐíÜU¢Ú S±¢¼‹~¢²¢ïœ¢Ú çã‹Îè Ý¢ÅÜUÜU¢Ú {}¢ü ¼ƒ¢ §üEÚ
ÜUï Ðíç¼ H¢ïÜU¢ïæ ÜUï }¢Ý }¢ïæ …¢ï ç±ç±{ |¢¢±Ý¢» çÝçã¼ ãñ ©„ÜU¢
²ƒ¢ƒü ç™~¢‡¢ ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ, …¢ï ¥¢{éçÝÜU¼¢ Ï¢¢ï{ „ï ÐíïçÚ¼ ãñ J

¥¢{éçÝÜU ±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU ²éx¢ }¢ïæ |¢è H¢ïx¢ |¢¢x² ²¢ çÝ²ç¼ ÐÚ
ç±E¢„ ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ  §„ÜUè Û¢HÜU çx¢çÚÚ¢… çÜUà¢¢ïÚ ÜUï ‘Ðí…¢ ãè ÚãÝï
Î¢ï’ Ý¢}¢ÜU Ý¢ÅÜU }¢ïæ ¥ç|¢Ã²QU ãé§ü ãñ J ÜUéLÿ¢ï~¢ ²éh ÜUï „æÎ|¢ü }¢ïæ
„é²¢ï{Ý ²éŠ{ ÜUÚÝ¢ ãè ™¢ã¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ …Ï¢ ±ã x¢¢æ‹{¢Úè „ï ¥Ýé}¢ç¼
}¢¢æx¢¼¢ ãñ ¼Ï¢ {ë¼Ú¢cÅî ©„ï çÝ²ç¼ }¢¢ÝÜUÚ §„ ÐíÜU¢Ú ÜUã¼¢ ãñ –
ÆèÜU ãñ, …¢ï ã¢ï Úã¢ ãñ, ã¢ïÝï Î¢ï J ©„ï ÜU¢ï§ü Ýãè Ú¢ïÜU „ÜU¼¢ J
çÝ²ç¼ ÜUï Ðí±¢ã ÜU¢ï }¢¢ïÇÝï ÜUè „¢}¢‰²ü Ý ¼é}¢ }¢ïæ ãï Ý }¢éÛ¢}¢ïæ ãñ J
Ð¢ñÚ¢ç‡¢ÜU ÜUƒ¢ Ð¢~¢ {ë¼Ú¢cÅî ÜU¢ ÐíS¼é¼ ÜUƒÝ }¢Ýéc² Ýï ÜU§ü
ç±E¢„¢ï ÜU¢ï ¥ÐÝ¢²¢ ãñ §„ÜU¢ ç™~¢ S±¢¼æ~¢²¢ïœ¢Ú Ý¢ÅÜU¢ï}¢ïæ ÐçÚHçÿ¢¼
ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J

„±ïüEÚ l¢H „ÜU„ïÝ¢ Ýï {}¢ü ÜUï Ý¢}¢ ÐÚ ã¢ïÝï±¢Hï É¢ïæx¢
ÜU¢ ç™~¢‡¢ ¥ÐÝï Ý¢ÅÜU ‘Ï¢ÜUÚè’ }¢ïæ çÜU²¢ ãñ J }¢ã¢y}¢¢ x¢¢æ{è ÜUï
Ý¢}¢ ÐÚ ÜUéÀ Ã²çQU »ÜU ¥¢ñÚ¼ ÜUè Ï¢ÜUÚè ÜU¢ï ÐÜUÇ Hï¼ï ãñ J
¥¢ñÚ¼ ¥ÐÝï ÜU¢ï x¢ÚèÏ¢ Ï¢¼¢Ýï ÐÚ ±ï ÜUã¼ï ãñ – x¢ÚèÏ¢è - §„è
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Ï¢ÜUÚèÝï ¼éÛ¢ï Ýãèæ Ï¢¼¢²¢ çÜU x¢ÚèÏ¢è ÜUï±H }¢Ý ÜUè ã¢ï¼è ãñ, x¢ÚèÏ¢è
ÜUï±H ç±™¢Ú¢ïæ ÜUè ã¢ï¼è ãñ, ÎíçC ÜUè ã¢ï¼è ãñ J …¢Ý¼è ãñ ¥¢ñÚ¼,
x¢¢¡{è …è ÜUï±H Àãæ Ðñ„ï}¢ïæ x¢é…Ú ÜUÚ¼ï ƒñ J

¥¢{éçÝÜU ²éx¢ }¢ïæ |¢¢Ú¼è² „|²¼¢ »± „æSÜUëç¼ ÐÚ ç±Îïà¢è
„|²¼¢ ÜU¢ Ðí|¢¢± „Ï¢„ï ¥ç{ÜU Hçÿ¢¼ ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J Ú}¢ïà¢ Ï¢ÿ¢è ÜUï
Îï±²¢Ýè ÜU¢ ÜUãÝ¢ ãñ Ý¢ÅÜU }¢ïæ Îï±²¢Ýè ÜU¢ï ÇñÇè Ýï ±ïÎ, ©ÐçÝ¯Î
¥¢çÎ ÐÉ¢Ýï ÜUè ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢ ÜUè HïçÜUÝ Îï±²¢Ýè ç±H¢²¼è „|²¼¢
ÜU¢ï ¥ç{ÜU Ð„æÎ ÜUÚ¼è ãñ J Îï±²¢Ýè ÜUï „}Ï¢‹{ }¢ïæ ÇñÇè „¢{Ý
„ï §„ ÐíÜU¢Ú ÜUã¼¢ ãñ - }¢ñæÝï §„ „æSÜUë¼ ÐÉ¢Ýï ÜUè ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢ ÜUè,
±ïÎ ÐÉ¢Ýï ÜUè ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢ ÜUè ±ïÎ, ©ÐçÝ¯Î- ©„ï }¢ñæÝï ç…¼Ýï ©ÐÎïà¢
çÎ» ±ã ©¼Ýè ãè }¢ïÚè Îéà}¢Ý ã¢ï¼è x¢§ü J ¥Ï¢ ©„ÜU¢ Éæx¢ çÏ¢H¢²¼è
ãñ J §„ ÐíÜU¢Ú {¢<}¢ÜU ÿ¢ï~¢ }¢ïæ ãé» ÐçÚ±¼üÝ¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ¥ÐÝï Ý¢ÅÜU¢ïæ }¢ïæ
„¢ÿ¢¢yÜU¢Ú ÜUÚÝï }¢ïæ „}¢ÜU¢HèÝ Ý¢ÅÜUÜU¢Ú „ÈUH ãé» ãñ J

À¢æÜUÚà¢ï¯ ÜU¢ ‘»ÜU ¥¢ñÚ Îí¢ï‡¢¢™í²’ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï „}Ï¢ç‹{¼
ç±ç|¢ó¢ „}¢S²¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ÐíS¼é¼ ÜUÚÝï±¢H¢ Ý¢ÅÜU ãñ J ÐíS¼é¼ Ý¢ÅÜU
}¢ïæ Ý¢ÅÜUÜU¢Ú Ýï Ð¢ñÚ¢ç‡¢ÜU ÜUƒ¢ÝÜU ÜUï ¥¢{¢Ú ÐÚ çà¢ÿ¢¢ „æSƒ¢Ý }¢ïæ
ÈUñHï ç±ç|¢ó¢ ¥„æx¢ç¼²¢ï ¥¢ñÚ ¥Ý¢™¢Ú¢ïæ ÜU¢ ÐÎ¢üÈU¢à¢ ÜUÚ¢Ýï ÜU¢
Ðí²¢„ çÜU²¢ ãñ J ç…„ çÎÝ Îí¢ï‡¢™¢²üÝï ÜU¢ñÚ±¢ïæ ÜUï ã¢ƒ }¢ïæ ¥ÐÝè
ç±m¼¢ ¥¢ñÚ ²¢ïx²¼¢ Ï¢ï™ÜUÚ Ðíy²ïæÜU ç±„æx¢ç¼ „ï „}¢Û¢¢ï¼¢ çÜU²¢,
©„è çÎÝ „ï çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÿ¢ï~¢ „Î¢ ÜUï çH» çÏ¢ÜU x¢²¢ J Ý¢ÅÜU }¢ïæ
¥ÚçÏ¢‹Î Îí¢ï‡¢¢™¢²ü ÜU¢ Ðí¼èÜU ãñ, …¢ï ¥ÐÝï S±¢ƒü ÜUè Ðé<¼ ÜUï çH»
Ý§ü ÐèÉè ÜU¢ï }¢êË² ãèÝ¼¢ ÜUè ¥¢ñÚ ÉÜUïH¼ï …¢ Úãï ãñ J ¥¢… çà¢ÿ¢¢
ÜUï ÿ¢ï~¢ }¢ïæ ç±{}¢¢Ý à¢¢ï¯‡¢¢ï ÜU¢ Ý¢ÅÜU ÜU¢ ÜU‰² Ï¢Ý¢²¢ ãñ J ±¼ü}¢¢Ý
²éx¢ }¢ïæ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU¢ï ÜU¢ï ¥ÐÝï ¥çS¼y± ÜUè çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï çH» ¥ÐÝï
¥¢Îà¢ü ¥¢ñÚ §ü}¢¢ÝÎ¢Úè À¢ïÇÝ¢ ÐÇ¼¢ ãñ J ¥ÚçÏ¢‹Î §„ÜU¢ ©œ¢}¢
©Î¢ãÚ‡¢ ãñ J ÐÚèÿ¢¢ }¢ïæ ÝÜUH ÜUÚÝï ÜUï ¥ÐÚ¢{ }¢ïæ ¥ÚçÏ¢‹Î
Ú¢…ÜUé}¢¢Ú Ý¢}¢ÜU »ÜU HÇÜUïæ ÜU¢ï ÐÜUÇ Hï¼¢ ãñ ¼¢ï çÐíç‹„ÐH Ú¢…
ÜUé}¢¢Ú ÜUï Ðÿ¢ }¢ïæ ÚãÜUÚ ¥ÚçÏ¢‹Î ÜU¢ ç±Ú¢ï{ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J

±¼ü}¢¢Ý „}¢¢… }¢ïæ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ¥ÐÝ¢ ÜU¢}¢ §ü}¢¢ÝÎ¢Úè „ï
Ýãèæ ÜUÚ „ÜU¼ï ãñ J ÜUï±H ¥ÐÝï ¥ó¢Î¢¼¢ ÜUï §Ú¢Îï ÐÚ Ý¢™Ý¢
ÐÇ¼¢ ãñ J çÐíç‹„ÐH ÜUï çÝ}ÝçHç¶¼ ÜUƒÝ „ï ²ã SÐC ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ –
Ðíï„èÇï‹Å „¢ãÏ¢ ¥¢ç¶Ú }¢¢çHÜU ãñ, ¥ó¢Î¢¼¢ ãñ J ©ÝÜU¢ ÜU¢ïHï…
©ÝÜUè }¢…èü J §„çH» ¼¢ï ÜUã¼¢ ãêæ Ý¢ñÜUÚè ÜUÚÝè ãñ ¼¢ï ÜU¢Ý Ï¢æÎ
ÜUÚ H¢ï J ¥¢æ¶ï Ï¢æÎ ÜUÚ H¢ï, }¢êæã ¶éH¢ Ú¶¢ï J Ï¢¢ïHÝï ÜUï çH» Ú¢ïÅè
¶¢Ýï ÜUï çH» J ²ãè ±¼ü}¢¢Ý çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ã²±Sƒ¢ ÜUè ã¢H¼ ãñ J
¥ÚçÏ¢‹Î ÜU¢ çà¢c² ™‹Îí ¥Î¢H¼ }¢ïæ „™ Ï¢¢ïHÝï „ï çã™ÜU¼¢ ãñ J
¥ÚçÏ¢‹Î ÜU¢ï „æÎïã ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ çÜU ¥¢ç¶Ú çà¢c² Ýï „™ v²¢ïæ Ýãèæ
Ï¢¢ïH¢ ¼¢ï ©œ¢Ú ÜUï LÐ }¢ïæ ç±}¢Hï‹Îí ÜUã¼¢ ãñ »ÜU ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUï LÐ
}¢ïæ ±ã ©ÝÜU¢ï ÜUéÀ |¢è Ýãè ç„¶¢ Ð¢²¢ J ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUè §„
ç±±à¢¼¢ ÜU¢ ç™~¢ ¥Úç±‹Î ¼ƒ¢ ©„ÜUï ¥‹¼ü}¢Ý ÜUï Ðí¼èÜU ç±}¢Hï‹Îí
ÜUï ¥¢Ð„è „æ±¢Î „ï ãê¥¢ ãñ J

‘ç±}¢HïïÎí : ¼é}¢ ©„ÜUï çH» ÜUÏ¢ „™ Ï¢¢ïHï J …¢Ý¼ï ã¢ï
¼é}ã¢Úï §Ú Û¢êÉ Ýï ©„ÜUï ãÚ ç±E¢„ ÜU¢ï x¢ãÚï {PUï çÎ» J ÜUéH
ç}¢H¢ÜUÚ çà¢ÿ¢ÜU ÜUï LÐ }¢ïæ ¼é}¢Ýï ©„ï v²¢ çÎ²¢ J ¥ƒüà¢¢› ÐÚ
|¢¢¯‡¢ }¢¢Ë²„, ÐèL ¥¢ñÚ ÜUï‹„ ÜUï ç„h¢æ¼ J ²ï ¼¢ï çÜU¼¢Ï¢¢ï „ï |¢è

ÐÉï …¢ „ÜU¼ï ãñ J „±¢H ãñ, ¼é}¢Ýï v²¢ çÎ²¢ J v²¢ »ï„ï ÜUéÀ çÎ²¢
¼é}¢Ýï …¢ï ©„ÜUï …è±Ý ÜU¢ï ¥ƒüÎï¼¢ J ’

¥ÚçÏ¢‹Î : ¼é}¢ Úã ÚãÜUÚ }¢éÛ¢ïÎ¢ï¯ Îï Úãï ã¢ï J ÐÚ Ï¢¼¢¥¢ï
}¢éÛ¢ï Û¢êÉ Ï¢¢ïHÝ¢ çÜU„Ýï ç„¶¢²¢ J

ç±}¢Hï‹Îí : Ã²±Sƒ¢ Ýï Î}¢ Í¢¢ïÅ ÜUÚ Ú¶ ÎïÝï ±¢Hè
Ã²±Sƒ¢ Ýï ç±Ú¢ï{ „ï ç¼Hç}¢H¢ ©ÆÝï ±¢Hè Ã²±Sƒ¢Ýï J

±¼ü}¢¢Ý „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU Ã²±Sƒ¢ ÜUï ¥‹¼Ú Í¢éÅ¼ï ¥Š²¢ÐÜU¢ïæ
ÜU¢ ç™~¢ „}¢ÜU¢HèÝ Ý¢ÅÜUÜU¢Ú¢ïæ Ýï ¶èæ™¢ ãñ J ²ã¢¡ §„ ¼‰² ÜU¢ï
©Ù¢çÅ¼ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ çÜU ¥ÐÝè „éç±{¢¥¢ïæ ¼ƒ S±¢ƒü ÜUï çH» „æÍ¢ ǖÚ¼
Ã²çQU çà¢c²¢ïæ ÜU¢ï çÎà¢¢ çÝÎïüà¢Ý ÜUÚ¢Ýï }¢ïæ ÜUã¢¡ ¼ÜU „ÈUH ã¢ï
Ð¢¼¢ ãñ J

±¼ü}¢¢Ý ²éx¢ }¢ïæ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU¢ï ÜUè çSƒç¼ }¢ã¢|¢¢Ú¼
ÜU¢ï Îí¢ï‡¢¢™¢²ü ÜUï „}¢¢Ý ãñ …¢ï »ÜUHÃ² ÜU¢ï ¥…éüÝ „ï ¥ç{ÜU„}¢ƒü
Ý Îï¶Ýï ÜU¢ï ©gïà² „ï ©„„ï ±ã¢ Î¢»æ ã¢ƒ ÜU¢ ¥æx¢êÆ¢ }¢¢æx¢¼¢ ãñ J
ç±}¢Hï‹Îé ÜUï à¢ÏÎ¢ïæ }¢ïæ ¼êæ Îí¢ï‡¢¢™¢²ü ãñ J Ã²±Sƒ¢ ¢ñÚ „œ¢¢ ÜUï ÜU¢ïÇ¢ï
„ï çÐÅ¢ ãé¥¢ Îí¢ñ‡¢¢™¢²ü - §ç¼ã¢„ ÜUè {¢Ú }¢ïæ HÇÜUè ÜUè }¢ïæ
HÜUÇè ÜUè }¢êÆ ÜUè ¼Úã Ï¢ã¼¢ ãé¥¢, ±¼ü}¢¢Ý ÜUï ÜUx¢¢Ú „ï Hx¢¢
ãé¥¢ „Ç¢ x¢H¢ Îí¢ñ‡¢¢™¢²ü- Ã²±Sƒ¢ ÜUï H¢§Åã¢©„ „ï ¥ÐÝè
çÎà¢¢ }¢¢æx¢Ýï±¢H¢ ÅêÅï …ã¢… „¢ Îí¢ï‡¢¢™¢²ü J

Îí¢ïÐÎè ÜUï ±›¢ÿ¢ïÐ ÜUï „æÎ|¢ïü ¥ÐÝè ¥„}¢ƒü¼¢
ÜUï Ï¢¢Úï }¢ïæ Îí¢ï‡¢¢™¢²ü ²¢ï ÜUã¼¢ ãñ - ¢ñÚ ©„ Ú¢…ÜUè² ¥ó¢ ÜUè
Î¢„¼¢ Ýï }¢ïÚ¢ ç±±ïÜU ¶ÚèÎ¢ J }¢ïÚè ‹²¢² Ï¢éçh ¶ÚèÎè J }¢éÛ¢ï
»ÜUËÃ² ÜUè ¥æx¢êÆ¢ ÜU¢ÅÝ¢ ÐÇ¢ }¢éÛ¢ï ÜU‡¢ü …ñ„ï ã¢ïÝã¢Ú ç±l¢ƒèü
ÜU¢ï Ã²±Sƒ¢ ÜUè ¥¢Ç HïÜUÚ ÆéÜUÚ¢Ý¢ ÐÇ¢ J Ðÿ¢Ð¢¼, ÿ¢éÎí¼¢ Ýï }¢ïÚ¢
S±ŒÝ ÀèÝ çH²¢ J ¥Eyƒ¢}¢¢, ©„ „}¢Û¢¢ï¼ï Ýï }¢éÛ¢ï ÜU|¢è „ãè
¥¢Î¢}¢è Ýãèæ Ï¢ÝÝï çÎ²¢ J ¼Ï¢ }¢ïæ „ãè ¥¢Îç}¢²¢ïæ ÜU¢ çÝ}¢¢ü‡¢ ÜUã¢¡
„ï ÜUÚ¼¢ ?

Îí¢ï‡¢¢™¢²ü ±¢S¼± }¢ïæ ¥¢{éçÝÜU ç±±à¢ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU¢ïæ ÜU¢
Ðí¼èÜU ãñ J ±¼ü}¢¢Ý Ú¢…Ýèç¼ÜU Ã²±Sƒ¢ ¼ƒ¢ Ã²çQUx¢¼ S±¢ƒüÝï
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï ÿ¢ïï~¢ ÜU¢ï ÜUé™H çÎ²¢ ãñ J

¥¢{éçÝÜU çã‹Îè Ý¢ÅÜU¢ïæ }¢ïæ ²é±¢ÐèÉè ÜUï „æÎ ǖ çÝÚ¢à¢¢,
¥¢{éçÝÜU¼¢ ÜUï Ðíç¼ ©„ÜU¢ ¥Î}²}¢¢ïã RU¢ç‹¼ ÜUè |¢¢±Ý¢ ¥¢çÎ
ÜU¢ ç™¼‡¢ü Ðí¢# ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J …èÝï ÜUï çH» Ã²çQU ÜU¢ „æÍ¢ ǖ, Ã²çQU
ÜU¢ ç±Í¢ÅÝ ¼ƒ¢ }¢¢Ý± ÜUè çÎà¢¢ãèÝ¼¢ ÜUé‡Æ¢, „æ~¢¢„ ¥¢çÎ
¥¢{éçÝÜU¼¢ Ï¢¢ï{ „ï ÐíïçÚ¼ ãñ J

„æÎ|¢üx¢í‹ƒ
 …x¢Îèà¢™‹Îí }¢¢ƒéÚ – ÐãH¢ Ú¢…¢ - ÐëC 10
 Î²¢ÐíÜU¢à¢ ç„‹ã¢ - ÜUƒ¢ »ÜU ÜUæ„ ÜUè – ÐëD 15
 }¢ç‡¢}¢{éÜUÚ- Ú„x¢‹{±ü – ÐëJD 43
 ãçÚÜUëc‡¢ Ðíï}¢è -}¢}¢¼¢ - ÐëD 82
 „±ïüEÚÎ²¢H „ÜU„ïÝ¢ - Ï¢ÜUÚè – ÐëD 21
 Ú}¢ïà¢ Ï¢ÿ¢è – Îï±²¢Ýè ÜU¢ ÜUãÝ¢ ãñ – ÐëD 24
 à¢æÜUÚ à¢ï¯ ÜU¯ Hÿ}¢èÝ¢Ú¢²}¢ H¢H – ÐëD 8
 ±ãè – ÐëD 29,35,36,96
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T:,LDF\ G;ZLG GF\ D}/ 5]:TS G] \ U]HZFTL VG]JFN CD6F\ H JF\rI] \P cVM/B JUZG]\ Vl:TtJc  XLQF "S ;FY[ 5|SFlXT
5|:T]T 5]:TS DGDF\ VG[S 5|xGM pEF SZ[ K[ S[ BZ[BZ JLT[,F JQFM " "DF\ :+LVMV[ W6]\ EMUjI]\P 5]:TSDF\ VG[S HuIFV[
VlT 5|:T]lT 56 VG]EJF.PS[D S[ ;F\5|T ;DI :+L ;XlSTSZ6 GM K[P VG[ :+LVM VFHGF ;DI[ H[8,L 5UEZ Y. K[P
HLJGDF\ ;DFHGF NZ[S 1F[+DF\ H[ ZLT[ VFU/ VFJL K[P SNFR VF 5]:TSDF\ JW] 50T] \ ,BFI] \ CMI  V[J] \ ,FU[ K[P
5Z\T]4 AF\u,FN[XGL GFZL GL T[ ;DIGL JF:TlJS 5lZl:YlTG]\ VF,[BG 5|:T]T 5]:TSDF\ K[PT[ VF56[ DFGJ]\ ZCI]\P PPPPPPPP

    T:,LDF \ ,B[ K[ S [ GFZLG] \  DG ]QI TZL[S [ HMJFDF \
VFJTL GYLP T:,LDF\ GF VF lJWFG ;FY[ c;LDMG W A]hFc
G]\ 5]:TS c W ;[Sg0 ;[S;c G]\ SYG D/T]\ VFJ[ K[ ,[lBSF
SC[ K[ S[ ;NLVMYL 5]Z]QF ;DFH[ :+LVM 5Z XF;G SZJF
5MTFGF lGIDM AGFjIF K[P 5MTFGF 5|:T]T ;\NE"DF\ ,[lBSF
V[ p5lGQFN WD"U|\Y4 D]l:,D WD"U|\YGF VG[S pNFCZ6M
GM\WFIF K[P  V[S ;DI DF6; U]OFDF \ ZC[TM CTMP 5]+L
HgDGL ;FY[ T[G[ DFZL GFBJFGM ZLJFH CTMP VFH[ ;DI W6M
AN,FIM UIM K[P 56 ,MSMGL 5]+L S[ :+L 5|tI[GL DFgITFDF\
SM. O[ZOFZ 50IM GYLP VFhFNL GF *_ JQFM" GF 56 XF;G
§FZF cA[8L ARFJMc cA[8L E6FJMc VlEIFG R,FJJF 50[ K[P
S[D S[  :+L G] \ lX1F6 ~lRA]lwW VG[ GFZLDF\YL DF6;
V[8,[ S[ sDG]QIf AGFJJFDF\ ;O/ YI[, GYLP 5KL S[D S[
V\WSFZDF\ GFZL N[C ;FY[ K[0KF0 SZGFZ CFY DF+ VlXl1FTM
GM GCL 56 lXl1FT ,MSMGM 56 ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
    :+L G[ ;\;FZGL X[ZLDF\YL ACFZ GLS/LG[ 5|[D SZJFGL
:JT\+TF GYLP :+Lv lX1F6GM C[T] lNSZLG[ ;FZF WZDF\
5Z6FJL T[ H CMI V[SJFZ ,uG YIF 5KL 5lT 5ltGG[
lJN]lQFT  AGFJ[ K[P 7FG GF U]D[,F DF\ 50JF DF8[ 5|[Z6F
TM G VF5[ 56 T[G[ ;DI GL AZAFNL TZLS[ U6FJLG[ lG~t;FCL
AGFJL N[ K[P VF56F ;DFH[ GFZLG[ V[8,L lTZ:S'T SZL GFB[ K[
S [ T[G[ 5MTFGF WZ ;\;FZDF\ 56 VlEGI SZJM 50[ K[P
V[S ;,FDT VFzI:YFG DF8[ ;\;FZ GFDS D\R 5Z T[GF
VlEGI GL S;M8L RF<IF SZ[ K[P 5Z\T] V[S JFT GSSL K[ S[ H[
;DFHDF\ GFZL G]\ ;gDFG SZJFGL GLlT GYL T[ ;DFHDF\
VGLlT VFU/ VFJ[ K[P H[ 56 CMI tIF\ GFZL DF8[ ;]lDlTGL
VFXF ZFBL XSFI GCLP
    VF56F ;DFHDF \ lX<5 ;FlCtIGF 1F[+DF\ GFZL
5|lTEF lJQF[  S \. H lJRFZJFDF \ VFJT]\  GYLP WZGL
;FOv;OF.4Z;M0]\4 AF/SM VF AWL ;F\;FlZS 5|lTEF lJQF[ H

lJRFZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF ;\NE[" .\u,[g0GF A]lwW H[JL ,[BS
HMG :8]V8" lD,GF\ 5]:TS W ;aH[SXG VMO lJDG s!(&)f
DF\ GM[ \W [, JFSI 5|F;\lUS K[P  T [VM ,B[ K[ S [ HIF \
U],FDL5|YF SFIN[;Z RF,] ZFBJFDF\ VFJL K[P VF56F\
,uGGF\ SFINFGM DFwIDYL 5] ]Z]QFM VgI V[S jIlST 5Z
;JF"lWSFZ 5|F%T SZ[ K[P 5|E]tJ4 ST"jI4 T,FS VG[ lJJFCGL
VAFlWT V`,L,TFcc v
    GFZL SM.56 E}lDSFDF\ CMI4 5]Z]QFGL 5lZ5SJGF\ VG[
5}J"lGIMlHT V[S ;LDFGL V\NZ H T[G]\ ;\:SZ6 YFI K[P
VlC\IF T:,LDF\ XISGF GF8S cD’rKSlCSDc 5Z VFWFlZT
ULZLX SGF"0GL lO<D cpt;Jc G]\ pNFCZ6 VFJ[ K[P lO<DGL
V\lTD NxIDF\ GFlISF J;\T;[GF T [GF Ul6SF
jIJ;FIDF\ 5FKL OZTL N[BF0F. K[P D}/ ZRGF cD’rKSlCSDc
DF\ ZFHF RFZ]NT ;FY[ J;\T;[GFGF ,uGGL JFT K[P ,[lBSF
VlC\IF GM[\W[ K[ S[ lUlZX SGF"0[ D}/ GF8SGF\ VF lJQFIDF\
O [ZOFZ S[D SIM" T[ ;DHFT] \ GYLP SNFR ;J"U|FCI SFZ6
T[ CM. XS[ S[ SM.56 Ul6SFG[ AHFZDF\YL ,FJLG[ ;];\JFlNTF
;FWJL T[GF AN,[ T[G[ T[GF 5]ZF6F Ul6SFGF\ jIJ;FIDF\
5FKL OZJF N[JL T[ JWFZ[ VM{lRtI5}6" CX[P ;FWFZ6 ZLT[
;DFHDF \ H [ AG [ K[P  T[G ] \  H 5|lTlAdA  lUZLX SGF"0
N[BF0I]\ CX[P T:JLZDF\ VCL\IF GL0Z ZLT[ SC[ K[ S[ lUZLX
SGF"0 D}/ GFIS G[ JOFNFZ ZCIF CMT TM plRT CT]\P TFt5I"
V[8,] \  H S [ GFZL SM. 56 E}lDSFDF\ CMI4 5]Z ]QFGL
5lZS<5GF \ VG[ 5}J "IMlHT V[S ;LDFGL V\NZ H T [G] \
; \:SZ6 YFI K[P
    VtI\T ;HFUTF5}J"S 5]Z]QF p5Z GFZLGL lGE"ZTF 9MSL
A[;F0JFDF\ VFJL K[P VF N[XGF\ RFlZ+X]wW4 ;HFUA]lwW
HLJLVM K}5L ZLT[ :+LGM ;FY[ CZJF v OZJFG]\ 5;\N SZX[P
XC[ZGF\ GFDF\lST Z[:8MZg8 GF\ B}6FDF\  8[A, 5Z A[;LG[
SMOL 5LTFv5LTF JFTM SZJFG\] 5;\N SZX[ 5Z\T] HFC[ZDF\
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GCL \ VFJ[ S [D S [ X]E[rKSM DF+ Z]5SYFDF\ D/[4
JF:TlJSTFDF\ GCLP :+L ,[lBSFVM lJX[GL 5]Z]QF;DFHGL
;FDFgI WFZ6F V[JL K[ S [ H [ ,[lBSFVM ,B[ K[ T[DGF\
5MTFGF \ HLJGDF \ VJxI S \.S lJ5ZLT AgI] \  K [P
lJQFI ;\HMUMDF\ GFZL SF \  TM VFtDCtIF SZ[4  SF \
J {xIFU'CDF \ HFI S [ SF \  ;FlCtI ;H"GGM VFzI ,[ v
V[S :+L HIFZ[ ,[BGSFI" X~ SZ[4 tIFZ[ T[GF\  ,BF6G[ AN,[
T[GF\  GF0LvG1F+  VG[ VgI AFATG]\ VFS"QF6 JW] ZC[
K[P  5| [DDF\ 50J] \4 5 | [DDF \ lGQO/TF D/JLP ;\;FZDF \
VXF\lT VG[ 5lZ6FD[ J{ZFuIv HM VF AW] G AG[ TM SM. 56
:+L ;FlCtIv;H"G XF DF8[ SZ[ T[ VG[S GL ;DHDF\ GYL
VFJT]\P
    ,[lBSF GFZL NZHHF DF8[ XF:+MGL XF:+TF ;FD[ 56
5|xGlRGC D]S[ K[ T[DG]\ DFGJ]\ K[ S[ 5]ZFTtJM4 lX,F,[BM4
TFD|5+ 5Z ,BFI[, XFCL VFN[X4 .P;P5}J[" YL .P;P GF RMYF
XTSGL JrR[ ZRFI[,] \  J{lNS4 T [DF \ ;DFHG] \ H [ lR+ K[
T[DF\ GFZL GM DG]QI TZLS[ U6GF\ YTL H GYLP VF DF8[
T:,LDF\ A|Fï6XF:+4 XFT5|YA|Fï64 T{TZLI;\lCTF4 JlXQ8

WD";]+ VF5:TtJ WD";]+ A'CSFZS p5lGQFN JU[Z[ U|\YMGF\
pNFCZ6M GM\WTF SC[ K[ S[ J{lNS EFZTJQF"DF\ GFZLG[ DG]QI
TZLS[ :JLS'lT D/[, GYLP .P;P5}J["!Z DL ;NLDF\ ;DFH[
GFZLG] \  H [8,] \ V5DFG SI] " \ K [P  T[8,] \  HV5DFG VFH[
+6 CHFZ JQF" 5KL 56 ;DFH lEgG SM{X<I YL lEgG
jIJ:YFYL SZTM H HFI K[P
    VF56[ SIFZ[ m ;DHLX] \  S [ :+LG ] \  ;M { \NI "T[GF
jIlSTtJDF\ ZC[,] \ K[ VG[ SM. DF6; SM.GL jIlSTUT
lD,ST GYLP E,[ TD[ T[G[ ;FDFHLS ;\AWG]\ :J~5 VF%I]\
CMI  TM 56  VCL\IF  JlH"lGIF  J]<O GF  5]:TS ‘A Room
of one’s own’ G]\ JFSI GM\WTFP RRF" ;DF%T SZLV[ S[
GFZL ;DFHGL V;DY"TF VG[ 5KFT56F DF8[ ;FDFHLS VG[
VFlY"S 5|lTA\W HJFANFZ K[P DlC,F ;FlCtISFZ[ 5]Z]QFXFl;T
;DFHGF\ XlSTXF/L 5]Z]QFGF\ XMQF64 S];\:SFZ4 VG[ VFlY"S
:JFY" H[JF VlGJFI" 5|lTA\WMG]\ p<,\WG SZL[G[ H ,[BS TZLS[GL
:JLS'lT 5|F%T SZJL 50X[P
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*5|FwIF5S4 J,LIF VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZ

KFIFJFN S[ 5|D]B SlJ v HIX\SZ 5|;FN
KFIFJFN S[ 5|D]B VF3FZ :TdE HIX\SZ 5|;FN SF HA EL :DZ6 VFTF C{ TM lCDF,I S[ pT]\U lXBZ 5Z B0[ lJXF,
N[JNFZ] ;[ 5M{Z]QFDI DFGJ SL ;M{HgIFI D}lT" V\lST CM HFTL C{ F VFW]lGS I]U S[ ;J"z[Q9 SlJIM\ D[\ HIX\SZ 5|;FN V5GF
VlN=TLI :YFG ZBT[ C{ P pGSF ;FlCtI EFZTLO HLJG4 ;\:S'lT  VM{Z ;eITF SF 5|lTlA\A C{ PHIX\SZ 5|;FN AC]D]BL
;FlCtISFZ Y[ F pgCM\G[ GF8S4 p5gIF; SCFGL4 SlJTF4 lGdAW4 lH; 5Z EL S,D p9F." p;[ V5GL S,F4 VG}E]lT4 VM{Z
5|lTEF ;[ VDZ SZ lNIF P CZ 1F[+ D[\ pgC[\ DCFG SCGF gIFI;\UT CL CMUF P cSFDFIGLc H{;[ V5}J" U|\gY SL ZRGF SZS[
lCgNL UM{ZJ SM 5|;FN G[ lœU]6LT SZ lNIF C{ F
    5|;FN EL EFZTLI ;\:S'lT VM{Z ;eITF S[ 5|BZ
lJœFG TYF VFbITF Y[ F pgCM\G[ V5GL ZRGFVM\ S[ ;EL
lJQFI4 5]ZF6M\4 J[NM4 3D"U|\YM ;[ R]G[ IF lOZ DFGJ v DG
S[ Vz]VM\ SM V5GL SlJTF D[\ ;HFIF P VTo pGS[
jIlSTtJ SL IC ;A;[ A0L lJX[QFTF YL lS pgCM\G[ SEL
EL V5GL DFT'E}lD S[ UM{ZJ SM CLG GCL CMG[ lNIF P
    5|;FN S[ lN, D[\ V5G[ ZFQ8= S[ 5|lT V5FZ 5|[D J
zwWF YL P NF;TF ;[ pgC[\ W'6F YL P J[ ;NF V5G[ ZFQ8=
S[ lJXF, DGDMCS :J~5 S[ ULT UFIF SZT[ Y[ P J[ ZFQ8=
S[ I]JSM\ SM :JT\+TF 5|Fl–T S[ l,˜ VFäFG SZT[ Y[ P

lCDFlN= T]\U z'\U ;[4
:JI\v 5|EF ;D]Hj,F
:JT\+TF 5]SFZTL
A9[ R,M P

    .; 5|SFZ S[ VMH:JL VM{Z 5|[Z6F:5N ULTM\ SL ZRGF
SZS[ 5|;FN G[ V5G[ ZFQ8= 5|[D SL 5}T EFJGF SM jIST
lSIF C{ P
    HIX\SZ 5|;FN S[ áNI D[\ cGFZLc S[ 5|lT V5FZ
zwWF YL P V5G[ ;FlCtI D[\ ;J"+ pgCM\G[ GFZL SL
z[Q9 5|7FJFG4 zwWFDI4 tIFU v D}lT DDTFDIL VM{Z
EFZTLI ;\:S'lT SL VF3FZ lX,F S[ ~5 D[\ V\lST

lSIF C{ P pGS[ GF8SM\4 SCFlGIM\ IF SFjI ;J"+ GFZL
HLJG SL DlCDF V\lST C]." C{ P

GFZL T]D S[J, zwWF CM4
lJ J̀S ZHT GU 5U T, D[\4
l5I}QF :+MT ;L JCF SZM4
HLJG S[ ;]gNZ ;DT, D[\ P

    5|;FN S[ SFjI D[\ EFZTLI 3DM"\ SF EL ;DgJI YF
P X{J 3D"4 XFST ;\5|NFI 4 J{Q6J 3D"4 ;EL SF ~5

pGS[ ;FlCtI D[\ lD,TF C{ P SFDFIGL D[\ .;SF ;J"z[Q9
~5 TYF ;F3GF4 ElST S[ z[Q9 lR+ lNBF." N[T[ C{ P

HIX\SZ 5|;FN S[ SFjI D[\  5|S'lT SF
V\tIT CL ZD6LI  VM{Z DG vDMCS lR+ lD,TF C{ P .GSF
SFZ6 KFIFJFN I]U SF 5|EFJ C{ P 5|S'lT S[ lJlJW ~5M\
SM lH; ;}1D ~5 ;[ V\lST lSIF C{ JC lS;L 5lZ5SJ
VM{Z D\H[ C]̃  lX<5L CL SF SFI" CM ;STF C{ P 5|S'lT SM
VlWSTZ pgCM\G[ cGFZL ~5c D[\ N[BF C{ J ;F1FFT DFGJLSZ6
SZS[ SFjI S[ O,[JZ SM ;\JFZF C{ P 5|S'lT S[ lR+M\ D[\
pgCM\G[ DFGJ v5|S'lT SM V\lST SZG[ SF EL V5}J" 5|IMU
lSIF C{ F 5|S'lT S[ z'\UFlZS lR+M\ D[\ HM DFW]"I 5|;FN G[
lNIF C{4 JC VT], vGLI C{ P lH;D[\ X]wW 5|[D VM{Z  ;\IMU
z'\UFZ SF ~5 5|F-T CMTF C{ P
   HIX\SZ 5|;FN G[ .; ;A z[Q9 ~5M\ S[ l,˜ EFQFF EL
J{;L CL V5GF." C{ P ;\:S'T lGQ9 XaNFJ,L4 lCgNL S[
5lZDFlH"T XaN4 ;]gNZ JFSI lGIMHG SF 5|IMU lSIF UIF
C{ P NN" CM IF 5|[D4 VFXF CM IF lGZFXF4 XF\lT CM IF S|F\lT
pGSL EFQFF D[\ JCL\ UM{ZJ C{ P J[ ;FlCtI SL EFQFF SM ̃ S
lGlxRT UM{ZJ N[GF RFCT[ Y[ P pGSF SCGF YF D[ZF ;FlCtI
;FWFZ6 jIlSTM\ S[ l,˜ GCL\ P 9LS EL C{ v pGSL
;FlCtI ;FWGF ;FWFZ6 XaNM\ D[\ VlEjIST CM EL GCL\
;STL P pgCM\ G[ EFQFF S[ 1F[+ D[\ ;FlCtI SM G˜ XaN lN˜
VM{Z KgN HUT D[\ GIF 5|;FN KgN ZRF P
    5|;FN G[ HCF\ ˜S VM{Z ZFHGLlT VM{Z U3 SL 5|BZTF
NL JCL\ N};ZL VM{Z cVF\;}c H{;[ SFjI SL ZRGFSZ IC EL
AT,F lNIF lS 5|;FN S[ lN, D[\ NN" v VM{Z 5|[D SL S{;L
5Il:JGL JC ZCL C{ P cVF\;}c D[\ pGS[ HLJG SL S~6F
5|JFlCT C]." C{ P
    cSFDFIGLc H{;[ DCFSFjI  SL ZRGF SZGF4 5|;FN
H{;[ lJXF, VM{Z lJZF8 jIlSTtJ CL SF SFI"YF P DG]4
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zwWF .0F SL S<5GF4 J[\NM SF ;FZ VM{Z V5GL VlEjIlST
SL ;d5}6" 1FDTF 5|;FN G[ SFDFIGL D[\ 0F, NL P NX"G4
lRgTG4 5|[D4 S<5GF4 ZC:I4 ElST4 ;\:S'lT4 VFlN TtJM\ SF
˜S ;FY ;DgJI SL VNE}T SFjI S,F SM 5|:T]T SZTF
C{ P
    5|;FN S[ SL VgI lJX[QFTF C{ cDFGJJFNc P NX"G S[
lRgTG D[\ p,H[ CMG[ S[ AFN 5|;FN SL N=lQ8 UF\WLJFN4
VZlJGN NX"G4 VM{Z EFZTLI tIFU S[ UM{ZJ SM GCL\ ;STL
P pgCM\G[ cDFGJc S[ Vl:TtJ S[ l,˜ V5GL ,[BGL p9F."
P p;S[ lN, D[\ lK5[ NN" SM ;C,FIF VM{Z SFjIv;FlCtI
S[ ~5 D[\ 5lZJlT"T SZ lNIF P
    5|;FN HL SF ;d5}6" jIl•TtJ ˜S 5|lTEF ;d5gG
;FlCtISFZ TM YF CL J[ A0[ DG:JL VM{Z lRgTGXL, ,[BS
Y[ P pGSL ZRGFVM\ D[\ S|DX o lJRFZM\ SL 5|M{9TF VFTL U."
P SCL\ 5Z pGS[ jIlSTtJ D[\ S]\9F v VFtD5|J\RGF IF 5L0F
lNBF." GCL\ N[TL H{;[ 5L0F S[ UZ, SM pgCM\G[ 5L SZ CHD
SZ 0F,F CM P J[ J:T]T o ˜S DCFG ;FlCtISFZ Y[P
;}1D ~5 D[\ pGSL lJlXQ8TF "̃\ lGdG 5|SFZ C{ o v
    KFIFJFN S[ 5|D]B SlJ4 EFZTLI ;\:S'lT S[ VFbIFTF4
5|[D VM{Z ;M{gNI" S[ SlJ4 .lTCF; S[ ;D"74 GFZL S[ 5|lT
V5FZ zwWF4 5|S'lT S[ ;}1D lRT[Z[4 ;DgIJFNL4 DFGJTFJFNL4
NFX"lGS VM{Z DGMJ[{7FlGS4 ZFQ8= 5|[D ;[ VMT5|MT4 VFwIFtD
VM{Z ZC:I SF lR+64 IYFY" VM{Z S<5GF SF ;DgJI4
5lZ:S'T ;\:S'T lGQ9 EFQFF4 5|FRLG KgNM\ SF 5|IMU J G}TG
KgN lGDF"64 5|;FN SF jIl•TtJ ." ̀JZ 5|NT SFjI 5|lTEF
;[ VMT5|MT YF P TEL TM J[ SFjI SL Z;DIL ;lZTF 5|JFlCT
SZ ;S[ P

;}I"SFgT l+5F9L clGZF,Fc
    lJXF, VM{Z N{JM5D jIlST JF,[ lGZF,F VFW]lGS
I]U S[ 5|D]B VF3FZ :TdE ̃ J\ KFIFJFN I]U S[ ̃ S 5|6[TF
C{\ P pGSF SFjI pGS[ GFD SL ;FY"STF l;wW SZTF C{ P
    lGZF,F G[ lCgNL ;FlCtI SM S." GJLGTF "̃ 5|NFG SL
C{ P lH; ;DI B0L AM,L V5G[ lJSF; S[ DFU" 5Z YL
lGZF,F G[ p;[ GIF J[U4 lJ5}, XaN E\0FZ4 G." K\N VMZ
G˜ 5|IMU lN˜ P A\U,F ;FlCtI D[\ CMG[\ JF,[ 5|IMU lGZF,F
S[ DFwID ;[ lCgNL D[\ VF˜ P VT o lGZF,F lCgNL VM{Z
A\UF,L ;FlCtI S[ ALR ̃ S ;[T] Y[ P lGZF,F G[ ;FlCtI D[\
VFT[ CL ˜S S|F\lT DRF NL P 5Z\5ZFVM\ SF B\0G4 K\N S[
A\WG ;[ D]lST4 5|FRLG ~l9UT p5DFGM\ SM lT,F\Hl,4 G˜
lJQFI4 ;EL 5lZJT"G ˜S ;FY SZ 0F,[ P lGZF,F G[ 5|FI
o D]StS SFjI SL ZRGF SL4 HM 5lZRI SFjI ;\U|C D[\
;\Sl,T SL U." P lGZF,F SM ;FlCtISFX 5Z KF N[G[JF,L
pGSL SlJTF cH}CL SL S,Lc YL lH;G[ RFZM\ VM{Z
clGZF,Fc S[ GFD SL XCGF." AHF NL P .;S[ AFN TM
X[OFl,SF cHFUM lOZ ̃ S AFZc VFlN SlJTFVM\ G[ lGZF,F
5wWlT SM SFjI D[\ ˜S 5|D]B HUC lN,F NL P
    J[ pgD]ST SlJ Y[ VM{Z ;FlCtI SM EL p;L J'lT D[\

9F,GF RFCT[ Y[ F pGCM\G[ :JI\ SCF C{ v ccEFJM\ SL D]lST
KgNM\ SL D]lST EL RFCTL C{ P ICF"\ EFQFF4 EFJ4 VM{Z KgN=
TLGM\ :JrKgN C{ P ß pgCM\ G[ ˜S TZO ;[ ;FlCtI D[\
VFD}, 5lZJT"G SZ 0F,[ P S]K VF,MRS TM pGS[ N=FZF
5|I]•T D]•T KgN SM clGZF,Fc KgN TS SCG[ ,U[ P J[ IC
5lZJT"G .; l,˜ SZ 5F˜ SL pGSF jIl•TtJ ;]N94 V0U4
VM{Z lGEL"S YF P ;rR[ VM{Z ."DFGNFZ ;FlCtI v SFZ SL
VFtDF lGZF,F SL VFtDF YL P VTo lGZF,F S[ jIl•TtJ SF
lJZMW SZG[ SL Xl•T VM{Z ;FC; lS;L D[\ GCL\ YF P
,[lSG .;SF VY" IC SNFl5 GCL\ lS J[ SM." U,T SFI"
SZT[ Y[ P J[ ;CL VYM" D[\ V5G[ VM{Z ;FlCtISFZ S[ NFlItJ
SM ;DHT[ Y[ P
    lGZF,F G[ V5G[ ;FlCtI D[\ EFZTLITF SM SEL GCL\
KM0F P J[ EFZTLI ;\:S'lTNQ8=F SlJ Y[ P pgCM\ G[ EFZT S[
;\5}6" .lTCF; SM V5GL lJXF, NlQ8 D[\ ;D[\8 ZBF YF P
ZFD4 H{;[ DIF"NF 5]Z]QF SM SFjI SF lJQFI AGFIF TM N};ZL
VM{Z cT],;LNF;c H{;[ DCFSlJ SM V5GL JF6L D[\ pTFZF4
TL;ZL VMZ ;0S 5Z R,T[ lEBFZL VMZ ;0S 5Z 5tYZ
O}8TL DHN}lZG  SF lR+ EL ;\JFZF  P J[ DG]QI VM{Z
DG]QITF S[ 5]HFZL Y[ P pGS[ lN, D[\ ;DFH S[ JU"vE[N
TYF Nl,T jIlSTIM\ S[ 5|lT NIF VM{Z S~6F SL V5FZ
;lZTF AC ZCL YL P
    pgCM\G[ G." 5Z\5ZFVM\ SM HgD N[G[ SL SMlXX SL P
pgCM\ G[ pG ;A J:T]VM\ SM ;D}, GQ8 SZ N[G[ SL SMlXX
SL HM DFGJTF S[ GFD 5Z S,\S YL P .;S[ ;FY CL
lGZF,F D[\ N[BG[ SM lD,TF C{ P ULT VMZ ;\ULT SF S<5GF
SF ;]\NZ D[, lGZF,F D[\ N[BG[ SM lD,TF C{ P ULT VM{Z
;\ULT SF VG]5D lGIMHG XFIN  CL SCL\ 5|F-I CMP lGZF,F
V5G[ UL\TM SL ZRGF ;\ULT S[ VFWFZ 5Z SL C{ •IM\lS
lGZF,F V5G[\ UL\TM SL ZRGF ;\ULT S[ VFWFZ 5Z SL C{
•IM\lS lGZF,F ;\ULT S[ ;FWS Y[ P G˜ :JZvTF, 5Z
pgCM\G[ UL\TM SL ZRGF SZS[ ;FlCtI VM{Z ;\ULT SL
;Dv;FWGF SL P
    lGZF,F SlJ VM{Z UFIS S[ ;FY ;FY E•T EL Y[ P
J[ Xl•T SL ;FWGF D[\ BM˜ ;\ULT S[ :JZM\ D[\ UMTM\ SL
ZRGF SZT[ Y[ P pGSF cZFDSL  XlST 5}HFc B^0SFjI
pGSL ;FWGF S[ 7FG SM  5|NlX"T SZTF C{ P pgCM\G[ .;
SFjI D[\ ZFD SF  lHTGF ;]gNZ ;FWFZ6 DFGJ S[ ~5 D[\
DGMJ{7FlGS lR+6 5|:T]T lSIF C{ P pTGF ;FlCtI D[\ SCL\
GCL\ lD,TF P IC SlJ SL ;}1D DGMvJ{7FlGS 5S0
lR+6 SL ;]1DTF EFQFF 5Z lGI\+6 SF WMTS C{ P
    lGZF,F  5|S'lT lR+6 D[\ EL l;wW C:T Y[ P
cT],;LNF;c SFjI D[\ 5|S'lT SF V\tIT  CL lJZF8 VM{Z DCT
lR+ 5|:T]T lSiFF C{ P EFZT S[ ;F\:S'lTS pWFZ SL 5|[Z6F
SlJ SM 5|S'lT ;[ CL lD,L C{ P VgI :5]8 SlJTFVM\ D[\ EL
SlJG[ 5|S'lT S[ ;}1D ˜J\ DFlD"S lR+ 5|:T]T lS˜ C{ P
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ccNl,T ;D:IFcc
U]HZFTDF\ VFHGF Nl,TM VG[SlJW GFDMYL VM/BFTF VFjIF K[P  JT"DFG ;DIDF\ N[XGF H]NF H]NF ZFHIMDF\ T[
H]NF H]NF GFDMYL VM/BFI K[P 5|FRLGSF/YL T[VM NF;4 NxI]4 RF\0F,4 -[0 JU[Z[ GFDMYL VM/BFTF GZl;\C DC[TFV[ VG[
UF\WLHLV[ cClZHGc GFD VF%I]\P J0MNZFGF DCFZFHF ;IFHLZFJ +LHFV[ cVtI\Hc V[J]\ GFD VF%I]\P 0MPALPVFZPVF\A[0SZ[
cNl,Tc sSR0FI[,Ff VG[ ;DFHXF:+L plD",FA[G 58[,[ clJS;TF ;D]NFIMc V[J]\ GFD VF%I]\P 5F\0]Z\U VF9J,[V[ cEFJ]\Hc
H[JF GFDMYL 5|Rl,T YIF 56 UF\WLHLV[ SZ[,] \ GFDSZ6 JWFZ[ ,MS p5IMUL AgI] \ K[P VF Nl,T ;DFHDF\ UZM
sUZM0Ff4 T}ZL sJlCJ\RFf4 -[0 sJ6SZf4 RDFZ sRFD0LIF\f4 ;[GJF4 E\UL4 0F\UXLIF4 UZDFT\U4 GF\l0IF4 CF0L4 ZFJT4 YMZL4 -[0 ;FW]4
AFJF -[0 sVlC\IF -[0 XaN V[8,F DF8[ D}SJFDF\ VFjIM K[ S[ 5C[,F T[VM VF GFDYL VM/BFTFf VFYL H VFJF XaN 5|IMU
D[\ SIF" K[P EF\EL4 ZFHFUZ4 DC[TZ4 D[WJF/4 UF~0L JU[Z[ #! 5|SFZGL GFDWFZL HFlTVM ;DU| U]HZFTGF H]NF H]NF
lH<,FVMDF\ 5YZFI[,L HMJF D/[ K[P EFZT ;ZSFZ[ J/L T[VMG[ V[;P;LP sX[0I], SF:8f SCIF K[P T[VMGL EFQFF4 5C[ZJ[X4
ZC[6LSZ6L JU[Z [ p \RL U6FTL 7FlTGF ,MSM SZTF ;C[H V,UTF 56] \ CMJF KTF\ T[VMG ] \ VG]SZ6 SZLG[ ;J6"
;DFHGF ,MSM H[JF AGJFGF 5|ItGM SZTF HMJF D/[ K[P Nl,T JUM" V:5'xIM lC\N] J6"jIJ:YFGF\ VlEgG EFU~5 CMJFYL
T[VM  ;[\S0M JQFM""YL C0[vC0[GL l:YlT EMUJTF VFjIF CTFP

;FDFlHS 5lZJT"GGL NlQ8V[ VMU6L;DL ;NL DCtJGL CTLP
.P;P!(!(DF\ :Y5FI[,F lA|8LX XF;G[ T[GL JCLJ8L VG[
S[/J6LGL ;\:YFVM p5ZF\T Z[<J[ VG[ KF5BFGF H[JF S|F\lTSFZL
;FWGM wJFZF V[S V[JL J{RFlZS E}lDSF pEL SZLP H[G[ 5lZ6FD[
;NLVM H}GF ;FDFlHS VlGQ8M ;FD[ h} \A[X X~ Y.P VF
VlGQ8MG[ 50SFZJF ;DFHDF\ pEF YI[,F ;]WFZS JU"" G{lTS
VG[ A]lwWUdI VF \NM,G X~ SI] "P  H [D H[D VFW ]lGS
lX1F6GM 5|;FZ VG[ 5|RFZ YTM UIMP T[D T[D lXl1FT
,MSMDF\YL V[S ;]WFZS JU"" T{IFZ YIMP VF ;]WFZS JU[“ ;NLVM
H}GL ;FDFlHS ANLVM ;FD[ ,0T X~ SZL VFlY"S VG[ ;FDFlHS
N=lQ8V[ Nl,TM C0W}T HLJG HLJTF CTFP T[DF\ VFH[ 56
U|FDL6 ;D]NFIMDF\ SFINM CMJF KTF W6L D]xS[,L VG[
;D:IFVMDF\ HLJ[ K[P ZFHSLI lJRFZSM4 ;DFH ;]WFZSM4
UF \WLJFNL 5FIFGF SFI"SZM VG[ VFW]lGS HLJGX{,LDF\
A[;F0JF DF8[ Nl,TMGF lJSF;DF\ VFhFNL 5}J["“ VG[ 5KL
T[GF W0TZGF 5lZA/MV[ EFU EHjIM K[P KTF\ VFH[56
T[ Nl,TMGL 36L ;D:IFVM slJ8\A6FVMf HMJF D/[ K[P

;DFHDF\ ;FDFlHS VG[ VFlY"S 5lZJT"GM :JI\E}
ZLT[ YTF GYLP HIF\ ;]WL 5lZJT"GGL 5}J"XZT ~5 VFlY"S4
;FDFlHS VG[ ZFHSLI 5lZA/MG]\ GJF :J~5DF\ ;\S,G
G YFI tIF\ ;]WL ;DFH DF+ :YlUTTF VG]EJ[ K[P 5Z\T]]
HIFZ[ ;DIGF RMSS; 5|JFCDF\ ;DFHG[ UlTXL, SZTF
5lZA/M GJ]\  ~5 WFZ6 SZ[ K [4  tIFZ[ ;DFHGF VFJF

JU"DF\ 5|YD T[ wJFZF GJL ;FDFlHS VG[ VFlY"S ZRGFVM
YFI K[P
Nl,TMGF D]/ 5Z\5ZFUT jIJ;FIMDF\ VFJ[, 5lZJT"G ov

Nl,TMGF D}/ 5MTFGF 5Z\5ZFUT jIJ;FIM CTFP
J6SZ4 RDFZ4 E\UL4 ;[GJF4 lTZUZ4 0F \UlXIF JU[Z [
5MTFGFDF \ HLJG ;]BL VG[ WgI ;DHTF CTFP 5Z\T ]
V\U|[HMGF VFUDGGF SFZ6[ T[GL J[5FZ lJQFIS GLTLGF SFZ6[
EFZTLI U|FDL6 ;D]NFIGF B[TLGF jIJ;FIDF\ 5lZJT"G
VFJJFYL DM8F EFUGF ,MSMGF W \WF ZMHUFZ T }8 [ K[P
VF{nMlUS S|F\lTGL DM8L V;Z VFJF GFGF W\WF ZMHUFZ 5Z
50[ K[P CFY J6F8G]\ SF50 CJ[ DL,DF\ T{IFZ YFI K[P CFY[
AGFJ[,F A]8vR\5, CJ[ SFZBFGFDF\ T{IFZ YFI K[P T[YL
T[DGL ZMHUFZLGM 5|xG pEM YIM K[P VFYL Nl,TM D}/ 5MTFGF
5Z\5ZFUT jIJ;FIM wJFZF T[DG]\ HLJG U]HZFG RF,T]\
GCL\ T[YL T[DGF 5}J "HMGF jIJ;FIMG[ lT,F \H,L VF5L
J{Sl<5S jIJ;FI V5GFjIMP 5Z\5ZFUT ;FDFlHS 7FlTVMG[
AN,[ GJF ;FDFlHS JUM" "Vl:TtJDF\ VFjIF K[P EFZTLI
lX1F6 5wWlTYL NZ[S jIlSTG[ OZlHIFT lX1F6 T[YL VF ,MSM
56 lX1F6 ,[TF YIFP GJL lX1F6 5wWlT4 JT"DFG5+M4
5Z\5ZFUT U'CpnMUMGM GFX ,MSMGF\ U|FDL6 HLJG SZTF
XC[ZL HLJG ;]B~5 ,FuI]\P U|FDL6 HLJGGL CF0DFZLVM4
XC[ZMDF\ DL,M4 SFZBFGF VgI pnMUvW\WFGL GJL
:YF5GF YTF W6F Nl,TM T [ TZO J?IFP UF\WLHLV[
J6F8SFD SZTF ,MSM DF8[GL jIJ:YF SZL BFNL U|FDpwWFZGL
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5|J'lT lJS;L JFCG jIJCFZGF\ GJF ;FWGM ,MSMGF
GFTvHFTGF lZJFHM TM0JFG] \  SFD SI] "P  lX1F6GL GJL
5wWlTV[ jIJ;FI 5lZJT"G DF8[GL GJL lNXF lR\WLP !)#$
5KL Nl,TM ;FJ"HlGS :S],DF\ lX1F6 D[/JTF YIFP lX1F6
,[JFYL ;ZSFZL GMSZLVM D/TL Y.P VFhFN EFZTDF\
SFINFYL VF l:YlT AN,JF 5|IF;M SZJFDF\ VFjIF K[P
Nl,T HFlTVMGF jIJ;FIM lGdGS1FFGF  C,SF U6FTF
V:JrK VG[ GU^I SC[JFI T[J] \ GlCJT VFlY"S J/TZ
H[DF \YL D/T] \  CMI T [JF T [DH JW] XFZLlZS A/GF
p5IMUGL H~ZLIFTJF/F CTFP BF; TM ;DFHDF\ GLRF
;FDFlHS NZHHF ;FY [ HM0FI[,F VG[ lGdG NZHHFGF
U6FTF VF jIJ;FIM SZJFYL 36L HuIFV[ T[DGL 5F;[ cJ[9c
SZFJFTLP VFYL Nl,TM 5MTFGF VlWSFZ DF8[ HFU'T AgIF
VG[ GJF jIJ;FI TZO J?IFP VFhFNL 5}J["“ VG[ VFhFNL
5KLGF YM0F JZ;MDF\ T[VMG[ T[DGF jIJ;FIMDF\YL 5}ZTL
ZMHL D/TL A\W YJF ,FULP UZLA 5lZl:YlTDF\ HLJG
8SFJJ]\ H~ZL CT] \P VF SFZ6[ VgI jIJ;FI TZO J?IF\P
jIJ;FI 5lZJT"GG] \  VUtIG] \  SFZ6 lX1F6 36FG [
cAFA}ULZLcGL GMSZLVM 5|F%T Y.4 U|FDL6 pnMUMGL 50TL
YTF\ XC[ZM TZO J?IF4 ,MSM DL,MGL GMSZLDF\ HM0FIFP
cJ6SZMc AMALG EZJFJF/F4 TF6FJF/F4Z\USFD SZJFJF/F4
XC[ZMGL U\NL RF,LVMDF\ ZC[JF ,FuIFP K[<,F A[ NFISFDF\
VFJL 36L DL,M A\W Y.P GMSZLDF\YL K}8F YIF4 VFH[
XC[ZMDF\ T[DG ]\ VG[ T [DGF AF/SMG[ SIF \ ZMHUFZ TZO
JF/JF T[ VDNFJFN4 ;}ZT4 D] \A. H[JF DM8F XC[ZMDF\
Nl,T RF,LVMDF\ ZC[GFZGL D]bI D]xS[,L K[P VFD H[DF\
lX1F6GL H~Z G 50[ VG[ ZMHUFZL VF5[ T[JF XZLZ zDJF/F
jIJ;FIM B[TDH}Z4 DF8LSFD4 Sl0IF SFD4 DSFG AF\WJF4
BF6MDF\YL 5yYZ SF-JF4 BF; TM DSFGGF sWFAFf :,[5
EZJFGF jIJ;FIDF\ 36F Nl,TM J?IFP RDFZ EF.VM
EFJGUZ4 VDNFJFN4 ;]Z[gN=GUZ H[JF XC[ZMDF\ RFD0FDF\YL
AGTF c5LS;"cGF SFZBFGF AGFjIFP %,F:8LS pnMUM TZO
J?IFP VFH[ J{lxJS D\lNGF ,LW[ VF pnMU 56 A\W CF,TDF\
K[P T[YL EFJGUZ V[S ;DI[ NMZ0F J6JF s%,F:8LSf
NMZLv5F8L AGFJJF DF8[ 5|bIFT CTFP VFH[ T[ pnMU A\W YTF
CJ[ 5KL SIF jIJ;FI SZJF T[ ;D:IF s5|xGMf pNEJL K[P

GJF jIJ;FIMDF\ ;[8 YIF AWF 56 T[ W\WFVM
VFH[ A\W CF,TDF\ CMJFYL D]bI D]xS[,L S[ CJ[ SIM W\WM
ZMHUFZ SZJMP ;ZSFZL GMSZLVMDF\ K[<,F N; JQF"YL EFuI[
H VGFDTGL HuIFVM ACFZ 50[ K[P J/L V[S HuIF DF8[
Nl,TMDF\ 56 36L DM8L ;\bIFDF\ pD[NJFZM ;FZL V[JL
8SFJFZL ;FY[ ACFZ 50[ K[P J/L DM8L ;D:IF Nl,TMDF\ V[
H K[ S [ T[DF\ H[ GMSZL SZTM Nl,T JU" T[GF V[SALHF
;UFJCF,FG[ 5MTFGL ,FUJU wJFZF GMSZLDF\ HM0FJJF
5{;F VF5L ,FUJU SZL 5MTFGF lNSZL S[ lNSZFG[ GMSZLDF\
ZBFJJFGM 5|ItG SZTM HMJF D/[ K[P  T[YL H [ Nl,T
5lZJFZDF\ H[GF SM. ;UF GMSZL S[ W\WF S[ ZFHSFZ6DF\

GYLP T[VMG[ ;FZL 8SFJFZL CMJF KTF \ AHFZDF \ GMSZL
JUZ W}D[ K[ VG[ Nl,TMDF\ H[6[ GMSZL D[/JL K[ T[ JUM""
JWFZ[DF\ JWFZ[ ,FE ,.G[ VFU/ JWJF 5|ItG SZ[ VYJF
SZFJ[ 56 BZ[BZ H[G[ CH] ,FE D?IM GYL T[GF CFY 5S0GFZ
SM. GYL4 T[VM HIF\ tIF\ GMSZL DF8[ E8S[ K[ T[ VFHGF
GJI]JFG S[ I]JTL DF8[ ;D:IF K[P

ALHL ZLT[ 36F Nl,TM 5MTFGF jIJ;FI V5GFJ[
K[P BFGUL sV[lgHlGIZf l;lJ, 5F;[ EFuI[ H SM. ;J6"
;DFHGM jIlST 5MTFGF %,FG SZFJJF VFJ[ T[YL l;lJ,
V[lgHlGIZGM SFD W\WM AHFZDF\ AZFAZ RF,TM GYLP
V[JL H ZLT[ JlS,FTGF jIJ;FIDF\ T[ Nl,T CMJFG[ GFT[
OST Nl,TM H T[GL 5F;[ S[; ,.G[ VFJ[ K[ T[ Nl,T CMJFGF GFT[
Nl,TM 5F;[ ALHF SM. ;J6" ;DFHGF ,MSM T[G[ 5MTFGM S[;
VF5TF GYLP V[JL H ZLT[ 0MS8ZMDF\ 56 Nl,T 0MS8Z 5F;[
OST Nl,T NNL"VM JWFZ[ VFJ[ K[P Nl,T 0MS8Z SFA[, CMJF
KTF \ T[ 5MTFG ] \  5 |F.J[8 NJFBFG] \  AHFZDF \ BM,[ tIFZ[
T[G[ NJFBFGF DF8[ HuIF H G D/[P SFZ6 S[ T[ Nl,T CMJFYL
T [G [ AHFZDF \ ;FZF lJ:TFZDF\ HuIF D/TL GYL VG[
SNFR HuIF D/L HFI TM SM. Sg;<8 0MS8Z T[GF GFDGL
E,FD6 SZTF GYLP VFYL OZlHIFT56[ 0MS8Z TZLS[ T[VMG[[
;ZSFZL NJFBFGFDF\ 5MTFGL 5|[S8L; VG[ GMSZL SZ[ K[ T[YL
VFH[ VF56[ HM. XSLV[ KLV[ S[ Nl,TMGF 5|F.J[8 NJFBFG]\
GlC CMI T [ lGQ6F \T 0MS8Z CMJF KTF \ ;ZSFZL
NJFBFGFDF\ T[ 5MTFGL ;[JF AHFJ[ K[P T[YL JT"DFG ;DI[
l;lJ, CM:5L8,MDF \ DM8F XC[ZMDF \ Nl,T 0MS8ZM
5MTFGL V8S s;ZG[.Df AN,FJLG[ GJF GFD[ GMSZL SZ[ VYJF
GJF GFD[ 5MTFGF 5|F.J[8 NJFBFGF BM,[ K[P VFHGF Nl,TM
JlS,4 0MS8Z4 V[lgHlGIZ H[JF BFGUL jIJ;FIM SZL XSTF
GYLP T[VM J[5FZ TM S[JL ZLT[ SZL XS[ 56 36F Nl,TM ;ZSFZL
,MG ,.G[ AHFZDF\ 5MTFGM W\WM VHDFJJF 5|ItG SZ[ K[P
SF504 A}8vR\5,4 UFD["g8;GL N]SFGM SZ[ K[ 56 VF N]SFGM
AZFAZ RF,TL GYLP VFYL 36F Nl,TM CJ[ GFGF UFD0FDF\
SF50GL O[ZL DFZ[ K[P tIF\ 56 T[DG[ D]xS[,L 50[ ,MSM TZT H
5}K[ S[ TDG[ S[JF KM m tIFZ[ BZ[BZ D]xS[,L YFI K[P VFYL
VFJF GJF W\WF ZMHUFZDF\ Nl,TM 5MTFGM 5U DHA}T
SZL pEF ZC[JFGM 5|ItG SZ[ K[P Nl,TM H[ B[TDH}Z4 DH}ZLIF4
,FZL B[\RGFZ JU[Z[GF 56 36F 5|xGM K[P 5MTFGF HFlT
5|DF6[GF jIJ;FIM A\W YTF GJF jIJ;FIDF \ T [D6[
h\5,FjI]\ NFPTP .\8MGM W\WM4 DSFG AF\WSFDGM W\WM4 ZM0
AF \WSFD SZGFZ SMg8=FS8ZM JU[Z[ 5|SFZGF GJF W \WFDF\
5MT[ Nl,TM 36F DM8F XC[ZMDF\ GJF jIJ;FIDF \
HM0FI[,F 56 JT"DFG ;DI[ T[DF\ D]xS[,L VFH[ GUZ5Fl,SF4
lH<,F 5\RFIT4 TF,]SF 5\RFITGF H]NF H]NF SFDM 5}ZF
SZJF4 8[g0Z ACFZ 5F0[ K[ tIFZ[ VD]S 7FlTGF DM8F DFYFJF/F
T[ 8[g0Z EZLG[ 5MTFGF GFD[ T[ SFD D[[/JL ,[ K[4 T[YL CJ[ T[
ALHF S[ +LHF 5|SFZGF 5[8F SMg8=FS8Z TZLS[ JT"DFG ;DI[
SFD SZJFG]\ SZ[ K[P JL; JQF"" 5C[,F OST Nl,TM H DSFG
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AF\WSFDG]\ VG[ :,[5 sWFAFf EZJFG]\ SFD SZTF K[<,F
5F\Rv ;FT JQF"YL T[ SFDG]\ D]bI SMg8=FS8ZM ALHL SMDDF\YL
VFJL DM8F SFD T[ ZFBJF ,FuIFP Nl,TM CJ[ T[DF\ OST
DH}ZLIF TZLS[ SFD SZ[ K[4 J/L T[DF\ ;D:IF V[ pEL Y.
S[ 36F Nl,T EF.VM VF jIJ;FI TZO J?IFP T[YL VF
jIJ;FIDF\ :5WF" sCZLOF.f Y. H[ VMKF EFJ AM,[ T[G[
SFD D/[ K[P  VFYL Nl,TMDF \ K [<,F Z_ S[ Z5 JQF"DF \
36F GJF jIJ;FIM sW\WFvZMHUFZf T[D6[ l:JSFIF"P T[DF\
56 36F GJF 5lZA/M SFD SZTF YIF4 T [YL T [DGL
D]xS[,LVM CJ[ J3JF ,FUL K[P H}GF 5Z\5ZFUT jIJ;FIM T[
V5GFJL XSTF GYLP J6SZM J6F8 SZL XSTF GYL4 RDFZ
RFD0]\ UF/L T[DF\YL A}8vR\5, AGFJL XSTF GYLP CJ[ VFH[
TM DL,M4 SFZBFGF4 A}8 R\5,GL DM8L DM8L O[S8ZL T[GF SF50
S[ A}8vR\5,GF XM ~DDF\YL ,MSM S50F S[ A}8vR\5, BZLN[
K[P
GMSZLIFT Nl,TMGL ;D:IF ov
 EFZT ;ZSFZGF lGID 5|DF6[ VG[ ;ZSFZGL lGTLvZLTL
T[VMG[ lX1F6 5|F%T YTF ;ZSFZL CMNF JF/L p5,L S1FFYL
,. GLR,L S1FF ;]WLGL H]NL H]NL GMSZLVM 5|F%T YJF ,FUL
K[P VF GMSZL SZTM SD"RFZL sNl,Tf 5MTFGF UFD0FDF\YL
XC[ZDF \ ZC [JF VFjIMP XC[ZDF \ T [VMG [ SD"RFZL
SJF8;"DF \ 36F ;J6M " SD"RFZL ;FY [ VMK] \  AM,JFG ] \
YFI K[P T[YL T[DGL ;D:IF ;HF"I K[P J/L JWFZ[ E6[,F
VG[ ;\:SFZL AGJFGM VFJF\ SD"RFZL 0M/ SZJF ,FuIFP T[VM
5MTFGF ZC[9F6GF lJ:TFZM KM0L VgI lJ:TFZDF\ DSFG
XMWJF ,FuIFP NFPTP ;J6M"GL ;M;FI8LDF\ DSFG D[/JJF
5|ItGM SZJF ,FuIFP 56 ;J6M"GL ;M;FI8LDF\ DSFG DF8[
HFI K[P tIFZ[ T[VMG[ TZT H 5}KTF S[ TD[ ;FC[A KM m 56
HFlTV[ S[JF m T[YL HFlTGM HJFA D/TF H T[DG[ DSFG D/T]\
GYLP Nl,T CMJFGF SFZ6[ GMSZLIFTMDF\ VFH[ T[ D ]bI
5|xG K[P T[ H SD"RFZL CJ[ Nl,T lJ:TFZDF\ 56 ZCL XSTF
GYLP SFZ6 S [ ALHF Nl,TM SZTF T[VM 5MTFGL HFTG[
Rl0IFTF DFG[ K[P T[YL CJ[ T[ AgG[ AFH]V[YL ZCL HFI K[P
T[VMGM p5,M ;DFH :JLSFZ SZTM GYL VG[ GYL T[VM 5MTFGL
HFlTGF ,MSMDF\ H. XSTF J/L lX1F6 ,[JFYL WFlD"S4
;FDFlHS 36F\ 5|xGM ;HF"I K[P T[VM C\D[XF VFlY"S ZLT[
DM8[ EFU[ T[DG]\ S]8]\A VG[ 3Z T[DGL p5Z lGE"Z CMI K[4
T[YL GMSZL NZdIFG ALHF T[GF ;FYL SD"RFZL sDM8ZSFZ ,.G[
VFJ[ K[f 56 T[ ,. XSTF GYLP T[YL SIFZ[S ,W]TFU|\lYYL
5L0FI K[P ;FZM VFl,XFG A\U,M S[ DM8ZSFZ D[/JL XSTF
GYL T[ D]bI ;D:IF AG[ K[P

lXl1FT I]JSG[ T[GF H[JL H lXl1FT I]JlT D/TL GYLP
SFZ6 S[ Nl,TM DM8[ EFU[ 5MTFGL lNSZLG[ JWFZ[ VeIF;
SZFJTF GYLP !( YL Z_ JQF"GL p\DZ[ ,uG SZL N[TF CMI K[P
SIFZ[S I]JTLV[ JWFZ[ lX1F6 D[/jI]\ CMI tIFZ[ T[GF H[8,M
E6[,M I]JS D/TM GYLP SFZ6 S[ Nl,T I]JS SM,[H 5}ZL SZ[ S[
G SZ[ TZT H T[GF ,uG SZL GFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[YL I]JS

I]JTLGL lX1F6v,uG V\U[GL ;D:IF JT"DFG ;DI[ HMJF D/
[ K[P
U|FdI Nl,TMGL ;D:IF ov

EFZTLI ;DFHGL V\NZ RFZ GA/F ;D}CM K[P
VG];}lRT HFlT4 VG];}lRT HGHFlT4 AF/SM4 :+LVM ;\bIFA/
VG[ E}lDSFGL N=lQ8V[ DCtJ ZCI]\ K[P :+LVM $)@ K[P
;\bIF JWFZ[ K[P 5Z\T] HLJG l:YlTDF\ B}A 5KFT K[P VF56F
A\WFZ6DF\ T[VM DF8[GL BF; HMUJF.VM K[P N[XGF lJXF/
lCT DF8[ V[ JFT 5FKL B[\RL ,LWLP
s!f Nl,TM VtI\T S\UF/ VG[ VFlY"S EL\;DF\ HLJL

ZCIF K[P VtIFZ[ VDNFJFNDF\ H[ DL,M4 SFZBFGF
A\W 50IF K[P T[DF\ ClZHG JU"GF ,MSM JW] DH}Z
CTFP H[ VFH[ E}bIF ZCLG[ HLJ[ K[P T[DGF ZC[9F6GL
;UJ0 GYLP

sZf Nl,TM DM8F EFUGF N[JFNFZ K[P Nl,TM DM8F
EFUGF N[JFNFZ K[P SFZ6vS[ T[VM 5F;[ C\D[XF p5,M
JU" J[9 SZFJ[ K[P

s#f Nl,TMDF\ lGZ1FZTF4 V<5 lX1F6 CMJFYL
V7FGTF pEL YFI K[P  VF l:YlT T [VMG [
V\WzwWF/]\ AGFJ[ K[P

s$f Nl,TMG] \ \  VFZMuI GA/] \ K [P V5MQF64 E}bIF
5[8 T[GL XFZLlZS CF,T SOM0L AG[ K[P

s5f Nl,TMDF\ EF{UMl,S VG[ ;FDFlHS V,UTF HMJF
D/[ K[P VF 5lZl:YlT C\D[XF T[DG[ 5|UlT SZTF
V8SFJ[ K[P VFIMHG 5|DF6[ SFI" YT]\ GYLP

s&f Nl,T ;D}CMG]\ ;FDFlHS :YFG GLR]\ K[P T[YL T[GL
;FY[ V:5'xITF VFRZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P E[NEFJ
EI]"" J,6 K[P

s*f VF V:5'xI VG[ Nl,TMG] \ HFC[ZHLJG ;\S]lRT
EI]" K[P VGFDTYL HFC[ZHLJGDF\ 5|J[X YIM K[P
KTF\ lG6"IM p5,F JU" TZOL ZCIF K[P

s(f Nl,TMDF\ VF\TlZS E[NEFJ K[P  T [VMDF \
V;\Ul9TTFG[ SFZ6[ T[VMGF\ lJSF;G[ ~\W[ K[P

s)f Nl,TM 5MTFGF lZJFHMG[ VG[ 5Z\5ZFUT jIJ:YFG[
J/UL ZCIF K[P  T [YL T [VM 5MTFGF pt;JM4
lJlWVMDF\ BM8F BRF" SZLG[ 5MTFG] \ VFlY"S :TZ
GLR]\  AGFJ[ K [P

s!_f VGFDT 5|YFGM H[ ,FE T[VMG[ D/[ K[P T[DF\ 56
T[GL GLR,L 7FTLG[ J\lRT ZFB[ K[P 5MTFGF\ S]8]\AGM
H lJSF; SZ[ K[P

s!!f Nl,TMDF\ VGFDT HuIFGM ,FE CJ[ 5KL GlC
D/[4 SFZ6 S [ T[DF \ 56 lX1F6G] \ 5 |DF6 JWL
UI]\ K[P VGFDT 5|YFGM ,FE Nl,TMDF\ Nl,TG[
,FE D?IM GYLP

s!Zf Nl,TM DF8[ ;ZSFZ[ lJSF; S<IF6 IMHGFVM X~ SZL
K[P T[GF ,FE JF:TlJS ,FEFYL"G[ D/TF GYLP NFPTP
VF \U6JF0LDF \ *_ AF/SMGL DFlCTL CMI 56
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tIF\ Z_ H AF/SM E6TF CMI4 H[DF\ 5_ AF/
SMGM ,FE T[GF SD"RFZLG[ D/[ K[P VF ;ZSFZL
IMHGFDF\ 5 |EFJ VMKM CMI K[P

s!#f Nl,TM4 VFlNJF;LG] \ lJSF;G]\ H [ DM0[, K[ T[G[
:JLSFZTF  GYLP H[ EN=JU"GF lJSF;G]\ H[ DM0[,
K[4  T [G [ T[VM DFgI U6TF GYLP T[GF 5MTFGF
lJ:TFZDF\ H[ jIJ:YFVM4 ;[JFVM V5FI TM H
T[VM T[GM :JLSFZ SZX[P

s!$f Nl,TMGL V\NZ B}A DM8F 5|DF6DF \ lB |:TL
lDXGZLVM YFI K[P Nl,TMG] \ lB |:TLSZ6 YFI
K[P T[VM 5FK/ ZC[,F DF6;G[ lX1F64 ;[JFVM VF5[
K[P T[YL lAG lB|:TL VFlNJF;L T[DGM lJZMW SZ[ K[P
5lxRDLSZ6GF ,LW[ VFJL 5lZl:YlT pEL YFI K[P
VF 5lZl:YlT wJFZF lX1F64 HLJG :TZ ;]WFZ[ TM
ALHL AFH] T[DGF\ ;D}NFIGF EFU,F 5F0[ K[P

s!5f Nl,T G[TFVMG]\ G[T'tJ GA/]\ VG[ :JFYL" K[P T[VM
5MTFGF H ;D}NFIGM lJSF; SZ[ K[P

s!&f J{lxJSZ64 BFGULSZ6 VG[ pNFZLSZ6GL 5|lS|IF
pEL Y. K[P T[DF\ BFGULSZ6GF ,LW[ VF56FDF\
U]6JtTF4 ,FISFT4 lX1F6 CX[4 TM H 8SL XSFX[P
Nl,TMTDF\ HM VF AW]\  GlC CMI TM T[VM 8SL
XSX[ GlC\P

BFGUL 1F[+DF\ VGFDT GlC \ ov
EFZT ;ZSFZ VG[ U]HZFT ;ZSFZGL SR[ZLDF\

VGFDT 5|YFGF SFZ6[ Nl,TMG[ GMSZLVM 5|F%T YFI K[ 56
JT"DFG ;DI[ VF56L ;ZSFZM 36L AWL ;ZSFZL sVW" ;ZSFZLf
SR[ZLVMG[ BFGUL S\5GLDF\ OZ[JL ZCL K[P 36L DM8L X{1Fl6S
;\:YFVM DM8L DM8L S\5GLVM DM8F pnMUM JU[Z[ HFC[Z
;FC;MDF\ VFJF Nl,TMG[ T[DGF\ SFDGL 5}Z[5}ZL HF6SFZL
VG[ ,FISFT CMJF KTF T[VM V[S Nl,T CMJFG[ SFZ6[ BFGUL
S\5GLGF DFl,SM s;J6M" "f CMJFYL T[DG[ GMSZLDF\ ZFBTF
GYLP JT"DFG ;DI[ ;ZSFZ 36F DM8F EFUMDF\ BFGULSZ6
SZL ZCL K[P T[YL CJ[ tIF\\ T[DG[ VGFDTGM ,FE D/TM GYL
VG[ ,FISFT 5|DF6[ TM tIF\ GMSZL D/TL GYL VG[ T[VM
A[SFZvA[ZMHUFZ AG[ K[P VFYL Nl,TMGF 36F ;\U9GM T[DF\
56 VGFDT ZFBJF DF8[GL ;ZSFZDF\ DF\U6L SZ[ K[P
Nl,TMGL GJL 5[-LDF\ 5|DFNL56] VG[ VF/; ov

VFhFNLGF 5_ JQFM" 5KL CJ[ H[ TASSM X~ YIM K[ T[
lJSF;GF ,FEMDF\ ;DFHDF\ GLR[GF :TZ[ ZC[,L 7FlTVM
TZO UlT SZJFGM K[P Nl,TMGL 5|YD 5[-L D]xS[,L J[9L VFU/
VFJL ;F~ lX1F6 D[/jI]\P ;FZL GMSZLVM D[/JL VG[ 5MTFGL
VFlY"S l:YlT p\RL ,FJLG[ T[DGF 5KLGL ALHL 5[-LG[ VMKL
DC[GT[ VG[ 5|IF;MV[ VG[S ;UJ0M D/L VG[ DF\U6LVM ;\TMQFJF
,FUL VFYL T[DGFDF\ 5|DFNL56] VG[ VF/;[ 5|J[X SIM" T[VM
CJ[ S9LG DC[GT VG[ JW] 5|IF;M SZJFDF\ 5FKF 50JF
,FuIF K[P ALHL TZO ;ZSFZ 56 CJ[ Nl,T 7FlTVMDF\
H[VMG[ 5_ JQFM"DF\ SM. ,FE GYL D?IF S[ VMKF D?IF K[P

VFGL ;FY[ H VF 7FlTDF\ WLZ[ WLZ[ lX1F6GF 5|RFZGL ;FY[
CJ[ lX1F6 l;JFI lJSF; ;FWJM VWZM K[P Nl,T ;DFHGF
p5,F :TZGL 7FlTVMGL ALHL 5[-L AF5GF 5{;[ DHF4
TFU0lWgGF SZJFDF\ VG[ VFG\N SZJF TZO J/L ZC[,L
HMJF D/[ K[P T[VM 5{;FNFZ AF5GF KMSZF TZLS[ ;FDFgI
VFJS VF5TF SFDM SZJFDF \ GFG5vXZD VG]EJ[ K[P
T[YL 36F DM8F XC[ZM VG[ T[DF\ ZC[,F Nl,T VlWSFZLVM
VG[ 5{;FNFZGF KMSZF VF/;] AgIF K[P VF56F Nl,T
;DFHGL DM8L ;D:IF K[P

Nl,T ;DFHGL ALHL VUtIGL ;D:IF T [VM
5MTFGF lNSZLvlNSZFGF ,uG 5|;\U[ ,FBM ~l5IFGM W}DF0M
SZ[4 BM8F BRF"VM SZ[ VG[ V[SALHF ;FD[ N[BFN[BLGM B[,
5F0[ K[ H[ 56 V[S ;D:IF K[P
p5;\CFZ ov

;DU| RRF"G[ VFWFZ[ V[D SCL XSFI S[ Nl,TM
C0W}T HLJG HLJTF CTFP VFH[56 U|FDL6 ;D]NFIDF\
SFINM CMJF KTF\ 36L D]xS[,L VG[ ;D:IFVMDF\ HLJG
HLJ[ K[P JT"DFG ;DIDF\ lX1F6GL GJL TSM JWJFYL lX1F6
D[/JLG[ U|FDL6 HLJG KM0LG[ XC[ZMDF\ ZC[JFG] \ X~ SI]"
VG[ XC[ZL HLJG ;]B~5 ,FuI]\ K[P H[ GMSZL SZ[ K[ T[ Nl,T
CJ[ T[GM lJ:TFZ KM0LG[ GJF lJ:TFZDF\ ZC[JF DF8[ DSFG
BZLNJF HFI K[ tIFZ[ T[ Nl,T CMJFYL ;FZF lJ:TFZDF\
;J6M"GL ;FY[ ZC[9F6 D[/JL XSTF GYL VG[ GYL T[VM 5MTFGF
lJ:TFZDF\ ZCL XSTF VF 56 V[S ;D:IF K[P ALHL V[S
DM8L ;D:IF V[ K[ S[ Nl,T VlWSFZL VG[ 5{;FNFZGF KMSZF
VF/;] AgIF K[ T[DH Nl,T ;DFHGL V[S VUtIGL ;D:IF
V[ K[ S[ T[VM lNSZF S[ lNSZLGF ,uG 5|;\U[ BM8F BRF"VM
SZLG[ V[S ALHF SZTF Rl0IFTF N[BFJFGM 5|ItG SZ[ K[P
VFD Nl,TMGL VD]S ;D:IFVM C/JL AGL K[P T[GL ;FD[
VD]S ;D:IFVM Hl8, :J~5[ HMJF D/[ K[P

;\NE" U|\YM
 Z;L,FA[G  GP 5ZDFZ4 ;DFHlD+GF V\SM sDFl;Sf4

DFR""vZ__# VDNFJFN
 DFl8"G  D[SJFG4 ;\WQF"GF ;YJFZ[4 GJ;H"G4Z__!

VDNFJFN
 DFl8"G  D[SJFG4 SNFR HFlT V[ J\XG 56 CMI4 GJ;H"G

J0MNZF
 0MPGLZFA[G  N[;F.4 U]HZFTDF \ VMU6L;DL ;NLDF \

;FDFlHS 5lZJT"G4VDNFJFN  ;FDFlHS 5lZJT"G
 0MPDG]EF.  DSJF6F4 U]HZFTDF\ VG];}lRT HFlTVM4

Z___ VDNFJFN
 plD",FA[G  58[,4 U]HZFTGF\ lJSF;TF ;D]NFIM

VDNFJFN
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cc SM/L 7FlTDF\ AN,FT]\ ;FDFHLS HLJGcc
  5|tI[S ;DFH T[GL 5FIF~5 ;\:YFVM CMI K[P EFZTLI
;DFHDF\ 7FlT4 S]8]\A4WD"" 5FIFGL ;FDFHLS ;\:YFVM K[P
7FlT ;\:YF EFZTLI ;DFHGL V[S 5FIFGL jIJ:YF K[P VFH[
56 V[S DCtJGF ;FDFHLS A/ TZLS[ EFZTLI ;DFHHLJG
GF \ lJlJW 1F [+M DF\ V[S IF ALHL ZLT [ 7FlTGM 5|EFJ
HMJF D/[ K[P
EFZTLI .lTCF;GF lJlJW I]UM NZlDIFG 7FlT5|YF V[
lJlJW :J~5M WFZ6 SIF"" K[P T[DF\ S[8,FS 5lZJTGM" 56
VFjIF K[P VF ;\:YFGL V[S GM\W5F+ lJlXQ8TF V[ ZCL S[
AN,FTL 5lZl:YlT ;FY[ VG]S},G ;FWL ,[TL CMJFYL T[DF\
5lZJT"G VFJT]\ CMJF KTF\ T[ 5MTFG] \ D] ]/E}T Vl:TtJ
8SFJL ZFB[ K[P T [DF \ T [G] \ SFIF "tDS DCtJ jIST  YFI
K[P
5|MPV[PV[DPXFC o
7FlTjIj:YF V[8,L AWL Hl8, K[ S[ T[GF EFU~5 7FlT
V[SDMGL RMSS; jIFbIF VF5JL D]xS[, K[P 7FlTjIJ:YF
B\0lJEFHG VG[ SM8LS|D V[D A[ l;\wWF\TM wJFZF lGI\l+T
YFI K[P
5|MPV[DPV[GPzLlGJF; o cc 7FlT V[ J\XFG]UT V\TlJ"JFCL4
SM. V[S jIJ;FI ;FY[ 5Z\5ZFUT ;\AW WZFJT]\  VG[
7FlTVMGF SMl8S|D DF \ lGlüT :YFG WZFJT] \  ;FDFgI
ZLT[ :YFlGS H]Y K[P 7FlTVM JrR[GF\ ;\AWM X]lwW VG[
VX]lwWGF\ bIF,M J0[ lGI\l+T YFI K[4 VG[ ;CEMlHTF
;FDFgI ZLT[ 7FlTDF\ H YFI K[P
5|MP V[;P N]A[ o
 7FlTGF\ ;eIM ;DFG ;\:S'lT WZFJ[ K [P VF ;\:S'lT
7FlTGF\ ;eIMGL HLJGX{,L ZR[ K[P VF ;\:S'lT ;FDFHLSGL
5|lS|IF wJFZF GJL 5[-LDF\ C:TF\TlZT YTL ZC[ K[P
 ,1F6M o  0MP 5|MP UMlJ\N ;NFlXJ W]I" 7FlTGF\ K
5Z\5ZFUT ,1F6M GM\W[ K[P
!P lCN] \  ;DFHG] \  H]NF H ]NF B\0MDF \ lJEFHG
!P!f 7FlTG]\ ;eI5N VG[ NZHHM HgDUT CMI K[P
!PZf 7FlT 5\RFIT
!#f 7FlTGL 5MTFGL VFUJL ;\:S'lT
 ZP S M l 8 S | D
#P BFG5FG VG[ ;FDFHLS jIJCFZ V\U[ 5|lTA\WM
$P GFUlZS TYF WFlD"S V;DFGTFVM
5P jIJ;FIGL 5;\NUL p5Z V\S]XM
&P ,uG 5ZGF\ 5|lTA\WM

 7FlT5|YFGF\ ,1F6MDF\ 5lZJT"GM
!P BFG5FG ;\AlWT lGQF[W lGIDMGL 5S0 W8L K[
ZP 7FlT VG[ 5Z\5ZFUT jIFjIFl;S ;\AWM SDHMZ YIF K[
#P 7FlTGM 5\RFITG]\ :JT\+ Vl:TtJ ZCI]\  GYL
$P HHDFGL 5|YFG] \ Vl:TtJ GlCJT ZCI]\  K [
5P VF\TZ7FlTI VF\TZlS|IFtDS lGIDM lXlY,
&P VF\TZ7FlTI ,uGM 5|DF6 JwI] \  K [
 7FlT5|YFDF\ VFJ[, 5lZJT"G DF8[GF\ 5lZA/M
!f VFW]lGS lX1F6
Zf XC[ZLSZ6
#f VM{WMlUSZ6
$f VFW]lGSZ6
5f SFG]lGSZ6
&f ;FDFHLS v WFlD"S ;]WFZ6F VF\NM,GM
*f :Y/F\TZ PPP

H [JF 5lZA/MGF \ SFZ6[ 5Z\5ZFUT ,1F6MDF \
5lZJT"G GM\WFIF K[P
5lZRI o

;\NE" VG];FZ SM/L ;]I"J\XL 1Fl+IM K[P .1JFS] J\XL
5]+ DF \WFTF GF \ J \XHM 56 SC[JFI K[P EFZT N[XGL
5]ZFTG ;D]CGL 7FlT K[P D]bItJ[ DCFZFQ8=4 U]HZFT VG[
VF\W5|N[X4 TlD,GF0]4 ZFH:YFG ;lCT ;DU| EFZTDF\ J;JF8
SZ[ K[P  EFZTDF\ SM/LVMGL !_$_ YL JW] 7FlTVM4
5[8F7FlTVM4 UM{+ ;lCTGL K[P U]HZFTDF\ SM/LVMGL J:TL
D]bItJ[ EFJGUZ4 H]GFU-4 ;]Z[gN=GUZ4 VDZ[,L4 ;]ZT4
GJ;FZL4 AM8FN4 ZFHSM84 VG[ J,;F04 XC[ZGL VF;5F; K[
D]bItJ[ B[TL4 DFKLDFZ4 jIJ;FI ;FY[ HM0FI[, K[P SM/L
;DFH DF8[ VM/BFTF S[8,FS 5|Rl,T XaNM H[JF S[[ S[J84
lGQFFN4 D<<FFC4 GFlJS4 DK]VF WLJZ JU[Z[ W\WF S[ jIJ;FI
G[ ,UTF ;\AMWGM K[P
 SM/L XaNGL pt5lT o
s!f OFA;" ZF;DF/F D]HA o cc D}/ 5]Z]QF G] \ GFD

SM/Lcc p5Z YL SM/L XaN VFjIM K[P
sZf 0MP lJ<;G GF\ SC[JF 5|DF6[ ccS],Lcc p5ZYL SM/L

SC[JFIP
s#f S[8,FS lJwJFG GF DT D]HA ccSMZcc lSGFZF 5ZYL

SM/L XaN VFjIMP
s$f D]\A. .,FSFG]\ U[h[8 s!)_!vZ#&f SM/L XaNGM

VY"" ccDKJFcc SZ[ K[P
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 U]HZFTDF\ SM/L 7FlT o
!)#! GL K[<,L 7FlT VFWFlZT HGU6GF D]HA4

S ], J:TLGF\ ZZ@ SM/L ,MSM GL J:TL CTL U]HZFTGF \
SM/L ;DFHGF \ .Q8N[J zLDF\WFTF K[P  H [DGL ZYIF+F
W6F :Y/MYL DSZ;\S|FlTGF\ lNJ;[ GLS/[ K[P
 U]HZFTDF\ SM/L 7FlTGF\ :YFlGS 5[8FlJEFU
 Nl1F6 U]HZFT o SM/L 58[,4 S[PT/5NF4 DF8LIF U],FD4

DFG;ZMJlZIF
 ;M{ZFQ8= o 58[l,IF4 3[0LIF4 J/FSLIF4 R]\JF/LIF4 5UL VG[

SM/L
 pTZ U]HZFT o R]JF/LIF4 .\NZLIF
 DwI U]HZFT o 5ZN[XL4 T/5NF4 EFl,IF4

SM8JF/F4 5UL4 R]\JF/LIF4 N[AZLI4 58[l,IF VG[ ZF9JF
DCFtDF UF \WLHL V[ V[S JFZ lJWFG SZ[, ] \

ccSM/LVM TM A/LIF\ K[Pcc :JT\+TFGM .lTCF; 56 VF
SMDGF\ lJX[ VG[ lJZF\UGFVMGF XMI" SYGFSMYL V\lST K[P
S[8,FS pNFCZ6 HM.V[ TM s!f !(5* A/JF ;DI[ h,SFZL
N],{IF GFD GF\ SM/L lJZ\UGF V[ ZF6L ,1DLAF. GM J[X
,. G[ ARFjIF sZf GUZ5FZSZ GM Z]5F SM/L s#f UF\WLHL G[
SM/L 7FlTVMV[[ DL9FGF\ ;tIFU|CDF\ ;FY VF%IMP s$f
SM/L VFU[JFG OSLEF. p5Z UF\WLHLG[ B]A 5|[D CTMP s5f
!)$Z GL ,0F.DF\ SM/L DUG WGHL G[ UM/L JFU[, T[DG[
SM/L AC[GM V[ Z1F6 VF5L ;FZJFZ SZ[,P s&f EFJGUZ GF\
;tIFU|CL TZLS[ hh}DLG[ XlCN YI[,F SFGHL DF:TZGF\ W[Z
T[DGF\ 5tGL ;MGAF. V[ WZ[6F\GM tIFU SZ[,P VFD VG[S
pNFCZ6M SM/L 7FlTGM lh\NFlN, lJZTFEIF " SFI" " 4
5|FDFl6STF NXF"J[ 5Z\T] N[XDF\ VG[S XF;GM VFjIF\ 7FlT
V,U v V,U lJ:TFZDF\ lJEFHLT Y. VG[ 5|UlTDF\
V0R6~5 ;D:IFGF\ SFZ6[ VFhFNL AFN lJSF;UlTlX,
AgIM GlCP SM/L 7FlTDF\ X{1Fl6S4 VFlY"S4 ZFHlSI4 TYF
;FDFHLS 1F[{+[ IMuI lJSF;GF\ VEFJ[ VgI 7FlT H[8,L
UlTlX,TF HMJF D/TL GYLP H[GF D]bI +6 SFZ6M K[P
!P V\WzwwFF
ZP S]lZJFHM
#P jI;GM
$P lX1F6 GF \ 5|DF6 VMK] \  HMJF D/[ K[P

J/L 4 NZ[S 5|SFZGF \ +F;GM EMU AgIFP VG[
;TFWFZL JU[" JQFM"" ;]WL XMQF6 SI]""P

K[<,F K v ;FT JQFM " "YL ;DFHGF\ W6F\ AWF\
;\U9GM4 ;\:YFVM4 D\0/M4 SM/L 7FlTG[ ;FRL NLXFDF\ 5|UlT
VG[ lJSF; SZL XS[ TYF ;DFHGL V\NZ ZC[,F EI\SZ N}QF6M
GFA}N YFI T[ DF8[ VYFU 5|ItGM X~ YIF\ K[P EFJGUZ
HL<<FFDF\ SM/L ;DFHGF\ ;\U9G £FZF SM/L 7FlT TYF
VgI ;FDFHLSv VFlY"S ZLT[ 5KFT 7FlTVM DF8[ 5|ItGM
SZL ZCIF K[P

BF; SZLG[ ;DFHDF\ V\WzwWF 5|tI[ HFU'T SZJM4
TYF J{7FlGS J,6M lJS;FJJFP S]lZJFHM  H[ ;DFHGF\
lJSF;G[ AFWF~5 K[P T[ N}Z SZJF SFI"S|DM4 ;EF;\D[,G SZL
IMuI lNXF TZO ,. HJF DF8[ VG[S VFU[JFGM ;\U9G SFI"ZT
YIF K[P jI;G ;DFHG]\ EIFGS N}QF6 K[P H[GF\ SFZ6[
CHFZM AC[GM GFGL p\DZ[ lJWJF AG[ K[P CHFZM AF/SM VGFY
AgIF K[P  I]JFGMDF \ JWT] \  jI;GG] \  5|DF6 N[XGF \
EFlJ W0TZDF\ lR\TFHGS AgI]\ K [P jI;G D]lST  DF8[
5|ItGM SZL ZCIF K[P
cc SM/L 7FlTDF\ ;FDFHLS 5lZJT"G DF8[ lJlJW 5|IF;M cc
!f ;D]C,uGMt;J o ,uG V[ ;DFHG]\ VlGJFI"" V\U K[P

JT"DFG ;DIDF\ JWlT DM\WJFlZGF\ SFZ6[ VFlY"S ZLT[
GA/F S ]8 ] \A DF8[ Z_!5 DF \ !55 ;D}C ,uG
Z_!&v!* DF \ Z55 ,uGMG ] \ VFIMHG SZJFDF \
VFJ[, CTMP H[DF\ 7FlTAFN G CTMP

Zf GM8A]S lJTZ6 o lX1F6 GF\ jIF5 JW[ TYF lJWFYL"G[
5|Mt;FCG DF8[ Z_!5 DF\ 5_ CHFZ GM8A}S Z_!&
DF\ Z ,FB4 TYF Z_!* !,FB GM8A}S lJTZ6 ZFCTNZ[
WMZ6 !_ VG[ !Z GF \ NZ[S 7FlTGF\ lJWFYL" " DF8[
YI] \  CT] \ P

#f :5WF"tDS 5lZ1FF  G.P.S.C TYF  U.P.S.C GF  JUM""
lJGFD}<I[ UZLA lJWFYL"VM DF8[ R,FJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P

$f ;\:S'lTS TYF ;FDFHLS SFI"S |DM DF8 [ U6[Xpt;J4
HgDFQ8lD DCMt;J TYF SMl/ ;DFHGF \ .Q8N[J
lJZDF\WFTF DCFZFHFGL XMEFIF+F K[<,F # JQFM "YL
VFIMHLT SZJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P H[GF\ £FZF ;F\:S'lTS
HF/J6L TYF ,MSEFULNFZL HMJF D/[ K[P H[DF\ cc
A[8L ARFJM A[8L 5-FVMcc jI;G D]lST4 T[DH :JF.G O,]
V8SFIT DF8[ 5__ H[8,F DF:S 5|;FlN :J~5[ lJTZ6
SZJFDF \ VFjIFP
H[ NXF"J[ K[ S[4 SM/L 7FlT GF\ ;\U9GM £FZF SZJFDF\
VFJ[, ;FDFHLS v VFlY"S SFI"S|DM" DF+ SM/L 7FlT
5]ZTF l;lDT G ZC[TF\ VG[S H~lZIFT YL J\lRT ;DFH
DF8[ ;DFH DF8[ 5lZJT"G TYF lJSF; DF8[ DMS/F DFUM"
;H"IF K[P

;\NE"
 EFZTDF\ ;DFH v DF/B]\ VG[ 5lZJT"GM o 5|MP

V[PHLPXFC 5|MP H[PS[ NJ[
 SM/L SMDGM V{lTCFl;S 5lZRI
 SM/L ;DFH o NL5S 5]ZL
 AN,FTF ;DFHDF \ Nl1F6 U]HZFTGF \ SM/LVMGM

VeIF;
 D],FSFT 5wWlT  o SM/L ;DFHGF\ 5|D]B zL ZFH]EF.

;M,\SL sEFJGUZf
 Census 1931 gov.in
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*#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFGL U|FDL6 ;D]NFI 5Z V;ZM
EFZTGL ;\:S'lT U|FDL6 ;\:S'lT K[P :JT\+TF 5|Fl%T 5C[,F VG[ :JT\+TF AFN  EFZTGF U|FDL6 ;D]NFIGF Vl:TtJ VG[
lJSF; AFAT[ UFD0FVMG[ V,FINF ZFBJFDF\ VFjIF CMI T[J] GLlTlJQFIS AFATM VG[ lGZL1F6M 5ZYL :5Q8 YFI K[P BF;
SZLG[ VFhFNL 5KL EFZTG]\ A\WFZ6 30JFDF\ VFjI] \ tIFZ[ A\WFZ6DF\ U|FDL6 lJ:TFZMGF lJSF; DF8[ SM. BF;
HMUJF. SZJFDF\ VFJL G CTLP VF AFAT DCFtDF UF\WLHLGF wIFG 5Z VFJTF T[D6[ "CZLHG A\W] "DF\ ;ZSFZGL E},
jIST SZL VG[ ;ZSFZ[ AF5]G] DFG ZFBLG[ A\WFZ6DF\ U|FDL6 lJ:TFZMGF ;JF"UL lJSF; DF8[ HMUJF. SZLP 5Z\T] N]oB JFT V[
ZCL S[ ;ZSFZ[ U|FDL6 lJ:TFZM DF8[ H[  ;\:YFSLI HMUJF. SZL T[ ZFHGLlTGF DFU"NX"S l;wWF\TMDF\ SZL H[ l;wWF\TM
ZFHIGF DZHLIFT lJQFIDF\ VFJ[ K[ V[8,[ S[ HM SM. ZFHI U|FD 5\RFITGL ZRGF SZJF DF\U[ TM SZL XS[ VG[ G SZJF
DF\UTL CMI TM G SZ[P H[ V\T[ TM U|FDL6 5|HF DF8[ G]SXFG SFZS CT]\P ZFHFXFCL I]U4 DMU,MG]\ XF;G4 V\U|[HMG] XF;G VG[
tIFZ 5KL EFZT ;ZSFZGF XF;G NZdIFG U|FDL6 ;D]NFI ,FRFZ l:YlTDF\ ZCIM K[P HM S[ UF{ZJGL JFT V[ K[ S[ X~JFTYL
H EFZTG]\ NZ[S UFD0]\ 5MTFGL H~ZLIFTMGL 5}lT" VY[" :JFJ,\AL ZCI]P ;\5 VG[ ;CSFZ U|FDL6 ;D]NFIGM D\+ ZCIM K[P
;]BDF\ S [ N]oBDF\ U|FDL6 ;D]NFI 5MTFGF 5Z H lGE"Z ZCIMP 5Z\T] HM T[ VFW]lGS 5|JFC ;FY[ HM0FI TM T[GF
:JFJ,\AGDF\ JWFZM YFI 5Z\T] T[GL RL\TF SM.G[ G CTLP VF AWFDF\ EFZTGF :JP J0F5|WFG ZFHLJ UF\WLV[ U|FDL6
;D]NFIGF lJSF; DF8[ ;\;NDF\ !))!DF\ *#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFGL RRF" X~ SZL4 VRFGS T[DG]\ VJ;FG YI]\
VG[ T[DG] :J%G J0F5|WFG zL 5LPJLP GZl;\CFZFJ[ 5]~ SI]"P :YFGLS :JZFH S[ 5\RFITL ZFHGF ;\NE"DF\ *#DM A\WFZ6LI
;]WFZM S|F\lTSFZL 5U,]\ K[ VG[ T[GL V;ZM WLZ[ WLZ[ N[BFJF ,FUL K[P HM U|FDL6 ;D]NFI HFU'T ZLT[ .rK[TM *#DF\
A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZF £FZF EFZTDF\ U|FDL6 ;D]NFIGL ;ZSFZ ZRL XSX[P

 *#DM A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZMv!))Z ov
    zL 5LPJLP GZL;\CFZFJGL ;ZSFZ[ U|FD 5\RFITM DF8[ *#DM
A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZM ;\;NDF\ 5;FZ SIM" " H[G[ Z_ V[5|L,
!))#GF ZMH ZFQ8=5lTV[ D\H}ZLGL DCMZ DFZL VG[ Z$
V[5|L, !))#GF ZMH ZFH5+DF \ 5 |l;â YTF \ T [
TFZLBYL H VD,DF\ VFjIMP VF ;FY[ H GUZ5F,LSFVM
DF8 [ *$DM A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZM ;\;NDF \ ZH} SZJFDF \
VFjIM H[ ! H}G !))#YL VD,DF\ VFjIMP VF AgG[
;]WFZF U|FDL6 VG[ XC[ZL :YFGLS :JZFHGL ;\:YFVM ;FY[
;\S/FI[,F K[ VG[ V[S VFD}, 5lZJT"G ;DFG K[P
    U]HZFTDF\ U]HZFT 5\RFIT WFZM !))#DF \ 5;FZ
SZJFDF\ VFjIM H[ !5 V[5|L, !))$YL VD,DF\ VFjIMP
*#DF \ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZF £FZF EFZTGF A\WFZ6DF \
EFUv) “5\RFITM"GF GFDYL pD[ZJFDF\ VFjIMP H[DF
S,DvZ$#DF \ S,D vZ$#qA YL S,D vZ$#qO
pD[ZJFDF\ VFjIF ;FYM ;FY !!DL VG];}RL HM0JFDF\
VFJL H [DF S,D D]HA Z) lJQFIGM p<,[B SZJFDF \

VFjIMP ;FYM ;FY S,Dv Z(_DF\ 56 ;]WFZM SZJFDF\
VFjIMP
 *#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFGL D]bI HMUJF.VM ov
!f Z_ ,FBYL JW] J:TL WZFJTF TDFD ZFHIM DF8[

l+v:TZLI 5\RFITL ZFHG] DF/B]  OZHLIFT
SZJFDF \ VFjI]P

Zf U|FD:TZ[  U|FD;EFGL ZRGF SZJFGL HMUJFI
SZJFDF\ VFJLP

#f NZ[S :TZ[ ;eIMGL ;LWL VYF"T “5|tI1F" R]\86L
SZJFDF \ VFJX[P

$f TF,]SF 5\RFIT VG[ lH<,F 5\RFITGF VwI1FMGL
R]\86L “5ZM1F" ZLT[ VYF"T R]\8FI[,F ;eIM SZX[P

5f VG];}lRT HFlT4 VG];}lRT HGHFTL DF8[ J:TL D]HA
VGFDT VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P

&f NZ[S :TZ[ DlC,FVMG[ ## @ VGFDT VF5JFDF\
VFJX[ H[DF VG];}lRT HFlT4 VG];}lRT HGHFTLGL
DlC,FVMG[ VGFDTGM ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFjIMP

*f H[ 1F [+DF \ VgI 5KFT JU"GL J:TL CMI tIF
5\RFITGF !_DF \ EFUGL A[9SM T [DGF DF8 [
VGFDT ZC[X[P
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(f AWFH 5|SFZGL VGFDT A[9SM VG[ CMNFVM OZTF
ZC[X[P

)f +6[I :TZ[ ;FDFlHS gIFI ;lDlTGL ZRGF
SZJFDF \ VFJX[P

!_f 5\RFITGM SFI "SF/ 5\RFITGL 5|YD A[9SGL
TFZLBYL 5 JQF"GM ZC[X[P

!!f 5\RFITMG[ !!DL VG];}RLGF Z) lJQFIM AFATGL
TDFD ;TFVM 5|F%T YX[P

!Zf ZFHIGL lJWFG;EF £FZF 5\RFITMG[ J[ZM VG[
VgI lO p3ZFJFGL ;TF ZC[X[P

!#f VFlY"S ;CFI DF8[ ZFHI5F, £FZF NZ 5F\R JQF"[“
GF6F5\RGL HMUJFI SZJFGL ZC[X[P

!$f 5\RFITMGF lC;FAM T5F;JF DF8[ ZFHI ;ZSFZ
SFINFlSI HMUJFI SZX[P

!5f 5\RFITGF +6[I :TZMGL R ] \86L ZFHIG] \
R]\86L5\R SZX[P

!&f ;eIMGL U[Z,FISFT V\U[ ZFHI ;ZSFZGF SFINFG[
VG];ZJFG] ZC[X[P

 p5ZMST ;]WFZM VFHFlN 5KLGF 8]\SF ;DIUF/F NZdIFG
YJF HM.TF CTF 5Z\T] K [S !))#DF\ GZl;\CFZFJGL
;ZSFZ[ 5]6" SI]"" H[ V[S S|F\TLSFZL 5U,] K[P H[6[ 5\RFITL ZFHGL
VG[S ;D:IFVMGM SFIN[;ZGM pS[, VF%IM K[P H[GL V;Z ;DU|
EFZT ;lCT U]HZFTDF\ 56 HMJF D/L K[P ;FRF VY"DF\
VF ;]WFZM 5\RFITL ZFHGF pN[xIMG[ l;wW SZJF DF8[ V[S
V;ZSFZS ;FWG 5]ZJFZ YI] K[ T[D SlCV[ TM SM.
VlTlXIMlST GYLP ;JF, DF+ 5|HFGL .rKF XlSTGM K[P
 *#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFGL ;FDFlHS V;ZM ov
 5|FRLG ;DIDF \ ;FDFlHS jIJ:YFDF \ J6F"zD

jIJ:YF :JLS'T CTL VG[ T[G[ :JWD"" ;FY[ ;\A\W CTMP NZ[S
J6" 5MTFGF J6" 5|tI[ U{ZJ ,[TF CTFP 5Z\T] H[D
H[D ;DI 5;FZ YTM UIM T [D T [D 5|FRLG
;FDFlHS jIJ:YF AN,FJF ,FUL H[DF ;F{YL JWFZ[
G ]SXFG X]£ J6"DF \ VFJTF ,MSMG [ YI]P  T [DGF
G]SXFGGL EZ5F. ,MSXFCL ;DFH £FZF SZJFGM 5|ItG
YIM 5Z\T] S[8,FS 5Z\5ZFUT ZLT[ VG[ 5MTFGF lCTMG[ H
DCtJ VF5GFZ ,MSM X]£ ;]WL ,MSXFCLGF O/
5CMRJF N[TF G CTFP *#DF\ A \WFZ6LI ;]WFZFV[
X]£M DF8[ .lTCF;GL VF J[NGF GFA]N SZL NLWLP

 EFZTLI 5\RFITL ZFHGF ;\NE"DF\ *#DF \
A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFV[ HMUJF.VM £FZF U|FD 5\RFIT
VG[ U|FD ;EFGL ZRGF OZHLIFT AGFJJFDF\ VFJL
H[DF\ VG];}lRT HGHFTL4 VG];}lRT HFTLG[ J:TLGF
WMZ6[ VGFDT VF5JFDF\ VFJL 5ZL6FD[ ;DFHGF
5KFT JUM"G[ :YFGLS :JZFHGL ;\:YFVMFDF\ CMNFVM
5|F%T YIF VG[ S[8,FS 5KFT JU"GF ,MSMV[ CMNF 5Z
VFJLG[ HFC[Z HJFANFZL V[8,L ;Z; ZLT[ lGEFJL S[
H[GL GM\3 AGL A[9[,F ,MSMV[ ,[JL 50L V[8,] H GCL\
5Z\T ] EFZTLI ;DFHDF\ 5KFT JU"GF ,MSMV[
;FALT SZL NLW] S[ VD[ 56 EFZTGF ptYFG DF8[ ;A/
KLV[P VF AFAT EFZTLI ;DFHDF\ *#DF \
A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFG[ VFEFZL K[P

 *#DF\ A \WFZ6LI ;]WFZF âFZF U|FDL6
;D]NFIMDF \ ;DZ;TFGL V5[1FF ZFBJFDF\ VFJLP
VF ;]WFZFGF VD,~5[ GJL U|FD5\RFITMGL ZRGF
SZJF DF8[ YI[,L 5|YD R\}86LVM ;DI[ ;DZ;TF 5Z
EFZ D]SJFDF\ VFjIM VFYL U]HZFTGF VG[S UFDM
;DZ; HFC[Z YIF VG[ U|FD5\RFITMGL ZRGF ;\3QF"
JLGF XSI AGLP

 *#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZF VgJI[ U|FD S1FFV[
U|FD;EFGL ZRGF SZJFGL HMUJFI SZJFDF\ VFJLP
VF U|FD;EF UFDGL DTNFZ IFNLDF\ ;DFlJQ8 YTF
TDFD :+Lv5]~QMGL AG[,L K[P V[8,] H GCL\ VF
U|FD;EFG[ ZFHIGF SFINF D}HAGL ;TF VG[ SFI"
VF5JFDF \ VFjIF K[P VFYL DTNFZ IFlNDF \
;DFlJQ8 UFDGL NZ[S jIlST ;FDFlHS ;DZ;TF
;H"JFDF\4 UFDGF lJSF; DF8[ CFY WZJFGF SFDMGM
VU|TFS|D GlSS SZJFDF\4 lC;FAM R[S SZJFDF\4 lJSF;
SFDM D\H]Z SZJFDF\ DCtJGL E}lDSF EHJTL Y. K[
T[DH lG6"IM p5Z 5MTFGM 5|EFJ 56 5F0L XS[ K[P
VFD4 UFDDF\ J;JF8 SZTL NZ[S jIlST ;TFDF \
EFULNFZ CMJFGM VG]EJ SZTL Y.P

 *#DF\ A \WFZ6LI ;]WFZFV[ 5KFT JU"GF ,MSMG [
56 ,MSXFCL XF;G 5wWTL ;FY[ ;F\S/JFG]\ SFI" SI]"
K[P VF SFI" 5|YDYL H SZJFDF\ VFjI] CMT  TM JT"DFG
,MSXFCL  S.S H]NFH 5|SFZGL CMT 5Z\T] N[Z VFI[ N]Z:T
VFI[ CJ[ 5KFT ,MSM :JT\+ ZLT[ HFC[ZHLJGDF\ :YFG
D[/JTF YIF H[GF CSFZFtDS 5ZL6FDM 56 5|F%T YJF
,FuIF K[P

 *#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFV[ U|FDL6 5KFT
DlC,FVMDF\ 5C[,J'lTG[ HgD VF%IM K[P 5lZ6FD[
DlC,FVM HFC[ZDF\ 5\RFITGL A[9SDF\ EFU ,[TL
Y. K[4 AM,TL Y. K[4 ;]RG SZTL Y. K[ V[8,]H GCL\
VIMuI lG6"IMGM lJZMW 56 SZ[ K [P  VG[ IMuI
SFDULZL SZJF DF8[ 5|ItGXL, AGL K[P 5C[, J'lTV[
5]~QFMGL lD<ST U6FTL CTL 5Z\T] *#DF\ ;]WFZFV[
SFINFSLI jIJ:YF 5]ZL 5F0L VG[ DlC,FVMG [
5C[,J'lTGL TS VF5L H[ TS DlC,FVMV[ ;O/TF 5}J"S"
;FALT SZL ATFJL K[P T[ DF8[ U]HZFTGF 5\RFITL
ZFHDF\ NlQ8= SZLV[ TM T[GF VG[S pNFCZ6M HM.
XSFI K[P

 *#DF\ A \WFZ6LI ;]WFZFV[ EFZTLI ,MSXFCLG [
;FRF VY"DF\ 5\RFITL ZFH ;FY[ HM0JFG]\ SFI" SI]" "
K[ SFZ6 S[ EFZTGL ,MSXFCL V[8,[ S[8,FSGL 4 S[8,FS
DF8[GL VG[ S[8,FS £FZF RF,TL ,MSXFCL AGL U. CTLP
H[DF 5KFT JU"GF ,MSMG[ T[DH DlC,FVMG[ SM.H :YFG
G CT]P H[ EFZTLI ,MSXFCL DF8[ S,\S ;DFG CT]\
ALHL ZLT[ VF S,\S EFZTLI ;DFHG]\ S,\S CT] 5Z\T]
*#DF \ A \WFZ6LI ;]WFZFV[ 5\RFITL ZFHDF \ 5N
VG[ 5NFlWSFZ DF8[ NZ[S DF8[ NZJFHF B]<,F SZL NLWF
H[ ,MSXFCL ;FY[ ;];\UT K[P

 *#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFYL  lJS [lg§T jIJ:YFG [
8SFp56]4 lGlzT lNXF T[DH V[S 5|SFZG] \ UF{ZJ
5|F%T YI[,] HMJF D/[ K[P
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VFD4 *#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFV[ 5Z\5ZFUT U|FDL6
;D]NFIMDF\ GJF"JF; 5]ZJFG]\ SFI" SI]" K[P H[GF SFZ6[
U|FDL6 ;D]NFIMDF \ :JT\+TF VG[ ;DFGTFGF
CSSMGM lJSF; YIMP *#DF\ A \WFZ6LI ;]WFZFYL
U|FDL6 ;D]NFIDF\ S[8,LS V{lTCF;LS ;O/TVM 5|F%T
Y. TM ;FYM ;FY S[8,LS AFATM V[JL 56 K[ H[GL lGQO/
TF p0LG[ VF\B[ J/U[ K[P

 *#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFGL GA/F.VM ov
 U|F;EF JF:TJDF \ U|FD5\RFITGL DFT ' ;\:YF K[P

*#DF\ A \WFZ6LI ;]WFZFDF\ U |FD;EFGL ZRGFGL
HMUJFI SZJFDF\ VFJL 5Z\T] T[GL ;TF VG[ SFI"
GlSS SZJFG] SFI" H[ T[ ZFHIGL lJWFG;EF 5Z KM0LDF
VFjI]P VFYL ,UEU NZ[S ZFHI U|FD;EFG[ JWFZ[ ;TF
VF5JFGL TZO[6DF\ G CMI T [J ] HMJF D?I]\ \ H[GF
SFZ6[ U|FD;EF CMJL HM.V[ T[8,L ;XST GYL HMJF
D/TLP

 VG]rK[N Z$#v;LDF \ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,L HMUJF.
D]HA GLR,F :TZGL 5\RFFITG[ p5,F :TZGL
5\RFITDF\ 5 |lTlGlWtJ VF5L XSFI T [D K[ KTF
SM. VUdI SFZ6M;Z VF S,DGM JF:TJLS VD,
VFH ;]WL XSI AgIM GYLP

 A\WFZ6GL S,D Z$#vHL DF+ ;}RGFtDS K[
VFN[XFtDS GYLP 5lZ6FD[ DM8FEFUGF ZFHIMDF\
5\RFITMG[ ;]5|T SZJFDF\ VFJ[, ;TF VG[ OZHMGL
AFATMDF\ VG[S BFDLVM K[P

 SM.56 :JXF;G gIFIT\+ V\U[GL ;TF WZFJT] G CMI
TM T [ 5F\U/] U6FIP  *#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFDF\
VF DCtJGL AFATGL ;FJ VJU6GF SZJFDF \
VFJLP J:T]To VF ;]WFZFDF\ gIFI 5\RFITMGM p<,[B
H GYL SZJFDF\ VFjIM 5ZL6FD[ B]A VMKF ZFHIMV[
5MTFGF 5\RFIT WFZFDF \ gIFI 5\RFITM :YF5JF
V\U[GL HMUJFI SZL K[P

 VF ;]WFZM VD, VFjIF 5KL EFZTLI ;DFHDF\
AGL A[9[,F 9[S[NFZM T[G[ 5MTFGL ZLT[ 5MTFGF ,FEDF\
T[GM p5IMU SZ[ K[ H[D S[ U]HZFT 5\RFIT WFZFGL
HMUJF. D]HA ;DU| UFDGF DTNFZ IFNLDF \
GM\WFI[,F DTNFZM ;Z5\RG[ R}\8[ K[ 5Z\T] VF WFZFGL
S,D v5& D]HA 5\RFITGF R } \8FI [,F  ;eIM A[
T'tIF\X AC]DTL ;Z5\RGL ;FD[ VlJ"JF;GM 5|:TFJ 5;FZ
SZ[ TM ;Z5\RG[ CMNF p5ZYL pTZL HJ] 50[ K[P VFJL
HMUJF.GM B]A ACM/F 5|DF6DF\ N]Zp5IMU YFI
K[ BF; SZLG[ DlC,F ;Z5\RM VG[ VG];}lRT HFlTGF
;Z5\RMG[ N]Z SZJF S[ T[DG[ NFADF\ ZFBJF DF8[ VF
5|SFZGL HMUJF.GM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P

 ;]WFZFGL X~JFTDF\ S[8,LS 38GFVM V[JL ;FD[ VFJL
K[ S[ CH] 5KFT JU" pH/LIFT JU"YL 0Z[ K[P DlC,FVM
T[GL ;\S]RLTTFDF\YL ACFZ VFJL GYL 5ZL6FD[ ;]WFZFGL
V;Z 5}6" :J~5[ Y. XSL GYLP

 5\RFITL ZFHGM D]bI pN[xI :YFGLS ,MSMGL ;[JF
VG[ lJSF; K[P H[GF DF8[ B]A JW] 5|DF6DF\ GF6F4
DFGJA/4 IMuI VFIMHGGL H~Z K[ H[ V\U[
;]WFZFDF \ SM. :5Q8TF GYLP *#DF\ A \WFZ6LI

;]WFZF 5KL 56 U|FD5\RFIT DF8[ Z) lJQFIM OZHLIFT
SFIM""TZLS[ ;]RJJFDF\ VFjIF K[ 5Z\T] VF SFIM" DF8[GF
GF6F SIFYL VFJX[ T[GL :5Q8TF ;]WFZFDF\ HMJF
D/TL GYLP

 5\RFITL ZFHG[ 5|YDYL H ZFHSLI 51FM VG[ T[DGF
ZFHSFZ6YL N]Z ZFBJFGL .rKF jIST SZJFDF\ VFJL
K[ 5Z\T] ZFHSLI 51FM U|FD;EFG[ ;FWG AGFJLG[
JQF"DF\ A[ JFZ 5MTFGF 51FGM 5|;FZ SZJFGL ;EF
AGFJ[ K[P VG[ T[YL H  “;ZSFZ TDFZ[ VF\U6[ VlEUD"
TNG lGQO/ UIM K[P

 p5;\CFZ ov
5\RFITLZFH N[XGL XF;G jIJ:YFG] \ +LH] :TZ

JF:TJDF \ 5MTFGF ,1IYL CH] 36] N ]Z K[P  U|FDL6
;D]NFIDF\ JT"DFG ;DI[ A[ 5|SFZGF ;TFS[g§M HMJF D/[ K[
V[S VF{5RFZLS ;TFS[g§ H [ U|FD5\RFITGF ;eIM VG[
CMN[NFZMG] \ AG[,] K[ VG[ ALH] VGF{5RFlZS ;TFS[g§ H[
;DFHGM VU|JU"G] AG[,] K[P VF AgG[ JrR[ SIF\S ;\JFN4 SIFS
lJ;\JFN VG[ SIF\S 3QF"6 YIF SZ[ K[P HIFZ[ VF{5RFlZS ;TFS[g§
VGF{5RFZLS ;TFS[g§G[ UF\9T] GYL tIFZ[ SM.G[ SM. 5|SFZG]\
3QF"6 YFI K[P  CSLSTDF \ *#DF A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZF
5KL VF 5|SFZGF AGFJMG]\ 5|DF6 JWL UI] K[P

*#DF \ A \WFZ6LI ;]WFZF 5KL 56 ZFHI
;ZSFZMG] J,6 ;FJSLDF \ H [J ] K [P 5\RFITLZFHG] \ ;tJ
VG[ :JtJ 5|:YFl5T YFI T[ DF8[GL 5|FYlDS HJFANFZL
5\RFITLZFHGF 5NFlWSFZLVMGL K[P T[D6[ 51FF51FLGF
VF8F5F8FDF\ V8JFJFGF AN,[ 5\RFITLZFHGL jIJ:YF
;A/ AG[ T[ lNXFDF\ 5|ItGM SZJFGL H~ZLIFT K[P U|FD;EF
;A/4 ;1FD VG[ V;ZSFZS AG[ T [ lNXFDF \ 36] \
SZJFG] \  AFSL K[P

vo ;\NE" U|\YM ov

 *#DF\ A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZF 5zFNŸ EFZTDF \
5\RFITLZFH ,[BS o ZD[X DP XFC VG[ 5|FPA,N[J
VFUHF4 I]lGJl;8L" U|\YlGDF"6 AM0"4 U]HZFT
ZFHI4VDNFJFN v &

 VFW]lGS EFZTDF\ ;FDFlHS 5lZJT"G ,[BS o
5|MP V[PHLP XFC VG[ 5|MP HUNLX S[P NJ[4 VG0F
5|SFXGvVDNFJFN

 ;FDFlHS S<IF6 VG[ ;FDFlHS SFG}GLSZ6 ,[BS o
5|MP V[PHLP XFC VG[ 5|MP HUNLX S[P NJ[4 VG0F
5|SFXGvVDNFJFN

 U|FDL6 ;DFHXF:+ ,[BS o 5|MP V[PHLP XFC VG[ 5|MP H[P
S[P NJ[4 VG0F 5|SFXGvVDNFJFN

 EFZT D[\ :YFGLI :JXF;G jIJ:YF slCgNLf XDF" V[g0
XDF"
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The Formalistic approach of Chitra Banerjee`s One Amazing
Thing compared with Chaucer`s Canterbury Tales:

The research paper deals with Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni`s novel One Amazing Thing.
It is structured dividing characters and cultures in a chorus of voices in one single room.
Here a group of nine people are trapped in the visa office at an Indian Consulate after a
massive earthquake in an American city. All of them gathered and started narrating their
own stories of their various experiences of lives. The Indian American novelist Chitra Banerjee
Divakaruni's novel is studied with the different perspective. This particular novel is com-
pared with the Classic writer Chaucer`s work The prologue to The Canterbury Tales. His
classic work The Canterbury Tales has many formalistic similarities with the novel One Amaz-
ing Thing. The work of Chaucer had the pilgrims in it. All the pilgrims narrated their own
stories in during their pilgrimage. The form of the novel is same like the form of The  pro-
logue to the Canterbury Tales.

** Dr.  M.A. VYAS

Chitra Divakaruni Banerjee has written many
diasporic novels. Her novels are full of
diasporic sensibilities and transnational
issues. She was an Indian Bengali woman
settled in the American culture and became a
prominent writer of U.S.A.
Chaucer was a classic writer. His classic work
Canterbury Tales has many formalistic
similarities with the novel One Amazing Thing.
The Classic work Canterbury Tale has many
small narrative stories of many characters.
They say about their lives and stories of
experiences of lives in the Prologue to the
Canterbury Tales. The work of art is found
similar while reading both the works of art
with a comparative approach. Both the works
of art if studied with a different perspective
had many similarities. The formalistic
approach is described by Wilfred Guerin in A
Handbook of Critical Approaches that,

“Let us assume that we can
mentally plot out the sequence of actions, or
of sequences and shifting of what the words

seem to be telling us. Now we can note that
some of these words are deeply connotative
also or perhaps they name objects that have
symbolic value, and as we probe the
connotations and symbols they take on
associations, or develop patterns that
somehow have relevance within themselves
and to other patterns (Guerin94)."
     Here in this paragraph it is said that there
is a value of actions in the story. The action
brings the plot in the story. The sequence of
action creates the story. And the formalism
is dependent on story, action, plot, narration,
the similarity of the characters, themes and
opening (beginning) and end of the novel.
A Plot is also a narrative of events, the
emphasis falling on causality. ‘The King died
and then the queen died is a story. ‘The Kind
died and then the queen died of grief’, is a
plot. The time sequence is preserved, but the
sense of causality over shadows it. Or it may
be:
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‘The queen died, no one knew why, until it
was discovered that it was through grief at
the death of the King. ‘This is a plot with a
mystery in it , a form capable of high
development. It suspends the time sequence.
It moves as far away as from the story as its
limitations will allow (Forster94).

It is understood roughly that when
there is an answer of a why Question, then
there is an answer of plot while when there
is an answer to that question that means one
tries to stop the curiosity. The plot is the
answer to why question means the answer
to why question means the answer to plot
means the fusion of intelligence and memory.
The intelligence and memory are the two
main parts to grasp the plot. Mystery, suspense
isolation and surprise are the features of plot.
The plot sometimes becomes so victorious
that it deserves the capacity to change the
characters. Sometimes the plot works in
contrasting situation. It fights with the
characters. Sometimes the characters are
supposed to act in different way and plot goes
in different direction. So, this way, plot fights
with the characters. After all it is accepted by
all that plot is action and action is plot. So, it
seems that running of action in the novel
elaborates the plot. The plot and actions
develop simultaneously. It is actually the
greatest work of Chaucer. It may be taken as
the example of his time as in the matter of
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni also there is a
description of realism. She had presented the
extra ordinary stories of expatriate lives. One
by one these comparisons of form can be
elaborated. The Canterbury Tales has the
picture of returning spring. Chaucer is the first
great painter of character. In the prologue he
made twenty nine characters drawn from
different classes of society. Chaucer adopts the
technique of an artist in the portrayal of his
characters. His characters are foil to others.
Some of his characters are the mirrors of the
society of his period of time. He reveals the
characters which are Stereo types and
Individual figures. Chaucer brought maturity

to the English language. He found English as
a dialect and left it a language. Chaucer handed
to the coming generations the new medium
of prose which was to become the
appropriate vehicle for the novel proper. He
presented a cross-current of English society
in The Canterbury Tales. He pointed out social
problems in his stories of pilgrims. But he was
highly optimist. He was the man of artistic,
jovial, gay and tolerant kind of  personality.
He was a narrative artist. All these
characteristics are similar in Chitra Banerjee
Divakaruni. Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni had
the best story telling ability. She elaborates
the novels in such a way that the stories heal
us and make us laugh at a time. It is said by
Chinua Achebe,
“We create stories and stories create us. It is
a rondo."
It is said in the Handbook of Critical
Approaches by Guerin that,

“But just as we begin to study
closely the words and their meanings, almost
simultaneously we must also begin to look for
structural relationships and patterns  not just
in the words and their relationships, but also
in larger units. Form becomes much more
than sentence patterns; it becomes the
relationship of stanzas in a poem, or the
interplay of an octave and a sestet in a poem.
It becomes the tone or mood that the text
builds, and possibly the shifting and
alternating of moods. It becomes the
sequence of plot elements, even episodes, in
a narrative, or the juxtaposition of scenes in
a play. It becomes the relationship between
the teller of the narrative and the hearer,
possibly the ambiguity of the teller`s version
of the story. (Guerin 94)   `
Here, this particular novel One Amazing Thing
is compared with The prologue to the
Canterbury Tales.
(1) The setting
 The novel as well as the prologue both is
similar in their settings. Chitra Banerjee
Divakaruni has presented the story with a
starting of Earthquake in Indian Visa Office.
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All are trying to go back to India means their
immigration need. Some of the persons were
from Calcutta and some from the Delhi etc.
All the characters are dreaming about past
(root). Uma is the main representative of the
story. Same is the situation of   The prologue
in which Chaucer created the clear picture of
late medieval life existing anywhere. Chaucer
the supreme literary artist who was the
mouth piece of his age. He realistically
presented the political condition of his times.
He referred to the ‘peasants’ Revolt, ‘Clerk`s
tale to the stormy people and their
untruthfulness, their indiscretion and
fickleness, their garrulity and their
foolishness and frankly gave him opinion that
it was an act of great folly to have any trust in
them. The Canterbury Tales contains few
references to the plague, only one to the
peasant uprising. He revealed the conditions
of the inns of his times and the table manners
of the pilgrims. He showed that each guest
had a knife but no one had forks with them.
It is sarcastic about his period of time. At the
beginning and end of the dinner everyone
washed his hands and obviously desirable
proceedings. Chaucer throws the light on the
condition of women of his times in the
Prologue as well as in the Tales.
(2)  The characters
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni has presented the
panorama of characters. She elaborated the
stream of Consciousness in some of the
characters. The issue of  African American
Visa why America is America means the subtle
talent of Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni and
America‘s Americanization characteristic is
well described in her writing. Banerjee had
herself talked in her one of her interviews that
she had implemented the classical form of
Chaucer‘s narrative technique. The
characters have many similarities. As for
example Ramon is the boyfriend of Uma.
Another important character is Camaron. He
is the officer in Visa Office as an Indian
Consulate. One another Visa aspiring
character is Malthi from Chennai. Mr.

Mangalam is in Consulate office. He looks
much younger than his age. Practical young
woman was Malthi. Tariq was from Delhi. He
went to America as a clean shaved man. Not
only themes and characters but the narrative
style is also same in both the works of Chitra
and Chaucer. Actually Chitra followed and
adapted Chaucer‘s narrative style. She wanted
to emphasis the formalistic style of writing.
As Chaucer‘s wife of bath, the priest the nun
etc. all the tales are similar like each characters
telling their own stories in One Amazing Thing
Miss Lola, Malthi, Mrs. Balan  all are similar
like Chaucer‘s tale.
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EFZTGM ZFHSLI 5lZRI
VF56M EFZT N[X V[lXIF B\0GF Nl1F6 EFUDF\ VFJ[,M K[P T[ VlT 5|FRLG ;\:S'lT WZFJTM N[X K[P .P;P !)Z! DF\ 5|F%T
YI[, l;\W] BL6GL ;\:S'lTGF DMC[\HM N0M VG[ C0%5FGF VJX[QFMV[ VF N[XGL VM/BG[ JW] VM5 VF%IM K[P SlG\UCFD4 HMG
DFX", VG[ ZBF,NF; A[GZHLV[ DMC[\HM N0M VG[ C0%5FGF ;LWF4 5CM/F VG[ SF8B}6[ SF5TF Z:TFVM4 HFC[Z :GFGFUFZ4
E}UE" U8ZIMHGF TYF 5}ZGL ;FD[ Z1F6 DF8[ ZRFI[,F A\W VG[ lJXF/ ;EFB\0G[ HMTF\ H6FjI]\ K[ S[ T[GL ;DSF,LG
;\:S'lTVMDF\ SIF\I VF l;lwWVM HMJF D/TL GYLP —DFZ]\ lC\N NX"GˆDF\ 5\PHJFCZ,F, HCMG DFX",G[ GM\W[ K[ S[4 ——
5|FU V{lTCFl;S SF/GF lD;Z4 D[;M5M8[lDIF S[ 5lüD V[lXIFDF\ N[JMGF EjI D\lNZM AF\WJFDF\ VG[ ZFHFGF DC[,M
TYF SAZM R6JFDF\ A[X]DFZ GF6]\ TYF lJRFZXlSTGM jII SZJFDF\ VFJTM CTMP 5Z\T] AFSL AWF ,MSMG[ DF8LGF
S\UF/ h}\50FVMYL H ;\TMQF DFGJFGM ZC[TMP l;\WGF 5|N[XGL l:YlT V[YL ;FJ p<8L K[Pˆˆ 5\PHJFCZ,F, GM\W[ K[ S[4 ——l;\W]
BL6GL VF ;\:S'lTG[ .ZFG4 D[;M5M8[lDIF TYF I]ZM5GL ;\:S'lTVM ;FY[ ;\A\W CTMPˆˆ 5|FRLG EFZTGF 50MXL .ZFGGF ,MSM
l;\W]GM prRFZ lC\N] SZTF .ZFGGF JTGL 5FZ;LVMGF 5|FRLG U|\Y VJ:TFDF\ lC\N] XaNGM p<,[B YI[, K[P VFD VF
N[XG ] \  lC \N]:TFG GFD AgI] \  K [P

l;\W] BL6GL ;\:S'lT XC[ZL ;\:S'lT CTLP VF XC[ZL ;\:S'lT ãlJ0
,MSMGL CTLP DwI V[lXIFDF\YL S[8,FS SFZ6M;Z VFIM"GL H]NL
H]NL 8M/LVM EFZTDF\ VFJL CTLP VFIM"G[ l;\W]BL6GF ,MSM
;FY[ ;\3QF" YFI T[ :JFEFlJS CT]\P VFIM"GF 5|FRLG U|\Y
kuJ[NDF\ p<,[B YIF 5|DF6[ lC\NG] \ ZFHSLI V[SLSZ6
SZJF VFIM"GL H]NL H]NL 8M/LVM ;]NF; ZFHFGF G[T'tJ GLR[
V[S9L Y. CTLP ZFHF ;]NF;GF G[T'tJ GLR[GF EZTS]/GF
VFIM"V[ NX ZFHFVMGF I]wWDF\ H[DF\ ãlJ0 ZFHFVM 56
CTF T[GL ;FD[ lJHI D[/jIMP VFD4 EZTS]/GF VFIM"GF
lJHIYL H[ ZFHI jIJ:YF :Y5F. T[6[ VF N[XG[ EFZT TZLS[
VM/B VF5L K[P lJQ6] 5]ZF6DF\ 56 H6FjI] \ K[ S [4 ——
;D]ãGL p¿Z[ VG[ lCDF,IGL Nl1F6[ H[ N[X K[ T[G]\ GFD
EFZT JQF" K[ SFZ6 S[ VCL\ EFZTL ;\TlT s5|HFf ZC[ K[Pˆˆ
VFD4 VF N[X EFZT JQF" GFD[ 56 VM/BFI K[P H{G ;FlCtI
5|DF6[ kQFEN[JGM 5]+ EZT 5ZFS|DL ZFHF CTM4 T[GF GFD
p5ZYL VF N[XG ] \ GFD EFZT 50I] \  K [P

EFZTG[ V\U| [HLDF\ —.g0LVFˆ GFD[ VM/BJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P JF:TJDF\ VF .g0LVF GFD U|LSMV[ VF%I] \ K[P
5|FRLG U|LSM l;gW] GNLG[ .g0; GFD[ VM/BTF CTFP VF .g0;
GNLG[ lSGFZ[ ZC[TF ,MSMGF N[XG[ .g0LVF GFD[ T[D6[ VM/BFJ[,MP
l;SgNZGF VFS|D6 5KL 5FKF OZTF l;SgNZ[ ;[<I]S;G[
EFZTGF HLTFI[,F 5|N[XMDF\YL S[8,FS lJ:TFZGF UJG"Z TZLS[
lGdIM CTMP VF ;[<I]S;[ R\ãU]%T ;FY[ I]wWDF\ 5ZFHI 5KL
DUW ZFHIGL ZFHWFGL 5F8,L5]+DF\ D[U[:YlG;GL V[,RL

TZLS[ lGD6}S SZL CTLP D[U[:YlG;[ ZR[, DCtJGF U|\YG]\
GFD —.g0LSFˆ VF%I] \ CT] \P

VFD4 5|FRLG ;DIYL VF56M N[X H]NF H]NF GFD[
VM/BFTM VFjIM K[P VFIM"V[ 5|FZ\EDF\ HLT[,M 5|N[X VFIF"JT"
TM SIFZ[S A|ïFJT" VG[ T[GF VFSFZ p5ZYL —H\A]lä5ˆ TZLS[
56 VM/BFIMP VUt:I D]lGGF 5|ItGMYL VFI" VG[ ãlJ0
;\:S'lT GHLS VFJL CTLP VFI" ;\:S'lT Nl1F6 EFZT TZO VFU/
JWL VG[ EFZT AgI]\P EFZTGL lJXF/TFDF\ V[S B\0DF\
HMJF D/TL lJlJW VFAMCJF4 JZ;FNG [ ,LW [ S [8,FS
VeIF;LVMV[ T[G[ p5B\0 TZLS[ 56 VM/BFjIM K[P EFZTGF
p¿Z 5|N[X VG[ DwI5|N[X H[JF ZFHIM EF{UMl,S 1F[+O/ VG[
J:TLGL ãlQ8V[ I]ZM5GF 36F ZFHIM SZTF \ DM8F K[P
lCDF,IGL T/[8LDF\ 8]\0=5|N[X VG[ W|]J 5|N[XGL 9\0L VFAMCJF
K[P TM ZFH:YFG VG[ SrKDF\ Z6GL ;}SL VFAMCJF K[P
R[ZF5}\HLGM 5__ .\RGM JZ;FN VG[ ZFH:YFGGM A[v+6 .\R
JZ;FN 56 VCL \ K[P  EFQFF VG[ WD"GL lJlJWTF 56
VCL\ K[P J:TLGL ;\bIF T[G[ lJ`JDF\ RLG 5KLGF S|D[ D}S[
K[P VFD EFZT p5B\0 CMI T[JL VM/B WZFJ[ K[P T[YL H
HCMG :8=[RLV[ !)_# DF\ ——EFZT X]\ K[ mˆˆ V[JF 5|̀ GGM
p¿Z VF5TF \ Sæ] \ CT] \ ——V[JM SM. N[X GYLPPP EFZT
V[J] \  GFD K[ H [DF \ lJlJW N[XMGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
I ]ZM5GF N [XMDF\ H [ lJlJWTF H6FI K[ T [GFYL JW]
EFZTGF A\UF/ VG[ 5\HFA JrR[ HMJF D/[ K[P I]ZMl5IG
;\:S'lTDF\ V[JF H]NF H]NF ,MSM GYL H[8,F DãF;LVM XLBM
SZTF\ H]NF K[P S,S¿FGM JTGL lN<CL S[ 5[XFJZDF\ V[8,M
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lJN[XL H6FI K[ H[8,M V\U|[H DF6; CMI VG[ 5[lZ;DF\
H6FI K[Pˆˆ  HCMG :8 = [RLGF VF D\TjIDF \ S [8,LS
VlTXIMlST VF56G[ H~Z H6FIP 5Z\T] T[ EFZTGL lJXF/TF
VG[ J{lJwITFG [ HMTF\ S [8,]S TyI 56 jIST SZ[ K [P
.lTCF;SFZ VFGM"<0 8MIFGALV[ 56 GM\W[,]\ S[4 ——EFZT 5MT[
V[S lJ`J K[4 T[ V[JM ;DFH K[ H[GL lJX[QFTFVM VF56F
5lüDGF ;DFHDF\ HMJF D/[ K[Pˆˆ lOl,5 DMX[G[ 56 VFJM
H DT jIST SZ[,MP

5lüDGF VF lR\TSMGF D\TjI KTF\ EFZT[ T[GL
lJlJWTFDF\ V[STF S[/JL CTL VG[ HF/JL K[P 5|FRLG J{lNS
;DIDF \ ZFHF 5N p5ZF \T ;EF VG[ ;lDlT GFDGL
ZFHSLI ;\:YFVMGM lJSF; YIM CTMP VF A\G[ ;\:YFVM
ZFHFGL ;¿F p5Z lGI\+6 ZFBJFG ] \ SFI" SZTL CTLP
;lDlTGF 5|DF6DF\ ;EF GFGL ;\:YF CTLP ;EFDF \
ZFHIGF D]bI VFU[JFGM A[;TFP T[VM ZFHIGF 5|̀ GMGL RRF"
SZTF VG[ ZFHFG[ H~Z 50[ ;,FC VF5TFP VF ;EF gIFI
VF5JFG] \ SFI" 56 SZTL CTLP

HIFZ[ ;lDlTG ] \ ; \U9G lJXF/ CT]\  T [DF \
ZFHIGF TDFD ,MSMG[ ;eI5N D/T]\P U|L;GF GUZ ZFHIMGL
H[D VCL\ 56 GFUlZSM ZFHIGF 5|`GMGL RRF" lJRFZ6F
DF8 [ V[S9F YTF CTFP ;lDlTGF lG6"IM ZFHFV[ DFgI
ZFBJF 50TF CTFP 5|WFG D\0/DF\ 5]ZMlCTG]\ :YFG ;F{YL
µ\R]\ ZC[T]\P ZFHF 5]ZMlCTGF lG6"IG[ VJU6TM GlCP VFD4
EFZTDF\ ZFHF5N J{lNS ;DIDF\ DIF "lNT ZFHFXFCL
:J~5G]\ CT] \P kuJ[NDF\ ZFHG VG[ ;D|F8 V[JF ;\AMWG
ZFHF DF8[ K[ 5Z\T] T[ VFW]lGS VY"DF\ J5ZFI K[ T[JF G
CTFP

;EF VG[ ;lDlTG ]\  Vl:TtJ p¿Z J{lNS SF/
DF\ 56 HMJF D/[ K[P p5lGQFNMDF\ T[GM p<,[B K[P VF
;DIDF\ U6 ZFHIMGM lJSF; BF; wIFG B[\R[ K[P SMX,4
Jt;4 VJgTL4 l,rKJL4 XFSI VG[ D<, TYF IMwW[I
U6ZFHIM JW] 5|EFJXF/L CTFP DCFEFZTDF\ H6FjIF
5|DF6[ J'lQ64 IFNJ4 S]S]Z4 V\WS VG[ EMH U6ZFHIMV[ V[S
;\3 ZrIM CTM H[GF 5|D]B zLS'Q6 CTFP

VF U6ZFHIM VFU/ HTF \ 5Z:5Z S];\5DF \
ZC[TF H[GF ,LW[ l;S\NZGF VFS|D6 ;DI[ DCFD]lG RF6SI
H[JF ZFHGLlT7GL VJU6GF YI[,L VG[ l;S\NZGM DFU" DMS/M
AgIM CTMP T[YL RF6SIvSF{l8<IV[ U6ZFHIMG[ GF5;\N SIF"
CTFP G\N J\XGF ;DIG]\ DUW 56 T[ 5C[,F\GF VgI ZFHIM
SZTF\ lJXF/ CT]\P 5Z\T] G\NJ\XGF 5TG 5KL DF{I" I]UDF\
R \ãU]%TGF ;DIDF \ DUWYL 5}J[ " 4  A \UF/YL 5lüD[4
VO3FlG:TFG VG[ U]HZFT TYF p¿Z[ SFlxDZYL Nl1F6
SM.dAT]Z ;]WLGM lJ:TFZ V[S ZFHSLI ;¿F GLR[ VFjIM CTMP
VXMS [ Sl,\U sVFHG]\ VMlZ:;Ff p5Z lJHI D[/JLG[
;FD|FHIGM lJ:TFZ SIM" CTMP U]%TI]UDF\ ;D]ãU]%TGF
;DIDF\ p¿Z[ 5\HFAYL G[5F/ VG[ 5}J"DF\ VF;FD ;]WL
VG[ Nl1F6[ SF\RL ;]WL ;FD|FHIGM lJ:TFZ YIM CTMP R\ãU]%T
ALHFV[ 5lüD[ DF/JF VG[ ;F{ZFQ8=GF lJ:TFZM ;]WL ZFHSLI

V[STF :YF5L CTLP DMU,I]UG]\  VSAZYL VF {Z \Uh[A
;]WLG ] \  ;FD|FHI 56 ,UEU EFZTGF DM8F EFUGF
lJ:TFZG[ V[S XF;G GLR[ VF6L XSI]\ CT] \P VFD KTF\
U]%TI]U 5KL VG[S ;{SFVM ;]WL EFZT GFGF DM8F ZFHIMDF\
lJEST Zæ]\ CT]\P lC\N] ZFHFVM AF{wW4 H{G VG[ .:,FD WD"
5|tI[ DCNŸV\X[ pNFZ ZæF CTF H[DF\ VSAZ4 HCF\ULZ VG[
XFCHCF\ H[JF D]l:,D XF;SMGM 56 ;DFJ[X Y. HFI
K[P

VFD KTF \ EFZT ;FDFlHS ZLT [ 7FlTVMDF \
HS0FI[,] \  A\lWIFZ VG[ VFlY"S ZLT[ HDLGNFZL 5|YFDF\
XMQFFI[,]\ CT]\P ZFHF DCFZFHFVM H[ lX<5v:YF5tIM 5FK/
V-/S BR" SZTF CTF T[G[ HGS<IF6 ;FY[ EFuI[ H ,[JFN[JF
CTLP T1FlX,F4 GF,\NF VG[ J<,EL H[JL lJnF5L9MGF ;DIG[
AFN SZTF VFD HG;D}C jIF5S lGZ1FZTF VG[
V\WzwWFDF \ 0 }A [,M CTMP NlZIF5FZ HJ] \ V [ 5F5
;DHFJFI] \  CT ] \ T [YL lJXF/ EFZTGF V5JFN~5
;DIDF\ HFJF4 ;]DF+F4 SdAMH4 R\5F sVgGFDf VG[ zL,\SF
;]WL EFZTGF ZFHJLVM 5CM \RL XSIFP ALH]\  EFZTGL
;D'lwWGF 5|DF6DF\ GHLSGF 50MXL N[XM 5KFT CMJFYL
AFæ VFSQF"6 DF+ J[5FZ VG[ VXMSGF WD"5|RFZ 5}ZT] \
;LlDT Zæ]\ CT ] \P

VFJF 5Z\5ZFUT EFZTDF \YL VFW ]lGS EFZT
AGJFGF zL U6[X 5lüDGL 5|HFGF VG[ BF; SZLG[ lA|8LX
5|HFGF VFUDG ;FY[ X~ YIF V[ JF:TlJS AFAT K[P
5lüDDF\ WD"I]wWMV[ VG[ VF {nMlUS S|F \lTV[ ;DFHDF\
HFU'lT VG[ GJR[TGF VF6L CTLP T[ l;JFI ZFHSLI
lJESTTF TM HD"GLDF\ 56 l5|g; lA:DFS"GF ;DI ;]WL
HMJF D/TL CTLP

!*5* DF \ A\UF/DF \ l;ZFH]NF{,FGF 5TGYL
!(5* ;]WL .:8 .lg0IF S\5GLGF lJ:TZ[,F XF;GDF\ 56
,M0" lJl,ID A[g8LS[ ;TL5|YF4 N]W5LTL VG[ U\UFDF\ AF/SLG[
JC[J0FJJFGL 5|YF A\W SZFJLP 5L\-FZFGF +F;DF\YL ,MSMG[
K}8SFZM V5FjIMP ;CFISFZL IMHGFYL ANGFD YI[,F
0[,CFp;LGF XF;GDF\ Z45_4___ H[8,L XF/FVM X~
YI[,L VG[ V[lgHlGIlZ\U SM,[HGL :YF5GF ;FY[ HFC[Z
AF\WSFD BFTF GLR[ A[ CHFZ DF.,YL JW] 5FSF Z:TF VG[
!(4___ DF.,YL JW] ,F\AL GC[ZM AGFJF.P H[DF\ S,S¿FYL
5\HFA ;]WLGM —U|F\0 8=\S ZM0ˆ VG[ lJ`JGL ;F{YL DM8L U\UFGL
GC[Z v VF AW] 0[,CFp;LV[ DF+ RFZ JQF"GF XF;GDF\ VF%I]\P
EFZTLI ;\:S'lT 5|tI[ lWSSFZGL ,FU6L WZFJTF ,M0" D[SM,[V[
SFZS}GM D[/JJF E,[ V\U|[HL lX1F6 5wWlT VF5L 5Z\T] VF
H lX1F6 5wWlTV[ :JT\+TF4 ;DFGTF VG[ ,MSXFCLGF D}<IM
5ZM1F ZLT[ EFZTDF\ NFB, SIF"P ,M0" ZL5G H[JF pNF¿
JF.;ZMIGF ;DIDF\ :YFlGS :JZFHIGL ;\:YFVMDF \
R}\8FI[,F 5|lTlGlWVMGL AC]DTLV[ VFU/ HTF\ 5|F\TM VG[
S[gãDF\ 56 R}\86LVM DF8[ EFZTGL 5|HFDF\ DF\U µEL
SZL CTLP
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5Z\5ZFUT gIFIT\+G[ AN,[ :JT\+4 T8:Y gIFIT\+
TYF SFINFGF XF;GGF VG[ U]6J¿F VFWFlZT l;lJ,
;[JFVMGF 5lüDGF bIF,MV[ EFZTG[ VFW]lGS AGFJJFDF\
DM8M OF/M VF%IMP ;\N[XF jIJCFZ VG[ JFCG jIJCFZGF Z[<J[
TYF Z:TFGF ;FWGM E,[ V\U|[HMV[ 5MTFGF ;FD|FHIG[ DHA}T
AGFJJF DF8[ AGFjIF4 5Z\T] VF AFAT[ EFZTGF N}ZN}ZGF
lJ:TFZMGF ,MSMG [ ;C[,F.YL V[S ALHFGF ;\5S "DF \
VFJTF SIF"P H[G[ ,LW[ ,MSM 5MTFGF 5|̀ GM DF8[ RRF" lJRFZ6F
SZTF YIFP T[VM GJF D}<IMGF ;\5S"DF\ VFjIFP

V\U| [H XF;GGF EFZTG[ VFW ]lGS AGFJJFGF
IMUNFGGM VF56[ V[ VY" GYL SZTF S[ lJN[XL XF;G p5SFZL
CT]\P NFNFEF. GJZMHLV[ GM\wI]\ K[ T[D V\U|[HMGL XMQF6
GLlTG[ ,LW [ EFZTGF C:TpnMUM T}8L 50IFP EFZTGL
UZLAF.DF\ JWFZM YIM CTMP VFJF H S[8,FS SFZ6M;Z
!(5* GM 5|YD :JFT\È ;\U|FD YI[,MP E,[ T[G[ lGQO/TF
D/L 5Z\T] +6 NFISF 5KL !((5 DF\ EFZTLI ZFQ8=LI
SM\U|[;GM HgD 56 YIM HP VF SM\U| [;GL :YF5GF DF8[GL
5|[Z6F V\U|[H VD,NFZ V[PVMP æ]D[ 5}ZL 5F0L CTLP 5Z\T]
ZFHFZFDDMCG ZFI4 .`JZR\ã lJnF;FUZ4 S[XJR\ã ;[G4 :JFDL
NIFG\N ;Z:JTL VG[ :JFDL lJJ[SFG\N4 DCFN[J UMlJ\N ZFG0[V[
;FDFlHS VG[ WFlD"S ;]WFZ6F DF8[ 5|ItGM SZLG[ VFW]lGS
EFZTGF 30TZGL E}lDSF T{IFZ SZL H CTLP

EFZTG[ VFhFNL EFU,F ;FY[ D/L CTLP 5FlS:TFGGL
ZRGF WD"G[ VFWFZ[ Y. CTLP T[ .:,FDL ZFHI AgI]\P EFZT[
VFW]lGS VFNX" lAG;F\5|NFlISTF (_ 8SF SZTF JW] lC\N]
5|HF CMJF KTF\ :JLSFZLP lA|l8X DM0[,G[ VFWFZ[ ;\;NLI
,MSXFCL :JLSFZJF KTF\ ZFHIGF J0FG] \ :YFG lA|8GGF
TFHGF :YFG[ 5ZM1F ZLT[ 56 R}\8FI[,F ZFQ8=5lTG[ VF%I] \
K[P ,MSXFCLG[ 5MQFS V[JF D}/E}T CSSM 5|tI[S GFUlZSG[
;DFG56[ V5FIF K[P T[ ;FY[ ,3]DTLVMGF lCTGF Z1F6
DF8[ A\WFZ6DF\ HMUJF. SZF. K[P ;NLVMYL 5FK/ ZCL
UI[, 5KFT 7FlTGF ,MSMG[ VG];}lRT 7FlT U6L VG[
VFlNJF;L ;D}CMG[ VG];}lRT HGHFlT TZLS[ ,MSXFCL
;\:YFVMDF \ VGFDT A[9SM VG[ ;ZSFZL GMSZLVMDF \
VGFDT ,FE VF%IM K[P ,MSXFCLGF O/ 5|tI[S ;D}C ;]WL
5CM\RF0JF VMAL;L TZLS[ VG[ VgI 5KFTMG[ VG[ K[<,[ ;FRZ
5\R 5|DF6[ ,3]DTLVMG[ 56 VFlY"S lJSF; DF8[ lJX[QF ;J,TM
V5F. K[P l0;[dAZ Z__) DF\ VF ;D}CMGF VFlY"S 5KFT
,MSMG[ VMAL;LGL VGFDT 5|YFGM ,FE VF5JF S[gã ;ZSFZ
lJRFZ[ K[P

VFW]lGS EFZTGF lGDF"6 DF8[ S[/J6L p5Z EFZ
VF5LG[ !$ JQF" ;]WLGF AF/SMG[ DOT VG[ OZlHIFT S[/J6LGM
5|A\W SZFIM K[P :+LVM ;DFHG]\ V0W]\ V\U CMJF KTF\
;NLVMYL T[DG]\ :YFG B}A H pTZT]\ CT]\P :+LVMG[ ;DFG
CSSM V5FIF K[P V[8,] \ H GlC ZFHGLlTGF DFU"NX"S
l;wWF\TMV[ :+L S<IF6GL 5|J'l¿VM DF8[ ZFHIG[ DFU"NX"G
VF%I] \  K [P  VF 1F [+ [ :JT\+ EFZTGL S [gã TYF ZFHI
;ZSFZMV[ H~ZL SFINF 30LG[ :+LVM p5Z YTF VtIFRFZ

ZMSJF 5|ItG SIM" K[P V[8,]\ H GlC :+L ;XlSTSZ6 DF8[
:YFlGS ;ZSFZMDF\ :+LVMG [ ## 8SF VGFDT A[9SM
V5F. K[P :YFlGS ;ZSFZDF\ VF VGFDT A[9SMG[ 5_ 8SF
;]WL ,. HJFGM S[gã ;ZSFZ[ lG6"I ,LWM K[P :+LVMG[ ZFHIGL
WFZF;EF TYF S[gãGL ;\;NDF\ 56 VF ,FE V5FI T[
DF8[ lJRFZ6F 56 RF,] H K[P

VFW]lGS EFZTGF 30TZ DF8[ VFD}, 5lZJT"G
VF6JF ;]XF;G VG[ .gOD["XG 8[SGM,MHLGM :JLSFZ YIM K[P
V[8,] \  H GlC VF lNXFDF \ EFZT h05L 5U,F \ ,.
Zæ]\ K[P Z[<J[4 DFU" TYF lJDFGL ;[JFG[ VnTG VG[ ;Z/
AGFJF. ZCL K[P H}GF DFUM"G[ RT]E}"H VG[ T[YL VFU/ K DFUL"
CF.J[G] \ lGDF"6 SZL ,MSMGF HLJGG[ ;]BDI AGFJJF
5|ItG Y. ZæM K[P ;ZSFZGL 5]GoXMWGF bIF, GLR[ ;ZSFZGF
DF/BFDF\ HFC[Z JCLJ8DF \ H~ZL ;]WFZF Y. ZæF K[P
ZFHI CJ[ JCLJ8STF"G[ AN,[ ;\RF,S AGL Zæ]\ K[P KTF\
S<IF6 ZFHIGL EFJGF E},FI GlC T[ DF8[ SF/HL ,[JF.
ZCL K[P *# DF A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZF äFZF 5\RFITL ZFH
VG[ *$ DF A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZF äFZF XC[ZL :YFlGS ;ZSFZMG[
A\WFZ6DF\ :YFG VF5L :YFlGS ;ZSFZMG[ JW] SFI"1FD VG[
lJS[gãLS'T AGFJF. K[P

VFW]lGS EFZTGF lGDF"6 DF8[ !)5_ YL VF56[
VFIMHGGM bIF, :JLSFIM" K[P 5\RJQFL"I IMHGFVM äFZF
B[TLG[ VFW]lGS 5wWlT VG[ AC]C[T]S IMHGFVM wJFZF 56
JLH/L 5}ZL 5F0JFGM DFU" V5GFJFIM K[4 H[YL B[0}TG[ G;LAG[
VFWFZ[ A[;L ZC[J]\ G 50[P V[8,]\ H GlC VGFH pt5FNG
;DI[ ;ZSFZ 8[SFGF EFJ VF5[ K[P B[0}TMG[ ;:TF NZ[ ,MG
VG[ ;A;L0L V5F. K[P

UF\WLJFNYL 5|EFlJT 5\PHJFCZ,F, GC[Z] H[JF
J0F5|WFG[ 56 EFZTG[ VFW]lGS AGFJJF C:T pnMUMGL ;FY[
DM8F 5FIF p5ZGF pnMUMGF lGDF"6 DF8[ wIFG VF%I] \
CT]\P VF{nMlUSZ6G[ 5lZ6FD[ XC[ZLSZ6G[ J[U D?IM K[P
5\RJQFL"I IMHGFVM KTF\ A[SFZL 38L GYL VG[ UZLAF.
N}Z Y. GYLP ZMURF/M SFA}DF\ ,[JFIM K[P HgDNZ VG[ D'tI]NZ
38F0FIF K[ KTF\ J:TL JWFZFGM 5|`G µEM K[P VFD KTF\
VF56[ VF 1F[+[ lGZFX Y.G[ A[;L ZæF GYLP

VFW]lGS EFZT VF\TlZSGL H [D AFæ
VF\TZZFQ8=LI ;\A\WMDF\ 56 ;\3QF"G [ :YFG[ RRF" lJRFZ6F
wJFZF 5|`GM pS[,JFDF\ ;lS|I K[P :JT\+TF ;FY[ VD,L
AGFJFI[,L lAGHM0F6JFNL lJN[XGLlTV[ lJ`JDF\ EFZTG]\
:YFG XF\lT l5|I N[X TZLS[ 5|lTlQ9T SI]"\ K[P VF56[ —J;]W{J
S]8]\ASDŸ̂  GF J{lNS VFNX"G[ VFW]lGS D]t;NLULZLVD,L AGFjIM
K[P

VFD4 5Z\5ZFUTDF\YL VFW]lGS EFZTG]\ 30TZ Y.
Zæ]\ K[P VFD KTF\ EFZT ;FD[ SM. 5|`GM S[ 50SFZM ZæF
GYL V[D TM VF56[ DFGTF GYLP ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ ;DFGTFGF
5|ItGM KTF\ 7FlTVMV[ GJF :J~5 VG[ 1F[+M D[/jIF K[P
;ZNFZ 58[,[ 5&Z N[XL ZFHIMG] \ V[SLSZ6 SZJFG]\ SFI"
5}Z] \ SI] " \ 5Z\T] H[ ZFHI V[DG[ ;M\5FI] \ G CT] \P
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cc ,MS;EF ;FDFgI R}\86L v Z_!$cc
EFZTDF\ !&DL ,MS;EFDF\ ;FDFgI R] \86L * V[l5|, Z_!$ YL !Z D[ NZdIFG S], ) TASSFDF\ IMHFI EFZTGL
VtIFZ ;]WLGL R]\86LVMDF\ VF ;M{YL ,F\AL R]\86L  Y. CTLP S], 5$# ,MS;EF A[9SM DF8[ ,MS;EF ;FDFgI R]\86L
Z_!$ IMHFI[,P VF R]\86LGF 5lZ6FDM !& D[ Z_!$ GF\ lNJ;[ HFC[Z SZJFDF\ VFJ[,FP !5 DL ,MS;EFGM ;DIUF/F
#! D[ Z_!$GF\ 5]6" YIM CTMPEFZTGL TDFD R]86LVMDF\ VtIFZ;]WLGL ;M{YL ,F\AL RF,GFZ R]\86L p5ZF\T VF ;M{YL
JW] BRF"/ R]\86L U6FI K[P R]\86L 5\RGF V\NFH D]HA VF R]\86LGM ;ZSFZL lTHMZL DF\YL YGFZ BR" ;,FDTL N/M VG[
ZFHSLI 51FM VG[ pD[NJFZMGF jIlSTUT BR" l;JFIGM VFXZ[ #5 VAH H[8,M YIM K[P ;[g8Z OMZ lD0LIF :80L VG];FZ
ZFHSLI 51FM V[ VFXZ[ #_  CHFZ SZM0 BR" SZIM CTMP 5FK,L R]\86L  s;FDFgI R]\86L v Z__)f SZTF VF BR" +6 U6M
VG[ Z_!Z GL VD[ZLSG 5|D]B 5NGL R]\86L BR"GL §lQ8V[ lJ`JDF\ ALHF S|DF\S[ K[P EFZTLI R]\86L5\RGL DFlCTL VG];FZ
Z_!$DF\ R]\86LDF\ DTNFZM (!P$5 SZM0 K[P H[ lJ`JDF\ ;M{YL JW] K[P VG[ !_ SZM0 H[8,F GJF I]JF DTNFZMGM T[DF\
JWFZM YI[, K[P

R]\86LGL HFC[ZFT o
    ,MS;EF ;FDFgI R]\86L Z_!$ GL HFC[ZFT EFZTGF
D]bI R]\86L SlDxGZ zL JLPV[;P;\5T ;FC[A[ 5 DFR" GF ZMH
SZL EFZTGL J:TL VG[ lJ:TFZG[ wIFG[ ,.G[ VF R]\86L )
TASSFVMDF \ UM9JJFDF\ VFJL VF R ] \86L DF \ S ],
(Z5! pD[NJFZ[ EFU ,LWMP
R]\86LGM 5|RFZ o
    ,MS;EF ;FDFgI R]\86L Z_!$GM R]\86L 5|RFZ VtIFZ
;]WL GL ,MS;EFVMGL R]\86L VFW]lGS ZLT[ YIM CTMP 8[SGM,MHL
GM EZ5]Z p5IMU VF 5|RFZDF\ SZJFDF \ VFjIM CTMP
EFZTGF !_ SZM0 I]JF DTNFZMG[ VFS"QFJF ;MxI, lDl0IFGM
EZ5]Z p5IMU YIM ;FY[ ;FY[ 5|RFZGF D]NFVMDF\ Z:TF4
lJH/L VG[ 5F6L4 prR O]UFJM GMSZLGM VEFJ4 WLDM VFlY"S
lJSF;4 EQ8=FRFZ4 ;]Z1FF VG[ VFT\SJFN4 WFlD"S lJEFU  VG[
SMDJFN4 T[DH .gOF:8=SRZ ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
    EFPHP5PGF J0F5|WFG5NGF pD[NJFZ GZ[g§DMNL V[ VFBF
N[XDF\ ,UEU $__ H[8,L ;EFVMG[ VF 5|RFZ NZlDIFG
;\AMWL VG[ SMU|[;GF ;FXG NZlDIFG YI[,F SM{\EF0MGM T[DH
U]HZFTGF lJSF; DM0[,GM B]A HMZ XMZYL 5|RFZ SIM" ;FY[
;FY[ c ;M{GM ;FY ;M{GM lJSF;c GF GFZF ;FY[ N[XGL 5|HFG[
5MTFGF TZO B[\RJFGM 5|IF; SIM"P HIFZ[[ SMU|[; TZOYL I]JF
G[TF ZFC], UF\WLV[ 56 W6L ;EFVM ;\AMWL VG[ I]JFGMG[
5MTFGF TZO B[\RJFGM 5|IF; SIM"P VF R} \86L 5|RFZDF\
W6FAWF  W6F AWF ;[,LA|L8LVMV[ 56 EFU ,LWM CTMP

DTNFG o
    !& DL ,MS;EFGL R} \86L DF8[ ) TASSMDF\ VFBF
N[XDF\ VE}T5}J" &&P#(@ DTNFG YI]\P H[ N]lGIFGF VgI
N[XMGL T ],GFDF\ 36] \  ;FZ] \ U6FJL XSFI4 JQF"  Z_!Z
DF\ VD[lZSFGF ZFQ8=5lTGL R} \86LDF \ &*P)5@ 8SF
DTNFG YI[,]\P
    VF8,]\ ;FZ] \ DTNFG YJF 5FK/ ;MxI, lD0LIFGM
5|EFJ4 T\+GL ;O/TF VG[ ,MSMGL HFU'TTF HJFANFZ K[P
N]lGIFDF\ EFZTG[ ;M{YL DM8F ,MST\+ TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P 5Z\T] DTNFGGF VF\S0FYL VF56F DCFG ,MST\+G[
YM0L hF\B5 ,FUTL CTLP Z_!$GF ,MS;EF R}\86L V[ EFZTGL
KAL TYF DTNFZMGL HFU'TTF V\U[ N]lGIFEZDF\ 0\SM JUF0L
NLWM K[P H]GL KF5 TM E}\;L GFBL K[ p5ZF\T V[S cDF., :8MGc
,UFJL NLWM K[P
5lZ6FD o
    ,MS;EF ;FDFgI R}\86L v Z_!$G]\ 5lZDF6 !&4 D[
Z_!$ GF lNJ;[ HFC[Z SZJFDF\ VFjI] \ P S ], )() DT
U6TZL S[g§M 5Z DT U6GF SZJFDF\ VFJLP VF 5lZ6FD
AWFGL WFZ6F SZTF\ lJX[QF VFjI]\P VFhFNL 5KL ;M{YL JW]
;TF EMUJGFZ SMU|[\; 51FGM SFZDM 5ZFHI YIMP VG[ DF+
$$ A[9SM H 5|F%T Y. XSLP HIFZ[ EFPHP5PG[ :5Q8 AC]DTL
DF8[ Z*Z A[9SM SZTF\ !_ A[9SM JW] 5|F%T Y.P SMU|[\;GF
VG[ ALHF 51FMGF  lNuUH  G[TFVMGM SFZDM 5ZFHI YIMP
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36F ZFHIMDF\ TM EFPHP5 l;JFI ALHM SM. 56 51F
BFT]\ 56 GF BM,FJL XSIMP VF HLT V[ EFZTLI HGTF
5F8L" DF8[ BZ[BZ VlJ:DZ6LI HLT CTLP

5|YD ,MS;EFYL ;FTDL ,MS;EF ;]WL
SMU|[\; 51F[ DCtJ5}6" E}lDSF EHJL CTLP HIFZ[ VF9DL

 
,MS;EF 

 
JQF" 

SM\U|[\;  EFPHP5 
 D/[, ;L8M DTGL 8SFJFZL D/[, ;L8M DTGL 8SFJFZL 

5|YD 1951 364 44.99%   
ALHL 1957 371 47.78%   
+LHL 1962 361 44.72%   
RMYL 1967 283 40.78%   

5F\RDL 1971 352 43.68%   
K9'L 1977 153 34.52%   

;FTDL 1980 351 42.69%   
VF9DL 1984 415 49.01% 2 8.00% 
GJDL 1989 197 39.53% 85 11.00% 
NXDL 1991 244 35.66% 120 20.00% 

VlUIFZDL 1996 140 28.80% 161 20.00% 
AFZDL 1998 141 25.82% 182 26.00% 
T[ZDL 1999 114 28.30% 182 24.00% 
RM{NDL 2004 145 26.70% 138 22.00% 
5\NZDL 2009 206 28.55% 116 19.00% 
;M/DL 2014 44 19.30% 282 31.00% 

;DL1FF o
    VF56F N[XGL ,MS;EFGL R}\86L K}8F KJFIF RDS,F
;FY[ 5]ZL Y.P 5lZ6FDM 56 VFjIF VG[ EFH5 VF5 A/[
Z(# ;L8M D[/JL V[GP0LPV[ V[ ##5 ;L8M 5|F%T SZLP N]lGIFG[
VF56L ;O/ ,MSXFCLG] \ 7FG SZFjI] \P !)($ DF\ A[9S
HLTGFZ EFH5[ Z_!$GL ;FDFgI R] \86LVMDF \ Z(#
A[9SM 5|F%T SZL Z[S0" ;HIM"P ;FD[ S|MU|[\;[ VFhFNL 5KLGL ;M{YL
SFZDL CFZ HMJL 50L VG[ DF+ $$ A[9SMYL ;\TMQF DFGJM
50IMP 5|HFGF O[\;,FG[ :JLSFZL ,[JM 50IMP
    ;%8[dAZ Z_!# DF\ GZ[g§ DMNLG[ EFZTLI HGTF
5F8L"V[ J0F5|wFFG 5NGF pD[NJFZ HFC[Z SZL Z_!$ GL
;FDFgI R} \86LVM DF8 [ HLTGL T {IFZLGL X~VFT SZL
N[XEZDF \ B}6[ BF \R[ NZ[S ZFHIDF \ h\hFJFTL 5|RFZ4
Z[,LVM4 ;EFVM SZL U]HZFT lJSF; DM0,G[ DFS["8L\U SZJFGM
5|IF; SIM"P ;FY[ H HIF\ H[JL H~Z ,FUL tIF\ T[JF D]NF
pKF/L CJF AGFJJFDF\ VFJLP U]HZFTGF lJSF;G[ VF56[
U]HZFTLVM HF6LV[ VG[ VG]EJLV[ KLV[ S[ VCL\ SIF\v S[JM
v S[8,M VG[ SMGM lJSF; YIM K[P 5Z\T] DMNL ;FC[A GFGL GFGL
AFATMG[ 56 AC] H ;FZL DFS["8L\U SZJFDF\ VG[ VtIFZGF
8 [SGM,MHLGF HDFGFDF\ JW ]DF \ JW ] VG[ prR
8[SGM,MHLGF DL0LIFGM p5IMU SZL ;FD[ JF/FG[ ARFJGL
l:YlTDF\ D]SL NLWF VG[ X~VFTYL H V[JM CFp pEM SIM"
JFTFJZ6 AGFJL ,LW]\ S[ EFH5GL HLT lGlüT K[PVFYL
;FD[ JF/F AWF H 51FM CT5|E Y. UIF VG[ T[DGL 5F;[

DMNLHLGF jIlSTUT lJZMW S[ U ]HZFT DM0,GF lJZMW
l;JFI HF6[ SM. D]NM H GYL T[JL 5lZl:YlTG]\ lGDF"6
YI]\P VFYL VF AWF 51FMGF G[U[8LJ J,6[ 56 DMNLHLG[
DM8M OFINM V5FjIMP
    ;\;NYL ;0S ;]WL 5|HFDF\ 5|;ZL ZC[,F lJZMW v SDZTM0
DM\WJFZL v VS<5GLI EQ8=FRFZ H[JF D]NFVMV[ DMNLG[
5|RFZG]\ DMS/]\ D[NFG VF%I]\P VG[ c;M{GM{ ;FY ;M{GM lJSF;c
GF GFZF ;FY[ N[XGF I]JFGM v DlC,FVM VG[ HFU'T GFUlZSMG[
DMNLV[ 5MTFGL JFSK8F4 DFS["8L\U 5wWlT VG[ ,[8[:8 8[SGM,MHL
I]ST ;MxI, DLl0IFGF ;CFZ[ DMNL ;FC[AGM WM0M Z[;DF\
VFU/ JWTM ZCIMP
    !)*5 DF\ S|MU|[\; S8MS8L ,FNL VG[ T[ NZlDIFGGF h]<D
VG[ HIFNTLGF SFZ6[ !)** GL ;FDFgI R] \86LVMDF\
SM|U|[\;GL SFZDL CFZ Y.P .lgNZF UF\WL 5MT[ 56 R}\86L CFZL
UIFP S|MU| [ \;GF EFU,F 50IFP.g0LS [8v;Lg0LS [8 AGLP
.lgNZFUF\WLV[ CFYGF 5\HFG ] \ lGXFG D?I]\P !)*( DF\
D'To5|FI AG[, SMU|[\;DF\ U]HZFTGF ;FAZSF\9F lH<,FGL
B[0AïF v lJHIGUZ lJWFG;EF lJ:TFZGL V[;P8L VGFDT
;L8 5ZYL 5|HFV[ HUNLX 0FDMZG[ N[XEZDF\ 5\HFGF lGXFG
p5Z ;M{YL 5C[,F R}\8L U]HZFT lJWFG;EFDF\ DMS,L SMU|[\;G[
HLJLT SZJFGM 5|IF; SIM"P  tIFZAFN VF9 lNJ;DF \
pTZ5|N[XGF VFhDU-YL DMC;LGF lS0JF. ,MS;EFDF\
R}\8F. VFjIF P SMU|[\;G[ R[TGF VF5LP VFD SMU|[\; DF8[ ;FZF
lNJ;M 56 U]HZFT VG[ pTZ5|N[X V[ ATFjIF VG[ VFhFNL

,MS;EFYL ,.G[ ;M/DL ,MS;EF ;]WLDF\ V[S DHA}T 51F
TZLS[ EFZTLI HGTF 5F8L"V[ DCtJGL E}lDSF EHJ[, K[P
H [ GLR[GF SMQ8S 5ZYL HM. XSFI K[P  EFZTLI
ZFHSFZ6DF \ VF A[ 51FMG] \  DCtJ B]AH ZC[, ] \  K [
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5KLGL XZDHGS CFZGF lNJ;M 56 U]HZFT VG[ pTZ5|N[XV[
ATFjIFP
    SMU|[ \; S[0ZA[H 5F8L" H]GFDF\ H]GM 51F v ;\U9GDF\
DHA]T VG[ JCLJ8DF\ SFI"1FD  5Z\T] VF AW] Z__) ;]WL
H/JF. ZCI]\P 56 Z_!_YL Z_!$ ;]WLDF\ SMU|[\; 5MTFGL
VF .D[HG[ BM. GFBLP K[<<FF 5F\R JQF"DF\ SMU| [\; T[GF
DTNFZMG [ VF5[,F JRGMGM VD, GF SIM "P  JCLJ8DF \
5FZNX"STF ATFJL G XSL4 E|Q8FRFZ VG[ DM\WJFZL p5Z SFA]
G SZL XSIF H[YL DwID JU"G[ HLJJ]\ D]xS[, Y. UI]\P
SMU|[ \;GF G[TFU6DF\ SM.56 D]NF p5Z S[ GLlTVM AFAT[
;\S,GGM VEFJ JTF"IMP ;FY[ H G[TFU6GF VTFlS"S VG[
A[HJFANFZL EIF" lGJ[NGM ZCIFP ZFHI :TZ[ NZ[S ZFHIM
BF; SZL U]HZFT v ZFH:YFG VG[ DwI5|N[XDF\ TM B}A H
TS,LOM ZCLP V\NZM V\NZGF hU0FVM 5|tI[ S[g§V[ SM. wIFG  G
VF%I]\P SM. S\8=M, G ZFbIM 51FGF GFGFDF\ GFGF SFI"SZMV[
H]Y A\WLGL VF CSLSTGL GM\W ,LWL VG[ lNG 5|lTlNG SFI"SZM
lJB[ZFTF UIFP H[YL 51F[ HGFWFZ U]DFjIMP N[XGL 5$# A[9SM
5{SL DM8F EFUGL A[9SM U|FdI lJ:TFZMDF\ VFJ[, CMJF
KTF\ XC[ZMDF\ 5|RFZGM DFZM ZFbIM VG[ UFD0FVMG[ Z[-F
D]SL NLWFP VJU6GF SZL H[YL BZFA l:YlT pEL Y. T[ H ZLT[
N [XGL ;M {YL DM8L ,W]DTL v D]l:,DM DF8[ 9M; SND
p9FJJFGF AN,[ KL\KZL VG[ lAGH~ZL JWFZ[ 50TL HFC[ZFTM
SZL N[XGF AC]DTL ;DFHG[ D]l:,DMGF T'lQ8SZ6GL GLlT
AFAT[ U[Z;DHM pt5gG Y. VG[ SMU|[\; V[8,[ ,W]DTL VG[
,W]DTL V[8,[ SMU| [ \; V[J] \ JFTFJZ6 pE]] \  SZJFDF \
VFjI]\P SMU| [\;[ CSLSTDF\ N[XGF D]l:,D ,W]DTL ;DFHGF
DF8 [ S \.S 56 SI] " \  CMT TM ;ZSFZGL ;rRZ SDL8LGF
ZL5M8 "DF\ H[ CSLSTM B],LG[ ;FD[ VFJL T[D VF N[XDF\
D]l:,DMGL VFlY"S v ;FDFHLS v X{1Fl6S VG[ ZFHSLI
5lZl:YlT N[XGF VFlNJF;L VG[ ClZHG EF.VM SZTF BZFA
G ATFJJL 50L CMTP H[ CSLST K[P 51FGF D]l:,D G[TFVMV[
D];,DFGMGF 5|lTGLlW  TZLS[ 5MTFG[ VM/BFJL DM8F DM8F
5N CMNF D[/jIF 56 N[XGF D]l:,DMGL ;FRL 5lZl:YlTYL
51FGF CF.SDFg0G[ DFlCTUFZ G SIF"P DF+ 5MTFGF 5N
CMNFVM HF/JL ZFBJFDF\ ZCIF H[G ] \ G [T'tJ SZTF CTF
T[DG]\ SIF\I SM. wIFG G VF%I] \P H[YL D]l:,D ,W]DlT
SMU|[\;YL N}Z Y. U.P SMU|[\; 5MTFGF 51FGL ;ZSFZ JF/F
ZFHI VF;FDDF\  D]l:,DMGL ;FD}lCS CtIF VG[ h]<DG[
ZMSJFDF\ lGQO/ ZCLP D]hOOZGUZGF TMOFGMDF\ DM{G ZCLP
E}TSF/DF \ D]l:,DMGL p5Z YTF h ]<D VtIFRFZDF \
SIF\I SIFZ[I 5MTFGL HJFANFZL lGEFJL  GCL4 VG[ DF+
VF`JF;GM VF%I[ ZFbIF[ cl5|J[gXG VMO SMdI]G, V[g0 8FU["8[0
JFIM,[g;c AL, 5;FZ G SZFJL XSIFP DF.GMZM8L SlDXGG[
SFG}GL NZHHM GF VF%IMP ;DFG TSMGF SlDXGGL ZRGF G
SZL4 VGFDT DF8[ WFlD"S A\WG N}Z SZJFGF 5|IF; Z]5[ VFU/
G JwIFP V,LU- D]l:,D I]lGJl;"8LG[ ,W]DTL NZHHF
AFAT[ lG6"I GF ,. XSIFP

    VFD SMU|[\;[ N[XGL DM8L ,W]DTL D]l:,D ;DFHGF 5|F6
5|zM VG[ T[GF ;JF"\UL  lJSF; DF8[ SM. 9M; SFI"JFCL G SZLP
GFZFHUL jCMZLP SMU|[\;[ V[D DFGL ,LW]\ S[ D];,DFGM SIF\
HJFGF K[ T[VM EFH5G[ TM DT VF5JFGF H GYL TM 5KL
VFBZ[ TM SMU|[\;GL ;FY[ H ZC[X[P
    VF 5lZl:YlTDF \ D ];,DFGM Z_!$GL ;FDFgI
R}\86LDF\ D]\hJ6 VG]EJL ZCIF CTFP ;FY[ H DGMD\YG
SZL ZCIF CTFP T[JL 5lZl:YlTDF\ R}\86L NZdIFG DMNLGF
VG[ EFH5GF S[8,FS G[TFVMGF JF6L4 JT"G VG[ jIjCFZ[
D]l:,DMG[ VFSlQF"T SIF"P ;FY[ YM0LS CL\8 D/TF EFH5[
lACFZDF \ U]HZFTGF D]l:,DMGL ;D]lwW VG[ B]XCF,L
NXF"JTL lO<DM ATFJLP U]HZFTGF 5|EFJXF/L D]l:,DMGF
WF0F pTFIF " VFD D]l:,D 5|E]tJ JF/L A[9SM D[/JJF
5]ZF 5|IF; SIF"P  H[DF \ ,F,]G ] \ cDFIc O[S8Z D]l:,D
IFNJ O [., UI]\  VG[ EFH5[ ;O/TF D[/JL T[ H ZLT[
pTZ5|N[XDF\ ,BGM{DF\ EFH5 5|D]B4 ZFHGFYl;\C[ lXIF
D]l:,D WD"U]Z]VM ;FY[ A[9SM SZL TM JFZF6;LDF\ D]l:,D
VFU[JFGM VG[ DlC,FVMG[ VFSQF "JFGF 5|IF; SZJFDF\
VFjIFP ;FY[ H EFH5 VG[ DMNLV[ HFlTJFNGF ZFHSFZ6DF\YL
D]lST V5FJJF VG[ DF+ ;M{GF ;ZBF ;JF"\UL lJSF; DF8[
AWL H HuIF 5Z H. JFINF SIF"4 N[XGF D]l:,DM VG[
;FDFgI HGTF E|Q8FRFZ VG[ DM\WJFZLD]lST .rKTF CTF
VG[ AN,FJ RFCTF CTFP H[YL ;M {V[ HFlTJFNGF
ZFHSFZ6YL p5Z H. DTNFG SI]"\ VG[ DMNL ;FC[A DF8[
EFZTGF J0F5|WFG 5NGM Z:TM VF;FG SZL NLWMP
    CJ[ HIFZ[  GZ[g§EF. DMNL EFZTGF J0F5|WFG 5N[
lAZFHDFG Y. UIF K[ VG[ EFH5[ VF5 A/[ Z(# ;L8 D[/
JL :5Q8 AC]DTL 5|F%T SZL K[ VG[ V[GP0LPV[PG[ ##5 ;L8M D/
L K[ tIFZ[ DFGGLI J0F5|WFG DMNLHLG[ 5MT[   VF5[,F JRGM
5]ZF SZJFDF\ SM. AFW VFJ[ T[D ,FUT] GYLP tIFZ[
DTNFTFVM V[ GFTvHFT S[ WD"GF JF0FVMG[ AFH] p5Z D]SL
N[XGF lJSF;G[ ;FD[ ZFBL DMNLHLGF GJFEFZTGF ;\N[XG[
SMU|[\; D]ST EFZTGF V[,FGG[ EQ8=FRFZ D]ST EFZT VG[
DM[\WJFZLDF\YL 5|HFG[ D]lST V5FJJFGF ;TT V[,FG SZTF\
EFQF6M p5Z N[XGL 5|HFV[ ;\5}6" lJ`JF; VG[ EZM;F ;FY[
EFZ[ DTNFG SZL ;O/TF V5FJL K[P VFYL DFGGLI DMNLHLGL
HJFANFZL W6L JWL HFI K[P
    SMU|[\;[ CJ[ VF SFZDF VFWFTDF\YL ;J[/F A[9F Y. SFD[
,FUL HJFGL H~Z K[ VG[ G[TFVMGL E},M BFDLVM S[
VGVFJ0TG[ N}Z SZL ;A/ lJZMW51FGL  E}lDSF EHJJFGL
H~Z K[P SFZ6 S[ VF56L ,MSXFCL N]lGIFDF\ JB6FI K[
VG[ VF56L R}\86L 5ålTGL 56 ;ZFCGF YFI K[P tIFZ[
SM.51F :5Q8 AC]DTGF VFWFZ[ KFS8M AGL A[C]NF lG6"I
,. 5MTFG[ 51FG[ S[ N[XG[ G]SXFG G SZ[ T[ DF8[ ;A/ lJZMW 51F
H~ZL K[P VFXF ZFBLV[ S [ N [XGF ;FDFgI GFUlZSMV[
;EFGTF 5}J "S 5MTFGL HJFANFZL ;DHL N[XGF VG[
GFUlZSMGF ;JF" \UL lJSF; DF8[ EFZ[ DTNFG SI]"\ K[ T[D
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CJ[ ;TFWFZL 51F EFH5 VG[ 5|wFFGD\+L GZ[g§ DMNLHL 5MTFGF
JRGM 5F/[ VG[ 5|DFl6S 56[ 5MTFGF JFINF5]ZF SZ[ ;M{G[
;FY[ ZFB[ ;M{GM lJSF; SZ[ VG[ N[XDF\ ;],[C ;\5 XF\lT HF/JL
lJ`JGF GSXFDF\ EFZTG[ prR :YFG V5FJ[ V[ H VFXFP

" ;\NE";]lR o

 ;M{ZFQ8= ;DFRFZ4 TF !*q5q!$ cDCF ;TFGM ;\U|FDc
EFJP VFJ'lT

 U]HZFT ,MS;lDlT4 lJRFZ[ U]HZFT4 VFJ'lT Z_!$4 5'P!
 A1FL V[DPH[PU]HZFTG]\ ZFHSFZ64 I]lGP U|\YlGDF"6

AM0"4 VFJ'lT !)(&4 5'P!5
 U]HZFT ;DFRFZ4 TFP!(q5q!$ EFJPVFJ'lT
 c;\N[Xc ;DFRFZ4 TFP !(q5q!$ EFJPVFJ'lT
 lNjI EF:SZ4 TFP !)q5q!$ cDCF ;TFGM ;\U|FDc

VDNFJFN VFJ'lT
 http://urvishkothari-gujarati. blogs pot.in
 http://studyingon.com
  http://heetopadesh.blogspot.im
 http://wikipidiya.com
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{krníke yrÄfkh yrÄrLkÞ{ 2005
{krníke yrÄfkh yrÄrLkÞ{ 2005 (ykhxeykR)yu ¼khíkeÞ MktMkËLkku fkÞËku Au. íku ‘¼khík{kt hk»xÙeÞ fûkkyu Lkkøkrhfku {kxu
{krníke {u¤ððkLkk yrÄfkhLkk ðkMíkrðf ðneðxLke MÚkkÃkLkk fhðk’ {kxu {krníkeLke MðíktºkíkkLkk fkÞËkLkwt y{÷efhý Au. yk fkÞËku
¼khíkLkk çkÄkt s hkßÞku yLku fuLÿþkrMkík «ËuþkuLku ÷køkw Ãkzu Au. òu fu íku{kt hkßÞ fûkkLkk fkÞËkÚke Mkt[kr÷ík sB{w yLku fk~{eh hkßÞLkku
Mk{kðuþ Úkíkku LkÚke. yk fkÞËkLke òuøkðkRyku nuX¤, fkuR Ãký Lkkøkrhf (J&K Lkk Lkkøkrhfku rMkðkÞ) ‘ònuh Mk¥kkrÄfkhe’ (Mkhfkh
yÚkðk ‘hkßÞkuLkk MkkÄLkYÃk’ íkhefu fk{ fhLkkh MktMÚkk) ÃkkMkuÚke {krníkeLke {køk fhe þfþu yLku íku{ýu ÍzÃkÚke yÚkðk ºkeMk rËðMkLkk
økk¤k{kt íkuLkku sðkçk ykÃkðku sYhe Au. yk fkÞËk yLkwMkkh «íÞuf ònuh Mk¥kkrÄfkheyu ¾qçk s rðMík]ík heíku íku{Lke {krníkeLku fkuBÃÞwxhkRÍ
fhðe Ãkzu Au yLku fux÷ef [ku¬Mk «fkhLke {krníkeLku Mkr¢Þ heíku ònuh fhðe Ãkzu Au fu suÚke LkkøkrhfkuLku {krníkeLke rðLktíke fhíke ð¾íku
÷½wík{ MºkkuíkLke sYrhÞkík W¼e ÚkkÞ. 15{e sqLk, 2005Lkk hkus yk fkÞËku ÃkMkkh fhðk{kt ykÔÞku yLku 13{e ykuõxkuçkh, 2005Lkk
hkus MktÃkqýo heíku y{÷{kt ykÔÞku níkku. ¼khík{kt yíÞkh MkwÄe ykurV~Þ÷ rMk¢ux yuõx 1923 yLku yLÞ rðþu»k fkÞËkyku «{kýu {krníke
ònuh fhðk Ãkh «ríkçktÄ níkku íku Lkðk ykhxeykR yuõx ykðíkk n¤ðk ÚkÞk Au.

*{w÷kfkíke ÔÞkÏÞkíkk, hkßÞþk† rð¼køk, ©e{íke økktÄe {rn÷k fku÷us, ¼kðLkøkh.

¼khíkeÞ ÷kufþkne yuf Lkðe rËþk{ktÚke ÃkMkkh ÚkR hne
Au. MkwþkMkLk, ÃkkhËŠþíkk yLku sðkçkËkheLku MkwrLkrùík fÞko ðøkh
ðkMíkrðf ÷kufþkneLke ÃkrhfÕÃkLkk Mkkfkh fhðe ÷øk¼øk yMkt¼ð
Au. {krníke yrÄfkhLku «Úk{ ð¾ík íku Mkt¼ð fÞwO Au. {krníke
yrÄfkhLku ¼khíkLkk Mkk{kLÞ LkkøkrhfLku þkMkLk-«þkMkLkLku MkeÄk
Mkðk÷ fhðkLke Lkðe ÷kufíkkttrºkf ¼qr{fk ÷kðeLku W¼ku fhe ËeÄk.

{krníke yrÄfkh{kt MkV¤ «Þkuøkkuyu Lkkufhþkne yLku
hksLkuíkkyku Mkrník MkkðosrLkf rníkÚke òuzkÞu÷k Mk{Mík ¼køkkuLku
MÃkü MktËuþ ykÃÞku Au fu, ÷kufMkuðf sLk«ríkrLkrÄLke ËkrÞíðÃkqýo
¾whþeyku WÃkh çkuMkðkðk¤k nðu økkuÃkLkeÞíkkLkk ÃkzËk{kt MkkðosrLkf
rníkku MkkÚku r¾÷ðkz fhe þfþu Lk®n.

òu  ykÃkýu yk Lkðk yrÄfkh «íÞu íkífk÷ Mk[uík Lkrn
ÚkRyu íkku íkuLku Mktfwr[ík fhðk {kxuLkk «ÞíLkku ðÄw økríkþe÷ íkþu.
nS Mk{Þ Au fu ykÃkýu yk Lkðk yrÄfkhLkku WÃkÞkuøk fheLku yLku
sðkçkËkheLku yrLkðkÞo çkLkkðeLku LkkøkrhfkuLke Mk¢eÞíkk MkwrLkrùík
fheyu. {krníke yrÄfkhu yk WÆu~ÞLku Mkt¼ð fÞwO Au. yk {wÆkLku
fkLkqLke ÃkwMíkfku yLku Mku{eLkkhLke [[koyku{ktÚke çknkh fkZeLku þuheyku
yLku hMíkkyku MkwÄe ÷R òÞ Au.
¼khík{kt {krníke yrÄfkh yrÄrLkÞ{ 2005

¼khík{kt 10 {e Ãkt[ð»keoÞ ÞkusLkkLkk ËMíkkðus{kt fÌkwt
Au fu, ‘10{e ÞkusLkkLkkt ÷ûÞkuLke «kró {kxu MkwþkMkLk sYhe Au.
rðfkMk fkÞkuoLkk ykÞkusLk fkÞkorLðík íkÚkk Ëu¾hu¾Lkk çkÄk Míkhku
WÃkh sLkMkn¼køkeíkk ¾wçk s ykð~Þf Au. rðfkMkLke Lkerík yLku
«r¢Þkyku{kt MkwÄkh íÞkh «¼kðþk¤e nþu ßÞkhu ÷kufkuLku íkuLkk
MkwÄkhkyku rðþu òýfkhe «kó Úkþu. òu {krníke yrÄfkhLkk YÃk{kt

Ëhuf LkkøkrhfkuLku {krníke WÃk÷çkÄ fhkððk{kt ykðu íkku «þkMkLk
{kxu rðfkMk ÞkusLkkykuLku fkÞkorLðík fhðe Mkh¤ ÚkR sþu.’

24 {u 1995{kt Lkðe rËÕne{kt {wÏÞ{tºkeykuLkwt Mktt{u÷Lk
ÚkÞwt íkuLkku rð»kÞ níkku ‘«¼kðe yLku «íÞwíkhËkÞe Mkhfkh {kxu yufþLk
Ã÷kLkLkw t rLk{koý’ íku{kt {krníke yrÄfkh fkÞËku çkLkkððk WÃkh
Mkn{íke ÚkR. ¢r{f yLku ÷kuf VrhÞkË {tºkk÷Þu ÃkkuíkkLkk 38{kt
rhÃkkuxo{kt Ãký yuðk fkÞËkLke ¼÷k{ý fhe.

þihe fr{xeyu {U 1997{kt ‘{krníke rðÄuÞf’Lkwt MðYÃk
«Míkwík fÞwO íkuLkk WÃkh fuLÿ Mkhfkh îkhk økrXík {tºkeykuLkk Mk{wnu
rð[kh fÞkuo fu hk»xÙeÞ rník ¼khíkLke y¾tzíkk yLku rðËuþe hksÞkuLke
MkkÚku {iºkeÃkqýo MktçktÄkuLku çkLkkðe hk¾eLku LkkøkrhfkuLku {krníke
Mðíktºkíkk fuðe heíku ykÃkðe ?

ð»ko 2001{kt MktMkËLke MÚkkÞe Mkr{ríkyu {krníke
MðkíktºÞ rðÄuÞfLkku Mðefkh fÞku o. zeMkuBçkh 2002{kt MktMkËu
{krníke MðkíktºÞ rðÄuÞf ÃkMkkh fÞkuo. òLÞwykhe 2003{kt íkuLku
hk»xÙÃkríkLke {tswhe {¤e. 6 òLÞwykhe 2003{kt íkuýu yrÄrLkÞ{
MktÏÞk 5/2003 íkhefu yrÄMkqr[ík fhðk{kt ykÔÞku Ãkhtíkw íkuLke
rLkÞ{kð÷e çkLkkððkLkk Lkk{ WÃkh íkuLku ÷køkw fhe þõÞku Lk®n.

{u, 2004{kt fuLÿ{kt Þw.Ãke.yu.Lke Mkhfkh ykðe ykÚke
fkUøkúuMk ÃkkuíkkLkk [wtxýe ½ku»kýkÃkºk{kt {krníke yrÄfkhLkku ðkÞËku
fÞkuo níkku. Þw.Ãke.yu. Mkhfkhu ‘LÞwLkík{ Mkkò’ fkÞo¢{Lkk y{÷efhý
{kxu yuf hk»xÙeÞ Mk÷knfkh Ãkrh»kËLke h[Lkk fhe. hk»xÙeÞ
Mk÷knfkh Ãkrh»kËu {krníkeLkk yrÄfkh rðÄuÞfLkk YÃk{kt 22
rzMkuBçkh, 2004{kt hsw fhððk{kt ykÔÞwt yLku yk rðÄuÞf
2002Lkk fkÞËkÚke ðÄkhu MkkÁt níkwt Ãkhtíkw íku{kt ½ýe ¾k{eyku
níke. íku{kt fkÞËkLkwt WÕ÷½tLk fhLkkhkyku {kxu fkuR fkuR fkÞËku
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÷køkw Lk níkku. yk Mkr{ríkyu rðÄuÞfLku MktMkËLke MÚkkÞe Mkr{rík
ÃkkMku {kuf÷e ykÃÞwt.

ytík  {k[o, 2005{kt MktMkË{kt hsw fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt. 11
{u, 2005{kt ÷kufMk¼kLkk 144{kt MkwÄkhk MkkÚku ÃkkMík ÚkÞku. 12
{U, 2005yu hkßÞMk¼k{kt Ãký íkuLku ÃkMkkh fhe Ëuðk{kt ykÔÞwt.
12 swLk, 2005{kt hk»xÙÃkríkyu íkuLku Mðef]rík ykÃke ykðe heíku
12 ykuõxkuçkh 2005{kt {krníke yrÄfkh Mk{økú Ëuþ{kt «¼kðe
ÚkR økÞku.

{krníke yrÄfkh yrÄrLkÞ{Lkku fuLÿ fkÞËku çkLÞku íku
Ãknu÷k s ËuþLkk Lkð hkßÞku{kt yk yrÄfkh {¤e [wõÞku níkku.
íkkr{÷Lkkzw (1997) økkuðk (1997), hksMÚkkLk (2000),
fýkoxf (2000), rËÕne (2001), ykMkk{ (2002),
{æÞ«Ëuþ (2002), {nkhk»xÙ (2002), sB{w fk~{eh (2004.

MkhfkhLke ¼qr{fk
fkÞËkLke f÷{ 26 ¼khíkeÞ fuLÿ Mkhfkh yLku hkßÞ MkhfkhLku
(J&K rMkðkÞ) Lke[u sYhe Ãkøk÷k ¼hðk ykËþ ykÃku Au.

 ¾kMk fheLku ÷k¼Úke ðtr[ík Mk{kòu {kxu ykhxeykR Ãkh
þiûkrýf fkÞo¢{ku rðfMkkððk.

 yrÄfkheykuLku íkk÷e{ ykÃkðe yLku íkk÷e{ Mkk{økúeykuLkku
rðfkMk fhðku.

 MktçktrÄík Mk¥kkðkh MkwÄkhkyku{kt ònuh sLkíkk {kxu ÞqÍh økkRz
(ðÃkhkþfíkko {køkoËŠþfk) íkiÞkh fhðe yLku «[kh fhðku.

 ÃkeykRykuLkk Lkk{, nkuÆkyku, ÃkkuMx÷ MkhLkk{wt yLku MktÃkfo
rðøkíkku yLku {krníke su{fu [wfððk{kt ykðLkkhe Ve, òu
rðLktíke Vøkkðe Ëuðk{kt ykðu íkku fkÞËk{kt WÃk÷çÄ WÃkkÞkuLke
{krníkeLku «fkrþík fhðe.

MktË¼oøkútÚk:-
 nheþ yuLk. Þkn ‘{krníke yrÄfkh çkkçkík yrÄrLkÞ{

2005’
  rð»ýw hksøkXeÞk yLku yh®ðËk fusheðk÷ ‘Mkw[Lkk fk

yrÄfkh ÔÞðnkrhf {køkoËŠþfk’
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A Study on Functional Arithmetic Skills of Children with Mental
Retardation Studying at Primary & Secondary Level in Special School

After detailed discussion with subject expert, the investigator formed the tittle of the research as follows:"A
Study on Functional Arithmetic Skills of Children with Mental Retardation Studying at Primary
& Secondary Level in Special School".In a democratic country every individual has the right to
education.Realizing this, the Government of India has introduced education as one of the fundamental
rights of every individual.Bearing very categorically and distinctly in mind the solemn responsibility that
“The state shall provide within a period of 10 years from the commencement of the Constitution for free
and compulsory education for all children until they complete the age of 14 years,"the state of affairs now
in education for all has become for beyond the promises made and challenges declared.After a detail study
of this research we aware about special education, special need children, functional arithmetic skills and
achievement of arithmetic skills with special need children.

* Assi. Pro,Indian Institute of Teacher Education (IITE), Gandhinagar, Gujarat,

Introduction
In a democratic country every individual has the right
to education. Education moulds the individual’s
personality and makes them not to remain as a
parasite on society. Realizing this, the Government
of India has introduced education as one of the
fundamental rights of every individual. To provide
this fundamental right to every citizen irrespective of
caste, creed, religion and community etc., both the
Central and State Governments have introduced
many programmes such as formal education, non-
formal education, informal education, adult education
etc. But even after 50 years of India has not achieved
the objective of Universalization of Elementary
Education/Primary Education.
Even though the constitution of India is providing
education as the fundamental right to all Indian
citizens, Certain groups such as pupil with physical
disabilities (hearing impaired, visually impaired and
orthopedically handicapped) and mental facilities to
utilize this fundamental right.
1.1 Education for All
                     Bearing very categorically and
distinctly in mind the solemn responsibility that “The
state shall provide within a period of 10 years from
the commencement of the Constitution for free and

compulsory education for all children until they
complete the age of 14 years," the state of affairs
now in education for all has become for beyond the
promises made and challenges declared. An overview
of the problem and issues with regard to
Universalization of Elementary Education made by
the Ramamurti Commission is significant even from
the perspective of the same encountered now in spite
of tall promises and evaluation-shy programmes of
action.

That education for all is a commitment for
all to be retained in all care and caution can hardly
be denied. For this purpose what is of utmost
importance is to make a war footing through well-
devised plans and programmes of action and
translation of those in right earnest. To start with,
revival of defunct or lost schools for children, in
particular, ought to be made by eliminating all stigmas
and superstitions whatsoever. In this respect, a
National Programme of Action well scrutinized in
terms of survey, plans, curriculum construction and
immediate and long-term activities would serve an
ideal purpose of how to go ahead successfully.

Education for all in order to be justified to
its connotations must not remain isolated from what
it should be as it actually demands from people of
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all sections of life irrespective of caste and creed,
colour and clime, rich and poor and so on. This is all
the more important in a vast country like ours where
passivity and inaction are unfortunately nursed with
all care and caution.

Education for all must be concerned with
the standard of living in a country where education
is exploited in the diverse parameters of work-
culture by ignoring rampantly the law of the country.
As a result, work-force or lab our force in terms of
education often makes an appalling mismatch where
individual identity and particularly the right to live in
minimum dignity and honor are ruthlessly raped.

One real problem however will remain with
us. That problem will lie in having to decide how to
go about providing education to all the children –
around 200 million of them, at the next count; will
make up the world’s largest child population. First,
to decide on the right languages of literacy and
primary education; second, the contents of what is
to be taught; third, how to teach this across a country
whose multicultural, multilingual character goes down
to the district levels; and finally, to maintain the quality
of the elementary education to be imparted. Clearly
this is one enormous task.
1.2 Special Education
Special Education usually is defined as an area within
the framework of general education that provides
(1) appropriate facilities, (2) specialized materials
and methods, and (3) teachers with specialized
training for children considered handicapped. The
handicapped are those classified as mentally
retarded, emotionally disturbed, brain injured,
speech defective, blind and partially seeing, deaf and
hard of hearing, orthopedically impaired, and
homebound and special health problem. One
common characteristic of all the classifications is that
they are medical disability areas or they are directly
derived from medical conceptions. Special
education has been constructed around a series of
medically defined problems.
1.3 Need & Importance of Special Education
According to the fourth survey of research in
education much (1983-1988); the report on the
research in Special Education brought out by
N.K.Jangira and S.Mukhopadhyay, stated that,
there are individuals who learn very fast, there are
others who do not learn very fast but with reasonable

teaching-learning opportunities can learn prescribed
tasks, maybe over a relatively longer time segment.
Thanks to significant development in medical science,
technology and education, the lives of the disabled
persons can be normalized through special input.
These persons can also be educated using special
instructional technology and instructional material and
learning aids and equipment specific to special
learning needs. Special education, according to this
research states that it is that component of education
which employs special instructional methodology,
instructional materials, learning teaching aids and
equipment and special teaching and managerial
competencies to meet educational needs of persons
with specific learning needs. These needs may be
congenital or may arise out of conditions appearing
at any stage of life.

The nature of character of Special Education
was regarded along various directions. For example,
there are broad dimensions which refer to the
‘excellence’ and ‘deficit’ aspect of the continuum of
Special Education needs, i.e. education of persons
with special needs arising out of disability. The other
side associates the regime of Special Education
grabbing various aspects i.e. identification,
assessment, education setting and instructional result.
1.4 Characteristics of Special Education
Special Education has recently acquired importance
in our national system of education. The National
Policy on Education (1986) has made special
reference for the education of handicapped children.
A detailed scheme for the education of handicapped
children has been prepared and circulated to
implement. Though Special Education appears to
be a continuum with general education it a till has
certain characteristics which differentiate it from
general education.
The following are of the characteristic of Special
Education
Special Education is developmental in character. It
starts as early as possible and continues throughout
school college career after identifying the handicap
of the child. The short-range and long-range goals
of instruction are specified. They are achieved step
by step in Course of time.
The Special Education program sense and the training
process for children those have are disabled or
physically challenged and also for their parents to
have the multisensory experiences.
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Special Education is diagnostic in nature, it
finds out the impediments to learning and brings to
bear, what is normal and is expected at certain stages
in child growth and development. Diagnosis includes
observation of the handicapped in different situations,
recognizes eternizes strengths and weaknesses,
drawing conclusions and planning education for
them.

Special Education is preventive in nature. It
detects failure and boredom which lead to inactivity.
Malfunction and secondary handicaps such as
behaviour problems and learning difficulties are
prevented.

Special Education is experimental. It
provides opportunity to professionals to apply
findings of research to small groups and test
educational hypothesis to cut new pathway in the
education of handicapped children.

Special Education is a kind of mobile
education. It persists even at the home or clinic of
the children that can approach to those students who
can’t move to get education.
The last and most important characteristic of Special
Education is that it is highly individualized, meaning
there by, that instructional methods are designed,
keeping into consideration the needs of the individual
child.
2.Statement of the Problem
After detailed discussion with subject expert, the
investigator formed the tittle of the research as
follows:
A Study on Functional Arithmetic Skills of
Children with Mental Retardation Studying at
Primary & Secondary Level in Special School
3.Objectives of the research
The following were the objectives of the research:
1. To identify the special schools for children
with mental retardation.
2. To assess the functional arithmetic skills of
children with mental retardation studying at primary
and secondary levels.
4. Operational Definitions of Words
 Study: A piece of research that examines a subject
study.
Functional Arithmetic: We face various situations
almost daily, when we require the use of number
skills. For example, at the time of buying half a dozen
bananas from the fruit vendor, we glance at the bunch
whether it contains six bananas or not. Likewise,

we also use number skills in various settings such as
in home; community and work places such as how
many plates are on the table? Which bus number to
take to reach work place? How much is the bus
fare? And so on. Thus, the major part of the
curriculum for children with mental retardation should
include function arithmetic skills, which emphasize
the application of those skills in various real life
situations.
Skills: A skill is a type of work or activity which
requires special training and knowledge.
Mental Retardation
According to AAMR (2002):

“Mental Retardation is a disability
characterized by significant limitation both in
intellectual functioning and in adaptive behaviour as
expressed in conceptual, social and adaptive skills.
This disability originates before the age of 18 years".
According to this study Children with Mental
Retardation refers to those who studying at
primary and secondary level
Primary level: Children between the age group of
6 to 9 years are considered as belonging to the
primary level. Due to the intellectual impairment,
children with mental retardation show delays in all
developmental areas, which reflects in learning
academics and deficits in adaptive behaviour. Hence
curricular emphasis should be learning skills and
behaviour that  are necessary to  funct ion
independently as for as possible and in a socially
acceptable manner.
Secondary level: Children between ages of 10 to
13 or 14 years are grouped under secondary level.
Special School: Special schooling is most obviously
required when there is a need for special treatment
(physiotherapy, nursing care), special equipment or
modified building, specialized methods of teaching
(teaching for deaf; Braille; special methods for the
intellectually handicapped) or the creation of a
particular kind of learning environment (for the
maladjusted and some kinds of learning disability).
It is an advantage of the special school that it facilities
the concentration of equipment and resources. It also
facilitates the economical use of medical,
psychological and other specialists, such as speech
therapists, visiting regularly. This also avoids
children’s lengthy visits to clinics, and promotes co-
operation and understanding between teachers and
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specialists – the latter, for example, are able to
appreciate the educational handicap of the child’s
condition and its treatment rather than merely the
disability.

Special education refers to the teaching of
learning-disabled students in ways outside of the
norm. This is done by giving students more individual
attention than they would normally receive. As such,
special education programs are typically more
expensive per capita than their counterparts.
Nowadays, it is common for special education
training to be a requirement to become a certified
teacher.
5. Need and importance of the research
Usually the CWMR finds difficulty in academics
(Venkatesan et.al, 1983: Susan Bracey, 2009). So,
here there is an attempt to find out how far these
children finding difficulty is Arithmetic Skills. This
study will give an insight to the Special Educators to
develop appropriate strategies to teach arithmetic’s
for CWMR.
6.Hypotheses
Hypotheses for the researchwere-
1. There will be no significant difference between
the boys and girls in arithmetic skills of children with
Mental Retardation.
2. There will be no significant difference between
the children with Mental Retardation Studying at
Primary & Secondary Level in Special Schools"
7. Variables
The two types of variables are as follows -
1. Independent Variables:
Factors related to Children with Mental Retardation
in Special Schools – Gender, Rural or Urban, Age,
etc.
2. Dependent Variables:
Support services provided in Special Schools.
8.Limitations of the research

Each research has its own limitation. The limitations
of this researchwere:
1. Due to paucity of time, it was impossible to deal

with many more aspects in mathematics in depth.
2. Due to lack of time, it was not possible to deal

with other subjects.
3. Due to lack of time, and resources, the

investigator had to view limited students in
HariAasro Trust, Upasana Institute for Mentally
Challenged Children, Adipur, Kachchh, Gujarat.

4. Due to time shortage, this study was based only
on primary level and secondary level but if it is
done on vocational level also, it would be more
effective.

9.Research Questions
The research questions were:
1. What is the performance of functional arithmetic

skills in children with mental retardation studying
at primary level?

2. What is the performance of functional arithmetic
skills in children with mental retardation studying
at secondary level?

3. Is there any difference with respect to
performance of functional arithmetic skills of
children with mental retardation studying in rural
area?

4. Is there any difference with respect to
performance of functional arithmetic skills of
children with mental retardation studying in
urban area?

5.  Is there any difference with respect to
performance of functional arithmetic skills of
children with mental retardation studying among
boys and girls?

10. Sample  Fifty children with mental retardation
studying in HariAasro Trust, Upasana Institute for
Mentally Challenged Children, Adipur, Kachchh,
Gujarat. Children with any other significant
associated disabilities were not included in the study.

Purposive sampling technique was applied here.
Table – 1.0: Distribution of sample by Gender and Level 

 
Name & Address 
of Special School 

 

Gender 

Level 

Total 
Primary  

(6-9 years) 

Secondary  

(10-14 years) 

HariAasro Trust, 
Upasana Institute 

for Mentally 
Challenged 

Children, Adipur, 
Kachchh, Gujarat 

 
Boys 

 
12 

 
13 

 
25 

 
Girls 

 
13 

 
12 

 
25 

 
Total 

 
25 

 
25 

 
50 
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11. Tool used for the research
In order to achieve the objectives mentioned

in the research, it will necessary to collect the data.
To assess the functional arithmetic skills of the
primary and secondary level CWMR in special
school, the researcher constructed the observational
tool following the rules and regulation of constructing
it.

After preparation of the tool it was much
important to collect excerpt comment so it would
be sent for feedback and suggestion to experts
working in special education.
11.1 Functional Arithmetic Assessment
Checklist (FAAC)

Functional Arithmetic Assessment Checklist
was frame by the investigator.  The Assessment
Checklist was used to test/measure the functional
arithmetic skills of special school children with MR
in the age range of 6-14 years.
12. Procedure for data collection

This section gives an overview of the method
of collection of data and techniques of analysis of
the data to achieve the various objectives of the study.
The data were collected on functional arithmetic skills
of primary and secondary level CWMR in special
schools.

As the FAAC was an individual performance
Assessment without time restriction each child had
to be given test. The following steps were followed
in collecting the data about ore-arithmetic skills.
 Administration of test was carried out in a

play way method.
 Each child was given instruction, in his or

her own mother tongue (Gujarati).
 The FAAC was administered to a total

number of 50 children in special schools of
CWMR during the months of November
and December 2016.

13. Major Findings of the research
1. The performance of functional arithmetic skills

in children with mental retardation studying at
primary level was found 23%.

2. The performance of functional arithmetic skills
in children with mental retardation studying at
secondary level was found (38%).

3. The performance from Rural area was found
(45.5%) children with mental retardation in
functional arithmetic skills.

4. The performance fromUrban area was found
(31.25%) children with mental retardation in
functional arithmetic skills.

5. There was considerable difference among
Boys and Girls in performance of functional
arithmetic skills.

14. Recommendation for further researches
There are no researches which are perfect for
Functional Arithmetic Skill of Children with Mental
Retardation in Special Education field. In the present
research, the researcher recommended for the future
research of-
1. A Study on Functional Arithmetic Skill of

Children with Intellectual Difference studying
at Primary Level in Special School.

2. A Study on Pre-Vocational Skill of Children
with Intellectual Difference studying at
Secondary Level in Special School.

3. A Study on Behavioral Skill of Children with
Intellectual Difference studying at Primary &
Secondary Level in Inclusive School.

4. A Study on Academic Skill of Children with
Mild & Moderate  Intellectual Difference
studying at Primary Level in Inclusive School.

5. A Study on Social Skill of Children with Mild
& Moderate  Intellectual Difference studying
at Secondary Level in Inclusive School.
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prR lX1F6DF\ D}<I ;\NE[" o SF,[HGL E}lDSF VG[ 50SFZM
VUtIGF D}<IMGL JWTL HTL H~lZIFT VG[ ;DFHDF\ JWTL HTL lJQFDTFG[ SFZ6[ lX1F6DF\ 5]Go VG]S},G H~ZL AgI]\ K[P
lX1F6 ;FDFlHS VG[ G{lTS D}<IM S[/JJFG]\ V;ZSFZS DFwID K[P VFhFNL 5KL EFZTDF\ Vl:TtJDF\ VFJ[,F prR lX1F6
DF8[GF 5\RMV[ prR lX1F6DF\ BFDLVM VG[ T[G[ DF8[GF p5RFZMGM lGN["X SIM" K[P KTF\ 56 T\+ T[ E,FD6MG[ VG];ZJFDF\
lGQO/ ZCI]\ K[P SM9FZL SlDXG s!)&$v&&f äFZF NXF"JJFDF\ VFJ[, BFDLVM VFH[ 5F\R NFISF 5KL 56 Vl:TtJDF\ K[ HP
lJnFYL"VMGF ;DU|TF,1FL lJSF;GM wI[I 5|:T]T lX1F6 5|6F,L äFZF ;FWL XSFTM GYLP prR lX1F6DF\ SFD SZTF lX1FSM VG[
VFIMHSMV[ Z!DL ;NLGF lX1F6GF 50SFZMG[ Ò,JF DF8[4 ,MSXFCLGF D}<IMG[ pHFUZ SZJF DF8[ IMuI VFIMHG SZJFGL
H~lZIFT K[P 5|:T]T ,[B EFZTDF\ prR lX1F6DF\ D}<I VlE:YF5G DF8[ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,F 5|IF;MGM lGN["X SZ[ K[P 5|:T]T
VY"U|C6FtDS ,[B prR lX1F6GL VF.P8LP ;lCTGL ;\:YFVMDF\ D}<I VlE:YF5G DF8[GF 50SFZM VG[ T[GF DF8[ I]lGJl;"8L
VG[ SF,[HMGL E}lDSF :5Q8 SZ[ K[P
RFJL~5 XaNM lX1F64 ;FDFlHS 5lZJT"GGL 5|lS|IF4 ,MSM äFZF VG]EJFTF 50SFZM4 prR lX1F6DF\  SF,[HM äFZF D}<I
VlE:YF5GP

5|JT"DFG l:YlT
X{1Fl6S 5|6F,LGL D]bI lGQO/TF lX1F6DF\ D}<IGM

VEFJ K[P VF56F ;DFHGL S]8]\A ;\:YF 56 T[DF\ lGQO/ ZCL
K[P 5|JT"DFG lX1F6 5|6F,L ;FZF D}<IMGL HuIFV[ VIMuI
D}<I XLBJL ZCL CMI T[J]\ ,FU[ K[P pNFCZ6 TZLS[ lJnFYL"VMG[
SM.56 ZLT[ WG SDFJJFG]\ XLBJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ VG[ V[J]\ SC[JFDF\
VFJ[ K[ S[ ;DFHDF\ DF+ WGJFG ,MSMG[ H DFGvDZTAM 5|F%T
YFI K[P 5|FRLG ;DIDF\ 56 lX1F6GF VEFJ[ VF H D}<IM
XLBJJFDF\ VFJTF CTFP lX1F6GL 5|6F,LDF\ ,MSXFCLGF
l;âF\TMGM VEFJ HMJF D/[ K[P D}/E}T CSM S[ OZHM X]\ K[ V[
lJnFYL"VMG[ SM. lNJ; XLBJJFDF\ VFJT]\ GYLP VFD4 N[XGL
V[STF VG[ VB\l0TTF DF8[GF D}<IMGM lX1F6DF\ VEFJ HMJF
D/[ K[P :JT\+TF 5|Fl%TGF &* JQF" 5KL 56 7FlTJFN4 HFlTJFN
S[ JU"JFN H[JL ANLVMG[ VF56[ N}Z SZL XSIF GYLP H[ D}<IM
DCFtDF UF\WLV[ 5|IMHIF K[ VG[ H[GFYL T[D6[ ;DU| N[XG[ V[S
SIM" CTM T[ H D}<IMG]\ VJD}<IG YT]\ CMI T[J]\ ,FUL ZCI]\ K[P

D }<I VlE:YF5G lX1F6G] \  D ]bI SFI" K[ V[
JF:TlJSTFG[ E}TSF/DF\ wIFG[ ,[JFTL G CTLP DM8FEFUGL
SF,[HM VG[ I]lGJl;"8LDF\ D}<I lX1F6 5Z DCÀJ V5FT]\ GYLP
5F9IS|DM VG[ VeIF;S|DMGF 5]Go A\WFZ6DF\ D}<I lX1F6G]\
TÀJ pD[ZL D}<I lX1F6GM 5|;FZ SZL XSFI K[P p5ZF\T4
lJnFYL"VM DF8[GF OFpg0[XG SM;"DF\ 56 D}<I lX1F6 pD[ZL
5|:T]T lJRFZWFZFG[ VFU/ JWFZL XSFIP
SF, [HGL E}lDSF VG[ 50SFZM o

SF,[HM DF8[GM D]bI 50SFZ V[ K[ S[ VFHGF I]UGF
I]JFGMG[ D}<I lX1F6 V;ZSFZS S[ Z;5|N ZLT[ XL ZLT[ VF5J]\P

VFHGM VeIF;S|D DFlCTL4 l;âF\TM VG[ lGIDM H[JF DFlCTL
8[SGM,lHGF TÀJM äFZF EZ[,M K[P VFD4 I]JFG 5[-L DF+
DFlCTL5|N lJQFIM H E6JF 8[JFI[,F K[P VFYL lX1F6 äFZF
lJnFYL"VMGM ;DU|TF,1FL lJSF;GM wI[I 5}6" YTM GYLP

lX1F6GL 5|lS|IFDF\ lX1FS VG[ lJnFYL" V[ A[ VUtIGF
W|]JM K[P K[<,F S[8,FS N;SFDF\ lX1F6DF\ 36F AWF 5lZJT"GM
VFJL ZCIF K[P X{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMDF\ 5|YD VG[ läTLI 5[-LGF
lJnFYL"VM JW] CMI K[P H[YL T[DGF 50SFZMG[ 5CF[\RL J/JF
DF8[ IMuI lX1F6XF:+LI 5âlTVMGM p5IMU SZJM H~ZL K[P
lJnFYL"VM ;DFHGF SIF :TZDF\YL VFJ[ K[ T[ 56 GSSL SZJ]\
H~ZL K[P SFZ6 S[ NZ[S :TZGF X{1Fl6S 50SFZM lJlXQ8 CMI
K[P

8[SGM,lHGM 5|EFJ VG[ T[GL ;DFH 5ZYL V;ZG[
lGlQS|I SZL XSFTL GYL T[DH 5FKL 56 WS[,L XSFTL GYLP
VF56F ;DFHDF\ D}<IG]\ VWo5TG V[ D}<IMGL p5[1FFG[ SFZ6[
YI]\ K[P ;DFHDF\ D}<IMGM ;\5}6" wJ\; YFI V[ 5C[,F T[GF lJX[GF
H~ZL 5U,F\ ,[JF B}A H~ZL K[P H[G[ DF8[ lX1F6 5|6F,LG]\
5]GZ]tYFG T[DH 5]Go A\WFZ6 SZL lJnFYL"VMG[ ;\:SFZ ;FY[G]\
lX1F6 5|F%T YFI T[ VUtIG]\ K[P VFGF DF8[G]\ 5|YD 5U,]\ T[
lX1F6DF\ D}<I lX1F6GM ;DFJ[X SZL lJnFYL"VMG[ T[ DF8[ T{IFZ
SZJF V[ K[P D}<I lX1F6G[ SF,[HMDF\ V[S lJQFI TZLS[ :YFG
VF5J]\ V[ VUtIGL AFAT K[P

SF,[H lX1F6GF NZ[S TASS[ D}<I lX1F6GM ;DFJ[X
SZJM HM.V[P ;\RF,SM4 lX1FSM VG[ ;CFIS :8FOGL E}lDSF
XF/FG]\ JFTFJZ6 VG[ EFJFJZ6G[ EFZTLI ;\:S'lTG[ VG]~5

* V[DPV[P4 V[DPV[0ŸP4 ÒP;[84
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AGFJJFG]\ K[P RMSS; ZLT[ ;\RF,SMV[ ;\:YFGL U]6J¿F VG[
DF5N\0M HF/JL ZFBJF RFJL~5 E}lDSF EHJJFGL K[P T[VMV[
VFNX"JFNL AGJ]\ HM.V[4 DFGJ DGGL GA/F.VMYL 5Z Y.
;\:YFGF U]6J¿F;EZ VG[ D}<IlGQ9 lJSF; DF8[ Tt5Z AGJ]\
HM.V[P lX1FS[ JSTF D8L ;]lJWF ;H"SGL E}lDSF EHJJL
HM.V[P T[VMV[ lJnFYL"VMG[ HFT[ DFlCTL XMWTF4 5|lS|IG VG[
lJ`,[QF6 SZTF SZJF HM.V[P lX1F6 ÒJG VG[ jIJCFZ ;FY[
XL ZLT[ ;\A\lWT K[ T[GFYL lJnFYL"VMG[ DFlCTUFZ SZJF
HM.V[P

D}<I lX1F6GM JF:TlJS VY" V[JF CSFZFtDS 5|IF;M
K[ S[ H[YL DFGJDF\ XFZLlZS4 DFGl;S4 EFJFtDS4 ;F{gNIF"tDS4
G{lTS VG[ VFwIFltDS D}<IMG]\ ;\`,[QF6 YFIP ;FDFlHS
5lZJT"G VG[ DFGJ ptSQF" DF8[ lX1F6 DCÀJGL E}lDSF EHJ[
K[P jIlSTUT VG[ G{lTS D}<IMGL S[/J6L DF8[ 56 lX1F6
VUtIG]\ K[P SF,[H ;DFHGM H EFU K[ V[8,[ S[ T[ ;DFHGL
,3]VFJ'l¿ K[P I]JFGMGF jIlSTtJGF lJSF; DF8[ SF,[HM RFJL~5
E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P HIFZ[ VF56[ SF[,[HGM V[S 5|6F,L TZLS[
:JLSFZ SZLV[ KLV tIFZ[ lJnFYL"VMGF D}<I lJSF; DF8[
SF,[HGL AWL H 5|J'l¿VM p¿ZNFIL K[P ;\:YFG]\ EFJFJZ6
SF,[HGF lJlJW TÀJM H[JF S[ lX1FSM4 VFRFI"4 VgI :8FO4
lJnFYL"VM4 JF,LVM lGDF"6 SZ[ K[P HIF\ lJnFYL"VM ZMHGL
T[DGL & YL * S,FS 5;FZ SZ[ K[P 5|:T]T TÀJMGL E}lDSF GLR[
D]HA RRL" XSFIP
lX1FSM o

SM.56 ;\:YFGL lSTL" T[GF lX1FSM 5Z VFWFlZT K[P
lJnFYL"VMGF JT"Gv5lZJT"GGM VFWFZ lX1FSMGF 5|ItG 5Z
lGE"Z ZC[ K[P lX1FSM lJnFYL"VMGF ElJQIGF .HG[Z K[P 5|tI1F
S[ 5ZM1F ZLT[ T[ lJnFYL"VMGF jIlSTtJG[ V;Z SZ[ K[P T[YL
lX1FSMV[ 5MTFGL HFTG[ VFNX" :J~5[ ZH} SZJL HM.V[P
VwIF5G jI }CZRGFVM o

lX1F6lJNM äFZF lJlJW VwIF5GGL jI}CZRGFVM
NXF"JJFDF\ VFJL K[P 5|:T]T 5|I]lSTVM lJnFYL"VMGF D}<I
lJSF;DF\ VlTVFJxIS K[P S[8,LS DCÀJGL 5|I]lSTVM VF
5|DF6[ K[ o VgJ[QF6 5|I]lST4 jIlST VeIF;4 EFU EHJ6L4
D}<I :5Q8LSZ6 5|I]lST4 D}<I lJ`,[QF6 5|I]lST JU[Z[P VF
5|I]lSTVMGM D]bI wI[I lJnFYL"VMDF\ TFlS"STF lJS;FJJFGM
K[P p5ZMST AWL H 5|I]lSTVMDF\ lJnFYL"VMG[ RRF" DF8[ V[S
D]ÛM VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[ H[GL RRF" äFZF 5MTFGF lG6"IM VG[
D}<IM 5|DF6[ 5lZ6FD ;]WL 5CF[\RJFG]\ CMI K[P ;FDFgILSZ6
;]WL 5CF[\RJFGL 5|lS|IF VCÄ B}A p5IMUL K[P ;FDFlHS SFI"
VYJF 1F[+ SFI"GF 5|MH[S8Ÿ; 56 VCÄ B}A p5IMUL AG[ K[̧
H[DF\ lJnFYL"VM ,MSM 5F;[ HFI K[4 T[DGL ;FY[ RRF" SZ[ K[ VG[
ÒJG,1FL jIJCFlZS 7FG 5|F%T SZ[ K[P VFD4 5|:T]T 5|I]lSTVM
lJnFYL"VMGL HFU~STF lJS;FJJFDF\ VUtIGL E}lDSF EHJ[
K[P jIlSTGL HFU~STF VF\TlZS HFU~STF VG[ ;DFHÒJG
JrR[ ;[T]~5 ;FlAT YFI K[P

DFÒ lJnFYL" V[;Ml;V[XG VG[ lX1FSMvJF,L SMgOZg; o
lJnFYL"VMGL ;}RS HFU~STF JWFZJF DF8[ VFJL

5lZQFNM VUtIGM lJS<5 K[P SF,[HDF\ DFÒ lJnFYL"VMG]\
V[;Ml;V[XG VG[ lX1FSvJF,L V[;Ml;V[XG AGFJJ]\ HM.V[P
5Z\T]4 SF,[HDF\ VFJ]\ HMJF D/T]\ GYLP JQF"DF\ VMKFDF\ VMK]\
V[S JFZ DFÒ lJnFYL"VM VG[ lX1FSMv JF,LVM DF8[ 5lZQFNG]\
VFIMHG SZJ]\ HM.V[P VFJL 5|J'l¿VMYL ;\:YF VG[ ;DFH
V[SALHFYL GÒS VFJ[ K[4 V[SALHF JrR[GF lJRFZMG] \
VFNFGv5|NFG XSI AG[ K[P RF,]\ JQF[" E6TF lJnFYL"VM 56
FJL 5|J'l¿VMDF\ EFU ,. XS[P
;CVeIF;S 5|J 'l¿VM o

SF,[H äFZF ;CVeIF;S VG[ VeIF;[¿Z 5|J'l¿VMG]\
VFIMHG YJ]\ HM.V[ H[GF äFZF lJnFYL"VMDF\ D}<I lJSF; Y.
XS[P
;\:YFG] \ EFJFJZ6 o

lJnFYL"VMGF EFJFtDS lJSF;G[ V;Z SZGFZ]\ VF
V[S DCÀJG]\ 5lZA/ K[P p5ZMST AWF H TÀJM V[S ;FY[ D/
LG[ XF/FGF EFJFJZ6G]\ ;H"G SZ[ K[P EFJFJZ6G]\ lGDF"6 V[
Hl8, AFAT K[ H[G]\ CSFZFtDS lGDF"6 SZJ]\ HM.V[P
sKf SF,[H :TZ GLR[ 5|DF6[GF D}<IMGM ;DFJ[X SZL XSFI o
_ DFGJ D}<IM o  jIlSTUT jIlSTtJG[ V;ZSTF" AFATM

K[P 5|:T]T D}<IM jIlSTUT ZLT[ S[/JJFGF CMI K[P
_ ;FDFlHS D}<IM o ;DFH S<IF6 VFWFlZT D}<IM K[P

5|:T]T D}<IMDF\ jIlSTGM ;DFHGF VgI ;FY[GF ;\A\WGM
;DFJ[X YFI K[P

_ ;F\:S'lTS D}<IM o ;\:S'lTGL R[TGF DF8[GF D}<IM K[P
;\:S'lTGL HF/J6L4 VFNFGv5|NFG VG[ ;\S|D6 DF8[
VFJF D}<IM B}A H VUtIGF K[P

_ ;\:YFSLI D}<IM o VF 5|SFZGF D}<IMDF\ ZFHSLI VG[
G{lTS D}<IMGM ;DFJ[X YFI  K[P

lX1F6DF\ D }<IMGF ;DFJ[X DF8 [GL IMHGFVM 36F
lX1F6lJNMV[ VF5[, K[P H[DFGL S[8,LS VF 5|DF6[ K[ o
s!f D}<I VFWFlZT lX1F6GL jIJ:YF4
sZf D}<I VFWFlZT lX1F6GL ZRGF4
s#f lX1FSM DF8[ D}<I VlE:YF5G JUM"G]\ VFIMHG SZJ]\4
s$f D}<I VFWFlZT D}/E}T JUM"G]\ VFIMHG SZJ]\4
s5f D}<I VFWFlZT ;FlCtIG]\ lGDF"6 SZJ]\4
s&f lJnFYL"VM VG[ lX1FSM DF8[ JT"G DF8[GF lGIDM AGFJJF4
s*f lJnFYL"VM VG[ lX1FSMDF\ TÀJ7FGG]\ ÒJG ;FY[G] \
;DFIMHG ;DHFJJ]\P
    VF56L SC[JT cc7FG V[ XlST K[ccG]\ 5|JT"DFG ;DIDF\ H]NF
VY"38GGL DF\U SZ[ K[P 7FGGM jIF5 VG[ lJ:TFZ B}A H
h05YL VFU/ JWL ZCIM K[P h05L lJSF; :YFG ,. ZCIM
K[P VF AWL H 5lZl:YlTGF 50SFZ DF8[ lJnFYL"VMG[ DFGl;S
ZLT[ T{IFZ SZJF B}A VUtIGL AFAT K[P 5|JT"DFG ;DIGL
DF\UG[ ;\TMQFL XS[ T[JF VeIF;S|DG]\ lGDF"6 OZlHIFT Y.
UI]\ K[P VF DF8[GF GlJGLSZ6MYL lJnFYL"VMG[ JFS[O SZJF
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HM.X[P Z!DL ;NLGF lX1F6DF\ lJnFYL"GF VeIF;GM VFWFZ
5|JT"DFG 8[SGM,lH ;FY[GF VFNFGv5|NFG äFZF ZCIM K[P
NxIvzFjI ;FWGM4 ;FZL lO<DM4 8[l,lJhG R[G<; sNFPTP
l0:SJZL R[G,4 G[XG, ÒVMU|FOL R[G, JU[Z[f V[ lJnFYL"VMGF
D}<I lX1F6DF\ VUtIGL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
      8}\SDF\4 DF+ VwIIG äFZF D}<IM XLBJL XSFTF GYLP
D}<IMG]\ lX1F6 lJnFYL"VMGF EFJFtDS 5F;F\G[ V;Z SZ[ K[P
T[YL T[GL HFU~STF S[/JJL HM.V[P SF,[H VG[ I]lGJl;"8L
;FY[ NZ[S ,MSMGL V[ HJFANFZL K[ S[ D}<IlGQ9 EFJFJZ6G]\
lGDF"6 SZJ]\P D}<IM DF8[GL HFU~STF JWFZJL V[ D}<I lJSF;
DF8[G]\ VUtIG]\ 5lZA/ K[P
;DF5G

VF56F AC]lJW ;F\:S'lTS ;DFHDF\4 prR lX1F6[
D}<IGL S[/J6L SZJL HM.V[4 ,MSMG[ V{SIGF 5Y 5Z NMZL
HJF H.V[P D}<I lX1F6YL H ;DFHDF\ EFJX}gITF4 WDFÅWTF4
lC\;F4 V\WzâF JU[Z[ N}Z YX[P 5|:T]T RRF":5N E}lDSFYL N}Z4
D}<I lX1F6 5F;[ VF56L ;\:S'lT4 JFZ;M VG[ ZFQ8=LI wI[IMG]\
z[Q9 lJQFIJ:T] K[P T[YL 5|FYlDS DCÀJ VF AWL AFATMG[ V5FJ]\
HM.V[P VF56L X{1Fl6S 5|6F,L 5Z GHZ SZTF VF56G[ bIF,
VFJ[ K[ S[ VF56L SF,[HM VG[ I]lGJl;"8LDF\ V5FT]\ lX1F6
D}<IlGQ9 lX1F6YL S[8,]\ V/U]\ K[P

X{1Fl6S VFIMHSM VG[ GLlTXF:+LVMGL HJFANFZL
K[ S[ V[JL lX1F6 5|6F,LGM lJSF; SZJM S[ H[ ;DFHDF\ XF\lT4
;D'lâ VG[ ;]BG]\ :YF5G SZ[4 D}<IlGQ9 ;DFHG]\ lGDF"6 SZ[P
;FDFlHS4 VFwIFltDS S[ G{lTS D}<IMGL DFlCTL GYL VF5JFGL
56 lJnFYL"DF\ T[GF DF5N\0MGM lJSF; YFI T[ HMJFG]\ K[P
VeIF;S VG[ ;CVeIF;S SFI"S|DM äFZF lJnFYL"VMDF\ JT"G
VG[ J,6 lJQFIS ;]WFZM 56 VlGJFI" K[P lJnFYL"VMV[ 5|:T]T
D}<IM HF6JF HM.V[ VG[ T[GF SF,[HDF\ VG[ SF,[HGL ACFZGF
JT"GDF\ VF D}<IM NXF"JJF HM.V[P
lX1F6[ ÒJGGF A[ DCÀJGF 5F;F\VM lJnFYL"GL HFT VG[ ;DFH
lJQFIS HF~STFGL ÒJGYL D'tI]5IÅTGL ;OZ X~ SZFJJL

HM.V[4 H[ D}<IMGL H~lZIFTG[ NXF"J[ K[P lJlJW VeIF;SLI
lJQFIM XLBJFGL 5|lS|IFDF\ JF\RG8[J4 U]6J¿F4 RMS;F.4
lGIlDTTF H[JF lJlJW D}<IMGM 56 ;DFJ[X SZJM HM.V[P
;DU|TIF D}<I lX1F6 VeIF;GF NZ[S TASS[ H[D S[ S<5GFGL
S[/J6LDF\4 .rKFG[ A/J¿Z AGFJJFDF\ VG[ RFlZÈG[
V6LX]â AGFJJFDF\ DCÀJG]\ IMUNFG VF5[ K[P VCÄ4 VF56[
D}<IMGF lX1F6DF\ DCÀJ lJX[ lJRFZ SIM" K[ tIFZ[ T[GM IMuI
ZLT[ ;DFJ[X YFI T[ DCÀJGM VlEUD AGL ZC[ K[P 5|JT"DFG
;DIDF\ EFZTG[ läTLI S|F\lTGL H~lZIFT K[ VG[ T[ K[ lX1F6DF\
D}<IM DF8[GL S|F\lT VG[ lX1F6[ T[G]\ DFwID AGJ]\ 50X[P XF/F4
SF,[HM VG[ I]lGJl;"8LVMV[ 56 D}<I VlE:YF5G DF8[ B}A
SFI" SZJ]\ H 50X[P
;FZF \X

5|:T]T VY"U|C6FtDS ,[B ;FDFlHS 5lZJT"GGL
5|lS|IFDF\ lX1F6GL E}lDSFG[ :5Q8 SZ[ K[P lX1F6 ;FDFlHS
5lZJT"G ,FJGFZ]\ V;ZSFZS VG[ XlSTXF/L DFwID K[P lX1F6
äFZF ,FJJFDF\ VFJ[,F ;FDFlHS 5lZJT"GM XF`JT VG[ ;\S|D6
Y. XS[ T[JF CMI K[P VFW]lGS I]U h05YL AN,FI ZCIM K[P
5|:T]T ,[B 5|tIFIGGF DFwIDM4 VFW]lGS 5âlTXF:+ VG[
X{1Fl6S ;FlCtIGL DNNYL ;FDFlHS 5lZJT"G ;}RJ[ K[P ZFQ8=LI
lX1F6GLlT s!)(&f prR lX1F6G[ EFZTLIM DF8[ V[JL TS
TZLS[ H]V[ K[ S[ T[GF äFZF T[VM DFGJM äFZF VG]EJFTF
lJ`,[QF6FtDS4 ;FDFlHS4 VFlY"S4 ;F\:S'lTS4 G{lTS VG[
VFwIFltDS 50SFZMG]\ lR\TG SZ[P prR lX1F6 V[ lJSF; VG[
5lZJT"GG]\ 5|D]B DFwID K[P prR lX1F6G]\ DCÀJG]\ SFI"
;FDFlHS4 AF{lâS4 ZFHSLI4 ;F\:S 'lTS4 J{7FlGS VG[
8[SGM,lHS, 1F[+[ G[T'tJ T{IFZ SZJFG]\ K[P I]lGJl;"8L VG[
DCFlJnF,IM sSF,[HMf prR lX1F6GF :YFlGS SFIF",IM TZLS[
SFI" SZ[ K[P

;\NEM"
 VU|JF,4 H[P;LP s!)($fP cc,[g0DFS"; .G W lC:8ZL

VMO DM0G" .lg0IG V[HI]S[XGccP
 JF6L 5la,S[XG4 GJL lN<CLP
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clX1F6 5|lX1F6 SF :J~5 DCtJ4 ;D:IF "̃\ ˜"\J ;]HFJ c
JT"DFG ;DI D[\ DFGJ SF 5|tI[S 51F J{7FlGS BMHM\ TYF VlJQSFZM[\ ;[ 5|EFlJT C{\ P lX1FF SF 1F[+ EL .;S[

5|EFJM ;[ VGK]VF GCL\ C{ F EFZT D[\  lX1FF SF .lTCF; AC]T CL 5|FRLG C{ F lX1FF S[ .;L 5|FRLG .lTCF; S[ ;FY lX1F6
5|lX1F6 SL 5Z\5ZF H]0L C]." C{ F 5|FRLG SF, D[\ lX1FF SF SFI" U]Z]S],M[\ D[\ R,TF YF F lSgT] 5C,[ J6"jIj;YF S[ VG];FZ
A|Fä6 J6" S[ jIlST CL lX1FS SF SFI" SZT[ Y[ F TA SL lX1F6 5|lS|IF lçD]BL YL F .;S[ ;FY 5|tI[S HFlT S[ ,MU
V5G[ AF/SM SM HFlTUT jIJ;FI SF 5|lX1F6 EL N[T[ Y[ P p; ;DI lS;L EL 5|SFZ SF 5|lX1F6 S[gN= GCL\ YF P
J\X5Z\5ZFUT 5|lS|IF S[ NMZFG A|Fä6 S[ 5]+ V5G[ 5]JHM" ;[ 7FG CFl;, SZ N};ZM\ SM 5|lXl1FT SZG[ SF SFI" SZT[ Y[
P ICL\P 5|lS|IF 5L-L NZ 5L-L R/YL YL P ;DIF\TZ .; 5|lS|IF D[\ 3LZ[ v 3LZ[ AN,FJ VFIF F AMwWI]U D[\ lX1FF 5Z
VlWSFZ S[J, A|Fä6 JU" SF G DFGSZ lH;SM EL lX1FF D[\ ¡lR CM p;[ lX1FF 5|F–T SZG[ SF l;wWF\T AGF lH;;[ HFlT
E[NEFJ SL 5|YF SF B˜0G C]VF P O,:J~5 ;FTJL ;NL D[\ lX1F6 5|lX1F6 5Z\5ZF lJS;LT CMG[ ,UL P D]l:,D I]U
D[\ lX1F6 5|lX1F6 SF S]K lJX[QF lJSF; GCL\ C]VF P S." 8=[lG\U :S], BM,[ UI[ TYF ;ZSFZ G[ EL lX1F6 5|lX1F6 D[\
¡lR lNBF." P lA|l8X I]U D[\ lX1FS lX1FF SM TLG EFUM\ D[\ AF"\8F UIF P s!f VU|lXQI sZf 8LR;" 8[=lG\U TYF lX1FS lX1FF
P !(Z& D[\ YFD; D]GZM G[ ;J"5|YD lX1FS 5|lX1F6 5F9IS|D SF VFIMHG lSIF P .;S[ p5ZF\T J]0 Cg8Z SDLXG4 ;’,0Z
SDLXG4 C8L\U SDL8L4 ;FH[“g8 SDLXG G[lX1F6 5|lX1F6 ;\AWL l;OFlZX[ SL P !% VU:T !)$* S[ AFN :JFWLG EFZT
D[\ lX1FS lX1FF SF DCtJ TYF DFU" A9L P lH;D[\ ZFWFS’Q6G SDLXG4 D]NFl,IZ SDLXG SM9FZL SDLXG4 ZFQ8=LI
VwIF5S lX1FF 5lZQFN TYF ZFDD}lT" ;lDTL G[ lX1FS lX1FF VYF"T lX1F6 5|lX1F6 ;A\l3T V5GL lEgG lEgG l;OFlZX[
5|:T]T SL P
 lX1F6 5|lX1F6 S[ :J~5 ov

lX1F6 5|lX1F6 SF pN[xI KF+ D[\ S]K IMuITFVM[\
VM{Z SM{X, SF 5lZRI  N[GF CL GCL\ Al/S lX1F/ S[ 5|lT
¡lR SF lJSF; SZGF EL VFJxIS C{ lH;S[ O,:J¡5
JC GI[ 7FG VM{Z SM{X, S[ 5|lT HFU’T ZC[\ P lX1F6 5|lX1F6
S[ D]bI pN[xiF DFGJ D}<IM\ SF lJSF; SZGF4 ;FDFlHS
5lZJT"G S[ ;F3G4 DFU"NX"S ̃ J\ G[TF4 ;d5S";}+4 5|EFJT"G4
;SFZFtDS DGMJ’lT4 pN[XFtDS VJAM34 lJSF; TYF SM{X,
TYF XM3 ˜J\ VgJ[QF6 VFlN U]6M\ SF lJSF; SZGF C{\ F
5|FYlDS :TZ4 DFwIlDS :TZ4 DCFlJWF,IL :TZ 5Z .G
pN[xIM\ D[\ V\TZ 5FIF HFTF C{ F lX1F6 5|lX1F6 SF D]bI
pN[xI lX1FS SM lEgG lEgG 5|SFZ S[ SM{X,M\ ;[ VJUT
SZS[ lX1F6 SM{X, lJlEgG lJQFI lX1FSM\ S[ l,˜ lEgG
lEgG CMT[ C{\ F ;J"5|YD [̃,G TYF ZFIG G[ !$ lX1F6
SM{X,M\ SL 5CRFG SZFIL lOZ S{,LOMlG"IF lJxJlJWF,I
G[ !( lX1F6 SM{\X,M SL ;}RL 5|:T]T SL F

.l^0IG .\:8L8I]8 SFZ 8LRZ ̃ HI]S[XG S[ DTFG];FZ
cc 5|D]B ¡5 ;[ J[ lX1F6 lS|IF "̃\ HM lS KF+M D[\ V5[l1FT
5lZJT"G ,FG[ D[ 5|EFJL C{ lX1F6 SM{X, SC,FT[ C{ P ß
 lX1F6 5|lX1F6 SM{X, ov

lX1F6 5|lX1F6 SM{X,M\ D[ 5|:T]T lJgIF; 5|[Z6F SM{X,
s5|:TFJGFf4 5|xG SM{X,4 pçL5G 5lZJT"G SM{X,4 5]GAT"G
SM{X,4 xIFDJC ,[BG SM{X,4 :5Q8LSZ6 SM{X, sjIFbIFf
çQ8F\T SM{X,4 S1FFS1F 5|Ag3 SM{X, 5|NX"G SM{X, D[\
DTE[N ˜J\ lJJFN H{;L l:YlT C{ F I] TM ;FDFgIT o
KF+FwIF5S SM T{IFZ SZG[ D[\ ;}1D lX1F6 5|lJl3 CM ̃ S
DCtJ5}6" 5|lJlW C{ F
 lX1F6 lGlTIF"\ ov

lX1F6 5|lX1F6 S[ pN[xIM\ SM l;wW SZG[ S[ l,˜
lX1F6 GLlTIM\ SF EL ˜S V5GF DCtJ C{ F 0[lJ; S[
DTFG];FZo àGLlTIF"\ lX1F6 SL jIF5S lJl3IF"\ C{ F ß lX1F6
GLlTIF"\ lX1F6 5|lS|IF SM S|DAwW TYF ;FY"S AGFTL C{\ F
lX1F6 GLlTIM\ S[ ;FY lX1F6 lJl3IM\ ˜J\ 5|lJl3 SF EL
˜S lJlXQ8 :YFG C{ F

KF+FwIF5S D[\ VFJxIS 5lZJT"G ,FG[ S[ l,˜ lX1FS
SF lX1F6 GLlTIM\ 5Z Vl3SFZ CMGF VlT VFJxIS C{4 lH;[
NM EFUM\ D[\ lJEFlHT lSIF UIF C{ F 5|E]tJJFNL lX1F6
GLlTIF"\ lH;S[ V\TU"T jIFbIFG GLlT4 5|NX"G GLlT4 jIlSTUT
lGN[“XG v VG]JU" TYF VlES|lDT VG]N[XG VFlN TYF
N};Z[ EFU VYF"T HGTF\l+S lX1F64 GLlTIM\ D[\ 5|xGMTZ4

* DNNGLX lX1FS4 VFNX" DCF lJWF,I4 UF\WLWFD TF UF\WLWFD4 lH SrK U]HZFT
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;FD}lCS JFN v lJJFN4 VgJ[QF64 ̃ [lTCFl;S BMH4 ;DL1FF4
VeIF;SFI"4 5]GZFJ’lT4 N[TSFI"4 IMHGF GLlT4 5F+ VlEGI
GLlT4 5Y 5|NX"S lGlT4 lJCLG ;D}C GLlT4 ;\J[NGXL,
5|lX1F6 GLlT4 Sd–I}8Z çFZF VG]N[XG VFlN SF ;DFJ[X
CMTF C{ F .G GLlTIM\ SL ;CFITF ;[ lX1F6 VlWUD SM
;]Z, ;]UD ˜J\ 5|EFJvXF,L AGFIF HF ;STF C{ F
 lX1F6 5|lJl3IF"\ o

lX1F6 5|lJl3IM SF p5IMU SZS[ lX1F6 SFI" SM
;[JS4 5|EFJ5}6"4 TYF ;O, AGFIF HF ;STF C{ F lH;D[\
;FDFgIT o lJJZ6 sSYGf 5|lJl34 5lZ5[l1FT4 VwIIG
5|lJl34 J6"G 5|lJl34 :5Q8LSZ6 5|lJl34 jIFbIF 5|lJl34
SCFGL SYG 5|lJl3 TYF 5|xG 5|lJl3 SF p<,[B 5FIF
HFTF C{ F HM lX1F6 SFI" D[\ ;CFIS CMG[ S[ ;FY .GSL S."
;LDF "̃\ ̃ J\ NMQF EL C{4 lH;D[\ KF+FwIF5S SM S." ;FJ3FlGIF"\
ZBG[ SL VFJxISTF 50TL C{ P
 lX1F6 5|lX1F6 D[\ GIL TSGLSM\ SF DFU"NX"G
JT"DFG o

I]U VtIl3S T[H UlT ;[ 5lZJT"G SL lNXF D[\ VU|[;Z
CMG[ JF,F I]U C{ F [̃;[ ;DI D[\ 5]ZFGL TSGLSM\ S[ ;FY
GIL TSGLSM\ S[ p5IMU SF DFUNX"G KF+FwIF5S SM N[GF
VtIl3S VFJxIS C{ F .G TSGLSM\ D[\ D]bIT o D<8LDLl0IF
˜5|MR 5;"G, l;:8D VMO .\:8=SXG4 DM0I]V, p5FUD4
;[8[,F.8 ;d5|[QF64 .g8ZG[84 ."vD[.,4 ;LD],[8[0 lX1F64
5|6F,L p5FUD ;}1D lX1F64 VTolS|IF 5|6F,L X{l1FS
N}ZNX"G VlES|lDT VG]N[XG 8[,LSFgSZ[v l;\U4 .^8=FG[84
lX1F6 DXLG4 JLl0IM4 8[S8G JLl0IM4 ;L0Lv ZMD4 Z[l0IM
lJHG VFlN SF ;DFJ[X CMTF C{ F
 lX1F6 S[ 5|lTDFG o

lX1F6 5|lX1F6 SF DCtJ5}6" pN[xI KF+M\ S[ jIJCFZ D[\
5lZJT"G ,FGF C{ F .; pN[xI SL 5|Fl–T S[ l,˜ KF+FwIF5SM\
SM lX1F6 S[ 5|lTDFGM\ ;[ VJUT SZFGF RFlC˜ F 0L;LSM
˜J\ S|FOM0" S[ DTFG];FZ à lX1F6 5|lTDFG lX1F6 l;wWF\T
SF ;JM"rR 5|lT:YF5G C{ F lX1F6 5|lTDFG ATFT[ C{\ lS lS;
5|SFZ Vl3UD TYF lX1F6 5lZl:YlTIF" 5Z:5Z ;\Al3T C{ Fß
.G lX1F6 5|lTDFGM\ D[\ ̃ [lTCFl;S lX1F6 5|lTDFG4 DGMJ{7FlGS
lX1F6 5|lTDFG4 lH;S[ VTU"\T VFUDG lX1F6 5|lTDFG4
8ZGZ SF lX1F6 5|lTDFG4 lX1F6 VlElJgIF; lX1F6 5|lTDFG
OFS; l,l58 lX1F6 5|lTDFG VFT[ C{ VM{Z .G lX1F6
5|lTDFGM\ SF V\lTD 5|SFZ VF3]lGS  lX1F6 5|lTDFG C{ F
 lX1F6 5|lX1F6 SL ;D:IF˜"\ o

KF+M\ S[ ;JF"UL6 lJSF; S[ l,˜ TYF lX1F6 D[\
U]6FtDS ;]3FZ ,FG[ S[ l,˜ lX1F6 5|lX1F6 ˜S ;O,
DFwID C{ F lH;SL ;CFITF ;[ KF+FwIF5S D[\ CD JF\lKT
AN,FJ ,F ;ST[ C{ 5Z\T] .; 1F[+ D[\ EL S." AFZ S."

;D:IF "̃\ p5l:YlT CM HFTL C{ F HM lX1F6 5|lX1F6 D[\ ̃ S
AF3F¡5 AGTL C{ F H{;[ o
 5|lX1F6 lJ3F,IM\ D[\ TF,D[, SF VEFJ CMGF P
 l;w3F\T TYF jIJCFZ D[\ V;\T],G CMGF F
 plRT 5F9IS|D SF VEFJ CMGF F
 DFGJLI D}<IM\ SL p5[1FF CMGF F
 :JT\+ JFTFJZ6 SF VEFJ CMGF F
 5|lX1F6 S[ l,˜ IMuI KF+M\ S[ R]GFJ SL ;D:IF F
 ;[JFSF,LG 5|lX1F6 SL ;D:IF "̃\ F
 5Z\5ZFUT 5|lX1F6 SL ;D:IF "̃\ F
 XF;SLI lJ3F,I D[\ VJFKGLI :YFGTZ6 S[M ZMSG[ IF
JFrKGLI :YFG 5Z HFG[ S[ l, "̃\ ZFHG{lTS N, SF
VFzI 9}9"\GF F

 jIFjCFlZS ̃ J\ CMGCFZ VwIF5SM\ SM lS;L VF5;L DTE[N
S[ SFZ6 GMl8; N[GF F

 A[ZMHUFZ 5|lXl1FT VwIF5SM\ SM IMuI SFI" 5|F–T  SZFG[
SL ;]lJ3FVM\ D[\ SDL F

 V5|lXl1FT IF S]X,TF SF lJSF; RFCG[JF,[ SD VFI]
S[ VwIF5SM\ S[ l,˜ ;[JFSF,LG 5|lX1F6 SM jIJ:YF
SL SDL F

 lJ3F,I D[\ ZMHUFZ 5|F–T VD]S lX1FSM\ SL X{l1FS
IMuITF SF VEFJ F

 S]K ZFhIM\ D[\ lX1FS SL DF\U SM 5}}ZF SZG[JF,L lX1F6
5|lX1F6 ;\:YFVM\ SF VEFJ F

 S]K :TZCLG ;\:YFVM\ SM DFgITF 5|F–T F
 lX1FS SM DF\U SL V5[1FF 5|lTJQF" lX1F6 5|lXl1FT KF+M\
SL ;\bIF D[\ Vl3STF S[ SFZ6 A[ZMHUFZL SL ;D:IF F

 :TZCLG lX1F6 5|lX1F6 ;\:YFVM\ ;[ 5|lXl1FT KF+M\ D[\
lX1F6 SL U]6JTF SF VEFJ

 OHL" l0U|L 5|F–T lX1FSM\ SL ;D:IF F
 lX1FS 5N 5|F–T SZG[ S[ AFN lX1F6 SFI" S[ 5|lT
Z;CLGTTF F

 S]K lX1FSM SF IC 1F[+ S[J, VF5 SF ;F3G ;DHGF
 ;ZSFZL SD"RFZL slxF1FSf  AGG[ ;[ ZMHUFZ SL ;]Z1FF
VF HFG[ ;[ lX1F6 S[ 5|lT ,F5ZJFCL

 ;ZSFZL ETL" ;DI;Z G CMG[ 5Z lJ3F,IM\ D[\ lX1FSM\ SF
VEFJ F

 ,3]DTL lJ3F,IM\ D[\ 5lZlRT ̃ J\ VIMuI lX1FSM\ SL
ETL" F

;]HFJ o
  .G ;D:IFVM\ SF lGZFSZ6 SZG[ S[ l,˜ lX1F6 lJœFGM
G[ V5G[ DTFG];FZ S." ;]HFJ 5|:T]T lSI[ F
 5|tI[S ZFhI D[\ S]K ;DIF\TZ[ lJ3F,IM\ D[ lX1FSM\ SL
VFJxISTFG];FZ ;J[“1F6 SZS[ KF+FwIF5SM\ SL ETL"
SZGL RFlC˜ F
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 VG]EJL VwIF5SM\ S[ l,˜ VtISF,LG 5|lX1F6 SL
jIJ:yFF SZS[ pGSL jIJ;FlIS SFI" S]X,TF D[\ J’lœ
SZGF F

 5}J";[GF 5|lX1F6 S[ l,˜ lJxJlJ3F,I ;[ lX1FF 5|F–T
CMGCFZ TYF IMuI VwIF5SM\ SL 5;\NUL SZGF F

 VwIF5S AGG[ SL .rKF ZBG[\JF,M KF+M\ S[ l,˜ IMuI
;\:YFVM\ SM DFgITF N[GF F

 KF+M\ SM lX1F6 5|lX1F6 jIJ;FI ;A\3L ;CL 7FG
VlH"T SZFGF RFlC˜ F

 DlC,F VwIF5SM\ SL ;\bIF D[\ CZ :TZ 5Z J’lœ SZGL
RFlC˜ F

 VwIF5SM\ SL 5;\NUL ̃ J\ lGI]lST SL 5|6F,L D[\ ;DFGTF
SM DCtJ F

 ;\:YF ;\RFl,T lJ3F,IM\ D[\ lX1FS ETL" S[ l,˜ ;lDlT
SL ZRGF SZGF F

 ;DFG IMuITF ̃ J\ SFI" S[ l,˜ ;DFG J[TG SL jIJ:YF
SZGF F

 lX1FSM\ S[ ArRM\ SM lX1FF lGoX]<S 5|Fl–T SL jIJ:YF
SZGF F

 JU" D[\ VFJxIS ;]lJ3F "̃\ 5|F–T SZFGL F
 S1FF D[\ VFJxIS lX1F6 p5,a3 SZFGL F
 5|IMUXF,F ˜J\ 5]:TSF,I SF lGDF"6 SZGF F
 lS;L plRT SFZ6 S[ VEFJ D[\ VwIF5SM\ SL ;[JF "̃\
;DF–T GCL\ SZGL F

 VFJF; SL ;]lJ3F "̃\ p5,aW SZFGL RFlC˜ F
 ;DIF\TZ[ 5F9IS|D ;\dA3L ;]HFJ 5|F–T SZG[ RFlC˜ F
 KF+FwIF5SM\ SM DFgITF 5|F–T lJ3F,I D[\ ;}1D 5F9 S[
l,˜ E[HF HFGF RFlC˜ F

 8[=lG\U SF,[HM SM lJ ‘JlJ3F,IM\ S[ SM,[HM S[ :TZ TS
,[ HFGF RFlC˜ F

 VwIF5SM\ S[ DG D[\ GM\SZL ;\A3L 5}6" ;,FDTL SF EFJ
HUFGF RFlC˜ F

 VwIF5SM\ IF lX1FSM\ SM IMuI J[TG 5|F–T SZFGF RFlC˜
lH;;[ 5|lTEFXF,L lJ3FYL" lX1F6 5|lX1F6 S[ 5|lT ¡lR
NXF"I[ VM{Z .; lNXF D[\ lX1F6 U|C6 SZG[ S[ l,˜ VU|;Z
CM F

J[TG S[ ;FY ;FY lX1FSM\ S[ l,˜ VFJF; ;]lJ3F
VlTlZST VFI4 5|UlT ˜J\ TZSSL  ;]lJ3F4 lX1FSM\ SM
VFU[ VwIIG SZG[ SL S[ l,˜ KF+J’lT  5|F–T SZFGF4
J[TGDFG TYF DC"UF."\ SF 5]G o D}<IF\SG CZ 5F"\RJ[ JQF"
lSIF HFGF RFlC˜ F VJSFX SF,LG ;]lJ3FVM\ SL jIJ:YF
5F8"8F.D ZMHUFZ SL jIJ:YF VFlNJF;L 1F[+M\ S[ SD"RFZLIM\
SM lJX[QF 5|lX1F6 VwIF5S ;\3M SM ZFhI VM{Z S[gN=
;ZSFZ SL DFgITF 5|Fl–T4 GM{SZL 5{XF lX1FSM\ S[ l,˜
;[JFSF,LG 5|lX1F6 jIJ:YF4 NL3" ;DI SL .g8G"lX5 SL
jIJ:YF4 IMuI VwIF5SM\  S[ œFZF 5F9 lGZL1F6 ˜J\
OL0A[S4 ;DIF\TZ[ 5F9IS|D D[\ ;]3FZ4 ZFHG{lTS  NAFJ S[

DFwID ;[ KF+ ˜J\ lX1FS 5;\NUL SM D]ST ZBGF TFlS
GJLG lJ3FYL" .; 1F[+ S[ 5|lT HFU’T CMSZ lX1F6 5|lX1F6
SL lNXF SL VM{Z VU|;Z CM ;S[ F

.;S[ VlTlZST lX1F6 5|lX1F6 ;\:yFFVM[\
D[\ IMuI lJ3FYL"IM S[ 5|J[X C[T] S]H DFGN\0 lG3FlZ"T SZG[
RFlC˜ F .g8G"lX5 NM{ZFG IMuI lX1FS v lGZL1FS N=FZF
lGZL1F6 TFlS lX1FFYL" lJ3F,I G[ ;DI ZCSZ lX1F6
;A\3L ;D:IFVM\ ̃ J\ lJX[1FTFVM\ SM JF:TlJS D[\ N[B ;S[ F
Refresher VlEGJG 5F9IS|DM\ S[ DFwID ;[ lX1F6 SM{X,
D[\ J’lwW SZFGF4 V<5XlST VwIF5SM\ S[ 5|lX1F6 SL IMuI
jIJ:YF  SZGL RFlC˜ F ZFhI lX1FS 5lZQFN SF U9G SZGF
RFlC˜ F ZFhI lX1FS S<IF6 S[ l,˜ 5|tI[S TC;L, D[\
lX1F6 S[gN= SL jIJ:YF4 ;DIF\TZ[ lS|IFtDS VG];\3FG
lX1F6 D[\ GJLGLSZ6 H{;[ SFI"S|DM\ SF VFIMHGM EL SZGF
RFlC˜ TFlS 5Z\5ZFUT lX1F6 5|lX1F6 ̃ J\ lX1F6 jIJ:YF D[\
;lS|I AN,FJ ,FIF HF ;S[ F

lGxSQF"T o SCF HF ;STF C{ lS 5|FRLGSF, ;[
CL ;DFH D[\ lX1F6 N[G[ SL jIJ:YF YL VIF"T lJ3FYL"
U]Z]S],M D[\ ZCSZ lX1F6 5|F–T SZT[ Y[ F lOZ S." DCFG
G[TFVM\ ˜J\ lJœFGM\ SL ;CFITF ;[\ .; lX1F6 jIJ:YF D[\
5lZJT"G VFIF 5|tI[S J6" S[ ,MUM\ SM lX1FF 5|F–T SZG[ SF
Vl3SFZ 5|F–T C]VF lH;S[ O,:J~5 WLZ[ v WLZ[ lJWF,IM\
SF  pN’EJ ˜J\ lJSF; C]VF F lH;D[\ lX1FSM\ S[ çFZF
lJWFYL"IM SM lX1F6 D]]I;Z SZFIF HFTF YF F 5lZ6FD
:J~5 lJWF,IM\ D[ lX1F6 SFI" SZFG[JF,[ lXl1FT CMG[ SF
5|xG pNEJ C]VF F .; 5|xG S[ lGZFSZ6 S[ l,˜ lX1F6
5|lX1F6 lJWF,IM\ SL VFJxISTF pt5gG C]." VMZ lOZ
lX1F6 5|lX1F6 ;\:YFVM\ ̃ J\ lJWF,IM\ SL ZRGF SL U." F
.; 5|SFX lX1F6 5|lS|IF U]~S],M\ ;[ lJWF,I SL TZO
VM{Z lOZ lX1F6 5|lX1F6 lJWF,IM\ SL TZO VU|;Z .]."4
lH;S[ DFwID ;[ lX1F6 S[ lEgG lEgG  :J~5  pN’[xI4
SM{X,4 GLlTIF"\4 5|lJl3IF"\4 GIL TSGLS[\4 ̃ J\ 5|lTDFG Vl:TtJ
D[\ VFI[ lH;;[ lX1FFlYIM\ SM 5lZlRT  SZFS[ pGS[ JT"G
D[\ 5lZJT"G ,FG[ SL 5|lS|IF X]~ SL UIL  F lX1FFYL" SM
z[Q9 lX1FS AGFG[ SL 5|lS|IF ̃ [;L 5|lS|IF CMG[ S[ AFJH}N
lX1F6 5|lX1F6 D[\ SFOL ;D:IF "̃ pt5gG C]." lH;S[ lGZFSZ6
C[T] VG[S lJœFGM G[ V5G[ V5G[ D\TjI ˜J\ ;]HFJ 5|:T]T
lSI[ 5lZ6FD :J~5 lX1F6 5|lX1F6 5|lS|IF D[\ SFOL CN
TS ;]3FZ ,FIF CM 5FIF C{ F
p5;\CFZ o

JT"DFG I]U VtIl3S T[H UlT ;[ 5lZJT"G SL
lNXF D[\ ;lS|I CMG[ ;[ ;DFH SF SM." EL 51F pG;[
VGK]VF GCL\ ZCF C{ F lX1FF S[ 1F[+ D[\ 5|FRLG ;DI ;[
VFH TS S." AN,FJ VFI[ F lH;S[ O,:J~5 S." lX1F6
5|lX1F6 ;\:YF "̃\ pN’EJ C]." VM{Z ;DIF\TZ[ pGS[ :J~5 D[\
EL S." CSFZFtDS 5lZJT"G VF˜  H{;[ 5}J" 5|FYlDS4
DFwIlDS lJX[QF 5|lX1F6 ̃ J\ lJS,F\U 5|lX1F6 q ;FDFgIT
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o SM." EL SFI" lGZN[xI GCL\ CMTF VT o .G lX1F6 5|lX1F6
5|lS|IF S[ DFwID ;[ KF+M\ D[\ IMuI SM{X, SF lJSF;4
lX1F6 S[ 5|lT ~lR4 DFGJ D}<IM\ SF lJSF;4 ;SFZFtDS
DGMJ'lT lX1F6 1FDTF D[\ J'lwW4  XM3 ˜J\ VgJ[QF6 VFlN
U]6M\ SF lJSF; SZGF VFlN pN’[xIM\ SL 5}lT" SL HFTL C{ F
lX1F6 SM{X, ;[ lJWFYL"IM\ SM 5lZlRT SZFG[ S[ ;FY ;FY
pgC[\  lX1F6 GLlTIM\  ;[ EL 5lZlRT SZFGF RFlC˜ F lX1F6
GLlTIM D[\ 5|D]BT o 5|E]]tJJFNL  lX1F6 GLlTIF"\ ̃ J\ HGTF\l+S
lX1F6 GLlTIF"\ F  lX1F6 GLlTIF"\ S[ ;FY CL ;FY lX1F6
SFI" 5|lS|IF SM ZMRS AGFG[ S[ l,˜ lX1F6  5|lJl3IM\
VYF"T SYG4 5lZ5[l1FT VwIIG4 J6"G4 pNFCZ64 :5Q8LSZ6
jIFbIF4 SCFGL SYG4 TYF 5|xG 5|lJl3 ;[ lJWFYL"IM SM
5lZlRT SZFGF RFlC˜ F  lX1F6 5|lS|IF SM ;O, AGFG[ S[
l,˜ lX1F6 5|lXl1F6 SL GIL TSGLSM SF EL V5GF ̃ S
lJX[QF DCtJ C{ H{;[ D<8LDLl0IF 5|MR 5;"G, l;:8D VMO
N}ZNX"G4 DM0I],4 ;[8[,F.8 ;d5|[QF6 .g8ZG[84 N}ZNX"G
8[,LSMgOZg;4 lX1F6 DXLG JLl0IM 8[S8G JLl0IM l0:S
;L0L v ZMD4 Z[l0IM\ lJHG VFlN SF 5|lX1FFlY"IM\ SM IMuI
DFU"NX"G 5|F–T SZFGF RFlC˜ F .;S[ VlTlZST 5|lX1FFlY"IM\
SM lX1F6 lJœFGM\ S[ lJlEgG l;wWF\TM ˜J\ 5|lTDFGM\ SL
IMuI HFGSFZL 5|F–T SZFGL RFlC˜ F .G ;EL lJX[QFTFVM[ S[
AFJH}N lX1F6 5|lX1F6 1F[+ D[\ S." 5|SFZ SL ;D:IF "̃\ 5FIL
HFTL C{ F D]bIT lJWF,IM\ D[\ TF,D[,4 :JT\+ JFTFJZ6
5Z\5ZFUT lX1F64 ;[JFSF,LG  5|lX1F64 lX1FSM\ SL D[\
lX1FS IMuITF KF+M D[\ lX1F6 U]6JTF TYF lJWF,IM\ D[\
VFJxIS lX1FSM\ VFlN SF VEFJ 5FIF HFTF C{ F .;S[
VlTlZST ZFHG{lTS N,M\ SF NAFJ4 VJFrKGLI :YFGF\TZ6
VIMuI ETL" jIFJCFlZS VwIF5SM\ SM VF5;L DTE[N ;[
GMl8;4 A[ZMHUFZL4 OHL" ;\:YFVM\ SM lX1F6 5|lX1F6 SFI"
SL DFgITF S." lX1FSM\ D[\ VF5 S[ 5|lT ~lR ̃ J\ lJQFI S[

5|lT V~lR VFlN ;D:IF "̃ 5FIL HFTL C{ F S." 5|lXl1FT
lJœFGM\ S[ çFZF .G ;D:IFVM\ SM N}Z SZG[ S[ S." ;]HFJ
lNI[ UI[ C{ H{;[ o v 5|lXl1FT IMuI ̃ J\ DF\U VG];FZ lX1FSM\
SL VG]EJL VwIF5SM\ S[ l,˜ V<5SF,LG lX1F64 prR
˜J\ IMuI lX1F6 ETL" SL ;lDlT SF U9G4 ;DFG IMuITF
S[ VG];FZ J[TG JU"B\0 D[\ lX1F6 ;FDU|L SL ;]lJWF4
5|IMUXF,F ̃ J\ 5]:TSF,G lGDF"64 lX1FS VFJF; SL ;]lJWF4
DlC,F VwIF5SM\ SL ;\bIF D[\ J’lwW ;DIF\TZ[  VwIF5SM\
SL ZFQ8=LI ˜J\ VF\TZZFQ8=LI ;\UMlQ9IM\ ˜J\ 5]Z:SFZ SL
jIJ:YF GMSZL 5[XF lX1FSM\ S[ l,˜ ;[JFSF,LG lX1F64
5|tI[S TC;LG D[\ DFgI lX1F6 S[gN=4 lS|IFtDS VG];\WFG
H{;[ SFI"S|DM\ SF VFIMHG .g8G"XL5 D[\ VJl3 D[\ J’lwW
VlEGJG 5F9IS|D4 VFlNJF;L 1F[+M\ S[ SD"RFlZIM\ SM
lJX[QF VlU|DTF ˜J\ ;]lJWF VFlN S[ ;]HFJ çFZF lX1F6
5|lX1F6 5|lS|IF SM VM{Z EL ;CL ˜J\ IMuI lNXF SL VM{Z
VU|;Z lSIF HF ;STF C{ F
 ;\NE" ;FlCtI ov
 5|MO[;Z4 ;]Z[X E8GFUZ ̃ J\ 0M ;\HI S]DFZ sZ__)fEFZT

D[\ lX1FF SF lJSF; s5|YD  VFJ’lTf ZFH l5|\8;"4 D[Z9F P
 A[ZL lGlDQFF VM{Z4H{G 5FI, EM,F sZ_!#q!$f lJWF,I

jIJ:YF ̃ J\ X{1Fl6S D}<IF\SG s5|YD VFJ’lTf VU|JF,
5la,S[Xg;4 VFU|F P

 XDF" hIMlT sZ_!#q!$f X{l1FS DF5G ̃ J\ D}<IF\SG4
s5|YD VFJ’lTf VU|JF, 5la,S[Xg;4 VFU|F P

 zLDTL ZFHS]DFZL XDF" VM{Z 0MP S];]D XDF" sZ__&f
X{l1FS TSGLSL S[ TtJ ̃ J\ X{l1FS 5|AgW4 s QFQ9D
VFJ’lT f ZFWF 5|SFXG DlgNZ VFUZF P

 0M ;]Z[X l;\C ̃ J\ 0M J\NGF ;S;[GF sZ__*f X{l1FS
TSGLSL S[ D},FWFZ s lN=TLI ;\:SZ6 ;FlCtI 5|SFXG
VFUZF P
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J'wW VJ:YF NZ[S DlC,FGL ÒJG RS|GL V[S V[JM TASSM K[4 H[DF\ DCN V\X[ SF/ÒGL H~lZIFT CMI K[P T[VM XFZLlZS TYF
DFGl;S ZMUMYL l50FTF CMJFYL VgI p5Z VFWFZ ZFBJM 50[ K[P ;\J[NGXL, VG[ HJFANFZ ;DFH £FZF T[DGL VJU6GF SZL
XSFTL GYLP CHFZM JQF"GL ;\I]ST S]8]\A jIJ:YFDF\ VFH[ lJB}8F 5FZFJFlZSGL H[D ÒJG lGJF"C ÒJ[ K[PVFHGF ;DIDF\ J'wW
DlC,F XFZLlZS ZLT[ VXST CMJFYL T[VM SDFJFDF\ V;DY" K[P T[VM GF6F\lSI EL0G[ SFZ6[ T[DGL HJFANFZLVM T[DGF\
:JT\+TFDF\ G0TZ~5[ ÒJG lGJF"C SZL ALHF p5Z VFWFZ ZFBJM 50[ K[P H[GF DF8[ D]bI 5lZA/ TZLS[ AF/SM p5Z AMH CMI
T[D T[VMGF DGDF\ ZC[ K[P VF ,[BDF\ SFG]GL4 ;FDFÒS4 G{lTS VG[ ;ZSFZL WFZFWMZ6 D]HA J'wW ,MSMGF\ DFGJ VlWSFZMGL
5L0F VG[ IFTGFGM V\T S[JL ZLT[ YFI T[GL T5F; SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF ,[B 56 EFZTGF\ J'wW jIlSTVMGF\ VlWSFZMGF\ Z1F6
DF8[ p5,aW SFINFVMGL lGTLVM VG[ lNXF lGN["XGL T5F; SZ[ K[P lJ`JDF\ NZ JQF[""!,L VMS8MAZ[ JlZQ9 GFUlZS lNJ;"GL
pHJ6L SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VlWSFZ NZlDIFG T[DG[ :JT\+TFGF l;wWF\T4 lC:;M TYF EFU D[/JJFGM l;wWF\T4 ;Z;\EF/GM
l;wWF\T4 VFtD lGE"ZTFGM l;wWF\T VG[ DMEFGM l;wWF\TMGM VlWSFZ D/[, K[P

!P 5|:TFJGF o
J'wWM H}G]\ TMI ;MG]\ K[P DFTFvl5TFGL ;[JF XF DF8[

m X]\ DFTFvl5TF 5MTFGF :JFY" BFTZ AF/SG[ HgD VF5[ K[ m
VF DF8[ 5MTFGL HFTGM EMU VF5JFYL SM. VFJL XS[ B~\ m
X]\ DFTFG[ lGEFJJF 50[ K[ BZF m EFZTLI ;\:S'lT D]HA DFT'
N[JM EJo DlCDF UFGFZ K[P VCL\IFGL E}lD VG[ ;\:S'lT TM
ÒJGGL J'wW VJ:YFG[ DF\U<I U6[ K[4 S[D S[ VF VJ:YF
NZlDIFG DF\NULGL ÒJGGL ;\5}6"TFG[ 5FD[ K[P 5MTFGF\
VFwIFltDS lJSF; 56 VF VJ:YFG[ T[ ;FZF\ SZL XS[ K[P
EFZTLI 5lJ+ ;\:S'lTGM VF56F 3Z0F DFvAF5 DF8[ jIFbIF
VF5[ K[ S[  J'lwW 5FD[ T[ J'wW J'lT AN,[ T[J]\ SC[ K[ VFH[ DFvAF5G[
3Z0F 3ZDF\ DMS,L N[JFI K[P VF 3Z0F 3ZM TM lCgN]:TFG DF8[
S,\S K[P J'wWFzD 3Z0F 3Z pEF YJF DF\0IF K[P HIFZ[ lNSZM
DFvAF5G[ ,FT DF8[ tIFZ[ DFvAF5GF\ DGDF\ V[ H lNSZMvlNSZL
5FZ SZTF\ CMI K[P V\TDF\ V[ 56 IFN ZFBJ]\ 50[ S[ D]H JLTL
T]H lJTX[P ÒJGX{,L RMSS; jIlST S[ ;DU|GF bIF, ,MSMV[
ZFBJM HM.V[P
EFZTLI ÒJGX{,L S|D slS|IFf VG[ WD" sSFD SZJF DF8[GL
gIFI5|6Fl,f l;wWF\TM VF5[,F K[P EFZT ;DU| lJ`JDF\ H]GL
;\:S'lTDF\ U6FIP ,UEU .P;P5}J[" 5___ GF .lTCF;GF
VtI\T H8L, ;FDFÒS DFGJTFJF/M N[X CTMP H[DF\ DG:D'lT
D]HA jIlSTUT ÒJG ;F{ JQF"GF\ RFZ TASSFDF\ A|CDRIF"4
U'C:YÒJG4 JG 5|:YFJG VG[ ;\gIF; VFzD V[D lJEFHG
SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P kuJ[NDF\ ,F\AF VFI]QI DF8[ .rKF VG[ 5lJ+
V[ XF`JT K[P

ZP ZFQ8=LI 5lZJT"G o J 'wW ,MSMGF\ DCtJGF\ D]NFVM o
ZP! JlZQ9 DlC,F GFUlZSMGL J:TLGL N=lQ8V[ lG~56

EFZTDF\ &_ VG[ T[YL JW] 50TF\ JlZQ9 GFUlZSMGL
J:TL JQF"v!)(!DF\ $ZP5 DL,LIG4 JQF"v!))!DF\ 55
DL,LIG4 JQF"vZ_!_ DF\ *_P& DL,LIG TYF JQF"vZ_!!DF\
*&P& DL,LIG J:TL U6TZL D]HA SZL K[P CF,DF\ EFZT
lJ`JDF\ JlZQ9 GFUlZSMGL ;\bIFDF\ ALHF S|D[ VFJ[ K[P ;\I]ST
ZFQ8=GF V\NFH D]HA EFZTDF\ JQF"vZ_5_ ;]WL CF,GL J:TLDF\
JWFZM  Z_@ JWFZ[ Y. HX[P EFZTDF\ J'wWFzDMGL ;\bIFDF\
NZ JQF[" JWFZM YTM HFI K[P
ZPZ JlZQ9 DlC,F GFUlZSMGL ;D:IFVM o
s!f VFlY"S ;D:IFVM ;FY[ A[ZMHUFZL VG[ VFlY"S V;]Z1FF

;FY[ ;\A\lWT K[P
sZf XFZLlZS VG[ DFGl;S ;D:IFVMGF ;DgJI D]HA

VFZMuI4 ;]BFSFZL4 TALAL VG[ ZC[9F6GL ;D:IFVMGM
;DFJ[X YFI K[P

s#f ;FDFÒS ;D:IFVMDF\ ;DFHDF\ T[DGL VJU6GFGM
;FDGM SZJM 50[ K[P VFHGL GJL 5[-LGL lJRFZWFZF VG[
H}GL 5[-LGL lJRFZWFZF JrR[ TOFJT HMJF D/[ K[P H[YL
T[G[ HGZ[XG U[5G[ SFZ6[ DFTFvl5TF V,U YFI T[JF\
;\HMUMDF\ VFlY"S ;D:IF JW] 3lGQ9 AG[ K[P

s$f lJS;LT N[XMDF\H[ ZFQ8=M TALAL lJDF IMHGFGM VEFJ
CMI T[ ZFQ8=MDF\ JlZQ9 GFUlZSMG[ ;FZJFZDF\ TS,LO
VG]EJFI K[P

s5f GF6F\lSI ;CFI VG[ SFINF £FZF 5[gXg;" ,FEGM VEFJ
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HMJF D/[ K[P
ZP# AF/SM £FZF TZKM0FI [,F \ JlZQ9 GFUlZSM o

C[<5 V[H .lg0IF£FZF ZL5M8" VMG V[,0ZV[aI]h .G
.lg0IF Z_!$ GF ;\XMWG D]HA JlZQ9 GFUlZSMGM 5_@ JW]
N]Z5IMUGM VG]EJ YFI K[P H[DF\ 5]~QF $(@ VG[ DlC,FVM
5#@ GM N]Z5IMU YFI K[P JA", V[aI]hv$!@4 VGFNZv##@
VG[ VJU6GF\ Z)@ J'wWMG[ VGFNZ VG]EJFI K[P V[S ;J["GF\
VG];FZ &_ JQF "YL JW] JIGF\ !!@ N]Z5IMU sH[DF \
XFZLlZSv5P#@4 JA",v!_PZ@4 VFlY"Sv5P$@4
VGFNZv&@4 VJU6GFv5PZ@ VG]EJFI K[Pf ;F{YL ;FDFgI
U]G[UFZ 5]+ VG[ VgIGF SFZ6M 5]~QF $!@ VG[ :+L $#@
EMU AgIF K[
JlZQ9 DlC,F GFUlZSMGL p5[1FF o

J'wW DlC,FGL p5[1FF 5|YD ;M5FG VE6TF K[P JlZQ9
DlC,F GFUlZS VFJSGF\ VEFJ[ ALHF p5Z lGE"ZTF AGL
HFI K[P 36LJFZ DFTF VG[ AF/SM JrR[ 3QF"6 VYJF 5]+GL
5ltGGF\ JrR[ ;\3QF"DF\ 5lZ6D[ K[P
.g8ZG[XG, ,M 5|MlJhG o

DFGJ VlWSFZGL ;FJ"l+S slJ`Jf 3MQF6Fv!)$(
DF\ !_DL l0;[dAZv!)$( GL ;FDFgI ;EFGF\
9ZFJvZ!*vV[s#f £FZF :JLSFZ[, VG[ 5|:YFl5T SZ[, VG]rK[N
sZ5f D]HA
s!f NZ[S jIlSTG[ BMZFS4 S50F\4 ZC[9F6 VG[ TALAL SF/Ò

VG[ H~ZL ;FDFÒS ;[JFVM ;lCT 5MTFGF VG[ 5MTFGF
S]8]\AGF VFZMuI VG[ S<IF6 DF8[ 5}ZTF ÒJGWMZ6 DF8[GF\
VlWSFZSM K[ VG[ T[G[ A[SFZL4 DF\NUL4 V;DY"TF4 lJ£FFGL
5lZl:YlT4 J'wWFJ:YF VYJF 5MTFGF V\S]X ACFZ
ÒJGlGJF"CGF\ VEFJGF\ 5|;\U[ ;]Z1FFGM VlWSFZ K[P

sZf DFT'tJ VG[ AF/56DF\ BF; SF/Ò VG[ DNN DF8[ CSSNFZ
K[P ,uGYL S[ ,uG ACFZ HgD 5FD[,F TDFD AF/SM V[S
H 5|SFZG]\ ;FDFÒS ;\Z1F6 EMUJX[P

s#f TDFD ,MSMG[ VFtDlGE"TFGF\ VlWSFZ DF8[ lNJFGL VG[
ZFHlSI VlWSFZM 5Z VF\TZ ZFQ8=LI ;DH}TLv!)&& VG[
VFlY"S4 ;FDFÒS TYF ;F \:S 'lTS VlWSFZM 5ZGL
VF\TZZFQ8=LI ;DH}TLv!)&& DF\ DFGJ VlWSFZM 5ZGF\
N:TFJ[HM YI[, K[P

lJ`JS1FFV[ o J 'wWMGF \ VlWSFZMG] \ Z1F6 o
zL,\SFDF\ ZFIZ VMO V[<0Z V[S8vZ___ VgJI[

ZFQ8=LI £FZF J'wW GFUlZSMG[ T[DGL ;FZv;\EF/ DF8[ SFpg;[,L\U
YFI K[P AF/S JUZ J'wW lGZFWFZG[ IMuI ZC[9F6 ;]lJWFVM
5}ZL 5F0JF ZFHI T[GL HJFANFZL HMUJF. K[P I]GF.8[0 :8[8
V[<0Z VD[lZSG V[S8v!)&5 D]HA JlZQ9 GFUlZSMG[ ;\XMWG
VG[ TF,LD DF8[ VFIMHG SZJF ZFHIMDF\YL U|Fg8GL ;]lJWF
p5,aW YFI K[P H[DF\ J'wWG[ VFZMuI lX1F6 VG[ S<IF6
lJEFUGF\ T[G[ JlCJ8L ATFJ[ K[P J'wWFJ:YF lJDF ;L:8D4 h05L
SM8"GL SFI"JFCL TYF SFG]GL Z1F6 D/[ T[GL HMUJF. SZJFDF\
VFJL K[P RF.GFGF\ SFINF D]HA 5L5, ZL5a,LS VMO RF.GF

VMG 5|M8[SXG VMO W ZF.8 VG[ .G8[g8 VMO W V[<0Zv!))&
D]HA 5FZFJFlZS Z1F6GL lCDFIT SZL K[P ;FpY VFlO|SF VM0"Z
5;"G V[S8v!))& G\AZv!# D]HA OMHNFZL U]GM N]Z5IMU
SZL ;FDFÒS VG[ ;F\:S'lTS ;D]NFG ATFJ[ K[ S[ T[GFYL 5[Z[g8
D[g8[Gg; V[S8v!_*( V[g0 !))5 D]HA AF/S S;]ZJFZ
YFI TM V9JFl0IFGF\ Z_ 0M,Z VF5JFGL HMUJF. K[P
.lg0IF :S [lGIM o G [XG, ,M 5|MlJhG
EFZTLI A\WFZ6GF ; \NE"DF \ o

EFZTLI A\WFZ6 VG]rK[NvZ! D]HA ÒJG VG[
XFZLlZS :JT\+TF Z1F6GL BFTZL VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P HIFZ[
SM. jIlSTG[ T[GF ÒJG S[ XFZLlZS :JT\+TF J\lRT SZTF
CMI tIFZ[
SFINFYL :YF5[, SFI"JFCL VG];ZJL HM.V[P ;JM"rR VNF,T
£FZF ccVFN[XDF\ NZ[S jIlSTG[ XMQF6 ZlCT DFGJ UF{ZJ ;FY[
ZC[JFG]\ D}/E}T VlWSFZ K[ccP
ZFHIGLlTGF DFU"NX"G l;wWF \T lJEFUv$ D]HA
VG]rK[Nv#)sV[f 5]~QF VG[ :+LGF GFUlZSG[ VFÒlJSFG]\
5}ZT]\ ;FWG D[/JJFGM ;DFG VlWSFZ ZC[P VG]rK[Nv$! D]HA
ZFHI 5MTFGL VFlY"S l:YlT VG[ lJSF;GL DIF"NFDF\ ZCLG[4
J'wWFJ:YF4 DF\NUL VG[ V5\UTFGF 5|;\U[ VG[ lJGF JF\S[ J[9JL
50TL T\ULVMGF\ VgI 5|;\U[ SFD4 lX1F6 VG[ HFC[ZFTGL DNN
D/L ZC[ T[ DF8[ V;ZSFZS HMUJF. SZJFGL SZX[P
jIlSTUT SFINF £FFZF Z1F6 o

DFTFvl5TFGL HF/J6L V[ G{lTS OZH K[P H[GL HFlT
VG[ ;\5|NFIG[ TDFD HJFANFZLVMGL 5lZl:YlT VG[ CN
;D]NFIDF\ V,UvV,U CMI K[4 DF8[ RMSS;56[ ;\A\lWT
;D]NFI £FFZF jIlSTUT lJSF; Y. XS[ K[P
lCgN]GF\ SFINF C[9/ Z1F6 o

lCgN] NtTS lJWFG EZ65MQF6GF WFZMv!)5& GL
S,DvZ_ D]HA AF/SM VG[ JIMJ'wW DFTFvl5TFG] \
EZ65MQF6P
s!f lCgN] 5MTFGF ÒJGSF/ NZlDIFG T[DF\ VF{Z; S[ VGF{Z;

AF/SM VG[ T [GF JIMJ'wW VYJF DFTFvl5TFG] \
EZ65MQF6 SZJF A\WFI[, K[P

sZf AF/S HIF\ ;]WL ;ULZ CMI tIF\ ;]WL 5MTFGF\ l5TF VYJF
DFTF 5F;[ DF\UL XS[P

s#f JIMJ'wW VYJF VXST DFTFvl5TF 5MTFGL 5]+q5]+L
5F;[ EZ65MQF6 DF\UL XS[ K[P

D]l:,D SFINF C[9/ Z1F6 o
D]l:,D SFINF C[9/ J'wW JIGF\ DFTFvl5TFG[ HF/

J6L SZJFGL 5]+GL OZH K[P
lB|:TL VG[ 5FZ;L SFINF C[9/ Z1F6 o

lB|:TL VG[ 5FZ;LGF\ SFINF D]HA DFTFvl5TF DF8[
HF/J6L SZJL T[ jIlSTUT SFINM K[P HF/J6L ,[JF DF\UTF
DFTFvl5TF OMHNFZL SFI"JFCL SM0 HMUJF. C[9/ VZHL
SZJFGL CMI K[P
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OMHNFZL SFINF C[9/ Z1F6 o
OMHNFZL SFI"JFCL SFINM !)*# DF\ 5|SZ6v& DF\

5ltGVM4 AF/SM VG[ DFvAF5GF\ EZ65MQF6 DF8[GM C]SD
S,Dv!Z5s!f sVf H[ SM. jIlST 5F;[ 5}ZTF\ ;FWGM CMJF
KTF\ 5MTFG]\ EZ65MQF6 SZL XSJFG[ V;DY" CMI tIFZ[
SFI"JFCL SZL XS[ K[P
&PJlZQ9 J'wW DlC,FVM DF8 [ SFINFlSI HMUJF. o

DFTFvl5TF VG[ JlZQ9 GFUlZSMGF S<IF6 VG[
EZ5MQF6 VlWlGIDvZ__* VgJI[ VF ZFHI ;ZSFZ £FFZF
HFC[ZGFD]\ ACFZ 5F0I]\P H[ HdD] SFxDLZ l;JFI ;DU| EFZTDF\
TYF lJN[XDF\ ,FU] 50[, K[P H[ DFTFvl5TF NtTS VYJF J'wW
DFTF VYJF J'wW l5TF H[ EZ65MQF6 SZJF V;DY" CMI tIFZ[
;\5lTDF\YL N}Z SZ[, CMIP T[VM SFINF GLR[ EZ65MQF6
gIFI5\R SFI"JFCL SZL XS[ K[P H[GF gIFI5\R £FZF )_ lNJ;DF\
VG[ ALHF JWFZTF\ #_ lNJ; SZX[P gIFI5\R £FZF VZÒ lGSF,
;]WL EZ65MQF6GF VFN[X SZJFGL ;tTF K[P HM S;]ZJFZG[
V[S DF;GL S[NGL HMUJF. K[P gIFI5\R VFN[XGL GS, lJGF
D]<I[ VF5X[P ;\TFGM N[XvlJN[XDF\ ZC[TF TM 56 ;Dg; AHFJL
XS[ K[P EZ65MQF6 VlWSFZL H[ Ò<,F ;DFH S<IF6 VlWSFZL
S1FF CX[P ZFHI ;ZSFZG]\ HFC[ZGFD]\ 5|SFlXT YIF 5KL & DF;
;]WL JW] gIFI5\R T[GL ZRGF SZX[P H[YL ;Z/TFYL SFDSFH
Y. XS[P gIFI5\R EZ65MQF6GL VZÒ ;\A\lWT AFAT gIFlIS
lGSF, VY[" V[S S[ JW] jIlSTVMGL H[VM T5F; ;\A\lWT 7FG
WZFJ[ T[GL DNN ,[X[P ;HF~5[ ~FP !_4___qv ;]WL SZL XS[
K[P VIMuI ZH}VFT S[ E}, S[ 5lZl:YlT 5lZJT"G VF5TF\ O[ZOFZ
SZJF gIFI5\R ;1FD K[P gIFI5\R VFN[X SM0 lS |DLG,
5|M;LhZv!)*5 5|SZ6v) D]HA V;ZYL ,FU] 50X[P
EZ65MQF6 VFN[X YIF 5KL #_ lNJ;DF\ gIFI5\R H6FJ[ T[
ZLT[ R]SJ6]\ SZJFG]\ ZC[X[P HM DM0]\ YFI VG[ S;]ZJFZ YFI TM
5@ YL !(@ jIFH 56 EZJFGM VFN[X SZL XS[ K[P
s!f V5L, S[JL ZLT[ SZL XSFI m o NZ[S ZFHIDF\ ;ZSFZ £FZF

Ò<,FVMDF\ V[S V[5,[8 l8=aI]G,GL ZRGF SZL XS[ K[P
HIF\ Ò<,F D[Ò:8=[8YL VMK]\ 5Z WZFJTL jIlSTGL
lGD6]\S Y. XSX[ GCL\P H[ &_ lNJ;DF\ V5L, SZJFGL
ZC[X[P

sZf 3Z0F 3ZGL ZRGF o NZ[S Ò<,FNL9 !5_ jIlST ZCL
XS[ K[P H[DF\ NFSTZL ;FZJFZ TYF DGMZ\HGGL ;UJ0TF
J'wWFzDM :YF5JF TYF T[GL HF/J6L SZJLP

s#f VFZMuI ;\A\lWT ZRGFVM o ;ZSFZL NJFBFGFVM4

ÒIF"8LS JM0"4 V,U ,F.GGL jIJ:YF4 NJF TYF
EMHGGL jIJ:YF SZJL HM.V[P

s$f ;\5lT VG[ ÒJGGF ;\Z1F6 V\U[G]\ Z1F6 o N}ZNX"G4
Z[0LIM VG[ VBAFZM £FFZF HFC[ZFT SZJLP gIFlIS
VlWSFZLVM VG[ 5M,L; VlWSFZLVMG[ ;DIF\TZ [
;\J[NGXL,TF VG[ HFU'TTF ,FJJF TF,LD VF5JLP
SFINM4 U'C lJEFU4 VFZMuI VG[ S<IF6GL ;[JF VF5TF
D\+F,IM ;FY[ ;\S,G ZFBLG[ JlZQ9 GFUlZSMGF S<IF6
;\A\WL D]NFVMG[ ZH} SZX[ VG[ T[GF 5F,G V\U[ ;DIF\TZ[
5]Go lJRFZ6F SZX[P

s5f U]GFVM V\U[GL HMUJF. o S;]ZJFZG[ +6 DF;GL S[N
VYJF 5F\R CHFZ ~l5IFGF\ N\0 VYJF AgG[ T[DH
EFZTLI N\0 ;\lCTF !(&_ GL S,DvZ! D]HA HFC[Z
VlWSFZL U6FX[P ZFHI ;ZSFZ £FFZF lGIDM AGFJX[
VG[ T[DGM VD, SZFJJFGM ZC[X[P

JlZQ9 GFUlZSM DF8 [ G [XG, 5M,L;LGL ~5Z[BF o
EFZT ;ZSFZGL GLlTDF\ JlZQ9 GFUlZSGF S<IF6

;\A\lWT TDFD 5F\;FVM VFJZL ,[JFDF\ VFJ[, K[P H[DF\ G[XG,
5M,L;L jIlSTG[ V[S JlZQ9 GFUlZS TZLS[ &_ JQF" VG[ p5ZGL
JIGF S[ VM/B[ K[P EFZTLI l;lGIZ l;8Lhg; DF8[ GLTLVM
GLR[ D]HA K[P
 h05YL SM8"GF S[XMGM lGSF,P
" Ò<,F :TZ[ J'wW NNL"GF\ JM0"GL V,UYL :YF5JLP
" JlZQ9 GFUlZSM DF8[ GF6F\lSI JQF"DF\ Z_!$v!5 DF\

SZDF\ ZFCT VF5L K[P
" A[gSM VG[ JLDF 1F[+DF\ JlZQ9 GFUlZSG[ p\RF NZ[ jIFH

5}Z]\ 5F0I]\P 5Z\T] jIFHNZDF\ TOFJT CFHZ DFÒ"G B}A H
GlCJT K[P

" EFZTLI Z[<J[ JlZQ9 GFUlZSM DF8[ 5|JF; DF8[ l0:SFpg8
VF5[ K[4 5Z\T] T[ V5}ZT]\ U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P ZFHI DFU"
5lZJCGGL A;MDF\ 56 DFU" 5lZJCG £FFZF ;DFG
D];FOZLGL ZFCT T[DG[ 36L DNN~5 Y. ZC[X[P

TFZ6M VG[ ; ]RGM o
EFZTDF\ BF; J'wWFJ:YFJF/L jIlSTVM DF8[ K[ S[4

5|;\XF SZJFGL K[P HM J'wW ,MSMG[ DM8L J:TLGL ;ZBFD6LDF\
V5}ZT]\ K[P
CF, VeIF; SZTF\ DF,]D 50[, K[ S[4 ;DFHGF SFINFGL lJlJW
V;ZSFZS S[D CMI K[P

EÁlTS DFGl;S ;FDFßLS SFG]lG 
NJF TYF VFZMuIGL 
GLlTJFNGM VEFJ 

V5DFG V/UF56] DL<ST 
U[ZjIFHlA56] 

XFlZZLS BFlD ;\TFGMGM lTZ:SFZ lJ;H"G U[ZjIJCFZ 
VG[ SZFZ 

XFlZZLS C]D,M ,FUl6GM VEFJ N]jI"JCFZ VFZMuI 
5I"FJZ^F JLD]B 

Jl0, p5FH"G 
lD<STGM 

SFG]lG E\U 
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s!f J'wW ,MSMG[ SFZ6[ T[VM TZO ;DFHDF\ VEFJ ;]wWF GYLP
J'wW 5|tI[ lJRFZWFZF AN,JFGL H~lZIFT K[P

sZf VFlY"S Vl:YZTFG[ SFZ6[ NIF5F+ ÒJG ÒJJFGL OZH
50[ K[P J'wWFJ:YFGL jIlSTVM DF8[ ;FDFÒS ;]Z1FF G[8JS"
ZC[J]\ HM.V[ VG[ J'wWFJ:YFF DF8[ ;CFIGL BF+LGL
VU|TF CMJL HM.V[P ;[JFVMGF\ 5[S[H ÒJGGL ;FZL
U]6JtTF DF8[ BF+L CMJL H HM.V[P

s#f JlZQ9 GFUlZSM IMuI T[DGF AF/SM 5F;[YL DNN ;FY[
;DFHGL lJRFZ ;]Z1FF 5}ZL 5F0JF DF8[ A\WFZ6GL OZH
K[P ;\;NGL H~lZIFTM 5]GZFJT"G £FFZF TFH[TZGF SFINF
JW] V;ZSFZS AGFJJF DF8[ HMUJF.VM SZJL HM.V[P
JlZQ9 GFUlZSMGF\ ÒJG U]6JtTF ;]WFZJF DF8[ S|DXo
GF6F\lSI VG[ BFn ;]Z1FF4 C[<Y S[Z4 VFzI ;FY[ ÒJG
VG[ lD<STG]\ Z1F6GL BF+L H~ZL K[P BF; C[T] ;ZSFZGL
VD, D\0/GF\ V[S Vl:TtJ V\T[ NZ[S Ò<,F S1FFV[
TDFD lJUTMGM EFZ5}J"S VD, SZJM HM.V[P

s$f l;lGIZ l;8LhG DF8[ Z[<J[ O[ZGL H[D ZM0 8=Fg;5M8" ;[JFDF\
56 ACM/F 5|DF6DF\ Sg;[XG VF5J]\ HM.V[P

s5f XFZLlZS VXSTTF S[ ZMUMGF lGJFZ6 DF8[ ;ZSFZL
CMl:58,M 5F;[YL BF; ;FZJFZ D/L ZC[ TYF T[DGL SF/
HL ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[ T[JL ;]lJWFVMGL :YF5GF SZJL

HM.V[P
s&f VNF,TMDF\ DM8FEFUGF\ S[;M 5[lg0\U CMJFYL T[G[ OF:8

8=[SDF\ O[ZJJF SFZ6 S[4 JlZQ9 GFUlZSMG[ h05L S[;G]\
lGJFZ6 D/L XS[P
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The directions of physical improvement in personal and individual approach and its impact
on the health of students. The definitions of the concept of physical perfection and its main
components: strength, speed, endurance, agility, flexibility. Special attention is paid to the
importance of physical perfection as part of positive self-identity. Outlines the theory of the
acquisition of physical improvement in the availability of a clear human motivation. It is noted
that physical perfection is in need of motivation on the part of the student, the proper selec-
tion of a complex exercise and may be based only on a personal and individual approach
based on the physical abilities of each student. Show the direction of their own physical
fitness improvement during the self-study. It is shown that promoting the harmonious devel-
opment of all-round, avoiding harmful habits, improve mental and physical performance
and confidence in their own ability to significantly change the person's self esteem
Keywords: physical, improvement, culture, strength, speed, agility, flexibility and endurance.
Introduction: Physical culture of students is
an integral component of higher education.
Questioning of students by Ministry of educa-
tion gave deplorable results concerning their
physical development and systematic charac-
ter of practicing sports. Concerning first year
students of higher educational establishments
of Thalner it appeared that 54% of respon-
dents did not attend physical culture classes
at school during last year. Only one half of
them were on clinic books in connection with
chronic diseases. With analysis of students
questioning's results we received an interest-
ing picture concerning students' attitude to
own health. It was found that all respondents
showed understanding of importance of
healthy life style, but alongside with it 105 were
tobacco smokers and only 9% practiced
sports regularly. It should be also noted that
25% marked that their close relatives had
cardio-vascular diseases. So, primary infor-
mation about medical-social status of students
witnesses about the absence of formed de-
mand in physical perfection among most of

respondents.

Fig. 1. Primary information about medical-
social status of students
 A=10% - tobacco smoking, B=9% - regularly
practice sports, C=25% - diseases of cardio-
vascular system of close relatives, D=54% -
did not attend physical culture classes at
school during last year of study, E=2% - did
not answer question.
Recent years the problem of students' motion
activity has become rather acute for special-
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ists of Thalner, as far as the quantity of dis-
eases, resulted from hyperdynamia, has sig-
nificantly increased. As per the data of spe-
cialists [2, 9- 15] in different students' age
periods their aims and motives for physical
activity are different. In general, students'
motives for training of health improving ac-
tivity (HIA) differ from the motives of other
age groups [3]. Physical perfection requires
much strength, loads and endurance that is
why most students chose simpler and unfor-
tunately less effective for physical perfection
exercises [8; ?. 42-44].
Purpose, tasks of the work, material and
methods
The purpose of the work is analysis of physi-
cal perfection in personal and individual ap-
proach and its influence on students' health.
The methods and organization of the research
are study and analysis of literature sources.
Results of the research
Physical perfection is characterized by the
state of health and comprehensive develop-
ment of a person, to which we relate the state
of physical abilities' development and forma-
tion of motion skills, general level of workabil-
ity, functional changes of organism and its
different systems and organs, mastering of
special system of knowledge:
1. Obtaining of required knowledge and

skills by students in the field of physical
culture in order to prevent from dis-
eases;

2. Increasing of organism's functional abili-
ties with the help of physical culture
means;

3. Promotion of comprehensive harmoni-
ous development, giving up harmful hab-
its, improvement of mental and physical
workability with the help of physical self-
perfection;

4. Formation of physical self-perfection
and healthy life style idea.

If a student has purposeful motivation for
physical perfection and the sense of respon-
sibility, it will make easier bearing of loads
and permit to more effectively mobilize the

resources of organism on its way to perfec-
tion.
For student's physical perfection it is impor-
tant to understand the potential of his physi-
cal abilities. We call such separate motion
bents as strength, quickness, patience, dexter-
ity and flexibility physical abilities. Physical
qualities of a person change in the process
of growing and development of organism.
These changes can be strengthened and ac-
celerated by purposeful trainings and physi-
cal exercises, which are carried out at physi-
cal culture trainings at higher educational es-
tablishments of Thalner. Only as a result of
constant overcoming of training loads and
student's wish for self-perfection a number
of changes takes place in organism.
Physical perfection can be based only on per-
sonal and individual approach, with consid-
eration of physical abilities of every student.
At higher educational establishments students'
physical perfection has the aim: development
of such components as strength, quickness,
patience, dexterity and flexibility. Means of
strength training are exercises, for execution
of which overcoming of different barriers,
objects of different mass, such as weights,
dumb bell shaped figures, rubber bunch and
mass of own body (squatting, chin ups). For
training of quickness the method of easy and
difficult conditions is used (run downhill,
throwing of light subjects). For example, they
can be sawing of wood, swimming, heal-and-
toe walk, long distance running.
Effective means of dexterity training are quick
outdoor games, acrobatics. For training of
flexibility active movements are executed, for
example, body bending in different sides, dif-
ferent movements, legs' swings, side body
bents. Physical abilities are not trained in iso-
lated way, when improving one of them, we
influence on other. This transferring of quali-
ties can be both positive and negative.
There are several methods of physical
perfection's education. Circular method is the
method, whose name origins from the exer-
cise, from which first exercise starts. Its es-
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sence is serial fulfillment of technically simple
exercises, which are combined in complex as
per certain schema. For every kind of exer-
cises a place is assigned, which is called "sta-
tion". Usually there are 8-10 of such stations.
At every of stations one exercise is fulfilled -
squatting, chin-ups, pressing ups, bends,
jumps. They are fulfilled in several ap-
proaches. It should be remembered about
such methods of physical strength perfection:
quite little volitional effort is enough in order
to have an owner of strong and handsome
muscles for short period of time. In contrast
to all other physical abilities strength quickly
responses to training loads. Even short course
of athletic gymnastics is sufficient for dress-
ing body in strong and handsome muscular
arms. Only one necessary condition: loads
must increase gradually and every time it
should be feasible. Strength is more than
strength, it is also good health. But muscles
require constant loads in order to preserve
their tonus. Complexes of specially selected
exercises will help to strengthen muscles as
per abilities of trainees. There are also spe-
cial exercises, which compensate flat-
footedness, improve vestibular apparatus.
Different multi axial movement in arms and
legs joints maintain and develop anatomical
structures in joints and, consequently, normal
mobility. The state of joints and backbone in-
fluences on smoothness of movements.
For physical perfection and prevention from
osteochondrosis it is necessary to insistently
repeat movements, which are the most diffi-
cult, first with little amplitude and softly, then,
increasing their scope and intensity. Indi-
vidual experience shall be in the basis of doz-
ing of exercises. It is very useful to fulfill sev-
eral elementary exercises for restoration of
joints' mobility in the morning, just after awak-
ening, lying in bed. This first training improves
mobility of joints and prevents from their pre-
mature aging. Students' training is possible
with minimal efforts; for physical perfection
it is easily possible to transform own flat in a
kind of gym, in which there is everything that

is required for gymnastic exercises. Instead
of horizontal bar entresol or upper jump can
be used.
An excellent exercise for development of
arms, back and abdomen's muscles as well as
for correcting of posture is chin ups. It is not
good to quickly force loads: chin ups such
straining of muscles, which first will seem to
be excessive for organism, especially for
cardio-vascular system. Only gradual fulfill-
ment will be useful. Practically no equipment
pressing up requires (from window bar, chair,
floor). The lower the rest is located, the most
difficult is execution of the exercise. Getting
up an appetite for these exercises one will
obligatory take care of improvement of equip-
ment: acquire dumb bell shaped figures of
different weight, hula hoop, chest expander,
rubber or elastic bunch, skipping rope, rings,
punching bag. Compulsory condition for home
training is clean air.
However, physical perfection of students is
possible only if enough leisure time is avail-
able. For youth, especially for students, leisure
time is of the first priority; in the sphere of
leisure a lot of social-cultural demands of per-
sonality is realized. Exactly in leisure person
shows himself as free individual. However, in
real practice opportunities of leisure are used
not to full extent. Part of students, evaluating
wrongly the role of physical culture knowledge
as important factor of preservation and
strengthening of health, prefer passive forms
of leisure, because they have weak orienta-
tion on motion activity, connected with
strengthening of health and under-evaluate
the role of physical culture as a reason of
mental development.
For solution of problem of formation of stu-
dents' physical perfection in leisure conditions
it has been found that sports leisure influ-
ences on improvement of educational, physi-
cal and physiological qualities of student
youth. During academic year students can be
trained by typical program: track and fields,
outdoor games, rhythmic gymnastics. But for
increasing of possibility of physical perfection
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it is necessary to additionally one time a week
to fulfill yoga exercises, breathing exercises,
shaping, dances, outdoor games under super-
vision of an instructor in free time. Physical
education with accent on improvement in
conditions of leisure increases humanistic and
cultural values of students' physical culture.
The prospects of physical perfection are pos-
sible under the availability of theories of its
motivation. By the data of V. Ztylkin [4], there
are three theories of motivation of perfec-
tion: theory of necessity of perfection, theory
of attribution and theory of achievement of
target. Theory of necessity in achievement is
a combined model, which considers both per-
sonal and situational factors as the most im-
portant indicators of human behavior. Ac-
cording to this theory people, who reach high
achievements, strive to participate in compe-
titions more often. An on the contrary, those,
who do not reach high successes in sports,
do not have desire to participate in competi-
tions, in which evaluation of society is the
main factor. The second theory points to the
level, at which the person, who practice sports,
understands his results, to what extent it in-
fluences on their further expectation and
emotional responses that, in its turn, influ-
ences on motivation for achievement of per-
fection. So, prospects for physical perfection
exist, if students have motivation for such type
of trainings.
Summary
Having summarizing the above described it
is worth to note that physical perfection re-
quires, first of all, student's motivation and,
secondly, correct selection of complex of ex-
ercises, which are oriented on comprehen-
sive development of his physical qualities:
strength, quickness, flexibility, endurance, dex-
terity. It is important to remember that physi-
cal perfection can be based only on personal
and individual approach, with consideration
of physical abilities of every student. Besides,
physical abilities are not bred in isolated way;
improving one of them, we influence on other
and this transferring of qualities can be both

negative and positive. That is why physical
perfection can be practiced only up to cer-
tain indicators. To day, several methods of
physical perfection's breeding are known,
that is why correctly selected method will fa-
cilitate its efficiency. Every student shall inde-
pendently take care of his physical form's
perfection, because with its help promotion
of comprehensive harmonious development
progresses, denial of harmful habits, improve-
ment of mental and physical workability and
assurance in own abilities occur that, in its
turn, substantially changes human self evalu-
ation.
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MkktrÄf h{íkkuLke «ð]r¥k îkhk þkfknkhe yLku rçkLkþkfknkhe rðãkÚkeoykuLkk
{kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ Ãkh Úkíke yMkhkuLkku yÇÞkMk

yk MktMkkuÄLk yÇÞkMkLkku nuíkw MkktrÄf h{íkkuLke «ð]rík îkhk þkfknkhe yLku rçkLkþkfknkhe rðãkÚkeoykuLkk {kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ Ãkh Úkíke yMkhku
[fkMkðkLkku níkku. yk MktþkuÄLk yÇÞkMk {kxu MknÞkuøk rðãk÷Þ, Ãkt[krþÞk{kt yÇÞkMk fhíkk Äkuhý 8 Úke 10Lkk rðãkÚkeo ¼kRyku{kt
þkfknkhe sqÚkLkk 20 rðãkÚkeoyku, rçkLk þkfknkhe sqÚkLkk 20 rðãkÚkeoykuLkk yLku rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk 20 rðãkÚkeoykuyu yu{ fw÷ 60 rðãkÚkeoykuLku
rð»kÞÃkkºkku íkhefu ÃkMktË fhe {kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞLkk {kÃkLk {kxu zku.ze.su.¼è yu S.ykh.økezk hr[ík {kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ «~Lkkðr÷Lku {kÃkLkLkk
Äkuhý íkhefu  ÃkMktË fhe yktfzkykuLkwt yufºkefhý fhe ºkýuÞ sqÚkkuLkk «kóktfku Ãkh þkfknkhe sqÚk yLku rçkLkþkfknkhe sqÚk Ãkh Úkíke yMkhku
òýðk yuf {køkeoÞ rð[hý Mknrð[hý Ãk]Úk¬hý (One Way Analysis of Covariance) fMkkuxe ÷køkw Ãkkze {æÞfku ðå[uLkk
íkVkðíkkuLku Least Significant Difference Post Hock fMkkuxe îkhk 0.05 fûkkyu MkkÚkofíkk [fkMkíkk þkfknkhe sqÚkLkk yLku
rçkLkþkfknkhe sqÚkLkk {kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ{kt rLkÞtrºkík sqÚk fhíkk ðÄw MkkÚkof yMkh òuðk {¤e níke.

«MíkkðLkk (Introduction) :
h{ík-øk{ík yiríknkrMkf fk¤Úke s ÷ktçkku RríknkMk Ähkðu

Au. íku swËk swËk Mk{qnkuLkk yuf çkeò Ãkh yk¢{ý yLku ÔÞÂõík-ÔÞÂõík
ðå[uLkk yk¢{ýku Úkíkk níkk. yurþÞkLkk Ërûký ¼køk{kt yuf h{ík
¾qçk s «ÏÞkík níke yLku íku swËk swËk MðYÃku swËk swËk Lkk{Úke
h{kíke níke. {nkLk ¼khíkeÞ ÷kuføkkÚkk {nk¼khík{kt yr¼{LÞw
îkhk yuf rðfx ÃkrhÂMÚkríkLkku Mkk{Lkku fhðku Ãkzâku níkku fu ßÞkhu íku
Ëw~{LkkuÚke [kuíkhV ½uhkR økÞku níkku. çkkiØ Ä{oLkk MkkrníÞ{kt Ãký
økkiík{çkwØ fçkœeLke h{ík {LkkuhtsLk {kxu h{íkk níkk íkuðku WÕ÷u¾
òuðk {¤u Au.

{kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ òu MkkÁ nkuÞ íkku {kLkðe Mkkhe heíku
rð[khe þfu Au yLku íkuLkk rLkýoÞku ÷uðkLke þÂõík Ãký Mkkhe nkuÞ Au.
Ëhuf ÃkrhÂMÚkrík{kt íku W¥k{ fkÞo fhe þfu Au. ËwrLkÞk{kt su {kuxk ÞwØku
ÚkkÞ Au íku{kt þkrhhef íkkfkík ftRf ytþu sðkçkËkh nþu, Ãkhtíkw {kºk
þkrhhef çk¤Úke fËe rðsuíkk çkLke þfkíkwt LkÚke. þkrhhef íkkfkík yu
{kLkrMkf MVqŠík rðLkk yÄwhe Au. {kºk Ãkkþðe þkrhhef íkkfkík Ähkðíke
ÔÞÂõíkLku Ãku÷k fhíkkt yzÄe þkrhhef íkkfkík Ähkðíkk fhkxu, fqtøk-Vw fu
xufðkuLk- zku suðe f¤k{kt rLk»ýktík ÔÞÂõík Ãký {nkík fhe þfu Au.
fuð¤ þkrhhef íkkfkík íkku Ãkþw{kt Ãký nkuÞ Au yux÷u þkherhf íkkfkíku
ßÞkt {kLkrMkf íkkfkíkLkku MkkÚk Lk {¤u íÞkt MkwÄe íkuLke yMkh yÄqhe hnu
Au. yux÷u çk¤ yLku çkwrØLkku Mk{LðÞ fhðku Ãkzu Au.
yÇÞkMkLkk nuíkwyku (objectives of Research) :

yk MktþkuÄLk yÇÞkMkLkku nuíkw MkktrÄf h{íkkuLke «ð]rík
îkhk þkfknkhe yLku rçkLkþkfknkhe rðãkÚkeoykuLkk {kLkrMkf
MðkMÚÞ Ãkh Úkíke yMkhku [fkMkðkLkku níkku.
{kÃkLkLkk Äkuhýku (Criterion Measures) :

WífÕÃkLkkLke [fkMkýe {kxu ÃkMktË fhkÞu÷k {kÃkLkLkk
Äkuhýku Lke[u {wsçk Au.

¢{ [÷kÞ{kLk fMkkuxe {kÃkLk 

1 {kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ zku.ze.su.¼è yLku S.ykh. økezk økwýktfLk 

yÇÞkMkLke ÞkusLkk (Method and Material) :
yk Mk tMkk uÄLk yÇÞkMk{kt  MknÞk uøk rðãk÷Þ,

Ãkt[krþÞk{kt yÇÞkMk fhíkk Äkuhý 8 Úke 10Lkk rðãkÚkeo ¼kRyku{kt
þkfknkhe sqÚkLkk 20 rðãkÚkeoyku, rçkLk þkfknkhe sqÚkLkk 20
rðãkÚkeoyku yLku rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk 20 rðãkÚkeoyku yu{ fw÷ 60
rðãkÚkeoykuLku rð»kÞÃkºkku íkhefu ÃkMktË fhe ºký sqÚkku rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk
20 rðãkÚkeoyku yu{ fw÷ 60 rðãkÚkeoykuLku rð»kÞÃkºkku íkhefu ÃkMktË
fhe ºký sqÚkku çkLkkððk{kt ykÔÞk níkk. su{kt þkfknkhe yLku rçkLk
þkfknkhe sqÚkLku MkktrÄf h{íkkuLke íkk÷e{ ykÃkðk{kt ykðe níke
ßÞkhu rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLku MkktrÄf h{ík íkk÷e{Úke {wõík hk¾ðk{kt
ykÔÞwt níkwt. 8 yXðkrzÞkLkk MkktrÄf h{íkLke íkk÷e{ fkÞo¢{Lke
þYykík fhíkk Ãknu÷k Ãkqðuo fMkkuxe yLku íkk÷e{ fkÞo¢{ Ãkwýo ÚkÞk
ÃkAe ytrík{ fMkkuxe îkhk yktfzkykuLkwt yufrºkfhý fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt
níkwt.
yktfzkfeÞ «r¢Þk (Statistical Analysis) :

þkfknkhe sqÚk yLku rçkLkþkfknkhe sqÚk Ãkh Úkíke yMkhku
òýðk yuf {køkeoÞ rð[hý Mknrð[hý Ãk]Úk¬hý (One Way
Analysis of Covariance) fMkkuxe ÷køkw Ãkkze {æÞfku
ðå[uLkk íkVkðíkkuLku Least Significant Difference
Post Hock fMkkuxe îkhk 0.05 fûkkyu MkkÚkofíkk [fkMkðk{kt
ykðe níke.
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yÇÞkMkLkk Ãkrhýk{ku (Result of the Study) :
Lke[u ykÃku÷e Mkkhýeyku ÃkhÚke yÇÞkMkLkk Ãkrhýk{ku MÃkü ÚkkÞ Au.

Mkkhýe-1
{kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ fMkkuxe Ëu¾kðLkk çku «kÞkurøkf yLku yuf rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkwt rð[hý Mkn rð[hý Ãk]ÚÚkfhý

 

fMkkuxe 

sqÚk rð[hý Mknrð[hý Ãk]ÚÚkfhý 

þkfknkhe rçkLkþkfknkhe rLkÞtrºkík  ðøkkuoLkku 

Mkhðk¤ku 

(SS) 

Mðíktºk 

{kºkk 

(df) 

{æÞf 

rð[hý 

(MSS) 

F 

Ãkqðo fMkkuxe {æÞf 22,750 23,150 23,100 A 1,900 2 0.950 0.104 

ytrík{ fMkkuxe {æÞf 27,750 26,700 23,900 W 520.100 57 9.125 

MkwÄkhu÷ {æÞf 27,890 26,616 23,844 A 158.433 2 79.217 8.525* 

    W 529.750 57 9.294 

    A 170.936 2 85.468 13.078* 

    W 365.981 56 6.535 

 MkkÚkofíkkLkwt Äkuhý 0.05 fûkkyu  ‘F’ =0.05 (2,57) & 2,56) = 3.150 : 

Mkkhýe-1{kt ÃkqðofMkkuxe ‘F’ hurþÞku 0.104 òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. su 0.05 fûkkyu yMkkÚkof òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. ßÞkhu çktLku sqÚkLkku ytrík{
fMkkuxe ‘F’ hurþÞku 8.524 òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. su 0.05 fûkkyu MkkÚkof òuðk {¤u÷ níkku yLku MkwÄkhu÷ {æÞfLkku ‘F’ hurþÞku 13.078
òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. su 0.05 fûkkyu MkkÚkof òuðk {éÞku níkku.

Mkkhýe -2
{kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ fMkkuxe Ëu¾kðLkk çku «kÞkurøkf yLku yuf rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk {æÞfku ðå[uLkku ¢ktríkf íkVkðík Ëþkoðíke Mkkhýe

{æÞf {æÞf íkVkðík ¢ktríkf íkVkðík 

þkfknkhe rçkLkþkfknkhe rLkÞtrºkík   

 

1.616 

27,809 26,616  1.274 

27,809  23,844 4.046 

 26,616 23,844 2.772 

MkkÚkofíkkLkwt Äkuhý 0.05 fûkkyu  

Mkkhýe -2 {wsçk þkfknkhe sqÚk ¾wçk s MkkÚkof (4.046) fûkkyu
MkwÄkhku òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. íÞkhçkkË rçkLkþkfknkhe sqÚk (2.772)
fûkkyu MkwÄkhku Ëþkoðu Au. þkfknkhe sqÚk yLku rçkLkþkfknkhe sqÚk
«kÞkurøkf {kðsík{kt þkfknkhe sqÚkLku ykÃkðk{kt ykðu÷ íkk÷e{Lke
ðÄw MkkÚkof yMkh òuðk {¤e níke. rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLke Mkh¾k{ýe{kt
çktLku «kÞkurøkf sqÚkku þkfknkhe sqÚk yLku rçkLkþkfknkhe sqÚk{kt
«kÞkurøkf {kðsíkLke MkkÚkof yMkh òuðk {¤íke níke. çktLku
«kÞkurøkf sqÚkku ðå[u «kÞkurøkf {kðsíkLke ykŠÚkf yMkh òuðk
{¤u÷ Lk níke. Ãkhtíkw rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLke íkw÷Lkk{kt çktLku «kÞkurøkf sqÚk
Ãkh «kÞkurøkf {kðsíkLke yMkh òuðk {¤e níke.

yk÷u¾-1
{kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ Ëu¾kðLkk «kÞkurøkf yu yuf rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk
{æÞfku Ëþkoðíkku yk÷u¾
Mkkthkþ (conclusion) :

8 yXðkrzÞkLke MkktrÄf h{íkkuLke íkk÷e{ çkkË þkfknkhe
sqÚk yLku rçkLkþkfknkhe sqÚkLkwt {kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ rLkÞtºkeík sqÚk
fhíkk ðÄw MkkÚkof òuðk {éÞwt níkwt.
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The present study aims to observe the relationship of altitude sickness with heart rate and
peripheral oxygen saturation at different altitudes. 9 male members of mountaineering expe-
dition team were voluntary participated and were selected as the subject for the study. Re-
quired data were collected by team doctor at different altitudes i.e. 12064 ft. (A1), 13000 ft.
(A2), 13900 ft. (A3), 15085 ft. (A4), and 16900 ft. (A5). Heart Rate and Peripheral Oxygen
Saturation were measured by portable pulse oxymeter whereas LLS for altitude sickness was
measured by Lack Luice Questioner for Acute Mountain Sickness. Pearson Correlation was
used for the analysis of collected data. From the result of the study it was observed that Lack
Luice Score at different altitude do not show significant relation with any of Heart Rate or
Peripheral Oxygen Saturation.
Key Words: High Altitude, Heart Rate, Peripheral Oxygen Saturation
Introduction
Above sea level as altitudes increases the baro-
metric pressure decrease with the equal pro-
portion. For example, at the altitude of 4800
meter the partial pressure of oxygen is some-
where around half of that sea level where as
at the altitude of 8800 meters it is about one
third of that sea level. As this barometric pres-
sure decreases it also affects the physiology
of an individual going for mountaineering or
high altitude exposure. It is directly related to
the heart rate, blood pressure, and periph-
eral oxygen saturation as well as some of the
variables related to respiratory system of an
individual. When it comes to the physiology
of human at any given situation all the sys-
tems are interdependent and interrelated for
its working.
Studying the relationship of heart rate and
peripheral oxygen saturation which is also
easy to measure at any situation may help to
understand the process of acclimatization at
high altitude and its relation with acute moun-
tain sickness which results due to hypoxia.

* *Dr. Prabhulal M Kasundra

Objective of the Study: The objective of the
study was to find out the relationship of lack
luice score with heart rate and peripheral
oxygen saturation at different altitude.
Methodology
Selection of Subject: 9 male members of moun-
taineering expedition team were voluntary
participated and were selected as the subject
for the study.
Criterion Measures: Lack Luice Score (LLS),
Herat Rate (HR) and Peripheral Oxygen Satu-
ration (PsO2)
Collection of Data: Required data were col-
lected by team doctor at different altitudes i.e.
12064 ft. (A1), 13000 ft. (A2), 13900 ft. (A3),
15085 ft. (A4), and 16900 ft. (A5). Heart Rate
and Peripheral Oxygen Saturation were mea-
sured by portable pulse oximeter whereas
LLS for altitude sickness was measured by
Lack Luice Questioner for Acute Mountain
Sickness.
Statistical Procedure: Pearson Correlation at
0.05 level of significance was used to for analy-
sis of the collected data.
Result of the Study
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Table – I 

Relationship of LLS with Heart Rate at different altitude  

LLS/BPS LLS 12064 LLS 13000 LLS 13900 LLS 15085 LLS 16900 
HR 12064 -0.530 0.051 -0.323 -0.476 -0.166 
HR 13000 -0.120 0.050 -0.489 -0.698 -0.428 
HR 13900 -0.612 -0.035 -0.525 -0.675 -0.447 
HR 15085 -0.380 0.217 -0.116 -0.338 0.248 
HR 16900 -0.169 -0.039 -0.162 -0.185 0.005 

 r (7) = 0.666 (0.05)
It is evident from chart - I, II and table - I that
the calculated r values for Lack Luice Score at
A1 and Heart Rate  at 12064 ft. (A1), 13000
ft. (A2), 13900 ft. (A3), 15085 ft. (A4) and
16900 ft. (A5) are respectively  -0.530, -0.120,
-0.612, -0.380 and -0.169, Lack Luice Score
at A2 and Heart Rate  at 12064 ft. (A1), 13000
ft. (A2), 13900 ft. (A3), 15085 ft. (A4), and
16900 ft. (A5) are respectively 0.051, 0.050, -
0.035, 0.217 and -0.039, Lack Luice Score at
A3 and Heart Rate  at 12064 ft. (A1), 13000
ft. (A2), 13900 ft. (A3), 15085 ft. (A4), and
16900 ft. (A5) are respectively  -0.323, -0.489,
-0.525, -0.116 and -0.162, Lack Luice Score
at A4 and Heart Rate  at 12064 ft. (A1), 13000
ft. (A2), 13900 ft. (A3), 15085 ft. (A4), and
16900 ft. (A5) are respectively -0.476, -0.698,
-0.675, -0.338 and -0.185and Lack Luice Score

at A5 and Heart Rate  at 12064 ft. (A1), 13000
ft. (A2), 13900 ft. (A3), 15085 ft. (A4), and
16900 ft. (A5) are respectively  -0.166, -0.428,
-0.447, 0.248 and 0.005are not greater than
the significant r value.

Table – II 

Relationship of LLS with Peripheral Oxygen Saturation at different altitude  

LLS/BPS LLS 12064 LLS 13000 LLS 13900 LLS 15085 LLS 16900 
HR 12064 0.107 0.376 -0.119 -0.474 0.115 
HR 13000 0.063 0.206 -0.154 -0.380 0.014 

HR 13900 -0.041 -0.088 -0.089 -0.045 -0.343 

HR 15085 0.120 -0.020 0.110 0.164 -0.197 
HR 16900 0.397 -0.173 -0.487 -0.508 -0.346 

 

r (7) = 0.666 (0.05)
It is evident from chart - I, III and table - II that
the calculated r values for Lack Luice Score at
A1 and Peripheral Oxygen Saturation  at
12064 ft. (A1)are respectively 0.107, 0.063, -
0.041, 0.120 and 0.397, 13000 ft. (A2), 13900
ft. (A3), 15085 ft. (A4) and 16900 ft. (A5), Lack
Luice Score at A2 and Peripheral Oxygen
Saturation  at 12064 ft. (A1), 13000 ft. (A2),
13900 ft. (A3), 15085 ft. (A4), and 16900 ft.
(A5)are respectively 0.376, 0.206, -0.088, -
0.020 and -0.173, Lack Luice Score at A3 and
Peripheral Oxygen Saturation  at 12064 ft.
(A1), 13000 ft. (A2), 13900 ft. (A3), 15085 ft.
(A4), and 16900 ft. (A5)are respectively -
0.119, -0.154, -0.089, 0.110 and -0.487, Lack
Luice Score at A4 and Peripheral Oxygen
Saturation  at 12064 ft. (A1), 13000 ft. (A2),
13900 ft. (A3), 15085 ft. (A4), and 16900 ft.
(A5)are respectively -0.474, -0.380, -0.045,
0.164 and -0.508and Lack Luice Score at A5
and Peripheral Oxygen Saturation  at 12064
ft. (A1), 13000 ft. (A2), 13900 ft. (A3), 15085
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ft. (A4), and 16900 ft. (A5)are respectively
0.115, 0.014, -0.343, -0.197 and -0.346 are
not greater than the significant r value.
Conclusion
From the result of the study it is concluded
that Lack Luice Score at different altitude do
not show significant relation with heart rate
and peripheral oxygen saturation at particu-
lar high altitude. The reason for the same could
be previous experience, other uncontrolled
factors or other physiological variables at high
altitude during the study.
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%,FIMD[8=LS S;ZTMGL R5/TF p5Z 5Z YTL
V;ZGM VeIF;

*  slZ;R" :SM,Zf XFZLlZS lX1F6 VG[ ZDT lJ7FG lJWFXFBF4 ;FNZFP
* * sV[;Ml;I[8 5|MO[;ZfDCFN[J N[;F. ;DFH;[JF DCF lJWF,I lJWFXFBF4 ;FNZFP

%,FIMD[l8=S VtIFZ[ VD]S DIF"lNT S;ZTGM pNEJ I]ZM5DF\ YI[,M CTMP tIFZ[ T[VM S}NJFGL TF,LD lJX[ HF6TF
CTFP !)*_ 5C[,F S]NJFGL TF,LDDF\ JWFZ[ Z; 5}J" I]ZMl5IG V[y,[8M sB[,F0LVMf GM 5|eFFJ lJ`J ZDT v UDT 5Z
VSl<5T CTMP RF,] ;DI[ %,FIMD[l8=S !)*5DF\ O[0lJ<8[ 5C[,M l;SSM pKF?IM CTMP V[S H VD[lZSFGF B[,S}NGF SMRM
lJRFZMDF\ JWFZ[ VFU/ CTFP X~VFT D}/ ,[l8GEFQFF 5ZYL pTZL VFjI]\ K[P %,FIMD[l8=SGM VY" cJWFZ[ DF+FDF\ B0T,c
V[D ;DHFI K[P HIF\ lJN[XL S;ZTM lJ`JF;5F+ ;TT :5WF"tDS VG[ lJS;TL B[,S}NGL 5|J'lTVMDF\ 5}JL"I I]ZMl5IG
Rl-IFTF lJRFZM  WZFJTF CTFP %,FIMD[l8=S ;TT SMR TYF V[y,[8M sB[,F0LVMf G[ S;ZT TYF lX:TAwW TF,LD VF5JFGF
C[T]VM VG[ C,GR,G JBT[ h05 ;FY[ A/ HM0JFYL XlST pt5gG YFI T[ ;DHFT]\ CT]\P %,FIMD[l8=S TF,LDDF\ B[,F0L V[ H[
S }NSM DFIM" p5F0I] \ S [ O [ \SI]\ T[ ;M{YL DCtJ WZFJT]\ CT] \P

* 0MP SD,[XEF. 58[,

R5/TF V[8,[ l:YT AN,JFGL jIlSTGL XlSTcc NFPTP
O ]8AM,GL ZDTDF \ N0M R }SJJM JU[Z[ R5/TFDF \ lNXF
AN,JFGL XlSTGM 56 ;DFJ[X YFI K[ S [ H [ O ]8AM,4
AF:S[8AM,4 CMSL4 ;MO8AM, TYF B[,S}N JU[Z[DF\ VUtIGL
AFAT CMI K[P R5/TF5}J"SGF SFI"DF\ h05 V[S VUtIGL
VFJxISTF  K[P H[ jIlST V[S l:YlTDF\YL ALHL l:YlTD\F
O[ZAN,L DCtJ h05[ VG[ ;}D[/5]J"S SZ[ K[ T[ prR S1FFGL
R5/TF VFJxIS AGL ZC[ K[P
VeIF;GF C[T]VM  (Objectives of Research)

%,FIMD[l8=S S;ZTMGL R5/TF p5Z YTL V;ZM
RSF;JFGM C[T]P
DF5GGF WMZ6M (Criterion Measures)
pTD RSF;6L DF8[ 5;\N SZFI[,F DF5GGF\ WMZ6M GLR[
D]HA K[P

S|D R,FIDFG S;M8L DF5GG]\ WMZ6 
! R5/TF X8, ZG ;DI 

VeIF;GL IMHGF (Method and Material) :
VF ;\XMWG VeIF;DF \ V[,PVFZPSMg8 =FS8Z

lJWF,I4 5L5L,B[0GF %,FIMD[l8 =S TF,LD H}YGF Z_
lJWFYL"VM VG[ lG\Il+T H}YGF Z_ lJWFYL"VM V[D S], $_
lJWFYL"VMG[ lJQFI5+M TZLS[ 5;\N SZL A[ H}YM AGFJJFDF\
VFjIF CTFP H[DF\ 5|FIMlUS H}Y G[ %,FIMD[l8=S TF,LDGL
DFJHT VF5JFDF\ VFJL CTL HIFZ[ lGI\l+T H}Y G[ 5|FIMlUS
DFJHTYL D]ST ZFBJFDF\ VFjI] \  CT] \P  $ V9JF0LIFGF

TF,LD SFI"S |DGL X~VFT SZTF 5C[,F 5}J" S;M8L VG[
TF,LD SFI"S |D 5}6" YIF 5KL V\lTD S;M8L §FZF
VF\S0FVMG ] \  V [Sl+SZ6 SZJFDF \ VFjI] \  CT] \ P
VF\S0FSLI 5|lS|IF (Statistical Analysis) :
 %,FIMD[l8=S TF,LDGL lJQFI5+MGL R5/TF 5Z YTL V;ZM
RSF;JF  lJRZ6  ;ClJRZ6  5'yYSZ6   (ANCOVA) ,FU]
5F0L _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"STF RSF;TF GLR[ D]HAGF 5lZ6FDM
5|F%T YIF CTFP
VeIF;GF 5lZ6FDM (Result of the Study) :

GLR[ VF5[,L ;FZ6LVM 5ZYL VeIF;GF 5lZ6FDM
:5Q8 YFI K[P

;FZ6L v ! 

  R5/TF  N[BFJGF 5|FIMlUS VG[ lG\Il+T H}YG]\ lJRZ6 ;ClJRZ6 5'yYSZ6 
 

 
 
 

S;M8L 
(Test) 

H}Y (Group) lJRZ6 ;ClJRZ6 5'yYSZ6 (ANCOVA TABLE) 

 
%,FIMD[8=LS 

H}Y  
(Playometric 

Group) 

 
lGI\l+T 

H}Y  
(Control 
Group) 

 
JUM"GM ;ZJF/M 

(Sum of 
Square) 

 
:JT\+ 
DF+F  

(Degree 
of 

Freedom) 

 
DwID 
lJRZ6 
(Mean 
sum of 
Square) 

 
‘F’ 

5}J" S;M8L 
DwIS  

(Pree Test 
Mean) 

 
11.639 

 
11.902 

B 0.692 1 0.692  
2.285 W 11.504 38 0.303 

V\lTD S;M8L 
DwIS  

(Post Test 
Mean) 

 
10.972 

 
11.648 

B 4.570 1 4.570  
11.018* 

W 15.761 38 0.415 

;]wFFZ[, 
DwIS  

(Adjusted 
Mean) 

 
10.972 

 
11.647 

B 4.285 1 4.285  
10.061* 
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;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[  'F ' =0.05(1.38) &
(1.37) = 4.105

;FZ6L v ! DF\ 5}J"S;M8LGM 'F' Z[lXIM ZPZ(5
HMJF D/[, CTMP H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ V;FY"S HMJF D/[, CTMP
HIFZ[ A\G[ H]YGM V\lTD S;M8LGM'F' Z[lXIM !!P_!( HMJF
D/[, CTMP H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S HMJF D/[, CTM VG[
;]WFZ[, DwISGM'F' Z[lXIM !_P_&! HMJF D/[, CTMP H[
_P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S HMJF D?IM CTMP

VF,[B v !
R5/TF N[BFJGF 5|FIMlUS VG[ V[S lGI\l+T H}YGF DwISM

NXF"JTM VF,[B
R5/TF

                                              11.639        10.972        10.972                                                             11.907       11.648       11.647 

                                                                                  
   

 

 %,FIMD[8=LS H}Y                           lGI\l+T H}Y
5}J" S;M8L DwIS

V\lTS S;M8L DwIS
;]WFZ[, DwIS

;FZF\X (Conclusion) :
$ V9JFl0IFGL 5|FIMlUS TF,LD AFN %,FIMD[8=LS H}YGL
R5/TF lGI\l+T H}Y SZTF JW] ;FY"S HMJF D/L CTLP

                              ;\NE"U|\Y

 JDF" 5|SFX H[P V[ 8[1FA]S VMG :5M8"; :8[8[:8LS;4 uJF,LIZ
lJG; 5la,S[XG4 Z___

 XFC4 lRG]EF. 5]P4 jIFIFD lJ7FG SMQFv54 ZFH5L5/F
o U]HZFT jIFIFD 5|rFFZS D\0/4 !)(ZP
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VF;G v 5|F6FIFDGL 5|J'lTVM åFZF ~lWZFlE;Z6 ;CGXlST
5Z YTL V;ZGM VeIF;

*slZ;R" :SM,Zf XFZLlZS lX1F6 VG[ ZDT lJ7FG lJWFXFBF4 ;FNZFP
 **5|MO[;Z4 XFZLlZS lX1F6 VG[ ZDT lJ7FG lJWFXFBF4 ;FNZFP

5|:TFJGF o (Introduction) :
IM{lUS lS|IFVM TYF ;}I"GD:SFZ 56 EFZTLI ;\:S'lTGM VD}<I JFZ;M K[P IM{lUS lS|IFVMGF lGWF"lZT wI[I

5|DF6[ IMU V[8,[ S[ .`JZ ;FY[ HM0F6 l;wW SZJFG]\ K[P T[ DF8[ ccID4 lGID4 VF;G4 5|F6FID4 5|tIFCFZ4 WFZ6F4 wIFG VG[
;DFlWcc VF9 5UlYIF\ K[P IMUGL VF 5|lS|IFDF\ XZLZG[ 5FIF~5 ;FWG TZLS[ :JLSFZL IMU ;FWGF DF8[ XZLZ VG[ DGGL
lJSFZZlCT :J:Y l:YlT VlGJFI" ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P XZLZ VG[ DG VZ;v5Z; UF- ZLT[ ;\S/FI[,F K[P IMU DF8[ H~ZL
DFlCTL XFZLlZS S[/J6LGF SFI"S|DDF\ VF SFZ6[ 5|F6FIFD JU[Z[ IM{lUS lS|IFVM GM 56 ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P IMU
V[S lJlXQ8 5|SFZG]\ lJ7FG K[ H[ 5NFY"4 HLJG TYF R[TGFG[ V[S ;FY[ ,.G[ RF,[ K[ TYF lJ7FG VG[ VFwIFtlDSTFGL
BL6DF\ 5],G]\ SFI" SZ[ K[P IMU DFGJLGL U\ELZTFG]\ lJ7FG K[P DFGJLGL R[TGFGF lJSF;G]\ lJ7FG K[P T[JF J{7FlGS
5|6F,LG]\ H GFD K[P VF 5|6F,LGF lJlEgG DFU" K[P H[GF åFZF IMUGL ;FWGF SZL XSFI K[P T[ SD"IMU4 ,IIMU4
ZFHIMU4 T\+IMU JU[Z[ DFU" K[P

* 0MP HUNLXR\§ UM9L

VeIF;GF C[T]VM (Objectives of research) :
 VF;Gv5|F6FIFDGL 5|J 'lTVM åFZF ~lWZFlE;Z6
;CGXlST 5Z YTL V;ZM RSF;JFGM C[T]P
DF5GGF WMZ6M (Criterion Measures) :
     pTS<5GFGL RSF;6L DF8[ 5;\N SZFI[,F DF5GGF WMZ6M
GLR[ D]HA K[P

S|D R,FIDFG S;M8L DF5GG]\ WMZ6 
 ! ~lWZFlE;Z6 ;CGXlST S]5ZGL !Z lDlG8 NM0qRF,           DL8Z 

VeIF;GL IMHGF (Method and Material) :
 VF ;\XMWG VeIF;DF\ V[DPV[,PX[9 .lu,X

DL0LID :S],4 ;FJZS] \0,FGF VF;Gv5|F6FIFD TF,LD
H}YGF Z_ lJWFYL"VM VG[ lGI\l+T H}YGF Z_ lJWFYL"VM V[S
S], $_ lJWFYL"VMGF lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ 5;\N SZL A[ H}YM
AGFJJFDF\ VFJL CTLP HIFZ[ lGI\l+T H}Y G[ 5|FIMlUS
DFJHTYL D]ST ZFBJFDF\ VFjI] \  CT] \P  $ V9JF0LIFGF
TF,LD SFI"S |DGL X~VFT SZTF 5C[,F 5}J" S;M8L VG[
TF,LD SFI"S |D 5}6" YIF 5KL V\lTD S;M8L åFZF
VF\S0FVMG ] \  V [Sl+SZ6 SZJFDF \ VFjI] \  CT] \ P
VF\S0FSLI 5|lS|IF (Statistical Analysis) :

VF;Gv5|F6FIFD TF,LDGL lJQFI5F+MGL
~lWZFlE;Z6 ;CGXlST 5Z YTL V;ZM RSF;JF lJRZ6

;ClJRZ6  5'yYSZ6  (ANCOVA) ,FU 5F0L _P_5 S1FFV[
;FY"STF RSF;TF GLR[ D]HAGF 5lZ6FDM 5|F%T YIF CTFP
VeIF;GF 5lZ6FDM (Result of the Study) :

GLR[ VF5[,L ;FZ6LVM 5ZYL VeIF;GF 5lZ6FDM
:5Q8 YFI K[P

;FZ6L v ! 

~lWZFlE;Z6 ;CGXlST N[BFJGF 5|FIMlUS VG[ lG\Il+T H}YG]\ lJRZ6 ;ClJRZ6 
5'yYSZ6 

 
S;M8L 
(Test) 

H}Y (Group) lJRZ6 ;ClJRZ6 5'yYSZ6 (ANCOVA TABLE) 

VF;G v 
5|F6FID 

H}Y  
(Asana-

Pranayam 
Group) 

lGI\l+T 
H}Y  

(Control 
Group) 

 
JUM"GM ;ZJF/M 

(Sum of Square) 

 
:JT\+ 
DF+F  

(Degree 
of 

Freedom) 

 
DwID lJRZ6 
(Mean sum 
of Square) 

 
‘F’ 

5}J" S;M8L 
DwIS  

(Pree Test 
Mean) 

2403.25 2461.75 B 34222.5        1 34222.5  
0.433 W 3003877.5 38 79049.408 

V\lTD S;M8L 
DwIS  

(Post Test 
Mean) 

2509 2458.75 B 25250.625 
 

1 
 

25250.625 
 

 
0.349 

W 2746423.75 38 72274.309 

;]wFFZ[, 
DwIS  

(Adjusted 
Mean) 

2536.563 2431.187 B 109790.423 1 109790.423  
51.393*

;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[  'F ' =0.05(1.38) &
(1.37) = 4.105

;FZ6L v ! DF\ 5}J"S;M8LGM'F' Z[lXIM _P$##
HMJF D/[, CTMP H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ V;FY"S HMJF D/[, CTMP
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HIFZ[ A\G[ H]YGM V\lTD S;M8LGM 'F' Z[lXIM _P#$) HMJF
D/[, CTMP H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ V;FY"S HMJF D/[, CTM VG[
;]WFZ[, DwISGM 'F' Z[lXIM 5!P#)# HMJF D/[, CTMP
H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S HMJF D?IM CTMP H[YL VCL\ VF;G v
5|F6FIFD TF,LDGL V;Z HMJF D/L CTLP

VF,[B v !
~lWZFlE;Z6 ;CGXlST N[BFJGF 5|FIMlUS VG[ V[S

lGI\l+T H}YGF DwISM
NXF"JTM VF,[B

~lWZFlE;Z6 ;CGXlST

  
24.03.25     2509   2536.563          24.61.75  2458.75  2431.187

VF;FGv5|F6FID H}Y                                     lGI\l+T H}Y
5}J" S;M8L DwIS

V\lTS S;M8L DwIS
;]WFZ[, DwIS

;FZF\X (Conclusion) :
" $ V9JFl0IFGL 5|FIMlUS TF,LD AFN VF;G v
5|F6FIFD H}YGL ~lWZFlE;Z6 ;CGXlST lGI\l+T H}Y
SZTF JW] HMJF D/L CTLP

                                ;\NE"U|\Y

 UM5F,4 pQFF4 IMU VM{Z :JF:YI4 GJL lN<CL o :5M8";
5la,S[XG4 Z__&P

 JDF"4 5|SFX H[P4 V[ 8[1FA]S VMG :5M8"; :8[8[:8LS;4
uJFl,IZo lJG; 5la,S[XG4 Z___

 XFC4 lRG]EF. 5]P4 jIFIFD lJ7FG SMQFv54 ZFH5L5/F
o U]HZFT jIFIFD 5|rFFZS D\0/4 ;%8[dAZ !)(ZP
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B[,F0L EF.VMGL R5/TF VG[ 5UGL V[S:8[g;Z VG[
:GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlSTGM T],GFtDS VeIF;

*  s Ph. D. ZL;R" :SM,Zf ;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L4 ZFHSM8P

VF ;\XMWG VeIF;GM C[T] JQF" Z_!&v!* 0LPV[,PV[;PV[;P :S], DF8[ 5;\NUL 5FD[, B[,F0L EF.VMGL R5/TF VG[ 5UGL
V[S:8[g;Z VG[ :GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlST HF6JFGM CTMP VeIF; DF8[ ;]ZT VG[ TF5LÒlH<,FDF\ YL 0LPV[,PV[;PV[;P :S],
DF8[ 5;\NUL 5FD[, Z_ B[,F0L EF.VM H[DF\ !_ ;]ZT Ò<,FGF VG[ !_ TF5L lH<,FGF EFF.VMG[ lJQFI5F+MG[ 5;\N SZL
X8, ZG VG[ :8[lg0\U A|M0 Hd5 S;M8LG[ DF5GGF WMZ6 TZLS[ 5;\N SZL VF\S0FVMG\] V[S+LSZ6 SZL 5|F%TF\SM 5Z 8L 8[:8 ,FU]
5F0L ;FY"STF RSF;TF R5/TF VG[  5UGL V[S:8[g;Z VG[ :GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlST S;M8LDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D?IM
G CTMP

XFZLlZS 1FDTFGM 5FIM GF\BJF DF8[ VF56[ 5|JT"DFG XFZLlZS
lX1F6GF SFI"S|DDF\ ;]WFZM ,FJJFG\] RF,] ZFBJ\] HM.V[P VF
SFI"S|DDF\ :JF:yIG\] lX1F6 :JF:yI DFU"NX"G VG[ :JF:yI
lX1F6GM :JF:yIGF lJSF; ;\A\WL l;â ;FWG TZLS[ ;DFJ[X
SZJM HM.V[P VFD VF56[ XFZLlZS IMuITFG[ ZRGFtDS4 ;]BL
VG[ ;\5}6" ÒJGGF\ V[S EFU~5[ lJRFZLV[ KLV[P

;FDFgI ;DH6 V[JL K[ S[ XFZLlZS lX1F6 V[8,[
XZLZGF\ V \UMGM lJSF; DF8[G] \  lX1F6 VFJL ;DH6YL
XFZLlZS XaN XZLZ ;FY[ ;\S/FI[, K[P T[YL T[ 36L JBT
H]NFvH]NF XFZLlZS ,1F6M H[JF S[ XFZLlZS XlST4 XFZLlZS
lJSF;4 XFZLlZS XF{I"4 XFZLlZS :JF:yI4 XFZLlZS N[BFJ JU[Z[
NXF"JTF T[GM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ VG[ VFYL VF H
,1F6MG[ XFZLlZS lX1F6 DFGJFDF\ VFJ[ K[4 56 T[ IMuI
GYLP XFZLlZS lX1F6 A[ XaNMGM AG[,M K[P XZLZ VG[ lX1F6
T[GM VY" DF+ XZLZG]\ lX1F6 V[JM GYLP XFZLlZSGL ;FY[
lX1F6 XaN 5|IMÔIM K[P VFYL T[GM VY" B}A H lJXF/ Y.
ÔI K[P XFZLlZS lX1F6DF\ lX1F6GL 5|lÊIF XFZLlZS
UtIFtDS 5|J'l¿VM äFZF IMHJFDF \ = VFJ[ K [P XFZLlZS
lX1F6DF\ UtIFtDS lÊIFVMGM ;FWG TZLS[ p5IMU SZL
lJnFYL"VMGM ;JF¥UL lJSF; SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
VeIF;GF C[T]VM o
s!f 0LPV[,PV[;PV[;P :S], DF8[ 5;\NUL 5FD[, B[,F0L

EF.VMGL R5/TF HF6JFGM C[T]P
sZf 0LPV[,PV[;PV[;P :S], DF8[ 5;\NUL 5FD[, B[,F0L

EF.VMGL 5UGL V[S:8[g;Z VG[ :GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S
XlST HF6JFGM C[T]P

DF5GGF WMZ6M o
s!f R5/TF DF5G DF8[ X8, ZG  S;M8LG[ 5;\N SZJFDF\

VFJL CTLP

sZf 5UGL V[S:8[g;Z VG[ :GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlST DF5G
DF8[ :8[g0L\U A|M0 Hd5 S;M8LG[ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFJL
CTLP

VeIF;GL IMHGF o
JQF " Z_!&v!* DF \ ;]ZT VG[ TF5L lH<,FDF\YL
0LPV[,PV[;PV[;P :S], DF8[ 5;\NUL 5FD[, !_ ;]ZT
lH<,FGF VG[!_ TF5L lH<,FGFV[D S ], Z_ B[,F0L
EF.VMG[ lJQFI5F+M TZLS[  5;\N SZL T[DGF 5Z R5/TF4
5UGL V[S:8[g;Z VG[ :GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlSTGL S;M8L äFZF
5|F%TF\SM D[/JJFDF\ VFjIF CTF\P
VF\S0FSLI 5|lS|IF o
R5/TF4 5UGL V[S:8[g;Z VG[ :GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlSTGL
S;M8L äFZF D[/J[, 5|F%TF\SMG[ VF\S0FSLI 5'YÞZ6DF\
;DFJJFDF\ VFjIF CTF\ VG[ T[ 5ZYL DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT
VG[ 8L Z [lXIM äFZF VF \S0FSLI 5'YÞZ6 SZJFDF \
VFJ[,]\ CT] \4;FY"STF RSF;JF VFJL CTLP
VeIF;GF 5lZ6FDM o
GLR[ VF5[,L ;FZ6LVM 5ZYL VeIF;GF 5lZ6FDM :5Q8 YFI
K[P

;FZ6Lv!P!
;]ZT VG[ TF5L lH<,FGL B[,F0L EF.VMGL R5/TF
S;M8LDF\ N[BFJGM DwIS4 5|DFl6T lJR,G4 DwIS TOFJT
VG[ 8L Z[lXIM NXF"JTL ;FZ6LP

S|D 5|J'lT H}Y DwIS 
5|DFl6T 

lJR,G 

DwIS 

TOFJT 
;FZ6L D}<I 

;FY"STF 

S1FF 

! R5/TF 

;]ZT !&P!$ _P)$ 

_P5$ 

ZP5(  

s_P_! S1FFf 

!P)& 

s_P_5 S1FFf 

;FY"S 

GYL 
TF5L !5P&_ _P&# 
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;FZ6L v !P! DF\ NXF"J[, VF\S0FSLI DFlCTLGM VeIF;
SZTF\ H6FI K[4 S[ ;]ZT H}Y VG[ TF5L H}YDF\  lJnFYL"
EF.VMGL S], ;\bIF Z_ CTLP H[DF\ ;]ZT H}YGL ;\bIF
!_ VG[ TF5L H}Y GL ;\bIF !_ CTLP ;]ZT H}Y VG[ TF5L
H}YGL lJnFYL" EF.VMGL S;M8LGF 5|F%TF\SMGM DwIS VG]ÊD[
!&P!$ VG[ !5P&_4 DwIS TOFJT _P5$4 5|DFl6T lJR,G
VG]ÊD[ _P)$ VG[ _P&# CT]4 VFD ;FY"STF GÞL SZJF
DF8[ 5|F%T YI[, 8L D}<I !P&$ CT]P H[ ;FY"STF HMJF D/L
G CTLP A\gG[ H]YGF DwISMGL ;FY"STF VF,[B v !P! DF\
HM. XSFI K[P
XMWBM/GL RRF" o
R5/TF S;M8LDF\ A\gG[ H]YM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D?IM
G CTM4 ;FY"S TOFJT G CMJFG\] SFZ6 V[ CM. XS[ S[ A\gG[ H}YM
5MTFGL 5|J'lTDF\ :GFI] R5/TF H[JL 5|J 'lTGL S;ZTG[
V[S;ZB\] 5|FWFgI VF5TF\ CM. XS[4 VF SFZ6[ A\gG[ H}YM
:GFI] ;CGXlSTDF \ ;ZBF\ ;FlAT YTF \ CTF\P

;FZ6LvZP!
;]ZT VG[ TF5L lH<,FGF B[,F0L EF.VMGL 5UGL V[S:8[g;Z
VG[ :GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlSTGL S;M8LDF\ N[BFJGM DwIS4
5|DFl6T lJR,G4 DwIS TOFJT VG[ 8L Z[lXIM NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lT H}Y DwIS 
5|DFl6T 

lJR,G 

DwIS 

TOFJT 
;FZ6L D}<I 

;FY"STF 

S1FF 

! 

5UGL V[S:8[g;Z 

VG[ :GFI]VMGL 

lJ:OM8S XlSTGL 

S;M8L 

;]ZT !)& Z5PZ! _$ 

ZP5(  

s_P_! S1FFf 

!P)& 

s_P_5 S1FFf 

;FY"S 

GYL 

;FZ6L v ZP! DF\ NXF"J[, VF\S0FSLI DFlCTLGM VeIF;
SZTF\ H6FI K[4 S[ ;]ZT H}Y VG[ TF5L H}YDF\  lJnFYL"
EF.VMGL S], ;\bIF Z_ CTLP H[DF\ ;]ZT H}YGL ;\bIF
!_ VG[ TF5L H}Y GL ;\bIF !_ CTLP ;]ZT H}Y VG[ TF5L
H}YGL lJnFYL" EF.VMGL S;M8LGF 5|F%TF\SMGM DwIS VG]ÊD[
!)& VG[ Z__4 DwIS TOFJT _$4 5|DFl6T lJR,G VG]ÊD[
Z5PZ! VG[ !*P)( CT]4 VFD ;FY"STF GÞL SZJF DF8[
5|F%T YI[, 8L D}<I _P$5 CT]P H[ ;FY"STF HMJF D/L G
CTLP A\gG[ H]YGF DwISMGL ;FY"STF VF,[B v ZP! DF\
HM. XSFI K[P

XMWBM/GL RRF" o
5UGL V[S:8[g;Z VG[ :GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlSTS;M8LDF\
A\gG[ H]YM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D?IM G CTM4 ;FY"S TOFJT
G CMJFG\] SFZ6 V[ CM. XS[ S[ A\gG[ H}YM 5MTFGL 5|J'lTDF\
V[S:8[g;Z VG[ :GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlSTH[JL 5|J'lTGL
S;ZTG[ V[S;ZB\] 5|FWFgI VF5TF\ CM. XS[4 VF SFZ6[
A\gG[ H}YM V[S:8[g;Z VG[ :GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlST ;ZBF\
;FlAT YTF\ CTF \P

VF,[B v ZP!

TFZ6M o
!P ;]ZT VG[ TF5L lH<,FDF\YL 0LPV[,PV[;PV[;P :S], DF8[
5;\NUL 5FD[, B[,F0L EF.VM JrR[ R5/TF S;M8LDF\
;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D?IM G CTMP
ZP;]ZT VG[ TF5L ÒlH<,FDF\YL 0LPV[,PV[;PV[;P :S], DF8[
5;\NUL 5FD[, B[,F0L EF.VM JrR[ 5UGL V[S:8[g;Z VG[
:GFI]VMGL lJ:OM8S XlST S;M8LDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF
D?IM G CTMP

;\NE"U|\YM

 V[;P C[lZ;G S,FS"4 lOhLS, lO8G[X gI}h ,[8;"4
 H[P5LP lJl,Id;4 B[,S}N VF{Z XFZLlZS IMuITF S[

lRlSlt;I 5C[,]\4R\NLU-4 ClZIF6F lCgNL U|\Y VSFNDL4
 GJGLT4 IMU4 :JF:yI VG[ XFZLlZS lX1F6 WMP ) GJGLT
 JDF"4 5|SFX H[4 V[ 8[1FA]S VMG :5M8"Ÿ; :8[8[:8LS;4 uJFl,IZ

o lJG; 5la,S[XG4 Z___P
 U]HZFT ZFHI XF/F 5F9I 5]:TS D\0/4 XFZLlZS

lX1FS VG[ ZDTUDTGF VWTG 5|JFCM4 UF\WLGUZ4
U]HZFT ZFHI XF/F 5F9I 5]:TS D\0/4 ;G[ Z__Z4

 SFlgTEF. ZFP 58[,4 5|E],F, DMP SF;]gãF4 VG[ 0MP ZD[X
H[P RF{WZL4 S;M8LVM4 DF5G VG[ D}<IF\S4 UF\WLGUZ o ZDF
5|SFXG4 ALÒ VFJ'lT4 Z_!#P
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hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lke íkk÷e{ îkhk íkk÷e{kÚkeoykuLke nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõík yLku
rðMVkuxf çk¤ þÂõík Ãkh Úkíke yMkhkuLkku yÇÞkMk

*  ZL;R" :SM,Z4 ;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L4 ZFHSM8P

yk yÇÞkMkLkku WÆuþ hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lke íkk÷e{ îkhk íkk÷e{kÚkeoykuLke nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõík yLku rðMVkuxf çk¤ þÂõík Ãkh Úkíke
yMkhkuLkku yÇÞkMk níkku. yk yÇÞkMk {kxu ©e Mkhfkhe {æÞ{ef þk¤k, òVhkçkkËLkk Äkuhý 9{kt yÇÞkMk fhíkk 14Úke 16 ð»koLke
ô{hLkk rðãkÚkeo ¼kRykuLku rð»kÞÃkkºkku íkhefu ÃkMktË fhðk{kt ykÔÞk níkk. íkuykuLku 10-10 rðãkÚkeoykuLkk çku Mk{kLk swÚkku{kt ÞËTåA heíku
rð¼kSík fhðk{kt ykÔÞk níkk. MktþÄLkfíkkoyu íku{Lku çku swÚk{kt yuf «kÞkurøkf swÚk yLku rçksw rLkÞtrºkík swÚk íkhefu ÃkMktË fhe 4
yXðkrzÞkLkku íkk÷e{ fkÞo¢{ ykÃkðkLkwt «ÞkusLk nkÚk ÄÞwO. hkuÃk {÷¾¼Lke íkk÷e{ îkhk íkk÷e{kÚkeoyku nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõík {kxu
W[f fMkkuxe yLku rðMVkuxf çk¤ þÂõík {kxu ¾ze ÷ktçke fwtË fMkkuxe «Þkusðk{kt ykðe níke. MktþkuÄLkfíkkoyu rð»kÞÃkkºkkuLke Ãkqðo fMkkuxe
yLku W¥kh fMkkuxe ðå[uLkk {æÞfLkk íkVkðíkLke MkkÚkofíkk íkÃkkMkðk {kxu ‘xe’ økwýkuíkh îkhk MktþkuÄf òýe þõÞk fu nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke
þÂõík yLku rðMVkuxf çk¤ þÂõík Ãkh hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lke íkk÷e{Lke yÚkoMkw[f nfkhkí{f yMkhku òuðk {¤e.

yksLkku Þwøk zøk÷uLku Ãkøk÷u «økíke fhíkku òÞ Au Ãkhtíkw
ykÄwrLkfíkkLke MkkÚk u MkkÚku yÄkuøkíke íkhV Ãký ð¤íkku òÞ.
ykÄwLkefíkkLke MkkÚku Lkrð Lkrð rçk{kheykuLku Ãký yk{tºký ykÃkíkku
òÞ Au. ykÄwrLkfíkkLke MkkÚku Mk{ks MðMÚk yLku íktËwhMík hnu íku Ãký
sYhe Au. yLku íkkus íku ykÄwrLkfíkk ¼Þko Mk{ks{kt SðLkLkku MktÃkwýo
ykLktË {u¤ðe þfþu. Mk{ks{kt MðkMÚÞ ytøku òøk]íkk ykðu íkuðk
«ÞíLkku fhðk sYhe çkLke økÞk Au. MkwËZ þheh {kxu rLkÞr{ík
ÔÞkÞk{ ykð~Þf Au. ÔÞkÞk{Lkk yuf MkkÄLk íkhefu {÷¾t¼Lkku
WÃkÞkuøk ÚkkR Au. {÷¾t¼Lkk yLkuf «fkhku Au. su{ fu LkuíkhLkku
MkkËku, ytíkh Ãkfz, òuz ytíkh Ãkfz ðøkuhu. «kr[Lk Mk{Þ{kt
ÔÞkÞk{Lkk MkkÄLk íkhefu íku{Lkku WÃkÞkuøk Úkíkku níkku.

hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lke søÞkyu yøkkW LkuíkhLkk {÷¾t¼Lkku
WÃkÞkuøk Úkíkku níkku Ãkhtíkw Mk{Þ síkkt íku{kt MkwÄkhku ðÄkhku fhe íkuLku
hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lkwt LkrðLk MðYÃk ykÃkðk{kt ykÔÞwt hkuÃk {÷¾t¼ Vfík
ÔÞkÞk{ þk¤kykuLke «ð]rík Lk hnuíkk íkuLku MÃkÄkoí{f MðYÃk ykÃkðkLkwt
©uÞ {÷¾t¼ VuzhuþLk ykuV RÂLzÞkLku ykÃkðwt Ãkzu, su Mk{økú Ëuþ{kt
hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lkwt Mkt[k÷Lk fhu Au.

yk yÇÞkMkLkk u  WÆ uþ WÃkhk uõík rð»kÞ Ãkhíðu
íkk÷e{kÚkeoykuLke nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõík yLku rðMVkuxf çk¤ þÂõík
suðk ½xfku Ãkh hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lke Úkíke yMkhku [fkMkðkLkku WÃk¢{
«ÞkußÞku níkku. nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõík yux÷u fkuRÃký
«fkhLkk yðhkuÄ MkkÚku MLkkÞwt yÚkðk MLkkÞwykuLkk Mk{wnku ÃkwhuÃkwhk
r¢Þkþe÷ çkLku íkuðe MLkkÞwykuLke þÂõík suLkk {kÃkLk {kxu W[f
fMkkuxe «Þkusðk{kt ykðe níke.  Mkk{kLÞ heíku çkuXk¤w yLku ykhk{
ËkÞf SðLk Sðíke ÔÞÂõík{kt nkÚkk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõík{kt ô{hLke
Mkkíku Wíkhkuíkh ½xkzku Úkíkku nkuÞ Au. su ÞkuøÞ ykÞk{ ÔÞkÞk{ îkhk
fu¤ðe þfkÞ Au.

rðMVkuxf çk¤  yu çk¤ yLku ÍzÃkLkwt r{©ý Au, íkuÚke
rðMVkuxf çk¤ yu ðÄkhu ÍzÃkÚke yðhkuÄ Mkk{u fkçkw {u¤ðkLke ÂMÚkíke
Au hkuSËk SðLk{kt íku{Lkku WÃkÞkuøk WÃkÞkuøke Ãkqhðkh ÚkkÞ Au.
WífÕÃkLkk yk  MktþkuÄLkk yÇÞkMk{kt «kÃík rð»kÞ MkkrníÞ, MktþkuÄLk
Ãkrhýk{ yLku MktþkuÄtfíkkoLke ÃkkuíkkLke Mk{s yLku {ík «{kýu
WífÕÃkLkk fhðk{kt ykðu Au fu hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lke íkk÷e{ îkhk
íkk÷e{kÚkeoykuLke nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõík yLku rðMVkuxf çk¤
þÂõíkLkku rðfkMk òuðk {¤þu.
yÇÞkMkLke ÃkæÄrík

yk MktþkuÄLk yÇÞkMk{kt fw÷ 20 rðãkÚkeo ¼kRykuLku
rð»kÞÃkkºkku íkhefu ÞËMA heíku ÃkMktË fhe íkuykuLku çku Mk{kLk swÚk{kt
rð¼kSík fhðk{kt ykÔÞk níkk. yuf «kÞkurøkf swÚk su{kt 10
rð»kÞÃkkºkku yLku rçksw rLkÞtrºkík swÚk su{kt 10 rð»kÞÃkkºkkuLku
Mk{kððk{kt ykÔÞk níkk. çktLku swÚkLke íkk÷e{ Ãknu÷k Ãkwðo fMkkuxe
yLku 4 yXðkrzÞkLke íkkr÷{ fkÞo¢{ çkkË Wíkh fMkkuxe, nkÚk yLku
¾¼kLke þÂõík yLku rðMVkuxf çk¤ þÂõíkLkk fMkkuxeLkk yktf
LkkUÄðk{kt ykÔÞk níkk. yXðkzeÞkLkk A rËðMk Mkku{ Úke þrLkðkh
MkðkhLkk 6-30 Úke 7-30 MkwrÄLkk 1 f÷kf MkwÄe hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lkk
ÃkMktË fhu÷k fkiþÕÞkuLkku íkk÷e{ fkÞo¢{{kt Mk{kðuþ fÞkuo níkku.

yk MktþkuÄLk{kt nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõík {kxu ô[f
fMkkuxe yLku rðMVkuxf çk¤ þÂõíkLkkt {kÃkLk {kxu ¾ze ÷ktçke fwË
fMkkuxe  «Þkusðk{kt ykðe níke. fMkkuxe îkhk {¤u÷k yktfLkw t
yktfzkfeÞ Ãk]ÚÚkfhý fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt níkwt. çktLku swÚkLkkt Ãkwðo fMkkuxe
yLku W¥kh fMkkuxe ðå[uLkk {æÞfLkk íkVkðíkLke MkkÚkofíkk íkÃkkMkðk
{kxu ‘xe’ økwýkuíkhLkku WÃkÞkuøk fhðk{kt ykÔÞku níkku.

Ãkrhrþü-1
íkk÷e{ fkÞo¢{

4 yXðkrzÞk MkwÄe íkk÷e{{kt Mk{kðuþ fhu÷ fkiþÕÞku
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hkuÃk Ãkh [zðwt  rMkBÃk÷ nkuÕz 

økwY Ãkfz ¢kuMk 

LkxhkòMkLk V÷uøk 

ðkËe,ÄLkwhkMkLk rþ»kkoMkLk 

ÃkÈkMkLk ®LkÿkMkLk 

Ãkrù{kuíkkLkkMkLk ®LkÿkMkLkÚke ðkËe 

«kÞkurøkf yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚkLkk nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõíkLkkt
{kÃkLkLke Ãkwðo fMkkuxe yLku W¥kh fMkkuxeLkk {æÞf, {æÞf íkVkðík,
«{kýeík rð[÷Lk yLku ‘xe’

 fMkkuxe Ãkqðo fMkkuxe 

{æÞf 

W¥kh fMkkuxe 

{æÞf 

{æÞf íkVkðík ‘xe’ økwýkuíkh 

«kÞkurøkf swÚk  

W[f 

4.8 8.6 3.8 6.01 

rLkÞtrºk¥k swÚk 5.6 6.0 0.4 0.30 
 

MkkÚkofíkkLkwt Äkuhý 0.05 fûkkyu. 0.05 (1.96)
Mkkhýe-1 ÃkhÚke {k÷q{ Ãkzu Au fu «kÞkurøkf yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚkLkk
ô[f fMkkuxe{kt hkuÃk {÷¾t¼ Ãkqðo fMkkuxe {æÞf «kÞkurøkf swÚk{kt
4.8 yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚk{kt 5.6 òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. W¥kh fMkkuxe
{æÞf «kÞkurøkf swÚk{kt 8.6 yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚk{kt 6.0 òuðk {¤u÷
níkku. «kÞkurøkf swÚkLkku {æÞf íkVkðík 3.8 yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚk{kt
0.4 òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. yLku ‘xe’ økwýkuíkh «kÞkurøkf swÚk{kt 6.01
yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚk{kt 0.30 òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. 0.05 fûkkyu. 1.96
[fkMkíkk «kÞkurøkf swÚk{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. ßÞkhu
rLkÞtrºkík swÚk{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk {¤u÷ Lk níkku.

 fMkkuxe Ãkqðo fMkkuxe 

{æÞf 

W¥kh fMkkuxe 

{æÞf 

{æÞf íkVkðík ‘xe’ økwýkuíkh 

«kÞkurøkf swÚk ¾ze ÷ktçke  

fwtË 

1.61 1.82 0.21 0.04 

rLkÞtrºk¥k swÚk 1.60 1.63 0.03 0.28 
 MkkÚkofíkkLkwt Äkuhý 0.05 fûkkyu 0.05 (1.96)

Mkkhýe-2 ÃkhÚke {k÷q{ Ãkzu Au fu «kÞkurøkf yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚkLkk
ô[f fMkkuxe{kt hkuÃk {÷¾t¼ Ãkqðuo fMkkuxe {æÞf «kÞkurøkf swÚk{kt
1.61 yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚk{kt 1.60 òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. Wíkh fMkkuxe
{æÞf «kÞkurøkf swÚk{kt 1.82 yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚk{kt 1.63 òuðk
{¤u÷ níkku. «kÞkurøkf swÚkLkku {æÞf íkVkðík 0.21 yLku rLkÞtrºkík
swÚk{kt 0.03 òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. yLku ‘xe’ økwýkuíkh «kÞkurøkf swÚk{kt
2.04 yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚk{kt 0.28 òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. 0.05
fûkkyu. 1.96 [fkMkíkk «kÞkurøkf swÚk{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk
{¤u÷ níkku. ßÞkhu rLkÞtrºkík swÚk{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk {¤u÷ Lk
níkku.
þkuÄ¾ku¤Lke [[ko :
hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lke íkk÷e{ îkhk «kÞkurøkf swÚkLke nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke
þÂõík yLku rðMVkuxf çk¤ þÂõík{kt MkwÄkhku òuðk {éÞku níkku. ßÞkhu
rLkÞtrºkík swÚk{kt ¾kMk fkuR MkwÄkhku òuðk {¤u÷ Lk níkku.
WÃkhkuõík Ãkrhýk{Lkk ykÄkhu {k÷w{ Ãkzu Au fu hkuÃk {÷¾t¼Lke
íkk÷e{Lkk fkhýu íkk÷e{kÚkeoyku{kt LkkUÄÃkkkhku MkwÄkhku ÚkÞku níkku.
suÚke MktþkuÄLkfíkko yu su WífÕÃkLkk fhe níke íkuLku Mk{ÚkoLk {¤u Au.
rLk»f»ko :-
íkk÷e{Lkk ytíku «kÞkurøkf íku{s rLkÞrºkík swÚkLkk yktfzkfeÞ
Ãk]ÚÚkfhýÚke {k÷w{ Ãkzu Au fu «kÞkurøkf swÚkLkk íkk÷e{kÚkeoykuLke
nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõík yLku rðMVkuxf çk¤ þÂõík{kt hkuÃk
{÷¾t¼Lke íkk÷e{Lkwt nfkhkí{f Ãkrhýk{ òuðk {éÞwt níkwt.

Mkkhýe-2
«kÞkurøkf yLku rLkÞtrºkík swÚkLkk nkÚk yLku ¾¼kLke þÂõíkLkk
{kÃkLkLke Ãkwðo fMkkuxe yLku W¥kh fMkkuxeLkk {æÞf, {æÞf íkVkðík,
«{kýeík rð[÷Lk yLku ‘xe’
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swzku ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLke h{ík®[íkkLkku íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk

*  ZL;R" :SM,Z ;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L4 ZFHSM8P

«Míkwík MktþkuÄLkLkku nuíkw ð»ko 2016-17{kt íkk÷wfk fûkkyu ¼køk ÷eÄu÷ swzku ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLke h{ík ®[íkk òýðkLkku níkku.  yk MktþkuÄLk
{kxu hksfkux þnuh yLku hksfkux økúkBÞLke 40 ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLke ÃkMktËøke fhðk{kt ykðe níke. su{kt 20 hksfkux þnuhLke ¾u÷kze çknuLkku
yLku 20 hksfkux økúkBÞLke ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLku Mkk{u÷ fhu÷ níke. yk MktþkuÄLk{kt h{ík ®[íkk òýðk {kxu rMkLnk fkuB«uMkeð yuøÍkÞhe
xuMxLku {kÃkLkLkk Äkuhý íkhefu ÃkMktË fhe yktfzkykuLkwt yufºkefhý fhe «kóktfku Ãkh 'xe' hurþÞku ÷køkw Ãkkze MkkÚkofíkk [fkMkíkk h{ík
®[íkkLke fMkkuxe{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk {éÞku Lk níkku.

yswoLkLku ÞwæÄ {uËkLk{kt {kLkrMkf heíku íkiÞkh fÞko níkk. yk{ ðeMk{e
MkËe{kt ÔÞÂõíkLkk Mkðkoøke rðfkMkLku rþûký økýðk{kt ykÔÞwt Au.
su{kt {kLkrMkf rðfkMkLkku Mk{kðuþ fhðk{ktt ykÔÞku Au. suÚke
þiûkrýf {Lkkurð¿kkLk yLðu»kýkí{f MðYÃkLkwt rð¿kkLk Au.
yÇÞkMkLkku nuíkw :-

«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt hksfkux þnuh yLku hksfkux økúkBÞLke
sqzku ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLke h{ík®[íkk òýðkLkku nuíkw.
{kÃkLkLkk Äkuhýku :-

«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt h{ík ®[íkk {kxu rMkLnk fkuB«uMkeð
yuøÍkÞhe xuMxLkku WÃkÞkuøk fhðk{kt ykÔÞku níkku.
yÇÞkMkLke ÞkusLkk :-

«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt ð»ko 2016-2017{kt íkk÷wfk fûkkyu
¼køk ÷eÄu÷ ÷uðkLkkt ykÔÞk níkk. su{kt hksfkux þnuhLkk 20 ¾u÷kze
çknuLkku yLku hksfkux økúkBÞLkk 20 ¾u÷kze çknuLkku yu{ fw÷ 40
¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLku rð»kÞÃkkºkku íkhefu ÃkMktË fhðk{kt ykðe níke. su{kt
h{ík ®[íkk {kxu rMkLnk fkuB«uMkeð yuøÍkÞhe xuMx îkhk «kókfku
{u¤ððk{kt ykÔÞk níkk.
yktfzkfeÞ «r¢Þk :-

«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt rMkLnk fkuB«uMkeð yuøÍkÞhe xuMx îkhk
{u¤ðu÷ «kóktfkuLku yktfzkfeÞ Ãk]Úk¬hý fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt nwt. yLku íku
ÃkhÚke {æÞf íkVkðík, «{krýík rð[÷Lk yLku ‘xe’ hurþÞk îkhk
yktfzkfeÞ Ãk]Úk¬hý fhðk{kt ykÔÞw t níkw t. yLku MkkÚk ofíkk
[fkMkðk{kt ykðe níke.
yÇÞkMkLkk Ãkrhýk{ku :-

Lke[u ykÃku÷e Mkkhýeyku ÃkhÚke yÇÞkMkLkk Ãkrhýk{ku
MÃkü ÚkkÞ Au.

Mkkhýe 1.1
hksfkux þnuh yLku hksfkux økúkBÞLke sqzku ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLke h{ík
®[íkkLke fMkkuxe{kt Ëu¾kðLkku {æÞf, {æÚkf íkVkðík «{krýík
rð[÷Lk yLku ‘xe’ hurþÞku Ëþkoðíke Mkkhýe

¢{ sqÚk {æÞf {æÚkf 

íkVkðík 

«{kýeík 

rð[÷Lk 

Mkkhýe {qÕÞ MkkÚkofíkk fûkk 

1. hksfkux þnuh 18.55  

0.55 

9.68 2.58 

(0.01 fûkk) 

 

MkkÚkof LkÚke 

2. hksfkux 

økúkBÞ 

19.1 12.21 1.96 

(0.05 fûkk) 

  Mkkhýe 1.1{kt Ëþkoðu÷ yktfzkfeÞ {krníkeLkku yÇÞkMk fhíkkt sýkÞ Au fu hksfkux þnuh sqÚk   Mkkhýe 1.1{kt Ëþkoðu÷ yktfzkfeÞ {krníkeLkku yÇÞkMk fhíkkt
sýkÞ Au fu hksfkux þnuh sqÚk yLku hksfkux økúkBÞ sqÚk{kt rðãkÚkeo
çknuLkkuLke fw÷ MktÏÞk 40 níke. su{kt hksfkux þnuh sqÚkLke MktÏÞk
20 yLku hksfkux økúkBÞ sqÚkLke 20 níke. hksfkux þnuh sqÚkLke
yLku hksfkux økúkBÞ sqÚkLke rðãkÚkeo çknuLkkuLke fMkkuxeLkk «kóktfkuLkku
{æÞf yLkw¢{u 18.55 yLku 19.1, {æÞf íkVkðík 0.55
«{krýík rð[÷Lk yLkw¢{u 9.68 yLku 12.22 níkwt. yk{ MkkÚkofíkk
Lk¬e fhðk {kxu «kó ÚkÞu÷ ‘xe’ {qÕÞ 0.23 níkwt. su MkkÚkofíkk
òuðk {¤e Lk níke. çkÒku sqÚkLkk {æÞfkuLke MkkÚkofíkk yk÷u¾ 1.1{kt
òuR þfkÞ Au.
þkuÄ ¾ku¤Lke [[ko :-

h{ík ®[íkk{kt çktLku sqÚkku ðå[u MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk {éÞku
Lk níkku. MkkÚkof íkVkðík Lk nkuðkLkwt fkhý yu nkuR þfu fu çkÒku sqÚkku
ÃkkuíkkLke íkk÷e{ «ð]rík{kt yufMkh¾w «kÄkLÞ ykÃkíkk nkuR þfu, yk
fkhýu çkÒku sqÚkkuLke ®[íkk Mkh¾e Mkkrçkík ÚkR.
íkkhýku :
«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt hksfkux þnuh yLku hksfkux økúkBÞLke sqzku
¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLke ðå[u MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk {éÞku Lk níkku.

MktË¼oøkú tÚkk u :-
 zku.S.xe. MkhðiÞk yLku yLÞ, þkrhhef rþûkýLkk rMkæÄktíkku

yLku «ðknku, Ãkkxý : ©e økýuþ r«Lxªøk «uMk, «Úk{ ykð]rík ,
2006

 zku.S.xe. MkhðiÞk yLku yLÞ, þiûkrýf yLku h{ík {Lkkurð¿kkLk,
Ãkkxý : ©e økýuþ r«Lxªøk «uMk, «Úk{ ykð]rík , 2006
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økwshkík hkßÞLke yktíkh rðïrðãk÷Þ fûkkyu ÃkMktËøke Ãkk{u÷ çkkMfuxçkku÷, nuLzçkku÷ yLku ðku÷eçkku÷ h{íkLke
çknuLkkuLke ®[íkkLkku íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk

*  ZL;R" :SM,Z ;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L4 ZFHSM8P

yk MktMkkuÄLk yÇÞkMkLkku nuíkw økwshkík hkßÞLke yktíkh rðïrðãk÷Þ fûkkyu ÃkMktËøke Ãkk{u÷ çkkMfuxçkku÷, nuLzçkku÷ yu ðku÷eçkku÷
h{íkLke çknuLkkuLke ®[íkkLkku íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk níkku. yk MktþkuÄLk yÇÞkMk {kxu h{íkðeh rð»kÞÃkkºkku íkhefu Ãkrù{ rð¼køk yktíkh
rðïrðãk÷Þ h{íkku{kt ¼køk ÷uíke økwshkíkLke Ãkkt[ swËe swËe ÞwrLkðŠMkxeyku su{kt økwshkík ÞwrLkðŠMkxe y{ËkðkË, nu{[tÿk[kÞo W¥kh
økwshkík ÞwrLkðŠMkxe Ãkkxý, økwshkík xufLkku÷kuS ÞwrLkðŠMkxe y{ËkðkË, Mkkihk»xÙ ÞwrLkðŠMkxe hksfkux yLku MkhËkh Ãkxu÷ ÞwrLkðMŠMkxe,
ðÕ÷¼ rðãkLkøkh xe{kuLke 180 ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLku rð»kÞÃkkºkku íkhef ÃkMktË fhe r[tíkkLkk {kÃkLk {kxu MÃkkuxMko fkuÂBÃkrxþLk yuLÍkÞrx
xuMx (S.C.A.T.) «&™kð÷e {ktÃkLkLkk Äkuhý íkhefu ÃkMktË fhe yktfzkykuLkwt yufºkefhý fhe h{ík sqÚkku ðå[u r[tíkk yLku {kLkrMkf
MðkMÚÞLkwt «{ký òýðk {kxu rð[hý Ãk]Úk¬hý  (Analysis of Variance) fMkkuxe ÷køkw Ãkkze {æÞfku ðå[uLkk íkVkðíkku òýðk
{kxu LSD fMkkuxe îkhk 0.05 fûkkyu MkkÚkofíkk [fkMkíkk çkkMfuxçkku÷, nuLzçkku÷ yLku ðku÷eçkku÷ h{ík sqÚkkuLke ¾u÷kze çknuLkku ðå[u
®[íkkLkk «{ký{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk {éÞku níkku.

®[íkk MkkiÚke ÔÞkÃkf rðf]rík Au. {kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞLkk {w¤{kt fkuRLku fkuR MðYÃku ®[íkkLkku «ðuþ nkuÞ Au Mkk{kLÞ ®[íkkLkwt fkuR
fkhý òýeyu Aeyu. Ëk.ík. Ãkheûkk{kt ÃkuÃkhku Mkkhk Lk økÞk nkuÞ yLku Ãkheûkk{kt LkkÃkkMk ÚkðkLke þtfk nkuÞ íkku ®[íkk ÚkkÞ íku Mðk¼krðf Au.
fkuR ¼Þtfh støk÷{kt ykÃkýu yuf÷k VMkkR sRu Lku støk÷e òLkðhkuLkku zh nkuÞ íkku ®[íkk ÚkkÞ. {kLkð SðLkLkk ÔÞðnkhku Mkh¤ LkÚke.
Ãk¤uÃk¤u íkuLkku fkuRLku fkuR «fkhLke ®[íkk Mkíkkðíke nkuÞ Au. yksLkku Þwøk s ®[íkkÞwøk Au. Mkt½»ko yLku íkký{ktÚke rðïLke fkuR ÔÞÂõík yksu
{wwõík LkÚke. ykðe ¼Þtfh ÃkrhÂMÚkrík{kt ®[ríkík Úkðwt Mðk¼krðf Au. Mkk{kLÞ ®[íkk íkku fkhý Ãkwhíke s nkuÞ Au. ÔÞÂõíkLkk SðLk{ktÚke
®[íkkLkwt fkhý [kÕÞwt òÞ yux÷u ykÃkkuykÃk ®[íkk{wõík çkLku Au Ãký rðf]ík ®[íkk ykLkkÚke swËe s nkuÞ Au. ÔÞÂõík Mk{ûk fkhý nkuÞ fu Lk
nkuÞ íku Aíkkt øk{u íku «Mktøku fkuR ®[íkk {Lk:Míkh WÃkh MkíkkÔÞk s fhu yLku {wõík ÚkðkLke RåAk nkuðk Aíkkt íku{ktÚke {wÂõík Lk {¤u çknkh
Lkef¤e þfkÞ s Lknª.
yÇÞkMkLkk nuíkwyku (objectives of Research) :
    yk MktþkuÄLk yÇÞkMkLkku nuíkw økwshkík hkßÞLke yktíkh rðïrðãk÷Þ fûkkyu ÃkMktËøke Ãkk{u÷ çkkMfuxçkku÷, nuLzçkku÷ yLku ðku÷eçkku÷
h{íkLke çknuLkkuLke ®[íkkLkku íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk
{kÃkLkLkk Äkuhýku (Criterion Measures) :

WífÕÃkLkkLke [fkMkýe {kxu ÃkMktË fhkÞu÷k {kÃkLkLkk Äkuhýku Lke[u {wsçk Au.

yÇÞkMkLke ÞkusLkk (Method and Material) :
yk MktMkkuÄLk yÇÞkMk{kt h{íkðeh rð»kÞÃkkºkku íkhefu

Ãkrù{ rð¼køk yktíkh rðïrðãk÷Þ h{íkku{kt ¼køk ÷uíke
økwshkíkLke Ãkk t[ swËe-swËe Þ wrLkðŠMkxeyku su{kt øk wshkík
ÞwrLkðŠMkxe y{ËkðkË, nu{[tÿk[kÞo W¥kh økwshkík ÞwrLkðŠMkxe
Ãkkxý, økwshkík xufLkku÷kuS ÞwrLkðŠMkxe y{ËkðkË, Mkkihk»xÙ
ÞwrLkðŠMkxe hksfkux yLku MkhËkh Ãkxu÷ ÞwrLkðŠMkxe, ðÕ÷¼
rðãkLkøkh xe{kuLke 180 ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLku rð»kÞÃkkºkku íkhefu ÃkMktË

fhe ®[íkkLke «&™kðr÷ îkhk yktfzkykuLkwt yufrºkfhý fhðk{kt
ykÔÞwt níkwt.
yktfzkfeÞ «r¢Þk (Statistical Analysis) :

h{ík sqÚkku ðå[u ®[íkk yLku {kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞLkwt «{ký
òýðk {kxu rð[hý Ãk]Úk¬hý (Analysis of variance)
÷køkw Ãkkze yktfzkfeÞ Ãk]Úk¬hý fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt níkwt yLku {æÞfku
ðå[uLkk íkVkðíkku òýðk {kxu LSD fMkkuxe ÷køkw Ãkkzðk{kt ykðe
níke.

¢{ [÷kÞ{kLk fMkkuxe {kÃkLk 

1 ®[íkk MÃkkuxMko fkuÂBÃkrxþLk yuLÍkÞrx xuMx økwýktfLk 
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yÇÞkMkLkk Ãkrhýk{ku (Result of the Study) :
Lke[u ykÃku÷e Mkkhýeyku ÃkhÚke yÇÞkMkLkk Ãkrhýk{ku MÃkü ÚkkÞ Au.

Mkkhýe-1
çkkMfuxçkku÷, nuLzçkku÷ yLku ðku÷eçkku÷ h{íkLke ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLke ®[íkkLkwt rð[hý Ãk]ÚÚkfhý

 

fMkkuxe 

sqÚk rð[hý Mknrð[hý Ãk]ÚÚkfhý 

{æÞf rð»kÞÃkkºkku  ðøkkuoLkku 

Mkhðk¤ku 

(SS) 

Mðíktºk 

{kºkk 

(df) 

{æÞf 

rð[hý 

(MSS) 

F 

çkkMfuxçkku÷ 18.633 60 A 117.233 2 58.617  

0.104 nuuLzçkku÷ 17.050 60 W 1411.717 177 7.976 

ðku÷eçkku÷ 18.866 60 

 MkkÚkofíkkLkwt Äkuhý 0.05 fûkkyu  ‘F’ =0.05 (2.177) = 3.147 : 

Mkkhýe-1{kt økwshkík hkßÞLke Ãkkt[uÞ ÞwrLkðŠMkxeyku{ktÚke yktíkh rðïrðãk÷Þ fûkkyu ÃkMktË ÚkÞu÷ çkkMfuxçkku÷ h{íkLke ¾u÷kze
çknuLkkuLke ®[íkkLkku {æÞf 18.633 nuLzçkku÷ h{íkLke ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLke ®[íkkLkku {æÞf 17.050, ðku÷eçkku÷ h{íkLke ¾u÷kze çknuLkkuLke
®[íkkLkku {æÞf 18.866 òuðk {éÞku níkku. çkÄk sqÚkkuLkk ðøkkuoLkku Mkhðk¤ku 117.233 òuðk {éÞku níkku. ßÞkhu ‘F’ hurþÞk 7.349
òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. suLku xuçk÷ ðuÕÞw MkkÚku Mkh¾kðíkk (2,177)0.50 fûkkyu MkkÚkof ÚkÞu÷ku òuðk {éÞku níkku.

Mkkhýe -2
{kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞ fMkkuxe Ëu¾kðLkk çku «kÞkurøkf yLku yuf rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk {æÞfku ðå[uLkku ¢ktríkf íkVkðík Ëþkoðíke

Mkkhýe
{æÞf {æÞf íkVkðík ¢ktríkf íkVkðík 

çkkMfuxçkku÷ nuLzçkku÷ ðku÷eçkku÷   

 

0.90 

18.633 17.050  1.583* 

18.633  18.866 0.233 

 17.050 18.866 1.816* 

MkkÚkofíkkLkwt Äkuhý 0.05 fûkkyu  
WÃkhkuõík Mkkhýe-2{kt ËþkoÔÞk {wsçk ®[íkk fMkkuxe Ëu¾kð{kt ºkýuÞ
h{ík sqÚkkuLkk MkwÄkhu÷k {æÞfku ðå[uLkku íkVkðík MÃkü heíku òuR
þfkÞ Au. çkkMfuxçkku÷-nuLzçkku÷ h{íkLkku {æÞf íkVkðík 1.583
òuðk {éÞku níkku.  çkkMfuxçkku÷-ðku÷eçkku÷ {æÞf íkVkðík 0.233
òuðk {éÞku níkku yLku nuLzçkku÷-ðku÷eçkku÷Lkku {æÞf íkVkðík
1.816 òuðk {éÞku níkku. yLku ¢ktríkf íkVkðík 0.90 níkku. suLku
0..05 fûkkyu {æÞf íkVkðík MkkÚku Mkh¾kðíkk MkkiÚke ðÄkhu íkVkðík
nuLzçkku÷-ðku÷eçkku÷ h{ík sqÚk{kt (1.816) òuðk {éÞku níkku.

yk÷u¾-1
®[íkk Ëu¾kðLkk «kÞkurøkf yLku yuf rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk {æÞfku Ëþkoðíkku
yk÷u¾
Mkkthkþ (conclusion) :

çkkMfuxçkku÷, nuLzçkku÷ yLku ðku÷eçkku÷ h{ík swÚkkuLke
¾u÷kze çknuLkku ðå[u ®[íkkLkk «{ký{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk {éÞku
níkku.
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Physical fitness refers to the organic capacity of the individual to perform the normal task of
daily living without undue tiredness or fatigue having reserve of strength and energy available
to meet satisfactorily  any emergency demands suddenly placed upon him. Football is sport
requiring high levels of physical fitness. It is one of those rare games which demands not only
speed but egility , strength, power and endurance. Football players  needs a combination of
technical, tactical and  physical skills in order to succeed. Improving  aerobic capacity and
overall fitness boots performance on the football field. Cricket  is a deceivingly demanding
sports; players spend a long day on their feet, there are periodic fast sprints when batting,
chasing down a ball and bowling, plus various dynamic movements such  as leaping, throwing
and turning quickly. It really is vital that all players should increase their base levels of fitness
because that will allow them to maintain their level of performance for longer, increasing
their concentration and endurance and that is something each player will have to do if they
want to do themselves justice on the worlds biggest cricketing stage.  Fitness is important at
all levels of game, whilst being essential for top level players; it is beneficial for beginners who
will improve both their effectiveness and enjoyment through good standards of fitness. Fitness
enable a player to cope with the physical demands of the game as well as allowing the efficient
use of his various technical and tactical competencies throughout the match.
METHODOLOGY:-
Purpose of the study
         Purpose of this study was to compare
the selected  physical fitness variables of
school level Football and Cricket players.
SUBJECTS:-
    Total 64 subjects were selected for this
study. 32 football  Male players from Arash
high school, Rajkot  and 32 cricket Male
players  from  leva patel school , Rajkot  were
taken as a sample when they were practicing
for preparing themselves to participating in
inter school. There age ranged between 14-
18 yers.
VARIABLE:-
  PULL-UPS
   Muscular  strength (dynamic) and
endurance of arm & shoulders.

BENT-KNEE SIT UPS
  Muscular strength  and  endurance (trunk).
SHUTTEL-RUN
  Speed and agility.
STANDING BROAD JUMP
 Explosive strength of legs.
50 YARDS DASH
Speed of lower extremities and explosive
strength.
12 min. RUN & WALK
Cardio-vascular endurance.
TEST:-
      For measurement of selected physical
fitness variables of school levels football and
cricket players AAHPER Youth physical fitness
test was utilized. Data of subject?s were
collected in the month of  june - july 2014 to
attain the objectives of the present study.
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STATISTICAL PROCEDURE:-
  For analysis of the data , collected from 32 footballers and 32 cricketers from various school
of BHACHAU, Mean and Standard deviation was Computed. Comparison was made on the
basis of activity i.e. football and cricket. For this purpose  ?T? TEST was applied. For testing
the hypothesis the level of confidence was set at .05 level of significant.
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS:-
 Table 1 shows the comparison of means of selected physical fitness variables of school level
football and cricket players. In pull-ups mean value of football players is 7.47 and cricket
players is 8.08. In bent-knee sit ups means value of football players is 29.34 and cricket
player is 27.66. In shuttle-run mean value of football players is 10.12 and cricket players
10.48. In standing broad jump mean value of football players is 198.00 and cricket players is
175.00. In 50 yards dash mean value of football players is 6.58 and cricket player is 7.49. In
12 min. run & walk mean value of football players is 2410.22 and cricket players is 1980.48.

Components Grops Mean Standard 
daviation 

t- value 

Pull-ups Football 7.47 3.22 0.733 

Cricket 8.08 3.34 

Bent-knee sit 
ups 

Football 29.34 6.32 1.235 

Cricket 27.66 4.38 

 

Shuttle-run 

Football 10.12 0.42 2.976� 

Cricket 10.48 0.54 

Standing broad 
jump 

Football 198.00 22.04 4.267� 

Cricket 175.00 21.07 

50 yard dash 

 

Football 6.58 0.54 6.495� 

Cricket 7.49 0.58 

12 min. run & 
walk 

Football 2410.22 240.00 7.622� 

Cricket 1980.48 210.00 

Table-1.
Comparison Of Means of Selected Physical  Fitness Variables Of School Level  Football

And Cricket Players.

*Significant at   .05  level (2,62)=1.98

There is significant difference found between
the means of selected physical fitness variable
Speed and agility (shuttle-run) . Explosive
strength of legs (standing broad jump), Speed
of lower extremities and explosive strength
(50 yard dash), Cardio-vascular endurance

(12 min. run & walk) of school level football
and cricket players, as 'T' value required to
be significant is 1.90 and calculated value is
more compare to tabulated value.
There is no significant difference found
between the means of selected physical fitness
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variable (Muscular strength (dynamic) and
endurance of arm & shoulders (Pull-ups),
Muscular strength and endurance trunk (Bent-
knee sit ups) ) of school level football and
cricket players, as ?T? value required to be
significant is 1.98 and calculated value is less
compare to tabulated value. Pate , R.R.(1990)
also reported that physical activity and
physical fitness are significantly, although
moderately, associated in young children.
CONCLUSION:-
Significant difference found between the
means of selected physical fitness variables
such as speed and agility, explosive strength
of legs, speed of lower extremities  and
explosive strength, cardio-vascular endurance
of school level football and cricket players.
Mean value indicates that in shuttle run
(speed and agility) cricket players are better
than football players, but in Standing broad
jump (explosive strength of legs ), 50 yards
dash (speed of lower extremities and
explosive strength), and 12 min. run & walk
(cardio-vascular endurance) football players
are better than cricket players No significant
difference found between the mean of

selected physical  fitness variables ( (Muscular
strength (dynamic) and endurance of arm &
shoulders (Pull-ups), Muscular strength and
endurance trunk (Bent-knee sit ups) ), of
school level football and cricket players. Mean
value indicates that in Pull-ups (Muscular
strength and endurance of arm & shoulder)
cricket players are better  than football
players, but in Bent-knee sit ups (Muscular
strength and endurance of trunk) football
players are better than cricket players.
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Body of the human is an unique creation of the nature. The body of a person is not only a
bundle of bones and flesh but it is also a mixture of good knowledge. It is very important for
a sport person that his/her whole body should be good functioning like a good and healthy
respiration, digestion, nutrition etc. It is very helpful in the development of a good player. It
ends the diseases from their body. Finally a person becomes a good and healthy person with
an healthy life. The above qualities are very essential for a sport person.

If the students and players posses above
qualities than their l ife are balanced,
controlled and meaningful. In modern time of
globalization, the pollution is continuously
increasing and the body of the players are
very sensitive therefore if the players do the
pranayama and asanas correctly than a good
& healthy life can be achieved by the short
person due to these yogic activities the life of
the sports persons, their family health, social
health etc. can be progressed and the people
can be free from various diseases like high
B.P., sleeplessness, depression and many more
diseases. It results in the good presentation
in the sports by the players. They can perform
better in every field of the society therefore
yoga is very essential for the sports person.

Present study attempts to analyse the
role of yoga in the overall development of the
players with special reference to the players
of universities. With various statistical tools
the impact of yoga has been traced out here.
REVIEW OF THE AVAILABLE
LITEREATURE:

Review of the l iterature is very
essential for any study as it gives the direction
for the study and shows that what has been
already done of the subject and what yet to

be know. Here we have woted some
important studies which has been earlier
done on this research topic.

Jadheo, SL., in his research paper, “A
study of role of yoga in kabaddi sport in India”,
published in world research journal of
physical education and sport science, Volume
1, issue 1, 2012. He reported that

Sharma Laxmi, in here research paper,
“Benefits of yoga in sports - A Study’
published in international Journal of physical
education, sports and health, 1 (3), 2015. He
reported that

Nagia, Diya and Malhotra, Rekha in
their article “Yoga cognition and mental
health”, published in journal of the Indian
academy of applied psychology, Vol. 38, No. 2,
262-269, July 2012. They concluded that

Jadhev, Sunil in his research paper,
“Importance of Yoga in daily life published
online 2012. He reported that

Bajaj, Rahul reported in his research
paper, “Yoga and sports” reported that yoga
is very essential for the sports persons. Yoga
gives pleasure and enthusiasm to the players
and give positive attitude to them. They
reported that yoga relieves the stress anxiety
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from the players mind thus their performance
becomes better.

It can concluded that their are various
studies on this topic but present study is for
better as it is based on empirical data from
the field.
OBJECTIVIES OF THE STUDY:
Following are the main objectives of the
study:-
(i) To find out the impact of yoga on overall

development of players of university
level.

(ii) To traced out the impact of yoga on the
performance of players.

Hypothesis:
1. There is no significant difference
between the performance between the
controlled and experimental group.
Research Methodology:

Present research takes the players and
sports persons of university level, we have
randomly selected 40 players from 4
universities namely as follows:
(i) M.L.S.U. Udaipur (ii) J.R.N.R.V.U. Udaipur

(iii) B.N. University (iv) Pacific University
We have divided the 40 players into

two groups among which first was controlled
group whom we do not gave any training of
yoga while other group was experimental
group to which we have give a special
training of one month yogic activities. Then
we have done the comparative analysis of
their sport performance.

The analysis of the data has been done
with the help of t and x2 test.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
Present study has been divided into two
sections. It is as follows:
(1) Techniques of x2 : We have done a

survey of the 40 players and recorded
their responses. The results has been
analysed with the help of x2 text. It has
been presented as follows;

(2) Yoga enhances the overall
development of players:
Here we have tried to analyse the players
views about the overall development of
the players yoga. It has been presented
in following table;

Table 1: Yoga enhanced the overall development of players. 

University Yes No. Total X2 

MLSU 8 2 10 2.24 

JRNRVU 9 1 10  

BNU 7 3 10  

Pacific U. 10 — 10  

Total 34 6 40  

Source: Field Survey. 
 

Data shows that 34 players reported that yoga
enhanced the level of overall development of
players while only 6 players were against it. It
can be concluded that yoga improves the level
development of players.
x2 test:

Ho: There is no association between
overall development of players with their uni-
versities.

Here the calculated value of x2 is 2.24
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Table 2: Performance of players enhances due to yoga. 

University Yes No. Total X2 

MLSU 9 1 10 1.16 

JRNRVU 8 2 10  

BNU 10 — 10  

Pacific U. 10 — 10  

Total 37 3 40  

Source: Field Survey. 

 

Data shows that 37 respondents (players)
agreed that due to yogic activities, the per-
formance of the players becomes better on
the other side 3 players denies it. It can be
concluded that the performance of the play-
ers has been develops due to the yogic activi-
ties.
x2 test:

Ho: There is no association between the
performance of the players and the univer-
sity.

Here the calculated value of x2is 1.16
while the table value at 3 degrees of freedom
is .................... Since the calculated value is less
than the table value therefore both the at-
tributes are proved to be independent.
(ii) Difference between the performance
of players of experimental and controlled
group.

Here we have framed two groups of
players. First was the controlled group of 20
players who we do not give any yogic treat-
ment while other was experimental group
whom we gave yogic training. The difference
between means of experimental and con-
trolled group on outcome measures has been
shown in the following table:

Table 3: Difference between means of experimental and control group on out come 

measures 

Subject Experimental group Control group Mean Difference t. value 

Stress 211.40 180.40 31.00 4.26** 

Commitment 5.24 5.00 0.24 1.86* 

B.P. 8.82 8.02 0.8 1.24 

Concentration 10.00 7.03 2.97 2.88** 

Strength 10.62 5.04 5.58 7.76** 

Weight 12.46 10.08 2.38 3.26** 

Performance 16.40 2.08 14.3 9.24** 

*P<.05 **P<0.5 

while at 3df the value of x2 is ................. Since
the calculated value is less than the table value
so our null hypothesis is true and it can be
concluded that both the attributes are inde-

pendent.
We have also tried to find out the players

views on the impact of yogic activities on their
performance. It has been shows in following table:
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Data represented in the table 3 shows that the
due to regular training of yoga, experimental
group performs better on the test of stress,
commitment. B.P., Concentration, Strength,
weight and performance, Experimental group
has found to have higher score on every
indicator of the performance in games than
the controlled group. Thus it can be concluded
on the basis of the test it can be concluded
that there is significant difference between the
performance of experimental and controlled
group. It is also shown by the P value which is
less than the level of significance.
POLICY MEASURES:
(1) Special yogic treatment should be

provided to the players at every step of
the games.

(2) There is a need of appointment of teacher
for every games by the universities.

(3) Yoga should be made essential for every
player.

(4) Mental treatment should be given to
every player separately to get success in
the games.
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** zku. rLkhs¼kR rMk÷kðx

yktíkh rðïrðãk÷Þ fûkkyu ÃkMktËøke Ãkk{u÷ fçkœe, ðku÷eçkku÷ yLku çkkMfuxçkku÷
h{íkLkk ¾u÷kze ¼kRykuLke ®[íkkLkku íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk

yk yÇÞkMkLkku nuíkw yktíkh rðïrðãk÷Þ fûkkyu ÃkMktËøke Ãkk{u÷k fçkœe, ðku÷eçkku÷ yLku çkkMfuxçkku÷ h{íkLkk ¾u÷kze ¼kRykuLke
®[íkkLkku íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk fhðkLkku níkku. yk MktþkuÄLk yÇÞkMk {kxu fçkœe, ðku÷eçkku÷ yLku çkkMfuxçkku÷ h{íkLkk rð»kÞÃkkºkku íkhefu
¼kðLkøkh ÞwrLkðŠMkxeLkk ¾u÷kze ¼kRykuLku ÃkMktË fhe ®[íkkLkk {kÃkLk {kxu (S.C.A.T.) (MÃkkuxMko fkuÂBÃkrxþLk yuLÍkÞrx xuMx)
«&™kð÷eLku {kÃkLkLkk Äkuhýku íkhefu ÃkMktË fhe yktfzkykuLkwt yufºkefhý fhe h{ík sqÚkku ðå[u ®[íkkLkwt «{ký òýðk {kxu rð[hý
Ãk]Úk¬hý (Analysis of Variance) fMkkuxe ÷køkw Ãkkze {æÞfku ðå[uLkk íkVkðíkku òýðk {kxu LSD fMkkuxe îkhk 0.05 fûkkyu
MkkÚkofíkk [fkMkíkk çkkMfuxçkku÷, nuLzçkku÷ yLku ðku÷eçkku÷ h{ík sqÚkkuLke ¾u÷kze çknuLkku ðå[u ®[íkkLkk «{ký{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk
{éÞku níkku.

®[íkk MkkiÚke ÔÞkÃkf rðf]rík Au. {kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞLkk {w¤{kt
fkuRLku fkuR MðYÃku ®[íkkLkku «ðuþ nkuÞ Au Mkk{kLÞ ®[íkkLkwt fkuR
fkhý òýeyu Aeyu. Ëk.ík. Ãkheûkk{kt ÃkuÃkhku Mkkhk Lk økÞk nkuÞ
yLku Ãkheûkk{kt LkkÃkkMk ÚkðkLke þtfk nkuÞ íkku ®[íkk ÚkkÞ íku Mðk¼krðf
Au. fkuR ¼Þtfh støk÷{kt ykÃkýu yuf÷k VMkkR sRu Lku støk÷e
òLkðhkuLkku zh nkuÞ íkku ®[íkk ÚkkÞ. {kLkð SðLkLkk ÔÞðnkhku Mkh¤
LkÚke. Ãk¤uÃk¤u íkuLkku fkuRLku fkuR «fkhLke ®[íkk Mkíkkðíke nkuÞ Au.
yksLkku Þwøk s ®[íkkÞwøk Au. Mkt½»ko yLku íkký{ktÚke rðïLke fkuR
ÔÞÂõík yksu {wwõík LkÚke. ykðe ¼Þtfh ÃkrhÂMÚkrík{kt ®[ríkík Úkðwt
Mðk¼krðf Au. Mkk{kLÞ ®[íkk íkku fkhý Ãkwhíke s nkuÞ Au. ÔÞÂõíkLkk
SðLk{ktÚke ®[íkkLkwt fkhý [kÕÞwt òÞ yux÷u ykÃkkuykÃk ®[íkk{wõík
çkLku Au Ãký rðf]ík ®[íkk ykLkkÚke swËe s nkuÞ Au. ÔÞÂõík Mk{ûk
fkhý nkuÞ fu Lk nkuÞ íku Aíkkt øk{u íku «Mktøku fkuR ®[íkk {Lk:Míkh
WÃkh MkíkkÔÞk s fhu yLku {wõíkÚkðkLke RåAk nkuðk Aíkkt íku{ktÚke
{wÂõík Lk {¤u çknkh Lkef¤e þfkÞ s Lknª.

{Lkkurð¿kkLkLkwt nkËo òuRyu íku{k rð[kh, þe¾ðw yLku ÞkË
hk¾ðw WíMkknðÄofíkk, ÷køkýeþe÷íkk, rðfkMkþe÷ {Lkkurð¿kkLk,
RLÿeÞ çkkuÄ {Lkkurð¿kkLkLkku Mk{kðuþ ÚkkÞ Au. {Lkkurð¿kkLk Ãký
nðu íkku ¾wçk VqÕÞw-VkÕÞwt Au Ãký íkuLke rðrðÄ þk¾kyku Au. su{ fu
ðiËrfÞ {Lkkurð¿kkLk, yMkk{kLÞ (rðf]ík) {Lkkurð¿kkLk, þiûkrýf
{Lkkurð¿kkLk, ykiãkurøkf {Lkkurð¿kkLk, Mkk{krsf {Lkkurð¿kkLk yLku
Mk÷kn {Lkkurð¿kkLk ®[íkk{ktÚke {wõík fhðkÚke {ktzeLku MðMÚk
÷øLkSðLk MkwÄeLkk rð»kÞkuLku Ãký {Lkkurð¿kkLk{kt ykðhe ÷uðkÞ
Au. {Lkkurð¿kkLkLkk Mk÷knfkh ÔÞÂõíkíð rðfkMkLku Ãký yÇÞkMk{kt
Mk{kðe ÷uíkk sýkÞ Au.

{kÃkLkLkk Äkuhýku
WífÕÃkLkkLke [fkMkýe {kxu ÃkMktË fhkÞu÷k {kÃkLkLkk

Äkuhýku Lke[u {wsçk Au.
¢{ [÷kÞ{kLk fMkkuxe {kÃkLk 

1 ®[íkk MÃkkuxMko fkuÂBÃkrxþLk yuLÍkÞrx xuMx økwýktfLk 

yÇÞkMkLke ÞkusLkk
yk MktMkkuÄLk yÇÞkMk{kt  {kxu ¼kðLkøkh ÞwrLkðŠMkxeLkk

fçkœe h{íkLkk 12, ðku÷eçkku÷ h{íkLkk 12 yLku çkkMfuxçkku÷
h{íkLkk 12 yu{ fw÷ 36 ¾u÷kze ¼kRykuLku rð»kÞÃkkºkku íkhefu
ÃkMktË fhe ®[íkkLke «&™kðr÷ îkhk yktfzkykuLkw t yufºkefhý
fhðk{kt ykÔÞtw níkwt.
yktfzkfeÞ «r¢Þk

h{ík sqÚkku ðå[u ®[íkkLkwt «{ký òýðk {kxu rð[hý
Ãk ]Úk¬hý (Analysis of variance) ÷køk w Ãkkze
yktfzkfeÞ Ãk]Úk¬hý fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt níkwt yLku {æÞfku ðå[uLkk
íkVkðíkku òýðk {kxu LSD fMkkuxe ÷køkw Ãkkzðk{kt ykðe níke.
yÇÞkMkLkk Ãkrhýk{ku

Lke[u ykÃku÷e Mkkhýeyku ÃkhÚke yÇÞkMkLkk Ãkrhýk{ku
MÃkü ÚkkÞ Au.

Mkkhýe-1
fçkœe, ðku÷eçkku÷ yLku çkkMfuxçkku÷ h{íkLkk ¾u÷kze ¼kRykuLke
®[íkkLkwt rð[hý Ãk]ÚÚkfhý

yÇÞkMkLkk nuíkwyku
yk MktþkuÄLk yÇÞkMkLkku nuíkw yktíkh rðïrðãk÷Þ fûkkyu ÃkMktËøke
Ãkk{u÷ fçkœe, ðku÷eçkku÷ yLku çkkMfuxçkku÷ h{íkLkk ¾u÷kze
¼kRykuLke ®[íkkLkku íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk fhðkLkku níkku.
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fMkkuxe 

sqÚk rð[hý Mknrð[hý Ãk]ÚÚkfhý 

{æÞf rð»kÞÃkkºkku  ðøkkuoLkku 

Mkhðk¤ku 

(SS) 

Mðíktºk 

{kºkk 

(df) 

{æÞf 

rð[hý 

(MSS) 

F 

fçkœe 16.833 12 A 35.389 2 17.694  

1.007 ðku÷eçkku÷ 18.25 12 W 1941.167 33 5.884 

çkkMfuxçkku÷ 19.25 12 

 MkkÚkofíkkLkwt Äkuhý 0.05 fûkkyu  ‘F’ =0.05 (2.33) = 3.285 : 
Mkkhýe-1{kt ¼kðLkøkh ÞwrLkðŠMkxe{ktÚke yktíkh rðïrðãk÷Þ fûkkyu ÃkMktË ÚkÞu÷ fçkœe h{íkLkk ¾u÷kze ¼kRykuLke  ®[íkkLkku {æÞf
16.833 ðku÷eçkku÷ h{íkLkk ¾u÷kze ¼kRykuLke ®[íkkLkku {æÞf 18.25, çkkMfuxçkku÷ h{íkLkk ¾u÷kze ¼kRykuLke ®[íkkLkku {æÞf
19.25 òuðk {éÞku níkku. çkÄk sqÚkkuLkk ðøkkuoLkku Mkhðk¤ku 35.389 yLku çkÄk sqÚkkuLkk «kóktfkuLkk ðøkkuoLkku Mkhðk¤ku 194.167 òuðk
{éÞku níkku. ßÞkhu ‘F’ hurþÞk 3. 007 òuðk {¤u÷ níkku. suLku xuçk÷ ðuÕÞw MkkÚku Mkh¾kðíkk (2,33) 0.50 fûkkyu MkkÚkof ÚkÞu÷ku òuðk
{éÞku níkku.

yk÷u¾-1
fçkœe, ðku÷eçkku÷ yLku çkkMfuxçkku÷ h{íkLkk ¾u÷kze ¼kRykuLke ®[íkkLkk {æÞfku Ëþkoðíkku yk÷u¾

íkkhýku
¼kðLkøkh ÞwrLkðŠMkxeLkk yktíkh rðïrðãk÷Þ fûkkyu ÃkMktË Ãkk{u÷ fçkœe, ðku÷eçkku÷ yLku çkkMfuxçkku÷ h{íkLkk ¾u÷kze

¼kRykuLke ®[íkk{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík òuðk {éÞku níkku.

MktË¼o økú tÚk

 ze.yu{. ÃkuMíkLkS, íkkÁÛÞLkwt {Lkkurð¿kkLk, y{ËkðkË : ÞwrLkðŠMkxe økútÚk rLk{koý çkkuzo,1986.
 {Lk yLku {øksLke økq[ Wfu÷Lkkh MkkÞfku÷kursMx, furhÞh MktËuþ, y{ËkðkË : MktËuþ ËirLkf Mk{k[khÃkºk,

yÄoMkkókrnf ÃkqŠík, 2004.
 ð{ko, «fkþ su. yu xuûkçkwf yLku Mkku«TxMk MxuxMxeõMk, øðkr÷Þh : rðLkMk ÃkÂç÷fuþLk, 2000.
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WOMEN DAIRY CO-OPRATIVE LIMITED.
PRSENTLY DAILY MILK DISTRIBUTION

*  Research Scholar, Rai University, Ahemadabad
**  Research Guide, Rai University, Ahemadabad

Vijola women’s dairy co-operative limited has been started on the date of  11/03/2005. The viola
women dairy co-operative limited had been founded by the DEEPAK FOUNDATION AND VIJOLA
village people. Vijola women’s dairy co-operative limited has been completed 15 years and it has
been purchased a milk in rupees of   24,85,158/- only.

Today 29/03/2011 Vijola women Dairy co-
operative limited registration number 36139/ 21/
04/2006 organization will be arrange a monthly
meeting.
Deepak Foundation and District Milk production
co-operation Limited has been started a one new
group Vijola women co-operative dairy from the
date of 11/03/2005. At the start of these women
dairy co-operation just 11 members, and they have
18 liters milk. Today viola women’s dairy co-
operative limited has been 327 members. And at
present daily milk production is 999.8 liters. In
the beginning of  the viola women’s dairy co-
operative 51 members areregisteredr and 276
members are unregistered. In these vijola women’s
dairy co-operative had been total 327 members
during the year. Total 154 members are working
as milk producer in the month of March.
When DEEPAK FOUNDATION employees
were meeting with the president of  women’s dairy
co-operative Ms. JYOTSNA BEN RATHVA.
She replied she will never imagine that this women
dairy cooperative limited running like this. At
present her group of diary women functioning
very smoothly. She will conduct a meeting every
month, in this monthly meeting they all will be
discussed on the profit, expenses, etc. now the
all financial transactions will be done through
banks. Before this her women’s dairy group never
visited to the bank.

Success Story
Among all the dairies established under RKVY,
Devat records much higher milk collection per
day. In Devat 32 beneficiaries have taken cattle
through loan from Bodeli Chilling Centre. They
also got cattle insurance done. As a result of
good breed cattle, milk production in Devat
increased from less than 100 lts to 220 lts per
day.
Varsha Rathwa- Head of Dairy Cooperative
Society
Empowerment of women is one of the objective
of KALP project. Under it women are specially
trained to manage the dairy cooperative
societies. After looking at the progress and
operation  of dairy cooperatives in Kawant,
everybody is convinced that the objective of
womens’ empowerment  is being
achieved.Villagers are convinced that the
benefits of Govt schemes is reaching the villages
through womens’ empowerment.
Varsha Rameshbhai Rathwa is the President of
Devat dairy cooperative society.She has
completed training of Paravet conducted at
Kawant.She also works as paravet and does
artificial insemination work.Being the President
of the dairy, she is also able to operate the
computer and Automatic Milk Collection
System.She regularly performs her day to day
activities such as milk collection, fat testing,
making payments after every 10 days, payment

**¼Dr. Fulsinhji V. Chauhan
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of bonus, making entries in the register, etc. She
willingly  solves  any problems posed by the
members of dairy society. She regularly attends
the monthly meetings of heads of dairy societies.
She has participated in the training programmes
and  exposure visits arranged by Deepak
Foundation for the members of Dairy societies.
She is able to represent and effectively
communicate on behalf of all women members
of dairy societies.She acknowledges the
cooperation received from other members of the
society and the officials of Deepak Foundation
for the training and other opportunities.
Photo of   Varsha Rathwa

One of  the employees of  DEEPAK
FOUNDATION, Mr. Ashok Bhai Makawana was
visited to the vijol women dairy co-operative
limited and taking a one awareness session with
vigil women dairy cooperative limited. Mr. Ashok
Makwana taking awareness session on milk
production, and how they will be more
independent through dairy products, and how this
dairy production they will be economically strong.
To increase a number of  members from 51. He
requested to the needy people to take a loan and
start dairy products. At the present vigil women
dairy cooperative has been number one among
72 dairy who has been start by the Deepak
foundation. This is very positive and good news
for the entire vijol women dairy cooperative.

Reference

 Annual Report Deepak Founadation vadodara
 Deep Jyot Magazine Deepak Faounadation Vadodara
 Times of India
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LIFE CHANGES STORIES OF WOMEN IN NANDEASRI AREA THROUGH
WOMEN DAIRY COOPRATIVE GROUP AND DEEPAK FOUNDATION

*  Research Scholar, Rai University, Ahemadabad
* * Research Guide, Rai University, Ahemadabad

DEEPAK FOUNDATION has been functioning for women empowerment and various activities
in Nandesari area. The main objective of to start the dairy project to empower the rural
women are to empowering the women and make them socially and economically stronger.
This Dairy project was an MOU between Baroda Dairy and Deepak foundation. This project
is a pilot project in the Vadodara rural area. The main reason to start this project is to empower
the women and make them financially strong. The first women dairy cooperative group was
established in 1996 at Fazalpur near Sakariya village. The women of Fazalpur village are
achieving more in dairy products. Then after it was started in other villages like Damapura,
Raika, Dodka, Rampura, Nandesari, Rajgadh, Gaam Fazalpur and Mirsapur with the help of
Baroda Dairy of Vadodara.

**¼Dr. Fulsinhji V. Chauhan

The first women dairy cooperative was
established in 1997 at Sankariya village and
it was register women dairy cooperative
group. At present all the women dairy
cooperative groups are registered. In the
beginning of women dairy cooperative
limited had been faced many challenges and
Deepak foundation play an important role to
deal with the challenges. All the women
member of women dairy cooperative role has
played an important role to functioning and
maintaining the women dairy cooperative
limited. At present in 2014 there are 11
women dairy group are actively working in
different villages.
From past 19 years this women dairy group
was like a big giant tree for the women in
Nandesari and other villages. The main
objective behind to start women dairy group
is to the empower the village women at every
level. Another reason is that, in milk products
the village's women did not get proper money
of their milk. Through Deepak foundation
give them necessary training and educate
them about the Milk products.

The Deepak foundation was started the
women dairy cooperative l imited from
sakariya village and it is reach at the Harwad
village in Surendranagar. In Harwad district
13 women dairy group, in Dhangdra district
11 women dairy group, in Nandesari village
11 women dairy group, in chotaudaipur
district 11 women, and in Kanwat district 17
women dairy groups were actively working.
At present total 63 women dairy groups are
actively working in different villages.
The women dairy cooperative is making big
awareness programs at different villages. For
this awareness programmed the supportive
role is playing by the Deepak foundation. The
Deepak foundation provide various training,
women empowerment, scientifically training
on cattle care, motivational tour, organization
committee training, the president and
members training, and provide them social
and economic support from the Deepak
foundation.
All the records related to the women dairy
cooperative has been recorded by the women
and women leaders. Deepak foundation has
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been provide them following training to
maintain this records.
 Computer operating training.
 Operating A.T.M machine.
 Milk collections.
 Maintain milk purchasing Register.
 Maintain salary sleeps.
 Regular payments of milk in every ten

days.
 Preparing bonus sheet and distribute

bonus among members.
 Conducting regular meetings.
 Write an application and take decision on

them.
 Women are more aware about

transaction related bank.
Here are some result of women's dairy co-
oprative group are below.
1. In monthly meeting the milk price was set

Rs.3 before 1996. Deepak foundation was
did the reaserch on the people who did
not purchase or sell the milk and Deepak
foundation was started the pilot project
for them.

2. The social and economic problem of
women's were solved.

3. For this dairy projects Deepak foundation
taken help from Baroda dairy, Bharuch
Milk sagar dairy, and national dairy
development board were help to the
women to organized and training process
for the Milk related worked.

4. Women of the village was get the equal
opportunities and equal rights.

5. The mobiliazation ratio of women was
goes down in Kanwat and Chotta Udaipur.
Women's are accepted the business of
cattle care. Due to this business the lifes
were changed of women's. in there family
education level ratio was increase and
presents in schools were also increased.

6. The government also provide them
technical training like, A.M.C.S, milk setting,
weight machine, organization of milk
center. This all kinds of training were
provided by the government.

7. The Deepak foundation and surats sumul
dairy provided them cattles to the women
and give them scientific training on milk
and dairy. For this kinfd of training
women's socio-economic ratio were
increased.

8. The women's were more participated in
Grampanchayat, Jilla panchayat, Taluka
panchayat election. This participation in
election was due to empowerment of
women due to milk dairy products.

9. Deepak foundation was helped in those
districts of women who are very back
ward and effected by the netural climates.

10. When women were accepted there
business as a cattle care, in chotta Udaipur
village total 63 women dairy cooperative
groups were formed.

11. The women dairy cooptaive group were
set up new machine of bulk chilled
machine in Sankariya, Mirsapur, Vijol,
Hadwad village.

SUCCESS STORIES OF WOMEN WHO HAD
BEEN BEHIND FORM THE DEVLOPMENT
Deepak Foundation had been worked in the
Surendranagar district of Hadvad and
dhanghandra village. Deepak Foundation also
had been worked in Chotta Udaipur district
of chotta Udaipur and Kanwat village. In both
the district Deepak Foundation had been
work with women's . in both districts
women's were ready to worked with Deepak
Foundation. When Deepak Foundation was
organized some meeting for them, they were
came for the meeting and they were given
time to Deepak Foundation from their Daily
work.
If we are talked for both district women for
their work with the Deepak foundation it is
enough to said about them. When Deepak
foundation employees were reached at the
village, every time 20 to 25 women were
ready to talked with the employee.
These women's group were creating
livelihood for themslef, but they were also
developed the villages and live changes among
them self and people in the village.
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The male section of the both district were said
that,  now a days all the government scheme
is made for the women only. If women is
empower for themselves it is benefit to the
village.
In this motivational success stories of women
we were think that which women stories is
shared or not to be shared because all women
stories are extremey good.  Here we were
consider at least 40 women's success stories
form the both the villages. Amnong this
Hadwad district Sharda ben kachrol,  Ansoya
ben Aerawadiya or chotaa Udaipur district
jyotsnaben rathva, sumitraben rathva this
women's talk were not possible here.  in this

women empowerment and upliftmen of
women these women were also participate
most.
In near by future these women's will be
participated in Grampanchayat election,
District panchayat election and Gilla panchayat
election. Now these women's are most
powerful they can drive tractor in farm. It is
very motivational for the other district
women's. this all credits was goes for women
empowerment is Deepak Foundation.
Deepak Foundation employees were working
in surendranagar district and Chotta Udaipur
district with lots of motivation and
enthusiasam. So they get the result what they
want.
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Ground water quality Assessment in and around Shihor Taluka of
Bhavnagar District, Gujarat, India

The quality of water depends on several chemical structure and their concentration,which are
mostly derived from the geological data of the particular area, Ground water produced inweathered
portion, along the joints and fractures of the rocks.These samples were analyzed for their
physicochemical characteristics. Laboratory tests were performed for the analysis of sampling for
pH, Hardness, chloride, Alkalinity, TDS etc. This study is the aim for this research works are three
season like as Monsoon,Pre-monsoon and Post-Monsoon.
KEYWORDS
 Water quality,Analysisof Physico-chemical parameters, TDS,pH, EC, Shihor taluka.

         Ground water is  store in the soil and rock
arrangement below the earth’s surface. It is the
chief source of drinking water for many
community and the less important source for
others. In this research paper Shihor Taluka
region water containg pH,TDS,EC,Hardness of
drinking water so the studies of this physico-
chemical parameter. Ground water attached with
the soil so Calsium and Magnesium hardness
become less or more. Water is one of the
majority important inputs necessary for the
manufactures of crops. Plants need it
incessantly during their life and in huge quantity.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
     There are 5 sample collected in to Shihor
taluks in kept in to polythene bottles. Analysis
of water samples was done as per standard
process. All the chemicals used of AR grade
.Double distilled water was used for the
preparation of regent and solutions. The water
samples were immediately brought in to
Laboratory for the estimation of Physico-
chemicals parameters, like water temperature
were recorded at the time of sample collection
by using Thermometer , While pH of the water
samples were noted at the sampling sites
itself.Calcium and  Magnesium hardness of
water was estimated by  complex metrics
titration method.

Table-1. List of Physico-Chemical Parameters

pH Calcium hardness 

Electric Conductivity Magnesium hardness 

Total Dissolved Solids Sodium 

Alkalinity Pottasium 

Chloride Sulphate 

 

* Dilip H. Edhatiya
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
       The Physico-chemical parameter analysis from 5 sample in different located area in Shihor
taluka. Water is essential for all know life forms, still, water pollution and destruction of ecosystems
continue to increase. The ground water samples collected were analysed for the above said
parameters and the results are tabulated in Table-2, Table-3 and Table-4.
Table-2 Physico-Chemical Characteristic Of Ground Water in Shihor Taluka (Pre-Monsoon).

S.No. Village 

Name 

pH EC TDS Alkalinity Cl- Ca+2 Mg+2 Na+ K+ SO4-2 

1. Tana 7.08 1.93 740 152.0 179.9 70.4 26.9 173.0 2.30 222.1 

2. Varal 7.32 1.67 450 224.0 174.0 99.2 27.9 212.3 3.10 238.6 

3. Thala 7.39 2.61 540 224.0 246.9 120.0 50.4 298.3 3.91 246.9 

4. Bhadali 7.10 2.92 410 120.0 171.9 50.4 9.6 50.8 1.68 189.29 

5. Jambala 7.20 1.33 650 192.0 160.0 46.4 17.3 105.7 3.10 271.6 

 Table-3. Physico-Chemical Characteristic Of Ground Water in Shihor Taluka (Monsoon).

S.No. Village 

Name 

pH EC TDS Alkalinity Cl- Ca+2 Mg+2 Na+ K+ SO4-2 

1. Tana 7.70 1.93 680 168.0 205.9 85.6 27.9 163.1 2.19 226.32 

2. Varal 7.35 1.93 655 232.0 225.9 102.4 34.0 290.1 4.17 279.82 

3. Thala 7.69 3.10 710 236.0 235.9 120.8 51.8 323.1 3.91 263.36 

4. Bhadali 7.70 3.45 630 132.0 183.9 42.4 11.5 57.8 1.93 209.86 

5. Jambala 7.90 1.62 910 188.0 171.9 45.6 16.8 159.2 3.31 279.82 

 Table-4. Physico-Chemical Characteristic Of Ground Water in Shihor Taluka (Post-Monsoon).
S.No. Village 

Name 

pH EC TDS Alkalinity Cl- Ca+2 Mg+2 Na+ K+ SO4-2 

1. Tana 7.10 1.82 810 168.0 184.0 96.0 28.8 218.1 2.37 218.10 

2. Varal 7.67 2.81 680 236.0 219.9 108.8 33.6 267.0 4.56 246.90 

3. Thala 7.80 3.17 695 244.0 237.9 126.4 50.0 303.1 4.10 259.24 

4. Bhadali 7.21 3.29 580 128.0 171.9 46.4 11.0 197.6 1.60 197.6 

5. Jambala 7.82 1.09 820 184.0 165.9 48.8 17.3 263.4 3.26 263.4 

 pH
      Standard for drinking water : The range of pH is 6.5-7.5 is very excellent for drinking water, The
range of pH is 6-6.5 or 7.6-8.0 Good for drinking water, The range of pH is 5.5-5.9 or 8.1-8.5 fair for
drinking water and The range of pH is <5.5 very acidic for drinking water. As per result in table in
Pre-Monsoon Tana village having excellent pH but Thala village containg  so high pH, In Monsoon
Season Varal village containg excellent pH but Jambala village having high pH and last Post-
Monsoon also Tana having excellent pH but also Jambala village containg good pH for drinking
water.
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Electrical Conductivity (EC)
        The conductivity of polluted waters is high.
This measure, therefore, is often used as an
index of pollution. Conductivity varies with
temperature. It signifies the amount of total
dissolved salts. EC values were in the range for
Pre-Monsoon of 1.33mili mhos/cm to 2.92
milimhos/cm, In Monsoon Season range of  1.62
milimhos/cm to 3.45 milimhos/cm and Post-
Monsoon Season range of 1.09 milimhos/cm to
3.29 milimhos/cm.
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)
All natural water contain dissolved and
suspended inorganic and organic elements.
There are many anions soluble in water in easily
so the major dissolved solids are
chloride,sulphate ,nitrate and silica but their
some cases cation also suspended in drinking
water like as calcium, magnesium,potassium
and sodium also. The season of Pre-Monsoon
maximum TDS congaing Tana village and
minimum TDS containg Bhadali village, In
Monsoon Season maximum TDS contain
Jambala village and minimum TDS containg
Bhadali and Post-Monsoon Season maximum
TDS contain  Jambala village and minimum TDS
containg Bhadali.
Alkalinity
In drinking water, alkalinity up to 200  mg/l as
CaCO

3
, is required to neutralize acids such as

lactic acid and citric acid produced in human
body . Alkalinity roughly refers to the amount of
bases in a solution that can be converted to
uncharged species by a stronger acid. Alkalinity
can be measured by titrating a sample with a
strong with a strong acid until all the buffering
capacity of the aforementioned ions above the
pH of bicarbonate or carbonate is consumed. In
the Pre-Monsoon highest value of Thala as well
as Varal and lowest value of Bhadali, while
Monsoon Season highest value of Thala and
lowest value of Bhadali and Post-Monsoon
Season highest value of Thala and lowest value
of Bhadali.
Chloride
Chloride anions is the one of the most found in
the tap water and drinking water and are

generally combined with cations like as calcium,
magnesium, potassium or sodium. The
suggested maximum  contaminant level for
chloride in drinking water 250mg/l. For all the
chloride salts are highly soluble in water, Its
concentration ranges from 10-100mg/l. In Post
Monsoon Season Maximum and minimum value
of chloride in the sample of Shihor region like
Thala and Jambala,while Monsoon Season
Maximum and minimum value of  Thala and
Jambala and Post-Monsoon Season Maximum
and minimum value of Thala and Jambala.
Calcium Hardness
Water hardness is the state or quality of being
hard caused by dissolved salt of calcium. This
can be removed by boiling water.The calcium
hardness is ranging from Pre-Monsoon 46.4 mg/
L to  120 mg/L, Monsoon Season ranging from
42.4 mg/L to 120.8 mg/L and Post-Monsoon
ranging from 46.4 mg/L to 126.4 mg/L.
Magnesium Hardness
Magnesium is a necessary constituent of
chlorophyll. Its high content reduces the utility
of water for domestic use. From results shows
Magnesium hardness was Pre-Monsoon highest
value of Thala village and lowest value of
Bhadali village, In Monsoon Season highest
value of Thala village and lowest value of
Bhadali village and Post-Monsoon Season
highest value of Thala village and lowest value
of Bhadali village.
Sodium (Na+)
Sodium concentrations were found in between
50.8 mg/L to 298.3 mg/L in Pre-Monsoon, while
Monsoon Season were found in between 57.8 mg/
L to 323.1 mg/L and Post-Monsoon Season were
found in between 197.6 mg/L to 303.1 mg/L.
Potassium (K+)
Potassium elements shown in natural water and
most of the waste water. Potassium content in
water, in the present study,varied from Pre-
Monsoon 1.68 mg/L to 3.91 mg/L,While
Monsoon Season varied from Monsoon 1.93 mg/
L to 4.17 mg/L and Post-Monsoon Season varied
from 1.60 mg/L to 4.56 mg/L.
Sulphate
Sulphate parameter contain anion so it is
combined with cation like as calcium and
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magnesium. They contribute to permanent
hardness. Sources of sulphates are mainly
sulphates rocks such as gypsum (calcium
Sulphate) and sulpur minerals such as pyrites.
In Pre-Monsoon highst value of  Jambala and
lowest value of Bhadali, while Monsoon Season
highest value of Varal/Jambala and lowest value
of Bhadali and Post-Monsoon Season highest
value of Jambala and lowest value of Bhadali.
                                                                 CONCLUSION
  The very important quality of ground water by
using physico-chemical of well/bore well
sampling collected 5 region of rural area of
Shihor Taluka. This sample was taken in  three
season like as Pre-Monsoon ,Monsoon, Post-
Monsoon. It was observed that the parameter
of Alkalinity, Chloride, Magnesium, Calcium,
Sodium highest value of Thala village in every
Season and lowest value of Bhadali in every
Season. So assumed that Thala village containg
higest value of   physico-chemical parameter.
Evaluating groundwater resources in developed
areas, prudent management of water resources

and protection of its quality are current
groundwater problems.
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 Physico-chemical analysis Of Ground water Of  Vallabhipur  and
Shihor  Talukas:   Comparison Studies.

The main object of this research work is to highlight the comparison study  of two  talukas like as
Vallabhipur and Shihor (District Bhavnagar) using the physico-chemical parameters like as pH,TDS,
Sulphate, Magnesium, EC etc. which can help in identification of status of the water used for
irrigation  purpose and to establish the base for further research by considering the analytical
results and finding. The studies are total of 5 water sample in each taluka from different 5 location
were collected and do analyzed.
KEYWORDS Vallabhipur and Shihor region,Ground water ,Physico-chemical analysis, TDS..

    Water is very useful of human being life. Physico
– Chemical analysis of ground water of rural parts
of vallabhipur and Shihor region. Both talukas are
located in Bhavnagar District of Gujarat.,  specially
during monsoon season. The use of fertilizers and
insecticides, refuse dump ,lime stone etc. are the main
source of ground and surface water pollution. Ground
water levels vary from place to place and time to
time and are therefore dynamic. They can be
classified into categories based on the rainfall
patterns.  This paper  investigated  ground water
quality of Vallabhipur and Shihor talukas , Bhavnagar
district  region are ground water is generally used
for Drinking and other domestic purpose in the
region.

 MATERIALS AND METHOD
       In the present analysis ground water
samples from Five different area located in and
around Vallabhipur and Shihor region were
collected in brown glass bottles with necessary
precautions. Studies of water samples was done
as per standard process. All the chemicals used
of AR grade. Every fundamental are very useful
from water analysis. All the parameters indicates
how to prevention of ground water like as
pH,TDS,EC,Ca+2,Mg+2etc.The sample of water
were estimate of Physico-Chemical parameters
like water temperature recorded at the time
sample analysis by using apparatus

Thermometer, While other parameters such as
pH of all the water samples was determined
using pH meter. TDS measured by water analysis
kit and methods. Calcium and  Magnesium
hardness of water was estimated by  complex
metrics titration method. Chloride contents were
determined volumetrically by silver nitrate
titration method using potassium chromate as
indicator.The parameters present in the water
sample can be calculated by using several
methods.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
       The Physico-chemical data of the ground
water samples collected in July-Septembor 2015
are presented in Table -1,Table -2,Table-3 and
Table-4 respectively. The results of the samples
vary with different collecting places because of
the different nature of soil contamination.
Temperature
         Temperature is one of the essential
parameter in ground water. It has significant
impact on growth and activity of ecological life
and is greatly affects the  solubility  of oxygen
in water. In the present study temperature
ranged was kept from Shihor region 29.8 0C to
31.1 0C and Vallabhipur region 26.4 0C to
29.30C.Monsoon Season shows highest value at
Devagana(Shihor) and lowest value at Haliyad
(Vallabhipur)
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pH
       Main object pH is very indicated by using
ground water how to teats from drinking water
depended from this parameter. There are three
nature of water like as acidity, neutral and
alkaline water.,pH below 6.5 starts corrosion in
pipes. Hazardless metals which are present in
water increase the pH value of water. Most of
water samples are slightly alkaline dueto
presence of bicarbonates and carbonates. The
pH value observe ,in this analysis, of water
samples varied between7.19 to 7.43 by Shihor
region and 7.33 to 8.46 Vallabhipur region.  In
monsoon season highest value at
Jalalpor(Vallabhipur) and lowest at
Sagvadi(Shihor)
Electrical Conductivity (EC)
        Electrical Conductivity is a measure of
water capacity to convey electric current. It
signifies the amount of total dissolved salts. It
give an estimate as mho/cm at 25oC or mili
simenens per metre(mS/m).It helps in
determining suitability of water for irrigation and
domestic uses. EC values were in the range of
1.98 milimhos/cm to 4.4 milimhos/cm from
Shihor region and 1.175milimhos/cm to
6.78milimhos/cm from Vallabhipur region.
Monsoon Seasons highest value at Haliyad
(Vallabhipur) and lowest value at Rajasathali
(Vallabhipur)
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)
       In ground water is useful from domestic life
but there are number of the solids are dissolved
in water like as anion and cation. So many
diseases create to human life. It helps in
understanding the level of turbidity and hardness
of water. There According to WHO and Indian
Standards TDS values should be 500 mg/L for
drinking water. In the   present Study TDS ranged
from 350  mg/L to 900 mg/L from  Shihor and
498 mg/L to 620 mg/L from Vallabhipur. In
monson Season shows highest value at
Kanad(Shihor)  and lowest value Agiyali
(Shihor).
Alkalinity
       Hard water is usually defined as water,
which contains a high concentration of calcium

and magnesium ions. However, hardness can be
caused by several other dissolved metals, those
forms divalent or multivalent cations, including
barium, strontium, iron, zinc and manganese.
Total suspended solids are the solids present in
a suspended state. Alkalinity of water   is its
capacity to neutralize a strong acid and it is
normally due to the presence of bicarbonate,
carbonate  and  hydroxide compound of calcium
, sodium  and potassium. Total alkalinity values
for all the investigated samples were found to
be greater than the value prescribed by  WHO.
Total solids, total dissolved solid, and total
suspended solids are expressed in milligrams/
litre (mg/l) or parts per million (ppm). In the
present study total alkalinity   range from 124.0
mg/L to 272.0  mg/L from Shihor and 165.91mg/
L to 397.80mg/L from Vallabhipur.Monsoon
Season shows highest value at Jalalpor
(Vallabhipur)and lowest value at Kanad
(Shihor)
Chloride
Chlorides are common constituents of all nature
water. This may results in the contamination of
both surface and ground waters. Higher value
of it impacts a salty taste of water. The chloride
was found between 178.0  to 285.8  mg/L from
Shihor and 165.91 to 397.80 from Vallabhipur.
Monsoon Season shows highest value at
Haliyad (Vallabhipur) and lowest value at
Kanpar (Vallabhipur).
Calcium Hardness
Calcium contents in all samples collected fall
within the limit prescribed. In boby neede to
small amount of calcium and use to very amount
of ion. The calcium hardness is ranging from 45.6
mg/L to 128.8  mg/Lfrom Shihor and 8.8 to 68.8
mg/L from Vallabhipur. Monsoon Season shows
highest value at Navaniya (Vallabhipur) and
lowest value Devgana (Shihor).
Magnesium Hardness
From studies shows Magnesium hardness was
ranging from 17.3mg/L to 54.2mg/L from Shihor
and 20.64mg/L to 46.08 mg/L from Vallabhipur.
The tolerance range for magnesium is   50 to
100 mg/L.Monsoon Season shows highest value
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at Agiyali(Shihor)  and lowest value at
Sagvadi(Shihor).
Sodium (Na+)
Analysis by finding the value of Sodium
concentrations were found in between 168.0mg/
L to 310.1 mg/L from Shihor and 178.2mg/L to
297.3mg/L from Vallabhipur.Monsoon Season
shows highst value at Gundala(Shihor) and
lowest value at Agiyali(Shihor).
Potassium (K+)
Very amount of potassium in natural fresh water
is weathering of rocks but the quantities
increase in the polluted water due to disposal
of waste water. Potassium content in water, in
the present studies,varied from 2.68  mg/L  to
6.20 mg/L from Shihor and 1.09 mg/L to 2.42
mg/L from Vallabhipur.Monsoon Season shows
highest value at Kanad(Shihor) and lowest
value at Kanpar(Vallabhipur).

Sulphate
Sulphate are a combination of Sulphur and
Oxygen and are a part of naturally occurring
minerals in some soil and rock formations that
contain ground water. Sulphur reducing bacteria,
which use Sulphur as an energy sources, are the
primary producers of large quantities of
hydrogen sulphide. Sulphates parameter helps
to gauge pollution from acid mine drainage and
industrial pollutants .Sulphate ranged from 160.4
to 312.7  mg/L from Shihor and 33 to 64 mg/L
from Vallabhipur. The tolerance range for
sulphate is 200 to 400 mg/L. The high
concentration of sulphate may induce diarrhea
and intestinal disorders.Monsoon Season shows
highest value at Haliyad(Vallabhipur) at lowest
value at Navaniya(Vallabhipur).
Table No. 1   Physical Properties of Ground
Water of Shihor Taluka Region(Monsoon)

No

. 

Name of 

Village 

Well/ 

Bore 

well 

Depth  

in foot 

Temp 

0C 

TDS 

mg/

L 

EC 

micromho

s/cm 

1 Kanad Well     40 29.3 900 2.010 

2 Devgana Well     60 31.1 600 2.18 

3 Agiyali Well      60 31.0 350 1.98 

4 Gunadala Well     40 30.9 603 2.82 

5 Sagvadi Bore 

Well 

 1000 29.8 460 4.4 

 
Table No. 2 Chemical Properties of Ground Water of  Shihor Taluka Region(Monsoon)

No. Name of 

Village 

pH CO3
-2 HCO3

-2 Cl- Ca+2 Mg+2 Na+ K+ SO4
-2 

1 Kanad 7.58 0 184.0 425.8 75.2 30.2 271.0 2.64 325.1 

2 Devgana 7.50 0 164.0 219.8 54.4 56.6 345.8 10.3 201.7 

3 Agiyali 7.06 0 184.0 345.8 112.0 25.4 425.9 8.32 242.9 

4 Gundala 7.26 0 212.0 355.8 122.4 54.2 135.3 3.96 259.3 

5 Sagvadi 7.46 0 196.0 377.8 68.0 18.2 139.4 2.39 263.4 

 Note: All parameters are in mg/L ,except pH ,EC and EC in miliomhos/cm.
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Table No. 3 Physical Properties of Ground Water of Vallabhipur Taluka Region(Monsoon)

No

. 

Name of 

Village 

Well/ 

Bore 

well 

Depth  

in foot 

Temp 

0C 

TDS 

mg/

L 

EC 

micromho

s/cm 

1 Rajasathali Well 70 29.3 520 1.175 

2 Haliyad Well 350 26.4 498 6.78 

3 Kanapar Well  100 28.6 620 3.22 

4 Navaniya Well 75 28.0 610 2.79 

5 Jalalpor Bore 

Well 

120 28.9 505 3.74 

 Table No.4Chemical Properties of Ground Water of  VallabhipurTaluka Region(Monsoon)

No. Name of 

Village 

pH CO3
-2 HCO3

-2 Cl- Ca+2 Mg+2 Na+ K+ SO4
-2 

1 Rajasathali 8.21 0 292.0 205.89 65.6 29.28 178.2 2.42 61 

2 Haliyad 7.33 0 256.0 397.80 68.8 46.08 293.6 1.78 64 

3 Kanapar 8.01 0 500.0 165.91 34.4 26.40 297.3 1.68 53 

4 Navaniya 8.24 43.2 372.0 225.88 8.8 38.88 252.4 1.09 33 

5 Jalalpor 8.46 0 692.0 205.89 20.0 20.64 202.5 1.21 46 

 Note: All parameters are in mg/L ,except pH ,EC and EC in miliomhos/cm
CONCLUSION

  The important physico-chemical parameters of well/bore well water samples collected from 5
locations of rural areas of Shihor and Vallabhipur Talukas in July-September 2015.  It was observed
that the pH ,EC, TDS, Total Alkalinity, Chloride, Total hardness and sulphate are normal for the
water samples.In the result indicates that Haliyad village is highest value of EC,Chloride and
Sulphate and lowest value of Temp. only as well as Kanad village having highest value of TDS,
Pottasium parameter.  Only very few samples  showed values above the desirable limits Indian
Standard Index.
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¾u÷ {nkfwt¼ hkßÞfûkkyu ¼køk ÷eÄu÷ ¾u÷kzeykuLke {kLkrMkf MðkMÚÞLkku íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk

(ykrMkMxLx «kuVuMkh þkherhf rþûký yLku h{ík rð¿kkLk rðãkþk¾k, MkkËhk, økwshkík rðãkÃkeX
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100 {exh ËkuzLkk ¾u÷kzeykuLke fk{økehe Ãkh ykRMkku{uxÙef, ykRMkkuxkurLkf yLku ykRMkku{uxÙef-
ykRMkkuxkurLkf çkÒku ¼uøke fMkhíkÚke ÍzÃk Ãkh Úkíke yMkhkuLkku yÇÞkMk

rhMk[o Mfku÷h, ©e nu{[tÿk[kÞo W¥kh økwshkík ÞwrLkðŠMkxe- Ãkkxý
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*  rhMk[o Mfku÷h, þkrhhef rþûký yLku h{ík rð¿kkLk rðãkþk¾k, MkkËhk.
**  yuMkkurMkÞux «kuVuMkh þkrhhef rþûký yLku h{ík rð¿kkLk rðãkþk¾k, MkkËhk.

** zku. «¼w÷k÷ {ku. fkMkwtÿk

fk{ÄuLkw ÞwrLkðŠMkxeLkk ¾u÷kzeykuLke rMkrØ «uhýkLkku íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk
આ અ યાસનો હ  ુકામધે  ુ ુ િનવિસટ ના ખેલાડ ઓની િસ ેરણાનો ુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન

અ યાસ માટ કામધે  ુ ુ િનવિસટ ની તર કોલેજ ક ાએ ભાગ લીધેલ વોલીબોલ, કબ  અને એ લે ટ સ રમતના ખેલાડ

ભાઈઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કર  િસ ેરણાના માપન માટ ડૉ. અિ ન જનસાર  ર ચત ાવલને માપનના ધોરણો

તર ક પસંદ કર  કડાઓ ુ ં એક ીકરણ કર  રમત ૂથો વ ચ ે િસ ેરણા ુ ં માણ ણવા માટ િવચરણ ૃ થ રણ

(Analysis of Variance) કસોટ  લા  ુપાડ  મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતો ણવા માટ LSD કસોટ  ારા 0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા

ચકાસતા વોલીબોલ, કબ  અને એ લે ટ સ રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની િસ ેરણામા ંસાથક તફાવત જોવા મ યો ન હતો. 

માનવ વતન સમજવામા ં(Motivation) મહ વનો ભાગ ભજવે છે. ેરણાની સંક પના એક જ ટલ 

સંક પના છે. ઐિતહાિસક ર તે જોતા ં ેરણાનો અ યાસ 20મી સદ ના ારં ભક વષ મા ંશ  થયો હતો. 

મેક ૂગલ અન ે ોઈડના ંઆ ગેના ંસંશોધનો લોકિ ય બ યા ંહતા.ં આ પછ  અ યયન-અ યાપનના 

િસ ાંતોના િવકાસને કારણે ેરણા ક  થાને આવી. યારથી િશ ણ અને ઉ ોગમા ંમનોિવ ાન 

ઉપયોગમા ંલેવા ુ ં યારથી ેરણા ુ ં થાન અ યયન-ઉ યાપન ઉપરાંત કોઈપમ કાયમા ંઉ ૃ ટ ા ત 

માટ મહ વ ુ ંગણા ુ.ં જો ક ેરણાની સૈ ા ંિતક બાબતો ગે વધાર પ ટતા ઈ.સ.  
1953મા ંમેકલેલે ડના The Achievement Motiv ુ તક કાિશત થયા પછ  થઈ. મેકલેલે ડ

‘િસ  ેરણા’ને ઓળખી અને તે ુ ંમાપન કરવાની ર તો શોધી કાઢ  તે આક મક ન હ ુ.ં મેકલેલે ડ

સમાજના િવકાસમા ં િસ  ેરણા ૂ બ જ મહ વનો ભાગ ભજવ ે છે, તે તેમના ુ તક Achieving 

Societyમા ં પ ટ ક  ુહ ુ.ં આ ુ તક સમ  િવ ુ ં યાન ‘િસ  ેરણા’ તરફ દો .ુ આ પછ  િવ ના

ઘણા દશોમા ં આ ગે સંશોધનો થયા.ં શૈ ણક મોિવ ાનના અ યાસ મમા ં પણ િસ ેરણાનો

સમાવેશ કરવામા ંઆ યો. િસ ેરણા એ ૂ ળ ૂત ર તે ેરણાનો કાર છે.  ય તના વભાવમા ંહોય

છે. 

અ યાસના હ ુઓઃ 

આ અ યાસનો હ  ુ કામધે  ુ ુ િનવિસટ ની તર કોલેજ ક ાએ ભાગ લીધેલ વોલીબોલ, 

કબ  અન ેએ લે ટ સ રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની િસ ેરણાની ુલના કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

કામધે  ુ ુ િનવિસટ ની તર કોલેજ ક ાએ ભાગ લીધેલ વોલીબોલ, કબ  અને એ લે ટ સ
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કામધે ુ ુ િનવિસટ ની તર કોલેજ ક ાએ ભાગ લીધેલ વોલીબોલ કબ અને એ લે ટ સ

રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓન ેિવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા. 
માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

ઉ ક પનાની ચકાસણી માટ પસંદ કરાયેલા માપનના ધોરણો  નીચે ુજબ છે. 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન 
1 િસ ેરણા ડૉ. અિ ન જનસાર  ુણાંકન 

અ યાસની યોજનાઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટ કામધે  ુ ુ િનવિસટ ના વોલીબોલ રમતના 15, કબ  રમતના 15 

અન ેએ લે ટ સ રમતના 15 એમ ુલ 45 ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓન ે િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કર  ચતાની

ાવ લ ારા કડાઓ ુ ંએક ીકરણ કરવામા ંઆ ુ ંહ ુ.ં  

કડાક ય યા: 

 રમત   ૂથો   વ ચે   િસ ેરણા ું   માણ   ણવા   માટ   િવચરણ   ૃ થ રણ   (Analysis of 

Variance) લા ુ   પાડ   કડાક ય   ૃ થ રણ  કરવામાં   આ ુ   હ ુ  અને   મ યકો   વ ચેના   તફાવતો   

ણવા  માટ  LSD કસોટ   લા  ુ પાડવામા ં આવી  હતી 

અ યાસના પ રણામો: 

નીચે આપેલી સારણીઓ પરથી અ યાસના પ રણામો પ ટ થાય છે. 
સારણી - 1 

વોલીબોલ, કબ  અને એ લે ટ સ રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની િસ ેરણા ુ ંિવચરણ ૃથ રણ  

કસોટ  

ૂથ િવચરણ ૃ થકરણ 

મ યક િવષયપા ો વગ નો સરવાળો 
વતં તા

ની મા ા 
મ યક િવચરણ ‘F’ 

વોલીબોલ 26.625 15 A 16.625 2 8.313 
1.197 કબ  26.313 15 

W 312.625 45 6.947 એ લે ટ સ 27.688 15 
*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘F’ = 0.05 (2,45)= 3.204 

સારણી-1મા ંકામધે  ુ ુ િનવિસટ માંથી તર કોલેજ ક ાએ ભાગ લીધેલ વોલીબોલ રમતના

ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની િસ ેરણાનો મ યક 26.625, કબ  રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની િસ ેરણાનો

મ યક 26.313, એ લે ટ સ રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની િસ ેરણાનો મ યક 27.688 જોવા મ યો

હતો. બધા ૂથોના વગ નો સરવાળો 16.625 અન ેબધા ૂથોના ા તાંકોના વગ નો સરવાળો 312.625 

જોવા મ યો હતો. જયાર ‘F’ રિશયો 1.197 જોવા મળેલ હતો. ન ેટબલ વે  ુસાથે સરખાવતા ં(2,45) 

0.05 ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મ યો ન હતો.  
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આલેખ- 1 

વોલીબોલ, કબ  અને એ લે ટ સ રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની િસ ેરણાના  

મ યકો દશાવતો આલેખ 

26.625 26.313
27.688
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વોલીબોલ કબ  એ લે ટ સ 

વોલીબોલ કબ  એ લે ટ સ 

તારણોઃ 
 કામધે  ુ ુ િનવિસટ ના તર કોલેજ ક ાએ ભાગ લીધેલ વોલીબોલ, કબ  અને એ લે ટ સ રમતના ખેલાડ

ભાઈઓની િસ ેરણામા ંસાથક તફાવત જોવા મ યો ન હતો.  

સંદભ ૂ ચઃ 

મેકલેલે ડ, ડ . સી., ધી એ ચવમે ટ મોટ વ, ૂ યોકઃ એ લેટન સે ૂ ર ોફટ, 1953. 

વમા, કાશ ., એ ટ ુક ઓન પોટસ ટટ ટ સ, વા લયરઃ િવનસ પ લકશન, 2000. 
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** zku. síkeLk¼kR MkkuLke

¾u÷ {nkfwt¼ hkßÞ fûkkyu ¼køk ÷eÄu÷ ¾u÷kzeykuLke ®[íkkLkku íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk

: આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ ખેલ મહા ુ ંભ રા ય ક ાએ ભાગ લીધેલ ખેલાડ ઓની ચતાની ુલના 

કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં ખેલ મહા ુ ંભ રા ય ક ાએ યો યેલ વોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓને 

િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમા ંખેલાડ  ભાઈઓને જ િવષયપા ો 

તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમા ં ડર-14ની વય ૂથના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓને 

િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમા ંવોલીબોલ રમતમા ંઉ ચ દખાવ 

કરનાર  લીગની ચાર ટ મો અમદાવાદ, વડોદરા, ુરત અને દાહોદ જ લાની જ પસંદ કરવામા ંઆવી હતી. 

ચતાના અ યાસ માટ પો ્સ કો પ ટશન એ ઝાય ટ ટ ટ (S.C.A.T) ાવ લને માપન તર ક પસંદ 

કરવામા ંઆવી હતી. ચતા ુ ં માણ ણવા માટ િવચરણ ૃ થ રણ (Analysis of Variance) લા  ુપાડ  

કડાક ય ૃથ રણ કરવામા ંઆ  ુહ  ુઅને મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતો ણવા માટ LSD કસોટ  લા  ુ

પાડવામા ંઆવી હતી. ચારય જ લાની ટ મોના િવ ાથ ઓ વોલીબોલ રમતને અ ુસરતા હતા તથા યાયામ 

અને રમત-ગમતની ૃ િ ઓ કરતા હતા. આથી ખેલમહા ુ ંભ વોલીબોલ પધામા ંભાગ લીધેલ લીગની 

ચારય ટ મોના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની ચતામા ંસમાનતા જોવા મળ  હતી. 

ચતા સૌથી યાપક િવ ૃિત છે. માનિસક વા યના ુળમા ં કોઈને કોઈ વ પે

ચતાનો વેશ હોય છે. સામા ય ચતા ુ ંકોઈ કારણ ણીએ છ એ. દા.ત; પર ામા ંપેપરો

સારા ન ગયા હોય અને પર ામા ંનાપાસ થવાની શંકા હોય તો ચતા થાય તે વાભાિવક

છે. કોઈ ભયંકર જ ં ગલમાં આપણે એકલા ફસાઈ જઈએ ને જ ં ગલી નવરોનો ડર હોય તો

ચતા થાય. માનવ વનના યવહારો સરળ નથી. પળે પળે તેને કોઈન ે કોઈ કારની

ચતા સતાવતી હોય છે. આજનો ુગ જ ચતા ુગ છે. સંઘષ અને તાણમાંથી િવ ની કોઈ

ય ત આ  ુ ત નથી. આવી ભયંકર પ ર થિતમા ં ચિતત થ ુ ં વાભાિવક છે. સામા ય

ચતા તો કારણ ુરતી જ હોય છે. ય તના વનમાંથી ચતા ુ ંકારણ ચા ુ ં ય એટલે

આપોઆપ ચતા ુ ત બન ે છે પણ િવ ૃત ચતા આનાથી ુદ  જ હોય છે. ય ત સમ

કારણ હોય ક ન હોય તે છતા ંગમે તે સંગે કોઈ ચતા મનઃ તર ઉપર સતા યા જ કર અને

ુ ત થવાની ઈ છા હોવા છતા ંતેમાંથી ુ ત ન મળે; બહાર નીકળ  શકાય જ નહ .  

અ યાસના હ ુઓ: 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ ખેલ મહા ુ ંભ રા ય ક ાએ ભાગ લીધેલ 

ખેલાડ ઓની ચતાની ુલના કરવાનો હતો. 
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િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસમા ંખેલ મહા ુ ંભ રા ય ક ાએ યો યેલ વોલીબોલ રમતના

ખેલાડ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ં આ યા હતા. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં

ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓને જ િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ં આ યા હતા. આ સંશોધન

અ યાસમા ં ડર-14ની વય ૂથના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓન ે િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં

આ યા હતા. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમા ંવોલીબોલ રમતમા ંઉ ચ દખાવ કરનાર  લીગની

ચાર ટ મો અમદાવાદ, વડોદરા, ુ રત અન ેદાહોદ જ લાની જ પસંદ કરવામા ંઆવી હતી. 

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

ચતાના અ યાસ માટ પો ્સ કો પ ટશન એ ઝાય ટ ટ ટ (S.C.A.T) ાવ લને

માપન તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ંઆવી હતી. 

કડાક ય યા 

રમત ૂથો વ ચે ચતા ુ ં માણ ણવા માટ િવચરણ ૃ થ રણ (Analysis of 

Variance) લા  ુ પાડ  કડાક ય ૃ થ રણ કરવામા ંઆ  ુહ  ુઅન ેમ યકો વ ચેના

તફાવતો ણવા માટ LSD કસોટ  લા  ુપાડવામા ંઆવી હતી.  

સારણી – 1 

વોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની ચતા ુ ંિવચરણ ૃથ રણ  
 

ૂથ 
(Group) 

મ યક 
(Mean) 

િવષયપા ો 
(Subject) 

િવચરણ ૃ થકરણ 

વગ નો 

સરવાળો 
(SS) 

વતં તાની 

મા ા 
(df) 

મ યક િવચરણ 
(MSS) 

‘F’ 

અમદાવાદ 17.666 12 

A 11.167 3 3.722 

0.494 
વડોદરા 16.916 12 

ુરત 18.25 12 
W 331.5 44 7.534 

દાહોદ 17.833 12 

*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘F’ = 0.05 (3,44)= 2.816 

સારણી-1મા ંખેલ મહા ુ ંભ ુજરાત રા ય ક ાની વોલીબોલ પધામા ંલીગ ુનામે ટમા ંપહ ચેલી

ટ મોના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની ચતાના મ યકો નીચે માણે છે. અમદાવાદ જ લાના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓનો 

17.666, વડોદરા જ લાના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓનો મ યક 16.916, ુરત જ લાના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓનો મ યક

દાહોદ જ લાના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓનો મ યક 17.833 જોવા મ યો હતો. બધા ૂથોના વગ નો સરવાળો 
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દાહોદ જ લાના ખેલાડ ભાઈઓનો મ યક જોવા મ યો હતો બધા ૂથોના વગ નો સરવાળો

જોવા મ યો હતો અને બધા ા તા ંકો વ ચે વગ નો સરવાળો 331.5 જોવા મ યો હતો. બધા ૂથો ુ ં

િવચરણ 3.722 જોવા મ ુ ંહ  ુઅન ેબધા ા તા ંકો ુ ં મ યક િવચરણ 7.534 જોવા મ ુ ંહ ુ.ં જયાર ‘F’

0.494 જોવા મળેલ હતો. ને ટબલ વે  ુસાથે સરખાવતા ં(3, 44) 0.05 ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મ યો

હતો.  

આલેખ-1 

વોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની ચતાના મ યકો દશાવતો આલેખ  

તારણોઃ 

 ચારય જ લાની ટ મોના િવ ાથ ઓ વોલીબોલ રમતને અ ુસરતા હતા તથા યાયામ અને

ગમતની ૃ િ ઓ કરતા હતા. આથી ખેલમહા ુ ંભ વોલીબોલ પધામા ં ભાગ લીધેલ લીગની

ટ મોના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની ચતામા ંસમાનતા જોવા મળ  હતી.  

સંદભ ંથઃ 

ડ . એમ. પે તન , તા ુ ય ુ ંમનોિવ ાન, (અમદાવાદ : ુ િનવિસટ  ંથ િનમાણ બોડ, 1986), પા. ન.ં 
56. 
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EFFECT OF  ASANA AND MINOR GAMES ON MOTOR ABILITY
The object was Effect of asana and Minor Games on Motor Ability. Ninety 5th to 12th standard school going hostler boys
of Ever Green Public School in Sabarakantha District, Gujarat were randomly selected. The Criterion measure was Speed
for 30m Dash and Strength Endurance for Abdominal Stages Test. The select subject Find out to Comparative effect of
asana and Minor Games on Motor Ability, Descriptive Statistics and Analysis of Co-Variance (ANCOVA)– were used.
Statistical significance would be accepted at the 5% level. On the basic of results it is concluded that asana may be
effective on Speed, Strength endurance in compare to each other.

The history of asana as a physical, mental
and spiritual culture goes back to several thousand
years before Christ. It is believed that lord Shiva is
the founder of yoga and that he created 8,400,000
Asanas which represent the 8,400,000 incarnations
that every individual passes through before attaining
liberation from the cycle of birth and death. It is
believed that by doing all these Asanas in one life-
time a person can by-pass the cycle of birth and
death and attains liberation. Through the centuries
these Asanas have been modified and reduced in
number by the great Rishis and yogis and so that
there are now no more than a few hundred Asanas
known of which only 30 or so are commonly thought
of as being useful to modern man. Asanas can be
categorized as easy and extremely difficult to do and
we have selected those Asanas that are easy to do
without taking away any of the benefit of yoga.
Exponents of Yoga believe that other exercise
systems only have a physically beneficial effect on
the body whereas asana result in the development
of the physical, mental and spiritual well-being.

Play is natural to a child as leaves are to a
tree. Human life, especially childhood sans play is as
drab as dust. Play involves activity-both physical and
mental. Running, chasing, holding pulling, pushing,
handling and manipulating toys and other objects from
household articles to balls and bats are all essential
ingredients of man’s play activities. From infancy

through adolescence or even adulthood, play
assumes various forms. From its individualistic
nature in infancy to the team play in later childhood
and formal games and sports in adolescence, play
activities change like the motor mechanism which is
so important for the acquisition of skills “not only
for sports but also for life.” Over the decades, it has
been realized that play activities should be given a
respectable place in the school curricula especially
at the primary, elementary and basic levels of formal
education. Unfortunately, despite this, adequate
facilities for play in school and in neighborhood are
hardly available. Apart from this, there are constraints
on time. Yet nothing can deter the child from
squeezing time for play. There is the other side of
the picture. Our country, with its enormous and ever-
increasing population will always find it difficult to
develop infrastructural facilities for the entire school-
going population. No amount of resources can help
the authorities cope with the demand for play fields-
especially in the urban areas, for equipment, for
adequate time from out of the school hours. The
solution, then, lies in managing the resources and
planning out such play activities which are most
economical in terms of space, time, and equipment
and involve greater number of students at a time or
at adequately spaced periods of time. Minor games/
small games, as they are called, are, perhaps, the
most befitting activities which can rescue the school
authorities and the children from this dilemma.
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Statement of the Problem:
The statement of the problem was stated as “Effect of asana and Minor Games on Motor Ability”.

Selection of Subjects :
Ninety 5th to 12th standard school going hostler boys of Ever Green Public School in Sabarakantha

District, Gujarat were randomly selected.
Criterion Measures :

No Variables Test Measures 
1 Speed 30m Dash Second 

2 Strength Endurance Abdominal Stages Test Numbers 

 Experimental Design:
The pre test – post test randomized group design, which consists of two experimental groups

(n=30S in each) and one control group was used for the study. Equal numbers of subjects were assigned
randomly to each groups. Two groups (asana group and Minor games) were served as experimental group
on which treatment was assigned and one group was served as control.
Statistical Technique for Analysis of Data

Find out to Comparative effect of asana and Minor Games on Motor Ability, Descriptive Statistics
and Analysis of Co-Variance (ANCOVA)– were used. Statistical significance would be accepted at the
5% level.
Result of the Study :

Table –1
Analysis of Co-variance of the Means of two Experimental Groups and one Control Group in

Speed 

Tests 

Mean & Standard Deviation ANCOVA Table 
asana 
Group 

Minor Games 
Group 

Control 
Group 

Souresof 
Variance 

Sum of 
Square

s 
df Mean 

Square F 

Pre  6.033±0.422 6.128±0.478 6.026±0.624 A 0.196 2 0.098 0.369 W 23.125 87 0.266 

Post 5.737±0.428 5.992±0.468 6.238±0.556 A 3.766 2 1.883 7.917* W 20.689 87 0.238 
Adjusted  5.752 5.958 6.258 A 3.870 2 1.935 11.749* 
 * Significant at 0.05 level of significance, A =Among Means variance, W=Within Group variance

F=Ratio   needed    for significance    at    0.05   level   of significance = df (2, 87) and df(2, 86) = 3.072
The analysis of co-variance for Speed was insignificant in case of pre-test means from which it

is clear that the pre-test mean does not differ significantly and that the random assignment of subjects
among the groups was quite successful. The post-test means of all the three groups yielded an F-ratio
of7.917 which was significant at 0.05 level of significance. The difference between the adjusted post test
means was found significant as the obtained F-ratio was11.749.The F-ratio needed for significance at 0.05
level of significance was 3.072 at df (2, 86).
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Table –2
Least significant Deference Post Hoc Comparison of Adjustment Means of two Experimental

and one Control Group in Relation to Speed 
Asana Group Minor 

Games 
Group 

Control Group Mean 
Difference 

Critical 
Difference 

5.752 5.958  0.205  
0.208 

 
5.752  6.258 0.505* 

 5.958 6.258 0.300* 
 * Significant at 0.05 level of significance

The above table reveals that the significant difference was found between asana and Control
Group; Minor Games and control Group, as the mean difference was greater than the critical difference.
But no significant difference was found between asana Group and Minor Games Group, as the mean
difference was less than the critical difference.

Figer– 1Graphical Representation of Adjustment Means of asana Group, Minor Games
Group and Control Group in Relation to Speed 

Yogasana Minor Games Control
0

2

4

6

8
6.03 6.13 6.035.74 5.99 6.24

5.75 5.96 6.26

Speed

Pre Test Post Test Adjusted

Table –3
Analysis of Co-variance of the Means of two Experimental Groups and one Control Group in

Strength endurance 

Tests 

Mean & Standard Deviation ANCOVA Table 
asana 
Group 

Minor 
Games 
Group 

Control Group Soures of 
Variance Sum of 

Squares df Mean 
Square F 

Pre  4.700±1.744 4.966±1.098 5.300±0.749 A 5.422 2 2.711 1.690 W 139.567 87 1.604 

Post 6.366±0.764 5.866±0.819 5.066±0.907 A 25.800 2 12.900 18.612
* W 60.300 87 0.693 

Adjuste
d  6.449 5.873 4.978 A 31.699 2 15.850 27.771

* W 49.083 86 0.571 
 * Significant at 0.05 level of significance, A =Among Means variance, W=Within Group variance

F=Ratio   needed    for significance    at    0.05 level of significance = df (2, 87) and d f(2, 86) = 3.072
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The analysis of co-variance for Strength endurance was insignificant in case of pre-test means from which
it is clear that the pre-test mean does not differ significantly and that the random assignment of subjects
among the groups was quite successful. The post-test means of all the three groups yielded an F-ratio
of18.612which was significant at 0.05 level of significance. The difference between the adjusted post test
means was found significant as the obtained F-ratio was 27.771. The F-ratio needed for significance at
0.05 level of significance was 3.072 at df(2, 86).

Table – 4
Least significant Deference Post Hoc Comparison of Adjustment Means of two Experimental

and one Control Group in Relation to Strength endurance 
asana Group Minor 

Games 
Group 

Control 
Group 

Mean 
Difference 

Critical 
Difference 

6.449 5.873  0.576*  
 
0.387 

6.449  4.978 1.470* 
 5.873 4.978 0.894* 

 * Significant at 0.05 level of significance
The above table reveals that the significant difference was found between asana and Minor

games; asana and Control; Minor Games and Control Group, as the mean difference was greater than the
critical difference.
Figer– 2Graphical Representation of Adjustment Means of asana Group, Minor Games Group

and Control Group in Relation to Strength endurance 
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Conclusion :
On the basic of results it is concluded that asana may be effective on Speed, Strength endurance in

compare to each other.
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બા કટબોલ અને વોલીબોલ રમતમા ં તરિવ  િવ ાલય ક ાએ પસંદગી પામેલા 

ખેલાડ ઓના શર ર પ રિમિતનો ુ લના મક અ યાસ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ  ુ બા કટબોલ રમત ૂથ અન ે વોલીબોલ રમત ૂથના

તરિવ િવ ાલય ક ાએ પસંદગી પામેલા ખેલાડ ઓના શર ર પ રિમિતનો ુલના મક અ યાસ

કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટ ૂ જરાત િવ ાપીઠના બા કટબોલ રમત ૂથના 12 

ખેલાડ ઓ અન ેવોલીબોલ રમત ૂથના 12 ખેલાડ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કર  નો ન અને

જો સન કસોટ ને માપન ધોરણ તર ક પસંદ કર  કડાઓ ુ ં એક ીકરણ કર  બંન ે ૂથોના

ા તાંકો પર ‘t’ ટ ટ લા  ુ પાડ  0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસતા બા કટબોલ અન ે વોલીબોલ

રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના શર રના વજન, શર રની ચાઈ, પગની લંબાઈ, હાથની લંબાઈમા ંકોઈ

તફાવત જોવા મ યો ન હતો. 

આજના આ ુિનક ુગમા ંરમતગમત અન ેશાર રક િશ ણમા ંન ધપા  ુધારો થયો છે

અન ે સમ  િવ મા ં િવિવધ પધાઓ સતત ચાલતી હોય છે. હવ ે તો રમતગમતની િવિવધ

મા હતીઓ સમાચાર પ ોની પોટસની કોલમ ારા ટ .વી.ની પોટસ ચેનલો ારા તથા અ ય

ચાર સાર મા યમો ારા છેવાડાના આમ માનવી ુધી પહ ચી શક છે. િવિવધ રમતોમા ંભાગ

લેનારની સં યા વધતી ય છે. 

રમત એ દરક ાણીમા ંરહલી સાહ ક બાબત છે. દરક સ વની તમામ ૃ િ  હલનચલન

વ પ ે દિશત થાય છે. ાણીમા  યા ં ુધી હલનચલન કર યા ં ુધી તેનો ૃ  અન ેિવકાસ થતો

નથી. રમત એ ૃ  અન ે િવકાસની યાન ે ઝડપી બનાવે છે. ઉપરાંત આનંદ અન ે ુખની

લાગણીનો અ ુભવ કરાવે છે. માટ જ ય ત શાર રક િશ ણ અન ેરમતગમત ય ેઆકષાય છે. 

થી ય તમા ંશાર રક, માનિસક અન ેસાંવે ગક ુણોનો િવકાસ થાય છે. ઉપરાંત આનંદ ા ત

કર  શક, ય ત યાર રમતમા ંજોડાય છે યાર એ ુ શાળ  ાણી તર ક િવિશ ટ દખાવ કરવા

ય ન કર છે. બી થી પોતે ે ઠ છે તે બતાવવા ય નશીલ રહ છે. થી ઉ ચક ાએ પહ ચવા

સતત કાયશીલ બન ેછે. 
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અ યાસના  હ ુઓ 
  બા કટબોલ અન ેવોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના વજનની ુલના કરવાનો હ .ુ 

  બા કટબોલ અન ેવોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ચાઈની ુલના કરવાનો હ .ુ 

  બા કટબોલ અને વોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના પગની લંબાઈના ુલના કરવાનો હ .ુ 

  બા કટબોલ અન ે વોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના હાથની લંબાઈની ુલના કરવાનો

હ .ુ 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગી 

આ અ યાસના હ  ુ માટ ૂ જરાત િવ ાપીઠના બા કટબોલ રમતના 12 અન ે વોલીબોલ

રમતના 12 એમ ુલ 24 ખેલાડ ઓન ેિવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા. 

માપનના ધોરણો 

શર ર ગ પ રિમિત માટ નો ન અન ેજો સન કસોટ ને માપન ધોરણ તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં

આવી હતી. 

કડાક ય યા સારણી-1 
 

બા કટબોલ અને વોલીબોલ રમતમાં પસંદગી પામેલ ખેલાડ ઓના શર ર ુ ંવજન કસોટ ના 

મ યક, મ યક તફાવત અને ‘t’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી  
ૂથ આ ૃિ  મ યક મા ણત િવચલન મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ 

બા કટબોલ 12 65.25 7.174 
2.25 0.922 

વોલીબોલ 12 63 4.472 
 *સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’ = (22) = 2.074 
ઉપરો ત સારણી-1 પરથી મા ુમ પડ છે ક શર રના વજન કસોટ મા ંબા કટબોલ રમતના 

ખેલાડ ઓનો મ યક 65.25 હતો અન ેવોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓનો મ યક 63 હતો. નો મ યક 

તફાવત 2.25 તેમજ ા ત થયેલ ‘t’ રિશયો 0.922 હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ અસાથક થાય છે. આથી  
પ ટ થાય છે ક બા કટબોલ અન ેવોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના શર ર વજન કસોટ મા ંસાથક 

તફાવત જોવા મળેલ ન હતો. સારણી-2 

બા કટબોલ અને વોલીબોલ રમતમાં પસંદગી પામેલ ખેલાડ ઓની શર રની ચાઈ કસોટ ના 

મ યક, મ યક તફાવત અને ‘t’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી  
ૂથ આ ૃ િ  મ યક માણત િવચલન મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ 

બા કટબોલ 12 172.416 8.061 
1.75 0.634 

વોલીબોલ 12 174.166 5.131 
 *સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ (22) = 2.074 
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ઉપરો ત સારણી-2 પરથી મા ુમ પડ છે ક શર રની ચાઈ કસોટ મા ંબા કટબોલ રમતના

ખેલાડ ઓનો મ યક 172.416 હતો અન ેવોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓનો મ યક 174.166 હતો. 

નો મ યક તફાવત 1.75 તેમજ ા ત થયેલ ‘t’ રિશયો 0.634 હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ અસાથક થાય

છે. આથી પ ટ થાય છે ક બા કટબોલ અન ે વોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની શર રની ચાઈ

કસોટ મા ંસાથક તફાવત જોવા મળેલ ન હતો. 

સારણી-3 

બા કટબોલ અને વોલીબોલ રમતમાં પસંદગી પામેલ ખેલાડ ઓના પગની લંબાઈ કસોટ ના 

મ યક, મ યક તફાવત અને ‘t’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી 
 

ૂથ આ ૃ િ  મ યક માણત િવચલન મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ 

બા કટબોલ 12 101.75 7.149 
2.166 0.881 

વોલીબોલ 12 103.916 4.640 
 
*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ (22) = 2.074 

ઉપરો ત સારણી-3 પરથી મા ુમ પડ છે ક પગની લંબાઈ કસોટ મા ંબા કટબોલ રમતના

ખેલાડ ઓનો મ યક 101.75 હતો અન ેવોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓનો મ યક 103.916 હતો. નો

મ યક તફાવત 2.166 તેમજ ા ત થયેલ ‘t’ રિશયો 0.881 હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ અસાથક થાય છે. 

આથી પ ટ થાય છે ક બા કટબોલ અને વોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની પગની લંબાઈ કસોટ માં

સાથક તફાવત જોવા મળેલ ન હતો. 

સારણી-4 

બા કટબોલ અને વોલીબોલ રમતમા ંપસંદગી પામેલ ખેલાડ ઓના હાથની લંબાઈ કસોટ ના 

મ યક, મ યક તફાવત અને ‘t’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી 

ૂથ આ ૃ િ  મ યક માણત િવચલન મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ 

બા કટબોલ 12 75.333 4.097 
1.166 0.671 

વોલીબોલ 12 76.5 4.421 

*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ (22) = 2.074 

ઉપરો ત સારણી-4 પરથી મા ુમ પડ છે ક હાથની લંબાઈ કસોટ મા ંબા કટબોલ રમતના 

ખેલાડ ઓનો મ યક 75.333 હતો અન ેવોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓનો મ યક 76.5 હતો. નો 

મ યક તફાવત 1.166 તેમજ ા ત થયેલ ‘t’ રિશયો 0.671 હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ અસાથક થાય છે. 

આથી પ ટ થાય છે ક બા કટબોલ અને વોલીબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની હાથની લંબાઈ કસોટ મા ં

સાથક તફાવત જોવા મળેલ ન હતો. 
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ૂ જરાત િવ ાપીઠના તર િવ િવ ાલય ક ાએ પસંદગી પામેલ બા કટબોલ અને વોલીબોલ 

રમતના ખેલાડ ઓમા ંશર રના વજન, શર રની ચાઈ, પગની લંબાઈ, હાથની લંબાઈમા ંકોઈ 

તફાવત મા ુમ પડતો ન હતો 
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Indian Women are in the Midst of Change about Sexual Attitude
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The present paper examined the selective fictional works of the Indian writers in the Marathi language
which reflects the gradual erosion of sexual repression of modern women characters. Furthermore, the
study employed the attitudinal survey method to counter check the fictional reality of the Indian women in
real life in the modern era.  The Indian writers in an early stage from the pre and post-independence period
pictured the women characters such as sexually suppressed and adherence to sexual male dominance.
Gangadhar Gadgil a ‘Sahitya Akademi’ award winner writer in his story ‘Ek Manus’ shown that a husband,
abnormally exploited her wife.  G. A. Kulkarni a ‘Sahitya Akademi’ award winner writer shown that a
young lady character suppressed her proposal of marriage with she loved due to the social pressure and
conventions. Arvind Gokhale and Kamal Desai have also pictured lady characters who suppressed their
sexual urges even they were highly educated. In the late 20th century and early 21stcentury, the trends of
Marathi literature is dramatically changed accordingly the women fictions. Gouri Deshpande, the popular
story writer penetrates modern woman very clearly. Two lady characters are living happily together accepting
revolts of society for a sexual relationship. Meghna Pethe another well-known writer in her story depicts a
women character who was lived with her friend as live-in-relationship and enjoying the erotic sex. How so
far, it was seen that the pre and post-independence women fictions are gradually changed regarding her
sexually urges. This reality leads to design the survey research design in which 100 college girls and 100
middle-aged women were surveyed with sexual attitude scale and feminist identity test. It was hypothesized
that the today’s college girls would higher on sexual attitude and feminist identity than middle-aged women.
Moreover, it was also assumed that sexual attitude and feminist identity would have a strong positive
correlation. The obtained data analyzed through Students‘t’ test and Pearson Product Moment Correlation
(PPMC). The results reveal that the today’s college girls having a high level of sexual attitude and feminist
identity than middle-aged women. Results also reveal that sexual attitude and feminist identity have a
strongest positive correlation. How so far the survey research has provided the reality ground to the
modern women in Indian fictions in Marathi literature. The findings of the research have been discussed
accordingly the gender equality as well as psychological perspectives. Key Words. Sexual Repression,
Women in Indian Fictions, Sexual Attitude and Feminist Perspectives.

A woman has more importance in Indian culture.
In Indian culture, thewoman is worshiped as a mother,
goddess from theancient period. But (this culture
never thought) she also has her own personality and
emotions.  Society feels that woman means tolerant
who keeps control over her emotions.  It reflects in
Marathi literature before 1980 A.D.  It seems
particularabout woman characters painted by the
authors.  But thewoman is educated in themodern
period.  By thought they became modern.  So after
1980 A.D. in the writing of woman authors, the

sexual emotions are presented freely.  The researcher
also tried to search the presentation of sexual
emotions in this article.  The researcher tried to
search the opinions of ayoung woman of that
contemporary society by using survey method.

Marathi stories have a long history in oral,
written and print medium.  From 1814 A.D. Marathi
stories came into theprint medium but modern
Marathi stories have written vigorously after 1885.
There are changed in different stages of Marathi
stories up to 1980.
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Before 1980 male writers were more than
women writers.  The presentation of women
character by male authors is also tolerant in Marathi
stories.

In the writing of Gangadhar Gadgil (1945-1960)
awarded by Sahitya Academy prize, also find sexual
repression of awoman.  In his story ‘Gopal Padhey
– Ek Manus’ he described mentally disordered
character sexually exploits his own wife by taking
support by marriage institution.  In this story, we
find a helpless and silently suffering woman in front
of husband’s sexual exploitation.  In his another story
‘Laktare’, husband loves his wife as a pet dog.  His
wife also accepts his love happily.

G. A. Kulkarni (writing period 1955-1985) is
another Sahitya Academy prize winner author.  In
his story ‘Badha’ the heroine of this story loves her
friend’s brother Divakar but openly she cannot
express her feelings.  She represses her desire.  After
her marriage with another person, she becomes
mentally disturbed.  In the story ‘Nag’ the heroine
of the story once keeps the extramarital relationship.
But she feels guiltyup to her end of her life.

Arvind Gokhale (writing period 1945 to 1960)
Women characters from the stories of Arvind
Gokhale are educated even though they repress their
desires.  The character Aakka from the story
‘Katarvel’ everyone thinks that she is very happy
after her marriage she involve everywhere very
happily.  But she feels isolated.  That time she reminds
repressed love relationship before marriage and she
became restless.

The heroine Manjula from the story ‘ Manju’
she works in the Bombay city.  She travels to the
office by local.  In this journey, she has to face so
many harassments by strangers such as pinches,
jostling etc.  So her feeling freezes.  This heroine
preserves her feelings and she feels them holy.

It seems that the presentation of sexual feelings
of woman characters presented by woman authors
is open as compared to female-centered stories by
male authors after 1960.

Kamal Desai (writing period 1960-1980) the
author Kamal Desai has used day dreaming, symbols
in the story ‘Rang’ to present the sexual feelings from
the mind of heroine.  He has used day dream to
express unconscious passing such as a frogswallows

the corner of the teacher’s handkerchief.  He uses
the symbol – ‘The heroine bites the dry unripe
mango.’  It expressesheroines’ unconscious sexual
hunger from the mind by theheroine.

The character Urmila from the story ‘Tial Band’
involves the character Elizabeth, from the paly to
satisfy her own emotions.  Urmila is a teacher in the
school.  She has sublimated her personal sexual lust
by repressing.  She continues her daily routine as a
machine.  She satisfies her sexual desire by playing
the role of Elizabeth in the drama.

Gouri Deshpande (writing period 1980 – 2002)
she is a rebellious kind of woman author.  The women
characters from her stories boldly express their
opinions.  The author expresses her opinions
ironically about the injustice of the women.  Two
women live together in the story ‘Jave
TyachaVansha’ by facing the comments of the society.
They have created this pure relationship from the
bad experience received from men.  They express
their feelings without hesitation.  In the story ‘Ekada
Kay Zala’ the heroine of the story describes her sexual
relationship with her husband she also describes the
happiness which she gets from this relationship.  The
women from the stories of Gouri Deshpande express
their sexual feelings very frankly.

Meghana Pethe (writing period 1995 – 2005)
The women characters from the stories of Meghana
Pathe are modern.  The heroines of the stories of
Meghana Pethe present their sexual experience very
boldly.  The woman character from the story ‘Aastha
Ani Gavarichi Bhjaji’ lives with her loving man
without marriage and leads free life.  That man wishes
to marry with her but she refuses to marry with him
and she closes her relationship with him.  The girl of
the story ‘Aae Kuch Abra’ run away from the home
for freedom.  She searches husband for herself.  She
expresses her experiences fearlessly.  She keeps only
once thesexual relationship with an emotionless man
for the sexual experience.

II. AIM
To search, the attempt of Marathi writers in their

literature regarding “disregarding of sexual
repression” and compare with today’s reality of
sexual revolution.

III. OBJECTIVES
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1. To compare the projection of sexual expression
depicted in modern women in Indian fictions in
Marathi literature and changing thesexual attitude
of modern females.

2. To compare the feminist identity of college female
students and middle-aged women.

III. HYPOTHESES
1. The projection of sexual expression depicted in

modern women in Indian fictions in Marathi
literature would reflect in real life of modern
females.

2. The feminist identity of college female students
would be high than middle-aged women.

IV. METHOD
A. Sample: The study consisted of 100 college

female students and 100 middle-aged women. The
age range of the college female students was 17 to
21 years and age range of middle-aged women was
45 to 50 years. The college female students and
middle-aged women were selected from Sangli
District. The sample was selected by random
sampling method.

B. Tools Used in the Study: Study is
conducted by using two standardized psychological
tests and ten Marathi story books.
1. Marathi Story Books: Six booksof
different authors for the different stories have been
used for the present study. These authors are Arvind
Gokhale, Gangadhar Gadgil, G. A. Kulkarni, Kamal
Desai, Gauri Deshpande and Meghana Pethe.
2. Sexual Attitude Scales (SAS): This scale
is developed by Dr. Amit Abraham. The SAS has
five subscales viz. i. premarital sex, ii. Polygamy, iii.
Pornography, iv. Lesbianism and v. homosexuality.
The SAS has 65 items with five point scale Likert-
type options. The scale has .84 reliability index while
its validity is very high.
3. Feminist Identity Test(FIT):  This test is
developed by Dr. S. K. Bawa and Dr. Neeraj
Sharma. This scale consists 64 items divided into
five area–(i) Accepting stereo Type roles, (ii) Actively
committing themselves to women roles and social
change, (iii) Revealing anger or guilt against
oppression of women, (iv) Preference for socializing
with women in relation to relationships & religion,
(v) Acts describing feminist Behavior. The FIT is
mainly used for the females ranged in 20 to 60 years.
The scale has a high reliability and validity.

4. V. PROCEDURE OF DATA COLLECTION
The random sampling procedure was used to collect
the data. Two hundred college girls and two hundred
middle-aged women were randomly selected for this
study. At the initial stage, they have informed the
purpose of thestudy and their consent were
obtained. The group testing method has been
employed. The group of 25 to 30 girls and women
were gathered in a classroom and they were given
instructionsof how to respond these scales and one
by one two scales are administered with a short
recess.

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Table 1showing the comparison between college girls and 

middle-aged women regarding sexual attitude. 
Variable Groups Mean SD df t 

Premarital 
sex 

College Girls 52.74 10.74 
98 22.97** Middle-Aged 

Women 21.49 8.48 

Polygamy 
College Girls 50.46 11.85 

98 22.62** Middle-Aged 
Women 17.66 8.51 

Pornography 
College Girls 51.67 13.69 

98 23.65** Middle-Aged 
Women 13.11 8.87 

Lesbianism 
College Girls 48.53 12.95 

98 18.78** 
Middle-Aged 

Women 18.34 9.52 

homosexuality 
College Girls 44.35 13.33 

98 16.19** Middle-Aged 
Women 19.76 7.28 

** Significant at 0.01 level 

Table 1 indicates the clear picture of thesexual
attitude of college girls and middle-aged women. The
mean score of premarital sex for college girls is 52.74
with SD 10.74 while the mean score of middle-aged
women is 21.49 with SD 8.48. The mean difference
is high hence the t value 22.97 is significant. The at-
titude of college girls towards pornography is also
very favorable than middle-aged women. The t value
22.62 for themean difference on this dimension is
also significant. It is aclear indicator of the attitude
change in new generation towards sexuality. In a
couple of decades ago the only word sex was for-
bidden in public places. But a tremendous change
has been taken place, today a nude exposition is
become very common. All family members can watch
such kind of scene while watching the TV in a home.
They do not hesitate to see such exposure. In
athusway, we can conclude that the sexual attitude
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of today’s generation is changed. The mean differ-
ence between acollege girl and middle-aged women
on polygamy, lesbianism, and homosexuality was
also significant. The most important fact was seen in
this study. The attitude towards lesbianism is strongly
significant. The mean score of college girl for this
dimension is 48.53 while mean score of middle-aged
women is 18.34. The t value 18.78 for this differ-
ence is significant. How so far, the picture depicted
by modern writers in their fiction is based on today’s
reality of thesocial situation. It is not a fictional re-
semblance, it has an edge of changing thesocial truth

Table 2 showing the comparison between college girls and 
middle-aged women regarding feminist identity.  

Variable Groups Mean SD df t 

Feminist 
Identity 

College 
Girls 227.46 42.75 

98 23.95** Middle-
Aged 

Women 
109.82 24.28 

** Significant at 0.01 level 

Table 2 depicting the picture of thefeminist identity
of college girls and middle-aged women. The mean
score of college girls is 227.46 and SD are 42.75
while the mean score of middle-aged women is
109.82 and SD are 24.28. The t value 23.95 is
strongly significant. It means that today’s girls are
changed according to the traditional viewpoint
regarding women. In Indian culture, the women were
supposed to be meant only for caring the children
and serving the needs of her husband. But today’s
girl is strongly opposing this role and; they are fighting
for their rights. The traditional Indian women never
attempt to oppose the male dominance, but today’s
women are believing her own strengths and values.
So, this reality shown by Indian writers in their books
are also not a fictional. The writers have encountered
such characters around his society.

VI. CONCLUSION
From the above discussion, it seems that the

women characters of the Marathi stories of (pre-
independence and post-independence of India)
repress their sexual feelings. The women characters
of the male story writers particularly repress their
sexual emotions.  After the period (after 1980),
women characters from the stories of women authors
express their sexual feelings very frankly.  The women
characters from the stories of Kamal Desai, Gouri
Deshpande, and Meghana Pethe express their sexual
experiences very frankly and fearlessly. How so far,
the picture depicted by modern writers in their fiction
is based on today’s reality of thesocial situation. It is
not a fictional resemblance, it has an edge of changing
thesocial truth.
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The Indian FMCG market is the fourth largest sector in the Indian economy and creates
employment opportunities for more than three million people in India. The FMCG sector has
grown at an average of 11% a year, in the past few years, its growth accelerated at compounded
rate of 17.3% per annum. Market share indicate that companies such as ITC Ltd and Hindustan
Unilever Limited, with domination in their key categories, have improved their market shares
and outperformed peers in the FMCG sector. The future for FMCG sector is very promising
due to its inherent capacity and favorable changes in the environment. Profitability is one of
the most important goals of all business. So this study is an effort to examine profitability
study of selected FMCG companies in India.
The study covers two key factors which affect the profitability analysis by using mean, std.
dvt. and ANOVA

The fast moving consumer goods (FMCG)
sector is an important contributor to Indian
GDP and it is the fourth largest sector of the
Indian economy. Products which have a quick
turnover, and relatively low cost are known
as Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG).
FMCG products are those that get replaced
within a year. Examples of FMCG generally
include a wide range of frequently purchased
consumer products such as toiletries, soap,
cosmetics, tooth cleaning products, shaving
products and detergents, as well as other non-
durables such as glassware, bulbs, batteries,
paper products, and plastic goods. FMCG may
also include pharmaceuticals, consumer
electronics, packaged food products, soft
drinks, tissue paper, and chocolate bars. The
Indian FMCG sector is highly fragmented,
volume driven and characterized by low
margins. In this research study I will try to
analyses the profitability ratios which affect
profitability of Indian FMCG sector.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
C. Jha and S. Sarangi (2011) analyzed the
performance of 7 public and private sector

banks for the year 2009-10. They used three
sets of ratios, operating performance ratios,
financial ratios, and efficiency ratios. In all
eleven ratios were used. They found that Axis
Bank took the first position, followed ICICI
Bank, Bank Of India, Punjab National Bank,
State Bank of India, IDBI, and HDFC, in that
order.
R. C. Dangwal and R. Kapoor (2010)
examined the financial performance of
nationalized banks in India and assessed the
growth index value of various parameters
through overall profitability index. The data
for 19 nationalized banks, for the post-reform
period from 2002-03 to 2006-07, was used
to calculate the index of profitability ratios,
burden ratios, and spread ratios. They found
that while 4 banks had excellent performance,
5 banks achieved good performance, 4 banks
attained fair performance, and 6 banks had
poor performance.
Ved Pal  and  N.S. Malik(2007) The study
investigated the differences in the financial
characteristics of public sector, private sector
and foreign banks in India based on factors,
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such as profitability, liquidity, risk, and
efficiency. To examine the differences, the
multinomial regression analysis used on 74
Indian commercial banks comprising 27
public sector, 24 private sector and 23
foreign banks for the period 2000-05.
The analysis suggests foreign banks were
better performers, as compared with the
private and public sector banks during the
period chosen for the study.
TITLE OF THE STUDY
This topic has been selected after considering
the availability of time, information existing
literature, tools and techniques and other
related sources. The title of the study for this
research has been selected as under:
THE STUDY ON PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS OF
TOP FIVE FMCG COMPANIES
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
To study financial performance of selected
companies from the angle of profitability of
top 5 FMCG companies of India. In this study
different profitability ratios are taken such as
Operating Profit Margin, Net Profit margin,
Return on Capital Employed and Return on
Net worth Ratio.
SAMPLE OF THE STUDY
For this study researcher has selected Indian
top five FMCG sector companies are as under:
1. ITC Ltd
2. Hindustan Unilever Ltd
3. Britannia Industries Ltd
4. Nestle India Ltd
5. Dabur India Ltd
ITC Ltd
ITC is a company of Indian origin that started
its business with sales of cigarettes. Slowly the
company has started expanding its portfolio
and thereby including Sunfeast range of
processed foods, Fiama di wills personal care
products. However 49% of revenue still
comes from sale of tobacco products.
Hindustan Unilever Ltd.
HUL is owned by Anglo Dutch company and
Unilever which has 52% control share in HUL
happens to be a mammoth player in the FMCG
domain. It is an Indian company based in

Mumbai, Maharashtra. The product segments
that it spans include foods, beverages, cleaning
agents, and personal care products.
Britannia Industries Ltd
Britannia Industries Limited (A WADIA
Enterprise) is an Indian food-products
corporation based in Kolkata, India. It sells its
Britannia and Tiger brands of biscuit
throughout India. Britannia has an estimated
market share of 38%. The company
manufactures and sells bakery and dairy
products primarily in India.
Nestle India Ltd
Nestle is in the food processing sector and its
products range from the most consumed
Maggi to recently in the field Ice tea. Nestle
has embarked its presence countrywide. It is
the world's leading Nutrition, Health and
Wellness Company. Their mission is of "Good
Food, Good Life". Some of the market
innovation that they brought in was wet and
dry sampling of Maggi noodles.
Dabur India Ltd
Dabur India Ltd is one of India's leading FMCG
Companies with Revenues of over Rs
7,806.4Crore and Market Capitalization of US
$5 Billion. Dabur is today India's most trusted
name and the world's largest Ayurvedic and
Natural Health Care Company. It is is also a
world leader in Ayurveda with a portfolio of
over 250 Herbal/Ayurvedic products.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study is mainly concerned on
comparative study of profitability of selected
companies from FMCG sector listed in Stock
Exchange. The selected Companies for the
study are ITC Ltd, Hindustan Unilever Ltd,
Britannia Industries Ltd, Nestle India Ltd and
Dabur India Ltd. This study is based on the
data obtained from the Annual reports of
these companies for 5 financial years 2012-
13 to 2016-17. This study analyzed data with
the help of ratio analysis and ANOVA.
DATA COLLECTION
This study is totally based on secondary data
which was collected from annual reports of
the respective companies. The study covers
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the period of five years i.e. from year 2012-
13 to year 2016-17.
TOOL OF ANALYSIS
ANOVA (Analysis of Variances)
ANOVA, means analysis of variances. Where
the sample is divided into two groups at that
time ANOVA used.
HYPOTHESIS TESTING AND RESULTS

Operating Profit Margin Ratio
Operating Profit Margin Ratio measures the
efficiency of operations of the company. The
ratio is designed to give attention on the net
profit margin arising from the business
process before tax is deducted. The formula
is profit before tax (PBT) as a percentage of
sales.

Name of Company Mar '17 Mar '16 Mar '15 Mar '14 Mar '13 Average 

ITC Ltd 36.36 38.65 36.90 37.47 35.54 36.98 
HUL Ltd 18.96 17.91 16.90 15.97 15.51 17.05 

Britannia Industries Ltd 14.31 14.24 10.75 9.45 6.61 11.07 
Nestle India Ltd 18.55 19.01 20.61 21.39 21.90 20.29 
Dabur India Ltd 21.00 19.10 17.27 16.95 17.34 18.33 

 (Source: Annual Reports of Banks and moneycontrol.com)
Calculation of ANOVA Test
Table No. 1 (A)
Analysis of ANOVA Test in Selected companies under the Study Operating Profit Margin
Ratio  

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 22.22476 4 5.55619 0.057297 0.993404 2.866081 

Within Groups 1939.446 20 96.97231       
Total 1961.671 24         

Hypothesis:
H0= There is significant difference between Operating Profit Margin in selected companies
under the study
H1= There is no significant difference between Operating Profit Margin in selected companies
under the study
5 % level of significance table value is 1.7180
The calculated value of 'F' is 0.0572 and table value is 2.8660. Hence, Ft > Fc
The table value of 'F' is greater than the calculated value. The Null Hypothesis is accepted and
Alternative Hypothesis is rejected
Net Profit Margin Ratio
Net Profit Margin Ratio indicates the relationship between net profits and sales. The net
profit is overall measures of a firm's ability to turn rupee of sales into profit. It is also indicates
the efficiency with which a business is managed.

Name of Company Mar '17 Mar '16 Mar '15 Mar '14 Mar '13 Average 

ITC Ltd 25.44 26.72 26.31 26.43 24.80 25.94 
HUL Ltd 14.07 12.76 14.00 13.80 14.70 13.87 

Britannia Industries Ltd 10.02 9.42 8.67 5.86 4.16 7.63 

Nestle India Ltd 10.04 6.88 12.02 12.27 12.81 10.80 
Dabur India Ltd 18.86 16.33 14.04 13.80 13.58 15.32 
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 (Source: Annual Reports of Banks and moneycontrol.com)
Analysis of ANOVA Test in Selected companies under the Study Net Profit Margin Ratio

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 8.457976 4 2.114494 0.041114 0.996516 2.866081 

Within Groups 1028.591 20 51.42955       
Total 1037.049 24         

Hypothesis:
H0= There is significant difference between Return on Net Profit Margin in selected companies
under the study
H1= There is no significant difference between Return on Net Profit Margin in selected
companies under the study
5 % level of significance table value is 1.7180
The calculated value of 'F' is 0.0411 and table value is 2.8660. Hence, Ft > Fc
The table value of 'F' is greater than the calculated value. The Null Hypothesis is accepted and
Alternative Hypothesis is rejected
Return on Capital Employed Ratio
Return on capital employed (ROCE) ratio measures a company's profitability and the efficiency
with which its capital is employed managed. It is calculated by Net Profit (After Tax)/Capital
Employed.

Name of Company Mar '17 Mar '16 Mar '15 Mar '14 Mar '13 Average 

ITC Ltd 34.22 45.60 45.74 48.21 48.29 44.41 

HUL Ltd 95.17 160.30 148.75 147.59 163.63 143.09 
Britannia Industries Ltd 48.50 67.10 59.82 66.20 44.39 57.20 

Nestle India Ltd 49.46 46.47 62.36 47.79 55.43 52.30 

Dabur India Ltd 33.24 41.32 40.98 45.27 41.92 40.55 

(Source: Annual Reports of Banks and moneycontrol.com)
Analysis of ANOVA Test in Selected companies under the Study Return on Capital
Employed Ratio

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 1486.616 4 371.6541 0.190862 0.9403561 2.866081 

Within Groups 38944.75 20 1947.237 
   

Total 40431.36 24 
    Hypothesis:

H0= There is significant difference between Return on Capital Employed in selected companies
under the study
H1= There is no significant difference between Return on Capital Employed in selected
companies under the study
5 % level of significance table value is 1.7180
The calculated value of 'F' is 0.1908 and table value is 2.8660. Hence, Ft > Fc
The table value of 'F' is greater than the calculated value. The Null Hypothesis is accepted and
Alternative Hypothesis is rejected
Return on Net Worth Ratio
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Net Profit (After Tax)/Shareholders Capital +Retained Earnings
This ratio is useful as a measure of how well a company is utilizing the shareholders investment
to create returns for them, and can be used for comparison purposes with competitors in
the same industry.

Name of Company Mar '17 Mar '16 Mar '15 Mar '14 Mar '13 Average 

ITC Ltd 22.49 29.94 31.31 33.51 33.36 30.12 
HUL Ltd 69.18 110.73 115.87 118.04 142.01 111.17 

Britannia Industries Ltd 32.67 44.05 50.37 43.33 36.74 41.43 
Nestle India Ltd 30.74 19.98 41.75 47.16 59.38 39.80 
Dabur India Ltd 27.29 32.71 32.64 35.33 37.16 33.03 

 (Source: Annual Reports of Banks and moneycontrol.com)
Analysis of ANOVA Test in Selected companies under the Study Return on Net Worth
Ratio

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 1849.745 4 462.4363 0.367662 0.828777 2.866081 

Within Groups 25155.53 20 1257.776       
Total 27005.27 24 

    
Hypothesis:
H0= There is significant difference between Return on Net Worth in selected companies
under the study
H1= There is no significant difference between Return on Net Worth in selected companies
under the study
5 % level of significance table value is 1.7180
The calculated value of 'F' is 0.3676 and table value is 2.8660. Hence, Ft > Fc
The table value of 'F' is greater than the calculated value. The Null Hypothesis is accepted and
Alternative Hypothesis is rejected
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Research is based on secondary data and historical in nature. The study is limited to five
years and five companies only.
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U]HZFT VG[ EFZTDF\ ;TT J:TLDF\ JWFZM H6FI K[P T[GL ;FY[v;FY[ 6-14 JQF"GL J:TLDF\ 56 JWFZM YTM HFI K[P
VF J:TLGM DM8FEFUGF AF/SM 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ 5|J[X D[/J[ K[P GLR[GF SMQ8SDF\ U]HZFT VG[ EFZTDF\ 5|FYlDS
lX1F6DF\ S ], 5|J[XGF VF\S0FVM NXF”JJFDF \ VFjIF K[P

ગુજરાત અને ભારતમાં ાથિમક િશ ણ વેશદર- એક અ યાસ 

SMQ8S  

U]HZFTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S], 5|J[X s,FBDF\f   

JQF" KMSZFVM KMSZLVM S], S],DF\ 
KMSZLVMGM 

8SFJFZL lC:;M 

1960-61 14.60 7.87 22.47 35.02 

1970-71 22.70 13.34 36.64 37.01 

1980-81 32.91 21.39 54.30 39.39 

1990-91 40.15 30.06 70.20 40.81 

2005-06 44.22 35.19 79.41 44.31 

2010-11 46.75 39.82 86.17 46.21 

2011-12 44.93 43.51 88.44 48.79 

2012-13 46.12 44.15 90.27 48.90 

2013-14 47.42 44.87 92.29 48.61 

2014-15 46.15 45.27 91.42 49.51 

2015-16 - - 90.67 - 

:+MT ov Elementary education in India State report cards 2015-16, NUEPA 
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p5ZMST SMQ8SDF\ U]HZFT ZFHIDF\ lJnFYL"VMGF 5|FYDLS XF/FGF 5|J[XG[ NXF"JFIM K[P 1961 YL 2015-16
NZlDIFG U]HZFT ZFHIDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ 5|J[X D[/JFTF lJnFYL"VMG]\ 5|DF6 ;TT JWT]\ H6FI K[P 1960-61
DF\ S ], 22.47 ,FB H[8,F lJnFYL"VM 5|FYlDS XF/FDF\ GF [ \WFI[,F H6FI K[P  H[DF\ KMSZLVMGM 8SFJFZL lC:;M
35.02 8SF CTM HIFZ[1980-81 DF\ S], 54.30 ,FB lJnFYL"VM 5|FYlDS lX1F6 D[/JTF CTFP H[DF\ 32.91 ,FB
KMSZFVM VG[ 21.29 ,FB KMSZLVMG]\ 5|DF6 CT]\P S ], 5|DF6DF\ KMSZLVMG]\ 8SFJFZL 5|DF6 39.39 8SF H[8,]\
H6FI K[P HIFZ[ 2010-11 DF\ S ], lJnFYL "VMG] \ 5|DF6 86.17 ,FB H[8,]\ YI] \ K [P H[DF\ KMSZLVMG]\  8SFJFZL
46.21 8SF H[8,]\ H6FI K[P HIFZ[ 2014-15 DF\ 5|FYlDS XF/FDF\ S], 5|J[X JWLG[ 91.42 ,FB H[8,]\ H6FI K[P
H[DF\ KMSZLVMGM 8SFJFZL lC:;M ;TT JWLG[ 49.51 8SF H[8,M GM\WFIM K[P H[ U]HZFTDF\ :+L lX1F6GM JWFZM ;}RJ[ K[P

RF8"
U]HZFTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S], 5|J[X s,FBDF\f

RF8"DF\ U]HZFTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S], 5|J[X NXF"JFIM K[P H[ V\TU"T 1960-61 YL 2014-15 ;]WL S],
5|J[X ;TT JWTM H6FI K[P HIFZ[ VF S], 5|J[XDF\ KMSZFVM VG[ KMSZLVMGM 5|J[X 56 JwIM H6FI K[P 5Z\T]
KMSZFVMGL T],GFDF\ KMSZLVMGM S], 5|J[XDF\ 8SFJFZL lC:;M JW]\ JWTM H6FI K[ S [ H[ ;DFHDF\ :+L lX1F6GF
JWTF 5|DF6 VG[ DCtJG]\ ;}RS H6FI K[P  RF8"G[ T5F;TF H6FI VFJ[ K[ S[ 1960 YL VtIFZ ;]WLGF ;DIUF/FDF\
U]HZFTDF\ S], 5|J[X ;TT JWTF NZ[ JWTM CMI T[D H6FI VFJ[ K[ VG[ ;FY[v;FY[ lX1F6DF\ KMSZFVMGL T],GFDF\
KMSZLVMGF 8SFJFZL 5|DF6DF \ 56 ;]WFZFHGS ZLT[ JWFZM YTM CMI T [D HM. XSFI K[P VtIFZGF ;DIDF \
KMSZLVMGM 49.51 8SF lC:;M V[ lX1F6DF\ ;DFGTFG]\ ;}RS AG[ K[P
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SMQ8S  

EFZTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S], 5|J[X sSZM0DF\f   

JQF" KMSZFVM KMSZLVM S], S],DF\ 
KMSZLVMGM 

8SFJFZL lC:;M 

2001-02 8.93 6.73 15.66 42.97 

2002-03 8.97 6.90 15.87 43.47 

2003-04 9.14 7.79 16.93 46.01 

2004-05 9.57 8.14 17.71 45.96 

2005-06 9.82 8.38 18.20 46.04 

2006-07 9.94 8.49 18.43 46.06 

2007-08 10.08 8.73 18.81 46.41 

2008-09 10.21 9.06 19.27 47.01 

2009-10 9.94 9.05 18.99 47.65 

2010-11 10.26 9.24 19.50 47.38 

2011-12 10.33 9.41 19.74 47.66 

2012-13 10.26 9.64 19.90 48.29 

2013-14 10.28 9.61 19.89 48.31 

 2015-16 10.23 9.78 20.01 48.87 

:+MT ov Elementary education in India State report cards 2015-16, NUEPA 

p5ZMST SMQ8SDF\ ;DU| EFZTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S ], 5|J[X NXF"JFIM K[P H[ V\TU"T 2001-02 DF\
EFZTDF\ S], 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ 5|J[X 15.66 SZM0 H[8,M H6FI K[P HIFZ[ VF 5|DF6 JWLG[ 2005-06 DF\ 18.20
SZM0 H[8,] \ H6FI K[P H[DF\ 9.82 SZM0 KMSZFVM VG[ 8.38 SZM0 KMSZLVMG ]\ 5|DF6 CT]\  VG[ S], 5|DF6DF\
KMSZLVMGM 8SFJFZL lC:;M 46.04 H[8,M H6FI K[P HIFZ[ 2010-11 DF\ EFZTDF\ S], 5|FYlDS 5|J[X 19.50 SZM0
H6FI K[P H[DF\ KMSZLVMGM 8SFJFZL lC:;M 47.38 8SF H6FI K[P HIFZ[ 2015-16 DF\ EFZTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\
S ], 5|J[X 20.01 SZM0 H[8,M H6FI K[P H[DF\ KMSZFVMG]\ S ], 5|DF6 10.23 SZM0 VG[ KMSZLVMG]\ S], 5|DF6
9.78 SZM0 H6FI K[P HIFZ[ S], 5|J[XDF\ KMSZLVMG]\ 8SFJFZL 5|DF6 48.87 8SF H[8,]\ H6FI K[P
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RF8"
EFZTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S], 5|J[X sSZM0DF\f

RF8"DF\ EFZTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S ], 5|J[X D[/JTF lJnFYL"VMGL ;\bIF NXF"JFI K[P H[ D]HA ;DU|
EFZTDF\ ;FJ"l+S ZLT[ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ 5|J[X D[/JTF AF/SMGL ;\bIF JWJF 5FDL H6FI K[P X~VFTDF\ KMSZLVMGM
8SFJFZL lC:;M VMKM CTM H[ WLD[vWLD[ JWTM H6FI K[P 20 SZM0YL 56 JW]\ AF/SM EFZTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6 ,[TF
H6FI K[P

5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S], 5|J[X D[/JTF lJnFYL"VMGF 5|DF6G[ VFWFZ[ S], 5|J[XNZ NXF"JJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P SM.56
ZFQ8= DF8[ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S], 5|J[XNZ VlT DCtJGM VF\S AG[ K[P H[GF VFWFZ[ lX1F6GF lJSF;G]\ D}<IF\SG Y. XS[ K[P
EFZTDF\ VG[ U]HZFTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6GF\ S ], 5|J[XNZ GLR[ 5|DF6[ K[P

SMQ8S  

5|FYDLS lX1F6DF\ S], 5|J[X NZ  

JQF" U]HZFT EFZT 

2004-05 81.21  93.5 

2005-06 88.18 94.9 

2006-07 89.71 97.1 

2007-08 90.13 100.3 

2008-09 82.70 101.1 

2009-10 84.47 101.5 

2010-11 89.69 103.9 

2011-12 92.72 97.4 

2012-13 94.97 97.0 

2013-14 95.99 97.0 

2014-15 96.14 96.09 

2015-16 98.48 99.21 

:+MT ov  http://mhrd.gov.in, http://dise.gov.in, WWW.gujarateducation.gov.in 
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p5ZMST SMQ8SDF\ U]HZFT VG[ EFZTDF\ S], 5|J[XNZ (Gross enrollment ratio) NXF"JJFDF\ VFjIM K[P H[
V\TU"T 2004-05 DF\ U]HZFTDF\ S ], 5|J[XNZ 81.21 8SF CTMP HIFZ[ VF ;DIUF/FDF\ EFZTDF\ S ], 5|J[XNZ
93.5 8SF H[8,M GM\WFIM CTMP JQF" 2008-09 DF\ U]HZFTDF\ S ], 5|J[XNZ 82.70 8SF H[8,M H6FI K[P HIFZ[ VF
;DIUF/FDF\ EFZTDF\ S], 5|J[XNZ 101.1 8SF H[8,M YIM CTMP VG[ JQF" 2012-13 DF\ U]HZFTDF\ S], 5|J[XNZ
(GER) 94.97 8SF YI] \ CT] \ P HIFZ[ ;DU| EFZTDF\ VFH JQF"DF \ S ], 5|J[XNZG]\  5|DF6 97.0 8SF GM \WFI] \ CT ] \P
HIFZ[2015-16 DF \ U]HZFTDF \ 98.48 8SF VG[ EFZTDF \ 99.21 8SF H[8,M 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S ], 5|J[XNZ
H6FI K[P

RF8"
5|FYDLS lX1F6DF\ S], 5|J[X NZ

RF8" DF\ U]HZFT VG[ EFZTDF\ 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ S], 5|J[X NZ NXF"JFIM K[P H[ V\TU"T ZFHIDF\ VG[ N[XDF\ 5|FYlDS
lX1F6DF\ S ], 5|J[XNZ JWTM HTM H6FI K[P JQF" 2004-05  YL 2010-11 ;]WL EFZTDF\ S ], 5|J[XNZ ;TT JWTM
H6FI K[P tIFZAFN 5|J[XNZ YM0M 38TM H6FI K[P HIFZ[ U]HZFTDF\ 2004-05 YL 2015-16  ;]WL ;TT 5|J[XNZ JW[,M
H6FI K[P
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ગુજરાતના ાથિમક િશ ણમાં ગુણવ ા સુધાર અંતગત પિરવતનો. 
ZFHI ;ZSFZ äFZF  lX1F6DF\ U]6JTF ;]WFZJF DF8[ NZ JQF[“ NZ[S 5|FYlDS XF/FVMG]\ U]6JTFGL N=lQ8V[

D]<IF\SG SZJFGM SFI"S|D X~ SZFIM K[P H[ 2009 YL SFI"ZT K[P VG[ T[ cU]6Mt;Jc TZLS[ VM/BFI K[P

U]6Mt;J ov
U]6Mt;J V\TU"T ;DU| ZFHIGF 5NFlWSFZLVM VG[

DXLGZL 5|FYlDS XF/FVM VG[ lX1FSMG[ U]6JTFGL N=Q8LV[
T5F;JF 5|ItG SZ[ K[P VG[ U[|[0[XG VF5JFGL SFDULZL SZ[ K[P
NZ JQF[“ D]bID\+L4 TDFD D\+LVM VG[  YL JW]\ ;ZSFZL
VlWSFZLVM H[DF\ IAS, IPS, IFS VG[ JU" 1-2 GF
VlWSFZLVM ;FD[, CMI K[P H[ 8500 YL 56 JW]\ 5|FYlDS
XF/FVMDF\ +6 lNJ; NZlDIFG lX1F6G]\ D]<IF\SG SZTF
CMI K[P H[DF\ BF; AF/SMGM JF\RG4 ,[BG VG[ VF\S0FlSI
7FGG[ T5F;JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P D]bItJ[ lX1F6vlX1FSM VG[
lJnFYL"VMGL U]6JTFDF \ ;]WFZM YFI T[JF 5|IF;M
cU]6Mt;Jc äFZF  SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P

U]6Mt;J SFI"S |D +6 TASSFDF \ SFD SZ[
K [P H [DF \ 5|YD TASSFDF \ TDFD XF/FVMDF \
:JvD}<IF \SG SZJFDF \ VFJ[ K [P  VG[ ALHF TASSFDF \
3000 YL JW] \ ;ZSFZL VlWSFZLVM äFZF  IFNlrKS ZLT[
5;\N SZ[, XF/FVMG ]\  +6 lNJ;LI D]<IF \SG YFI K[P
VF D]<IF\SGGF V\T [ U]6JTF ;]WFZJFGF 5U,FVM 56
;}RJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ VG[ T[ SFIF"gJLT AG[ T[ DF8[ 5|IF;M 56
SZJFDF\  VFJ[ K[P VF  ;DU| 5|IF;MDF\  Unicef, 5|YD
–ASER VG[ Education - Initiatives56 ;FD[, CMI
K[P

VF SFI"S|D YTL ;DU| ZLT[ lJnFYL"VMGF X{1Fl6S
lJSF;DF \ JWFZM YIM H6FI K[P  VF SFI"S |D V\TU"T
X{1Fl6S 5KFT lJnFYL"VM DF8[  Remedial classes 56
VFIMHLT YFI K[P
5|7F s5|J'lT VFWFZLT lX1F6f ov

5|7F V\TU"T ;DU| JQF" NZlDIFG AF/SMG[ H}NLvH}NL
5|J'lTVM äFZF  5FIFG] \ lX1F6 VF5JFGM 5|ItG SZJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P VF SFI"S|D[ BZ[BZ JU"B\0G[ lX1F6GL z[Q9 5|J'lTDF\
5lZJTL"T SZL NLWM K[P 5|7F V\TU"T AF/SMG[ T[GF VG]EJ4
S1FF VG[ ;DI ;FY[  lX1F6GM lJSF; YFI T[JF 5|ItGM
SZJFDF \ VFJ[ K [P  BZ[BZ cEFZ JUZG] \  E6TZc VF
SFI"S|D YSL XSI AG[ K[P VF SFI"S |D 10000 YL JW]\

XF/FVM  35000 YL JW ] \  lX1FSM  10 ,FB YL JW] \
lJnFYL"VM ;FY[ ;\S/FI[,M K[P
BaLA (Building as Learning Aid)

BalA V[ V[JF 5|SFZGM SFI"S |D K[ H[DF\ XF/
FGF ;DU| DF/BFG[ ;F\S/JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VG[ 5|J'lTDI
lX1F6 G VF5JFGM D]bI wI[I K[P H [DF \ lJnFYL " HgI
;FG]S}/ JFTFJZ6 pE]\ SZJFGM 5|IF; SZFI K[P VG[ BF;
H~ZLIFT WZFJTF AF/SM DF8 [ 56 ;DFJ[XS lX1F6
VF5JFGM 5|IF; SZJFDF \ VFJ[ K [P H [DF \ XF/FG] \
VFlS"8[SRZ lXBJFGL 5|lS |IFDF\ ;FWG TZLS[ p5IMUDF\
, [JFI K[P  VF IMHGF V\TU"T lJlJW 5|SFZG ] \  lX1F6
VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P U]HZFTGF TDFD HL<,FVMDF\ VFJL
5|J'lT YSL lX1F6 VF5TL ,UEU YL JW]\ cDM0[, XF/Fc
VM SFI"ZT K[P
5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\ GJM VeIF;S|DqGJF 5lZJT"GM ov

5|FYlDS lxF1F6DF\ WMP 1 YL 8 DF8[ ;[D[:8ZJF.h
GJM VFSQF"S Z\UM4 0LhF.G VG[ AF/SMG[ 5;\N 50[ T[JM
VeIF;S |D 30JFDF\ VFjIM K[P  ZFQ8 =LI VeIF;S |D
DF/BF VG[ RTE 2009 VG];FZ VF GJM VeIF;S|D X~
SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P

RTE 2009 V\TU"T WMZ6v 8 G[ 56 5|FYlDS
lX1F6DF \ ;DFJJFDF \ VFjI] \  K [P SFZ6 S[ 6-14 JQF "GL
JI H}YGF AF/SM 5|FYlDS lX1F6GF H}YDF\ ;DFlJQ8
YFI K[P  5|FYlDS lX1F6GF 56 A[ lJEFU 5F0JFDF \
VFjIF K[P WM 1 YL 5 DF8[ 5|FYlDS lJEFU VG[ WMP 6 YL  8
DF8[ prR 5|FYlDS lJEFU V[D D}/To ;]WFZFVM 56 5|FYlDS
lX1F6DF \ V5GFJFIF K[P
5|FYlDS lX1F6 DF8[ HL<,F GJ5|JT"G S[gN=M ov

U]HZFT JF.A|g8 ;lD8 2013 äFZF  YI[,F
GCERT, ZJLP H[P DYF. X{1F6LS GJ5|JT"G S[gN= VG[ IIM
VDNFJFN MoUs  V\TU"T VFH[ U]HZFTGF  TDFD
HL<,FVMDF \ DIETS V\TU"T  VFH[ U]HZFTGF TDFD
HL<,FVMDF\ V\TU"T 5|FYlDS lX1F6 HL<,F 5|JT"G S[gN=M
K[P VF MoUs GM BF; C[T]\  XF/F  lX1F6  GJLGLSZ6GM K[P
H[GFYL AF/SMGF lX1F6 VG[ U]6JTF ;]WFZ z[Q9 Y. XS[P
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VFH[ 3000 JW]\ VFJL GJLG 5wWlTVM 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\
NFB, SZFI K[P
5FZNX"S lX1F6 lGD6]\S 5|lS|IF ov

5C[,FGF ;DIDF \ 5 |FYlDS lX1FSMGL lGD6}\S
5|lS|IF HL<,F 5|FYlDS lX1F6 ;lDlT äFZF  YTL CTLP H[GL
VG[S BFDLVM CTLP OlZIFNM4 VFZM5v5|tIFZM5 VG[ 36F
AWF SM8" S[; 56 YTF CTFP VF AWLH AFATM YL 5Z VFH[
ZFQ8=DF\ 5FZNX"S lX1FS lGD6}\S 5|lS|IF S[gN=LI 3MZ6[ ;\5}6"
D[ZL8GF VFWFZ ;FY[ SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VG[ VF 5|lS|IF
h05L 56  K[P H[JF  TET, TAT, HTAT 5lZ1FFGF  WMZ6M YSL
TF,LDAwW4 VG[ z[Q9 lX1FSMGL lGD6}\S SZFI K[P
N}ZJlT" lX1F6 SFI"S|D ov

N}ZJlT"  lX1F6 SFI"S |D BISAQ äFZF  5|SFXLT
YFI K[P H[ U6LT4 V\U|[HL4 lJ7FG VG[ 8[SGM,MHL EFQFFVM
VG[ ;FDFlHS lJ7FGGF lX1F6 DF8[ X~ SZJFDF\ VFjIM
K[P S], 20,000 YL JW]\ XF/FVM 5,000 YL JW]\ CRCS
VG[ 300 YL BRCs JW]\ VF ;]lJWFVM ;\S/FI[,F K[P
SMd%I]8Z VFlzT lX1F6 (Cal) ov

U]HZFT ;ZSFZ äFZF  X~ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,M SMd%I]8Z
VFlzT lX1F6 SFI"S|D  cUdDT ;FY[ 7FGc V[ lJEFJGFG[
RlZTFY" SZ[ K[P VG[ SMd%I]8ZGM lX1F6DF\ ;CFIS TZLS[
p5IMU SZLG[ XF/FGF X{1Fl6S JFTFJZ6G[ VFSlQF"T AGFJL
XSFI K[P VF SFI"S|DGF C[T]VM D]HA lJnFYL"VMG]\ X{1Fl6S
:TZ ;]WFZJ] \4  5|lTWFZ6 NZ JWFZJM4 VFG \N5}6" VG[
lS|IFv5|lTlS|IF VFWFZLT AF/S S[gN=LT lX1F6 VF5J]\ TYF
AF/SMGL XF/FDF\ CFHZL slGIlDTTFf JWFZJL JU[Z[ K[P
VF SFI"S|D V\TU"T 20,000  YL JW]\ 5|FYlDS XF/FVMG[
SMd%I]8Z ,[AMZ[8ZL 5]ZL 50FI K[P H[DF\  11 SMd%I]8;"
T [GF ;FWGM4 OlG "RZ4 8LPJLP4 0LX V[g8 [GF TYF :S},

SMvVMl0"G[8Z 56 OF/JFIF K[P TYF TDFD TYF TDFD
.g8ZG[8GF DFwIDYL VF XF/FVM ;FY[ HM0FI[,F K[P
:DF8" :S},  (Smart School) :-

U]HZFTDF\ ‘Smart School' V\TU"T Smart
Class 5;\NULI]ST XF/FVMDF\ X~ SZJFDF\ VFjIF K[P
H [GM pN[xI JU"B\0DF\ VFW]GLS 8[SGM,MHLGF p5IMU
N=xIvzFjI ;FWGMGL DNNYL lX1F6 SFI" SZJFGM K[P H[YL
lJnFYL"VMGL U|C6XlST JW[4 TYF T[GF DGvDUH 5Z VF
lX1F6GL ,F\AF ;DI ;]WL :D'lTVM TFHL ZC[ TYF T[GFYL
lX1FS VG[ lJnFYL" z[Q9 VFNFGv5|NFG ;HF"I K[P :DF8" :S},
GF D]bI C[T]VM D]HA 5Z\5ZFUT lX1F65|YFDF\YL ElJQIGL
8[SGM,MHLS, lX1F6 5wWTL TZO HJFGM VFXI K[P TYF
JU"B\0DF\ lX1FSMG[ lX1F6 ;CFIS ;FWGM 5}ZF 5F0JF H[YL
lX1F6G]\ ;F~ 5lZ6FD D[/JL XSFIP VF 5|MH[S8 DF8[
U]HZFT ;ZSFZ[ 20 SZM0YL JW] GF6FSLI HMUJF. SZL K[P
U|LG :S], (Green School) :-

U|LG :S],GM bIF, ;\Sl,T 8SFp XF/FGF lJRFZG[
RlZTFY" SZ[ K[P H[ V\TU"T VFJL XF/FVMDF\ JZ;FNL 5F6L
;\U|C 5wWlTVM V5GFJJL4 J'1FFZM564 U\NF 5F6L lGSF,G]\
VFIMHG4 ;}I" pHF" TYF ;}I" pHF" VFWFlZT Z;M.4 8}\SDF\
VFJL 5|J'lTVM XF/FDF\ V5GFJL ElJQIGF GFUZLS V[JF
AF/SMGF DGDF \ 5IF "JZ6 HTG Z1F6GF ALH VFZM5L
XSFI K[P ZFHIDF\ 67 H[8,L XF/FVMG[ U|LG VG[ ;DFJ[XS
XF/FVM TZLS[ lJS;FJJFGM pN[xI K[P H[ DF8[10 SZM0YL JW]
BR" YJFGM V\NFH K[P XF/FlN9 V\NFHLT BR" 15 ,FB H[8,]\
YJF HFI K[P  VF XF/FGF lJSF;YL AF/SMDF \ 5F6L4
VFZMuI4 5IF"JZ6 JU[Z[ AFATM 5|tI[GL B[JGF TYF T[GL
DCtJTFGL ;DH lJS;LT YX[P
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ાથિમક િશ ણમાં શાળા છોડી જવાનોદર – એક સાનુકુળ પિરવતન 
UNICEF GF H6FjIF VG];FZ EFZTDF\ B}A DM8F 5|DF6DF\ lJnFYL"VM XF/FV[ HTF G CTFP VF 5|DF6G[ 38F0JF DF8[
;ZSFZ äFZF  B}A DM8F 5|ItGM SZJFDF\ VFjIF VG[ V[ 5|ItGMG[ ;O/TF 56 D/L K[P VFH[ N[X VG[ ZFHIGL 5|FYlDS XF/
FVMDF \ lJnFYL "VMG ] \  5 |DF6 36] \ JwI] \  K[P

5Z\T] XF/FDF\ NFB, YJ]\ 5|J[X D[/JJM VG[ XF/FSLI VeIF; 5}6" SZJM V[ AgG[ H}NL AFATM AG[ K[P EFZTDF\
VG[ U]HZFTDF\ lJnFYL"VMG] \ XF/F KM0L HJFG]\ 5|DF6 BF; lR\TFHGS AFAT CTL HMS[ CF,GF ;DIDF\ T[DF\ B}A
DM8F O[ZOFZM H6FIF K[P VG[ 0=M5 VFp8 Z[8 38IM K[P 5Z\T] T[ VgI lJS;LT N[XMGL T],GFDF\ CH] JW]\ K[P U]HZFT VG[
EFZTDF\ XF/F KM0L HTF lJnFYL"VMG]\ 5|DF6 GLR[ D]HA K[P

SMQ8S 

U]HZFT VG[ EFZTDF\ XF/F KM0L HJFGM NZ 

JQF" U]HZFT EFZT 

  KMSZFVM KMSZLVM S], 

2004-05 15.33 20.80 18.79 15.00 

2005-06 9.97 14.02 11.82 13.46 

2006-07 9.13 11.64 10.29 11.83 

2007-08 8.81 11.08 9.87 10.01 

2008-09 8.58 9.17 8.87 8.15 

2009-10 833 8.97 8.65 7.52 

2010-11 7.87 8.12 7.95 5.46 

2011-12 7.35 7.82 7.56 4.98 

2012-13 6.87 7.37 7.08 4.67 

2013-14 6.53 7.28 6.91 4.34 

2014-15 2.00 3.80 2.90 4.13 

2015-16 1.86 2.10  1.98 3.92 

:+MT ov U]HZFT 5|FYlDS lGIFDS SR[ZL4 UF\WLGUZ4 Statistics of school education 2015-16, 

http//dise.in   
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p5ZMST SMQ8SDF\ U]HZFT VG[ EFZTDF\ XF/F KM0L HJFGM NZ NXF"JFIM K[P H[ V\TU"T H6FI VFJ[ K[ S[
X~VFTGF JQFM "DF\ EFZTGL T],GFDF\ U]HZFT ZFHIGM XF/F KM0L HJFGM NZ JW]\ CTM 5Z\T] TFH[TZGF JQFM "DF\ T[
;DU| EFZTGL T],GFDF\ 38[,M H6FI K[P JQF" 2005-06 DF\ U]HZFTDF\ VG[ EFZTDF\ 0=M5 VFp8 Z[XLVM VG]S|D[
11.82 VG[ 13.46 CTM H[ 2008-09 DF\ ZFHI VG[ N[XDF\ ,UEU ;DFG H[JM H6FIM K[P HIFZ[ JQF" 2015-16 DF\
U]HZFTDF\  1.98 5|DF6 K[ HIFZ[ EFZTDF\  3.92 H[8,M 0=M5 VFp8 NZ H6FI K[P U]HZFTGF 5|FYlDS lX1F6DF\
5FK,F JQFM"DF\ KMSZFVM TYF KMSZLVMGM XF/F KM0L HJFGM NZ 56 ;TT 38TM HTM H6FI K[P

RF8"
U]HZFT VG[ EFZTDF\ XF/F KM0L HJFGM NZ

RF8"DF\ U]HZFT VG[ EFZTDF\ AF/SMGM XF/F KM0L HJFGM NZ NXF"JJFDF\ VFjIM K[P H[ V\TU"T ZFHI VG[
N[XDF\ XF/F KM0L HJFGM NZ ;TT 38TM H6FI K[P T[DF\ 56 ;DU| EFZTGL T],GFDF\ U]HZFTDF\ VF NZ 36M VMKM
H6FI K[P H[ ZFHIGF\ ;FJ"l+S lX1F6GF JWFZF DF8[GF 5|IF;MGL ;O/TF NXF"J[ K[P

;DU| N[XGL T],GFDF\ VF NZ ,UEU 50 8SF H[8,M VMKM 2015-16 JQF" DF\ H6FI K[ H[ ZFHIGF 5|FYlDS
lX1F6GF ;JF"UL lJSF; DF8[ ;FG]S}/ H6FI K[P N[XDF\ 56 XF/F KM0L HJFGM NZ K[<,F JQFM "DF\ ;TT 38TM HTM
H6FI K[P T[ 56 DCtJ5}6" 5lZJT"G ;}RJ[ K[P
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CASE STUDY ON PROFITABILITY RATIOS
In order to ascertain the financial status of the business every organization prepares certain statements,
known as financial statements. Financial statements are summarized financial reports which provide the
operating results and financial position of companies financial statements are mainly prepared for decision
making purposes. But the information as is provided in the financial statements is not adequately helpful in
drawing a meaningful conclusion. Thus, an effective analysis and interpretation of financial statements is
required. Financial analysis is an examination of data and facts contains in financial statements to understand
efficiency, profitability, compatibility, liquidity, stability etc of company. Here in this paper profitability ratios
of some cement companies are found out and analyzed.
KEY WORDS : Gross Profit, Net Profit, Profitability.
Financial analysis refers to the establishing meaningful relationship between various items of the two financial
statements. It determines financial strength and weaknesses of the organization. Analysis of financial
statements is an attempt to assess the efficiency and performance of an enterprise. Thus, the analysis and
interpretation of financial statements is very essential to measure the efficiency, profitability, financial soundness
and future prospects of the business units. For analysis of the financial statements a number of techniques
(tools) have been developed by financial experts. The most commonly used tool of financial analysis is
ratio analysis.
MEANING OF PROFITABILITY RATIO
Profitability ratios measure a company’s ability to generate earnings relative to its expenses and other
costs. For most company profitability ratios, larger values relative to its industry or to the same ratio from
a previous period are better.
COMPANIES UNDER STUDY
The cement industry has been taken for the study and three cement companies are selected. The three
cement companies are selected on the basis of total assets recorded on last balance sheet. The following
companies have been selected for the purpose of study by the researcher which is given in below table :

Table No. – 1 : List of Selected Companies of Indian Cement Industry  

Sr. No. Name of Company Abbreviation 

1                    UltraTech Cement Limited UCL 

2                    The India Cements Limited ICL 

3                    J K Lakshmi Cement Limited JKL 

GROSS PROFIT RATIO
It measures the relationship between Gross Profit and Sales of business. It can useful to measure the
profitability of the business. This ratio usually shown as a percentage. A ratio of 25% shows that for a sale
of every Rs. 100, a margin of 25 rupees is available from which operating expenses of business are to be
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recovered. It is calculated by dividing gross profit by sales.  It is calculated on the basis of following
formula :

Table No. 2 : Gross Profit Ratio of UCL
    (Rs. in Crores) 

Year 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 

Gross Profit 8602.02 8050.22 8963.06 9691.01 

Net Sales 20017.94 20077.88 22656.48 23841.03 

G.P.Ratio 42.97% 40.09% 39.56% 40.56% 

(Source : Computed Annual Reports and Accounts of Company) 

Table No. 3 : Gross Profit Ratio of ICL 

(Rs. in Crores) 

Year 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 

Gross Profit 2430.53 2429.16 2391.57 2464.85 

Net Sales 4378.04 4440.88 4423.60 4226.85 

G.P.Ratio 55.52% 54.70% 54.06% 58.31% 

(Source : Computed Annual Reports and Accounts of Company) 

Table No. 4 : Gross Profit Ratio of JKL
(Rs. in Crores) 

Year 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 

Gross Profit 1096.98 1017.57 1176.47 1312.31 

Net Sales 2054.95 2054.60 2307.06 2619.85 

G.P.Ratio 53.38% 49.48% 50.99% 50.09% 

(Source : Computed Annual Reports and Accounts of Company) 
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INTERPRETATION :
UCL : As per table – 6.1, the highest Gross Profit Ratio of UCL is 42.97% in the year 2012-13 while the
lowest ratio is 39.56% in the year 2014-15. Average ratio of five years is 40.97%. Above figures shows
that it has fluctuating trend in last five years.
ICL : As per table – 6.2, the highest Gross Profit Ratio of ICL is 58.31% in the year 2015-16 while the
lowest ratio is 54.06% in the year 2014-15. Average ratio of five years is 56.17%. Above figures shows
that it has fluctuating trend in last five years.
JKL : As per table – 6.3, the highest Gross Profit Ratio of JKL is 53.38% in the year 2012-13 while the
lowest ratio is 49.48% in the year 2013-14. Average ratio of five years is 51.08%. Above figures shows
that it has fluctuating trend in last five years.
NET PROFIT RATIO
Profitability of a business enterprise can also be measured by calculating net profit ratio. It measures the
relationship between Net Profit and Sales of business. The net profit is the excess of revenue over expenses
during a particular accounting period. The net profit ratio can be determined by dividing the net profit by
sales. This ratio usually shown as a percentage.   It is calculated on the basis of following formula :

Table No. 5 : Net Profit Ratio of UCL
(Rs. in Crores) 

Year 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 

Net Profit after tax 2655.43 2144.47 2014.73 2370.16 

Net Sales 20017.94 20077.88 22656.48 23841.03 

N.P.Ratio 13.27% 10.68% 8.89% 9.94% 

(Source : Computed Annual Reports and Accounts of Company) 

Table No. 6 : Net Profit Ratio of ICL
(Rs. in Crores) 

Year 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 

Net Profit after Tax 163.55 (162.40) 29.45 137.81 

Net Sales 4378.04 4440.88 4423.60 4226.85 

N.P.Ratio 3.74% (3.66%) 0.67% 3.26% 

(Source : Computed Annual Reports and Accounts of Company) 

Table No. 7 : Net Profit Ratio of JKL
(Rs. in Crores) 

Year 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 

Net Profit after Tax 175.74 93.00 95.60 6.28 

Net Sales 2054.95 2054.60 2307.06 2619.85 

N.P.Ratio 8.55% 4.52% 4.14% 0.24% 

(Source : Computed Annual Reports and Accounts of Company) 
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INTERPRETATION :
UCL : As per table – 6.4, the highest Net Profit Ratio of UCL is 13.27% in the year 2012-13 while the
lowest ratio is 8.89% in the year 2014-15. Average ratio of five years is 10.78%. Above figures shows
that it has fluctuating trend in last five years.
ICL : As per table – 6.5, the highest Net Profit Ratio of ICL is 3.74% in the year 2012.13 while the
lowest ratio is (3.66%) in the year 2013-14. Average ratio of five years is 1.46%. Above figures shows
that it has fluctuating trend in last five years.
JKL : As per table – 6.6, the highest Net Profit Ratio of JKL is 8.55% in the year 2012-13 while the
lowest ratio is 0.24% in the year 2015-16. Average ratio of five years is 4.06%. Above figures shows that
it has fluctuating trend in last five years.
CONCLUSION
Ratio analysis is helpful in financial analysis. Profitability ratios are helpful to management for taking various
financial decisions like cost reduction, price fixation, sales promotions etc. Gross Profit Ratio of The India
Cements Ltd is higher than two other companies but Net Profit Ratio of UltraTech Cements Ltd is higher
than two other companies. The India Cements Ltd and J K Lakshmi Cements Ltd are advised to reduce
expenses.
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A STUDY OF FINANCIAL HEALTH IN INDIAN CEMENT INDUSTRY
Cement industry is plays a significant role in the rapid growth and development of a country
because cement is a primary condition of all constructions activities. Indian cement is the second
largest industry after the china. In India, the cement industry is the second most consumed material
on the planet. The cement companies have seen a net profit growth rate of 85 per cent. With this
huge success, the cement industry in India has contributed almost 8 per cent to India’s economic
development. Nowadays, the cement industry is growing fast and to know, how the financial
Health of the cement industries playing a vital role in India. For this, to analyses the production
and sales, to measure the short term and the long term financial feasibility, to identify the factor
that influences the profitability status of the selected cement Companies of India.
Key words: Cement Company, financial Health

Financial Health
“A way in which to measure the overall

financial aspect of an individual that includes
the amount of assets they must pay out to cover
regular and other expenses.”

- Business Dictionary
Like the importance of blood in human

body, finance is also important for any
organization. Financial is all about acquiring and
investing funds in organization. Important for
com meaning, conducting and expending the
business of the organization whether the
company is new or existing. The decision
regarding financing and investing has an
important role for achieving organization goals.
To know about the organization financial position
and health financial analysis is required.
Financial analysis is a process of critical
examination of the financial information
contained in the financial statement in order to
understand and make decision regarding the
operation of the firm. The financial statement is
a study of the relationship among various
financial facts and figures as given in a set of
financial statements. The analysis of financial
statement is the process of establishing and

identifying the financial weakness and strength
of the firm. It is indicative of two aspects of a
firm i.e. profitability and financial position. For
analyzing financial position and profitability ratio
analysis one of the most important and widely
used technique, which is relevant in assessing
the firm performance in relation to profitability,
Liquidity and solvency etc. with this is also help
to know about the financial distress of business
organization. In this study we attempt to know
or examine the financial health of logistic
industry in India.

The word profitability is collected of two
words, namely profit and ability. The term profit
is what is left over from income earned after
you have deduct all outlay and expenses related
to earning the income. The term ability indicates
the power of a firm to earn profits. There are so
many different ways for measure or analyze
profitability like ratios analysis. For measure the
profitability through ratio analysis the different
profitability ratio like gross profit ratio, net profit
ratio, cash profit ratio etc are used.
Review of Literature
M. Kannadhasan (2007), Measuring financial
health of a public limited company using Z
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score Model- A case Study.
An attempt has been made in the present study
to have an insight into the examination of
financial health of a watch company in India. To
evaluate the financial and performance of a
company, this study, uses Z score model. The
study concludes that the company’s overall
financial health was good.
NilanjanaKumari, Evaluation Of Financial
Health of MMTC of India: A Z Model: European
Journal of Accounting Auditing and Finance
Research Vol. No. 1, March 2013
The Z-Score of MMTC based on Altman’s model
of Z score is much higher than 3 so, it can it can
be concluded that the overall financial health
of MMTC is good, and it can be quoted as an
investor friendly company.
Rechard D.  Gritta, BaharamAdrngi, Brain
Adams, and Nina Tatyanina Journal of
Transportation Research Forum,Vol.47, No.2
(Summer 2008)
In his work analyzed the financial health of the
major U.S. air carriers has worsened throughout
the first decade of the 21st century. With the
exception of southwest carriers experienced a
decline in their financial health as measured by
the Altman Z” Score Model.
Sarbapriya Ray, Assessing Corporate financial
Distress in Automobile Industry of India: An
Application of Altman”s Model Research
Journal of Financial and Accounting (Online)
Vol 2 No 3, 2011
Analyzed in this paper is that corporate failure
is a process commencing with poor management
decisions and that the trajectory of this \ process
can be tracked using accounting ratio. This study
tries to examine the combined effect of various
financial ratios with the help of Multiple
Discriminate Analysis (MDA).
Objective of the Study
1. To monitor performance of company by

analyzing financial statement.
2. To evaluate the profitability of Ambuja Cement

company Ltd. and  Ultratech cement Ltd. .

3. To study and compare the profitability position
of the companies under study.

4. To find out the areas of weakness in
profitability management and offer suggestions
for improvement, if any.

Research Methodology
 Research Design type:

In the financial health of company in the sector
Explorative research design is to be used to
interpret the financial position of the companies.

 Sample design :
The total number of cement industry is the
universe of the study. At this stage researcher
has decided to take 2 units for the study. The
researcher used simple random sampling
technique and selects the companies which are
listed in BSE.

 Period of Study:
The period taken into consideration for analyzing
is from 2011-2015

 Secondary Sources :
The secondary sources from which the
information about the company is taken are:

 Internet
 Balance sheet and profit & loss A\C of the

company
 Tools Used for Analysis: Ratio
 Comparative Statement
Data Analysis & Interpretation
PROFITABLITY RATIO
 Gross Profit Ratio

This ratio is useful as a test of
profitability and management efficiency. Cost of
goods sold, in the case of manufacturing
concern, is the sum of cost of raw material used,
wages and all manufacturing exp., net sales
means total sales minus sales return.

Gross Profit Ratio = Gross Profit  100
Net sales
Sales-Cogs  100
Net Sales
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Ambuja 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Raw Materials 1642.09 1475.2 1173.97 1351.33 1371.86 
Power & Fuel Cost 1422.75 1697.34 2002.94 2333.96 2066.3 
Employee Cost 274.29 343.57 435.85 487.94 508.72 
COGS 3339.13 3516.11 3612.76 4173.23 3946.88 
Sales Turnover 7763.93 8286.2 8570.99 9795.03 9191.72 
Gross Profit 4424.8 4770.09 4958.23 5621.8 5244.84 
Sales Turnover 7763.93 8286.2 8570.99 9795.03 9191.72 
Excise Duty 680.72 914.68 0 0 0 
Net Sales 7083.21 7371.52 8570.99 9795.03 9191.72 
Gross Profit Ratio 62.469 64.710 57.849 57.394 57.060 

 Ultra Tech 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Raw Materials 254.99 319.67 440.2 496.69 626.8 
Power & Fuel Cost 376.23 411.39 554.33 654.74 713.99 
Employee Cost 87.7 100.18 128.17 141.58 159.02 
COGS 718.92 831.24 1122.7 1293.01 1499.81 
Sales Turnover 1876.45 2248.07 2652.09 2892.45 2911.97 
Gross Profit 1157.53 1416.83 1529.39 1599.44 1412.16 
Sales Turnover 1876.45 2248.07 2652.09 2892.45 2911.97 
Excise Duty 212.03 194.91 290.74 347.5 0 
Net Sales 1664.42 2053.16 2361.35 2544.95 2911.97 
Gross Profit Ratio 0.654 0.690 0.648 0.628 0.485 

 
Interpretation :A Ratio of 25 to 30 % may be considered good. But here, Ambuja Company ratio is
57.06 so it is indicated that the company has best the situation. While Ambuja Cement ratio is
0.485 which is indicated worst position of the company.
 Net Profit Ratio

This ratio also called Net profit to sales ratio (= profit margin). This ratio is used to measure
the overall profitability and hence it is very useful proprietors.

Net Profit Ratio =     Net Profit          100
Net Sales

Ambuja 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
PBDIT 2096.74 2070.81 2200.88 2542.82 2058.73 
Interest 22.43 48.69 53.44 78.46 66.75 
PBDT 2074.31 2022.12 2147.44 2464.36 1991.98 
Depreciation 297.28 387.21 446.2 568.68 493.67 
Profit Before Tax 1775.46 1634.3 1701.24 1895.68 1498.31 
Extra-Ordinary items 26.52 27.11 0 0 0 
PBT (Post Extra-ord Items) 1801.98 1661.41 1701.24 1895.68 1498.31 
Tax 585.14 398.44 473.75 603.86 219.87 
Net Profit 1216.84 1262.97 1227.49 1291.82 1278.44 
Sales Turnover 7763.93 8286.2 8570.99 9795.03 9191.72 
Excise Duty 680.72 914.68 0 0 0 
Net Sales 7083.21 7371.52 8570.99 9795.03 9191.72 
Net Profit Ratio 0.172 0.171 0.143 0.132 0.137 
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 Ultra Tech 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
PBDIT 340.18 458.35 287.6 553.1 606.08 
Interest 54.68 69.43 114.5 144.39 139.83 
PBDT 285.5 388.92 173.1 408.71 466.25 
Depreciation 52.43 85.54 112.76 125.62 128.69 
Profit Before Tax 233.07 303.38 60.34 283.09 337.56 
Extra-Ordinary items -0.11 6.43 27.49 -19.97 0 
PBT (Post Extra-ord Items) 232.96 309.81 87.83 263.12 337.56 
Tax 91.62 85.26 25.2 88.54 107.09 
Net Profit 141.37 224.55 62.62 174.57 230.46 
Sales Turnover 1876.45 2248.07 2652.09 2892.45 2911.97 
Excise Duty 212.03 194.91 290.74 347.5 0 
Net Sales 1664.42 2053.16 2361.35 2544.95 2911.97 
Net Profit Ratio 0.085 0.109 0.027 0.069 0.079 

FINDINGS:
 Most important ratio is profitability; A gross profit Ratio of 25 to 30 % may be considered

good. But here, in 20009 ratio of Ambuja is 62.46 and in 2014 it is 64.71 which high as
compare to previous year. In 2015 ratio is 57.06 which is lower as compare to last year so
it is indicated that the company has not best the situation. While same position in Ultra
Tech Cement, the ratio in 2015 is 0.48 which is lower as compare to the last year.

 In 2013 net profit ratio of Ambuja is 0.172 and in 2014 0.171 which decrease in ratio as
compare to previous year. In 2015 0.139 ratio is 23.91 which shows is high than previous
year. Higher ratio indicates net operating profit to sales, good is the operational efficiency
of the concern. While in UltraTech Cement after first year, the net profit ratio will continuously
decrease, which shows less efficiency of the company.

CONCLUSION
Right now Indian economy is on over increasing phase. Looking at the present growth rate Indian
economy is considered to be in the top 5 economy of the world in year future. So there is huge
scope of growth and the economy has great future growth prospects in terms of investment and
return.
The findings say that company is performing really well in some year and company need to improve
in certain areas. Through Ratio analysis we can say that the company is performing the best in
2015 then 2014. From trend analysis, common size and comparative we can say that company
need to make effective credit policy and have to estimate earning capacity of the firm. So that we
can conclude that investors have to invest in Ambuja & Ultra Tech Cement as it will have better
future growth.
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Social Accounting : Conceptual Framework
In an increasingly complex world with increasingly powerful organisations it seems inevitable that society –
or groups in society – would become anxious about whether these organisations could be encouraged to
match that power with an appropriate responsibility. This is the function of accountability – to require
individuals and organisations to present an account of those actions for which society holds them – or
would wish to hold them – responsible. And the history of social accounting, at its most fundamental, is a
history of attempts to develop this accountability. It seems to me that the widespread and systematic
practice of social and environmental accounting is a deeply essential element in any well-functioning, complex
democracy. The corollary is that the absence of such mechanisms raises fundamental questions about the
nature of modern democracies. This article briefly outlines what I believe to be the three strands of social
accounting. It then identifies a few of the lessons that we may be able to learn from current experience and,
in particular, how social accounting is related to accountability, democracy and sustainability. The central
issue of the tension between accountability and control is touched upon: I then illustrate how the stakeholder
model can be used to help define the social account, and conclude with a few words on attestation
There has been an explosion of interests in the
company’s social responsibilities in the recent years,
and the phrase “being a responsible corporate citizen”
has already become a core value. The very impact
of the corporate sector in terms of finance and
employment shows that the well-being of the
corporate sector is of considerable significance to
the society. In the environment of modern economic
development, corporate sector no longer functions
in isolation. The company must behave and function
as a responsible member of the society just like any
other individual.
The real need is for some focus of accountability on
the part of the management not being limited to
shareholders alone but even the society. The
acceptance of this concept of social responsibility
must be reflected in the information and disclosure
that the company makes available for the benefit of
the various constituents like shareholders, creditors,
workers and the community
MEANING OF SOCIAL ACCOUNTING
The term ‘social accounting’ is of recent origin and
many other terms like, ‘social  audit’‘socio-economic
accounting’, ‘social cost benefit analysis’, ‘report on

corporate  social policies’, ‘social information
system’, ‘social accounting’, ‘social responsibility
accounting’ etc. are often interchangeably used for
this. Now –a –days it is being  realized that
commercial evaluation of business units is not
sufficient to justify  commitment of funds to a business
unit. Rather evaluation will be complete only if it  takes
into consideration social cost and benefits associated
with them.
In order to gain understanding of the term social
accounting, various points of view  given by some
eminent accounting authorities are reproduced
below:
Ralph Eates defines the term as “The measurement
and reporting, internal and  external, of information
concerning the impact of an entity and its activities
on  society”.
Elliot uses the term social responsibility accounting
which, according to him, “is a  systematic assessment
of and reporting on those parts of a company’s
activities that  have a social impact. Social
responsibility accounting, therefore; describes the
impact  of corporate decisions on environment
pollution, the consumption of non-renewable
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resources, and ecological factors; on the rights of
individuals and groups; on the  maintenance of public
services; on public safety; on health and education
and many  other such social concerns.”
According to G.C. Maheshwari, social accounting
is “identification, measurement,  recording and
reporting of corporate activities which may permit
informed decisionmaking with respect to social
activities of the firm having direct or indirect effect
on  the very fabric of the society at large, while
‘social audit’ would mean enquiry into the corporate
social accounting records by an outside agency that
can opine with a  view to attestation and
authentication of such records and reports.”
It can be said that social accounting is rational
assessment of and  reporting on some  meaningful,
definable domain of a business enterprise’s activities
that have social  impact.
FEATURES  OF  SOCIAL  ACCOUNTING
The major  features of  social  Accounting are as
follows:
1. Social accounting is an expression of a

company’s social responsibilities.
2. Social accounting is related to the use of social

resources.
3. Social accounting emphasize on relationship

between firm and society.
4. Social accounting determines desirability of the

firm in society.
5. Social accounting is application of accounting

on social sciences.
6. Social accounting emphasizes on social costs as

well as social benefits.
OBJECTIVES OF SOCIAL ACCOUNTING
The concept of social accounting gained prominence
and momentum as a result of high level of
industrialization that had necessitated the corporate
to invest substantial amount in the social activities.
Main objectives of social accounting are to help
society by providing different facilities by enterprise
and to record them like:
1. Effective utilization of natural resources
Main objectives of making social accounting are to
determine whether company is properly utilising their
natural resources or not. To identify and measure
the periodic net social contribution of an individual
firm consisting of cost and benefits internalised to
the firm and externalities affecting social system.

 2. Help to employees
Company can help employe es by providing the
facility of education to children of employees,
providing transport free of cost and also providing
good working environment conditions.
3. Help the society
To help determine whether individual firms strategies
and practices which di rectly affect the relative
resource  and power status  of individuals, social
segments, generations consistent with widely shared
social priorities one hand and individual aspirations
on the other. Because companies’ factories spread
the pollution in natural society which is very harmful
for society .So, enterprise can help to society by
planting the trees, establishing new parks near
factory area and also opening new hospitals.
4. Help to customers
I f company provides goods to customers at lower
rate and with high quality also benefits the society.
To provide optimal information to all the constituents
of the society to enable them to make decisions
regarding allocation of the social resource where
optimally implies cost/benefit effective reporting
strategy which also optimally balances potential
information conflicts among the various constituents
of a firms.
5. Help to investors
Company can help to investors by providing
transparent acco unting information to investors.
Firms’ strategies and practices that directly affect
relative resources can be determined. Because of
many objectives are related to safeguarding of natural
resources so this accounting is also known as Social
and Environmental Accounting, Corporate Social
Reporting, Corporate Social Responsibility
Reporting, Non-Financial Reporting, Sustainability
Accounting.
NEED OF SOCIAl ACCOUNTING
The important benefits of social accounting are as
follows:
(1) A firm fulfills its social obligations and informs its

members, the government and the general public
to enables everybody to form correct opinion.

(2) It counters the adverse publicity or criticism
leveled by hostile media and voluntary social
organisations.
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(3) It assists management in formulating appropriate
policies and programmes.

(4) Through social accounting the firm proves that it
is not socially unethical in view of moral cultures
and environmental degradation.

(5) It acts as an evidence of social commitment.
(6) It improves employee motivation.
(7) Social accounting is necessary from the view point

of public interest groups, social organisations
investors and government.

(8) It improves the image of the firm.
(9) Through social accounting, the management gets

feedback on its policies aimed at the welfare of
the society.

(10) It helps in marketing through greater customer
support.

(11) It improves the confidence of shareholders of
the firm

CONCLUSION
The concept of social Accounting emerged in
the1960’s when social values and expectations
gaverise to a debate about the role of business
insociety. This debate focused on the nature of
corporate social responsibility and gave rise tothe
possibility that this responsibility could bedischarged
through a method of socialaccounting. Social
Accounting has become anintegral part of good

management in India andabroad. Most of the
enterprises are makingefforts to earn customer
loyalty throughcommunity development schemes,
good corporate governance and by
engagingstakeholders, within and outside the
company. Itis therefore necessary that managements
at alllevel understand the scope and content of social
accounting  so that they can make value
addedcontribut ions towards building the
company’sbrand image and reputation.
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દશાવતારમાં એક અવતાર ી ણનો છે. ી ણ ભગવાને પોતાને ભકત અ ુ ન, યાર પોતાના 

કમમાંથી ુત થતો હતો તે સમયે બોધ આિપને તેને કમમાં ૂ ત થવા સમ યો. મહાભારતમાં 

રણમેદાનમાં ુ ુ ે ની ૂ િમ ઉપર િ ૃ ણ-અ ુ ન વ ચે થયેલો સંવાદ તથા તેના પરથી અ ુ નને 

થયેલો આ મબોધ અને તેના ારા ભગવાનની શરણાગિત વકાર . ભગવાને અ ુ નને આપેલો ઉપદશ 

ીમદ ભગવદગીતા ં માં િસ ધ છે. ગીતામાં વન વવાનો સચો અને સરળ સં દશ છે, 

ીમદ ભગવદગીતામાં ભગવાને ભ ત તથા ભકત િવશે જણા ુ ં  છે. 18 અ યાયમાં મહદ શે ભ ત 

તથા ભ તને યાનમાં લીધેલ છે. ગીતા ભ તરસથી તરબોળ ંથ છે. 

 ગીતામાં ભગવાન કહ છે – 

  સવ  મને ુએ છે અને મારામાં સ ુને ુએ છે તેને ુ ં કોઈ દવસ ૂર કરતો નથી તેમ જ તે 

મારાથી કોઇ દવસ ૂર જતો નથી, બધા ાણીઓમાં રહલા એવા મને  યોગી ભ  છે તેને કમમાં રત 

હોવા છતાં મરામા ં જ રહલો હોય છે.1 

 ભગવાને આત, જ ા ,ુ અથાથ  અને ાની એમ ચાર કારનાં ભકતો દશા યાં છે. 

ીમદ ભગવદ ગીતા 7-16, 17 

 અન યભાવે ચતન કરતા  લોકો ઈ રની ઉપાસના કર છે તેઓના યોગ અને ે ુ ં  

ઇ ર વહન કર છે.2 

 ભગવાન ભ ત પર ભાર ૂ ક છે. પ , ુ પ, ફળ ક પાણી પણ  ભ ત ુવક 

ભગવાનને અપણ કર છે તે ય નશીલ આ માવાળા ુ ં  ભ તથી અપાયે ું  ભગવાન વકાર 

છે.3 

ભગવાન અ ુ નને કહ છે. “ હ ક તેય ! િન ય ણ, મારો ભ ત ન ટ થતો નથી,”4 

 મારામય મન કર, મારો ભકત થા, મા ુ ં ભ ન કરતો થા, થા,મને નમ કાર કર..5 
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ગીતાના િવ ૂ િતયોગામાં ભગવાને જણા ુ ં  છે ક ભ તથી ઇ રમય ચત, ઇ રમય 

ાણ રખી હંમેશ સં ુ ટ રહનાર અને ઈ રમાં રમણ કરનારને- સતત ીિત ુવક 

ભજનારને ુ ં ુ ધયોગ આ ું  ં થી એ મને પામે છે. 

 િવ પ દશનયોગમાં ભગવાન પ ટ જણાવે છે ક કવળ અન ય ભ તથી મા ુ ં 

આ િવ પ જો ું  ક ણ ું  શકય છે,  મારા માટ કમ કર છે. મારામાં રત હોય છે, 

માર  ભ ત કર છે અને સવ ૂ તો યે વૈરર હત હોય છે તે અને ા ત થાય છે.6 

અ ુ નના મનામાં ભ ત િવષયક શંકા ગી તે ગણે ભગવાનને  કય-  સીધી 

રતે ભગવાનને ઉપાસે છે તે અને  અ ર અ યકતને ઉપાસે છે. – તેમાં ઉતમ 

ભ તયોગવા ં કોણ ? 

ભગવાને આ નો ઉતર આ યો. 

 પોતાનામાં (ભગવાનમા)ં સવ કમ સમપ  અન ય યોગથી પરમા માને ઉપાસે છે તેને 

શી  મો  ા ત થાય છે. 

 ભગવાનને કવો ભ ત િ યા છે ?7 તેની નીચે ુજબના લ ણોથી ણ થાય છે. 

1. કોઇનો ેષ ન કરનર 

2. સવ ુતો યે મૈ ી અને ક ુણા દાખવનાર  

3. લોકોને ઉ ગ ન પમા નાર  

4. શ ુ ક િમ  સાથે સમાન વતન રાખનાર 

5. મમ વ અને અહંકાર ર હત  

6. ુખ :ુખમાં સમાન ભાવે વત ુંક  

7. િનદા અને ુ િત બંને સમાન  

8. ુભ અને અ ુભ બંનેનો યાગ  

9. હષ પામતો નથી ક ેષ રાખતો નથી 

10. ઢ િન ય આ મિનયમન રાખનાર  

11.  કોઇ ા ત થાય તેનાથી સં ુ ટ રહનાર 

12. અપે ા વગરનો, યથા વગરનો, ઉદાસીન અને પિવ તાવાળો 

13. અપ ર હ અને થર ુ ધ ુકત ભ તવાળો હોય છે 

ભગવાનને તેની ભ તમાં ુકત ભ ત વધાર પસંદ હોય છે. 

ભગવાનને કણ કણમાં ુએ તથા પોતાના દરક કાયમાં ભગવાન ું  રટણ મરણ તથા સાત ય 

ળવે તે જ ભકત ભગવાનને અ યંત વહાલો છે, 
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અ ુ ન ી ણ ભગવાનનો સખા, સાળો આ બ ું  જ છે પરં ુ તે કરતા પણ વધાર ભ ત છે. તેમણે 

ભગવાન ઉપર બ ું  છોડ ું  અને ભગવાનના શરણમાં ગયો એ લે ભગવાને તેના યોગ ે ુ ં  કાય 

મ તક ઉપર લઈ લી ુ.ં તેને િવજય અપા યો. 

ય  યોગે ર ણ ય  પાથ ધ ુધર: 

ત  ીિવજયો ૂ િત ુવા િનિતમિતમમ... 

 ીમદ ભગવદ ગીતાનાં 18 મા અ યાયમાં ભગવાન ી ણ અ ુ નને કહ છે- 

સવ ધમાન પ ર યજય મામેક શરણ જ.. 

અહં વાં સવપાપે યો મો ાય યાિમ મા ુચ: 

અથાત ુ  બધા કમ નો યાગ કર  માર શરણે આવ, ુ ં તને બધા પાપોથી ુકત કર શ. 

 આમ ભગવાન પોતે જ પોતાના ભકતોને બોલાવીને તેને અભય આપે છે. તેના ુ :ખ ૂર કર છે 

અને પાપોમાથંી પણ ુકિત અપાિવ દ છે. 

ીમદ ભગવદ ગીતાનો મ હમા દશા યો છે. તે રાજકોટ રામ ણ આ મમાં એક યા યાન 

સાંભળતા મ નો ું  છે. 

 ‘ ગીતા વાંચવાથી  ાન થાય તે વારંવાર ગીતા શ દ બોલવાથી થાય છે. મ ગીતા..ગીતા.. 

બોલતાં જઈએ તેમ તેમ “તાગી” અથ થાય છે ‘ યાગી’. આમ ગીતા ું  યાન ુવક કપટ છોડ  મરણ 

કરતાં કરતાં સવ ુખ-શાંિતનો અ ુભવ થાય છે.’ 

 ગીતામાં િવિવધ કાર ભ તને અને ભ તને ઉતમોતમ ક ાં છે. 

 ભ યા વન યયા શકયા અહમેવં િવધો ુન. 

ા ુ ં  ુ ં ચ ત વેન વે ુ ં ચ પરંતપ 

મ કમ ૂ પરમો ભકત: સં ંવ ત 

િનવૈર: સ ૂ તે ુ ય: સ મામોિત પાં વ.... 
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Reflective Practice in Lesson Plan of B. Ed. Trainees:
A Qualitative Experiment

*  ykMke. «kuVuMkh, yuMk.yuLk.yu{.þkn yu{.yuzT. fku÷us, fkfýÃkwh, økkuÄhk P

This qualitative research work aimed to develop the reflectivity in the lesson plan among the trainees of B.
Ed. College students. The researcher had used reflective lesson plan inventory translated by Bhogayata
(2003) from reflective lesson plan constructed in English by Beylor, Kitsansus and Yung (2001) and Kitsansus,
Beylur and Hu (2001) to develop the reflectivity in the lesson plan of trainees. The researcher had also
studied the levels of the reflection of trainees. The researcher had selected the trainees different methods of
B. Ed. College. the trainnes had prepared the lesson plan in several phases for data collection.    In the
present study, the level of reflectivity was seen least (approximately near 50%) during the first phase, the
level of reflectivity was seen well (approximately near 70%) during the second phase. The level reflectivity
was seen the best (approximately near 90%) during the final phase.
Key Words
Reflective practice, reflective lesson plan inventory, levels of reflection.

1.  Introduction
Reflection is the gift of nature to human mind.

In fact, the roots of every activity of human beings
are there in the reflection process. So, the psychology
applied to teaching emphasizes on reflectivity of
teacher. Teachers’ reflective teaching is the distinctive
and artistic approach to problem solving. Thus,
reflective approach had been accepted in teacher
education.

In the ending decades of 20th century, the
reflection about teaching-learning had begun with the
use of physical technology in the education. Teachers;
in order to improve their teaching, reflects
systematically before, during and after the teaching
is called reflective teaching. (Vyas, 2003)

Reflective teaching is learning about how to
teach. (Bhogayata, 2006) According to Edward
Pullcourt (1994), it is the need of present era to
develop reflective teachers. The programme of
teacher education makes the teachers where lesson
plan is an important practice among many practices
on which the mastery has been cultivated during
programme. The lesson plan is the guideline about
reflection about how to make class room environment

interactive for teacher trainee. Success of teaching
lies in the quality of lesson plan. So, it is necessary
that lesson plan gets the touch of reflectivity. Thus,
the researcher has selected the subject keeping in
mind reflective approach to the lesson plan.
2.  Objectives of Study

1. To develop the reflective lesson
plan.

2. To study the level of reflectivity in
the lesson plan through reflective lesson
plan Inventory.

3. To study the experiences of teacher
trainees about preparing reflective lesson
plan.

3.  Delimitation and Scope of Study
1. The study was delimited to teachers’ training

colleges affiliated to shri govind guru
university(sggu).godhra

2. The researcher had involved teacher
trainees’ of all the methods offered by
teachers’ colleges affiliated to Bhavnagar
Universities

3. The Reflective Lesson Plan Inventory
Constructed by Reyzor and Dick’ were
followed to develop reflective lesson plan.
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4.  Rationale of Study
Reflective thinking encourages the

relationship between principle and practice. It also
inspires the teacher trainees to act actively towards
analytical self-evaluation and professional
accountability of skill based teaching. The study is
an attempt to achieve this goal.

The education system is based on quality of
teacher education. The quality of teacher education
is connected with the quality of practices of teacher
trainees. The reflectivity in the lesson plan practice
which is an important practice could be studied by
the study. Thus, the lesson plan of teacher trainees
can be made reflective. Moreover, the advantages
and limitation of its application in the real class room
can also be known.

Research based knowledge about reflective
lesson plan can be helpful in the training of the
teachers as well as in the class room practice.
Moreover, the seeds which are sawn during the
training can be grown up in the class room interaction
and so in educational process. Thus, the study can
be helpful for in-service training too.
5.  Operational Definitions of Words

Reflective Lesson Plan In the present
study, reflective lesson plan means the lesson plan
passed from reflective lesson plan inventory
translated by Bhogayata (2003) from reflective lesson
plan constructed in English by Beylor, Kitsansus and
Yung (2001) and Kitsansus, Beylur and Hu. (2001)
Level of Reflection. In the present study, three
levels of reflection had been decided. These were
lower, medium and higher. These levels were as
according to progress of teacher trainees in the
lesson plan.
6.  Sample of Participants of Study

In the present study, nine teacher trainees
who were studying during the year 2016-17 from
Smt.K.C.M Shah B.Ed College.
Kakanpur.(Godhra) were selected as a sample of
the study. The help of the lecturers were taken for
proper sample selection. Thus, the researcher had
selected sample by purposive sampling method.
Participation of students was volunteer.
7.  Tool of Study

In the present research, reflective lesson
plan inventory translated by Bhogayata (2003) from

reflective lesson plan constructed in English by
Baylor, Kitsansus and Yung (2001) and Kitsansus,
Baylor and Hue. (2001) was used as a tool of the
research.

The free response questionnaire was given
to the subjects of the study at the end of research to
study opinions of the subjects.
8.  Method of Data Collection

In the present study, data was collected in
three phases. Meeting was arranged with the subjects
after selection of sample. Researcher had given
written and oral information about the reflective
lesson plan. The researcher had told the subjects to
prepare the reflective lesson plan of their own
choice.

Lesson plan prepared by teacher trainees
was collected by the researcher and was analyzed
according to inventory. Errors and drawbacks were
noted down by the researcher. The researcher had
arranged second meeting with the subjects. The
researcher had given guidelines to prepare the
reflective lesson plan to the teacher trainees.
Trainees were told to prepare second lesson plan
on the basis of discussion made during the meeting.
Lesson plans were collected and analyzed once
more on the basis of inventory. The lesson plans
needed improvements on this stage also. So, meeting
was arranged for third time with the teacher trainees.
Reflective lesson plan inventory was given to teacher
trainees this time. Questions of inventory were
explained to teacher trainees. Teacher trainees
prepared lesson plan reading and understanding
inventory for third time. Lesson plan prepared for
third time was collected by the researcher.

Free response questionnaire was given to
teacher trainees at the end of study to get opinions
of teacher trainees.
9.  Method of Analysis

In the present research, qualitative aspect
was the most important. So, statistical techniques
were not used by the researcher.

Here, lesson plan prepared by teacher
trainees was analyzed with the reference to questions
of reflective lesson plan inventory. On the basis of
analysis, final lesson plan was prepared after
improvements and re-improvements.  The
effectiveness level of reflectivity was decided by
“Yes” for each question in each phase.
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10.  Findings
1. Reflectivity in lesson plan was seen

unsatisfactory at the beginning phase.
2. After getting the guidance about how to

develop reflective lesson plan, they were
actively able to prepare reflective lesson
plan.

3. Reflectivity can be brought in lesson plan
through repetitive thinking of questions of
reflective lesson plan inventory.

4. In the present study, the level of reflectivity
was seen least (approximately near 50%)
during the first phase, the level of reflectivity
was seen well (approximately near 70%)
during the second phase. The level
reflectivity was seen the best (approximately
near 90%) during the final phase.

5. It was clearly seen in free response
questionnaire that the lesson plans can be
furnished and made reflective by use of
reflective lesson plan inventory. The lesson
plan can be made integrative, reflective,

activity oriented and harmonious by the use
of inventory. Reflective lesson plan inventory
can be useful as a tool of self evaluation of
teachers.
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Ratio Analysis and Interpretation of selected Pharmaceuticals companies of India
Financial performance of a firm can be calculated with the help of financial Ratios. By using ratios companies
can determine financial strength or weaknesses as well as opportunities, provide the actual picture of the
firm's financial position. Financial ratios assist analysts to acquire insight knowledge of firm's financial
situation. Data from different financial statements has been used to calculate the ratios. Financial ratios can
tell the investors future performance of firms by looking past trends. Ratios help management to act more
logically and made financial decision on more knowledge and less risky.In this study I have tried to analyze
the liquidity, profitability and efficiency of the selected Pharmaceuticals companies of India. This study also
compares the different Ratios of selected company. The suggestion and conclusion is given on the basis of
Data analysis.This study also indicates the concept of financial analysis, Ratio analysis. This study investigates
the performance of three pharmaceutical companies of India for the period 2011-2015.Financial ratios
are employed to measure the profitability, liquidity and credit quality performance of pharmaceutical
companies of India. The study found that overall performance of the selected companies increased
considerably.
Research methodology
Research methodology is a way to
systematically solve the research problem. It
may be understood as a science of studying
how  research is done scientifically. In it we
study the various steps that are generally
adopted by a researcher in studying his
research problem.
This study examines the interpretation and
analysis through ratios of selected
pharmaceutical companies. And also
compare   with deferent ratios. This study
gives few suggestions to different persons of
companies for taking decision.
Financial Ratios is always used during these
examinations, with the proper use of
accounting ratios, it assets decision makers
to ensure the effectiveness of management
in the enterprise.
Healthcare is the primary concern of any
human being and it is utmost importance for
the government to ensure that it reaches
across the masses at reasonable. In the
developed countries, especially in the U.S.A.
and Europe the biggest speeding done by

government is in the healthcare sector. The
Indian pharmaceutical sector has become a
long way being almost nonexistent before the
year 1970 to a prominent provider of
healthcare products meeting almost 95% of
the pharmaceutical needs of the country
presently.
Objective of the study:
Objective of this study are following.
To study a picture of company’s short term
financial situations by liquidity ratios
To study the efficiency of selected companies
by turn over.
To examine the profitability of selected
companies.
To have comparative study of selected
pharmaceutical companies of India.
Data collection:
Secondary data: secondary data collected
by a party not related to the research study
but collected these data for some other
purpose and at different time in the past. If
the researcher uses these data then these
become secondary data.
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In this I have collected data from the different
publications, journals, annual reports  of the
selected companies.
Scope of the study:
 Using the ratio analysis, firm’s past, present
and future performance can be analyzed and
this study has been divided as liquidity,
profitability, efficiency analysis.
The firm should generate enough profits not
only to meet the expectations of owner, but
also to expansion activities.
There is a lot of information in the accounts of
corporate bodies that serves as green light
to better or worse tomorrow. Carefully read
the different documents that  are constrained
in the financial statement and then establish
a form of correlation to see where the vehicles
is going on.
From the pharmaceutical industries out of top
10 public listed pharmaceutical companies in
India by market capitalization I have selected
randomly 3 companies.
1 Sun pharmaceuticals Ltd.
2 Cipla Ltd.
3 Cadila healthcare Ltd.

Limitations of the study:
The limitations of the study are following
Time is major constraint. The duration of the
study is for the year 2015 to 2017
This study is based only on secondary data.
 The analysis is carried out on basis of the
balance sheet and  profit and loss account of
the company but due to unavailability of data
of some information there might be some
limitations in the analysis.
Some financial ratios could not be found out
to take of some data.
Introduction of selected pharmaceutical
companies:
1.Sun pharmaceuticals Ltd.
   Sun pharmaceutical industries began with
just 5 products to treat phychiatry aliments in
1983. Sales were initially limited to 2 states-
west Bengal and Bihar. Sales were rolled out
nationally in 1985. Products that are used in
cardiology were introduced in 1987. And

Monotrate one of the first products launched
at that time has since become one of our
largest selling products. Important products in
cardiology were then added. Several of these
were introduced for the first time in india. Sun
pharma was listed on the main stock
exchanges in india in 1994.
A number of its plants hold approvals from the
USFDA and the UK MHRA. APIs and Dosage
forms are made in 19 sites across india, US.
Hungary and Bangladesh.
2.Cipla Ltd.
Chemical industries and pharmaceutical
laboratories now known as Cipla. It was
incorporated in 1935. Khwaja abdul hamied,
the founder for several drugs and medicines,
without charging any royalty.  On August 17,
1935, Cipla was registered as a public limited
company with an authorized capital of Rs 6
lacs.
The company focuses on development of new
formulations and has a wide range of
pharmaceutical products. It offers prescription
drugs, bulk drugs, animal products and
pesticides. It also offers a wide range of food
and beverages, baked foods, oral hygiene
products, detergents, room fresheners and
personal care products.
3.Cadila healthcare Ltd.

Cadila Healthcare is an Indian
Pharmaceutical company headquartered at
Ahmedabad. The company is the fifth largest
pharmaceutical company in India with INR
29.78 Bn turnover in 2011 it is a significant
manufacture of generic drugs.

Cadila was founded in 1952 by
Rambhai Patel (1952-2001) formerly a
lecturer in the L.M. College of Pharmacy and
his business partner’s Iindravadan Modi. It
evolved over’s the next four decades into an
established pharmaceutical company. In 1995
the Patel and Modi families split, with the Modi
family’s share being moved into a new
company called calida pharmaceuticals Ltd.
and cadila healthcare become the Patel
family’s holding company. Cadila Healthcare
had its initial public offering on the Bombay
stock exchange in 2000 as stock code
532321.
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Concept of Financial Analysis and Ratio
Analysis

Financial analysis defined as being the
process identifying financial strength and
weakness of business by establishing
relationship between the element of
balance sheet and income statement. The
information is very useful through which
interpretation and analysis is made.
Financial analysis focused in the financial
statements as they are a disclosure of a
financial performance of a business entity.

Ratio Analysis
The financial statements as prepared

and presented annually one of little use for
guidance of prospective investors, creditors
and even management. It relationship between
various related items in these financial
statement are established they can provide
useful information. Only calculating ratio is of
no use unless. It is interpreted so as to be
useful to management in making decisions.
Meaning & Definition of Accounting Ratio

Financial ratio is the numeric outcome
obtained by dividing one financial data with
other and is used to express the relativity of
different financial variables.

The relation between two related items
of financial statement is known as ratio,
      Simple Definition of Ratio

- “The relationship that exists between
the size, number or amount of two
things and that is often represented by
two numbers.

- “A ratio is a comparison of two
numbers by division”

 J. batty:”The term accounting ratio is
used to describe signif icant
relationship which exist between figure
shown in balance sheet and profit and
loss account in a budgetary control
system or any other part of the
accounting management.”

 Hirgorani  and Agrawal : “The
relationship between the two figures
expressed mathematically is Ratio.”

Data analysis and interpretation
Ratios of Sun Pharmaceutical Ltd

Cr. Ratio 15 14 13 12 11 

1 Net Working 

Capital 
18649 12490 8202 7154 4937 

2 Current Ratio 2.44 2.94 3.021 3.54 3.87 

3 Acid test Ratio 2 2.46 2.38 2.80 3 

4 Debt – Equity Ratio 0.29 0.13 0.01 0.02 0.03 

5 Interest Coverage 

Ratio 
12.06 103.11 99.34 118.82 26.51 

6 Operating Profit 

margin 
28.67 43.54 43.33 39.95 34.27 

7 Net Profit Margin 16.59 19.53 26.40 33.13 31.70 
8 Return on 

Investment 
24.98 24.73 28.79 27.42 21.47 

9 Return on Net 

worth 
17.76 16.96 19.90 21.71 19.15 

10 Working Capital 

Turnover Ratio 1.47 1.29 1.38 1.12 1.16 

11 Total Assets 

Turnover Ratio 0.76 0.70 0.67 0.59 0.53 

12 Overall Profitability 

Ratio 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.19 0.16 
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Ratios of Cipla Ltd      Year value 

Cr. Ratio 15 14 13 12 11 

1 Net Working 

Capital 
4633 3681 3466 2796 3236 

2 Current Ratio 2.53 2.77 3.07 2.65 3.33 

3 Acid test Ratio 1.28 1.38 1.64 1.55 1.96 

4 Debt – Equity 

Ratio 
0.16 0.12 0.11 0.0018 0.08 

5 Interest Coverage 

Ratio 
10.84 13.88 62.62 37.10 47.48 

6 Operating Profit 

margin 
19.05 21.12 26.55 23.63 21.65 

7 Net Profit Margin 10.41 13.74 18.18 16.29 15.65 
8 Return on 

Investment 
15% 18% 23% 19% 17% 

9 Return on Net 

worth 
10.94 13.82 16.69 14.99 14.87 

10 Working Capital 

Turnover Ratio 2.45 2.74 2.39 2.58 1.95 

11 Total Assets 

Turnover Ratio 0.89 0.89 0.83 0.92 0.88 

12 Overall Profitability 

Ratio 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.15 0.14 

Ratios of Cadila Healthcare Ltd.    Year – Value  

Cr. Ratio 15 14 13 12 11 

1 Net Working 

Capital 
2450 1746 1872 1320 976 

2 Current Ratio 2.53 2.77 3.07 2.65 3.33 

3 Acid test Ratio 1.28 1.38 1.64 1.55 1.96 

4 Debt – Equity 

Ratio 
0.5 0.66 70.91 0.78 0.47 

5 Interest 

Coverage Ratio 
22.25 11.45 2.78 5.29 13.02 

6 Operating Profit 
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6 Operating Profit 

margin 
20.29 16.61 17.69 20.80 22.17 

7 Net Profit 

Margin 
13.28 11.12 10.27 12.36 15.35 

8 Return on 

Investment 
34 27.39 27.47 30.81 38.81 

9 Return on Net 

worth 
27.02 23.38 22.21 25.34 32.73 

10 Working Capital 

Turnover Ratio 3.5 4.13 3.39 4 4.74 

11 Total Assets 

Turnover Ratio 1.28 1.24 1.11 1.13 1.42 

12 Overall 

Profitability 

Ratio 
0.17 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.22 

          Interpretation:
- The liquidity of the firm measure by

current ratio, acid-test ratio or quick
ratio. Liquidity refers to the ability of a
firm to meet its obligations in the short
– run, usually one year. The ideal
current ratio is 2:1.

- The debt equity ratio indicates the
solvency of the firm. It refers to the
capacity of the firm, to meet its short –
term and long term, obligations. The
ideal debt equity ratio is 1:1.

- The profitability ratios like net profit
margin, operating profit margin,
overall profitability ratios, indicate the
profit earning capacity of any business
activity. Profitability ratio is used to
measure the overall efficiency or
performance of a business higher
these ratios indicated the firm’s higher
profitability. The ideal ratio is 20%.

- The ratio like return on investment,
Return on net worth, measure return on
the owner’s investment. These ratios
highlight the success of the business

from the owner’s poem of view. It helps
to measure an income on the
shareholder’s investment.

        Sun Pharmaceutical Ltd.
- The current ratio of Sun Pharma for the

last year is about 2 or 3:1 so it shows
that the liquidity position of the firm is
satisfactory.

- The debt – equity ratio for the year
2015 is satisfactory but for remaining
year it is not safe.

- The profitability of the company is
shown by operating profit, net profit,
margin is overage. For the year 2015
net profit margin was not satisfactory
for the year 2012 it was highest.

- The efficiency of the company is
satisfactory.

         Cipla Ltd.
- The liquidity of Cipla Ltd is satisfactory.

The current Ratio is about 2.1 and 3:1
so it is good. The year in 2012 it is
more satisfactory.

- The debt – equity Ratio for the year
2012 it is not good. For the year 2015
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it is satisfactory.
- The profitability of the company is not

satisfactory. In the year 2015 it is lower.
- ROI of the company is satisfactory. The

company can earn return on
investment average 20%.

        Cadila Healthcare Ltd.
- The average current position and

liquidity of Cadila Healthcare Ltd. is not
satisfactory because in the year 2011,
2012 and 2014 it is less than 2:1. In
the year 2015 and 2013 it is good.

- The debt equity ratio of the company
is higher so it is not good. It means the
debt of the company is more than the
equity.

- The profitability of the company is not
satisfactory because overall it is less
than 20%, for the year 2011 net profit
margin is better than the other years.

- ROI is better of the company. For the
year 2011 it is 38.81% it indicates the
good position of the company.

     Findings
- From ratio analysis of Balance sheet

and P & L statement of Sun pharma it
was found that the liquidity position of
company is good. The debt condition
is of the company is  not satisfactory.

- The liquidity condition of Cipla ltd. Is
good. But net profit margin, return on
investment, return on capital employed
was unsatisfactory.

- The liquidity posi tion of Cipla
healthcare is not good. But debt equity
ratio and operating profit margin is
good. Net profi t margin is not
satisfactory.

- However the liquidity condition of
Cadila is not so good. This study also
analyze  the acid test ratio, interest
coverage ratio, operating  profit
margin, working capital turnover ratio,
total turnover ratio, and overall
profitability ratios.

- Sun pharma and Cipla are increasing
in current position, while the others

decreasing. Total assets turnover ratio
of Cadila healthcare is better than the
other.

- The study found that from these four
companies the liquidity position of Sun
pharma is better than rest. The
profitability of Cadila healthcare is
lower than other.

           Suggestions
- Sun pharma should improve their debt

equity condition. Cipla ltd should
improve their return on investment. The
profitability of all these companies are
not found quite satisfactory so they
should improve their sells and reduce
expenses to earn more profit.

- The finding suggest that the Cadila
must be responsible to develop their
liquidity position because the liquidity
maintains their healthy position
otherwise they can’t develop and they
face lots of problem.

-  The most important ratio is profitability
ratio. A gross profit ratio of 25 to 30%
may be considered good. But the
profitability of all companies is not
found good. So they must be
increased. They should try to
increasing sales and decreasing the
cost as it possible.

- In debt equity ratio the acceptable
norm for this ratio 2:1.The debt equity
ratio of Cipla ltd.for the year 2011 and
2012 is very less. So company should
focused to make is better. other.

- Conclusion
- Ratio analysis and interpretation of

financial statements is an important
tool  in assessing company’s
performance. It reveals the strength
and weaknesses of a firm. It helps the
clients to decide in which firm the risk
is less or in which one they should
invest so that maximum benefit can be
earned. It is known that investing in any
company involves a lot of risk so
before putting up money in any
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company one must have some
knowledge about its performance.

- The finding say that companies are
performing really well in some year
and companies need to improve in
certain areas. Through Ratio analysis
we can say that the all companies
performing the best in 2014 and 2015.
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આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  સીદ  આ દવાસી અને અ ય િતની િવ ાથ  બહનોના ઝડપ અને પેટના ના ુબળની 

ુલના કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટ ગર સોમનાથ જ લાના તાલાલા તા ુકાની અ પ સા રતા ક યા 

િનવાસી શાળાની 50 સીદ  આ દવાસી અને 50 અ ય િતની 12 થી 15 વષની વય ૂથની બહનોને ય ૃ છ 

પ ધિતથી િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કર  તેઓ પર 50 યાડ ડશ અને બે ટ-ની સીટ-અ સ કસોટ ઓ યો  બંને 

ૂથોના િવષયપા ો ારા કડાક ય ા તાંકો એક ીત કરવામાં આ યા હતા. બંને ૂથના મળેલ ા તાંકોના 

મ યકોની સાથકતા જોવા માટ ‘t’ રિશયો લા ુ પાડ  0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસતા ઝડપ અને પેટના ના ુબળમાં 

સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથ ચ ઢયા ું  જોવા મ ું  હ ુ ં.  

ૂ ગોળની ર તે થળ-નામો તપાસતાં આ દવાસી નો િવ તાર, ઘણા િવશાળ દશ પર 

હોવા ું  ભી લમાળ, ભીલવાડા, ભીલાડ, ભીલોડા વા મ ય દશ, રાજ થાન, મહારા  અને 

ુજરાતમાં દખાતાં થળ-નામો ૂ ચવે છે.તેમ ુ ં  એક મહ વ ું  રા ય આશાવલ આજના અમદાવાદ 

િવ તારમા આશર આઠમી સદ થી અ ગયારમી સદ  ુધી હ .ુ તેનો નાશ, પાટણના ચૌ ુ  ક 

સોલંક  રાજવી કણદવ કય  હતો, તે આ દવાસીઓની ઉ ચ રાજક ય ક ા દશાવે છે. 

આ ુિનક ુગને ય ં ુગ કહવામાં આવે છે. યં ોએ માનવ વન ઉપર ક જો કર  લીધો છે 

તેમ કહવામાં કોઈ અિતશયો ત નહ  લાગે. જો માનવી ઈ છે તો પણ યં ોથી કોઈ પણ ર તે 

તેમનો ટકારો થઈ શક તેમ નથી. ભલે યં ો માનવ વનના અસં ય અસા ય કાય ને ૂ બ જ 

ઝડપથી સા ય બનાવે છે. પરં ુ  માનવ ું  આ ૃ ટ પર ુ ં  અ ત વ ુિનયાદ  ર તે શાર રક જ છે. 

માનવશર ર માનવીનો અ ૂ ય અને અસીિમત ખ નો છે. આપણને એ પણ યાલ છે ક સતત 

પ રવિતત થ ું  વાતાવરણ માનવશર ર અને વ ૃ ટમાં અનેક પ રવતન લાવી ર ું  છે. આ 

પ રવતનો માનવ વન ઉપર ધીમે ધીમે પરં ુ  ૂ બ ભાવ ર ો છે. િવ ાનોના મતા ુસાર 

માનવશર રનો ઉપયોગ ધીમે ધીમે ઓછો થઈ ર ો છે.  ભિવ યમાં માનવ િતના અ ત વની 

સામે ાથ થઈને આવી શક છે ! ઉપરો ત બાબતોને લઈને જ જ ર  છે ક માનવીને દરક 

પ ર થિતમાં યો ય શાર રક િશ ણની ૃ િ ઓ મળ  રહ. 

અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  સીદ  આ દવાસી અને અ ય િતની િવ ાથ  બહનોના ઝડપ 

અને પેટના ના ુબળની ુલના કરવાનો હતો. 
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િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટ ગર સોમનાથ જ લાના તાલાલા તા ુકાની અ પ સા રતા 

ક યા િનવાસી શાળાની 50 સીદ  આ દવાસી અને 50 અ ય િતની 12 થી 15 વષની વય ૂથની 

બહનોને ય ૃ છ પ ધિતથી િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આવી હતી. 
 

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન 

1 ઝડપ  50 યાડ ડશ સમય 

2 પેટ ુ ના ુબળ અને સહનશીલતા બે ડ ની સીટઅ સ સં યા 
 

કડાક ય યાઃ 

સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથ અને અ ય િતની બહનોના ૂથો ારા મળેલ ા તાંકો પર ‘t’ 

રિશયો લા ુ પાડ  0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી. ુ ં  સાથકતા ુ ં  ધોરણ 0.05 

ક ાએ ન  કરવામાં આ ુ હ ું. 

 

અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી-1 

બંને ૂથોના ઝડપ અને પેટના ના ુબળનો મ યક, મ યક તફાવત,  

મા ણત િવચલન અને ‘t’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી 
ચલાયમાન ૂથ મ યક મ યક તફાવત મા ણત િવચલન ‘t’ રિશયો 

ઝડપ 
સીદ  આ દવાસી 8.84 

0.44 
0.84 

2.51* 
અ ય િત 9.29 0.93 

પેટ ુ ં  ના ુબળ 
સીદ  આ દવાસી 25.3 

5.52 
7.70 

3.79* 
અ ય િત 19.78 6.80 

 
સાથકતા ું  ધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’ = 0.05 (98) = 1.98 

ઉપરો ત સારણી-1માં ઝડપમાં સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથનો મ યકો 8.84 જોવા મ યો હતો. 

યાર અ ય િતના ૂથનો મ યક 9.29 જોવા મ યો હતો. નો મ યક તફાવત 0.44 જોવા 

મ યો હતો. સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથ ું  મા ણત િવચલન 0.84 જોવા મ ું  હ ુ ં. યાર અ ય િત 

ૂથ ુ ં  મા ણત િવચલન 0.93 જોવા મ ું  હ ું. યાર ‘t’ રિશયો 2.51 જોવા મ યો હતો.  0.05 

ક ાએ (98) = 1.98 એ સાથકતા ચકાસતા ઝડપમાં સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથ ચ ઢયા ું  સા બત થ ુ 

હ ુ.ં  

પેટના ના ુબળમાં સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથનો મ યકો 25.3 જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર અ ય 
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હ ુ.ં 

પેટના ના ુબળમાં સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથનો મ યકો 25.3 જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર અ ય 

િતના ૂથનો મ યક 19.78 જોવા મ યો હતો. નો મ યક તફાવત 5.52 જોવા મ યો હતો. 

સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથ ુ ં  મા ણત િવચલન 7.70 જોવા મ ું  હ ું. યાર અ ય િત ૂથ ું  

મા ણત િવચલન 6.80 જોવા મ ું  હ ુ ં. યાર ‘t’ રિશયો 3 .79 જોવા મ યો હતો.  0.05 

ક ાએ (98) = 1.98 એ સાથકતા ચકાસતા પેટના ના ુબળમાં સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથ ચ ઢયા ુ ં  

સા બત થ ુ હ ું. 
 

તારણોઃ 

 ઝડપ દખાવમાં અ ય િત ૂથ કરતાં સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથ ચ ઢયા ુ ં  જોવા મ ું  હ ું.  

 પેટના ના ુબળ દખાવમાં અ ય િત ૂથ કરતાં સીદ  આ દવાસી ૂથ ચ ઢયા ુ ં  જોવા 

મ ું  હ ું.  
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Many athletes use special psychological procedures to prepare themselves on competition
day the following exercises will help you develop your own Competition - day routine andachieve
that hard-to-define sense of "readiness" -it may be a sense of "tingling" or the simpe subjective
feeling that "this is my day."

Tool high a level of activation is experienced
as “stress” or anxiety and leads to Muscle tightness,
poor efficiency, poor attention or concentration
(chaotic thinking or too narrow a focus), and loss of
smooth and responsive muscle coordination. Too
low a level of activation is seen as low energy, a
“flat” performance, little or no Motivation and
wandering attention. Both profiles lead to
performance errors. How one achieves that sense
of readiness that precedes optimum performance
varies with each person, so carefully review your
best competition days and try to identify the cues
(inside of you and in your environment) that seemed
to help you prepare to
Compete well.
A. Identify Your Stress Profile

The next time you experience some type of
stress (competition, test, talking with someone you
feel uncomfortable with, etc.), notice how stress
affects your body and your mind.
1. Muscles that tighten: Jaw clenches, shoulders

tighten, fists cleanch, stomach tightens, other:
2. Breathing pattern: Shorter and faster, rapid

speech, other:
3. Gastro-intestinal responses: nausea or unsettled

sensations in the stomach; more frequent bowel
movements, other:

4. Other physical signs: Dry throat, upset stomach,
cold hands and or feet, rapid, pounding heart,
sweaty palms, frequent urination, other:

5. Interpersonal responses: Rapidity of speech
with different people, need to be around certain

people (coach, teammate, family, friends, etc.),
need to be alone, need to “show them” during
warm-up, watching other athletes, other:

6. Personal cues: Mind goes blank (when?),
forgetfulness, unable to focus attention well
(easily distracted or too narrow a focus), things
you say to yourself (I’ve got to do better this
time, what am I doing here? I hope my coach/
parents don’t get mad if …, I hope I don’t
goof…), other:

7. Environmental cues: Air temperature, humidity,
rain, crowd noises, equipment problems, other
distractions:

Individuals experience stress in consistent ways, and
you need to find your own stress profile. Log your
responses to stress as well as the cues that were
present on your best competition days so that you
can compare the two profiles.
B. Planning for Competition Day

By now you will have some idea of what
your stress profile is: when too much or too little
stress is activated, What or Who triggers the stress,
and HOW it affects you (both physically and
mentally). Once you know the cues that interfere
with your performance, you can plan a programmed
of psychological and physical techniques to help
reach a better performance level. Table 5-3 lists
activities that may help you reduce tension, or help
you “activate” yourself if you are feeling flat,
unresponsive, or “down”.

Be sure to use psychological techniques in
your daily training programmed. Like any skill, these
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techniques require practice before you can use them
effectively under pressure. Also, be sure to keep a
log of techniques and routines that help you on
competition day(s).
1. Plan for the night before competition: You may

wish to use mental rehearsal techniques, but
don’t use them just before sleep-this is an
activation activity, not a relaxation for sleep.

2. Day of competition:
(a) Know your competition schedule, and plan

activities such as eating, reaching the
competition site, and getting into the locker
room so that there is no sense of rushing. Some
athletes become more tense if they arrive too
early-find the balance that’s right for you. List
the time needed to reach the competition site
and a schedule you plan to follow.

(b) Every 45 minutes-1 hour check yourself for
signs of stress (from A, above) and take a
minute to do a body check and use stress
management/ self0regulation techniques that
work for you. List the signs of stress and the
specific techniques you plan to use to reduce
stress.

If tension is too great for self-control or self-
regulation, who (teammate or coach) an help you?
How?
Example: Help you check breathing; muscle check;

quietly repeat relaxation phrases; place hands
gently on your shoulders to help lower them to
a more relaxed level; help move away from
distracting noises or scenes to a quieter place,
etc.

3. Psychological Strategies to Use before
competition Internal. Muscle Check: Review
each muscle group (standing, sitting, or lying
down). Hands, arms and fists, forehead, eyes;
cheeks and jaw; shoulders and upper back;
stomach; hips and lower legs and feet. Breathing
Check: Inhale and feel slight tension; exhale and
relax from top of head to knees and toes. Feel
the relaxation roll down the body. Periodically
inhale deeply, hold your breath and feel the
tension throughout your body, then relax

4. Four or five hours before the event:
(a) List your objective, e.g. you want to emphasize

a fast start, confidence, aggressiveness, a
particular strategic approach to the other
competitors;

(b) Determine how to achieve the objective, e.g.
plan to take a moment to visualize a fast start to
the gun immediately before getting into the
blocks.

5. Immediately prior to the event (before stepping
to the line, blocks, or into the ring):

(a) For a second or so, visualize your complete
event as you would actually perform; see it
happen, make this vivid visualizing include the
way the body is to feel as it performs;

(b) Use an inner frame of reference-you are doing
it IN the scene, not watching yourself do it;

(c) Clear your mind after you have programmed
your body by visualization.

NOW, let your body take off and do its job
automatically.
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Gustave Flaubert and Leo Tolstoy are the two great novelists who have exercised tremendous
influence on the successive generations of novelists. Twentieth century novelists owe a lot to
these writers and we find seeds of many of the twentieth century developments in the novels of
Flaubert and Tolstoy. Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina and Flaubert’s Madame Bovary provide us beautiful
pattern of similarities and contrasts. Both the novels were written in the second half of the
nineteenth century by two equally talented writers so completely different from each other in
terms of literary traditions and cultural milieu. But the wide gulf of literary and cultural traditions
that separates the two also provides an occasion to observe the difference in treatment of the
same subject by two equally influential writers.

Anna Karenina, second masterpiece of Tolstoy
after War and Peace, though not as massive as
its predecessor, tells the story of a married
woman's extra-marital love affair in order to find
happiness and escape from a dull and
monotonous marriage with a dull and
uninteresting husband.  Apart from Anna
Karenina's marriage with Alexey Karenin and her
adulterous love affair with Vronsky, the novel
presents two more marriages: the relatively
happy marriage of Levin and Kitty and enduring
marriage of Stiva and Dolly, Kitty's sister. The
novel is a subtle study of marital expectations
and happiness and ends rather tragically with
Anna committing suicide at the end.

Madame Bovary, tells the story of a
middle class woman whose uninteresting and
dreary existence perilously comes in conflicts
with her uninhibited romanticism. To seek refuge
from the mundane reality of her life, Emma
heedlessly throws herself into a series of wild
and thoughtless love affairs and ultimately meets
a ruinous end. But as Tolstoy himself said, ""All
happy families are alike, each unhappy family is
unhappy in its own way (Tolstoy, 1995, p.1)."

There is a basic difference in the attitude
of both the novelists towards the subjects they
were treating. For Gustave Flaubert Madame

Bovary, the novel, was an experiment in style.
He is a pure artist who wanted to achieve
complete objectivity in the depiction of his
subject and allowed no liberty to himself as a
writer to interfere in the action of the novel.
Tolstoy, on the other hand, was a thinker of extra
ordinary height and had clearly defined and the-
then-radical views about society and politics of
his time. Anna Karenina, thus, is more than just
a work on a fallen woman. There we find a
diversity of interests. Apart from presenting a
fallen woman, the novel also draws our attention
to such issues as family, marriage, monogamy
and freedom of women, and changing face of
Russian society in the latter half of the
nineteenth century.

Madame Bovary, on the other hand, is a
more forceful and intensified depiction of the
fallen woman because of its singleness of
interest. Flaubert doggedly follows the subject.
We are interested only in Madame Bovary and
her fate; rest of the characters in the novel
interest us only as far as they are related to
Emma and only as far as they are instrumental
in the unraveling of the fate of Emma. Due to
this most other characters in the novel appear
static and single dimensional rather than round
and full. They appear like wooden blocks with
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little emotions. They are deliberately played
down by Flaubert whose sole purpose is to
depict the life and fate of a girl who lives a life
of imagination and depends too much on fancy
and emotions.

Both Tolstoy and Flaubert are incorrigibly
realists and professedly anti-Romantic. But they
differ in their treatment of reality. Flaubert is
famous for his love for minute details and exact
depiction of the scene. The reader sees, hears,
smells and feels the provincial life of France in
Madame Bovary. While Flaubert achieves
complete objectivity in his rendering of reality,
Tolstoy is essentially subjective in the sense that
there is something of Tolstoy in each of the
hundreds of characters that he created. Tolstoy
is basically autobiographical. The variegated
universe of Tolstoy is nothing but a kaleidoscopic
depiction of Tolstoy himself. His realism is
intensely personal and subjective whereas
Flaubert's realism is impersonal and objective.
The French painstakingly tried to erase every
evidence of himself from his work, the Russian
not only flaunts himself in his fiction but
discarded the guise of fiction when he found it
cumbersome and resorted to more direct forms
of literature such as essays and memoirs.

Tolstoy and Flaubert are poles apart in
their attitude to their art. Tolstoy was an artist
with a tendency to turn into a moralist. In What
is Art?, written much later, he insists that the
only literary works which have any value are
those which tell a clear and simple story, a true
story, with a moral anyone can understand and
a message anyone can be moved by. This is in
sharp contrast with Flaubert's deliberate
suppression of the author as a source of
reflection and judgments external to the
narrative. Flaubert's avowed aim was to hide all
traces of author from the work. He aimed at
minimal intervention of the author. There is no
authorial comment of the narrator either to judge
the characters or to tell the reader how to judge
the character. In fact, Tolstoy the preacher,
philosopher and thinker sometimes overpowers
the Tolstoy the novelist. Tolstoy was a great
thinker and the idea of art for art's sake was
alien to him. Whereas Flaubert is an artist first

and last. For him a novelist is not a ventriloquist
who would voice his views through his work.

It is instructive to look at the two
heroines in the light of above difference. Anna
Karenina, immediately after fall, is torn with grief
and a sense of shame for her spiritual nakedness.
That which for Anna had been an impossible,
dreadful, but all the more bewitching dream of
happiness seems dishonorable and disgusting.
There is continuously a struggle between her
moral sense of propriety and her desire for
emancipation and consequent happiness.
Emma, on the other hand, is never disturbed by
moral scrupulousness. She is just like a poet who
is perpetually in search of her own dream. She
has an image of blissful life of happiness and
she runs after that dream. Her misery or tragedy
does not arise due to any moral or ethical
consideration but rather due to her
disillusionment arising out of her repeated love
affairs. Her unending efforts to confirm the real
world with the world of her imagination causes
her tragedy.

Anna is less tragic compared to Emma
because she has a husband who is far superior
to his French counterpart in Madame Bovary; and
her lover also is a noble man, faithful and
constant to her. Emma, tragically enough, is
deceived not only in her husband who is a stolid,
unambitious idiot but also in her lovers who
exploit her and fail to give her any support. In
her fate we find selfish, mean minded men who
exploit her temperament and desert her
precisely when she needed them most. Rodolphe
is a mean, self-centered, cunning man who is
always scheming to trap Emma and succeeds in
his vile tricks. He deserts Emma for no fault of
her, when the charm of novelty slipped from her.
Leon, her second lover, also proves to be a
devilish man who rejects Emma when she
proposes to him for elopement. Emma resembles
Adam in her fall. She emerges as a helpless
innocent creature who is more sinned against
than sinning. Emma becomes a play thing in the
hands of her lovers who exploit her innocent
imaginativeness and romanticism. Anna
resembles Satan in her fall who chooses her own
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path and adheres to her self-willed moral choice.
She is aware, from the very beginning, about the
immortality of her choice.

One is tempted to absolve Emma of her
fault because Flaubert has depicted Emma in
minute detail. Flaubert has presented Emma
Bovary with careful details about her family
background, about her childhood, about the
social milieu. We know how she was brought
up. We know how reading of romantic novels
had left a lasting impression on her mind and
her temperament had been shaped by the
influence of these romantic novels. We know she
had picked up disastrous ideas about life and
illusions about love from such novels. She
provides us an example of a carefully depicted
heroine. We can anticipate her actions. We know
why Emma behaves in the way she does.
Flaubert has provided us with sufficient
knowledge about Emma's physical personality
and temperament by means of exact description
and suggestion. But we never so sure about
Anna. Tolstoy has kept a veil of mystery about
Anna's childhood and upbringing. We have no
clue about her girlhood, her family
circumstances, and the circumstances in which
she got married to Alexey Karenin. It is because
of this veil of mystery, perhaps, that Mathew
Arnold remark that Anna behaves much more
unpredictably than the heroine of a European
novel would do.

Both Anna and Emma go astray in an
attempt to find the world of their happiness.
There is a subtle difference in their attitude to
their chosen path of happiness. In the case of
Emma there is never a sense of repentance as
to what she had willfully chosen. Her tragedy is
tragedy of misplaced love. Contrary to this, Anna
is a woman of the world. She cannot live outside
the aristocratic society of her class. It is because
of this that her isolation becomes unbearable
for her at the end of the novel. She cannot face
the fact that she is the object of social snub.
Emma is not a woman of the society. She doesn't
care much about her social acceptability. Had
he found a man like Vronsky in her lovers, her
tragedy would have been averted.

This shows us that Tolstoy's range of
interests is far wider than that of Flaubert. In

Madame Bovary, we find a limited range of
reference and Flaubert is contented to show us
the fate of a sentimental girl who tries to conform
the world of reality with the world of imagination.
Our interest centers around Emma only.
Whereas in Anna Keranina, Tolstoy questions
certain social, religious and moral standards of
the time. It may be said that in another kind of
society, our own for example, with better legal
provisions for marriage, divorce and custody of
children, fairly tolerant views about marriage
and sex, the story of Anna and Vronsky would
have been completely different whereas a girl
of Emma's temperament would have met the
same fate anywhere at any time. Flaubert seems
to be keen on showing the perilous effects of
such temperament which tends to live in a world
of imagination to the total disregard of reality.
It is not because of society, or institution of
marriage, or callousness of individuals that
Emma suffers. She suffers for her own faults.
Her hamartia is her imagination.

When Anna and her husband agree to
separate without divorce on mutual consent, it
appears that confusion is over and Anna and
Vronsky would lead a happy life. But Petersburgh
society does not approve of their relationship
and Anna is publically snubbed and they are
forced to retire to country. Vronsky, again, is
upset to find that his illegitimate daughter must
bear Keranin's name. He wants Anna to press
for a divorce but Keranin refuses, ostensibly
because of religious scruples.

Both the novels are commentaries on the
role and function of women in the society of their
time. The reader is bewildered with the flippancy
and passionate behavior of the central women
of the novels but at the same time retains the
sympathy for the heroines. Both the novels end
with the death of the heroine which contributes
to the pathos and feeling of sympathy of the
readers.
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For this study 75 ) girls  of Ahemdabad city Hiramani school The age group was between 14 to 17
years.In this study there was 4 groups of 25 girls In this study group one was Aerobic  group, second
Asanas group and third group will be pranaya group ,fourth group will be control group  . In this study of
physiological variables like blood pressure was taken measure with Digital Blood Pressure monitor and for
pulse rate Stethoscope.For Intelligent quotient questioner method was applied In   physiological variables
like pulse rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, there was significant difference In control group there
was not significantly in Physical Fitness and physiological variables. In Intelligent there was difference
between Asana ,Pranayam group and low difference in aerobics and Control group

IQ (Intelligence Quotient) is an assessment of
your ability to think and reason. However, if you
want a fuller definition you have to try and understand
the concept of IQ First with utmost

patience as it is not a straightforward one.
Although IQ is science, it’s a fuzzy one. All of you
probably must have been labelled as bump, bright,
smart, stupid, clever ect. At different times of your
life. Isn’t it? Thighs are where IQ comes into play as
human beings getting influenced by such comments
are invariably drawn towards knowing how intelligent
they are? Like a kind of school grade, they want to
know where their intelligence level stands.

For a more intrinsic depiction of their intelligence,
they usually turn to their IQ (Intelligence

Quotient). IQ or Intelligence Quotient is simply
an attempt to measure intelligence. We use the word
“attempt” because intelligence can never be
measured accurately. Hence, we have to remain
satisfied with relative Intelligence.IQ is a “measure
of relative intelligence which is determined by a single
or a set ofstandardized test. “IQ is a score derived
from one of the several different standardized tests

that attempts to measure intelligence. In other words,
IQ can be defined as an attempt to measure a
person’s mental agility. It is a number that measures
the people’s cognitive abilities (Intelligence) in
relation to their age group. An intelligence Quotient
indicates a person’s mental abilities relative to other
persons of approximately the same age.

EI (Emotional Intelligence) is confluence of
developed skills and abilities that facilitate

The accurate knowledge and value of self, as well
as responsible action based on personal

worth and dignity.A variety of strong, healthy
relationships.The ability to work well with others.

 Productive reactions to demands and pressures
of everyday life and work. (Nelson and Low-2003)

Method
Hundred (100) Girls of Ahmadabad city

Hirramani School was selected for the purpose of
the study. The age group was between 14 to 17
years. There was four groups 75 girls of Three
Experimental group ( Aerobics, Asanas, Pranayam
25 girls of control Group,

 Analysis and Result
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Table -1
 Analysis of variance and co-variance  of mean for Asana , Aerobics ,Pranayam Group and Control

Group in the Performance on Systolic Blood Pressure

From above table -13 performance in Systolic Blood Pressure   analysis of variances and co-variances
mean on Asana group  ,Aerobics group, Pranayam group and control group has shown. In table it shows
four Group   Pre test Mean “F” ratio is 1.59 which is not significant level of 0.05 So therefore it seems
there is no significant difference between in pre test and post test. So randomly selection of four groups is
on right way of path.

 In Table-13 also shows that Four Group Post test mean “F” ratio is 4.19 which is significant level of
0.05. Adjusted mean “F” ratio is 2.95 which is significant level of 0.05

Discussion of Finding
Analysis of data shows that 12 weeks training of Asana , Aerobics and Pranayam three group in

Systolic Blood Pressure   was significant at 0.05 level in “F” Ratio and it was better result

કસોટ   ૂથ ANCOVA TABLE 

(Test) 
A B C D 

વગ નો 

સરવાળો 

વતં  

મા ા 

મ યક 

િવચરણ ‘F’ 

  (SS) (df) (MSS) 

ૂ વ 

કસોટ  

મ યક 

1
1
3
.
8
8 

1
1
7
.
6
4 

11
6.
32 

122.
72 

1042.16 3 347.386667 

1.59 

(Pree 
Test 

Mean) 
20920.88 96 217.925833 

િતમ 

કસોટ  

મ યક 
1
1
7
.
6 

1
1
7
.
8
8 

11
6.
4 

124 

874.27 3 291.423333 

4.193 

(Post 
Test 

Mean) 
6670.64 96 69.4858333 

ુધારલ 

મ યક  

1
1
8
.
7
8 

1
1
7
.
8
8 

11
6.
81 

122.
39 

427.9945
99 3 142.664866 

2.95 
(Adjusted 

Mean) 
4592.596

15 95 48.3431174 
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GRAPH-1
Pre test and post test mean and Adjusted Mean for Asana Group, Aerobics  Group, Pranayam  Group

and Control Group in the Performance in Systolic Blood Pressure
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Table -12
Mean difference and critical difference of Asan group, Aerobics  group, Pranayam group and control

group in performance in Systolic Blood Pressure

મ યક (Mean) 

મ યક 

તફાવત 
(MD) 

ુધારલ 

મ યકનો 

ાંિતક 

તફાવત 
(CD) 

A B C D 

118.785 117.88     0.90501876 

3.933166353 

118.785   116.816017   1.96900153 

118.785     122.398964 -
3.61394526 

  117.88 116.816017   1.06398278 

  117.88   122.398964 
-

4.51896402 
    116.816017 122.398964 -5.5829468 

 
From table-14 researchers finds that between Group A and Group B mean difference is 0.90, between
Group A and Group C mean difference is ,1.96 Group A and Group D mean difference is 3.61, Group B
and Group C mean difference   is 1.06, Group B and Group D mean difference is 4.51 and Group C and
Group D mean difference is 5.58 from above table its shows Group A and B has low difference, Group A
and C has low difference and Group A and D has low difference
Group B and C has low difference, Group B and D has significant difference and Group C and D has low
difference from all over adjusted mean and critical difference is 3.93

Table -3
 Analysis of variance and co-variance  of mean for Asana , Aerobics ,Pranayam Group and Control

Group in the Performance on Diastolic  Blood Pressure
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કસોટ   ૂથ ANCOVA TABLE 

(Test) 
A B C D 

વગ નો 

સરવાળો 

વતં  

મા ા 

મ યક 

િવચરણ ‘F’ 

  (SS) (df) (MSS) 

ૂ વ 

કસોટ  

મ યક 
70.76 68 71 66.96 

303.24 3 101.08 

2.50 

(Pree 
Test 

Mean) 
2767.52 96 28.8283333 

િતમ 

કસોટ  

મ યક 
71.36 69.36 72.44 66.96 

436.27 3 145.423333 

5.55 

(Post 
Test 

Mean) 
2512.64 96 26.1733333 

ુધારલ 

મ યક  
69.93 70.42 70.80 68.95 

45.5066597 3 15.1688866 

5.40 
(Adjusted 

Mean) 266.713201 95 2.80750738 

 From above table -15 performance in Diastolic Blood Pressure   analysis of variances and co-variances
mean on Asana group  ,Aerobics group, Pranayam group and control group has shown. In table it shows
four Group   Pre test Mean “F” ratio is 2.50 which is not significant level of 0.05 So therefore it seems
there is no significant difference between in pre test and post test. So randomly selection of four groups is
on right way of path.
 In Table-15 also shows that Four Group Post test mean “F” ratio is 4.19 which is significant level of 0.05.
Adjusted mean “F” ratio is 5.40 which is significant level of 0.05

Discussion of Finding
Analysis of data shows that 12 weeks training of Asana , Aerobics and Pranayam three group in
Diastolic Blood Pressure   was significant at 0.05 level in “F” Ratio and it was better result

GRAPH-2
Pre test and post test mean and Adjusted Mean for Asana Group, Aerobics  Group, Pranayam  Group

and Control Group in the Performance in Diastolic Blood Pressure
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Table -4
Mean difference and critical difference of Asan group, Aerobics  group, Pranayam group and control

group in performance in Diastolic Blood Pressure

મ યક (Mean) 

મ યક 

તફાવત 
(MD) 

ુધારલ 

મ યકનો 

ાંિતક 

તફાવત 
(CD) 

A B C D 

69.93666 70.423     -
0.48634561 

0.947840895 

69.93666   70.8004533   -
0.86379603 

69.93666     68.9598867 0.97677054 

  70.423 70.8004533   
-

0.37745042 
  70.423   68.9598867 1.46311615 
    70.8004533 68.9598867 1.84056657 

From table-16 researchers finds that between Group A and Group B mean difference is 0.48, between
Group A and Group C mean difference is ,0.86 Group A and Group D mean difference is 0.97, Group B
and Group C mean difference   is 0.37, Group B and Group D mean difference is 1.46 and Group C and
Group D mean difference is 1.84 from above table its shows Group A and B has low difference, Group A
and C has low difference and Group A and D has significant difference
Group B and C has low difference, Group B and D has significant difference and Group C and D has
significant  difference from all over adjusted mean and critical difference is 0.94

Table -5
 Analysis of variance and co-variance  of mean for Asana , Aerobics ,Pranayam Group and Control

Group in the Performance on pulse rate
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કસોટ   ૂથ ANCOVA TABLE 

(Test) 
A B C D 

વગ નો 

સરવાળો 

વતં  

મા ા 

મ યક 

િવચરણ ‘F’ 

  (SS) (df) (MSS) 

ૂ વ 

કસોટ  

મ યક 
89.84 88.24 86.72 91.76 

350.52 3 116.84 

1.94 
(Pree 
Test 

Mean) 
5761.52 96 60.0158333 

િતમ 

કસોટ  

મ યક 
87.32 85.96 83.16 92.12 

1051.64 3 350.546667 

5.80 
(Post 
Test 

Mean) 
5794.4 96 60.3583333 

ુધારલ 

મ યક  
86.63 86.84 85.54 89.54 

206.393961 3 68.7979869 

30.29 
(Adjusted 

Mean) 215.725829 95 2.2707982 

 From above table -17 performance in Pulse Rate   analysis of variances and co-variances mean on Asana
group  ,Aerobics group, Pranayam group and control group has shown. In table it shows four Group   Pre
test Mean “F” ratio is 1.94 which is not significant level of 0.05 So therefore it seems there is no significant
difference between in pre test and post test. So randomly selection of four groups is on right way of path.
 In Table-15 also shows that Four Group Post test mean “F” ratio is 5.80 which is significant level of 0.05.
Adjusted mean “F” ratio is 30.29 which is significant level of 0.05
Discussion of Finding
Analysis of data shows that 12 weeks training of Asana , Aerobics and Pranayam three group in Pulse
Rate   was significant at 0.05 level in “F” Ratio and it was better result

GRAPH-3
Pre test and post test mean and Adjusted Mean for Asana Group, Aerobics  Group, Pranayam  Group

and Control Group in the Performance in Pulse Rate
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Table -5
Mean difference and critical difference of Asan group, Aerobics  group, Pranayam group and control

group in performance in pulse rate

મ યક (Mean) 

મ યક 

તફાવત 
(MD) 

ુધારલ 

મ યકનો 

ાંિતક 

તફાવત 
(CD) 

A B C D 

86.6312 86.8456     -
0.21440675 

0.852440862 

86.6312   85.5412902   1.08990683 
86.6312     89.5419089 -2.9107119 

  86.8456 85.5412902   1.30431358 

  86.8456   89.5419089 
-

2.69630514 

    85.5412902 89.5419089 
-

4.00061873 
 From table-18 researchers finds that between Group A and Group B mean difference is 0.21, between

Group A and Group C mean difference is ,1.08 Group A and Group D mean difference is 2.91, Group B
and Group C mean difference   is 1.30, Group B and Group D mean difference is 2.69 and Group C and
Group D mean difference is 4.00 from above table its shows Group A and B has low difference, Group A
and C has significant difference and Group A and D has low difference
Group B and C has significant difference, Group B and D has significant difference and Group C and D
has significant  difference from all over adjusted mean and critical difference is 0.85
For Questioner girls has to give 80 question answer among this 1 to 8 question was only for example
others was calculate with answer key and score was counted and calculation was in average and Mean
method Table and Graph has shown in Mean difference
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Table- 6 
Mean of four group in Intelligence quotient  

Group name A asana  B aerobics  C Pranayam  D Control 
Mean  34.72 

 
33.76 35.44 34.08 

 From table -19   in questioner analysis shows that group A asana mean is 34.72 , group B Aerobics mean
is 33.76 ,Group C Pranayam group mean is 35.44 and Control group mean is 34.08 its shows that all four
groups Pranayam group is more better than other group in Intelligent

Graph -4 
Mean Graph of four group in Intelligence quotient  

 
 

32

34

36

Asna group
Aerobics group

Pranayam group
Control group

34,72

33,76

35,44

34,08

Intelligence quotient

Intellige
nce …

Conclusion
 In   physiological variables like pulse rate, systolic

and diastolic blood pressure, there was significant
difference In control group there was not
significantly in Physical Fitness and physiological
variables

 In Intelligent there was difference between Asana
,Pranayam group and low difference in aerobics
and Control group
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આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  બા કટબોલ અને હ ડબોલના ખેલાડ ઓની ેરણાનો ુલના મક 

અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં ુજરાત ુ િનવિસટ  અમદાવાદ, હમચં ાચાય ઉ ર 

ુજરાત ુ િનવિસટ  પાટણ, મહારા  ૃ ણ ુમારિસહ  ભાવનગર ુ િનવિસટ  ભાવનગર, સૌરા  

ુ િનવિસટ  રાજકોટ અને સરદાર પટલ ુ િનવિસટ , વ લભ િવ ાનગરનો જ સમાવેશ કરવામાં આ યો 

હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં ઉપરો ત ુ િનવિસટ માં અ યાસ કરતા તેમજ તર િવ િવ ાલય ક ાએ 

પસંદગી પામેલ બા કટબોલ  અને  હ ડબોલ રમતના 18 થી 28 વષની વય ૂથના ુલ 120 ખેલાડ  

ભાઈઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. ેરણાની  ાવ લ ભરાવી ‘t’ ટ ટ લા ુ પાડ  

મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતોને 0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી . ુ ં તારણ આ ુજબ જોવા 

મ ુ ં હ ુ ં. બા કટબોલ અને હ ડબોલ બંને ૂથો વ ચે ેરણામાં સાથક તફાવત જોવા મળતો ન હતો.   
ેરણાનો અથ “ ેરણાનો અથ કોઈ કાયને કર ુ”ં એવો થાય છે. આવા અથમાં આપણે કોઈપણ 

ઉ પકને ેરણા કહ  શક એ છ એ ેરણા એક ત રક શ ત છે,  ય તને ય તનેન કાય કરવા 

ે રત કર છે આ એક ન જોઈ શકાય તેવી અ ૃ ય શ ત છે, પરં ુ તેના પર આધા રત વતનને જોઈને 

મા  તે ુ અ ુમાન કર  શકાય છે. ૂ ંકમાં “ ેર તે ેરણા ” એમ કહ  શકાય. ેરણા શ દ તેનો લેટ ન 

શ દ ‘મોિવયર’ પરથી લેવામાં આ યો છે. નો અથ છે ‘બદલ ુ’ં અથવા ‘ચાલ ુ’ં. યાર આપણે એમ 

કહ એ છ એ ક કોઈ ય ત ે રત છે તો તેનો અથ થાય છે ક કોઈ મં જલ પામવા માટની દર ુ ં  

ેરકત વ અથવા બળ ારા ે રત થાય છે. આપણે કહ એ શક એ છ એ ક ેરણા એ એક એવી યા 

છે, ના ારા ય ત ઉ ત થાય છે તથા િવશેષ દશાની તરફ િવશેષ િવિધ ારા કામ કરવા માટ 

ે રત થાય છે. માં ેરણા ુ ં  તર બ ુ ુ હશે તેમાં તે ુ ં  દશન પણ બ ુ જ સા ુ ં  હશે તથા તેના 

ુકાબલામાં બહતર છે,  ે રત નથી અથવા ઓછા માણમાં ે રત થયા છે. ખેલાડ ઓના દખાવ પર 

ેરણા મક થિતનો ભાવ પડ છે. જો ખેલાડ  પહલાથી જ ેરાયેલો હોય છે તેને ેરણા માટ 

યોજનાબ  કાય મોની આવ યકતા પડ છે. ગિતિવિધમાં વયં ભાગ લેવાનો તથા ગિતઅવરોધને ૂર 

કરવાનો કવળ ેરણા મક ટકિનકો ારા જ ે રત કર  શકાય છે. ેરણા િશ કો, કોચ, િશ કો અને 

શાર રક િશ ણ કાય મ એ શંસકોના માટ બ ુ ઉપયોગી છે.  

અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  બા કટબોલ અને હ ડબોલના ખેલાડ ઓની ેરણાનો ુલના મક 

અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં ુજરાત ુ િનવિસટ  અમદાવાદ, હમચં ાચાય ઉ ર ુજરાત ુ િનવિસટ  પાટણ, 

મહારા  ૃ ણ ુમારિસહ  ભાવનગર ુ િનવિસટ  ભાવનગર, સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ  રાજકોટ અને સરદાર 

પટલ ુિનવિસટ , વ લભ િવ ાનગરનો જ સમાવેશ કરવામાં આ યો હતો.  આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં 

ઉપરો ત ુ િનવિસટ માં અ યાસ કરતા તેમજ તર િવ િવ ાલય ક ાએ પસંદગી 
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પામેલ બા કટબોલ  અને  હ ડબોલ રમતના 18 થી 28 વષની વય ૂથના ુલ 120 ખેલાડ  

ભાઈઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા.  

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન 

1 ેરણા ાવ લ ુણાંકન (સં યા) 

કડાક ય યાઃ 

બા કટબોલ અને હ ડબોલના ખેલાડ ઓની ેરણાની ા ત કરલ મા હતી પર ‘t’ ટ ટ લા ુ 

પાડ  મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતોને 0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી.અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી – 1 

બા કટબોલ અને હ ડબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની ેરણાનો મ યક,  મ યક તફાવત અને ‘t’ રિશયો 

 

મ ૂથ 
િવષયપા ોની 

સં યા 
મ યક મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ રિશયો 

1 બા કટબોલ 60 33.87 
2.20 0.825 

2 હ ડબોલ 60 31.67 

*સાથકતા ુ ં ધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’ (118) = 1.65 

સારણી – 1માં ેરણા માપન કસોટ માં  બા કટબોલ ૂથનો મ યક 33.87 અને હ ડબોલ ૂથનો 

મ યક 31.67 તેમજ બંને ૂથોનો મ યક તફાવત 2.20 જોવા મળેલ હતો. યાર ‘t’ રિશયો 0.825 જોવા 

મળેલ હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ (118) = 1.65 એ ચકાસતા બંને ૂથો વ ચે સાથક તફાવત મા ૂ મ પડતો ન 

હતો. બંને ૂથોના મ યકો આલેખ-1 માં જોવા મળે છે.  

આલેખ – 1 

બા કટબોલ અને હ ડબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓની ેરણાના મ યકો દશાવતો આલેખ 
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તારણોઃ 

બા કટબોલ અને હ ડબોલ બંને ૂથો વ ચે ેરણામાં સાથક તફાવત જોવા મળતો ન હતો.  

                                                                    સંદભ ંથોઃ 
 અજમેરિસહ અને અ ય, શાર રક િશ ણ વા ય અને રમતોની આ ુ િનક પાઠ ુ તકા,   

              ુ િધયાનલઃ ક યાણી પ લશર, રા નગર, ૨૦૦૧.  

 વમા, કાશ ., એ ટ ુક ઓન પોટસ ટટ ટ સ, વા લયરઃ િવનસ પ લકશન , 2000. 
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Abstract: આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હેતુ મા યિમક અને ઉ ચતર મા યિમક શાળાઓની બહેનોના
શરીર દળઆંકનો તુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટે અમરેલી િજ લાની
મા યિમક અને ઉ ચતર મા યિમક શાળાઓની િવ ાથ નીઓને ય છ પ ધિતથી 100 – 100 િવષયપા ોની
પસંદગી કરવામાં આવી હતી. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં માપનના ધોરણ તરીકે શરીરદળ આંક (બી.એમ.આઈ.) 
લેવામાં આ યુ હતંુ જેનંુ માપન બોડી કંપોઝીશન મશીન વારા કરવામાં આ યું હતંુ. આ સંશોધન અ યાસની
કસોટી વારા ા ત થયેલ આંકને આંકડાકીય પૃથ કરણમાં મ યક અને ‘t’ પ ધિત વારા આંકડાકીય પૃથ કરણ
કરવામાં આ યું હતંુ. જેનુ ંપ રણામ જોતા ંજણાય છે કે, શરીર દળઆંક કસોટીમાં મા યિમક શાળાની બહેનો
કરતાં ઉ ચતર મા યિમક શાળાની બહેનોનો દેખાવ વધુ સારો જોવા મળેલ હતો. 

તાવનાઃ 
શરીર બંધારણની ખરી ણકારી મૃત શરીરના ડીસે શન પરથી થઈ શકે છે. તેમાંથી એક પ ધિતમાં

શરીર બંધારણના પ ર ણ માટે રે ડયો ાફી વારા હાડકાં, નાય,ુ ચરબી અને ચામડી એ  – કરણ વારા
ણી શકાય છે. પોટેિશયમ એ ગામા- કરણની માપણી શરીર માટે છે. ઘણી જ મહ વની પ ધિત કે જે શરીરના

બંધારણ માટે જ રી છે. તેમા ંઅંડર વોટર વેઈટ પ ધિતનો સમાવેશ થાય છે. જેમા ંશરીરની ઘનતા એ આડકતરી
રીતે શરીરનંુ પાણીમાં ગુમાવેલંુ વજન એ આપણા શરીરમાંથી ગુમાવેલા પાણીના વજન બરાબર હોય છે. 
શરીરની ઘનતા વેઈટ / વો યુમ વડ ેમાપી શકાય છે. એક વખત ઘનતાનુ ંમાપ થઈ ય, ચરબીની ટકાવારી ગણી
શકાય. જેનો આધાર ઘનતા અને ચરબી િવનાની પેશીની ઘનતાના તફાવત પર હોય છે. બી  સામા ય માપણી
જેવી કે બોડી ડાયામીટર મેઝરમે ટ, તેની ડાઈ અન ે તેની ગણતરી કરી શકાય છે. કીન ફો ડ કેલીપસ અને
એ ોપોમીટરનો ઉપયોગ ડાયામીટરની માપણી માટે થાય છે. કીન ફો ડની માપણી માટે ેસરાઈઝ
કેલીપરની જ ર પડતી હોય છે. ચરબીનુ ં માણ ણવા માટ ે બોડીકંપોિઝશન એનાલાઈઝર મશીન વારા
િવ ુત વાહ મારફતે શરીર બંધારણ ણવામા ંઆવ ેછે. 
અ યાસનો હેતુઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હેતુ મા યિમક અને ઉ ચતર મા યિમક શાળાઓની બહેનોના શરીર
દળઆંકનો તુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. 
િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટે અમરેલી િજ લાની મા યિમક અને ઉ ચતર મા યિમક શાળાઓની
િવ ાથ નીઓન ેય છ પ ધિતથી 100 – 100 િવષયપા ોની પસંદગી કરવામા ંઆવી હતી. 
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માપનના ધોરણોઃ 
મ ચલાયમાન કસોટી માપન 
1 શરીરદળ આંક (બી.એમ.આઈ.) બોડી કંપોઝીશન મશીન સં યામા ં

 
આંકડાકીય યાઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસની કસોટી વારા ા ત થયેલ આંકને આંકડાકીય પૃથ કરણમાં મ યક અન ે‘t’ 
પ ધિત વારા આંકડાકીય પૃથ કરણ કરવામાં આ યંુ હતંુ. 

 
અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી – 1 
મા યિમક અન ેઉ ચતર મા યિમક શાળામા ંઅ યાસ કરતી બહેનોના શરીર દળઆંક દેખાવ કસોટીના મ યક, 

મ યક તફાવત અન ે‘t’ માણ દશાવતી સારણી. 
મ વૃિ  જૂથ મ યક મ યક તફાવત ‘t’  

3 શરીર દળઆંક 
મા યિમક 19.29 

1.29 0.86 
ઉ ચતર મા યિમક 18.00 

* વતં  મા ાઃ સાથકતાનંુ ધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ (198) = 1.96 
ઉપરો ત સારણી – 1 પરથી માલૂમ પડે છે કે શરીર દળઆંક કસોટીમાં મા યિમક શાળાની બહેનોનો 

મ યક 19.29 અન ેઉ ચતર મા યિમક શાળાની બહેનોનો મ યક 18.00 હતો. જેનો મ યક તફાવત 1.29 
હતો. તેમજ ા ત થયેલ ‘t’ રેિશયો 0.86 હતો. જે 0.05 ક ાએ સાથક નથી. આથી પ  થાય છે કે, 
મા યિમક શાળાની બહેનો અન ેઉ ચતર મા યિમક શાળાની બહેનોના શરીર દળઆંક દેખાવ કસોટીમાં સાથક 
તફાવત નથી. 
તારણોઃ 
 શરીર દળઆંક કસોટીમાં મા યિમક શાળાની બહેનો કરતાં ઉ ચતર મા યિમક શાળાની બહેનોનો 

દેખાવ વધ ુસારો જોવા મળેલ હતો. 
સંદભ ંથઃ 

દેસાઈ, મગનભાઈ ભુલાલ, આપ  ંપરમ યં  શરીર ભાગ-2, અમદાવાદઃ પીયુષ શાહ કાશન, 2000. 
વમા, કાશ જે., એ ટે બુક ઓન પોટસ ટેટે ટી સ, વાિલયરઃ િવનસ પિ લકેશન, 2000. 
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A Study of Effects on Pulse Rate and Vital Capacity by
Pranayama Training
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Abstract: The aim of the research is to study the A Study of Effects on Pulse Rate and Vital Capacity by
Pranayama Training. Total 30 students from J. M. Desai Highschool, Thasara were selected at the subject.
These students were divided into Two groups i.e. 15 students in Pranayama training group and 15 students
in control group. Pulse Rate and Vital Capacity were tested by Stethoscope and Pic Flow Meter, respec-
tively twice i.e. before and after the particular Four weeks training. Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA)
was applied at 0.05 level of significance to test the hypothesis. It was observed from the result of the study
that the experimental group improved significantly in Pulse Rate and Vital Capacity due to the particular of
Pranayama Training.
Introduction:

Yogic performances and Sun Salutations are
the precious inheritance of Indian culture. The
determined goal of Yoga is to achieve coordination
with the God. For this purpose, Yoga has eight steps
such as “Yama, Niyam, Asana, Pranayama,
Dharana, Dyana and Samadhi”. The body is
accepted as the basic mean and the healthy state of
body and mind is achieved for yoga process. The
essential physical and mental health required for yoga
is attained from Yama, Niyam, Asana and

Pranayama. So yogik processes such as asana and
pranayama are included in Indian physical Education
Programmes.
Objectives of Research:

1. To study effects on Pulse Rate by Pranayama
Training Exercises.

2. To study effects on Vital Capacity by
Pranayama Training Exercises.

Criterion Measures:
Hypothesis for selected measuring standards given
below:

NO Test Measuring standards 

1 Pulse Rate Stethoscope 

2 Vital Capacity Pic Flow Meter 

Method and Material:
Total 30 students from J. M. Desai

Highschool, Thasara were selected at the
subject. These students were divided into Two
groups i.e. 15 students in Pranayama training
group and 15 students in control group. Pulse
Rate and Vital Capacity, were tested by
Stethoscope and Pic Flow Meter, Respectively

twice i.e. before and after the particular six
weeks training.
Statistical Analysis:
Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was applied
at 0.05 level of significance.
Result of the Study:
The result of the study is presented in following
tables.
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Table 1 

Means and Analysis of Covariance of Pulse Rate Test for Pranayama and Control 

Group  

Test 
GROUP ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE TABLE 

Pranayama Control Sum of 
Square 

Degree of 
Freedom 

Mean Sum 
of Square ‘F’ 

Pretest Mean  76.333 73.66 53.33 1 53.33 1.62 
920.66 28 32.88 

Posttest Mean  72 72.73 0.533 1 0.53 0.016 
900.66 28 36.16 

Adjusted Mean  71.25 73.94 51.37 1 51.37 9.97* 
139.12 27 5.15 

 * Sig. Level at 0.05 (1,28) = 4.196 & (1,27) = 4.210 

It is observed from table – 1 that the means of Pranayama Training Group; Pre-test is 76.333,
post-test mean is 72 and adjusted mean is 71.25. Control Group; Pre-test is 73.66, post-test mean is
72.73 and adjusted mean is 73.94. The calculated ‘F’ value of pre-test means of all the groups is not
significant, calculated ‘F’ value of post-test means groups is not significant and calculated ‘F’ value of
adjusted means of all the groups is significant.

Table 2 

Means and Analysis of Covariance of Pulse Rate Test for Pranayama and Control 

Group  

Test 
GROUP ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE TABLE 

Pranayama Control Sum of Square Degree of 
Freedom 

Mean Sum 
of Square ‘F’ 

Pretest Mean  320 350 6750 1 6750 1.90 99200 28 3542.85 

Posttest Mean  347.33 350.66 83.33 1 83.33 0.02 
86586.66 28 3092.38 

Adjusted Mean  361.09 336.90 4107.99 1 4107.99 35.67* 3108.84 27 115.14 
* Sig. Level at 0.05 (1,28) = 4.196 & (1,27) = 4.210 

It is observed from table – 1 that the means of Pranayama Training Group; Pre-test is 320, post-
test mean is 347.33 and adjusted mean is 361.09. Control Group; Pre-test is 350, post-test mean is
350.66 and adjusted mean is 336.90. The calculated ‘F’ value of pre-test means of all the groups is not
significant, calculated ‘F’ value of post-test means of all the groups is not significant and calculated ‘F’
value of adjusted means of all the groups is significant.
Conclusion:

It was observed from the result of the study
that the experimental group improved significantly
in Pulse Rate and Vital Capacity due to the particular
of Pranayama Training Exercise.

                             Bibliography:
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Statistics, Gwalior: Vinus Publication,
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Dariyaganj, 2005.
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^^’kSf{kd izca/ku ij tUeØe ,oa ijh{kk fpUrk dk v/;;u**
orZeku ‘kks/k v/;;u esa ‘kSf{kd izca/ku ij tUeØe ,oa ijh{kk fpark dk v/;;u fd;k x;kA v/;;u esa f}rh; tUeØe okys

fo|kfFk Z;ksa dh rqyuk esa izFke tUeØe okys fo|kfFkZ;ksa dk ‘kSf{kd izca/ku vf/kd ik;k x;kA U;k;n’kZ ds #i esa d{kk X;kjgoha

ds 600 fo|kfFkZ;ksa dk p;u dj izlj.k fo’ys”k.k Kkr fd;k x;kA v/;;u ls ;g ifj.kke izkIr gqvk fd ‘kSf{kd izca/ku ij

tUeØe ,oa ijh{kk fpark dk izHkko lkFkZd gSA

eq[; ‘kCn& ‘kSf{kd izca/ku] tUeØe] ijh{kk fpUrk

f’k{kk ckyd ds lokZxh.k fodkl dk eq[; lk/ku gSA f’k{kk

ckyd ds varfufgZr izfØ;kvksa dks mHkkjdj mUgsa iw.kZ fodflr

djrh gSA ckyd vius v/;;u dk mfpr izca/ku dj vius

Hkfo”; dks lokjusa ds fy, iz;Rujr jgrk gSA ckyd Lo;a dks

lek;k sftr dj viuh f’k{kk dk izc a/ku dj ldrs g SA og

mldh f’k{kk dk ‘kSf{kd izca/ku gksrk gSA fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds v/;;u

laca/kh {kerkvksa ds vkadyu ,oa mlds O;fDrxr fu;kstu rFkk

lkekU; lalk/ku rFkk voljksa ds fu;a=.k ij fuHkZj djrk gSA

bl vk/kkj ij fdlh Nk= dk ‘kSf{kd izca/ku mlds iM+us dh

bPNk vkSj vko’;drk }kjk fd;s x;s dk;Z ,oa ‘kSf{kd tokcnsgh

mlds vdknfed i zn’k Zu rFkk vk/ kkj l afgrk ds ek/;e ls

vfHkO;fDr gk srk gS tks fd mi;ksfxrk ifjekftZr djrk gSA

blh ds }kjk mlds Lo;a ds izca/ku dh iqf”V Hkh gksrh gSA

tUeØe & ,YÝsM ,Mysj izFke euksoSKkfud Fks ftUgksus

tUeØe ij loZizFke v/;;u fd;kA yseu ¼2002½ ,d ‘kks/k esa

ik;k fd izFke tUeØe okys cPps vf/kd ‘kSf{kd cqf) okys gksrs

gS nwljs tUeØe okys cPps dh rqyuk esa izFke tUeØe okys cPps

xaHkhj egRokdka{kh] mRlkgh ,oa vius y{; ds izfr ltx gksrs

gSA os viu s vkidk s T;knk ftEesnkj ,o a ifjiDo ekurs gS

D;ks afd mu ij vf/kd /;ku fn;k tkrk g SA Dyk sfuaxj ds

vuqlkj ¼2008½ ekrk&firk Hkh vius igys cPps ds izfr vf/kd

fpafrr gksrs gS] os vius igys cPps dks T;knk ftEesnkj le>rs

gS ,oe muds izfr vkdka{kk Hkh vf/kd gksrh gSA  bl y{k.k ij

ik;k x;k fd igys tUes cPpksa esa vf/kd fpark gksrh gS D;ksafd

vfHkHkkodksa dk ncko igys cPps dks ysdj vf/kd gksrkA

ifj{kk fpUrk &

lkekU;r % fpUr k dk s ,d tfVy dFku ds #i

e s a  i f j H k k f ” k r  f d ; k  x ; k  g S  t k s  e u k s o S K k f u d

ruko ]l aK ku kRed] Hk ko kRed] O;ogkj kRed vk Sj ‘k kj hfjd

vlar qyu dk ifj.kke g SA okbu ¼1971½ u s ek Sfyd vuql a/

k ku ds vk/ kkj ij ijh{kk fp ark dSl s i zn’k Zu dk s i zH k k for

djr k  g S  le> ku s  d s fy; s fl)k ar d k  fuek Z . k  fd; k

mUgk su a dgk fd ijh{ kk fp ark o ky s O;fDr;k s a e s a ij h {k k

y su s d s i wo Z fp ark dh i w.k Z / k kj. kk i z kj aH k gk s tkrh g SA

tcfd fuEu ijh{kk fpUr k o ky s O;fDr vkRe vkyk spu k]

n Sfgd fpUrk] i zkl afxd dk;k s Z d s fopkj ds ckj s e s a /;ku

n sr s g SA n wLj s ‘kCnk s a e s a ijh{kk fp ark oky s O;fDr e s a ijh{kk

d s  n k Sj ku  /; ku  fp Ur k v k S j  d k; k s Z  e s a c aV k gk sr k  g SA

bEe sydEi ck se su ,oe ~ Ldkfy ax ¼1992½ ds vu qlkj ijh{kk

fpUrk i zR; sd O;fDr ds LoH k ko e s a mldh vk’ k adk dh

Hkkoukvk s a  dk vu qH ko vk Sj ‘k Sf{kd okrkoj.k e s a Nk=k s a d s

i zn’k Zu ds i zfr fpUrk dk e wY;k adu gSA Mso sup sj ¼1978½

ds v/;;u ls Kkr gqvk fd mPp fp ar k oky s O;fDr;k s a

u s  i j h { k k  i j  de le; yx k; k  g S  mPp fp ar k o ky s

O;fD;k s a  u s fpUrkvk s a dk gLr{k si fpUrktud fopkjk s a  dh

vk sj  vf/ kd /; ku ]  ‘ k kj h fjd mRr stuk dk  c< +u k  vk Sj

dk;Z e s a gLr{k si dk mRiUu gk suk vf/ kd eglwl fd;kA

muds vu qlkj ‘k S{k f.kd i zn’k Zu e s a mPp ,o a fuEu fpUrk

le wg k s a d s e/; egRoi w.k Z varj ugh ik;k x;kA
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iwoZ ‘kk s/ k v/;;uksa ds vk/kkj ij or Zeku v/;;u

fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds fyax] tUeØe ,oa ijh{kk fpUrk dk ‘kSf{kd izca/

ku ij izHkko Kkr djus ds fy, fMtkbZu fd;k x;k gSA

lacaf/kr ‘kks/k v/;;u &

tkdksch ts ¼1986½ us tUeØe ,oa izh ijh{k.k fpUrk
ds v/;;u esa fu”d”kZ ik;k fd igys ,oa vafre tUesa cPps esa
leku fpUrk Lrj gSA

eSuMksuYM ,oe~ dsjkWy ¼1981½ ds fl)kar ds vuqlkj
izFke tUeØe ds cPps nwljs cPpksa dh vis{kk vf/kd fpUrk
djrs gS rFkk mldk izHkko muds gj dk;Z ij fn[kk;h nsrk
gSA

ehuj ¼1986½ us cPpksa ds tUeØe vkSj ‘kSf{kd miyfC/

k ds e/; laca/k dk v/;;u fd;k mUgksaus Kkr fd;k fd igys

tUesa cPps  vkSj NksVs ifjokj ds cPps mPp Lrj dks izkIr djrs

ckn esa tUesa cM+s ifjokj ds cPpksa dh rqyuk esaA

v#.kk ¼1994½ u s d{kk uoeh ds fo|kfFk Z;k s a dk s

tUeØe dk muds v/;;u vknr ij i zH k ko dk v/;;u

fd;kA mUgksau s ik;k fd tUeØe dk fo|kfFk Z;k s a d s v/;;u

vknr ij lkFkZd izHkko ugh gSA

lqn o dkVksd ¼1994½ us okLrfod ijh{k.k ifjfLFkfr

esa ijh{k.k fpUrk xzLr Nk=ksa ds laKkukRedrk dk v/;;u dk

fu”d”kZ ik;k fd ijh{k.k fpUrk rFkk mDr ijh{k.k esa Nk= dh

fu”ifr ds chp laca/kk s a dk vf/kd vPNs ls le>us ds fy,

ijh{kk ds fofHkUu {k.kksa ds nkSjku Nk=ksa ds laKku ds ckjs esa

cr k;kA

csn ¼2001½ us d{kk uoeh ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh ‘kSf{kd

miyfC/k ij fpUrk ds izHkko dk v/;;u fd;k vkSj fu”d”k Z

ik;k fd ‘kSf{kd miyfC/k dk fo|kfFk Z;k sa dh mPp ,oa fuEu

fpUrk esa lkFk Zd varj ik;k x;kA

yqQh ¼2004½ us Nk=ks a ds lh[kus dh ;ksX;rk dk

ijh{kk fpUrk vkSj O;fDrRo ij mlds izHkko dk v//;u fd;k

vkSj fu”d”kZ ik;k fd O;fDrRo ds pj dk lh[kus dh ;ksX;rk

vkSj ijh{kk fpUrk esa fd’kk sfj;ksa ds lh[kus ds y{k.k vf/kd

ik;s x;sA

vtokuh ts-lh- ,oa ‘kek Z vkj-,- ¼2004½ us ijh{kk

fpUrk dk ‘kSf{kd miyfC/k ds laca/k esa v/;;u dj ;g fu”d”kZ

izkIr fd;k fd mPp ‘kSf{kd miyfC/k okys Nk=ksa esa ijh{kk ds

le; vf/kd fpUrk ik;h x;h  tcfd fuEu miyfC/k okys

Nk=ks esa ijh{kk esa de fpUrk ik;h x;h A

yspj ¼2006½ us fd’kksjks dh fpUrk ds izHkko dk v/

;;u fd;k vkSj fu”d”kZ ik;k fd yM+dks dh rqyuk esa yM+fd;ksa

esa mPp fpUrk ns[kh x;hA

V ª kek sukVk] tsfedk ,e ¼2007½ us egkfo|ky;hu

Nk=ks esa tUeØe ,oa fpUrk fo”k;d ‘kks/k esa ik;k fd ikjLifjd

#i esa ifjokj dk cM+k cPpk fpUrk djus okyk] rkfdZd lksp

j[kus okyk ,oa lokZf/kd cqf)eku gksrk gS] chp dh larku

lqy>h gq;h tks cM+s dh miyfC/k;ksa ds dkj.k <d tkrk gS vkSj

lcls NksVk Økafrdkjh csijokg fdLe dk gksrk gSA

iwo Z ‘kk s/ k v/;;uksa ds vk/kkj ij or Zeku v/;;u

fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds fyax] tUeØe ,oa ijh{kk fpUrk dk ‘kSf{kd izca/

ku ij izHkko Kkr djus ds fy, fMtkbZu fd;k x;k gSA

mÌs’; &

1- fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds ‘kSf{kd izca/ku ij muds fyax] tUeØe
rFkk ijh{kk fpUrk ds varfØ;kRed izHkko dk v/
;;u djukA

ifjdYiuk&

,p
1

fo|kfFk Z;ks a ds ‘kSf{kd izca/ku ij fyax] tUeØe rFkk

ijh{kk fpUrk ds varfØ;kRed i zH k ko dk lkFk Zd

varj ugh ik;k tk;sxkA

ifjfleu & ;g v/;;u NRrhlx<+ ds nqxZ ftys esa v/

;;ujr ~ ‘kkldh; mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;k sa d s

600 fo|kfFk Z;k s a ij fd;k x;kA

U;k;n’k Z&

bl v/;;u esa d{kk 11 oha ds izFke tUeØe ,oa

f}rh; tUeØe okys 600 fo|kfFkZ;k sa dk ;kn‘fPNd

p;u fd;k x;kA ftlesa izFke tUeØe okys 150

Nk= ,oa 150 Nk=k rFkk f}rh; tUeØe okys 150

Nk= ,oa 150 Nk=k dks U;kn’kZ ds #i esa fy;k x;kA

midj.k &
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1- ijh{kk fpUrk&bl v/;;u esa ijh{kk fpUrk ds ekiu gsrq MkW-e/k q vxzoky ,oa fel o”kkZ dkS’ky }kjk ¼1995½ }kjk
fodflr ijh{kk fpUrk ekiuh dk iz;k sax fd;k x;kA

2 - tUeØe& tUeØe laca/kh lkekU; tkudkjh izi= dk iz;ksx fd;k x;kA

3 - ‘k Sf{kd izca/ku&’kSf{kd izca/ku ds ekiu gsrq vkB vk;keksa ¼‘kSf{kd n{krk] v/;;u vknr] ijh{k.kh; ;ksX;rk le;
izca/ku] lek;kstu] lQyrk dh vkdka{kk] f’k{kd&Nk= laca/k ,oa ruko½ ls fufeZr LofufeZr ekiuh dk fodkl dj
iz;ksx fd;k x;kA ‘kSf{kd izca/ku ds vkB vk;keksa esa ls ‘kSf{kd n{krk miekiuh dk iz;ksx bl v/;;u ds fy;s fd;k
x;kA

Lkk a[;hfd; fo’ys”k.k&

Lora= pjksa pj ij izkIrkad ds e/;kadks ds vk/kkj ij fuEu vkSj mPp lewg dk fuekZ.k fd;k x;kA dkjdh; vfHkdYi

 ds vk/kkj ij vkfJr pj ‘kSf{kd izca/ku ds ‘kSf{kd n{krk vk;ked sizHkko dks ns[kus gsrq izlj.k fo’ys”k.k fd;k

x;kA izlj.k fo’y s”k.k dh lkaf[;dh x.kuk ,lih,l,l ds 16 os laLdj.k }kjk dh x;hA i zkIr ifj.kkek s a dh O;k[;k

fuEukuqlkj dh x;hA

ifj.kke ,oa foospuk%

,p
1

fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds ‘kSf{kd izca/ku ij fyax] tUeØe rFkk ijh{kk fpUrk ds varfØ;kRed izHkko dk lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k

tk;sx kA

lkj.kh Ø-1

fo|kfFk Z;k sa ds fyax] tUeØe ,oa ijh{kk fpark ds e/; var%fØ;kRed ds izHkko ds

izdk;Z ds #i esa ‘k Sf{kd izca/ku ij vkSlr izkIrk ad

 
ijh{kk fpUrk  

 
Nk= Nk=k 

izFke tUeØe f}rh; tUeØe izFke tUeØe f}rh; tUeØe 

fuEu ijh{kk fpark 17-12 15-46 18-22 15-14 
mPp ijh{kk fpark 19-55 16-09 20-51 14-98 

mijksDr lkj.kh Ø- &1 ls Li”V gS fd izFke tUeØe okys Nk= dh fuEu ijh{kk fpark dk vkSlr eku 17-12 gS tcfd

mPp ijh{kk fpark dk vkSlr eku 19-55 gSA f}rh; tUeØe okys Nk= dh fuEu ijh{kk fpark dk vkSlr eku 15-

46 gSA tcfd mPp ijh{kk fpark dk vkSlr eku 16-09 gSA blh izdkj izFke tUeØe okys Nk=k dh fuEu ijh{kk

fpark dk vkSlr eku 18-22 gS ,oa mPp ijh{kk fpark dk eku 20-51 gS tcfd f}rh; tUeØe okys Nk=k fd

fuEu ijh{kk fpark dk eku 15-14 gSA ,oa mPp ijh{kk fpark dk 14-98 izkIr gqvk A blds fy, F vuqikr dk

eku 5-026 izkIr gqvk tks 05 fo’okl Lrj ij lkFkZd gSA

fu”d”k Z &

izkIr ifj.kkeksa ds vuqlkj mPp ijh{kk fpark okys izFke tUeØe okys Nk=ksa dh rqyuk esa mPp ijh{kk fpark okys

izFke tUeØe ,oa f}rh; tUeØe okys Nk=kvksa esa ‘kSf{kd izca/ku vf/kd ik;k x;kA ‘kSf{kd izca/ku ds ‘kSf{kd

n{krk vk;ke ij fyax] tUeØe ,oa ijh{kk fpUrk lewg dk varfØ;kRed izHkko lkFkZd ik;k x;kA

‘k Sf{kd mikns;rk &
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 ‘kSf{kd izca/ku esa laHkkfor fofo/krkvksa ds }kjk Nk= ,oa Nk=kvksa ds ‘k Sf{kd miØeksa esa varj dks
lglaKkukRed ewY;kadu }kjk nwj fd;k tk ldrk gSA

 ikB~;Øe esa fo”k; oLrq ds lgh lekos’k ,oa mudk dfBukbZ Lrj vkadfyr fd;s tkus ls Nk=ksa dh
ijh{kk n{krk esa o‘f) gks ldrh gS vkSj ijh{kk fpUrk de fd;k tk ldrk gSA

lanHkZ lwph

 ,Mysj] , ¼1946½ n izsDVhl ,.M Fksojh vkWQ baMhfotq; lkgdksykWth n‘yanj % ds ikWy] VsªUp]V ªsouj ,.M dks ,yVhMh,
 vtokuh] ts-lh-,.M ‘kekZ] vkj-,- ¼2004½  VsLV ,atkbVh bu fjys’ku Vw ,dsMehd ,phoesUVl bafM;u vkWQ tuZy

lkbdksykWth ,.M ,tqds’ku]okY;qe 35&2]ist ua-123-
 v#.kk ¼1994½ cFkZ vkMZj bQsDV vkWu bZchVl] ,sdsMehd lkbdksykWth 49 4] 286&286
 cSn ¼2001½ ,sdsMehd ,phoesUV bQsDV vkWu ,UtkbVh]baMh;u lkbdksykWth fjfoo] 52]42&45
 Dyksfuaxj] ,l ¼2008½ Fk sojhl vkWQ ijlukYVh % vaMjLVsMhax ijlUl] vij lMMsy jhoj],u ts-ih;jlu ih;jlu

izsuVhd gkWy
 MsQsuspj] ts-,y- ¼1978½ ojh]beks’kusfyVh],.M VkWLd&tujsVsM bavjQsjsU’k bu VsLV ,atkbVh ,oa bEisjhdy VsLV vkWQ

vVsU’kuy n tjuy vkQ ,tqds’kuy lkbdksykWth] 70]248&254-
 bZXesydsEi]ih-,e-th-ck sesu]Vh-ds-,.M Ldkfyax],-¼1992½ ,UtkbVh fM’kvkMZj % , izsDVhf’kfu;j xkbM] phpsLVj tku

foys ,.M lUl-
 tkWdksch] ,- ts- ¼1968½ cFk Z LVMh vkWQ jsad ,.M izh&,DlisfjesUVl ,UtkbVh n tuZy vkWQ lks’ky lkbdksyk Wth

79 ]9&11-
 yspj -¼2005½ ,UtkbaVh bQsDV vkWu ,MksykslsUV pkbYM MsosYiesUV] 49]110&125
 yseu]ds-¼2002½ n U;w cFkZ vkMZj cqd] xzs aM jsihMl] ,e vkbZ ¶ysehax ,p-jsosy
 yq¶Qh ¼2004½ bQsDV vkWQ VsLV ,atkbVh ,.M ilZukYVh vkWu yjfuax ,cyhVh n pkbYM MsoysiesUV 42]212&216-
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yk÷u¾ 10
økúkr{ý yLku þnuhe ¼kEykuLkk {kLkrMkf MðkMÚkÞLkku {æÞfku Ëþkoðíkku yk÷u¾
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સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના ય ત વના પાસાઓમાં 

ઓછાબોલા િવ ુ  િમલનસાર અને ઓછા ુ શાળ  િવ ુ  વ  ુ ુ શાળ નો  

ુલના મક અ યાસ 

*M.Phil (Research Scholar) Dept.of Phy.Edu.Sports & Science – Sadara.

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના ય ત વના 

પાસાઓમાં ઓછાબોલા િવ ુ  િમલનસાર અને ઓછા ુ શાળ  િવ ુ  વ ુ ુ શાળ નો ુલના મક 

અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના તર િવ િવ ાલય ક ાએ પસંદ 

પામેલા 30 ખેલાડ ઓ અને 30 બનખેલાડ ઓનો 18 થી 25 વષની વય ૂથને યાનમાં રાખી િવષયપા ો 

તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા. બનખેલાડ ઓ ય ત વ પાસા ‘એ’ (ઓછાબોલા િવ ુ  િમલનસાર) અને 

પાસા ‘બી’ (ઓછા ુ શાળ  િવ ુ  વ  ુ ુ શાળ  )ના િવ તરણક ામાં ઉપલા છેડા તરફ જોવા મ યા હતા. 

આ  પણ સમાજમાં ય ત વ સંબંધી અનેક ામક મા યતાઓ વતતી જોવા મળે છે. મક, કોઈ 

ય તનો શાર રક દખાવ સારો હોય તો તે ુ ં  ય ત વ ઉ ચ ક ા ુ ં  છે તેમ ણવામાં આવે છે, કોઈ 

ય તની વા છટા સાર  હોય તો તેના ય ત વનો ભાવશાળ  માનવામાં આવે છે, કોઈ ય ત ઉ ચ 

ુ ક ધરાવતી હોય તો તે ુ ં ય ત વ ઉમદા માનવામાં આવે છે. તો કટલીક વખત ચા ર યને 

ય ત વ તર ક ઓળખવામાં આવે છે.  યો ય નથી. સા ુ ં તો એ છે ક ઉપરો ત બધાં પાસાઓ સમ  

ય ત વનો યાલ દશાવતા નથી. પરં ુ  મા  એકાંગી પાસા ુ ં વણન કર છે. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં 

ય ત વના પાસાઓના અ યાસ માટ કટલની 16 ય ત વ પાસાની ાવલી કસોટ ને માપન ધોરણ તર ક 

પસંદ કર  ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના ુથનો ા ત કરલ મા હતી પર ‘t’ ટ ટ લા  ુપાડ  મ યકો 

વ ચેના તફાવતોને 0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી. માં 
અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના ય ત વના પાસાઓમાં ઓછાબોલા 

િવ ુ  િમલનસાર અને ઓછા ુ શાળ  િવ ુ  વ ુ ુ શાળ નો  

ુલના મક અ યાસ 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 
આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના તર િવ િવ ાલય ક ાએ પસંદ પામેલા 30 

ખેલાડ ઓ અને 30 બનખેલાડ ઓનો 18 થી 25 વષની વય ૂથને યાનમાં રાખી િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ

કરવામાં આ યા હતા. 

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં ય ત વના  પાસાઓના અ યાસ માટ કટલની 16 ય ત વ પાસાની

ાવલી કસોટ ને માપન ધોરણ તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આવી હતી. 
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ાવલી કસોટ ને માપન ધોરણ તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ંઆવી હતી. 

કડાક ય યાઃ 

ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના ુ થનો ા ત કરલ મા હતી પર ‘t’ ટ ટ લા  ુ પાડ  મ યકો 

વ ચેના તફાવતોને 0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામા ંઆવી હતી. 
અ યાસના પ રણામો 

પા ુ ં‘એ’ 

(ઓછાબોલા િવ ુ  િમલનસાર) 

સારણી-1 

સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના કટલના 16 ય ત વ પાસાઓમાં પાસા ‘એ’નો 

મ યક, મ યક તફાવત અન ે‘t’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી 

*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ (58) 0.05 =1.671 

સારણી-1 પરથી પ ટ જોઈ શકાય છે ક ખેલાડ  ૂથ અન ે બનખેલાડ  ૂથનો ‘t’ રિશયો 7.11 જોવા

મળે છે.  0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતાને અ ુસર છે.  

ૂથ મ યક મ યક તફાવત મા ણત 

િવચલન 

‘t’ રિશયો 

ખેલાડ  4.00 
2.70 0.૩8 7.11* 

બનખેલાડ  6.70 

પાસા ‘એ’ ની ચચા 

આ પાસા ુ ં િવ તરણ નીચેના છેડથી ઓછાબોલા, અ લ ત, અતડો અને ૂ મદશ થી શ  કર

િમલનસાર, ઉ માભય , ફકર િવનાનો, બા  ૃ િ મા ંભાગ લેનારો તથા સરળતાથી બી  લોકો સાથ ેભળ

જનારો એમ ઉપલા છેડા ુધી િવ તરલ હ ુ.ં આમાં ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ૂથના માણ ૂત ા તાંકોનો

મ યક અ ુ મે 4.0 અને 6.70 હતો. બંન ે ૂથો વ ચે મ યક તફાવત 2.70 જોવા મળે છે. આ પરથી પ ટ થાય

છે ક ય ત વ પાસા ‘એ’ મા ંબંને ૂથો વ ચે સાથક તફાવત છે. આથી કહ  શકાય ક બનખેલાડ  ૂથ પાસા

‘એ’ ની પરખાના િવ તારમાં બ હગામી, ઉ માભયા, ફકર િવનાના અને સ ય છે એ ુ ંતારણ મળે છે. બંને

રમત ૂથોના મ યકોની સરખામણી આલેખ-1માં જોઈ શકાય છે. 

આલેખ-1 

સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના કટલના 16 ય ત વ પાસાઓ વ ચેના મ યકની 

સરખામણી દશાવતો આલેખ 
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પા ુ ં‘બી’ 

(ઓછા ુ શાળ  િવ ુ  વ  ુ ુ શાળ ) 

સારણી - 2 

સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના કટલના 16 ય ત વ પાસાઓમા ંપાસા ‘બી’ નો 

મ યક, મ યક તફાવત અને ‘t’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી 

ૂથ મ યક મ યક તફાવત મા ણત િવચલન ‘t’ રિશયો 

ખેલાડ  1.40 
0.77 0.29 2.66* 

બનખેલાડ  2.17 

*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ (58) 0.05 =1.671 

સારણી-2 પરથી પ ટ જોઈ શકાય છે ક ખેલાડ  ૂથ અને બનખેલાડ  ૂથનો ‘t’ રિશયો 2.66 જોવા મળે છે.  

0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતાને અ ુસર છે. 
પાસા ‘બી’ ની ચચા 

આ પાસા ુ ં િવ તરણ નીચેના છેડથી ઓછા ુ શાળ , અને ન ર ર તે િવચારનારાઓથી શ  કર

વ  ુ ુ શાળ , તા વક ર તે િવચારનારો અને તેજ વી એમ ઉપલા છેડા ુધી િવ તરલ હ ુ.ં આમાં ખેલાડ

અન ે બનખેલાડ  ૂથના માણ ૂત ા તાંકોનો મ યક અ ુ મે 1.40 અને 2.17 હતો. બંને ૂથો વ ચ ેમ યક

તફાવત 0.77 જોવા મળે છે. આ પરથી પ ટ થાય છે ક ય ત વ પાસા ‘બી’ માં બંને ૂથો વ ચે સાથક

તફાવત છે. એકંદર બંને ૂથ ુ શાળ ની ૃ ટએ ઉતરતા જણાયા હતા. તેમાંય ખેલાડ ઓ બનખેલાડ ઓ

કરતાં ઓછા ુ શાળ  જણાતા હતા. બંન ે ૂથોના મ યકોની સરખામણી આલેખ-2માં જોઈ શકાય છે. 

આલેખ-2 

સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના કટલના 16 ય ત વ પાસાઓ વ ચેના મ યકની 

સરખામણી દશાવતો આલેખ 
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          EQUIVALENCY STATUS OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS & DIRECTIVE
             PRINCIPAL OF STATE POLICY OF INDIAN CONSTITUTION

Indian Constitution provides FRs, DPSPs, FDs. These are basic part of our Constitution. Object
of provided provisions by Indian Constitution is to protect rights of all people of country and
development of our nation India. Indian Constitution is most superior. As rights are given to citizens to
enjoy but with some limitation there are some duties also given to protect nation’s property and
environment as all citizens are bound to follow it. At the same time our constitution provide Directive
Principle of State Policy which give principles and directions to government to make beneficial policies
for the people of India to develop economy, slandered of leaving, and even it help to Indian judiciary
to deciding judgements to give justice. Researcher here discussed about supremacy of FRs and DPSPs
in Indian Constitution. Researcher believes in equivalency of FRs and DPSPs and even our judiciary
also try to make it clear by giving various judgements that both FRs and DPSPs equally important and
subsidiary, complementary to each other and due to these too harmonious construction of Indian
Constitution is maintained.
Key Words: Fundamental Rights, Directive Principle of State Policy, Subsidiary, Complementary,
Harmonious Construction, Supremacy.

In India every citizen has Indian
Constitution and the Constitution provides a list
of Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles.
Fundamental Rights are a guarantee against
encroachments on the rights of citizens by State
or other citizens. If any of the rights are denied a
citizen can approach the Courts. This includes Right
to Equality, Right to Freedom, Right to practice
Religion, Cultural and Educational Rights.
Directive Principles are directives to the State to
introduce reforms to make those rights effective.
Our Constitution aims at bringing a synthesis
between fundamental rights and directive
principles between fundamental rights and
directive principles of state by giving the former
a pride of place and the later a place of
permanence together, not individually, they form
the case and conscience of constitution. The
Philosophy of Directive Principles has been taken
from the Constitution of Ireland.
The existence of certain basic rights is necessary
in a free and civilised society for creating the
conditions for the best  possible development of

each individual. These rights are nothing other than
those conditions of social life without which no
man can seek what is best in him. Rights may be
either statutory or constitutional. When a right is
enacted in an ordinary law of the land it is a
statutory right. And when  the Constitution
guarantees any right it assumes the status of
constitutional right.
Part IV (Article 36-51) of the Constitution contains
the directive principles of state policy. The
principles reflect a unique mixture of humanitarian,
socialist percepts, Gandhian ideals and democratic
socialism. Though non-justiciable, they constitute
the fundamental principles of governance. These
directives are in nature of directions to the
legislative and executive wings of government to
be observed while formulating laws and policies.
Most of them aim at the establishment of economic
and social democracy which is pledged for in the
preamble. Dr. Ambedkar described the Directive
Principles as the “ instrument of instructions.”
Articles 38, 39, 41, 42, 43 and 45 are based on the
socialistic ideas. Articles 39 (a), 43 (a), 48 (a) have
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Fundamental Rights and Directive
Principles of State Policy are given under same
constitution but both are differ from each other
only on grounds of Justifiable and non justifiable,
fundamental justifiable and directive principles
of state policy not justifiable by court but it does
not mean, Fundamental rights are superior to
Directive Principles of State Policy.

Fundamental Rights Part III and Directive
Principle of State Policy Part IV, they both play very
important role for welfare of country if
Fundamental Rights give rights to people than
Directive Principle of State Policy helps to make
new law which are in favour and for welfare of
state and people.

Part III and Part IV of constitution is base
of Indian Constitution and both are suplimentry
and complimentry to each other.According to
Article 37 of Indian Constitution, the Directive
Principles, though they are fundamental in the
governance of the country and it shall be the duty
of the State to apply these principles in making
law , but they are expressly made non-jusiciable.
On the other hand, Fundamental Rights are
enforciable by the courts (Article 32) and the courts
are bound to declare as void any law that is
inconsistent with the fundamental rights. The
Directive Principle are not so enforciable by the
courts nor can the courts declare as void any law
which is otherwise valid on the ground that it
contravenes any of the directives.

There are SC cases by which its proved that
FR and DPSP both are equally important and even
both are contrary and complementary to each
other. Enforceability and non enforceability of FR
and DPSP cannot decide that FR is superior then
DPSP. FR and DPSP support system for make Indian
Constitution harmonious. Even our judiciary had
played important role for changing mind views
about supremacy, equivalency and importance of

FR and DPSP of our Indian Constitution. DPSPs
directing to judges for give justice and FRs provide
basic and equal rights for people. Aim of both is
same that welfare of our nation and development
of it.
Judicial Elucidation
Champakam Dorairajan case , 1951
The Supreme Court in

1. “The Directive Principles of the state
policy, which by Art. 37 are expressly made
unenforceable by a court cannot override
the provisions found in part III
(fundamental rights) which,
notwithstanding other provisions, are
expressly made enforceable by
appropriate writs, orders or directions
under article 32.

2. The chapter on fundamental rights is
sacrosanct and not  liable  to be abridged
by any legislative or executive act or order,
except to the extent provided in the
appropriate article in part III.
The Directive Principles of state policy

have to conform to and run as subsidiary to the
chapter on Fundamental rights.”
DOCTRINE OF HARMONIOUS CONSTRUCTION

The doctrine or the rule of harmonious
construction is adopted when there is a conflict
between two or more statues or between the parts
or provisions of the statues. As per this doctrine
the courts try to avoid conflicts between the
provisions of the statutes. The doctrine follows a
very simple rule that every statute has made for a
purpose and specific intent as per law and it should
be read as a whole and interpreted accordingly.
Aim of court by following rule of harmonious
construction is to dissolve conflict between law
provisions and interpret or elucidation in a manner
were people value both provision equally.

The Supreme Court started providing a
importance to the DPSPs from a legal point of view
and started pronouncing for harmonizing the two
the FRs and DPSPs of State Policy. “Where two
judicial choices are available, the construction in
conformity with the social philosophy” of the
Directive Principles has preference.

This rule is demonstrated in the case of
Raj Krishna V. Binod, in this case, two provisions
of Representation of People Act, 1951, which were
in clear conflict, were brought into view. Section
33 (2) says that a Government Servant can

been inserted by the 42nd Amendment to
accentuate the socialistic bias of the Constitution.
Relation between FR and DPSP

An individual to lead a life requires some
rights. Rights  have been  described as  those
claims of  an individual  that  are necessary  for  the
development of  his  oneself  and  recognized by
society  or  state.  Some  of  rights  that  are
recognized  by  the  state  and  enshrined  in  the
constitution  are  called fundamental rights.
Fundamental rights are those rights of an
individual that are enforceable through courts of

law.
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nominate or select a person in election but Section
123(8) says that a Government Servant cannot
assist any candidate in election except by casting
his vote. The Supreme Court observed that both
these provisions should be harmoniously
interpreted and held that a Government Servant
was entitled to nominate or select a candidate
seeking election in State Legislative assembly. This
harmony can only be achieved if Section 123(8) is
interpreted as giving the govt. servant the right to
vote as well as to nominate or select a candidate
and forbidding him to assist the candidate it any
other manner.

Afterwards the courts also accepted the
view that in determining the scope and ambit of
FR, the DPSP should not be completely ignored
and that the courts should adopt the principles of
harmonious construction and attempt to give
effect to both as far as possible for welfare of
people of nation.

In re Kerala Education Bill , SC observed
That “nevertheless, in determining the scope and
ambit of the Fundamental rights relied upon by or
on behalf of any person or body, the court may not
entirely ignore these Directive Principles of state
policy laid down in part IV of the constitution but
should adopt the principle of harmonious
construction and should attempt to give effect to
both as much as possible.”

Without, therefore, making the directive
principles justifiable as such, the courts began to
implement the values underlying these principles
to the extent possible. The Supreme Court began
to assert that there is “no conflict on the whole”
between the fundamental rights and the directive
principles. ‘They are complementary and
supplementary to each other.”
Golak Nath v. State of Punjab

The Supreme Court there emphasized that
the fundamental rights and directive principles
formed an “integrated scheme” which was elastic
enough to respond to the changing needs of the
society.
Kesavananda Bharti v State of Kerala

“The fundamental rights and directive
principles constitute the “conscience of the
constitution” there is no antithesis between the
fundamental rights and directive principles and
one supplements the other.”
“Both parts III  (fundamental rights) and IV
(directive principle) have to be balanced and a

harmonized .
State of Kerala v. N.M Thomas

The Supreme Court said that the Directive
Principles and Fundamental rights should be
construed in harmony with each other and every
attempt should be made by the court to resolve
any apparent in consistency between them.
Minerva Mills v UOI

That the fundamental rights “are not an
end in themselves but are the means to an end.”
The end is specified in the directive principles.
Fundamental rights and directive principles
together “constitute the core of commitment to
social revolution and they, together, are the
conscience of the constitution.” The Indian
constitution is founded on the bedrock of
“balance” between the both.

“To give absolute primacy to one over the
other is to disturb the harmony of the constitution.
This harmony and balance between fundamental
rights and directive principles is an essential
feature of the basic structure of the constitution.”
The aims set out in DPSPs are to be accomplishing
without abrogating the fundamental rights.

In that manner the FRs and DPSPs
“together constitute the core of our constitution
and combine to form its conscience. Anything that
destroys the balance between the two parts will
ipso facto destroy an essential element of the basic
structure of our constitution.”
Olga Tellis v. Bombay Municipa corpn

The Supreme Court has argued in Olga
Tellis that since the directive principles are
fundamental in the governance of the country
they must, therefore, be regarded as equally
fundamental to the understanding and
interpretation of the meaning and content of
fundamental rights.
Unnikrishna v. state of Andhra Pradesh

SC said that the fundamental rights and
directive principles are supplementary and
complimentary to each other, and not
exclusionary of each other, and that the
fundamental rights are but a means to achieve the
goal indicate in the directive principles ,that
“fundamental rights must be construed in the light
of the directive principles.”

“During the first sixteen years of the
operation of the Constitution, the directive
principles were considered subordinate to the
fundamental rights: the courts track down a
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number of laws enacted to implement directive
principles on the ground that they violated the
fundamental rights. The conflict has its root in the
fact that fundamental rights are enforceable b12
the courts, while the directive principles are not
so. However, the government tried to overcome
the problem by amending the Constitution. When
the Supreme Court laid down in the Golaknath Case
that the fundamental rights cannot be abridged to
implement the directive principles, the
Government tried to overcome the limitation in
1971 through the 24th Amendment which gave
Parliament the right to amend fundaments I rights.
In the same year, the 25th Amendment Act
inserted Article 31c ensuring that certain laws
meant to implement Directives in clauses 39 (b)
and 39 (c) will prevail even if these laws violate
the rights granted in Article 14 and 19. An attempt
to enhance the scope of Article SIC was made by
the 42nd Amendment Act which gave primacy to
any or all the directive principles and deprived the
courts of the right to look into such cases. This
attempt was foiled by the Supreme Court majority
judgement in Minrn’a Mills Case which asserted
that such total exclusion of judicial review would
offend the basic structure of the Constitution. The
widening of Article 3k is restored to its pre-1976
position in that a law would be protected by this
Article only if i1 has been made to implement any
directive in Article 39 (b)-(c) and not any of the
other directive principles in Part IV. In all other
matters no fundamental rights can he violated by
a law purporting to implement a directive
principle.”

Conclusion
Laws rights and protections give for the people of
the country and all of them are equally important.
All the given provisions by our Indian Constitution
are equally important and for making
fundamental rights superior then directive
principle of state policy we are harming the
harmonious construction of our own constitution.
Even our judiciary also trying to make clear concept
and awaking people that Fundamental rights and
Directive Principle of State Policy both are equal.

 State of Madras v. Champakam Dorairajan,
stated The Directive Principles should
conform, and run as subsidiary, to the
Fundamental rights.

 re Kerala Education Bill , SC observed that
the court may not entirely ignore these
Directive Principles of state policy laid
down in part IV of the constitution but
should adopt the principle of harmonious
construction and should attempt to give
effect to both as much as possible.”

 Kesavananda Bharti v State of Kerala
stated that “The fundamental rights and
directive principles constitute the
“conscience of the constitution”, directive
principles and one supplements the
other”, “Both parts III (fundamental rights)
and IV (directive principle) have to be
balanced and a harmonized.

So, with support of sited cases researcher would
like to conclude that:

1. FRs and DPSPs both are basic part of our
constitution.

2. Equivalency of FRs and DPSPs maintain
harmonious construction of our Indian
Constitution.

3. FRs and DPSPs both are supplementary to
each other.

4. FRs and DPSPs both are complementary
to each other.
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Synergy creation through Acquisitions in energy sector: A Case Study

Indian energy sector is very promising and is generating energy from all natural sources i.e. hydro, wind and
solar. IPCL is a well-managed company working since 1989 in diversified businesses, core financing to the
energy sector. Upliftment of social and rural poor is the ideology of IPCL founders. The acquisition of
Meenakshi Energy Private Ltd is another significant feather in IPCL’s cap as it is roadway towards successful
connectivity to West Bengal. Now the empire of erudition is in all the four zones of India. This paper tries to
find out the financial impact of gleaming acquisition of Meenakshi Energy Power Ltd. (MEPL)having net
worth valued at Rs. 1,600 crores on the overall performance of IPCL after this acquisition. Indian energy
sector does not have many mergers. While the other company eyeing acquisitions to increase generation
capacity hesitate in acquiring a sick unit, IPCL dared to step in. This paper also tries to do the 360-degree
analysis of IPCL pre-merger and post-merger to get the real performance analysis, i.e., whether it was the
perfect time to go for the acquisition and going forward, whether this deal will turn out to be an opportunity.
Keywords: Acquisition; Meenakshi Energy Pvt. Ltd.; IPCL; Value creation.
1.0 Introduction
Indian energy sector is at crossroads because renewable energy is the future due to the crucial availability
of raw material. As per latest law passed by European Union, (2016) every new company which is going to
start its business either trading or manufacturing need to work with renewable energy only. No traditional
natural resource usage will be allowed. This is not implacable in India yet but the bell is ringingIndia is a
country which is having more than 300 sunny days. Recently Madhya Pradesh has become the energy
surplus state with the biggest solar plant therein. Solar energy has immense potential. In ancient Egypt, the
Faros were working and worshipping with the sun. There was no electricity but the mirrors were settled
down in such a way that a single ray will result in lightening of the whole castle/pyramid. Indian need for
energy is growing at a very high speed due to a huge population and the dependence on conventional
resources is gradually reducing. Solar comes like an angel in disguise. Figure 1 shows cost comparison of
different energy sources. The future can be a mixture of hybrid energy solutions means in winter the same
panel can be run with wind or coal energy. It will be a cheap option for the people of remote areas of Ladakh
and Meghalaya. Harvesting of new PV will help the country to come out of the power deficiency.

Figure 1: Cost Based Graph of Energies

                            *Associate Professor, Swami Sahajanand School of Management, Bhavnagar, Gujarat, India
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Source: A. T. Treasury analysis, 2015
2.0 Meenakshi Energy Private Limited: Position before Acquisition
MEPL’s power division operates in the power generation business and is well positioned with long-term
functioning to our power plants. We focus on developing, operating and maintaining power projects through
a combination of long term and short term Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) to a combination of industrial
and state-owned procurers and consumers in India. Meenakshi Group is a conglomerate of 3 business units
- property development, infrastructure development, and power generation.The group operates in power
generation across three segments: hydro power; thermal energy and biomass energy.
3.0 Brief of India Power Corporation Limited
India Power Corporation Limited (IPCL), formerly known as DPSC Limited and incorporated in 1919, is
one of the leading power generation and utility companies in India. An ISO 9001:2015 entity, it has actively
forayed into a diversified portfolio, with renewable and conventional modes of power generation, distribution
& power trading. Now having a diversified portfolio of conventional and renewable modes of power
generation, multi-location distribution, mining, operation & maintenance and logistic outfits, it is their constant
endeavour to grow the scale and scope of our operations in the energy sector. 3.1 The growth pattern

In a first for an Indian distribution franchisee, India Power has entered into a partnership with the
US Trade & Development Agency. Their agreement, announced during the US-India Strategic & Commercial
Dialogue, will help implement Smart Gird Technology on India Power’s distribution network - particularly to
its Gaya Franchise in the state of Bihar – boosting efficiency and reliability while minimizing wastage.
Technically, IPCL has hit several milestones in smart grid operations and smart meter incorporation. The
smart grid, which uses information and communication technology to gather data about the behaviour of
suppliers and consumers to improve the efficiency of production
Figure 2: Total Strategic Acquisitions by IPCL from 2016 Onwards

4.0 Literature Review
Sinha (2010) in their study described the impact of mergers and acquisitions on the financial efficiency

of the selected financial institutions in India. The analysis consists of dual stages. revealed a significant
change in the shareholders, there is no significant change in the firms. The result of the study indicates that
M&A India show a significant correlation between financial performance and the M&A deal, in the long
run, and the acquiring firms were able to generate value.

Zhu (2011) in her thesis, developed a new measure for shareholder value creation to assess the
efficiency of acquiring firms in utilizing capital before mergers and acquisitions (M&As) and links this
measure to acquirers’ post-acquisition performance. Before mergers companies predict both the operating
as well as the long-run performance of merged firms through stock performance analysis, hedge portfolio
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and hedging of stock are done. If there are no satisfactory returns then the decision process may be
abandoned to secure shareholders wealth.

Joshi and Desai(2013.)in their study measured the operating performance and shareholder value of
acquiring companies and comparing their performance before and after the merger. They used Operating
Profit Margin, Gross Operating Margin, Net Profit Margin, Return on Capital Employed, Return on Net
Worth, Debt-Equity Ratio, and EPSP/E for studying the impact. They concluded that as in previous studies,
mergers do not improve performance at least in the immediate short term.

Soni, (2016) mentioned in her paper that major mergers and acquisitions in India are executed for
expansion of the business. But there is no significance seen among market return and scrip return. Companies
have long-term strategies and investment which takes time before the fruits ripe thereon.
5.0 Research Methodology
Research methodology focuses on the research design, population study, data collection procedures and
data analysis.
Research problem:Do the acquisitions create value for the companies in energy sector?
Research objectives:To know whether acquisition of ME is really beneficial for IPCL?
5.1 Research design

This research was conducted using the descriptive and case study research in which the profitability
of an acquiring firm was observed before and after the acquisition. Various ratios have been used as study
tools. The population size is 8 (total acquisition in 2016). The data is secondary data collected from audited
financial statements of India Power Corporation Ltd. Data has been selected for three consecutive years,
i.e., 2015-2017.
5.2 Why MEPL and IPCL acquisition as a case study?
In India majorly merger and acquisitions are in pharma sector or steel sector. That too either MNC is
acquiring Indian companies or vice a versa. It is after a long time that there is an acquisition in Indian energy
sector. Interestingly both companies are managed, controlled and originating from India. So we took this as
an opportunity to analyse scope for acquisitions in Indian energy sector as a whole.
5.3 Data analysis and interpretation

The net worth of Meenakshi Energy was about Rs 1,600 crore and its debt around Rs 3,000 crore. India
Power hopes to complete the acquisition process in the next three months. The analysis from following
Figure 3 reveals that the standard current ratio is 1:1. In the year 2014-15 and 2015-16So, the firm may not
face any liquidity problems in repaying the CL by the CA.
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Figure 3:Liquidity Ratios of IPCL ,source- B/S of IPCL available on moneycontrol.com
The standard quick ratio is also 1:1. In the first two years, we can see that the company is not able

to pay off its current liabilities quickly. But in the third year, the ratio is greater than 1
there is not enough cash for the company to pay off its short-term debt. the above clearly shows that
after the acquisition there is a cash crunch for IPCL as they need cash for the payments. The
direct impact on cash is visible. Comparing the cash conversion cycle for the three years, we can
say it has been better in the year 2016-17 (i.e., -2.3). Because it suggests that the firm could sell and
receive cash 2 to 3 days before it had to pay against its production inputs which are really impressive.

The debt to capital ratio for the year 2015-16 seems riskier because it suggests that more debt is
included in the capital employed as compared to the other two years. Debt ratios are indictor of financial
health. In the above table debt to equity ratio is decreased during the acquisition days. Company
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need to take note of it.  The financial leverage is higher for the year 2014-15 as the equity multiplier is
lower, which suggests that there is more debt used to acquire additional assets. The acquisition has been
done by transferring Rs. 2,800 crore of MEPL’s debt into its own accounts and buying out Rs. 3,800 crore
of equity at $1.
Figure 4:Solvency Ratios of IPCL 
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Table3:Dividend Ratios, Source- B/S of IPCL available on moneycontrol.com
There is a significant change visible in the dividend after the merger. Company is retaining
rather than distribution profit as dividend. P/E is all time high after the acquisition. Return on
capital employed is improved thereafter. Similarly the EPS is also improved. But return on
capital employed should be improved in the following years.
5.3.1 Profitability ratios before merger

Figure 5:Profitability Ratios 
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Figure 6A: Profitability Ratios
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According to net profit margin, we can say that the year 2016-17 has been the most profitable
because its margin is more comparative to the other two years after adjusting all the expenses.
Gross profit margin suggests that the year 2016-17 has been better because in that year more profit is
available to cover the non-production costs in comparison with the rest two years.

Again the operating profit margin also suggests that 2016-17 has been more profitable because
more proportion of revenue is converted into operating income. For the year 2016-17, it suggests that a profit
of Rs. 0.32 is available for every rupee of sale.
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The earnings for the company has been highest in the year 2016-17, i.e., Rs. 0.39, which is profitable
for the company. According to the P/E ratio, the year 2016-17 has been profitable and the company is still
likely to grow in the future.
As below it is depicted that Higher the P/B ratio, higher the investors value the firm. Here, the year 2016-
17. There is high dividend payout ratio in the year 2014-15 which suggests that the company is reinvesting
less in future projects which may lead to lower capital gains in the future period. And the case is opposite
for the year 2016-17. The retention ratio has been higher for the year 2014-15 which suggests that the
company may generate higher growth in the future

Figure: Debt and Working Ratios
Figure 7: Turnover Ratios 

 
Source:moneycontrol.com 
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We can say that the year 2016-17 has been good as the company has been managing its operations efficiently
because inventory turnover ratio has been higher for the year and the day sales in inventory have been lower
for the year.

According to the receivables the year 2014-15 has been effective because the accounts receivable
turnover ratio is higher and the day sales outstanding are lower. But here the decrease shows that the cash
collection process of the company is poor.

Figure 8: Activity Ratios 
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In the year 2014-15, we can say that the company will be able to pay off its suppliers quickly as the payables
turnover ratio is higher and the days payable outstanding is lower for that year.
In the year 2014-15, the company has used its fixed assets efficiently as it has generated revenue of Rs.1.88
for every Re.1 of the fixed asset which is more than the other two years.
The highest working capital turnover ratio has been in 2015-16. Hence, in that year the firm has utilized its
working capital more efficiently, i.e., generating more revenue and using less investment.
6.0 Conclusion
The acquisition was subject to necessary regulatory and IPC’s shareholders’ approval. Team IPCL turned
Meenakshi Energy into a subsidiary of the former. The transfer of shares was funded from IPC’s own
internal accruals as well as external debt in case it is required. Engie, which is listed on the Paris and
Brussels bourses, is selling its stakes in thermal projects globally as part of its commitment to reduce carbon
footprint. India Power had formed a 50:50 JV.The results of pre and post-acquisition are comparatively
satisfactory as every company needs to adjust culture and other related management matters. All the turnover
ratios are showing positive results so that the solvency ratios. Not only the size but the capacity to pay also
became giant.
Even though the acquiring firms should, therefore, investigate carefully before taking synergy benefit as it is
one of the important reason for the failure of merger and acquisition. Mergers and
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Acquisitions are a strategic business decision and the
acquiring firm and its shareholders are expected to
be the important beneficiaries of this decision. A
popular belief is that merger and acquisition
strengthen businesses by making their operations
more synergetic. The “synergy trap” concept is a
perfect answer for Meenakshi acquisition. In the era
where big giants like Tata even make losses through
acquisition, IPCL proved itself as a well managed
company, which even ripping fruits from Meenakshi.
It gave them access over natural as well as traditional
resources. Apparently by acquiring Meenakshi IPCL
is having a wider reach in all the corners of India.
Rather than finding new locations it’s easy to revive
the older one. IPCL is working on the same strategy.
The future is bright for both the companies.
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The rural credit system has received strong support from NABARD. It fulfills the refinancing function of
the agricultural and industrial sectors through short-term, medium-term and long-term loans. It also assists
commercial banks. It is followed by assistance to regional, rural and cooperative banks. NABARD's Board
of Directors oversees all activities carried out by various departments. It provides loans for the development
of infrastructure when needed. Develop a development policy based on hourly requirements and needs.
NABARD works with central government agencies and many NGOs.
Keywords:-microfinance, Self-help group

Introduction
The main players play a very important role in the
field of microfinance. The following are the main
players in Indian microfinance.Many projects were
developed with the assistance of agencies. Dryland
farming, watershed development, advertising
wasteland use, forestry, SwarojgarYojana is the main
activity.
o NABARD's refinancing support for banks
Since the launch of SHG-BLP, NABARD has been
providing 100% refinancing to banks to provide loans

to SHG. Initially, this was planned at a preferential
rate to encourage banks to actively participate in the
program. As banks have confidence in SHG loans
and realize that they are expanding their microfinance
business potential through SHG, they have been
deploying their own funds. Through a reliable
customer base and a promoter of rural banking, SHG
has played an important role in bringing more business
to financing banks. In Table 3.3 we can see that bank
loans to SHGs are increasing. In 2013-14, NABARD
refinanced the bank to 3745.84

Table :NABARD Refinance Support to Banks (Amount Rs. in Crore)

Year Bank Loans to SHGs NABARD Refinance to Banks 
2011-12 16534.8 3072.59 

2012-13 20585.4 3916.64 

2013-14 24017.4 3745.84 
Source: NABARD Report 2016-17

Microfinance development and equity funds
The Microfinance Development and Equity Fund
(MFDEF) is used to promote various microfinance
activities. During the 2012-13 period, Rs. 33.50 crore
was used to promote various promotional activities
such as capacity building and other interventions. With
3,700 NGOs and other partners working on a number
of ongoing promotional projects, NABARD has
committed to pay Rs 20 crore. MFDEF will be booked
under the NABARD Financial Inclusion Fund from
April 1, 2013.

Support partner institutions
NABARD continues to provide grant support to
NGOs, RRBs, DCCBs, FCs and Individual Rural
Volunteers (IRVs) to promote and develop high quality
SHGs. Grant assistance to various partners of SHG-
BLP.
Capacity building of partner institutions
Capacity building is an ongoing process through which
individuals, groups, organizations and communities
improve their ability to identify and respond to
development challenges. In order to fine-tune the
strategy of expanding support for the microfinance
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sector, NABARD has been supporting the training
and capacity building of different stakeholders of
SHG-BLP, such as bankers, NGOs, government
officials, SHG members and trainers. During 2012-
13, NABARD organized and supported nearly 6,000
training and support interventions involving Rs. 18,500.
As a result, more than 303,400 stakeholders have
received training from various stakeholder
participants. In this way, NABARD provides capacity
building for partner institutions.
Micro Enterprise Development Plan
In 2006, NABARD launched the Micro Enterprise
Development Program, which supports the mature
SHG skills development program that has received
bank financing. It is often necessary to support the
development of skills or improve the skill set of SHG
members through appropriate resource NGOs and
other local support organizations. These are on-site
skills training programs designed to bridge skill gaps
or to optimize the production activities that SHG
members have already adopted. These may include
optimizing rice production through improved
techniques such as rice fortification systems or animal
maintenance, embroidery, and tailoring. The simple
input of relevant skills of the enterprise does promote
the establishment of entrepreneurial talents of mature
team members and the operation of micro-enterprises
as a livelihood choice. Grants are provided to eligible
training institutions and SHPIs to provide skills
development training in farm/non-farm/service sector
activities to create microenterprises in individual or
group ways. According to these initiatives, nearly
9,000 skill upgrading level training programs have
been launched, covering approximately 24,100 mature
SHG members. Most of the well-trained SHG
members have since embarked on their journey to
become promising entrepreneurs by leveraging their
SHG loans.3.7.2 Reserve Bank of India
Since 1991, the role of RBI in this area has been
crucial. From 1991 to 1992, NABARD launched a
project to link SHG to the bank. In accordance with
RBI's guiding principles, SHG's financing includes
providing a portion of the loan to the weaker portion.
SHG's loans are regularly reviewed by the State
Banking Board (SLBC) and banks. According to the
RBI guidelines, all savings members are eligible to
open a bank account at the bank, regardless of the
bank's credit line. NABARD established a
microfinance structure in 1999. The Reserve Bank
is a member. It monitors the issue of microfinance.
The Reserve Bank established a special microfinance

group to recommend measures to promote credit
flows for microfinance institutions. The unit has been
converted to a microfinance department at the
Reserve Bank. Non-governmental organizations
support the credit flow coordination between
NABARD and RBI, which has led to a rapid increase
in the growth rate of microfinance. Many non-banking
companies have entered the field. According to Article
25 of the 1956 Companies Act, permission must be
obtained for its activities. In October 2002, the
Reserve Bank was very serious about funds, capacity
building, and regulations. After a period of time, the
Reserve Bank found that rural families were
overburdened. Many microfinance institutions are not
involved in activities that can empower these groups.
Then, in order to take corrective action, guidelines
were issued to the bank in 2006 and they were advised
to take appropriate corrective actions.
Microfinance Institutions (MFIs)
Microfinance institutions play an important role in
expanding financial services. They are trying to raise
resources from banks and other institutions from the
public and private sectors. The development and
function of microfinance has been good for the past
decade. It includes trusts, NBFCs, societies and
cooperatives. The microfinance institution was funded
by RashtriyaMahilaKosh, SIDBI, the Microfinance
Foundation and NABARD and other external donors.
The fund is provided by the RRB and commercial
banks. Microfinance institutions provide loans to the
poor. SKS Spandanis, a micro-institution is very active
in India. Microfinance institutions receive large
amounts of loans from banks and other financial
institutions to provide microfinance. After the bank's
SHG contact program, many microfinance institutions
have entered the microfinance sector.
 Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are
basically voluntary organizations based on non-profit
values. They have made tremendous contributions
to reducing poverty by conducting awareness-raising
campaigns to reduce discrimination and provide
training for self-sufficiency. The NGO network is
spread across India. Non-governmental organizations
form SHG and link it to banks. Self-employment
training is taught to rural people through NGOs, and
these NGOs have begun pilot microfinance projects
in India. They play an important and important role in
the operation of microfinance around the world.
NGOs help to interact with banks in a simple way
and provide a link between microfinance and SHG.
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Non-governmental organizations encourage women
to join these groups.
Support for the group: NGO education and training
members carry out basic activities such as maintaining
books, meeting, managing savings and credit, self-
help activities, promoting savings habits, raising
economic levels, and making appropriate use of credit
and personal development. Non-governmental
organizations emphasize the ability to deposit and use
credit in an appropriate manner. They help individuals
develop themselves. Non-governmental organizations
also help them live and plan a better life by providing

raw materials and credit facilities. They are a close
link between the poor and the banks and play a
catalytic role in the SHG meeting. They power skills
and technology and encourage optimal use of
resources. (Loyola 2004).
 SEWA
The SEWA Self-employed Women's Association was
founded in 1972 by the famous Gandhian and civil
rights leader Dr.Ela Bhatt. SEWA's main office is
located in Ahmedabad, Gujarat. SEWA has 1732728
Indian members in 2012 and 919712 in Gujarat.

Table : SEWA's Membership: 2001-2012 in Gujarat and India
    Year   Gujarat India 

2001 284317 420208 
2002 535674 694551 
2003 469306 704166 
2004 468445 688743 
2005 475308 796755 
2006 483012 959698 
2007 551974             1123542 
2008 519309 966138 
2009 631345             1256139 
2010 735191             1325752 
2011 826883             1351493 
2012 919712             1732728 

Source: SEWA report 2015
Table  shows SEWA membership in Gujarat and
India. In 2001, the number of members in Gujarat
was 2,843,117, a significant increase in 2002 and
2003. However, in 2004 and 2008, the number of
members decreased compared with the previous

year. The total number of members in 2012 was
9,19,712. When we looked at SEWA membership
across India, it showed fluctuations between 2001
and 2012.

Main Categories of 
Workers No. of Women Percentage of Total 

Membership 
Rural 5,02,121 54.60% 
Urban 4,17,591 45.40% 
Total 9,19,712 100% 

Table : SEWA Gujarat Membership - Urban and Rural Distribution

Source: SEWA report 2012
Table  shows that the city members are 45.40%, and the rural members are 54.60% of SEWA plays a
very important role in empowering women in Gujarat.

Table : Progress of SEWA
Progress of SEWA Year 2012 

Membership 95,423 
Share Capital (Rs.) 7,33,59,236 
Total no. of account 4,30,000 
Total Deposits (Rs.) 117,00,55,236 
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Working Capital (Rs.) 170,80,88,364 
Lending Account 1,80,700 
Total Loans (Rs.) 67,27,54,000 

 Source: SEWA report 2012.
Table  clearly shows that the total number of mem-
bers is 95,423. Equity, the total is not. The total
amount of accounts and deposits was Rs
7,33,59,236, Rs 4,30,000 and Rs. In 2012, it was
117,00,55,236. Also in 2012, working capital, loan
accounts, total loans, and rupees.170, 80, 88364,
1, 80, 700 and rupee. They are 67, 27, 54,000 re-
spectively.
3.7.6 SIDBI
In order to finance, promote and develop industries
in small-scale sectors, the Small Industrial Devel-
opment Bank of India (SIDBI) was established on
April 2, 1990. SIDBI coordinates the functions of
the institutions engaged in this work. Promote and
finance or develop industries in small-scale sectors.
In 1994, SIDBI launched a plan
Financial assistance for loans to NGOs to provide
loans to poor women, but the plan did not meet ex-
pectations because NGOs were unable to raise lend-
ing rates because of high interest rates. SIDBI
launched the microfinance program in 1999 with the
goal of establishing a national network of large, vi-
able microfinance institutions that provide loans to
partner institutions to meet their loan requirements.
The loans provided by SIDBI are allocated to 41
MFI and Rs. 646.01 during the 2013-14 period.
(NABARD Report 2013-14)
Conclusion
As a public sector financial institution in India,
MUDRA provides low-interest loans to microfinance
institutions and non-bank financial institutions to fur-
ther provide credit for SMEs. Its establishment was
first announced in the 2015 Indian Union budget in
February 2015 and then officially launched on April
8. MUDRA Bank has been established under the
PradhanMantri MUDRA Yojana program. Banks
divide customers into three categories, and the maxi-
mum allowable loan amount will be classified by cat-
egory. In the Shishu phase, MUDRA provides small
businesses with loans of up to RS.50,000. Next is
the Kishore stage. At this stage, MUDRA offers loan
amounts ranging from RS.50,000 to 50,000 rupees.

The final stage of the intervention is the Taryn stage.
At this stage, loans ranging from Rs 50,000 to Rs
100,000 will be provided. Recently, the central gov-
ernment decided to provide the market with an ad-
ditional One Lakh crore fund, which was allocated
a Mudra Bank Shishu loan plan of Rs 40,000 and a
Mudra bank Kishor loan plan of Rs 35,000 and Rs
25,000 crore for the Mudra Bank Tarun loan pro-
gram. (http://mudrabank.com/)
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5|FN[lXS EFQFFVMDF\ p¡EJ[, ZFQ8 =LI ;FlCtIov
5|FN[lXS EFQFFVMDF\ ZRFI[,F ;FlCtIV[ EFZTGF lJlJW 5|F\TMDF\
,MSHFU'lT VF6L CTLP VF ,MSHFU'lTDF\ ;M{YL JWFZ[ ,MS HFU'lT
A\UF/DF\ VFJL CTLP H[GL 5FK/ A\UF/GF ;D'wwF ;FlCtIGM VD}<I
OF/M K[P 5KL T[ ZlJgN=GFYGL cULTF\Hl,cCMI S[ A\lSDR\N= R8M5FwIFIGL
cVFG\ND9c S'lT CMI S[ AFlZgN=S]DFZ 3MQFGL cEJFGLD\lNZcP A\UF/DF\
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OF/M VF%IM CTM T[GF SFZ6[ H  .lTCF;SFZMV[ VF ;DIUF/FG[
UF\WLI]U SCIM K[P5\l0TI]UGF ,Fl,tIEIF" ;FlCtIYL V[S 0U,]
VFU/ JWL VFhFNLGL R/J/DF8[ 5|[Z6FNFIL VG[ ;F\5|T ;D:IFVMG[
JFRF VF5T]\ UF\WLI]ULG U]HZFTL ;FlCtI ZRFI] CT]\PVFD U]HZFTL
;FlCtIDF\ UF\WLI]U NZlDIFG H[ ;FlCtI ZRFI]\ T[G[ UF\WLI]UG]\
U]HZFTL ;FlCtI SC[JFI]\P
hJ[ZR \N D [3 F6LG ] \  VFhFNL  R/J/ DF8 [G ] \  U ]HZFTL
;FlCtIov
DCFtDF UF\WLV[ H[G[ ZFQ8L=I XFIZG]\ lAZ]N VF%I]\ CT]\ T[ hJ[ZR\N
D[3F6LV[ VFhFNLGL R/J/DF\ 5|;\UM 5|DF6[ H[ ;FlCtI ZrIF CTF
T[G[ .lTCF; SIFZ[I E},L XS[ T[D GYLP UM/D[HL 5lZQFNDF\ HTF
UF\WLHLGL DGol:YlTG]\ J6"G SZT]\ SFjI cK[<<MF S8MZM cCMI S[ cS;]\AL
GM Z\UccCMI!
WM,[ZF ;tIFU|C NZlDIFG W\W]SFGL SM8"DF\ D[lH:8=8 .XZFGL ;D1F
CFHZ TDFDGF C{IFG[ VF§ AGFJL D]ST]\ T[DG]\ 5|bIFT ULT UFI] CT]P4
cCHFZM JQF"GL H]GL VDFZL J[NGFVM4 S,[HF\ RLZTL S\5FJTL VD EI
SYFVMc !
ZlJgN=GFYGF SFjIMGF JF\RG[ T[DG[  T[GM U]HZFTLDF\ VG]JFN SZJF
5|[IF" CTFP H[GF SFZ6[ T[DGM SFjI ;\U|C ccZlJgN=JL6Fccp¡EjIMP TM

J/L cSM.GM ,F0SJFIMc VG[ cl;\W}0McH[JF D[3F6L SFjIMV[ U]HZFTL
5|HFDF\ EFZMEFZ N[X5|[D HUFjIM CTMP ZlJX\SZ DCFZFH p5Z ,BFI[,
cDF6;F.GF NLJFcV[ DCFZFHGL JF:TlJS KAL U]HZFTGL 5|HFGL
;D1F D]SL CTL!
UF \WLAF5 ]G]\ VFhFNLGL R/J/ V\U [G]\ U ]HZFTL ;FlCtIov
             .P;P!)_) DF\ Nl1F6 VFlO|SFGF cc.lg0IG VMl5lGIGccYL
V[DGF XaN 5|J'tT YIFPZ  VF 5KL .P;P!)!5 DF\ EFZT VFjIF
AFN VFhFNLGL R/J/ V\U[GF 5MTFGF lJRFZMG[ 5|HFDF\ O[,FJJF DF8[
5}PAF5}V[ cGJ HLJGc4cClZHG A\W]c4DF\ V[JF TM V;ZSFZS ,[BM ,bIF
S[ T[DGL V[S CFS,[ N[X NM0TM YIMP B[0F ;tIFU|C4AMZ;N ;tIFU|C
NF\0LS}R TYF ;lJGI SFG}G E\UGL ,0T C[9/ YI[,F U]HZFTGF lJlJW
';tIFU|CM DF8[ U]HZFTGL 5|HFG[ T{IFZ SZJFDF\ 5}P AF5}GF ,BF6MV[
B}A DCtJGL E}lDSF EHJL CTLP p5ZF\T T[DGF c;tIGF 5|IMUMc4
clCgN :JZFHc H[6[ VFhFNLGF ;FRF D}<IM 5|HFG[ ;DHFjIF CTFP
VgI UF\WLJFNL SFI"STF"VMG]\  VFhFNLGL R/J/ V\U[G]\ U]HZFTL
;FlCtIov
           lSXMZL,F, DX~JF/FV[ S[/J6LGF 5FIFDF\YL J{RFlZS S|F\lTG[
J[U VF%IMP ZD6,F, JPN[;F.V[ cEFZ[,M VluGc£FZF N[X5|[D HUF0IMP
T[D6[ 5MTFGL GJ,SYFVMGF DFwID £FZF UF\WLJFNG[ 5|;ZFJJFG]\
VD}<I SFI" SI]"\ CT]\P ;tIFU|CGF VFWFZ 5Z ,B[, S~6 Al,NFG
SYF clNjIR1F]cH[JL VlC\;F 5|[ZS VG[S SYFVMV[ UF\WLJFNG[ 5|;ZFjIM
CTMP lJnF5L9DF\ K S,FS BFNLSFD SZTF\ zL pDFX\SZ HMXLV[
clJ`JXF\lTc ,bI]\P H[DF\ JFRSG[ UF\WLlJRFZMGL VG]E}lT  YIF JUZ
ZC[TL GYLP VMU6L; JQF"GL JI[ clJ`JXF\lTc ,BGFZ pDFX\SZ HMXLGF
VF SFjI ;\U|CDF\ UF\WLJFNGL V;Z HMJF D/[ K[P U|FdI ;\:S'lTGL
TZO[6 TYF IF\l+SLSZ6GF lJZMWL lJRFZM T[DGF UF\WLJFNL lJRFZMGM
J{EJ c;FAZGM UMl9IMc SFjIDF\ V;ZSFZS ZLT[  J6"jIF  K[P
          UF\WLJFNL lJRFZMGF ;DY"GDF\ ,BGFZ ;FlCtISFZMDF\
lSXMZ,F, DX~JF/FG]\ GFD VFU/ 50T]\ K[P cUF\WLlJRFZ NMCGc4
cUF\WLHL VG[ ;FdIJFNc4 cVlC\;F lJJ[RGc JU[Z[ S'lTVM  £FZF VFhFNLGL
R/J/DF\ HGDFG;G[ 30JFDF\ DCtJGL E}lDSF EHJL CTLP cS[/
J6LGF 5FIFc4 c;D}/L SF|FlTc4 cS[/J6L lJSF;c H[JF S[/J6LGF lJQFIM
5ZGF UF\WLJFNL ;FlCtIV[ VFhFNLGL R/J/DF\ UF\WLJFNL J{RFlZS
SF|\lT ;H"JFDF\ DCtJGM EFU EHjIM CTMP 8}\SDF\ UF\WLJFNL lO,;}OLGM
HGDFG;DF\ jIF5S O[,FJM YFI T[ 5|SFZG]\ ;FlCtI ;H"G lSXMZ,F,
DX~JF/FG]\ CT]\P
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SFSF ;FC[A SF,[,SZ VG[ GZl;\C ZFJ lNJ[l8IF H[JFVMV[ pDFX\SZ
HMXLGL UF\WLJFN 5|[lZT VG[ UF\WLJFNG[ 5|;ZFJTF SFjIMGL D]ST S\9[
5|X\XF SZL K[P TM cU]HZFT DMZL DMZL Z[c SFjIDF\ U]HZFT 5|[D VG[
cEFZTcSFjI DF\ N[X5|[D  J6"jIM K[P H[6[ N[XElSTGL 5|[Z6F VF5L K[P
H]UTZFD NJ[ V[ ZR[,] GF8S cVF\W/FG]\ UF0]c4 UF|FD;[JFGF NX SFI"S|DMc4
cVFzDL S[/J6Lc4 VG[ lJXF/ ;\bIFDF\ ZR[,F UF\WLULTM £FZF
U]HZFTGL HGTFG[ UF\WLJFNL lJRFZMYL 5lZlRT VG[  VlED]B 56
SZFJLP HIMt;GFA[G X]S,V[ ZR[,F UF\WLULTM cD]lSTGF ZF;c4
cVFSFXGF O},c4 cAF5]c DF\ N[X5|[DG[ JFRF VF5L K[P cA\lNGF D]lSTUFGc
DF\ 56 N[X5|[D K,SFI K[P .P;P!)#_DF\ ;]ZTGF lS<,FGF D[NFGDF\
,F9LZFH RF<I] VG[ HIMt;GFA[G H[,DF\ 5]ZFIFP V[ 5|;\UYL VF
SFjIGL X~ZFT YFI K[P
             cV[ lS<,FGF £FZ 5Z ,F9L ZFH SID RF,[ K[m
             SMGL E}lD mSMGL ;tTF mSMGF CF0SF\ EF\U[ K[m#
VF p5ZF\T VG[S UF\WLJFNL SFI"STF"VMV[ UF\WLJFNG[ EFQFFGF DFwIDYL
5|;ZFjIM CTMP
              cVwI"c VG[ c5G38c H[JF SFjI;\U|CM £FZF hL6FEF.
N[;F.V[ UF\WLJFNG[ 5|;ZFjIM K[P ;M{ 5|YD UF\WLJFNG[ 5|;ZFJJFGL
EFJGF ;FY[ ,BGFZ hL6FEF. N[;F. CTFP DG;]B,F, hJ[ZLV[
UF\WLJFNGF lJRFZMG[ 5MTFGF SFjIM £FZF JFRF VF5L CTLPSFSF ;FC[A
SF,[,SZ S[ H[DG[ UF\WLHLV[ c;JF. U]HZFTLc G]\ lAZ]N VF%I]\ CT]\
T[DGF ;FlCtIDF\ A[ 5|SFZGF ;FlCtI lG~56GL JFT SZL XSFIP V[S
UF\WLJFN S[ UF\WLJFNL lO,;]OL VG[ ALH] 5|S'lT lG~56P D}/
DCFZFlQ8=IG 56 UF\WLJFNL Z\U[ Z\UFI[,F VF ;H"S[ UF\WLJFNG[ 5MTFGF
HLJG VG[ SJG A\G[DF\ RlZTFY" SZL ATFjIM CTMP

EFZT ;ZSFZ[ H[DGF ;FlCtI ;H"GGL SNZ :J~5[ H[DG]\
c5ÍzLcV[JM0"YL ;gDFG SZ[,]\ T[JF N],F EFIF SFU S[ H[DG[ DF+ ;M{ZFQ8=
H GCL 5Z\T] ;DU| U]HZFT EUT AF5]GF C],FD6F GFDYL VM/B[ K[
T[JF SlJ SFU[ DF+ ;FDFlHS S[ G{lTS ptSQF" G[ :5X"TF lJQFIM 5Z H
GCL 5Z\T ] N[XGL VFhFNLGL R/J/DF \ UF \WLAF5]4ZlJX\SZ
DCFZFH4ZFQ8=LI DCF;EF H[JL DCtJGL AFATM 5Z V;ZSFZS ;FlCtI
G]\ ;H"G SI]" \ K[P,MS;FlCtIDF\ ;Z/ X{,LDF\ N],F EFIF SFU[
.P;P!)#(GF lCgN] DCF;EFGF ClZ5]ZF VlWJ[XGDF\
cc;M ;M JFT]GM HF6GFZM Z[ UF\WL0M DFZM 4hFhL JFT] GM HF6GFZMcc
ZrI]\P
    VF p5ZF\T 5|EFX\SZ 5Î6L VG[ SFUAF5}  JrR[ UF\WLHL lJX[ YI[,L
JFTG[ 5lZ6FD[ SFUGF DGDF\ p¡EJ[, lJRFZYL ZRFI]\ SFjI4 cJFl6IM
B[0[ J[ZcP H[DF\ AF5]GF VlC\;FJFN4;tI TYF VFtDA/G]\ ;]\NZ J6"G
SI"\] K[P J/L UF\WLG[ DCF;EFGL NLSZL TZLS[ J6"JT]\ SFjI4 ZlJX\SZ
DCFZFH lJX[G] \ SFjI B}A H V;ZSFZS CTFP ZlJX\SZ DCFZFHGL
,MS;[JF HM.G[ SFUAF5]G]\ ZCNI §JL p9I]\ VG[ T[D6[ ULTGL ZRGF
SZL4
cZTG ~5F/FPPPPDM\3F D}, JF/F Z[PP
PNlZIM 5[cZ[c G. DMTL0FGL DF/F Z[PPP    p5SFZL V[GM VFTDF PPHLPPPP
 cSFU[c V[S A|FCD6 EF?IMPPPBE[ K[ pRF/M Z[PPP
DCFZFH OZ[ K[ 5U 5F/M Z[PPPP p5SFZL V[GM VFTDF PPHLPPPP$
VFD SFUAF5]V[ ;tIFU|CLVMGF RlZ+ J6"GM J0[ ;Z/ X{,LDF\
;DFHDF\ N[XNFhGL EFJGF 5|[ZTL ZRGFVM VF5L K[P
   ;DF5G o
      UF\WLI]ULG VFhFNLGL R/J/DF\ ZRFI[,F U]HZFTL ;FlCtIV[
UF\WLJFNG[ lJS;FJJFGF4 5|;ZFJJFGF ;FWG TZLS[ SFD SI]" CT]\PU]HZFTL

HGDFG;DF \ VF ;FlCtIV[ HFU 'lT4 HMD VG[ H]:;M 5}IF " \
CTFPUF\WLAF5]GF ;tI4 VlC\;F4 :JrTF4 V:5'xITF lGJFZ64 U|FDM£FZ4
GL0ZTF4 NF~A\WL JU[Z[ H[JF VG[S lJRFZMG[ ,MSM ;]WL 5CMRF0JFDF\
TYF ,MSMG[ T[DF\ ;FD[, SZJFDF\ U]HZFTL ;FlCtIGM OF/M GFGM ;]GM
GYLP
          UF\WLJFN[ ;FlCtIG[ V[S GJL §lQ8 VF5LP H[D S[ ZD6EF.
N[;F.GL U|FD,1DLDF\ RRF"TF U|FDL6 5|̀ GM4 cNX"ScGL ch[Z TM 5LWF\
HF6L HF6L4 BAZNFZ4 D[3F6L4 pDFX\SZ HMXL JU[Z[GF U]HZFT 5|[DG[
ZH] SZTF\ SFjIM4 U]HZFTL ;FlCtIDF\ GJ,SYFVM4 VFtDSYFVM VF
AWF H p5Z UF\WLJFN[ V;Z SZL K[P TM J/L ;JM"NI D[/FVM wJFZF
YTF UF\WLJFNL  J[RF6[ ,MSMG[  UF\WLJFN X]\ K[m T[GF lJX[ HF6SFZL
VF5LP N[XGL VFhFNLGL R/J/DF\ U]HZFTGF UF\WLJFNL SFI"STF"VMV[
;lS|I EFU EHjIMP VG[ UF\WLJFNG[ 5|Mt;FCG D/[4 J[U D/[ T[ DF8[
UF\WLJFNL ;FlCtI 56 ZrI]\ CT]\P VF ;FlCtIV[ 5ZM1F ZLT[ B}A H
V;ZSFZS E}lDSF EHJL CTLP

;\NE" ;}lRov
!P SFU N],F EFIFPccSFUJF6LvEFUPZccU]H"Z U|\Y ZtG SFI",FI
ZP SFU N],F EFIFccSFUJF6LvEFUP&ccU]H"Z U|\Y ZtG SFI",FI
#P HMQFL HI\T XFC4hJ[ZR\N D[3F6L cjIlST VG[ JFuDIczL

UHFGG 5la,X;" 4;}ZTP
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CRM in Automobile Industry
Every business organization emphasizes on spurting a long term relationship with customers to

nurture its stability in today’s blooming market. Customer’s expectations are now not only limited to get
best products and services, they also need a face-to-face business in which they want to receive exactly
what they demand and in a quick time. As a result of globalization of businesses and the evolving recognition
of the importance of customer retention, market economies and customer relationship economics there
has been a change in mainstream marketing. Over the past few years it is becoming evident that, companies
fundamentally have changed the way in which marketing is done i.e. a fundamental shift from managing a
market to managing a specific customer. Establishing relationship with a customer is to attract the customer
and to build the relationship with the customer so that the economic goals of the relationship are maintained.

Definitions of CRM :
According to Christopher et al considers

relationships marketing as "a tool to turn current and
new customers into regularly purchasing client and
then progressively move them through being strong
supporters of the company and its products to finally
being active and vocal advocates for the company".

"Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) is a business strategy for improving
profitability by focusing on customer needs and
creating an attentive relationship with the customer.
It involves a personalized and interactive approach
for the entire customer lifecycle" (Fletcher & Alan,
2001).
Features of CRM :

To achieve the excellence in business, an
organization adopts CRM as a strategy to handle
customers and suppliers. Primarily, it deals with the
following featuresCustomer's Needs-To serve a
customer better, this is quite tough for an enterprise
to find out the actual needs.
 Customers Response-The reaction of the

enterprise on the doubts of the customer. For
effective functioning, organizations understand
these queries and reply it to provide the best
solution. Relationship builds if the suppliers
succeed in understanding the problem and
respond towards it.

 Customer Satisfaction-It is the critical factor
of marketing whatever trends are emerging in
the marketing are just because of customer
.Measuring the problem and responses of
customer and then hand over the bundle of
attributes to excel customer expectation.

 Customer Loyalty-It is the direction of the
customer towards an organization offering
whether to purchase those offerings regularly
or not. It is observed when the customer is
satisfied and buys the product again and again.
Hence to shop for that particular product, he
re-visits the organization. Hence it is an
influencing part of CRM.

 Customer Retention-Suggestions have been
made by marketers that retaining the existing
customer minimizes the cost to the company.
Process of retaining the customer is crucial
aspect. It covers the approach not to diverge
the customer towards other supplier. Generally,
a loyal customer sticks more towards the
products as they show less interest towards the
new brand so as not to take risk. Retaining helps
in attaining the revenue goal of business.

 Customer Complaints-In every organization,
marketing department faces the queries and
problems generated by the customer after sales.
It is quite a big deal for the department to solve
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all these issues because filing a complaint on the
portal shows the dissatisfaction of the customer.

 Customer Service-Regarding all the products
and services, the organization communicates
information. It represents after sales activity.
Hence after sales constitute the satisfaction level
of customers. As quality of service is the major
aspect in after sales.

Principles of CRM :
The basic underlying principles guiding development

of CRM can be summarized as:
 Principle of 'Customer Life Time Value (CLV)'
 Principle of 'Customer Satisfaction (CS)'
 Principle of 'Customer Loyalty'
 Principle of 'Wallet share of Customer'
 Principle of 'Cross Selling and Up Selling'
 Principle of 'Customer Profitability'
Models of CRM :
 Stakeholder model - Relationship management

and marketing are powerful tools for developing
long-term relationships with clients, suppliers
and distributors.

 Supply chain model - Relationship between
channel participants is the key strategy for
pursuit of efficient supply chain. This minimizes
the costs of  transactions and the entire supply
chain costs.

 Marketing concept model - Every customer
relationship is important for profitability.
Relationship with existing customers is the
lifeblood of a business organization and is
paramount for the future direction of the
business. Organization must deliver what the
market needs and wants.

Evolution of Customer Relationship
Marketing :

One of the important marketing tools in the
developed countries is relationship marketing. The
customer relationship marketing is a comprehensive
approach for creating, maintaining and expanding
relationship with the customers. It has emerged as
one of the most widely prescribed solutions for
diminishing market share and sluggish growth of
many industries in general and banking and financial
sector in particular. The customer relationship
management is a simple philosophy, which places
the customer at the heart of the business processes,

activities and cultures for improving customer
satisfaction and maximizing profits. The essence of
the business has been described by Mr. Peter
drucker as "the purpose of the business is to attract
and retain a good customer". Good customer service
is the best brand ambassador for any insurance. The
entire business process consists of highly integrated
efforts to discover, create, arouse and satisfy
customer's needs. The modern business has realized
it and is making all out efforts to become 'customer-
centric' across the globe. Hence, the customer
relationship management is not a once-for-all affair
but a continuous process. It is the integral approach
of dealing with customers by deploying the advanced
information technology. The customer relationship
management is the information technology face of
the business process that aims to establish enduring
the mutually - beneficial relationship with customers
in order to drive customer retention, value and
profitability. It is meant for a common and equal good
of the two stakeholders, businesses and their
customers.
CRM in Automobile Industry :

Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) is very crucial for the firms because for the
sake of profits improvement and building long-term
relationships with customers the industry give
privilege to the emerging concept. Customer
Relationship Management is the powerful and the
effective approach for the development of
relationship with customers. The development of
such relationships drives the business to the new level
of success. Once it becomes an emotional and
personal concept, it is to some extent a simple task
for any organization to search for the real needs of
the customer and help enterprises to serve these
needs in a better way. It is believed that the more
sophisticated long term actions involved in the
implementation of the customer relationship
management, the business is more robust and useful.
Rapid complicated and competitive environment has
to be faced, which describes the automobile industry
- with newer vehicles and new services from the
new entrants in the service business, along with
challenges ranging from profit margins - original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and dealers to
customer relationship management For more
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aggressively changing (CRM), attracting new
customers, increasing brand loyalty, reducing costs,
enhancing efficiency and to maintain the competitive
advantage. Today's automobile consumers are
tremendously well-known sector and an established
market choice among the investors. To answer the
customer expectations, corporates are implementing
the association of both traditional and emerging
channels to provide maximum benefits to their clients
and for the improvement in the level of firm's
performance by marketing, sales, and customer
service.
Role of CRM in Automobile Industry :

Customer relationship management is
important to every firm as they seek to make profit
through long-term relationships with customers.
Automobile industries faces unique challenges in the
modern economy, there is a strong competition
between new and used car market. Costumers have
incredible information available to them through
internet, review system, social media and more so
building relationship requires more effort. Customer
relationship management is the strongest and most
effective approach in maintaining and creating
relationship with customers. Customer relationship
management is not only important for business but
also for creating a strong personal bonding relation
with in people. Development of this type of
relationship builds the business to new level of

success. Once such a relation is built it is easy for
the organization to identify the actual needs of the
customer and to know their expectation and that
lead to serve them in a better way. Some of the
effective tool used in most of the renowned
organization are batch book, sales force etc.
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Economics of Buffalo Farming: Cost of Milk Production with Special
Reference to Anandi Village of Vadodara District in Gujarat.
The livestock sector is an important sub-sector of the agricultural economy. It is an important

livelihood activity for, contributing to the health and nutrition of the household, supplementing income,
offering employment opportunities, and finally being a dependable "bank on hooves" in time of need. It
acts as a supplementary and complementary enterprise (Kansal & Chander 2016). An analysis of milk
production provides clues to decision making bodies and helps the decision support system to understand
whether or not farmers get remunerative price (Sharma H. and Kalamkar S.S 2017)

Livestock plays an important role in Indian rural economy. About 20.5 million people depend
upon livestock for their livelihood. Livestock contributed 16% to the income of small farm households as
against an average of 14% for all rural households (GOI, 2014).

During 2017, about 80.39 million tons of milk was contributed by buffaloes which was about
49.11 percent of the total milk produced in India. This shows the higher significance of the buffaloes in milk
production in India. As per breed survey 2013, India has 59.15 million descript buffalo (54.4 percent)
which contributes 71.95 percent of the total milk produced from buffaloes. Remaining 49.55 million non-
descript buffaloes (45.58 percent) of the total buffaloes which contributes only 28.03% of the total milk
produced from buffaloes in India (GoI).

Share of Agriculture and Livestock Sector in
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in India

The Total GDP of India was Rs. 1224
billion, GDP of agriculture and allied sector was
Rs. 425 billion, and GDP of livestock sector was
Rs. 59 billion  in the year 1980-81 which
increased In the year 2013-14 it was Rs.104771
billion, Rs. 16396 billion and Rs. 4060 billion
respectively. The share of the agriculture sector
and share of livestock of total GDP in 2013-14
were 15.6 percent and 3.9 percent, which was
decreased  34.72 percent and 4.82 percent
respectively from 1980-81. The share of
livestock sector to agriculture GDP was 13.88
percent in year 1980-81which increased to 24.8
percent in year 2013-14.
Review of Literature
In Gujarat, there is a significant difference
between the demand for animal feed-fodder and
its supply. According to their report, the shortage

is 13.08 percent in dry fodder and 32.12 percent
in green fodder and 75 percent in concentrate.
Due to its direct impact on milk productivity, milk
production and animal milk quality (FAT) Patel
Arun (2006). The results of the study show that
the 13.53% of the concentrate, 68.66% fodder
and 17.67% was part of the straw, of the total
cost of milk producing. The cost of per litre milk
production in the first phase Rs.11.7 and Rs.9
was observed in second phase, the cost-benefit
ratio was 1:1.06 and 1:1.38, respectively
Alenchi-hean D and H. Jayanti 2001).. The per
litre cost of milk production was Rs.32.43 per
buffalo. A net return per litre was found to be
positive for all the three categories small,
medium and large. It was highest for large
category (Rs.5.50) and lowest for small category
(Rs.3.26). Cost of milk production per litre was
found small, medium and large category
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Rs.32.68, Rs.32.70 and Rs.30.89 respectively
Priyanka Lal and B.S. Chandel (2016).
Objectives of Study
1. To study cost of milk production.
2. To study identify more affecting
variable to milk quantity.
Data Collection: A questionnaire for farmers of
Anandi village of Vadodara district will be
prepared to collect the primary data relating
various economic aspects.
Sampling: 50 farmers of Anandi village selected for
the study. It is proposed to take 25 farmers having
animals of high FAT content in milk (HFCM) and
25 farmers having animals with low FAT content in
milk (LFCM).
Calculation of Cost of Milk Production

The cost of milk production divided in to
fixed cost and variable costs. The fixed and variable
costs compare with the return of the milk and its
efficiency. Depreciation and interest on fixed capital
value are components of the fixed cost. The total
fixed cost calculated used the formula as below.

  

Where, D is Depreciation, is Value of Initial
Capital (Rs.),  is Value after Productive Life
(Rs.) and n is years of Productive life.

             

Where, I is interest (Rs.),  is Value of Initial Capital
(Rs.), r is interest rate (%) and n is years of
Productive life.

Total Fixed cost is the sum of the depreciation and
interest on Value of Initial Capital.

When the asset was purchased from
borrowed capital the interest rate charged by the
bank was taken as ‘r’, in case of owned capital, the
interest on term deposit of 1-5 years was taken.
The useful life of assets is assumed to be 25 years
for pucca cattle-shed, 1 years for katcha shed, 10
years for manual chaff cutter and 2 years of other
equipments. The productive life of buffalo is assumed
10 years and after productive life value is assumed
Rs.10000.

Where,  is total variable cost,  is feeding cost,
 is maintenance cost and is miscellaneous cost.

The variable cost divided in to three types
of costs viz. feeding cost, maintenance cost and
miscellaneous cost. The feeding cost divided into
also three types like green fodder cost, dry fodder
cost and concentrates. In case of the green fodder
and dry fodder purchased, the cost calculated by
quantity purchased and their price. In case of both
fodder home-grown, the relevant prices were the
farm-harvest prices and if farm-harvest prices were
not available, the imputed value of crop was taken
at prevailing price in the village. When, concentrates
expense depend upon the purchased quantity and
their market price. The feeding cost calculated by
the following formula used.

Where,  is feeding cost,  is green fodder,  is dry
fodder and  is concentrate.

The maintenance cost includes health
expense, labour cost and the grazing expense. The
health expenditure was covered under the veterinary
expense. Health cost included, AI cost (artificial
insemination), vaccination, medicine, doctor visit fees
and health and breeding related other costs.  The
expenditure on wages paid to permanent and casual
labourers engaged in various operations related to
upkeep animals. The family members who are
engaged in AH are charged at the wage rate of
permanent prevailing in the study area.  Grazing cost
also included in the maintenance cost, the contract
fee of grazing for animal was included in the cost.
The maintenance cost calculated by the following
formula used.
Where,  is maintenance cost,  is health expense,  is
labour cost and  is grazing fee. The miscellaneous
cost included electricity charges, repair cattle-shed
and equipments, water availability charges,
transportation cost and other incidental cost.
 Costs and returns of Milk Production

Cost and returns from buffalo farming is
presented in table 1.1 and 1.2. The overall the total
cost per day per buffalo was found to be Rs.219.56.
While in case of HFCM and LFCM were found to
be Rs.237.72 and Rs.202.15 respectively. Total
fixed cost of buffalo/day for overall, HFCM and
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LFCM were found to be 7.25 percent, 6.84 percent
and 7.73 percent of the TC respectively. Where,
total variable cost per buffalo per day for the above
group was found to be 92.75 percent, 93.16 percent
and 92.97 percent of the TC respectively.

In the case of HFCM feeding cost
accounted 79.62 percent of the TVC followed by
maintenance cost 18.82 percent and miscellaneous

cost 1.56 percent, In case of LFCM feeding cost,
maintenance cost and miscellaneous cost accounted
79.39 percent, 18.33 and 2.27 percent of TVC
respectively. In case of overall the above costs
accounted 79.48 percent, 18.63 percent and 1.89
percent of TVC respectively.

Table 1.1 Cost of Milk Production 

Sr. No Particular 

Total Cost of Milk Production  (Rs./buffalo/day) 
High Fat Content in 

Milk 
Low Fat Content in 

Milk 
Overall 

(HFCM+LFCM) 

Rs. Percent Rs. Percent Rs. 
Percen

t 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
A Total Fixed Cost (TFC) 16.25 6.84 15.62 7.73 15.93 7.25 
B Total Variable Cost (TVC) 
I Feeding Cost 
1 Green Fodder  22.21 9.34 26.3 13.01 24.31 11.07 
2 Dry Fodder  67.7 28.48 66.16 32.73 66.91 30.48 
3 Concentrate  86.43 36.36 55.63 27.52 70.63 32.17 

Total feeding Cost (1+2+3) 176.34 74.18 148.09 73.26 161.85 73.72 
Ii Maintenance cost 
1 Cost of Health 0.53 0.18 0.65 0.29 0.59 0.23 
2 Cost of Labour 35.96 15.13 27.19 13.45 31.58 14.38 
3 Cost of cattle pasture 5.19 2.18 6.36 3.14 5.77 2.63 
Total Maintenance cost  (1+2+3) 41.68 17.53 34.2 16.92 37.94 17.28 
Iii Miscellaneous cost  3.45 1.45 4.23 2.09 3.84 1.75 

Total variable cost (i+ii+iii) 221.47 93.16 186.53 92.27 203.63 92.75 
Total A+B 237.72 100 202.15 100 219.56 100 

 Source: Own calculation on the basis primary survey of Anandi village
Table 1.2 Returns of Milk Production

Sr. No. Particular 
High Fat 
Content 
in Milk 

Low Fat 
Content 
in Milk 

Overall  

1 2 3 4 5 
1 Gross Cost  (A=TFC+TVC) 237.72 202.15 219.56 
2 Dung Value (B) 8.98 6.49 7.7 
3 Net Cost (C=A-B) 228.74 195.66 211.86 
4 Price of Milk (P) 43.94 37.81 40.98 
5 Average Milk Production litre/buffalo/day (E) 7.51 6.61 7.05 
6 Gross Return (D=P×E) 329.96 249.92 288.92 
7 Net Return D-C 101.22 54.26 77.06 

Return per litre (Rs.) 13.48 8.21 10.93 
Cost of Milk production (Rs.) 30.46 29.60 30.05 

Income-Cost Ratio  1:072  1:0.81 1:0.76  
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Source: Own calculation on the basis
primary survey of Anandi village

In the HFCM per litre cost of milk
production was worked out to be Rs.30.46
per buffalo, in LFCM Rs.29.60 per buffalo
per day and overall Rs.30.05 per buffalo
per day. A net return per litre per buffalo
found to be positive for both categories. It
was higher in HFCM (Rs.13.48) compare
with LFCM (Rs.8.21) and overall net return
per litre per buffalo was Rs.10.93.

Conclusion

From the analysis of cost and returns it
was found that the HFCM total variable cost
per day (Rs.221.47) was found higher than
LFCM (Rs.202.15) for buffalo. In the case
of feeding cost also HFCM was found higher
(Rs.176.34) than the LFCM (Rs.148.09),
especially in concentrate cost which is
Rs.86.43 in HFCM compare to LFCM
Rs.55.63. The most influencing variable of
productivity and quality (FTA) was feeding
cost which is notably varied in HFCM and
LFCM in the study area. It has been one of
the most affecting reasons for big difference
in the cost of milk production and return
per litre among the HFCM and LFCM. In the
study area the income-cost ratio found in
HFCM was 1:0.72, in LFCM was 1:0.81 and
overall was found 1:0.76.

Animal husbandry sector is likely to
emerge as an engine of agricultural growth
and doubling famers’ income by 2022. So
government will have to give more emphasis
on animal husbandry as well as farmers
made efforts by efficient Animal Husbandry.
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CHANGING RURAL MARKET AND  ROLE OF MARKETERS WITH
REFERNEC TO NORTH GUJARAT.

Research firms have started conducting surveys, academicians published papers and
business had made inroad on the area called rural market. The word on everybody lips are - "The
real North Gujarat lives in the village".

In Present paper researcher by conceptual research focused on the changing rural North
Gujarat from the eyes of marketer's perspectives. As North Gujarat Rural Market is extremely
fragmented, having small number of players on the seller's side and large number of player on the
buyer side. MNCs are more focusing toward capturing cream in rural market. Present paper discuss
about the tool which company are using to make their presence felt and it also find the modern
way for marketing implementation and value addition.

1 Introduction:
We view rural market as a periodic concourse

of people for the purpose of buying and selling,
i.e., exchanging goods, services and even ideas.

North Gujarat has almost 575 villages, 80%
of which has population less than 1000 and
about 67% of whose population are dependent
on land based activities. Rural areas are
scattered and it is next to impossible to ensure
the availability of a brand all over the country.
Advertising in such a highly heterogeneous
market, which is widely spread, is very
expensive. The North Gujarat Consumer market
is a multi-tiered pyramid which requires multi
pronged market strategies.

North Gujarat has roughly fifty percent of its
population under 27 years of age. It is true that
Consumer North Gujarat is flourishing, but at
the same time North Gujarat Consumer has his
roots deep into his traditions.

2. Rural Consumers: Occupation, Income,
Culture.

The attitude toward rural market should be
that of investor. The growing market provide the
opportunity and approach should be one of
market seeding. The market provides opportunity
and opinion for the rural marketer and low

penetration level suggests opportunities. The
marketer needs to have information system that
track sales to different market and help to
identify market potential. Low income group

consumption is clear signal that marketer
need to address the bottom of pyramid with cost
effective value for money product. Rural North
Gujarat offers a bigger growth opportunity
through greater penetration and then
consumption.

Fast growing product segments such as flat
panel TVs, LCD TVs, Plasma TVs, Slim CRT TVs,
frost-free refrigerators, fully automatic washing
machines, split

air-conditioners, DVD players, microwave
ovens, and home theatre systems - products
entailing high aspiration value are likely to see
a growth in consumption

2.1 Changing Rural Consumer:
Rural market differs by geography,

occupation, social and cultural factors. This in
turn influence of product design, promotion,
pricing and use of channels. There is need to
develop positioning and product variant
according to geography and social grouping. The
product offering in rural market was needed to
reflect the product use-situation. The changing
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behavior of a segment of rural market suggests
an initial entry strategy of mimicking the urban
marketing programme. The product and
packaging are to be creatively used for
developing and delivering value. The product
attribute and feature should reflect the
environment of that consumer.

2.2 Product awareness and benefit:
North Gujarat consumers are also associated

with values of nurturing, care and affection.
These values are far more dominant that values
of ambition and achievement. Product which
communicate feelings and emotions gel with the
North Gujarat consumers. Education on the
product benefits is common in rural markets.
This is also seen in the case of shampoos.
Shampoos are positioned on cleaning
effectiveness and convenience, a replacement
of soap nut or even soap in rural market. A
demonstration of product features and
explaining product virtues is an approach used
by some of the rural marketers. Hindustan
Lever’s campaigns to wash shirts or shampoo
the villagers’ hair are instances of product
education. In many such situations, potential
consumers form queues to experience the
product benefits. The peculiarity of rural market
have forced marketing companies to innovate
their product offering and rework their marketing
strategies which are otherwise design for urban
market. The product has to satisfy rural need
and should offer value for money. Differentiating
consumer need and perception provide
opportunity to marketers. Modern means of
communication have less influence on cultural
and social practices in rural areas than they do
in urban. It was discovered that even the
number, size and shape of pan holders in the
stove varied from district to district

2.3 Rural distribution:
The rural distribution is not much developed

for the reason,
1) Lack of Proper infrastructure such as all

weather roads, electrification and sanitation,
and

2) Lack of marketer’s imagination and
initiative. The biggest rural marketer’s especially

FMCG companies used to service up to the block
town level, with the villagers coming out and
reaching there.

2.4 Pricing Tag:
The pricing issue is closely related to issues

of positioning and packaging. As competition in
rural markets is generally with the unorganized
sector or against a product category, price is a
critical factor in consumer choice. In rural
markets, low price alone is not sufficient. The
price has to be convenient for both the consumer
and the retailer. The absolute amount is
important. Prices of Re 1, Rs 2 and Rs 5 are
favored but not Rs 3, 6, 7 and 9. Cadbury’s
chocolate at Rs 6 and Relish at Rs 3 did not
succeed and had to be withdrawn. To maintain
the absolute price, it may make sense to
decrease volume instead of increasing price. The
absolute amount is more important than the
contents.

Hindustan Lever found that retailers in
villages were cutting its large 100 gm Lifebuoy
soap into smaller pieces and selling these. So it
introduced a smaller 75 gm pack. It also
introduced Wheel detergent in a 100 gm pack
(Joshi, 1991). It is not true that only cheap
brands sell in rural markets. Usha found that the
sale of its economy models was falling sharply
in rural areas. Farmers prefer Usha’s premier
Century brand, though it is priced 20 per cent
higher (Das Gupta and Menon, 1990).

2.5 Decision Implications:
Marketers can target consumers according to

their unmet needs on price or product features
and develop new markets through unique
positioning. The product and packaging are to
be creatively used for developing and delivering
value. The product attributes and features should
reflect the environment of these consumers.

Marketers can use product and package
design to influence perception. The size, shape
and color are important cues that a rural marketer
can use to communicate

effectively and create a favorable attitude.
Distinct colors, designs and symbols help the
illiterate rural consumer identify the brand. The
ability to leverage strengths either in distribution
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or costs is important to deliver the value
offering.

Value and not price is important in rural
markets. It is relative value that is important and
so the launch price of a new product has to take
into account the price of substitute products. In
the case of nonessential items for which the
consumer pays a large sum, demand for quality
and preference for a brand name suggests
offering a high priced model in addition to
offering a stripped down version. In the case of
high-priced durables, the market potential can
be enlarged

through hiring the product. The presence of
a large number of consumers has implications
for package size of non-durables. It is preferable
to have a small sachet with a low purchase price
though priced higher than competing brands by
unit of measure.

 3. How to Add Value through Rural
Marketing:

Rural Marketing process is both as a catalyst
well as an outcome of general rural development
process. Initiation and management of social and
economic change in the rural sector is the core
of rural marketing process

3.1 Marketing Applications:
There are many North Gujarat’s, as a marketer

you have to find your North Gujarat. Successful
marketers came up with different offerings from
one rupee packs, to family packs. Message
targeted at rural market need to be simple,
comprehensible and in language understood by
the consumer. The use of picture adds to the
effectiveness.

Narrating the stories increase the retention
of message. Rural marketing is thus a time
consuming affair and requires considerable
investments in terms of evolving appropriate
strategies with a view to tackle the problems.
Without supporting market institutions, rural
markets tend to be lean and lacking, leading to
high marketing and operational costs. An
innovation that reduces operational costs and
enhances harmonization of marketing functions
is required in rural markets. Now the North
Gujarat consumer is knowledgeable and

sensitive. Consumers are increasingly more
aware and are actively managing their financial
affairs. People are increasingly looking not just
at products, but at integrated financial solutions
that can offer stability of returns along with total
protection. Each of these will be delivered to
different target segments and will need to be
delivered using different distribution systems.
North Gujarat markets surprised many retail
giants, for example when Colgate came with the
Gel toothpaste, it primarily looked at the Urban
markets and didn’t think about rural markets
much. It positioned Colgate Gel as an urbane
choice in its advertisements, but on the contrary
it became a huge hit in the rural markets. Rural
North Gujarat discovered that the Gel paste came
for a longer time and that satisfied the mother’s
need for economy. New entrants bring new
capacities into the business which in turn drives
down the profitability of the business. In order
to protect their long term profitability, the
business incumbents have to build up entry
barriers. Without entry barriers, no business can
earn sustainable high returns. The main barrier
to the emergence of a bona fide market for
intervention capital industry however is not
financial. It is cultural in affluent nations. Product
companies should see inventor as adversaries
and vice versa. But product companies should
see inventor as wellspring of innovation and
should trust them - and invention and capitalists
- enough to tell them what new technologies
the company actually need.

5 Conclusions:
Urban market has become congested with too

many competitors. Fallacy in Marketing is that
you cannot reach to market unless you have
access to conventional expensive means. Very
tempting to position an offering as serving many
needs, but it is hard to communicate so many
benefits on a limited budget during a downturn.
Thinking Narrow is a simple logic you have a
finite resources to market your services and your
customer has a finite capacity to access and
analyze data. As such, your best bet is to reach
out through one single message. The next big
revolution could happen in the rural sector. When
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it happens the marketers should have already
studied the lay of land and thought of the
strategies and tactics for victory. The only way
for existence is application of Darwin Principal:
survival of the fittest. The time to prepare
tomorrow is today.
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Challenges in Convergence with IFRS
"Convergence is when the laws and regulations in various fields are converging to one

common set all over the world. Right now we are moving towards one set of standards, the IFRS,
in the accounting area," A full convergence of Indian accounting standards (IAS) with international
financial reporting standards (IFRS) is a way of reducing cost of capital for India. More importantly
because law overrides accounting standards, full convergence with IFRS is not possible unless
those laws are amended or an overriding section is enacted with regards to accounting standards.

(Key word: IFRS, IAS, GAAP)

“Convergence is when the laws and regulations
in various fields are converging to one common
set all over the world. Right now, we are moving
towards one set of standards, the IFRS, in the
accounting area,”
“Convergence in accounting area is happening
because business has become global. It is
impossible to conduct trans-border business
without a common set of regulations throughout
the world.”
Need for convergence in accounting
standards
1.  Along with the process of globalization, the

awareness of capital markets has increased
manifold and the size of investing public is
multiplying.

2. In the accounting context. With convergence,
companies that are traded in various global
markets will have to prepare only one set of
financial statements, using one set of
standards.

3. It will become easier for a company to conduct
business and raise capital from anywhere in
the world.

4. A full convergence of Indian accounting
standards (IAS) with international financial
reporting standards (IFRS) is  a way of
reducing cost of capital for India.

5. A complete convergence with IFRS would help
lower the cost of foreign capital for Indian
companies.

Are there any disadvantages of convergence?
Having a common set of international
accounting standards may hinder the conveying
of information of certain company specific
information unique to a country. But compared
to its advantages, its disadvantages are
negligible Of course there are many challenges
for the fully convergence of accounting
Challenges in convergence with IFRs
1. In order for the convergence in accounting

standards to work effectively, two other
related convergences have to take place.
First, there has to be a convergence of
auditing standards throughout the world.
Second, the regulatory authorities throughout
the world (such as the SEC, the SEBI, etc.)
need to get together and come to an
agreement as to how the IFRS is going to be
enforced.

2. There are significant costs of convergence.
There will be costs to dismantling the
standard setting infrastructure in each
country.

3. In certain cases, the legal and regulatory
requirements are at variance from IFRSs.

* As. Professor. Shri V. R. Patel College of Commerce, Mehsana
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4. Level of preparedness of various interest
groups involved in implementing the
accounting standards

5. As compared to formal classroom-type
training, a preferred approach in the Indian
context would be for management to spend
sufficient time in advance with audit
committee members

6. Indian management and audit committees are
also not familiar with managing the volatility
that arises out of applying fair value concepts
to financial instruments such as derivatives.

7. It not true that IFRS necessarily imposes any
additional short-term, quarterly results-
oriented views of corporate strategy.

8.The accounting framework in India is deeply
affected by laws and regulation. In India we
have multiple regulators of accounting
standards

9. More importantly because law overrides
accounting standards, full convergence with
IFRS is not possible unless those laws are
amended or an overriding section is enacted
with regards to accounting standards.

10. While the MCA (ministry of Corporate
Affairs) notification clearly indicates that
India will adopt IFRS, it does not lay down a
comprehensive strategy for convergence or
adoption.

Conclusion
These milestones need to be achieved at the
earliest; else the whole convergence exercise
could get trapped in a hopeless tangle causing
immense waste of time, resources, capital and
cause inconvenience for Indian entities. In any
case, since IFRS in one form or the other is fait
accompli, Indian entities should not take things
lightly, and should prepare themselves for IFRS
immediately.
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An expedition from Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) to collective regeneration (CR)

Business in south Asia is currently at low ebb. So is the corporate confidence.  There is a
clear and present danger from the forces of global competition, to the corporate sector in South
Asia, if it does not re-invent itself and engineer massive renaissance. The risk mandates not only
a better management of macro parameters of the economy but also necessitates a new strategy
at the firm level. The strategy is customer relations management (CRM). The concept of CRM is
premised on a simple logic of business- it must keep tracking customers once attracted; retain
them in business portfolio; and, profit from their growth. Shorn of all managerial jargons, CRM
epitomizes a 'marriage of relationship marketing with the emerging information technology'. The
paper describes the concept and mechanics of customer relationship management; illustrates
how CRM helps corporate renaissance in hard times; and finally, recommends a line of action for
an effective CRM implementation towards a quicker corporate renaissance. Alongside, the paper
urges business schools of South Asia to incorporate CRM in their teaching curricula so that the
business and academics can continue to stay relevant to each other.

* Research scholar, Hemchndracharya North Gujarat University Patan

CRM: A Concept in the Making
If the essence of CRM is customer and continuity,

the term CRM can as well be an acronym for any of
the following cognate marketing terms:

* Caring Relations Management (CRM)
* Continuous Relations Management (CRM)
* Creative Relations Management (CRM)
* Customer Retention Management (CRM)
* Customer Return Management (CRM)
* Cost Reduction Management (CRM)
* Cost and Return Management (CRM)
In more ways than one, CRM represents a

logical end of the philosophy that the business should
be customer oriented (Gamble etal, 2000, Payne
1997). It traversed successive strains of thoughts to
reach what is now viewed as a new business
paradigm. For instance, the early marketing
paradigms prevalent until the sixties, ordained
marketers to satisfy customer needs that were
essentially nature created. Later in the seventies, the
marketing functions served the customers wants that
were nothing but ‘specific solutions’ to the needs

and were the outcome of the marketing initiatives.
Marketing thoughts of the eighties devoted
themselves to meet the higher, more lifestyle oriented
demands and expectations of customers. These were
the result of the then social and economic
environment. The nineties witnessed the most potent
force of our times, information technology. Naturally
marketing thoughts focused on how to leverage on
the same and serve the customers (Kotler, 2000).
One of the falls out of the era is Customer relationship
management. CRM thus, represents ‘the marriage
between the customer orientation and the emerging
information technology to produce a memorable
relationship experience to the marketers as well as
to the customers’.

The CRM concept and technology is more than
just identifying who our customers are, providing
them with a quality service and analyzing their
preferences. The key dimensions of CRM that were
largely ignored in the past are customer loyalty and
customer profitability. A report published in the
Harvard Business Review identified that an increase
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in customer loyalty by five percent could increase
profits in telecom by over 50 percent (Cockburn,
2000). A recent study by ICL for a UK Telco too
highlights importance of retention of profitable
customers, especially the top ten percent of profitable
customers in terms of generating additional revenue
and profit.

The business focus must be on the high value
customer segments, specifically to ensure their
retention and revenue growth by excellent customer
service and by individually tailored services. In an
example from the utility industry where the ABC
method was used to determine the cost of the
customer activities, it was found that the maximum
profit was achieved with 85 per cent of the customer
base, yet 15 per cent of least-value customers
dissipated the profit accumulated by the higher
ranked 45 per cent. These revenue and profit profiles
serve to illustrate how important profitability analysis
is to the health of the business. It sets the scene for a
remedial action through CRM.

The CRM Myths
Any new management and marketing philosophy

receives its own share of confusion,
misunderstanding and myths. CRM is no exception.
Almost everyone in the Indian corporate sector who
has heard of CRM, sounds excited of its presence
and power (Agrawal, 2001). Confederation of Indian
Industries (CII), the apex body of Indian corporate
is doing its own bit through organizing well-attended
and star-studded conferences in New Delhi as well
as in all regions. Unfortunately, the ones who are at
best ‘jumping jacks’ outnumber executives who truly
comprehend the theme of CRM and its essence.

The excitement is reaching disproportionate
levels. Although a formal survey of the CRM
practitioners is underway, as a quick count, eleven
companies out of the eighteen with which there was
an interaction this year, reported their preoccupation
with launching CRM or its variation in their firms.
There is a sudden splurge of articles on CRM and
eCRM in almost all types of journals and magazines
including the magazine sections of newspapers.
General interest magazines like India Today and
Swagat profile CRM in business. While the interest
in the CRM is encouraging, lack of clarity and the
severe ‘cognitive challenge’ may inhibit the growth

of CRM and systematic implementation. The
misunderstanding and myths eventually contribute to
the failure or disappointments with CRM. Figure 5
summarizes a set of quick findings of a ‘reality-
check’ with a random group of Indian executives
(n:115) visiting two leading business school of India.
That the phenomenon is global one, the figure also
summarizes findings of a survey of the Meta group
on global scene (2000).

Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) and Corporate Renaissance

* “Industrial production of India rose by a mere
1.6% in the first six months of 2001-2 over the
previous year…Indian exports fell by 2.3% in the
first five months of the current financial year...Gross
domestic product (GDP) hovers around 6% in the
first six month of the current financial year thanks to
higher contributions from the service sector…The
growth projections are not sustainable in the nearer
frame of time…. Bank borrowings of the Indian
companies plummeted 40% to Rs.20, 894 crores
in the first six months of the current financial year”. 

(Source: Business at War, India Today,
November 19, 2001 pp. 68-73.)

* In the cellular business, it costs five times more
to acquire a customer. It is the same in every
business. Retaining this customer is the critical first
step for successes.

(Harsh Goenka, Chairman, RPG Enterprises,
Kolkata, India)

Indian business is in full gloom as these quick
statistics show. In line with the unmistakable signs of
a global recession, more pronounced after the tragic
events of September the Eleventh in USA, Indian
corporate as a whole, stand numb at the plummeting
profits, spiraling customer expectations and a long
struggle to stay afloat (Business India, 2001). The
search is on for a winning formula, a quick pull back
and for a continued relevance (India Today,
November 2001).

How to Strategise CRM 
Given the importance of the CRM in business, it

is a high-stake strategy and is planned carefully and
holistically (Buttle, 1996; Boar, 1995, Brown and
PriceWaterhouse Coopers, 1999). It  is an
orchestration of a series of inputs and processes that
must come right.
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An effective CRM strategy needs to be
customized for a business as a blind imposition will
only impede its profitability (Peterson, 1999). As a
rule the CRM strategy is expected to vary from one
business to another and indeed for one segment to
another (Peppers & Rogers, 1996). For example,
the business development force of a cellular provider
with a target to raise revenue from the ‘singles’
segment, may want to earn revenue from its services
designed specifically for the single segment, reduce
customer churn by ensuring frequent upgrades and
reduce costs by promoting self-care in most
transactions. Such strategy may not be suited to the
small traders as a segment. 

Towards More Effective CRM
Implementation

Clearly, there is a need to ensure that CRM is
not only understood properly (Buttle, 1996; Baron,
1997) but is also implemented strategically (Brown
& PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999, Curry 2000).
Only CRM can contribute to a dramatic but enduring
corporate renaissance. A CRM practitioner needs
to do a series of things right at the right time. The
following eight guidelines-by no means exhaustive,
help the process of effective CRM implementation
in a firm:

Move from Myths to Reality
As outlined earlier, a large section of the corporate

sector appear ‘cognitively challenged’ when it comes
to CRM. Most executives either are unaware or
appear overwhelmed by the surreal powers of the
CRM. The truth is that CRM is neither powerful
software nor a panacea for all corporate ailments
(Agrawal, 2001; Boar, 1995). The need is to take a
proper perspective and avoid unreasonable
expectations. Figure 6 lists the most commonly found
myths about CRM and shows the corresponding
reality. Every CRM practitioner needs to pay heed
to them while launching CRM in the firm.

CRM & Customer Retention
In order to leverage relationships, the CRM

practicing companies must define and zero in on the
right customers only (Major, 1992). CRM data
warehousing and mining must be integrated to the
goal of right customer identification and their sharp
profiling (Boar, 1995). Many CRM efforts fail
because the sales revenue data is stored separately

from customer support and client history data
(Barquin & Edelstein, 1997). What is required is to
devise a database that pulls information from every
department-from sales to customer support, and
creates a unified report (Berry & Linoff, 1999). Any
business that is serious about CRM, ought to seek
out software systems that integrate data and draw
up comparative charts that help drive sales and right
customer retention decisions.

Involve the Right Customers in CRM
Design and Implementation

As stated earlier, all CRM practitioners need to
define their customer relationship goals and then
identify the CRM policy, procedures, and cultural
changes to support those goals (Curry, 2000). It
helps if the firms involved their customers in the
process (Gordon, 1998). “Customers are becoming
an integral part of an organization’s design process,”

This is not to suggest that the CRM firm should
sit tight and do nothing until the customers react.
Instead, the submission here is that the firms should
identify the key customers that have a vested interest
in the welfare of the CRM firms and have them
validate the CRM ‘interaction approaches’. The
CRM practicing companies also need to realize that
it is critical to provide seamless management of
interactions (McKenna, 1993; Gordon, 1998). As
communication channels multiply, customers will
expect the organizations that they do business with,
to provide accurate and consistent support and
services across each of these channels (McKenna,
1993, Payne, 1997).

Keep Introducing CRM Enhancements
Regularly

The CRM technologies introduced in an
organization must remain vibrant and scalable
(Curry, 2000). It should support the firms in better
tracking and managing customer interactions
(Peppers & Rogers 1996). Rules for prioritization,
escalation and routing of complex issues can be
automated within the system to reduce the time of
resolution.  Quick resolutions help the service agents
with trouble-shooting issues and serve as the
foundation for self-service offerings (Sterne, 2000).

Providing self-service capabilities to customers
frees the support organization from answering basic
questions and allows them to focus time on resolving
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more complex issues (Sterne, 2000). Additional
CRM enhancements are also evolving. Provisions
of self-service, natural language processing and
speech recognition technologies enhance processing
of questions, e-mails, and phone calls with little or
no interaction from live agents. Vendors are also
embedding e-learning technologies into CRM
products. Users can learn how to use the new
systems and enhancements more quickly. Ultimately,
it’s the companies who use their customer data in
conjunction with interaction management
applications, and their CRM front end, that will handle
customers more efficiently. As one CRM expert
averred, “the big bang approach of doing everything
all at once is a recipe for disaster. Instead, when
constructing your long-term strategy, develop a
phased plan. The ability to adapt to ever-changing
customer needs and deliver value-added functionality
will be a key component to a successful CRM
strategy (Sterne, 2000).

Constantly Measure the Return on CRM
The old adage “You can’t manage what you can’t

measure” remains true in CRM too. A part of the
reason why CRM has failed to prove its worth to
many is its perceived inability to demonstrate
measurable benefits (Stone & Woodcock, 1989).
No organization needs to be satisfied with the
assumed or intuitive CRM benefits (Jayadev &
Srinivas, 2001). The corporate need to ensure that
their planned CRM strategies and expenditures are
clearly linked to measurable business impacts
(Chowdhary, 2001).

Measuring return on CRM has additional gains
too. The computed ROI can be leveraged to secure
further support and momentum for CRM efforts
(Economist Intelligence Unit, 1998). Similarly, return
on CRM stimulates personal actions.

CONCLUSION
The initial days when everything went in the name

of CRM are over. The corporates will soon tighten
their conceptualization of CRM, demand tangible
financial and non-financial return on investment in
CRM and, seek to have the output of the CRM
audited and validated such that befits the organization
and fulfills expectations of the customers. The guiding
philosophy that all firms especially those with high
customer turnover, must get a CRM project going

somehow, will get tempered with a new wisdom.
There is no doubting the fact that customer
information is the lifeblood of any business and hence,
CRM initiatives. However, CRM needs a better
implementation if it were to contribute to the
corporate renaissance.

Like any other new function, CRM too has its
own drawbacks and challenges. Any organization
that seeks to implement CRM may from now
onwards want to focus on value creation and on a
continuous stream of profits. They will give up their
myopic fix that CRM is the responsibility of
marketing or worse IT Dept. They must not mistake
CRM as bribe or reward or a tool of forced
relationships. The firms will realize that in order for
CRM to contribute to corporate renaissance, the
CRM responsibility must rise to the level of a CEO.

CRM will be more strategy driven, and thus be
able to concentrate on what customer expects
from the relationship. CRM technology will return
to the role of an assisting tool. The ‘final take’ for
the CEOs will be that CRM is and can be a vehicle
for cultural change and integration in the
organization. In short, a true CRM encourages a
relationship view of the world that goes beyond
customers, includes multi-members and facilitates
corporate renaissance.
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“A PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS  OF TATA CHEMICALS LTD.”

ABSTRACT One of the most transformed of all industries covering more than thousands of products.
The Indian chemical industry is the 3rd largest manufacturer in Asia preceded by China and Japan. The
Indian chemical industry is the 6th by output in the world. In 2025, the chemical industry is expected to
grow and reach USD 602.85 Billion marks. So, it is very interesting to study this industry. The researcher
selected one of the units of the TATA group of Industries “TATA CHEMICALS LTD” for the study. It is
one of the most important competitive chemicals producing companies in India. Now-a-day the TATA
group has a transnational presence. This paper intends to study the profitability analysis of Tata Chemicals
Ltd. for a period of five years.
Keywords: profitability analysis, ratio analysis, chemical industry

INTRODUCTION:-
Tata Chemicals Limited is the most prominent
producer of manmade chemicals in India. It also
produces fertilizers and food additives. Incorporated
in 1939, the company has an annual turnover of over
Rs. 5,800 Crore and is part of the $ 22.8 billion Tata
Group, India’s foremost business conglomerate. In
the six decades since its inception, Tata Chemicals
has been continuously raising the bar in technological
competence and gaining recognition as a leader and
innovator. The company has an enduring commitment
to protecting and enhancing the environment, serving
and improving the communities in which it functions,
and adhering to the highest ethical standards of
corporate behavior.
LITERATURE REVIEW:
PANDEY.I.M & ETAL(1998) in their study,
“Financial Ratio Pattern In Indian Manufacturing
Companies” they observed a declining trend in
profitability related to shareholder’s equity and total
investment, whose impact had been deepened by the
increasing interest burden.
HAMSALAKSHMI AND MANICKAM (2004)
have made “A study on financial performance analysis
of selected software companies” The study has been
focused on examining the structure of liquidity
position leverage and profitability.
DHARMENDRA S. MISTRY (2010) in this study
“A Comparison of Financial Performance of Major
Gujarat Pharma” players through value-added and

economic value-added”. The purpose of this study is
to classify major Gujarat pharmacy players in
cohesive categories based on their financial
characteristics revealed by the financial statements.
Finally, the study reveals that financial performance
is satisfactory.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The main objectives of the study are given below:
  To evaluate the financial performance with

financial statement analysis.
 To make suggestions to improve the financial

performance of the selected Units.

DATA COLLECTION
For this study, the researcher has taken secondary
data of TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED from 2011-
12 to 2015-16 and it was tabulated objectively for
making an analysis of the profitability of TATA
CHEMICALS LIMITED. Secondary sources like
reference books and websites are taken for the
purpose of the study.
RESEARCH ANALYSIS:
PROFITABILITY RATIOS
Profit is the difference between revenues and
expenses over a period of time (usually one year)
Profit is the ultimate output or a company, and it will
have no future if it is fails to make sufficient profits.
Therefore the financial manager continuously
evaluates the efficiency of the company in terms of
profits.

* Principal: Mahatma Gandhi Primary School, Vadodara.
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This ratio is calculated to measure the operating
potency of the business. Besides the top management
of the company creditor and owners are also
interested in the profitability of the company.
(1) GROSS PROFIT RATIO:
This is calculated by comparing the earnings (total
sales – the total price of product sold) with the net
sales of a firm. This quantitative relation indicates
the profit generated by a firm for each one rupee of
sale created. Gross profit quantitative relation depends
upon the connection between the selling price and
the cost of production including direct expenses.

GROSS PROFIT RATIO =

TATA PROFITABILITY RATIOS 
GROSS PROFIT RATIO 

YEAR 
GROSS 
PROFIT 

(Rs. in crore) 

NET 
SALES 

(Rs. in 
crore) 

RATIO 

2011-12 1199.22 7987.28 15.01 
2012-13 1242.91 8529.87 14.57 
2013-14 913.02 8689.64 10.51 
2014-15 1233.58 10082.06 12.24 
2015-16 1184.14 10649.91 11.12 

 Table No: 1 (SOURCE-Annual Report of Company)
INTERPRETATION
The above data disclose the gross profit ratio of TATA
Ltd. For 5 years. It can be said that the gross profit
position of the company shows fluctuated during the
study period. In the year 2011-12, the gross profit
ratio was the highest 15.5% of TATA CHEMICALS
LTD. While in the year 2013-14, the gross profit ratio
were the lowest 10.51% of TATA CHEMICALS
LTD. The average ratio was 13.56%.  from the year
2011-12 to 2015-16 respectively of TATA
CHEMICALS LTD. It will indicate that company
has to give more focus on the cost of goods sold for
the purpose of improvement their gross position and
try to control over cost as a result profit will increase.
The performance for maintains gross results better
in TATA CHEMICALS LTD.
 2) OPERATING PROFIT RATIO (OP
RATIO)
The operating profit refers to the pure operating profit
of the firm. i.e., the profit generated by the operation
of the firm and hence is calculated before considering
any financial charge (such as interest payment), non-
operating income/loss and tax liability, etc. the

operating profit is additionally termed because the
earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT). The OP
Ratio shows the percentage of pure profit earned on
every one rupee of sales made op ratio may be
calculated as follows:

OP RATIO=    

TATA PROFITABILITY RATIOS 
OPERATING PROFIT RATIO 

YEAR 

OPERATING 
PROFIT 

(Rs. in crore) 

NET SALES 

(Rs. in crore) 
RATIO 

2011-12 1023.75 7987.28 12.82 
2012-13 1046.37 8529.87 12.27 
2013-14 927.87 8689.64 10.68 
2014-15 1038.83 10082.06 10.30 
2015-16 1026.51 10649.91 9.64 

 
Table No: 2(SOURCE-Annual Report of Company
INTERPRETATION
The above data disclose the operating profit ratio of
TATA Ltd. for 5 years. In the year 2011-12, the net
profit ratio was the highest 12.82% of TATA
CHEMICALS LTD.  While in the year 2015-16, the
net profit was the lowest 9.64 % of TATA
CHEMICALS LTD.  The average ratios were 11.14
% from the year 2010-11 to 2014-15 respectively in
TATA CHEMICALS LTD. It will indicate that
company has to give more focus on the expenses
related to purchasing and distribution  to improve their
operating position and try to control over cost as a
result profit will increase. The above data disclose
that TATA CHEMICALS LTD. Should focus  in
maintain operation income
3)   NET PROFIT RATIO (N P RATIO)
The N P Ratio establishes the relationship between
the net profit (after tax) of the firm and the net sales
may be calculated as:

NET PROFIT RATIO=  

The N P Ratio measures the efficiency of the man-
agement in generating additional revenue over and
above the total cost of operations. The N P Ratio shows
the overall efficiency in manufacturing, administration,
selling and distribution of the product. So, the NP Ra-
tio shows the firm’s capacity to face adverse eco-
nomic situations.
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TATA PROFITABILITY  RATIOS 
NET PROFIT RATIO 

YEAR 
NET PROFIT 

(Rs. in crore) 

NET SALES 

(Rs. in crore) 
RATIO 

2011-12 586.6 7987.28 7.34 
2012-13 643.32 8529.87 7.54 
2013-14 436.07 8689.64 5.02 
2014-15 637.97 10082.06 6.33 

2015-16 
                 
594.58 10649.91 5.58 

 
Table No: 3(SOURCE-Annual Report of Company)
INTERPRETATION
In the year 2012-13, the net profit ratio was the
highest 7.54% of TATA CHEMICALS LTD. The
net profit was the lowest 5.58 % of TATA
CHEMICALS LTD. in the year 2015-16. The
average ratio was 6.56%.from the year 2011-12 to
2015-16 respectively of TATA CHEMICALS LTD.
It indicates that company has to give more focus and
try to reduce administrative, financial and selling
expenses and generate additional income by investing
surplus fund, as a result, the position of net profit of
the company will become more sound.
(4) EARNING PER SHARE
Earnings per share serve as an indicator of a
company’s profitability.

TATA LTD.: EARNING PER SHARE 

YEAR 

NET 
PROFIT 

(Rs. in 

crore) 

NO. OF 
EQUITY 
SHARES EPS(Rs.) 

2011-12 586.6 25.482 23.02 
2012-13 643.32 25.482 25.25 
2013-14 436.07 25.482 17.11 
2014-15 637.97 25.482 25.04 
2015-16 594.58 25.482 26.14 

 Table No: 4 (SOURCE-Annual Report of Company)
INTERPRETATION
In the year 2015-16, the net profit ratio was the
highest 26.14 Rs. of TATA CHEMICALS LTD.
While in the year 2013-14 the net profit was the lowest
17.11 of TATA CHEMICALS LTD. The average
ratios were 21.29 from the year 2011-12 to 2015-16
respectively of TATA CHEMICALS LTD. It will
indicate that company has to give more focus and try
to reduce the interest burden and borrowed capital,
unnecessary expenses and control over cost as a
result benefit will be transfer to equity share holders

of the companies as a result the return of real owner
will increase. EPS is an indicator of the performance
of the companies. The company will become sound
by way of giving maximum benefit to owners. The
above data indicate that TATA CHEMICALS
improve his EPS last year. So it is a good sign for the
shareholders of TATA CHEMICALS LTD.
CONCLUSION
 The present study deals with profitability
ratios analysis of TATA Chemicals Ltd. Its focus on
the meaningful relations of past operations and the
current operations of the firm. Ratio analysis has
shown the result of past performance and current
financial position as they relate particular factors of
interest in management decisions. It is an important
tool for assessing past performance and in forecasting
and planning future performance.
 TATA Chemicals have to give more focus
and try to take advantage of trade on equity as a
result of benefit will be transferred to shareholders
of the company as a result the EPS position of the
company will become more sound. TATA Chemicals
Ltd. has to give more focus on the cost of goods sold
to improving their gross position and try to control
over the cost as a result profit will increase. It will
indicate that company has to give more focus and try
to reduce administrative, financial and selling
expenses and generate additional income by investing
surplus fund as a result the position of net profit of
the company will become more sound.
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 www.tcl.net
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Comparative Study of Eating Disorder in Sportsperson and
Non-sportsperson

For the purpose of this study, students studying in colleges of Ahmedabad City were selected as the subjects.
Age of the subjects was from 16 to 25 years. Male students were selected as the subjects for this study.
Male students who have not participated in any sort of sports were selected as non-sportsperson whereas,
students who have participated at inter-collegiate level were selected as the sportsperson. Questioner of
Eating Disorder by D. M. Garner, Olmasted, Bohr and P. E. Garfinkel, 1982 was used to collect primary data
related to eating disorder. The data collected was analyzed through descriptive statistics, percentage and t-
test: paired two sample for means was used compare the means of various group means i.e. male non-
sportsperson with male sportsperson. The level of significance was set at 0.05. The result of the study
shows insignificant difference in both groups i.e.  male sportsperson and male non-sportsperson for Eating
Disorder.
Key Words: Eating Disorder, D. M. Garner questionnaire, male

It is important to understand that the problems
associated with too much deviation on either side from
the appropriate range of body weight increases our
risk of health problems. Obsession with slimming.
Especially in the adolescent age group may result in
eating disorder like anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa
and other eating disorders. What are these eating
disorders? What are the strategies employed for
treating such problems? How to cope with the
problems of reseeding individuals after acute
starvation? These are some of the issues.American
Psychiatric Association diagnostic criteria for anorexia
nervosa does not use body mass index criterion of
weight for anorexia, a BMI of less than 18 is
considered the borderline for diagnosis. Amenorrhea
(absence or stopping of menstrual periods) is an
invariable feature. An intense fear of gaining: weight
even though the individual is underweight completes
diagnosis.
METHOD:
For the purpose of this study, students studying in
colleges of Ahmedabad City were selected as the
subjects. Age of the subjects was from 16 to 25 years.
Male students were selected as the subjects for this
study. Male students who have not participated in
any sort of sports were selected as non-sportsperson
whereas, students who have participated at inter-

collegiate level were selected as the sportsperson.
Questioner of Eating Disorder by D. M. Garner,
Olmasted, Bohr and P. E. Garfinkel, 1982 was used
to collect primary data related to eating disorder. The
data collected was analyzed through descriptive
statistics, percentage and t-test: paired two sample
for means was used compare the means of various
group means i.e. male non-sportsperson with male
sportsperson. The level of significance was set at
0.05.
RESULT OF THE STUDY:

Disc Stat 
Male 

Sportsperson 
Male Non-

Sportsperson 
Mean 17.74 16.66 

SE 0.98 0.49 
SD 6.95 3.47 

Variance 48.31 12.10 
N 50 50 

Table 1 shows that the mean value of male
sportsperson and male non-sportsperson is 17.74 and
16.66, standard deviation is 6.95 and 3.47 respectively
whereas, sample variance of male is 48.31 and 12.10
respectively. Observation for both of the group is 50.
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Table – 2
Mean, mean difference and calculated t value

of Eating Disorder between Male
Sportsperson and male Non-sportsperson

Group N Mean MD t Stat 

Male Sportsperson 50 17.74 
1.08 0.98 Male Non-

Sportsperson 50 16.66 

Significant at 0.05 level  t0.0.5 (98) = 1.98
The analysis of data in Table – 2 male

sportsperson and male non-sportsperson of eating
disorder indicates insignificant t stat0.98. There by
indicating insignificant difference in both groups i.e.
male sportsperson and male non-sportsperson for
Eating Disorder.

The graphical representation of mean, mean
difference for eating disorder in both groups i.e. male
sportsperson and male non-sportsperson has been
shown in Figure – 1.

Figure – 1
Graph showing means, mean difference of
Eating Disorder in Male Sportsperson and

male Non-sportsperson
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‘Mðhks yk©{ ðuzAe™wt „wshkŒ™e …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe ûkuºku «Ëk™’ 
„wshkŒ{kt „ktÄeÞw„yu Mk{ksSð™, …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe, MkwÄkhk «ð]r¥kyku y™u yk©{þk¤kyku ûkuºku y™uf ™ðk …rh{kýku Mkso™khku 
Þw„ nŒku. Œu™wt {wÏÞ fkhý „ktÄeS™ku MðhkßÞ MkkÚku™ku MkwhkßÞ™ku ÏÞk÷ {wÏÞ nŒwt. „ktÄeS™wt MðhksÞ™wt MðÃ™ þnuhkuÚke þY ÚkR 
„k{zkyku MkwÄe y™u W…÷e ¿kkrŒykuÚke ÷R Ër÷Œku – ykrËðkMkeyku MkwÄe rðMŒhŒe nŒe. „ktÄeÞw„™k «kht¼u yk WÆu~kÚke h[™kí{f 
«ð]r¥kyku™ku fkÞo¢{ hsq ÚkÞku nŒku Œu™k ¼k„Y…u „wshkŒ™k ykrËðkMkeyku{kt MkwÄkhk ÷kððk Œuyku{kt MkwÄkhýk «ð]r¥k fhðk{kt ykðe 
nŒe. Œu{kt yk©{þk¤kyku™e þYykŒ Œu™wt {wÏÞ …rh{ký Au. yk yk©{þk¤kyku™k RrŒnkMk{kt Ërûký „wshkŒ{kt rMÚkŒ MðhkßÞ 
yk©{, ðuzAe y™u Œu™k îkhk ÚkÞu÷e …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe „wshkŒ™k ykrËðkMke fÕÞký™e «ð]r¥k™k RrŒnkMk{kt Mkqðýo yûkhu ytrfŒ 
Au. ¾kËe¼õŒ [q™e¼kR {nuŒk, ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðu ŒÚkk ðuzAe yk©{{kt ŒiÞkh ÚkÞu÷k rþûkfku, ©e Sðý¼kR …xu÷ ð„uhuyu ¾kËe 
«ð]r¥k, Mk{ksMkwÄkhýk, rþûký, …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe, yk©{þk¤k «ð]r¥k ð„uhu îkhk hk™e…hs «ò™u rðfkMk™ku hkn [etæÞku nŒku. yk 
þkuÄr™ƒtÄ{kt Ërûký „wshkŒ{kt ykðu÷ ðuzAe yk©{™wt …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe™k ûkuºku «Ëk™™e [[ko fhðk{kt ykðe Au.  
 „ktÄeðkËe …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe yux÷u þwt ? 

fu¤ðýe yu {kýMk™k sL{Úke þY ÚkŒe ƒkƒŒ Au.„ktÄeðkËe …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe{kt ƒk¤f™kt MkðkO„e rðfkMk™e Y…hu¾k 
æÞk™{kt ÷uðk{kt ykðu Au. Œu{kt þheh™k Ëhuf yt„ku suðk fu nkÚk, …„, ykt¾, ƒwrØ ð„uhu™u ÞkuøÞ heŒu fu¤ðe™u Wãku„ îkhk …kÞk™e 
fu¤ðýe™ku ÏÞk÷ „ktÄeSyu ykÃÞku Au. yu{kt yk ƒÄk yt„ku™u Mk…ú{ký fu¤ðe™u MkðkO„e rðfkMk™e Y…hu¾k Mkk{u÷ fhðk{kt ykðe Au. 
Œu{ýu Wãku„ y™u rþûký™ku MktÞku„ fhðk™ku rð[kh ykÃÞku Au. su{kt Œuyku Wãk„u MkkÚku yûkh¿kk™ ™rn …htŒw Wãku„ ðkxu yûkh¿kk™ 
yk…ðk™e ðkŒ fhe Au.1 

„ktÄeðkËe …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe{kt ™e[u™e ƒkƒŒku™ku Mk{kðuþ ÚkkÞ Au.  
- ¾uŒefk{   - ¾kËefk{ 
- „ku…k÷™ «ð]r¥k  - fktŒý – ðýkx 
- …þw…k÷™   - „úk{MkVkR 
- Mk{qnSð™ 

 „ktÄeðkËe …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe™k …kÞk2 :- 
 ƒÄe fu¤ðýe Mðk©Þe nkuðe òuRyu yux÷u fu Mkhðk¤u {qze ƒkË fhŒk ƒÄwt ¾[o …kuŒu Q…kzu. 
 yu fu¤ðýe{kt Auðx ÷„e nkÚk™ku W…Þku„ ÚkŒku nkuÞ yux÷u fu nkÚk ðzu ftRf Wã{ Auðx MkwÄe ÚkŒku nkuÞ. 
 fu¤ðýe {kºk …kuŒk™e «ktŒ™e ¼k»kk{kt y…kðe òuRyu. 
 yk{kt Mkkt«ËkrÞfŒk, Ä{o™u MÚkk™ ™Úke, Mkkðosr™f ™erŒ™u …whwt MÚkk™ Au.  
 yk fu¤ðýe yuðe Au fu su™u ƒk¤f fu ƒeò þe¾u yux÷u Œu rðãkÚkeo™k ½h{kt ™u „k{{kt «ðuþ fhu.  
 yk fu¤ðýe ÷uŒkt fhkuzku rðãkÚkeoyku …kuŒk™u rntËwMŒk™™wt yrð¼kßÞ yt„ „ýþu. ŒuÚke ƒÄk «ktŒ™k rðãkÚkeo Mk{S þfu 

yuðe yuf ¼k»kk nkuðe òuRyu. 
 „wshkŒ{kt „ktÄeðkËe …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe™k fuLÿku3 :- 
 Mkkƒh{Œe yk©{, y{ËkðkË] (1917) 
 ðÕ÷¼ rðãk÷Þ ƒku[kMký (1931) 
 zkt„ MðhkßÞ yk©{ (1948) 
 ¼e÷ Mkuðk {tz¤, ËknkuË (1922) 
 MkðkuoËÞ yk©{, Mkýk÷e (1950) 
 „úk{ Ërûkýk{qrŒo,  yktƒ÷k (1938) 
 ÷kuf¼khŒe „úk{ rðãk…eX, MkýkuMkhk (1953) 
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 ƒk…w yk©{, ½txku÷e (1959) 
 MðhkßÞ yk©{, ðuzAe (1924) 
 tðuzAe yk©{™e MÚkk…™k y™u …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe™ku «kht¼ :- 
 ðuzAe MkwhŒ rsÕ÷k™k st„÷ rðMŒkh™e MkhnËu MkwhŒ þnuhÚke 35 {kR÷ …qðuo ðk÷kuzÚke yuf {kR÷™k ytŒhu ykðu÷wt Au. 
ðuzAe MðhkßÞ yk©{ MkkÚku yk yk©{™k MÚkk…f [q™e¼kR Mkkf¤[tË {nuŒk™wt ™k{ y™LÞ heŒu òuzkÞu÷wt Au. 

R.Mk. 1926 {kt ðuzAe™k yk©{{kt ©e [q™e¼kR {nuŒk™e MkkÚku ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðu …ý òuzkÞk. Œu{ýu ðuzAe{kt yk©{e 
fu¤ðýe™ku …kÞku ™kÏke yuf ™ðku «ðkn «„xkÔÞku nŒku y™u hk™e…hs «ò™e Ëe™Œk™u y™u ne™Œk™u òfkhku yk…ðk™wt ÷ûÞ hkÏÞwt 
nŒwt. ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðuyu yk©{™e …úð]r¥kyku{kt s …kuŒu ¾tŒÚke y™u ©ØkÚke fkÞo fÞwO y™u ðuzAe yk©{™u …kuŒk™wt ‘½h’ ƒ™kðe …kuŒu 
Mk{„ú Sð™ Œu™k rðfkMk{kt y™u Œu™e ykMk…kMk ðMkŒk „k{÷kufku™k fÕÞký{kt y…oý fhe ËeÄwt nŒwt. [w™e¼kR {nuŒk y™u sw„Œhk{ 
ËðuÚke ykht¼kÞu÷e ðuzAe™e …kÞk™e «ð]r¥kyku y™uf rËþkyku{kt rðMŒhe nŒe. Œu™wt ðýo™ ™e[u {wsƒ Au. 
 ðuzAe yk©{™e …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe™e …úð]r¥kyku : 
 rþûký :- 

©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðuyyu ‘hk™e…hs rðãk÷Þ’ ™u ‘yk©{ Wãku„þk¤k’ yuðwt ™k{ ykÃÞwt. Œu{s ©e ™hnrh¼kR …he¾u 
Ëqƒ¤kyku™k ƒk¤fku {kxu hkrºkþk¤k þY fhe nŒe. ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðuyu ƒk÷ðkze™e MÚkk…™k fhe nŒe su™wt ™k{ ‘[q™e¼kR yk©{ 
ƒk÷ðkze’ (1947) yuðwt hkÏÞwt nŒwt. W…hktŒ „úk{þk¤k, fw{kh Akºkk÷Þ (1947), W¥kh ƒwr™ÞkËe rðãk÷Þ y™u ™R Œk÷e{ 
yãk…™ {trËh ð„uhu îkhk rþûký yk…ðk™e ÔÞðMÚkk fhðk{kt ykðe nŒe. yk{, yk heŒu ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðu™e ƒk÷ðkze, ƒwr™ÞkËe 
rþûký, rþûkf Œk÷e{™k ð„kuo y™u „úk{þk¤k suðe …úð]r¥kÚke yk©{™k þiûkrýf ðkŒkðhý{kt ðu„ ykÔÞku nŒku.  
 ¾kËe …úð]r¥k :- 

©e [q™e¼kR {nuŒkyu {wÏÞ «ð]r¥k ¾kËefk{™k rþûký™e ƒ™kðe ËeÄe nŒe. hutrxÞku ðuzAe™k Ëhuf V¤eÞk{kt …nkut[e „Þku 
nŒku. ©e [q™e¼kR õÞkhuf ¾kËe «Ëþo™ ¼he™u ykMk…kMk™k „k{ku™k ÷kufku™u òuðk {kxu ƒku÷kðŒk nŒk Œku õÞkhuf Ëþ fu …tËh rËðMk 
{kxu „k{zkyku{kt VhŒk y™u hkºku Mk¼k ¼he ¾kËe …úð]r¥k fhkðŒk. ©e [q™e¼kR™k ðuzAeðkMk Ëhr{Þk™ „k{™wt ðkŒkðhý 
¾kËe{Þ ÚkR „Þwt nŒwt. {kºk ðuzAe{kt s ™rn …htŒw ykMk…kMk™k ðk÷kuz, ÔÞkhk, {nwðk, Mkku™„Z, {ktzðe ð„uhu hk™e…hs ðMŒe™k 
Œk÷wfkyku{kt Œu™e rfŒeo Vu÷kR „R.9 ŒuÚke s ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðuyu Œu{™u ‘¾kËe¼fŒ [w™e¼kR’ ™e W…{k yk…e nŒe.  
 MkVkR y™u MðåAŒk™e «ð]r¥kyku :- 

MðåAŒk y™u MkVkR™u ðuzAe yk©{{kt Mkrðþu»k {níð yk…ðk{kt ykÔÞwt nŒwt. ŒuÚke MkVkR – MðåAŒk™u ÷R™u fux÷ktf 
…úÞku„ku …ý fhðk{kt ykÔÞk nŒkt. Œu{kt zku÷ - òsY™ku «Þku„, yk©{{kt MkVkR™ku f÷kf, (su{kt [kuf MkVkR, {fk™ku™e MkVkR, 
fqðk™k Úkk¤k y™u ™efku™e MkVkR, „kiþk¤k™e MkVkR, òsY y™u {wŒhze™e MkVkR,…kýe™kut hnutx [÷kððk ð„uhu™ku Mk{kðuþ ÚkŒku) 
MkwtËh…wh™e þk¤k™ku …nu÷ku f÷kf, W¼k Íkzwt ð„uhu. W…hkuõŒ «Þku„ku îkhk yk©{{kt MkVkR – MðåAŒk™k …kX þe¾ððk{kt ykðŒk 
nŒk. MkVkRfk{{kt rðãkÚkeyku™e xqfzeyku …kzðk{kt ykðŒe. 

þki[k÷Þku {trËh – þkt «{kýku, 
yu MðåA ™u MktwËh r™íÞ hk¾ku. 
òu òu fËe yu{ fnuðwt …zu ™k, 

ynet™k r™ðkMke Mkwhwr[ rð™k™kt. 
 WíMkðku™e Wsðýe :- 
 hkr»xÙÞ WíMkðku™u rËðMku su{ yLÞ søÞkykuyu hò yk…ðk{kt ykðu Au Œuðe hò MðhkßÞ yk©{ ðuzAe{kt yk…ðk{kt 
ykðŒe ™ nŒe. Œu™u ƒË÷u hkrüÙÞ Œnuðkhku™e Wsðýe™ku yk¾k rËðMk™ku ¼h[f fkÞo¢{ hk¾ðk{kt ykðŒku. 15 yku„Mx, 26 
òLÞwykhe fu 30 òLÞwykhe suðk hkrüÙÞ WíMkðku™k rËðMku rðãkÚkeoyku™e xqfzeyku «kÚkr{f þk¤kyku{kt òÞ y™u æðsðtË™ fhe 
Ëuþ¼rõŒ™k „eŒku „ðzkðu. „ktÄeS – rð™kuƒk ¼kðu ð„uhu™e ðkŒku fhu. ßÞkhu …ú¼kŒ Vuhe ™ef¤u íÞkhu „k{™k ÷kufku™u …ý Œu{kt 
òuzkððk™wt yknTðk™ fhðk{kt ykðŒwt.  
 Mk{ks MkwÄkhýk™k fkÞo¢{ku :- 
 R.Mk. 1925{kt ¼hkÞu÷e ºkeS hk™e…hs …rh»kË{kt {w¾ {nkí{k „ktÄeS nŒk. yu{kt ÷kufku™u ËkY – Œkze™ku íÞk„ 
fhkÔÞku nŒku. ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðuyu ÷kufku™u ËkY – Œkze Akuzkððk {kxu ¼s™ – {tz¤eyku™e MÚkk…™k fhe y™u ÷kufku™u Äkr{ofð]r¥k 
ŒhV ðkéÞk nŒk. hkºke™k Mk{Þu yk ¼s™ {tz¤eyku „k{u – „k{ VhŒe y™u ËkY – Œkze r™»kuÄ rðþu Mk{òðŒk y™u ¼s™ fhŒk. 
yu Mk{Þu ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðuyu {ã…k™ r™»kuÄ rðþu fux÷kf „eŒku …ý ÷ÏÞk nŒk. su{kt™wt yuf „eŒ yk {wsƒ Au : 13 
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: fkuR fnuþku ™rnt : 
y{u yktÄ¤k ÚkÞk yu{ fkuR Úkkþku ™rnt, 
y{u ËkY …eÄku yu{ fkuR …eþku ™rnt, 
y{u VMkkÞk yu{ fkuR VMkkþku ™rnt, 
y{u ¾uŒh ¾kuÞk yu{ fkuR ¾kuþku ™rnt, 
y{u ½hƒkh {uÕÞk yu{ fkuR {u÷þku ™rnt, 
y{u ykƒY ðu[e yu{ fkuR ðu[þku ™rnt, 
y{u Zkuh ÚkÞk yu{ fkuR Úkkþku ™rnt, 

 ËkY – Œkze r™»kuÄ W…hktŒ ¼qŒ - ¼qðk «íÞu …ý Mkk{krsf ò„]rŒ ykýðk „eŒku y™u ™kxfku ÷ÏÞk nŒk. yux÷wt s ™rn 
yk rðMŒkh{kt ÔÞks ¾kŒk ðkrýÞk, ËkY™k RòhËkhku ŒÚkk ËtzkƒkSÚke s fk{ Ëu™kh …ku÷eMkkuÚke ÷kufku™u Mk[uŒ fhðk™k fk{{kt ©e 
sw„Œhk{ Ëðuyu hkŒ-rËðMk yuf fÞko nŒk.  
 t„kiþk¤k «ð]r¥k :- 
 ðuzAe yk©{™e yuf {níð…qýo «ð]r¥k „kiþk¤k nŒe. yk©{™k «¼kðÚke ¾uzwŒku™k ½hu nðu „ku…k÷™ «ð]r¥k þY ÚkR Au. 
yk©{™e „kiþk¤k{kt „eh™e „kÞ, fktfhuS, sMkeo y™u nkuÕMxe™ suðe Wt[e yku÷kË™e „kÞku ÷kððk{kt ykðe nŒe.  
 ðuzAe yk©{™e …kÞk™e fu¤ðýeÚke yMkhku :- 
 MðhkßÞ yk©{ ðuzAe{kt …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe™e yMkhku rðrðÄ ƒkƒŒku W…h …ze nŒe. su{ fu rþûký, ykrÚkof – Mkk{krsf 
{k¤¾wt, „k{, þk¤kyku, ykhkuøÞ ð„uhu …h yMkh …ze nŒe.  ynet™wt ðkŒkðhý „ktÄe™e ðkŒÚke, „ktÄe™k fk{Úke, „ktÄe™e 
MðŒtºkŒk™e ÷zŒ™e ðkŒkuÚke, yk©{þk¤k™k ƒk¤fku™k f÷þkuhÚke y™u fktŒý – ðýkx™e «ð]r¥kykuÚke „qtS WXÞwt nŒwt.  
 þiûkrýf yMkhku :- 

©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðu fnuŒk fu ðuzAe yk©{™wt rþûký yux÷u ‘ykí{h[™k™e fu¤ðýe’. ðuzAe yk©{{kt s ŒiÞkh ÚkÞu÷k 
rþûkfku Ëþheƒu™, fk™S¼kR y™u ©e [w™e¼kR {nuŒk™e ™k™e …wºke yL™…qýko ƒnu™ yk©{e fu¤ðýe™k …he…kf nŒk. þk¤k™k 
rþûkfku™e sðkƒËkhe Ëh ºký {rn™u ƒË÷e ™k¾ðk™e …ØrŒ nŒe. ŒuÚke Ëhuf Mkºk{kt yk[kÞo ƒË÷kR sŒk y™u yuf ð¾Œ su 
yk[kÞo nkuÞ Œu Mxkuhfe…h ƒ™e sŒk. yk fkhýu ÷ktƒk „k¤u rþûkfku™e fkÞoûk{Œk ðÄe nŒe.  
 Mkk{krsf -  ykrÚkof {k¤¾k{kt …rhðíko™ :- 

-  ‘fk¤e…hs’ ™u ƒË÷u ‘hk™e…hs’ ™k{fhý y™u ‘Ëqƒ¤k’ ™u ƒË÷u ‘n¤…rŒ’ suðwt Mð{k™ðk[f 
ð…hkþ{kt ykÔÞwt nŒwwt. 

- ykrËðkMke MkwÄhu s ™rn, ™ ¼ýe þfu – Œu Mkk{u M™kŒfku, rþûkfku, Mkuðfku, zkìõxhku, yuLSr™Þhku™e 
nkh{k¤k ¾zfe ËeÄe. 

- ¾uzqŒku™u „ýkurŒÞk {xkze {kr÷f ƒ™kÔÞk. 
- st„÷ku™k fkuLxÙkõxhku™ku ºkkMk {xkze st„÷ Mknfkhe {tz¤e™k {kr÷f ƒ™kÔÞk nŒk.  
- ðeMk Y…eÞk „ýŒkt „ýŒkt Ëþ r{™ex ÷k„u Œuðk ÷kufku™u ÷k¾ku™k ðu…kh ™u rnMkkƒ fhŒk fÞko. 
- ßÞkt þk¤k™k …ý Xufkýkt ™ nŒkt íÞkt ƒk÷ðkze Úke ƒe.yìz. MkwÄe™k yÇÞkMk™e ÔÞðMÚkk fhe ËeÄe.  
- ƒe Aktxe ËeÄwt ™u …kfu Œu ¾kÄwt. Œu{ktÚke rMkt[kR ðk¤e ¾uŒe fhkðe ÷e÷kAB{ ¾uŒhku r™{koý fhe ËeÄkt.  
- ykt¾ ¾kuÞu÷e yuðk nòhku™u ™uºkÞ¿k îkhk ykt¾ku yk…e15 

yk{, ðuzAe yk©{™e «ð]r¥kyku îkhk ykMk…kMk™k «Ëuþ{kt Mkk{krsf y™u ykrÚkof {k¤¾k{kt …rhðíko™ ykÔÞtw nŒwt.  
 Mknfkhe {tz¤eyku™ku rðfkMk :- 
 „ktÄeðkËe …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe™ku ykækkhMŒt¼ Mknfkh nŒku. ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðu™k …úÞkMkkuÚke Ërûký „wshkŒ{kt st„÷ Mknfkhe 
fuLÿku ðå[u yk©{e ðkŒkðhý Q¼wt ÚkÞwt nŒwt. yu Mk{Þu „ýkuŒÄkhk {wsƒ òu Mknfkhe ¾uŒ {tz¤eyku h[u Œku Œu{™u Mknfkhe 
¾kŒk{ktÚke fqðk yutrLs™ y™u ƒeò ¾uŒe rðfkMk™k MkkÄ™ku {kxu {ËË ŒÚkk ÷ku™ y™u Mknfkhe ƒutf{ktÚke ykuAk ÔÞksu fhs {¤u yuðe 
òu„ðkR …ý nŒe. ykðe rð„Œku Mk{òðe fkÞofŒkoykuyu Mknfkhe ¾uŒe {tz¤e h[ðk™k ¾qƒ «Þí™ku fÞko nŒk. st„÷ðkMkeyku™e 
Mknfkhe {tz¤e h[e st„÷ku fk…ðk™e «ð]r¥k yu{™u Mkkut…ðk{kt ykðe nŒe. ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðuyu Úkkýk rsÕ÷k{kt ykðe {tz¤e þY fhe 
nŒe. yk fkÞo {kxu 90% W…hktŒ fkÞofŒkoyku st„÷ðkMkeyku{ktÚke s ŒiÞkh fÞko nŒk. 2001 ™k ð»ko™ku rh…kuxo òuRyu Œku R.Mk. 
1970 MkwÄe{kt MkwhŒ rsÕ÷k{kt 41, ð÷Mkkz rsÕ÷k{kt 18 y™u zkt„ rsÕ÷k{kt 19 Mknfkhe {tz¤eyku fk{ fhŒe ÚkR „R.17 yk{ 
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nŒe. yk fkÞo {kxu 90% W…hktŒ fkÞofŒkoyku st„÷ðkMkeyku{ktÚke s ŒiÞkh fÞko nŒk. 2001 ™k ð»ko™ku rh…kuxo òuRyu Œku R.Mk. 
1970 MkwÄe{kt MkwhŒ rsÕ÷k{kt 41, ð÷Mkkz rsÕ÷k{kt 18 y™u zkt„ rsÕ÷k{kt 19 Mknfkhe {tz¤eyku fk{ fhŒe ÚkR „R.17 yk{ 
Mknfkhe ðkŒkðhý W¼w fhe Œuykuyu ykrËðkMke rðMŒkhku{kt þku»ký{wõŒ Mk{ks™wt „ktÄeS™wt MðÃ™ …whwt fhðk f{h fMke nŒe.  
 MðhkßÞ yk©{ ðuzAe™e yLÞ «ð]r¥kyku :-18 
 „ktÄe{u¤ku. 
 ©e [e{™¼kR ¼è rþ»Þð]r¥k. 
 Mð. sw„Œhk{¼kR Ëðu ÔÞkÏÞk™{k¤k. 
 ©e sw„Œhk{¼kR Ëðu M{]rŒ¼ð™. 
 yk©{ fkÞofŒko …hM…h MknkÞf {tz¤. 
 t  ðuzAe™k ðz÷k™e ðzðkRyku19 :- 

MðhkßÞ yk©{ ðuzAe™wt ðxð]ûk Mk{Þ™k ðnuý™e MkkÚku ðÄw ™u ðÄw {kuxwt ÚkÞwt Au. ynet ƒÄe MktMÚkkyku rðþu ™rnt …htŒw {wÏÞ 
– {wÏÞ y™u ™Sf™e MktMÚkkyku™ku WÕ÷u¾ fhðku sYhe ƒ™þu. 
 „ktÄe rðãk…eX, ðuzAe (1968) 
 fLÞk yk©{ (ðkíMkÕÞÄk{), {Ze (1953). 
 WfkR ™ðr™{koý Mkr{rŒ, rfÕ÷u Mkku™„Z (1973). 
 zkt„ MðhkßÞ yk©{, yknðk (1948). 
 ðuzAe «Ëuþ Mkuðk Mkr{rŒ, Wãku„ðkze ðk÷kuz (1954). 
 n¤…rŒ Mkuðk Mkt½, ƒkhzku÷e. 
 Mkw{t„÷{ xÙMx, yknðk (1979). 
 MkðkuoËÞ xÙMx, y„kMke (1969). 
tW…Mktnkh :- 

©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðuyu ðuzAe yk©{ îkhk rþûký fkÞo™ku yk «Ëuþ{kt ƒnku¤ku Vu÷kðku fÞkuo nŒku. …rhýk{u ðuzAe rðMŒkh™k 
ykrËðkMkeyku{kt yuf ™ðe [uŒ™k™ku Mkt[kh fÞkuo nŒku. ðuzAe yk©{™e «ð]r¥kyku „ktÄeS™k MkwhkßÞ™k Mk…™k™u Mkkfkh ÚkŒe Ëþkoðu 
Au. MðhkßÞ ðuzAe Úkfe hk™e…hs «ò{kt ™ðò„]rŒ™wt fk{ fh™kh …ÚkËþof – ÄwúðŒkhf yuðk ©e sw„Œhk{ Ëðu™k yÚkk„ 
«Þkuí™kuÚke …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe™k fkÞkuo rMkØ ÚkÞk nŒk. ŒuÚke s Mk{ksþkMºke ykR. …e. ËuMkkRyu Œku ðuzAe™e …kÞk™e fu¤ðýe™u 
‘ðuzAe yktËku÷™’ ™e Mkt¿kk yk…e Au.20 yuðe s heŒu ©e ™khkÞý ËuMkkRyu Œu{™u ‘ðuzAe™ku ðz÷ku’ fnÞk Au.  

ðnk÷qze ðuzAe 21 
yuðe hk™e…hs™e fkuý hu ykt¾ 
suýu Vu÷kÔÞku «fkþ, ytÄkhk™ku feÄku ™kþ 
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શાર રક િશ ણ અ યાસ મમાં વેશ લેતા ભાઈઓના શર ર બંધારણ પર 

એક સ ની ાયો ગક તાલીમ ારા થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ  

Abstract:  આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ શાર રક િશ ણ અ યાસ મમાં વેશ લેતા ભાઈઓના શર ર બંધારણ પર એક સ ની 

ાયો ગક તાલીમ ારા થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. આ અ યાસ માટ ૂજરાત િવ ાપીઠ અમદાવાદ સંચા લત શાર રક 

િશ ણ અને રમત િવ ાન િવ ાશાખા, સાદરાના 16 થી 22 વષની વય ૂથના 25 ભાઈઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં 

આ યા હતા. માપનના ધોરણો માટ વજન અને શર રદળ ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ ુ ં હ ુ ં. ુ ં માપન કરવા માટ બોડ  કંપોઝીશન 

એનેલાઈઝર મશીનનો ઉપયોગ કરવામાં આ યો હતો. વજન, શર ર દળ ક પર અસર માપવા માટ ાયો ગક માવજત ારા 

પસંદગી કરલ ચલાયમાનો પર થતી અસરો ચકાકસવા માટ ‘t’ રિશયો લા ુ પાડ  0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી. 

ુ ં  પ રણામ જોતાં વજન અને શર ર દળમાં સાથક અસર જોવા મળ  હતી.  
શર ર બંધારણની ખર  ણકાર  ૃત શર રના ડ સે શન પરથી થઈ શક છે. તેમાંથી એક પ િતમાં શર ર બંધારણના 

પ ર ણ માટ ર ડયો ાફ  ારા હાડકાં, ના ,ુ ચરબી અને ચામડ  એ  – કરણ ારા ણી શકાય છે. પોટિશયમ એ ગામા- કરણની 

માપણી શર ર માટ છે. ઘણી જ મહ વની પ િત ક  શર રના બંધારણ માટ જ ર  છે. તેમાં ડર વોટર વેઈટ પ િતનો સમાવેશ 

થાય છે. માં શર રની ઘનતા એ આડકતર  ર તે શર ર ું પાણીમાં ુમાવે ુ ં વજન એ આપણા શર રમાંથી ુમાવેલા પાણીના 

વજન બરાબર હોય છે. શર રની ઘનતા વેઈટ / વો ુમ વડ માપી શકાય છે. એક વખત ઘનતા ું માપ થઈ ય, ચરબીની 

ટકાવાર  ગણી શકાય. નો આધાર ચરબીની ઘનતા અને ચરબી િવનાની પેશીની ઘનતાના તફાવત પર હોય છે. બી  સામા ય 

માપણી વી ક બોડ  ડાયામીટર મેઝરમે ટ, તેની ડાઈ અને તેની ગણતર  કર  શકાય છે. ક ન ફો ડ કલીપસ અને 

એ ોપોમીટરનો ઉપયોગ ડાયામીટરની માપણી માટ થાય છે. ક ન ફો ડની માપણી માટ ેસરાઈઝ કલીપરની જ ર પડતી હોય 

છે. ચરબી ું માણ ણવા માટ બોડ કંપો ઝશન એનાલાઈઝર મશીન ારા િવ ુત વાહ મારફતે શર ર બંધારણ ણવામાં આવે 

છે. 
મનો અભાવ ડાપણાં ુ ં એક અગ ય ું કારણ છે. બેઠા ુ ં શેઠાણીઓ મની શાર રક હલચાલ ખાટલે અને પાટલે  થી 

ખાટલે ટલી મયા દત છે. તેમને ડાપ ુ ં લા ુ ં પડ તેમાં નવાઈ પામવા ુ ં ક ુ ં નથી. શે ઠયાઓ, ઉ ોગપિતઓ વગેરને પણ 

હલન-ચલનને અભાવે રોગ થાય છે અને એ રોગની શાળા- શાળા વ પે અનેક ય તઓને પણ અ ુભવ થાય છે.આ ુિનક 

વનમાં આપણે શર રનો ના ુઓનો ઉપયોગ ન હવત કર એ છ એ. શર રમાં લગભગ 700 ના ુઓ છે. બાક ના ના ુઓ મના 

અભાવે નબળા પડ છે એના પર ચરબીના આવરણ ચઢવા લાગે છે.  એ િવશેષ નબળા બનતા ય છે. દાદર ચઢવાને બદલે 

આપણે લફટ વાપર એ છ એ. ચાલવાને બદલે મોટર ગાડ , ર વે વગેરની સગવડ હાજર છે. ઘર ુ ં કામકાજ યં ોની મદદથી થવા 

લા ુ ં છે અને દળવા ું ક ૂવે પાણી ભરવા ું ફ ત નાના ગામોમાં જ જોવા મળે છે. ુદરતનો િનયમ છે ક વાપરો યા ુમાવો 

આપણે-આપણા ના ુઓનો સ પયોગ ન કર એ તો  થોડા દસકા પછ  અ ુક ના ુઓ આપણા શર રમાંથી અ ૃ ય થઈ જશે એ ું 

ભિવ યમાં એક વૈ ાિનક ભા ુ ં છે.આપણા શર રમાં કટલીક એવી ંિથઓ છે ક પોતાનો ાવ સીધો લોહ માં ભળે છે. આવી 

તઃ ાવી ંિથઓમાં િપટ ુટર, થાઈરોઈડ, એ ન સ વગેરનો સમાવેશ થાય છે. આ ંિથઓનો જોઈએ તે કરતાં વધતો – ઓછો 

ઉપયોગ થાય યાર પાચન યા ખોરવાઈ જઈ ચરબી એકઠ  થવા માંડ છે.વ ુ પડતા ડા મ ુ યોમાં શાર રક ઉપરાંત માનિસક 

કારણો પણ ઘણી વેળા રોગના ૂળમાં જણાય છે.માનિસક થાક ભોગવનારા લાગણી ધાન લોકો ારક ખોરાકમાં સાં વન શોધે છે. 

અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

      આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ શાર રક િશ ણ અ યાસ મમાં વેશ લેતા ભાઈઓના શર ર બંધારણ પર એક સ ની 

ાયો ગક તાલીમ ારા થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

     આ અ યાસ માટ ૂજરાત િવ ાપીઠ અમદાવાદ સંચા લત શાર રક િશ ણ અને રમત િવ ાન િવ ાશાખા, સાદરાના 16 થી 

22 વષની વય ૂથના 25 ભાઈઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા.  

જ ેશ પી સઠ યા 

M.P.Ed Student -, þkrhhef rþûký yLku h{ík rð¿kkLk rðãkþk¾k, MkkËhk.
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માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન/એકમ 

1 વજન બોડ  કંપોઝીશન એનેલાઈઝર મશીન કલો ામ 

2 શર ર દળ ક 

(B.M.I.) 

બોડ  કંપોઝીશન એનેલાઈઝર મશીન ક 

 કડાક ય યાઃ 

વજન, શર ર દળ ક પર અસર માપવા માટ ાયો ગક માવજત ારા પસંદગી કરલ ચલાયમાનો પર થતી અસરો 

ચકાકસવા માટ ‘t’ રિશયો લા ુ પાડ  0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી. 

અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી-1 

વજન દખાવની ૂવ કસોટ  અને એક સ ની ાયો ગક તાલીમ બાદ  

િતમ કસોટ ના મ યકોની સાથકતાનો તફાવત  

કસોટ  મ યક 
િવષયપા ોની 

સં યા 

મ યક 

તફાવત 
‘t’ રિશયો 

ૂ વ કસોટ  57.58 
25 2.41 5.452* 

િતમ કસોટ  59.99 

        *સાથકતા ુ ં ધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’ = 0.05 (24) = 2.064 

સારણી-2 

શર ર દળ ક (B.M.I.) દખાવ ૂવ કસોટ  અને એક સ ની ાયો ગક તાલીમ બાદ  

િતમ કસોટ ના મ યકોની સાથકતાનો તફાવત  

કસોટ  મ યક 
િવષયપા ોની 

સં યા 

મ યક 

તફાવત 
‘t’ રિશયો 

ૂ વ કસોટ  20.4 
25 0.67 3.207* 

િતમ કસોટ  20.81 

*સાથકતા ુ ં ધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’ = 0.05 (24) = 2.064 

તારણોઃ 

 એક સ ની ાયો ગક તાલીમની અસર િવષયપા ોના વજન દખાવ પર સાથક અસર જોવા મળ  મળ  હતી. 

 એક સ ની ાયો ગક તાલીમની અસર િવષયપા ોના શર ર દળ ક ( B.M.I.) દખાવ પર સાથક અસર જોવા મળ  

મળ  હતી. 

સંદભ ંથોઃ 
 

જો સન, બેર  એલ. અને ક ક. નેલસન, ે ટ કલ મેઝરમે ટ ફોર ઈવે ુએશન ઈન ફ ઝકલ એ ુકશન, ૃ િતય 

આ ૃ િ ; દ હ ઃ ુર ત પ લકશન, 7-ક કો હા ુર રોડ, કમલનગર, 1988. 

ભમગરા, મહરવાન, શર ર બોલે છે, અમદાવાદઃ ઈમેજ પ લકશન ા. લ., આ મ રોડ, 1992. 

વમા, કાશ ., એ ટ ુક ઓન પોટસ ટટ ટ સ, વા લયરઃ િવનસ પ લકશન, 2000. 
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“રમતવીર મ હલા અને બન રમતવીર મ હલાઓના વન સંતોષનો ુલના મક અ યાસ” 

વનસંતોષ ગેના અ યયનનો ઈિતહાસ ઘણો જ ૂનો માનવામાં આવે છે. કારણ ક વન સંતોષ ગેની સંક પના 

મનોિવ ાનની મ જ તફાવતમાંથી મળ  આવી છે. યાય વૈશેિષકના મતે ુખ અને ુ ઃખ એકબી થી વતં  અને િવરોધી 

લાગણીઓ છે. તે ઈ છનીય અને અઈ છનીય પદાથના ાનમાંથી ઉ પ  થઈ છે. ુખ એ સા ુ ૂળતાની લાગણી છે અને આ 

અ ુ ૂળતાની લાગણી સંતોષને િનધાર ત કર છે. મહાન શર રશા ી ચરકના મતે સંતોષ એ શાર રક રાસાય ણક યોની 

સમ ુલા  અસમ ુલા પરથી િનધા રત થઈ છે. તેઓના મત માણે ુખ ુ ઃખની લાગણી શર રમાં રાસાય ણક યોની 

અસમ ુલામાંથી ઉ પ  થઈ છે. મન અને શર ર બંનેમાંથી અ ુ મે શાર રક અને માનિસક, ુખ- ુ ઃખ ઉદભવે છે. ચરક ુ ં ુખ 

ુ ઃખનો િસ ાંત વન સંતોષનો મનોવૈ ાિનક આધાર ર ુ  કર છે. 

1950માં વન સંતોષ પાછળના િસ ાંતમાં ોઈડ જણા ું છે ક વન િતમ લ  ‘ ુખ-સંતોષ’ છે. તેમણે  જણા ું ક 

ુખ- ુ ઃખની લાગણી ઉ ેજનાના જ થા સાથે સંબંધ ધરાવે છે. ઉ ેજનાના વધારા સાથે ુ ઃખ અને ઘટાડા સાથે ુખની લાગણી 

સંકળાયેલી છે.િથયર  ઓફ ક ટ પર  મનોિવ ાનમાં ી સ િવ લયમ ડબ ુ જણાવે છે ક સંતોષ ક અસંતોષ મ વધાર તેમ 

અ ુબંધની મજ ુતી ક નબળાઈ પણ વધાર. સંતોષજનક પ ર થિત ને ટાળવા ાણી કઈ કર ું નથી પરં ુ બ ુધા તેને ા ત 

કરવા અને ળવી રાખવા ય ન કર છે. અસંતોષકારક ક ચડજનક પ ર થિત એટલે  ાણી સામા યપણે ટાળે છે અને ય  દ 

છે. થોનડાઈક જણાવે છે ક પસંદગી પામેલ લખાણ ક માંથી મનોિવ ાન સાથે જોડાણ કરાવનારમાં ‘સંતોષકો’ અને ‘અસંતોષકો’

ગેના યાલની ચચા કર  છે. ને હલ ઉપરાંત પે સ, સ, ડ ુઈ, મેક ુગલ વગેર િવક અ ભગમ ધરાવતા મનોિવ ાનીઓએ 

પણ વીકાય  છે. 
અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

રમતવીર મ હલા અને બન રમતવીર મ હલાઓના વન સંતોષનો ુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગી 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં રમતવીર મ હલા અને બન રમતવીર મ હલાઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા 

હતા. ઓપન નેશનલ તેમજ ઈ ટર નેશનલ ક ાની 100 રમતવીર મ હલાઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા અને 

100 બીન રમતવીર મ હલાઓ  નાતક ુધી અ યાસ કરલ હોય તેવી મ હલાઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા 

હતા. 

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં વનસંતોષ ના માપન માટ  .ુ . આલમ અને રામ  ીવા તવ ર ચત ાવ લનો 

ઉપયોગ કરવામાં આ યો હતો. 

કડાક ય યાઃ 

સંશોધન અ યાસના હ ુઓ રમતવીર મ હલા અને બન રમતવીર મ હલાઓના વન સંતોષની ુલના કરવા માટ ‘t’

રિશયો લા ુ પાડ  સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી. 

અ યાસ ું પ રણામઃ 

સારણી-1 

રમતવીર અને બન રમતવીર ખેલાડ ઓના વનસંતોષનો મ યક, માણત િવચલન, મ યક તફાવત અને ‘t’ રિશયો દશાવતી 

સારણી 

ૂથ સં યા મ યક 
મા ણત  

િવચલન 
મ યક 

તફાવત 
‘t’ રિશયો 

રમતવીર 100 23.25 6.82 
0.85 0.875 

બન રમતવીર 100 22.4 6.91 

 

બળવંતિસહ ભા. ઝાલા ડૉ. િવ ુલભાઈ ઉપા યાય       **

         *Research Scholar - H.N.G.U. Patan.
**Assi Pro-H.N.G .U.-Paten
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*સાથકતા ુ ં ધોરણ 0.05 (198) =  1.972 

સારણી-1માં જોઈ શકાય છે ક રમતવીર અને બન રમતવીર ખેલાડ ઓના વનસંતોષના મ યકો તપાસતા મા ુમ 

પડ છે ક રમતવીર ખેલાડ ઓનો મ યક 23.25 જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર બન રમતવીર ખેલાડ ઓનો મ યક 22.4 જોવા મ યો 

હતો. રમતવીર ખેલાડ ઓ ું મા ણત િવચલન 6.82 જોવા મ ુ ં હ ુ ં. બન રમતવીર ખેલાડ ઓ ું મા ણત િવચલન 6.91 જોવા 

મ ુ ં હ ુ ં. બંને ૂથોનો મ યક તફાવત 0.85 જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર ‘t’ રિશયો 0.875 જોવા મ યો હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ જોતાં 

સાથક તફાવત જોવા મ યો ન હતો. 

આલેખ-1 

રમતવીર અને બન રમતવીર ખેલાડ ઓના  વનસંતોષના મ યકો દશાવતો આલેખ 

તારણોઃ 

• રમતવીર અને બન રમતવીર ખેલાડ ઓના વનસંતોષમાં કોઈપણ કારનો તફાવત જોવા મ યો ન હતો. રમતવીર 

અને બન રમતવીર ખેલાડ ઓના વનસંતોષમાં સમાનતા જોવા મળ  હતી. 

સંદભ ંથઃ 
 

 કોઠાર , મ ુભાઈ વૈય તક સમાયોજન ું મનોિવ ાન, થમ આ ૃિ ; અમદાવાદઃ બાણી કાશન, 1998. 

 વમા, કાશ ., એ ટ ુક ઓન પોટસ ટટ ટ સ, વા લયરઃ િવનસ પ લકશન, 2000. 
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હ ડબોલ કૌશ યોની ચ ય તાલીમ ારા પગના િવ ફોટક બળ પર થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ 

િવનોદ ુમાર વસાવા 

(ર સસ કોલર)-શા. િશ. અને રમત િવ ાન િવ ાશાખા, સાદરા. ૂ જરાત િવ ાપીઠ, અમદાવાદ.  
ોફસર / ડ ન -શા. િશ. અને રમત િવ ાન િવ ાશાખા, સાદરા. ૂ જરાત િવ ાપીઠ, અમદાવાદ.  

*
**

Abstract: આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  હ ડબોલ કૌશ યોની ચ ય  તાલીમ ારા પગના િવ ફોટક બળ પર થતી  અસરોનો અ યાસ

કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં શેરથા મા યિમક શાળા, શેરથામાં અ યાસ કરતા િવ ાથ ઓના હ ડબોલ કૌશ યોની ચ ય

તાલીમ ૂથમાં 20 િવ ાથ ઓ અને િનયંિ ત ૂથમાં 20 િવ ાથ ઓ એમ ુલ 40 િવ ાથ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કર  પગના 

િવ ફોટક બળના માપન માટ ખડ  લાબી ૂદની કસોટ ને માપનના ધોરણ તર ક પસંદ કર  કડાઓ ું એક ીકરણ કર  ણેય 

ૂથોના ા તાંકો પર હ ડબોલ કૌશ યોની ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ પર થતી અસરો ણવા માટ એક માગ ય િવચરણ સહિવચરણ 

ૃથ રણ (One Way Analysis of Covariance) કસોટ  લા ુ પાડ  મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતોને Least Significant Difference Post 

Hock કસોટ  ારા 0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસતા િવિશ ટ આહાર અને ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથમાં પગના િવ ફોટક બળમાં િનયંિ ત 

ૂથ કરતાં વ ુ સાથક અસર જોવા મળ  હતી.  

હ ડબોલની રમત ૂ બજ ૂની છે. વષ થી તેમા સંશોધન થતા જ ર ા છે. તેની યો યતા અ ુસાર હાથ વડ કૌશ યો 

દાખવતી રહલી રમત છે. હ ડબોલની કળવણી ાચીન ઓ લ પક વખતે કદાચ ુ તી, બો સ ગ અને એ લેટ સમાંથી મળ  હશે.  

1980ની આસપાસ જમન જ ના ટક મા ટર કોનાડ કોચએ હ ડબોલ રમતની સમજ આપી. 1904 પહલા હ ડબોલની 

રમતના િશ ક હતા. (મા  ુ ુષો માટ) 1906માં તેમણે િનયમો બહાર પાડ ા પછ  પાછળથી 1906માં તેમણે ીઓને પણ આ 

રમતમાં જોડ . 1911માં ‘કોનીકલ’ મેગે ઝન માણે હ ડબોલની મેચ હ રો દશકોએ જોઈ હતી. તે મેગે ઝન માણે યાં 7 માણસ 

( ુ ુષો) ની ટ મ હતી. 

ચ ય તાલીમનો ઢાંચો કવી ર તે કરવામા ંઆવે છે ? અથવા ચ ય તાલીમની રચના કવી ર તે કરવામા ંઆવે છે ?  

સૌ થમ રાહબર / કોચ  તે ખેલાડ ઓની શાર રક સ જતાના લ ણોની કસોટ  લઈને માપન કર છે. યારબાદ રમતો

ુજબ તે ખેલાડ મા ંકયા લ ણોની ઉણપ છે તે ન  કર છે, શોધી કાઢ છે યાર પછ  તે ૂ ટતા ંલ ણોના િવકાસ માટ રાહબર

ચ ય તાલીમનો કાય મ ઘડ  કાઢ છે. દા.ત. ખભાના ના ુઓમા ંબળ ઓ  ંજણાય તો ખભાના ના ુઓ બળ ા ત કર તે માટની

કસરતો ચ ય તાલીમમાં રાખે. ઝડપ ઓછ  જણાય તો એકાદ બે કસરતો તે માટ રાખે, પેટના ના ુઓ અથવા ંઘના ના ુઓના

િવકાસની જ રયાત હોય તો તેના િવકાસ માટની કસરતો ચ ય તાલીમમા ંરાખી શકાય છે. આમ િવિવધ કારના ંલ ણો વા ંક

ના ુબળ, નમિનયતા, ઝડપ, સહનશ ત વગેર માટ એકાદ બે કસરતોનો સમાવેશ ચ ય તાલીમમા ં કરવામા ં આવે છે અને

તા લમી કાય મનો ઢાંચો ન  કરવામા ં આવે છે. ચ ય તાલીમનો ઢાંચો ન  કરવા માટ કસરતોની પસંદગી, કસરતોનાં

આવતન તાલીમનો સમયગાળો, કસરતોની તી તા વગેર ન  કરવા ંપડ છે. 

અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  હ ડબોલ કૌશ યોની ચ ય  તાલીમ ારા પગના િવ ફોટક બળ પર થતી  અસરોનો અ યાસ

કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃઆ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટ હ ડબોલ કૌશ યોની ચ ય  તાલીમ ારા પગના િવ ફોટક બળ  પર થતી

અસરોનો અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં શેરથા મા યિમક શાળા, શેરથામાં અ યાસ કરતા િવ ાથ ઓના હ ડબોલ 

કૌશ યોની ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથમાં 20 િવ ાથ ઓ અને િનયંિ ત ૂથમાં 20 િવ ાથ ઓ એમ ુલ 40 િવ ાથ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક 

પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. 
માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન 

1 પગ ું િવ ફોટક બળ ખડ  લાંબી ૂદ મીટર/સે.મી. 
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અ યાસની યોજનાઃ 

40 િવષયપા ોને પસંદ કર  ુલ બે ૂથો બનાવવામાં આ યા હતા. હ ડબોલ કૌશ યોની ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ ાયો ગક 

ૂથને ાયો ગક માવજત આપવામાં આવી હતી. અને િનયંિ ત ૂથને ાયો ગક માવજતથી ુ ત રાખવામાં આ ુ ં હ ુ ં. 04 

અઠવા ડયાની હ ડબોલ કૌશ યોની ચ ય તાલીમ કાય મની શ તઆત કરતાં પહલાં ૂ વકસોટ  અને તાલીમ કાય મ ૂણ થયા 

પછ  િતમ કસોટ  ારા કડાઓ ું એક ીકરણ કરવામાં આ ુ ં હ ુ ં. 

કડાક ય યાઃ 

હ ડબોલ કૌશ યોની ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ પર થતી અસરો ણવા  એક માગ ય િવચરણ સહિવચરણ ૃથ રણ (One Way 

Analysis of Covariance) કસોટ  લા ુ પાડ  મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતોને Least Significant Difference Post Hock કસોટ  ારા 0.05 

ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી. 

અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી - 1 

પગ ુ ંિવ ફોટક બળ કસોટ  દખાવના ાયો ગક અને િનયંિ ત ૂથ ુ ંિવચરણ સહ િવચરણ ૃથ રણ 

કસોટ  

િવચરણ સહિવચરણ ૃ થ રણ 

ચ ય તાલીમ િનયંિ ત વગ નો સરવાળો 
(SS) 

વતં  

મા ા 
(df) 

મ યક 

િવચરણ 
(MSS) 

F 

ૂ વ કસોટ  મ યક  1.467 1.46 
A 0.01 1 0.01 

0.22 
W 2.27 38 0.05 

િતમ કસોટ  મ યક  1.782 1.478 
A 0.77 1 0.77 

19.25* 
W 1.83 38 0.04 

ુધારલ મ યક  1.781 1.478 
A 0.82 1 0.82 

20.5* 
W 1.82 37 0.04 

*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘F’ = 0.05 (1,38) & (1,37) = 4.105 
સારણી-1માં ૂ વ કસોટ નો ‘F’ રિશયો 0.02 જોવા મળેલ હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ અસાથક જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર બંને 

ુથનો િતમ કસોટ નો ‘F’ રિશયો 19.25 જોવા મળેલ હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ સાથક જોવા મળેલ હતો અને ુધારલ મ યકનો ‘F’

રિશયો 20.5 જોવા મળેલ હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ સાથક જોવા મ યો હતો.  

સારાંશઃ 

04 અઠવા ડયાની હ ડબોલ કૌશ યોની ચ ય તાલીમ કાય મથી િવષયપા ોના પગના િવ ફોટક બળમાં સાથક ુધારો 

જોવા મ યો હતો. 
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A studyof opinions of teachers trainees about  anappropriation on ICT

Dr. M.H SEVAK

             Develpoment has givan great
importance in the present time.At the root of
this  developing age is modern  education. There
is a demand  for modern education to be achived
through modern technology For modern
education.  Due to the new education
technology, the education system practices
have started to innovate in activities.ICT should
be use the in the classroom in school to promote
ever   expanding education and innovation in
education.
              For this research ,researchers have
decided  to use the application of ICT in the
education of traineer studing in training college.
Statement of the problem
A studyof opinions of teachers trainees about

an appropriation on ICT
         Opinions on appropriation of ICT to B.Ed
college trainees in dahod districts.
Objective of the study-
(1) Tell trainees their opinion on ICT.
(2)  State the opinions of the trainess what  to
practices.

(3)   Tell trainees views on TLM composition and
its uses.
 Research questions :-
(1)  Trainess of  B.Ed college  in dahod districts.
(2) What will be the uses on  appropriation of
ICT .
(3) What are the uses  regarding education
practices regarding ICT.
(4) what are their uses on the composition and
uses of TLM
 Importance of the  study:-
                 The prevalence of education will
increase and the use of  ICT in the education.
Process will see  innovation professors will have
help in teaching work.  The educational process
will be human created and this  research will be
used to improve the educational process.
Liminations of the study:-
(1)   This research was largely limited to
B.ED college in dahod district.
(2)  Only trainess from the training  college
were include.

Yong people mean that  every human bing has a desire to do something new in order to make
praogress in human life. That is he is in the place of something  new and for that  they consantly
seek knowledge. And for that he makes maximum use of science  and technology. It is a need of
present day  education technology to make every aspect of education effective. And it has grown
tyemdousy dously new education system practices and bringing new education in to practice
through innovative approaches. This has led to the expansion of education. The cadre of education
and development is the cader that can  we credited with the development  of todays science and
technology. Dahod district in Gujarat state  is considered  as backward  and backward  in terms of
education and development . nevertholess some of the higer education nomines have made great
efforts to promote the development of education It self all the students of educationare informed
as the researcher is involed in this profession.  So in reference  to the use of  ICT of trainees in the
B.ed college .of dahod district research has been  done to find out some things that the subject
has choosen. In the research presented researcher dahod selected as a sample of   90 trainees of
b.ed college and used the feedback as a research tool. It was found on the opinions that.

Asst.pro,- J & R college of education ,Dahod
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(3)  There will be  feedback from 100
trainess from different college.
Method of study:-
In the present study the method of the research
is survey method  used for this research.
Population of the study:-

 In this research  the training college of
dahod district  is called as a business world.
Sample of the study:-
This research presented may have used
removed samples.
 60 trainess were being selected from B.Ed
college in dahod district.
Tools of the study:-
The researcher has prepared self made
opionnaire containing 20 question .This opinions
were checked by experts. Final formation of this
opionnaire was given to he trainees selected in
sampaling..
 Data collection:-
  Data was collected of the present study are as
under.
 Formated final opinion was filled by the
trainees. After taking  permission by the
respective  principal. The necessary instruction
was provided to the trainees. Thus the process
of data collection was completed..
Method of Data Analysis :-
opinion information obtained was copied  by
which class
        kay varg=(fo-fe)2/ fe
The  Fiending of the study:-
   Sections relating to methods

 Teaching work was of great intrest .
 In the classroom using of ICT the atmosphere

was perfect.
 The use of  innovative methodologies was

found in the teaching work.
  The use of ICT made  the education process

more effective .
 The composition regarding the use of TLM.
 There was proper arrangement  for keeping

TLM.
 Keeping students intrest focused. The use

of educational applications and the  skills to
use them will have to bedeveloped.

 Approach to timeliness of use.
 Effective use of audio visual equipment.
  Reduce of teachers literal statement

because of use of TLM.
Use of ICT system
 There is diversety in acedamic work
 Sey chapters
      Conclusion :-
Exercise of educational resources by
           making great use of ICT in education.
The use of  ICT for teaching experiments
            to be enhance student in education.
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ડો. ૃ િતબહન ક. પટલ 

ખેતમ ૂર મ હલાઓમાં આરો યની થિત  

 “પહ ુ ં ુખ તે તે નયા “ 

 - ુજરાતી કહવત  

                ઉપરો ત કહવત અ ુસાર માનવી જોડ અગ ણત સંપિત હોય પરં ુ શર ર ુખ ન હોય તો તે સંપિત કશાય 

કામની નથી. પૈસાથી માનવી પોતાના વન માટ એશો -આરામની બધી વ ુઓ ખર દ  શક છે, પરં ુ  વા ય ખર દ  શકતો 

નથી. ૧૯૪૮મા,ં નવા રચવામાં આવેલા સં ુ ત રા સંઘના સ ય દશો િવ  આરો ય સં થાની રચના કરવા એકઠા થયા હતા . 

૧૯૪૭ અને ૧૯૪૮માં ઈ તમાં ૨૦૦૦૦ લોકોનો વ લેનાર કૉલેરાના યાપક રોગચાળાથી તરરા ય સ ુદાયને આ 

દશામાં પગલા લેવા ુ ં  ઉતેજન મ ુ ં હ ુ ં. આ પછ થી   તરરા ય આરો ય સ ુદાય ની સૌથી મોટ  િસ ઓ પૈક ની એક  

િસ  શીતળાની ના ુદ  છે . આ ચેપનો છે લો ુદરતી ક સો ૧૯૭૭માં ન ધાયો હતો .પરં ુ  િવ ચ  વાત એ છે ક શીતળાની 

ના ુદ માં સફળતાથી વ ુ પડતા આ મિવ ાસનો જ મ થયો હતો તેમજ તે પછ થી મેલે રયા અને બી  બીમાર ઓને ના ુદ 

કરવાના યાસો અસરકારક ર ા નથી . હક કતમાં વૈિ ક આરો ય સ ુદાયમાં એવી ચચા થઇ રહ  છે ક રોગ ના ુદ  ંબેશને 

પડતી ુકવી જોઈએ અને તેની જ યાએ ઓછા ખચાળ અને કદાચ વ ુ અસરકારક ાથિમક આરો ય અને રોગિનયં ણ 

કાય મનો અમલ કરવો જોઈએ. 

               આ ુ િનક સમયમાં માનવ સ ુદાય સામે સૌથી મોટો  આરો યનો છે. આ સંદભ ઘણાખરા સંશોધનો પણ હાથ 

ધરવામાં આ યા છે, થી કર  માનવ વા યમાં ુધારો થાય અને આરો ય મ વન વી શક. સમાજ યવ થાના એક ભાગ 

તર ક ીઓની હંમેશા ઉપે ા જ થતી આવી છે અને ુ ુષ ધાન સમાજ યવ થામાં  તેઓ ું વન ુ ુષોને આધીન રહવા 

પા ુ ં  છે. ીઓને ઘરની કામકાજની જવાબદાર  િસવાય ુ ુ ંબના યવસાયમાં પણ તેઓને સહભાગી થ ુ ં પડ ુ ં હોય છે .

ામીણ મ હલા અને ખાસ કર ને મ ુર ના કાય સાથે સંકળાયેલી મ હલાઓને દવસ દરિમયાન શાર રક મ કર ને થા ા 

પછ  પણ ઘર જઈને ઘર ુ ં કામ કરવા ુ ં તો  ઉ ુ ં જ હોય છે . ખેતમ ૂર  કરતી મ હલાઓ ું રો જ ુ  વન આ ર તે જ વીત ુ ં 

હોય છે. બેવડ  ૂ િમકાઓના લીધે મ હલાઓ શાર રક અને માનિસક થાક અ ુભવે છે, તેની અસર તેઓના આરો ય પર પડ છે. 

આ બાબતોને યાનમાં રાખીને સંશોધક “ખેતમ ૂર મ હલાઓમાં આરો યની થિત” િવષય પર સંશોધન પેપર ર ૂ ક ુ  છે. 

સંશોઘન ુ ં પ િતશા  : 

              ુત શોધપેપર “ખેતમ ૂર મ હલાઓમાં આરો યની થિત ” માં ખેતમ ૂર  કરતી મ હલાઓને ક માં રાખીને 

અ યાસ કય  છે. સંશોધક ૧૮ થી ૪૫ વષની ઉમર ધરાવતી ીઓને મ હલા તર ક યા યાબ  કર  છે . ુ ત સંશોધન માટ 

ુર નગર લાના ુળ  તા ુકાના સરલા ગામને અ યાસ ે  તર ક પસંદ ક ુ  છે. સરલા ગામ સંશોધક ુ ં વતન હોવાથી 

ખેતમ ૂર  કરતી મ હલાઓથી પ ર ચત હોવાથી અને બહોળા અ ુભવને આધાર હ ુલ ી બનયદ છ િનદશન પ ધિતથી ૫૦ 

મ હલા ઉ રદાતાઓની પસંદગી કર  છે . ઉ રદાતાઓ પાસેથી મા હતી એક ીકરણ કરવા માટ સંશોધક ુલાકાત અ ુ ૂ ચી 

ુ તથી ે ીય મા હતી મેળવી ઉપરાંત સંદભ ુ તકો અને ઈ ટરનેટ પરથી ગૌણ મા હતીનો ઉપયોગ કય  છે . અ યાસના 

ુ ય બે હ ુઓ છે (1) ખેતમ ૂર  કરતી મ હલાઓના આરો ય િવષયક િવિવધ મા હતી મેળવવી અને (2) ઉ રદાતાઓ 

આરો ય િવશેની િવિવધ યોજનાઓની કટલી ણકાર  ધરાવે છે અને કઈ યોજનાનો લાભ લે છે તે ગેની મા હતી મેળવવી 

“ખેતમ ૂર મ હલાઓમાં આરો યની થિત ” અ યાસ ભાવી સંશોધકને આ ે ે નવી ઉપક પના ુ ં િનમાણ કરવામાં તેમજ આ 

ે ે વ ુ સંશોધન હાથ ધરવામાં મદદ પ થઇ શક તેમ છે. 

બમાર ુ ં માણ : 

            શર ર રચનાના કોઈ ગમાં ખલેલ પડ તેનાથી શર રની કાયદ તા ઉપર અસર થાય ક શાર રક વા ય 

ખોરવાય તેવી પ ર થિત એટલે બમાર . શર રમાં ુરતા પોષણ મ ત વોના અભાવથી બમાર  સ તી હોય છે. વાતાવરણ 
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સાથે અ ુ ુલન સાધવામાં તકલીફ પણ ઉભી થાય છે. મ હલાઓમાં ખાસ કર ને વ ુ શાર રક મ, વારંવાર ૂ િત, પોષણ મ 

આહારનો અભાવ વગેર વા અનેક કારણોના લીધે વૈમવાર બમાર , તાવ, ઝાડા-ઉલટ , મેલે રયા,કૉલેરા વગેર વા રોગોનો 

ભોગ પણ બનતી હોય છે . ુત અ યાસ “ખેતમ ૂર મ હલાઓમાં આરો યની થિત ” માં મ હલાઓમાં બીમાર ના માણ 

ગેની મા હતી એક  કરવામાં આવી છે. 

           ઉ રદાતાઓ સાથે બ ુ  ુલાકાત દરિમયાન ણવા મ ુ ં ક વષ દરિમયાન ૯૬ % ઉ રદાતાઓમાં સામા ય બમાર  

જોવા મળે છે. એટલે ક વષ દરિમયાન તેઓમાં તાવ , શરદ , તોડ-કળતર વી સામા ય બીમાર ઓ થતી હોય છે . તેઓ પાસેથી 

ણવા મ ુ ં ક ઘરકામ કયા ઉપરાંત મ ૂર  માટ જવા ુ ં  હોવાથી શાર રક થાક ુબ અ ુભવાય છે. મ ૂર  કાયમાં વ ુ બચત 

થઇ શકાતી નથી થી પોષણ મ આહાર ુરતા માણમાં લઇ શકતા નથી અને બમાર વ ુ પડતા હોય છે . મોટાભાગની 

મ હલા ઉ રદાતાઓ વષ દરિમયાન બે થી ણ વાર બમાર પડતા હોય છે તેમ ણવા મ ુ ં . વ ુમાં તેઓએ જણા ુ ં ક 

કોઈવાર સારવારના અભાવે બમાર  વધતી જતી હોય છે . 

સારવાર : 

          કોઈપણ ય ત રોગને કારણે ક ઈ  થવાના કારણે અ વ થ થાય તે સમયે કોઈ સારવાર માટ અ િશ ત ય ત 

ારા  સામા ય ઉપાયો યોજવામાં આવે છે એને ાથિમક સારવાર કહવામાં આવે છે . આ સારવારનો હ ુ  “હાજર સો 

હિથયાર” કહવતની મ હાથવગા તેમજ ઓછામાં ઓછા સાધનો વડ કટોકટ ત ય તને યો ય સારવાર મળે યાં ુધીમાં 

ઓછામાં ઓ  ુકસાન થાય એટલી યવ થા કરવાનો હોય છે . ાથિમક સારવાર સામા ય તેમજ તાલીમ ક બનતાલીમ 

ય તઓ ારા ઓછામાં ઓછા સાધનો વડ કરવામાં આવતો ઉપચાર છે . ારક ારક સમયસર મળેલી ાથિમક સારવાર 

વનર ક સા બત થાય છે . સામા ય ર તે ામીણ મ હલાઓ બમાર  સમયે ઘરગ ું ઉપચાર કર  બીમાર માંથી રાહત 

મેળવતી હોય છે . ઘણીવાર ઘરગ ુ ં ઉપચાર કરવાથી બીમાર માંથી રાહત ન મળતા બીમાર માં વધારો થાય યાર દવાખાને 

જવા ુ ં  વલણ ધરાવતી હોય છે. આ સંદભ અ હયાં બમાર ની સારવાર, તેની પાચલ થતા ખચ ગેની મા હતી ર ૂ કર  છે. 

આરો ય માગદશન : 

            વૈિ ક આરો ય વૈિ ક પ ર ે યમાં આરો ય દશાવે છે અને તે ય તગત દશોના પ ર ે ય ક ચતાની મયાદાથી 

પર છે . દશની સીમાઓની બહારની તેમજ વૈિ ક રાજક ય અને આિથક અસરો ધરાવતી આરો ય સમ યા પર ઘણીવાર ભાર 

ુકવામાં આવે છે . તેની યા યામાં િવ ના તમામ લોકો માટ આરો યમાં ુધારો કરવા અને આરો યમાં સમાનતા હાંસલ 

કરવાની ાથિમકતા આપતા ે ોના અ યાસ ,સંશોધન અને કાયપ િતનો સમાવેશ થાય છે .તેથી વૈિ ક આરો ય એટલે 

રા ય સીમાને યાનમાં રા યા વગર િવ ભરમાં આરો યનો ુધારો , અસમાનતા ઘટાડો અને વૈિ ક જોખમો સામે ુર ા છે . 

આરો ય માટનો અ ગ ય તરરા ય એજ સી WHO (િવ  આરો ય સં થા)છે. બી  મહ વની એજ સીઓ UNISEF અને WFP

તેમજ  િવ  બકનો સમાવેશ થાય છે. 

              ભારતમાં પણ આરો ય ે ે વ ુ ુધારણા થાય તે હ ુને યાનમાં રાખીને આરો ય ુધારણા કાય મો, યોજનાઓ 

અમલી બનાવવામાં આવી છે . મ હલાઓના આરો ય માટ રા ય ામીણ આરો ય િમશન , ચરં વી યોજના ,જનની ુર ા 

યોજના, રા ય પ રવાર િનયોજન કાય મ , મમતા ત ણી, ક ુરબા પોષણ સહાય યોજના, જનની-િશ ુ ુર ા કાય મ, રા ય 

વા ય વીમા યોજના , ુ યમં ી અ ૃતમ અને મા વા સ ય યોજના,  ર તિપત િન ુલન કાય મ વગેર અનેક યોજનાઓ અને 

કાય મો છે. આ સંદભ મ હલાઓને આરો ય માગદશન, આરો ય યોજનાની ણકાર  વી મા હતી ર ૂ કર  છે. 

                ુ ત શોધપપેરમાં ઉ રદાતાઓ પાસેથી ણવા મ ુ ં ક આરો ય ુધારણા ગે ુ ં માગદશન મને છે તેમ 

જણાવનાર ઉ રદાતા ુ ં માણ મા  ૧૨ % જોવા મળે છે , અને તેઓને પણ મા  અ પ મા ામાં આ ગેની ણકાર  છે . 

જયાર ૮૮% ઉ રદાતાઓને આરો ય ુધારણા કાય મની ણકાર  નથી ક તે ગે ુ ં કોઈ માગદશન નથી. તેઓમાં િનર રતા 

ક ાથિમક સા રતા હોવાથી આ ગે ુ ં  માગદશન નથી , તેમજ તેઓને મ હલાઓના આરો ય ુધારણા માટ સરકાર ારા 

ચલાવતી િવિવધ યોજનાઓ ક કાય મો ુ ં ાન નથી . આથી એ પ ટ તારણ તાર  આવે છે ક આરો યની યોજનાઓની 

ણકાર ના અભાવે તેનો ુરતો લાભ લોકો મેળવી શકતા નથી. 

સારાંશ : 

           “ખેતમ ૂર મહ લાઓમાં આરો યની થિત ” ુ ર નગર લાના િમલી તા ુકાના સરલા ગામને ક માં રાખીને 

અ યાસ કરવામાં આ યો છે. તેઓની આરો યની થિત ગેના તારણો નીચે ુજબ જોઈ શકાય છે. 
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 અ યાસ હઠળની ૨૮ % મ હલાઓમાં યશન ું માણ છે . જયાર બાક ની મ હલા ઉ રદાતાઓ માંથી અ ુક 

ઉ રદાતાઓ ારક મા  ુટખા ુ ં સેવન કર છે. અ હયાં ચા ને યશન તર ક ગણેલ નથી. 

 ઉ રદાતાઓમાં મોટાભાગે વષ દરિમયાન શરદ , ઉધરાશ, તાવ, ઝાળા-ઉલટ , વગેર વી સામા ય બીમાર ઓ જોવા 

મળે છે. ઉ રદાતાઓ વષ દરિમયાન બે- ણ વાર બમાર પડતા જોવા મળે છે. 

 બમાર  સમયે ઘરગ ુ ં ઉપચાર કર ને સારવાર મેળવતા ઉ રાદાતા ુ ં માણ ૫૨ % છે, જયાર ૪૨% ઉ રદાતાઓ 

સામા ય માંદગી સમયે કોઈ સારવાર લેતા નથી .આના પરથી એમ કહ  શકાય ક ઉ રદાતાઓ બીમાર માં શર રની 

વ ુ કાળ  લેતા નથી. 

 લગભગ પોણાભાગથી વ ુ ઉ રદાતાઓને આરો ય િવશેની િવિવધ યોજનાઓની ણકાર  ધરાવતા નથી . તેમજ તે 

ગે ુ ં  યો ય માગદશનનો અભાવ પણ જોવા મને છે . જો યો ય માગદશન મળે તો તેઓના આરો યની થિતમાં 

ુધારો લાવી શકાય. 

 અ યાસ હઠળના ઉ રદાતાઓમાંથી પોણાભાગના ઉ રદાતાઓ રોજ દા વનમાં પોષણ મ આહાર લઇ શકતા 

નથી, થી શર રમાં િવિવધ િવટાનીમોની ઉણપ જોવા મળે છે. 

સંદભ  
 

 ઈ ટરનેટ વેબસાઈટ  

 શાહ એ. . અને દવે .ક. , ી અને સમાજ, અનાડા કાશન, અમદાવાદ, ૨૦૦૭. 

 રાવલ ચં કા અને ુવ સૈલ , ડર અને સમાજ, પા  કાશન, અમદાવાદ, ૨૦૧૦  
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डॉ॰ रौनक कुमार, 

आधुिनकश दानां त ूपे हणम ्
येकं कालिवशेष य िविश ा श दावली भवित या त कालीनसामािजकराजनैितका थकप रवेशं 

ौ ोिगक  अिभ नि  | मानवसमाज य िवकाससमन तरमेव सामािजकराजनैितका थकप रवेशः 
ौ ोिगक  च प रवतते फलतया नवीनाथानामिभ ये नैकाः नवीनश दाः यु य ते, येकं भाषया एते 

नवीनश दा अिनवाय वेन वी य ते च | आधुिनकेऽि मन् काले सं कृतभाषायै िवकटा सम या जाता 
यतोिह अ वे सं कृतभाषा नाि त वहारभाषा, अतः नवीनाऽिभ यै नवीनश दाः अ यासु भाषासु 
िनम य ते | तथा च सं कृतभाषैषा ाकरणशुि प पाितनी भाषाऽि त, अतः एतासां नवीनािभ नां 
सं कृते कथमिभ ि ः भवेत् ? क अ यभाषीयाणां नवीनश दानां त ूपे एव हणम् भवेत् ? अथवा 
विनसा याऽऽधारे पा तरणं भवेत् ? अथवा सं कृते एव कृित ययादीनां  योगेण श दिनमाणं येत ? 

अ  िव सु वैम यं वतते, नैकाः िस ा ताः च सि त | नैकेषु िस ा तेषु एकः िस ा तोऽि त -   
“त ूपे हणम् ”अथात् येषांनवागतानां भावानामिभ यथ वेदेषु पूवरिचतकोशेषु ाचीनसािह ये वा 
श दाःन सि त तथातेषां भावानामिभ यथलोकभाषायां ये िवभाषीयाः श दाः चिलताः सु यु ाः 
चतेषा तु त ूपे एव हणं भवेत् |यतो िह -  ‘श दा लोकिनब धनाः’ (वा य. २.२२९) | 

व तूपल णं श दो नोपकार य वाचकः | 

न वशि ः पदाथानां सं ु ं तेन श यते || (वा य. २.२४२) 
यो ै वािभसंध े सा यसाधन पताम् | 

अथ य वािभसंब धः क पनां समीहते || (वा य. २.४३५) 
 पु यराजः िललेख – ‘य द िह वा तवमेतत् यात् तदा व तु वभाव य णाऽ य यथाकतुमश य वाद् 

वि थतमेवैतद् भवेत् न च तथा प रदृ यते |’ 
तलवद् दृ यते ोम ख ोतो ह वािडव | 

न चे ाि त तलं ोि  न ख ोते ताशनः || (वा य. २.१४२) 
असमा येयत वानामथानां लौ ककैयथा | 

वहारे समा यानं त ा ो न िवक पयेत् || (वा य. २.१४४) 

 अ य  पत िलरिप महाभा ये िललेख – ‘घटेन काय क र यन् कु भकारकुलं ग वाऽऽह – कु  घटं,
कायमनेन क र यामीित | न त छ दान् यूयु ुमाणो वैयाकरणकुलं ग वा आह – कु  श दान् यो य इित 
| ताव येवाथमुपादाय श दान् यु ते | अथात् पूव लोके श दाः यु य ते त प ात् वैयाकरणैः 
श दाऽपश दिच तनं िवधा यते | पूवमिप एवमेव बभूव| 
 तैि रीयसंिहतायामु म्  - ‘वा वै परा य ाकृताऽवदत् ते देवा इ म ुवि मां नो वाचं 

ाकु वित, तािम ो म यतोऽव य ाकरोत् त मा दयं ाकृता वागु ते | (तै. सं. ६.४.७) |’ 
 अथात् ार भे वाक् अ ाकृताऽऽसीत् , ितपदपाठं भवित म , देवा इ म् अ ाथयन् यत् वाचं 
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 अथात् ार भे वाक् अ ाकृताऽऽसीत् , ितपदपाठं भवित म , देवा इ म् अ ाथयन् यत् वाचं 
ाकु , तदा इ ः ताम् ाकरोत् , अत इयं ‘ ाकृता वाक् ’ उ यते | अतोऽ ािप एवमेव येत् | ये 

िवभाषीयाः श दाः लोकभाषायां चिलताः सु यु ाः सि त तान् त ूपे एव वीकुयात् | 
ननु श का जायते यत् वयं ‘सव नाम धातुजमाह ’ इित या कमतं म यामहे तथा च सं कृतभाषा 
‘ ाकरणशुि प पाितनीभाषा’ अ यि त अतः वयं िवभाषीयश दान् कृित ययक पनां िवनैव कथम् 

यो ुं  श ु मः ? 
िवषयेऽि मन् यदाऽहं ीकृ णशममहाभागैः िवषयेऽि मन् चचा कृतवान् तदा ते उ वान् – ‘सं कृत- ाकरण 
के मुिन य का प  अिभमत है क नये-नये चिलत युगानु प श द  का संिनवेश करना चािहए क तु 

कृितसा यमूलक | अतः पािणिन के प ात् अवत रत का यायन ने ायः १५०० नये श द  का सं कृत 
भाषा म वेश कराया | इसी कार भा यकार पत िल ने और भी नये श द  का हण कया | 
मेरी दृि  म चिलत श द  को यथासंभव सं कृतमूलक बनाने का यास शंसनीय होगा | यथासंभव 
अथानुसारी धातु+ यय  का अ वेषण अव य करना चािहए | य द ऐसा सवथा संभव नह  हो तो िन  
का आ य लेकर िनवचन कया जाना चािहए | अथवा उणा द करण का आ य लेकर ढ़ श द  को ु प  
करना चािहए | सं कृत- ाकरण इतना समृ  एवं ापक है क संसार क  सम त भाषा  का मूला वेषण 
सं कृतानु प कया जा सकता है | सव  आधुिनक श द  का सं कृत भाषा म संिनवेश हेतु कृित-सा य का 
िवचार अव य करना चािहए |’ 

यदाऽहं उमाशंकरशम‘ऋिष’महाभागैःिवषयेऽि मन् चचा कृतवान् तदा ते उ वान् – आधुिनक युग 
म िव ान और तकनीक के उपकरण  का आिव कार ब त तेजी से हो रहा है , उनके नामकरण का भी  
उठता है | एक दन लै टन, ीक क  मता जब समा  हो जाएगी तब सं कृत क  शरण म ही नामकरण के 
िलए आना पडे़गा | 

वतमान ि थित म जो श द चिलत ह उ ह धातुज दखा सक तो ठीक ह | य द परो वृि  
अपनानी पड़े तो यास हो क उनके चिलत प क  र ा हो | सं कृत का सुब त प देने के िलए उ हे 

ाितप दक मान िलया जाए | ाचीन काल म धातुज िस ा त के आने के बाद भी अनेक सं कृतेतर भाषा  
के श द सं कृत म िव  ए िज ह वैयाकरण  ने अ ु प  कहकर वीकार कर िलया | आज भी चायम् , 
चुि हका आ द श द वीकृत ह | हेमच  ने अनेक देशी श द  को सं कृत म थान दया | सं कृत क  नई 
कहािनय , उप यास आ द म ऐसे सैकड़  श द ह िजनके धातुज होने क  चता छोड़ दी गई ह | 
सं कृत के वैयाकरण  ने लोका यता पर ब त बल दया था | लोक को चता नह  रहती क  श द धातुज है 

या नह  | यह तो बाद म उस श द क  ु पि  करने का यास होता है (िन प े अिभ ाहारे िवचारयि त) 

| फर भी शा ीय मयादा क  दृि  से आपका िच तन उिचत है क सं कृत क  पर परा क  भी र ा हो और 

आधुिनकता से सं कृत का स ब ध भी बना रहे | ऐसी ि थित म, मेरी दृि  म, आधुिनक श द  को यथासा य 

उ ह  विनय  से िमलते ए श द  के प म ढाल जो ाकरण के िनकष पर खरे उतर | क तु यह 

क सा य काय ह,ै हजार  श द  से पार होना पड़ेगा |’ 
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यदाऽहं चांद करणसलूजामहाभागैः िवषयेऽि मन् चचा कृतवान् तदा ते उ वान् –‘वैि क दृि  से जो श द 
चिलत हो चुके ह उ ह वैसे ही वीकार कर िलया जाना चािहए य क श द केवल जब पूरा िव  एक 

छोटे से य  म समािहत होने लगा है तो नए श द भी अपने आप म अंतरा ीय प लेते जा रहे है अथात् 
सं कृत भी केवल भारत क  ही नह  बि क िव भाषा के प म वीकाय होने जा रही है | अतः उ ोधन क  
दृि  से अंतरा ीय श द  को या जो चलन म आ चुके है उ ह उसी प म ले लेना चािहए |’ 

यदाऽहं रामकुमारशममहाभागैः िवषयेऽि मन् चचा कृतवान् तदा ते उ वान् –‘िजन आधुिनक श द  
का योग आधुिनक िव ान मूलक है और िजनके अथ म यु  होने वाले सं कृत श द उपल ध नह  ह , उन 
आधुिनक श द  को यथावत् सं कृत म हण कर लेना चािहए और उनका िनवचन िन  के तीन िस ा त  
के आधार पर कया जाना चािहए | ाकरण का े  सीिमत है , िन  का िव तीण | अतः िजन श द  म 

ाकरण के िनयम अनुपल ध ह उनके िलए नए सू  के िनमाण क  अपे ा िन  के आधार पर अथ पर 
यान रखते ए िनवचन कया जाना चािहए | नए श द  को सीधे सं कृत म सा ाद् हण करने पर पहले 

अ वाभािवकता तीत तो होगी, क तु बाद म योग- वाह म आकर अ यास हो जाएगा |’ 
अतः लोकभाषायां चिलताः सु यु ाः श दाः त ूपे यो ुं  श य ते क  वैयाकरणैः िन द ाः 

केचन िस ा ता अनुसत ाः – 
१- या किन द ं िनवचनम् – 

Cakeइ य य ‘क नाम मूधा, के=मू  कं=सुखं जनयित इित ‘केकम्’* |Pizza इ य य‘िपिज संपचने’ धातोः 
इगुपध वात् ‘क’, ी विवव ायां ‘टाप्’ = ‘िपजा’*,‘िविभ ानां पदाथानां संपचनं (संयोगः) य  भवित सः 
पदाथः’ |Chocolateइ य य‘चक् तृ ौ ’, चकनं चकः , चक एव चाकः( वाथ अण्)=तृि भावः , चाकाय 
तृि भावाय लेहयित आ वादयित इित ‘चाकलेट्’* |Rickshaw - रग् ग यथकात् धातोः 
‘ब व पाथा छस यतर याम्’ इित शस् , रक्+शस् = र स् = र ः , रगं ददाित अ पग त ददाित इित 
र ः* |Pen drive – पैण ावः* | पैणृ गित ेरण ेषणेषु धातोः घञ् = पैण , ु गतौ धातोः िणच् = ािव + 

अच् = ावः , पेणनं ावयित इित पेण ावः अथात् यः पूवतः ग तुं यो योऽि त तं गमयित इित |Laptop –
लेपटेपः*, िलप् उपदेहे इित गुणे लेपः , टप् + िणच् = टेिप + अच् = टेपः (टेपयित इित टेपः) , लेप य टेपः 
लेपटेपः |Coffee –का फन्*, केन जलेन फलित यः पादपः सः कफः, कफ य िवकार एव काफं फलम्, काफम् 
अि त अि मन् पेये इित का फन् , ‘अत इिनठनौ ’ इित इन् |Guitar – िगतारः*, तारः अ यु श दः, गै श दे 
धातोः ‘एच् इग् वादेशे’ इित िगतारः |Invertor - इ वतक चाय –चायः*,चाजृ पूजािनशामनयोः + घञ् = 
चायः, चायः िनशामानं ती णीकरणम् अि त अ य इित ‘अशाऽऽ द योऽच्’ इित चायः पेय म् |अ गोछा–
अ गो छः, अ गमु छतीित ‘उछी िववासे ’ धातोः कमिण अण् , ाना दजा तापहारके व िवशेषे 
|अचानक– अचानकम्/अचायनकम्, यािवशेषणम्; न चानकं ाजनकम्, ‘चन ायाम्’ वुल् | अथवा 
न चायनं प रचायनं ानं य , प रश दलोपः |अदब– अदबः, स कारे; दब् उपतापोऽस कार इित न 
दाबोऽस कारः = अदबः स कारः |अलग– अलगः, पृथ भूते असंब े अस गे; लगित ‘लगे स गे’पचा च् नञ् 
त पु षः |अहसान– अहसानम,् हसं हा यं िम या वम् आनयित हसानं िम योपकार , कथनम् न हसानं 
हा यका र अहसानम् स योपकारक तनम् |आदाब– आदाबः, अदाबानां स काराणां समूहः आदाबः 
स कारसमूहः |आराम– आरामः (पंु) , सुखे रोगिनवृ ौ मिनवृ ौ च , आरम य , अश आ च् |कसाई–
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एवमेव -  
१- विनसा य वेन वीकरणम् , इ यादीनां मागाणाम् आ यणेन अिप आधुिनकश दाः 

सं कृतभाषायां वीकतु श य ते | 
िवषयेऽि मन् यदाऽहं मा यैः रामकरणशममहाभागैः िवषयेऽि मन् चचा कृतवान् तदा ते उ वान् –

‘मेरे गु  जी ‘Station’ को ‘ थेषणम्’ कहा करते थे | यथासंभव समशाि दकता का िस ा त भी सवथा 
उपादेय है |’ अ योदाहरणािन सि त यथा –Smart-card – मारप म्*,Petrol - तैलम्,Academy -
अकादमी,Survey - सव णम्,Nitrogen - ने जनम,्Proxy - परो ी,वक ल– वा लः, वाचं वा दनः 
क लयित त भयित; कम यण् |अ गीठी– अि ी (अि ना थीयते य  ‘सुिप’ इित योगिवभागादिधकरणे 
कः, गौरा द वात् ङीष्),आदत– आ दितः ( ी) कृतौ , दितः ख डनम् िनषेधा गीकारः एतदभावोऽ दितः ,
आ सम ताद् अ दित नषेधान गीकारो य यां कृतौ सा आ दितः |उफान– उ फाणः (पंु), उ पूवात् फणेघञ् | 
उफनना– उ फणनम् |उबलना– उ लनम,्कारीगर– कारीकरः (पंु) , कार  श तां यां करोित त छीलः 
कारीकरः |गाड़ी–गा ी ( ी), गाङ् गतौ; ‘सवधातु यः न्’ ङीष् |िचमटा– च यटः (पंु), चमौ अ ावटतीित 
|दूरबीन– दूरवेणम,् दूरं दूर थं वेणयतीित ापयित बोधयित ाहयतीित वा ;
वेणृगित ानिच तािनशामनवा द हणेषु इ य मात् धातोः कम यण् |पायजामा– पादयामः (पंु) , पाद य 
यामो यमनं ब धनिमव येनेित | वा पादयोरायाम इवायामो य य |िपघलना– िपगलनम,् अिप उपसगात् गल 

ंसने धातो युट् ; उपसग थ याकार य लोप तु िस  एव |िभखारी– िभ ारी (पंु) , िभ ायै इय त 
त छीलः; सु यजातौ िणिनः | ि यां िभ ा रणी |मकोड़ा– मक टः, इ यादयः | 

ननु श का जायते यत् लोक चिलतश दानां सं कृते वीकरणाय कमथम् इयत् बुि िवलास दशनं 
? ु प ाऽ ु प भेदेन ाितप दकाः ि िवधाः , लोक चिलतान् एतान् श दान् अ ु प ाितप दकं म वा 
सुबा दिवभि योगपूवकं वहरेयुः, इित |त  यु म्, एते श दा असाधवः| उ  नागेशेन – 

‘साधु व  ाकरणा वा येय वं पु यजनकताव छेदकधमव वं वा | ति मसाधु वम|्’ 
पत िलना यु ं  – 
‘शा ेण धमिनयमः ’ | अ य  अ माकं पर परा पािणिनका यायनपत िलया कभतृह रसदृशानां 

महष णां ानपर पराऽि त, अतः कत िमदम माकं यत् पर परािमयं प रपालयेम | 

 याकरणमहाभा यम ्  भाग १, हरयाणा-सा ह य-सं थानम,् गु कुल झ जर (रोहतक), पृ  स.ं ३२ 
 आचाय अ य चरा च, सं कृत- वभागः, जयनारायण यास व व व यालयः, जोधपुरम ्  | 
 आचाय अ य चरा च, सं कृत- वभागः, पटना व व व यालयः, पटना | 
 आचायचराः, सं कृत- वभागः,देहल व व व यालयः,देहल | 
 आचायः, राि यसं कृतसं थानम,् जयपुरप रसरः, जयपुरम ्  | 
 गु वयण अकनाथचौधर महाभागेन श दानामेतेषां यु पि तद शता | अ ये श दाः पं. शवद तदाधीच णीतेन कोशेन 

संक लताः 

REFRANCE
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ધવલ ુમાર આઈ.પટલ 

c:+L ;Z5\RGL E}lDSFG[ ,LW[ U|FlD6 :+LVMDF\ VFJ[, 5lZJT"GGM V[S VeIF; 

5|JT"DFG ;DIGL EFZTGL :+LGL E}lDSF S[J/ DFTF S[ 5tGLGL 5Z\5ZFUT E}lDSF SZTF lJX[QF 
jIF5S K[P T[GL ;D1F SFZSLNL"GF VG[S 1F[+M 50[,F K[P T[DF\YL T[ DG5;\N 1F[+MDF\ H.G[ 5MTFG[ 5]~QF ;DMJ0L 

5]ZJFZ SZL XS[ K[P ;ZSFZ TZOYL :+L lJSF;GF ;lS|I 5|ItGM Y. ZñFF K[P 5Z\T] UFD0FVMDF\ CH] VFH[ 56 

:+LG[ 5]~QFGF VFlW5tI GLR[ ÒJJ] 50[ K[P VF56F N[XGL DM8FEFUGL J:TL UFD0FDF\ J;[ K[P tIF UFD0FGL 

:+L ;]WL lJSF;GL HFU'TL sHF6SFZLf 5CM\RL K[ S[ GCL T[ HF6J] ;DFH DF8[ 5FIFGL AFAT K[P 
 DlC,FVMGM NZHHM ;]WFZJFGL AFATDF\ UF\WLÒ4 GC[~4 ZFHFZFD DMCGZFI VG[ NIFG\N ;Z:JTL 

H[JF 36F DCF5]~QFMV[ 36M OFINM VF%IM K[P H]GF HDFGFDF\ :+L V[S RLH J:T] U6FTL VG[ T[G] 3MZ V5DFG 
YT] CT]\P ;ZMÒGL GFI0] ELBF.Ò SFDF4 ;FlJ+LAF. O],[ JU[Z[V[ N[XGF :JT\+TF ;\U|FDDF\ VFU/ 50TM 

OF/M VF5LG[ :+LVM 5Z YTF VtIFRFZ V8SFJLG[ N[XGF A\WFZ6G[ T[VMV[ :+Lv5]~QF ;DFGTF VF5L K[ VG[ 
DTFlWSFZ 56 VF%IMP 

 U]HZFT ZFHIGF !)&# YL 5\RFITL ZFH VD,DF\ VFjI]P T[DF\ :+LVMG[SM. CMNŸNM VF5JFGL AFAT[ 

SM. HMUJF. G CTLP 5Z\T] GJF 5\RFIT WFZF VG];FZ VF HMUJF. SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P VG[ :+LVM 56 SFI"ZT 
Y. K[ T[YL VFH[ UFD0FVMDF\ 5]~QF VG[ :+L ;Z5\R SFIM" SZL ZñFF K[ VG[ UFD0FG[ 5|UlTGF ;M5FGM ;Z 

SZFJL ZñFF K[P 

:+LVM DF8[ VFhFNL 5}J[" VGFDTGL SM. HMUJF. G CTLP !)5ZYL R}\86LGL X~VFT Y. tIFZYL 
!)5* ;]WL DF+ $ 8SF :+LVM ;\;NU'CDF\ :YFG 5FDL CTL tIFZ 5KL T[DF\ GCLJT JWFZM YIM K[P N[XGF 

lJSF;DF\ EFULNFZL AG[ K[ H[ T[DGL HFU'lT VG[ V;ZSFZSTF ATFJ[ K[P 

 lJ`JGF AWF N[XM SZTF EFZTDF\ DlC,FMVMG]\ 5|lTlGlWtJ JWFZ[ K[P H[D S[ .lgNFZFUF\WL4 DFIFJTL4 
HI,,LTF4 ZFA0L N[JL JU[Z[ V[ D]bI D\+L 5N[ SFD SI]" CT]\P JT"DFG ;DIDF\ 56 ;MGLIF UF\WL4 DDTF 

A[GZÒ4 VFG\NLA[G 58[, JU[Z[ lJlJW D\+L D\0/DF\ SFD SZL ZñFF K[P H[ VG[S DlC,FVMG[ DF8[ 5|[Z6F~5 
AgIF K[P T[D KTF\ ZFHSLI 1F[+[ :+LVMGL ;\bIF V5}6" K[P 5|tI[S ZFHSLI 51FDF\ :+LVM G[T'tJ D[/J[ K[P 56 

;EFGF :J"1F :YFG ;]WL 5CM\RL XSTL GYLP 

 !P# ;\XMWGGF C[T]VM o 

v DlC,F ;Z5\RG[ ,LW[ VtIFZ[ U|FlD6 :+LVMG[ 5|FWFgI D/[ K[ S[ GCL T[ HF6J]\P 

v DlC,F ;Z5\RGL SFDULZLYL U|FlD6 DlC,FVMG[ ;\TMQF K[ S[ GlC T[GL DFlCTL D[/JJLP 

v DlC,F ;Z5\RGF ,LW[ U|FlD6 DlC,FVMG]\ 30TZ Y. XSI] K[ S[ GlC T[ HF6J]\P 

v DlC,F ;Z5\R äFZF UFDGL DlC,FVMGFlJSF; DF8[ SFIM" YIF K[ S[ GlC T[ HF6J]\P 

v DlC,F ;Z5\R CMJFYL T[DG[ UFD ,MSMGM ;FY D/[ K[ S[ GlC T[ HF6J]\P 

v DlC,F ;Z5\RGL E}lDSFYL UFDGL DlC,FVMDF\ ,L0ZXL5 S[ G[T'tJGL EFJGF lJSF; 5FDL K[ S[ GlC 

T[ HF6J]\P 
5wWlT XF:+ 

5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ VeIF; 1F[+ TZLS[ B[0F lH<,FGF 9F;ZF TF,]SFG[ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTM H[DF\

;FDFÒS ;\XMWGGL 5wWlTDF\ D],FSFT 5wWlT4 lGZL1F6 5wWlT4 U|| \YF,I 5|I]lST4 VG];}lR 5|I]lST TYF 

GD]GF 5\NULDF8[ ;FN] INrKlGNX"G5wWlTGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP 

TFZ6M 
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 DM8FEFUGL DlC,F ;Z5\R YIF 5KLYL UFDGL :+LVMGF ;FDFÒS :YFGDF\ ;]WFZM VFjIM CMI T[JL 

VFJ'lT&* 5{SL DM8FEFUGF pTZNFTFVM :+LVM ;FY[ VIMuI JF6L S[ JT"G YTF GYL T[J] SC[ K[P 

 DlC,F ;Z5\R YJFYL VgI :+LVMDF\ VFtDlJ`JF;G]\ 5|DF6 JwI] K[ VG[ T[VMG[ VFU/ VFJJFGL 

.rKF 56 Y. K[P 

 ;{FYL JW] U|FD lJSF;GF SFIM" NZdIFGDlC,F ;Z5\R ;FZM VlEUD V5GFJL XS[P VgI SFA[,LITMGL 

;FY[ ;FY[ WLZH :+LVMDF\ JWFZ[ HMJF D/[ K[P 

 DlC,F ;Z5\RGL SFDULZLYL pTZNFTFVMDF\ lJW[IFtDS 5lZ6FD VG[ BF; ;\TMQF5|N ;]WFZFtDS 

l:YlT V\U[GL VG]E}lT GM\W5F+ TASS[ HMJF D/[, K[P 

 U|FDlJSF;GF SFIM"DF\ VFU[JFGM VG[ ;eIMDlC,F ;Z5\R ;FY[ ;CEFUL YFI K[ VG[ ;CSFZ 

VF5JFGL EFJGF K[P 

 :+LVMGL ;FDFlHS E}lDSF V[S ;\I]ST bIF, K[ T[ S[8,FS D}<IMGF ;\NE"DF\ :+LGF :YFGGG[ ;]lRT 

SZ[ K[P 5Z\T] VCL VF DlC,F ;Z5\RM :+LVMGL A[J0L E}lDSF ;Z/TFYL lGEFJL XS[ K[P 

 T SM.56 jIlSTG[ SFD SZJFGL .rKF CMI TM T[ SFD V\U[ ,L\UE[N AFWS S[ VJZMWS GYL T[ 56 

TFZJL XSFI K[P 

 DlC,F ;Z5\R äFZF ,MSM5|̀ GMG]\ DC¿D lGZFSZ6 YFI K[ VG[ ,MSMG[ T[ V\U[ lJ`JF; 56 CMJFG]\

VFJ'lTGL ;\bIF 5ZYL TFZJL XSFI K[P 

 36] SZLG[ ;Z5\RDF\ CMNŸM U|C6 SIF" 5}J[" ,MS;\5S"4 ,MSFELD]B :JEFJ4 D/TFJ0F56]4 ;[JF SZJFGL 

EFJGF S[ G[T'tJGF U]6M H[JF SM.G[ SM. HDF 5F;F S[ lJW[IS U]6M CTFP 

 DlC,F ;Z5\R OZL 5FKF 56 ;Z5\R TZLS[ R]\8F. VFJ[ K[P ;FZL SFDULZL VG[ UFDGF lJSF;G[ 

wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ SFIM" SZ[ TM T[ OZL 5FKF ;Z5\R TZLS[GM CMNŸM 5|F%T SZL XS[ K[P  

 JWFZ[ 5|DF6DF\ pTZNFTFVM ;Z5\R TZLS[ :+LGL SFDULZLG[ 5|X:Y U6[ K[P H[ VeIF; 
NZdIFGGFVtIFZ ;]WLGF SMQ8SMGF VF\S0FSLI DFlCTLGF VJ,MSGM 5'yYSZ6M VG[ TFZ6M 5ZYL 

HF6L XSFI K[ H[G[ pTZNFTFVMV[ ã- 5]lQ8 VF5L K[P 

;}RGM o 

 cc:JZFHGF :J%GG[ ;FSFZ SZJF CF,DF\ AGFJ[, *#DM ;]WFZM ZH] YI[,M K[P VF p5ZF\T 56 CF,GF 

5\RFITWFZFDF\ GLR[GF ;]WFZF SZJF HM.V[Pcc 

!f WFZF;eI TYF ;\;N;eIG[ D/TL ;eI 5\RFITLZFHGL EFJGFYL lJ~wWlNXFGL CMI T[JL ZSDM ;LWL 

5\RFITMG[ p5,aW CMJL HM.V[P 

Zf U|FD5\RFIT[DlC,F 5|lTlGlWVM DF8[ D];FOZL NZdIFG Z1F6GL jIJ:YF SZJL HM.V[P 
#f U|FD;EFG[ ;Z5\R VG[ ;eIlJ~wWVlJ`JF;GM 5|:TFJ D]SJFGM VG[ 5;FZ SZJFGM CSS CMJM 

HM.V[P 

$f U|FD5\RFITGL lD8L\UDF\ H[ 9ZFJ 5;FZ YFI T[DF\ AC[GMG]\ ##@ OMZD CMI TM H 9ZFJ 5;FZ Y. XS[ 

T[JL HMUJF. CMJL HM.V[P 
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CONSTITUTIONALISM IN INDIAN CONSTITUTION
Constitutionalism is a political

philosophy based on the idea that government
authority is derived from the people and should
be limited by a constitution that clearly
expresses what the government can and cannot
do. It is the idea that the state is not free to do
anything it wants, but is bound by laws limited
its authority. Constitutionalism has a vibrant
history among the English people, and that
tradition has been passed on to other nations,
and India is the most relevant example for
adoption of constitutional practices since it got
independence. However, in 1950 to 1970, study
of constitutions was regarded as old and
obsolete subject. Since 1970s, the call for
constitutional reforms in many developed and
developing countries have moved the
constitutional questions to the centre stage of
political process.

As Indians, we hear a lot about the
Constitution, which is considered as supreme
law of land. The roots of constitutionalism go
way back in 1215, King John of England was
forced by a group of wealthy nobles to sign a
document called the Magna Carta, which set a
precedent for limited government. Further, in the
year 1689 the English Bill of Rights was signed
by King William III of England, what is called
the Glorious Revolution. The English Bill of
Rights outlined what rights English citizens
possessed, and placed limits on the monarch
and Parliament. Political theorist John Locke
played a huge role in cementing the philosophy
of constitutionalism. Locke developed the
concept of social contract theory, according to
which government itself is a sort of ‘’contract’’
between the people and the state, and if the
state abuses its power or doesn’t hold up its
end of the ‘’bargain’’, the people have the right
to make the ‘’contract’’ null and void.

 Constitutional government was nothing
new to India because it had rich traditions of
limited government even in monarchical forms
of government and various examples regarding
supremacy of law. However, the post-
independence era saw the overnight
implementation of constitutional form of
government on western pattern. Indeed, it was
a tough task to implement that form of
government which took time and experience in
western societies to Indian conditions which
was totally different. The Indian Constitution
authorized a distinctive type of power because
of the way it conceptualizes national unity and
its relationship with existing forms of social
order and authority. The Constitution had a very
different and distinctly political vision. Here was
a document which granted universal adult
franchise in a country that was overwhelmingly
illiterate; where the conditionality of acquiring
citizenship made no reference to race, caste,
religion or creed; which committed the state to
being secular in a land that was by any reckoning
deeply religious; which evacuated as a matter
of law every prescriptive form of hierarchy under
conditions that were marked by a plethora of
entrenched hierarchies; and that granted a raft
of fundamental individual rights in the face of
virtual total absence of such rights.
In its Preamble it committed the state to the most
capacious conception of justice, including
thereby ‘social, economic and political’ justice,
‘liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith, and
worship’, equality understood to include that of
‘status and opportunity’, and in which under the
heading of ‘fraternity’ it professed to insure ‘the
dignity of the individual and the unity and
integrity of the Nation.’ Most importantly, the
Constitution created a federal democracy with
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all the juridical and political instruments of
federal, provincial and local self-governance
where the nearest experience had been of
imperial and princely authority. This
constitutionally enshrined vision authorized a
state that was to be responsible for the
eradication of poverty, undoing the stigmas of
casteism, improving public health and education,
building large industry, facilitating
communication, and fostering national unity. Not
surprisingly the Indian state has never had any
difficulty justifying extending the ambit of its
power.
  There were great expectations that in
the years to come, the Constitution would move
from a document worthy of admiration to a solid
commitment on the part of power holders. It is
this ability of Constitutions to act as limitations
on the exercise of power, and in that process
delineate the functions of the government and
outline the rights of the people, that
distinguishes them from other legislation. The
experience of 60 years of constitutional
governance helps us understand the working of
the Constitution in general and the role of the
judiciary in particular.

Constitutional historian Granville Austin
said the transcendent goal of the Indian
Constitution was to promote “social revolution.”
For this, the framers intended to fulfil the basic
needs of citizens, and hoped that it would bring
about fundamental changes in the structure of
Indian society. The theme of social revolution
runs throughout the proceedings and documents
of the Constituent Assembly. This theme formed
the basis of the decision to adopt the
parliamentary form of government and direct
elections, the fundamental rights, the directive
principles of state policy, and many of the
executive, legislative, and judicial provisions of
the Constitution. The Constitution ensures that
the fundamental rights are guaranteed as a
matter of legal obligation rather than as a
political concession. These are basic human
rights and have been interpreted as civil,
political, economic, social and cultural rights.
Articles 12-35 of Part III elaborate on the

fundamental rights. Articles 36-51 outline the
framers’ vision for good governance and they
constitute the directive principles of state policy.
They are not enforceable in a court of law, but
the principles laid down therein are fundamental
to governance. It is the duty of the state to apply
these principles in making and implementing
laws.

One of the most vital feature of Indian
Constitutional design is that many of the major
tensions have actually been codified into law.
Some of these tensions are familiar in
constitutional law, such as the tension posed
by the separation of powers. In India, this tension
was centered on the very existence of a text.
The formal amendment process, by which
Parliament was empowered to amend the text
in most instances, coupled with the recognition
of judicial review, meant that the Constitution
pulled itself in both the direction of written
constitutionalism and parliamentary
sovereignty. Rights too navigated competing
impulses. If we take the conception of rights,
for instance, we find that even within the text
these rights have been situated at the axis of
two tensions: rights and qualifications. As
regards rights, there was the further innovation
in the form of the Directive Principles of State
Policy. These were contrasted with the
fundamental rights, which unlike the Directive
Principles were judicially enforceable. While the
Directive Principles suggested that
constitutional law was meant to promote
substantive welfare outcomes, fundamental
rights, as rights classically are, emphasised the
importance of means. The recognition of the right
to property but also the State’s responsibility for
land redistribution, for example, placed the
tension between means and ends in law. The
debate between centralisation and
decentralisation was another source of friction.
At the founding, two pressures led to a
centralising vision: a concern for the security of
society, and the belief that localism was a threat
to the emergence of a modern conception of
citizenship. Several constitutional devices, from
regional emergency powers to the concurrent
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list, meant that the tensions between
functionalism and participation found
constitutional manifestation.

Finally, the Constitution was a charter
of individual liberty. It promised freedom for
individuals, but it also recognized the salience
of community identities, both to redress
historical injustices and to protect minorities.
This inherently set up a tension in the
constitutional project, on matters ranging from
affirmative action and reservations to minority
educational institutions. Were minorities an
exception, or was their recognition simply a
heightened effort at equal protection? Did
reservations serve to transcend identities like
caste, or did they instead consolidate permanent
identities? Was the ultimate constitutional
project one of power sharing between different
group identities, or one built around the
liberation from identity?

While it has certainly led to democratic
empowerment and the inclusion of certain
marginalised groups in society, it is less clear
whether it has contributed in a substantive way
to redressing structural inequality or served as
a consistent, overarching weapon against
discrimination. Similarly, if we focus on the
outcome of particular institutions like the
Supreme Court, we can acknowledge limited
success. The Court has often played a crucial
part in changing the public discourse on
particular matters, but it is not certain that it
has had any major systemic impact. The
question of success and failure is, in part, a
question of what we expect from
constitutionalism and what we hope for it to
achieve. Important as this question is, it should
not distract us from the importance of the
cementing of constitutionalism. One of the
things that helps constitutionalism to take root
is a critical culture of constitutional argument,
and we confirm that constitutional argument in
India is intense, diverse, and alive. In fact, the
debate on working of the constitution can go at
length and also in both directions of favour and
disdain, still the fact is that the promises and
hopes with the constitutional form of

government has not faded in masses. It has
always embossed within the features of
constitutionalism of being supreme and
respected law of the land, empowering and
legitimizing government, establishing values
and goals and guaranteeing and protecting
freedom of masses.
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This paper attempts to examine the effect of sand running training on 100 meter performance of the school
student. For this study fifty students were selected randomly from Ahmadabad city New Florescent
Public School. For this study students age was from 13 to 18 years. These subjects were further
randomly divided into two groups i.e. 1) Sand Running Training Group – A of 25 students 2) Control
Group – C of 25 students. The experimental group was undergo a training of four weeks for Sand
Running training. ANCOVA was used for data analysis and level of significance was selected as 0.05.
Result of the study showed that, four weeks of Sand Running training significantly improve 100 meter
running performance of the selected school students.

EFFECT OF SAND RUNNING TRAINING ON 100 METER
PERFORMANCE OF THE SCHOOL STUDENT

Sports training are a planned and controlled
process in which, for achieving a goal, change in
complex sports motor performance ability to act
and behaviors are made through measures of
content, methods and organization The physical
fitness or condition is the sum total of five motor
abilities namely strength, speed, endurance,
flexibility and coordinative abilities. These five
motor abilities and their complex forms are the
basic requirement for human motor actions.
Therefore, the sports performance in all sports
depends to a great extent on these abilities.
             At this scientifically mode of modern era
& technical period/age of time has also witnessed
the steady progressive development of physical
education .because of that, the science is wholly
involved in both area, which is known as sports
science the sports science. The sports science is
significantly contributing to provide different
subjective studies of sports & of the physical
education. Today’s modern age is rapidly
progressing for the physical education & for the
sports. Besides, the scientific research witness
about the child, who takes part in physical
education, is much-more bright with stable mind
& confident. Because by taking part at sports &

at the physical education, the child becomes-
naturally self contented.
Physical Fitness and wellness are one’s richest
possession They cannot be purchased, they are
to be earned through regular and systematic fitness
programmer and positive lifestyle habits. Physical
fitness is the capacity to carry out reasonably well
various forms of physical activities without being
unduly tired.
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
This paper attempts to examine the effect of sand
running training on 100 meter performance of the
school student.
METHODOLOGY
For this study fifty students were selected
randomly from Ahmadabad city New Florescent
Public School. For this study students age was
from 13 to 18 years. These subjects were further
randomly divided into two groups i.e. 1) Sand
Running Training Group – A of 25 students 2)
Control Group – C of 25 students. The
experimental group was undergo a training of four
weeks for Sand Running training. ANCOVA was
used for data analysis and level of significance was
selected as 0.05.
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 RESULT OF  THE STUDY
Table-1

Analysis of Covariance of Sand Running Training Group and Control Group for 100
Meter Running Performance

Test 
 

Group ANCOVA TABLE 
A B SS Df MSS ‘F’ 

Pre Test Mean 16.03 16.08 0.03 1 0.03 0.03 
48.08 48 1.00 

Post Test Mean 15.57 15.94 0.91 1 0.91 0.94 46.30 48 0.96 

Adjusted Mean 15.69 15.91 0.64 1 0.64 7.97 
3.77 47 0.08 

From Table-1 it can be seen that in the pretest mean value of Group A, Group B in 100 Meter
Running Test is respectively 16.03 and 16.08 the posttest mean value of Group A, Group B in 100
Meter Running Test is respectively 15.57 and 15.94; where as adjusted mean value of Group A,
Group B in 100 Meter Running Test is respectively 15.69 and 15.91.

Further from above Table-1 it is evident that calculated ‘f’ value of pretest means is 0.03
which is not significant at 0.05 level; hence it can be concluded that the randomization of the groups
were equal.

Further from above Table-1 it is evident that calculated ‘f’ value of posttest mean is 0.94
which is insignificant at 0.05 level; and the ‘f’ value of adjusted means is 7.97, which is significant at
0.05 level showing significant difference among the pretest and posttest means of the experimental
and control group.

Graph -1
Means of Sand Running Training group and Control Group in the Performance of 100 Meter

Running
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CONCLUSION
Result of the study showed that, four weeks of Sand Running training significantly improve 100
Meter Running performance of the selected school students.
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ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  માં િન કામ કમ યોગ- ગીતાની આધારિશલા  
उप नष णं य यां परं ेय इ त । 
                                 અથાત “ માં ઉ મ ેય રહ ુ ં છે તે ઉપિનષ ્  ” 

 ભારતીય ત વ ાનની આ ઉપિનષદો ‘ ગંગો ી ’ છે. ભારતવષના નભોમંડળમાં ઉપિનષદોએ સૌથી વ ુ ચમકાવતા તેજ વી તારલાઓ છે. 

મનો િનમળ કાશ વષ થી મ ુ યને ધારમય વન રા ીમાં પથદશક બની કાશ પાથર  ર ા છે.  

    ઉપિનષદોમાં વેદસં હતાઓમાં રહલા િસ ાંતો તથા ાનને વ ુ પ ટ તથા િવશ ્  ર તે ર ૂ કરવામાં આ ુ ં છે.સં હતાના ઋિષઓએ  

દશન ક ુ  હ ુ ં તેને ઉપિનષદોના િવચારક ઋિષઓએ િતભા ારા ુ ગ ય બનાવીને દશનના પમાં ુત ક ુ  છે. કહવાય છે ક ...... 

  वेदानां ानगभाणां सारं सारं वचाय च ।  

  त व पेण य ेव वेदा तेषु न पतम ् ।। 1 

    વેદોમાં િતમ ાન, સાર પ િસ ાંતોને વેદાંત કહવાય છે. અને વેદના ાન પ  તેની ન ક હોવાથી ઉપિનષદો ‘વેદાંત’ કહવાય છે.  

    હવે, ઉપિનષદનો અથ, યા યા, સં યા,મહ વ અને ુ ય ઉપિનષદોને િવગતે તપાસીએ....... 

ઉપિનષદ શ દનો અથ : 

  उप नष यते पा यते मा मभावो ऽनया इ त उप नष  । 
 અથાત એના વડ નો સા ા કાર કર  શકાય તે ઉપિનષદ કહવાય છે.  

ઉપિનષદ શ દ उप + न+ स નો બનેલો છે.ઉપિનષ ્  એટલે પાસે બેસ ુ.ં મ ક...... 

उप – પાસે 

नी –નીચે 

स  – બેસ ુ.ં 

‘स ’ ધા ુના બી  ણ અથ – ન ટ થ ુ,ં ા ત થ ું અને િશિથલ થ ું થાય છે. 

અથા ્ આ ઉપિનષદોના અ યાસથી અ ાનનો નાશ થાય છે. ની ા ત થાય છે. જ મમરણનાં ુ ઃખ િશિથલ થાય છે.  

‘ ુ ની પાસે નીચે ન ક બેસ ું ’, આ િશ ટ અથ િન પ  થાય છે. અહ  ઉપિનષ ્  ુ ં ાન ુ ની પાસે ન ક બેસીને ાન ા ત કરવા ુ ં 

ૂ ચન કર ુ ં છે. મે ૂલર કહ છે ક It Would express the idea of session on assembly of pupils sitting down near their teacher to 

listen to his instruction. 

ઉપિનષદ શ દની યા યા : 

ઉપિનષ ્  શ દની યા યા ુદા ુદા િવ ાનો ારા કરવામાં આવી છે. 

 શંકરાચાય ઉપિનષ ્  ની યા યા આપતા ક ુ ં છે ક –य इमां म व यामुपया या मभावेन..... 
 કિવ ી હાનાલાલ કહ છે ક ઉપિનષદો એટલે અ પસ ૂ હ ુ ં ુ ત ચતન. 

 પિ મના િવ ાનો ઉપિનષ ્  ને ગહન અથમાં સમ વે છે.  

 ડોયસન ‘રહ યમય શ દ ’ અને ‘રહ યમય પાઠ ’ એવી યા યા આપે છે.  

 ઓ ડન બગ ‘ઉપિનષ ્ ’ ને ‘ઉપાસના’ તર ક ૂલવે છે.  

 જમન ત વ ચતક શોપેનહોઅર ઉપિનષ ્  િવશે ક ુ ં છે ક ....... 

From every sentence (of the Upnisads) deep original and sublime thoughts dries,and the whole….is pervaded by a high 

and earnest spirit. 

ઉપિનષદની સં યા : 

ઉપિનષ ્  ની સં યાની બાબતમાં ૂબ મતભેદ છે. ૨૫૦ ુલ ઉપિનષ ાંથી ૧૦૮ હાલ ુકતોપિનષ ્  અ ુસાર ગણી શકાય. આમ , છતાં 

શંકરાચાય ુ ય ૧૦ ઉપિનષદો ઉપર ભા ય લ ુ ં છે. ુકતોપિનષ ્  માં દશા યા ુસાર તેમના નામ નીચે માણે છે.  

ईश केन कठ न मु डक मा डू य ति तर । 
एतरेय च छा दो यं बृ हदार यकं दश ।। 

‘ઇશ’, કન, કંઠ,તૈિ ર ય, ઐતરય, છાંદો ય અને ૃહદાર યક એ દસ છે.  

Dr. Kunjal H. Trivedi
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‘ઇશ’, કન, કંઠ,તૈિ ર ય, ઐતરય, છાંદો ય અને ૃહદાર યક એ દસ છે.  

ઉપિનષદનો રચનાકાળ : 

     ઉપિનષ ્  ના રચનાકાળ િવષે િવિવધ મતો વત છે :   

 યોિતષશા ા ુસાર ઉપિનષ ્  નો સમય ઇ.સ. .ૂ ૨૫૦૦નો િનયત કરવો જોઈએ. 
 લોકમા ય િતલક ઉપિનષ ્  નો સમય ઇ.સ. .ૂ ૧૬૦૦ નો  માને છે. 

 પોલ ડોયસન ઉપિનષ ્  નો સમય ઇ.સ. ૧૦૦૦ થી ઇ.સ. .ૂ ૫૦૦ ના ગાળામાં થયેલ માને છે.  

 વો ટર બેન ઉપિનષ ્  નો સમય ઇ.સ. ૭૦૦ થી ૫૫૫૦ વ ચે રચાયેલ માને છે. 

કટલાક અવાચીન ઉપિનષદો ચૌદમી પંદરમી ક સોળમી શતા દ માં રચાયેલાં હોવા ુ ં મનાય છે.  

ઉપિનષ ્  ુ ં મહ વ : 

         ઉપિનષદો ાનના સરોવરો છે. માંથી ત વિવ ા ા ત થાય છે. તેમાં રહલો સ યો , પ , કમ િસ ાંત , સં કાર , આ મિવ ા 

વગેર ા ત કરવા વનમાં ૂબ અગ ય ુ ં મના ુ ં છે. વનના ૂ ઢ રહ યોને ઉકલનાર  એ િવ ા છે. ઉપિનષ ્  ના અ યાસથી મો ાન 

ઝંખનારના સંસારનાં બંધનો ન ટ થાય છે. માનવના િ િવધ ુ ઃખનો િશિથલ થઈ ય છે. તેથી ઉપિનષ ો અ યાસ મહ વનો છે. 

  આમ, ઉપિનષ ્  નો અથ, સં યા, યા યા સમ યા બાદ ુ ય ઉપિનષ ્  ના િવષય તરફ આગળ વધીએ....... 

ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  

‘ ाधा येन यपदेशाः भवि त। ’ - એ યાય ુજબ નામ = શીષક આપવામાં આવે છે. ‘ઈશાવા યોપિનષદ’ દસ ઉપિનષદોમાં સૌ થમ 

થાન ધરાવનાર ુ ં ઉ મ ઉપિનષદ છે. 

ઈશાવા યોપિનષાદ ું થાન : 

     આ ઉપિનષ ્  એ ુકલ ય ુવદની વાજસનેયી અથવા મા ય દન શાખાનો ૪૦મો અ યાય ‘ઇશોપિનષ ્ ’ ક ‘ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્ ’

તર ક ઓળખાય છે.  

ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  ના નામ : 

‘ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્ ’ નીચે નામે યાત છે. 

 ઇશ ઉપિનષ ્  

 ઈશાવા ય ઉપિનષ ્  

 વાજસનેય સંહ તા ઉપિનષ ્  અથવા ‘સં હતોપિનષ ્ ’ 

 ીમદ ભગવદગીતાના ૮-૧૦ માં ‘મં ોપિનષ ્ ’ તર ક ઓળખવામાં આવે છે. 

 ईश નો યાં વાસ છે તે સા ા કાર કરાવ ુ ં  ઉપિનષ ્  એટલે ઈશાવા યોપિનષ  ્

આ ઉપિનષ ાં ુલ ૧૮ મં ો આપવામાં આ યા છે. ઉપિનષ ્  ૂ ં ું , સરળ અને ૂઢ રહ યોથી ભર ૂ ર મહાસાગર સમાન છે. વ પની 

ટએ આ ઉપિનષ ્  બધાની અલગ તર  આવે છે. આ ઉપિનષ ાં ય ત કમ અને ાનની ગ રમા ૂબ મહ વની દશાવવામાં આવી છે. 

આ ઉપિનષ ્  ના ૧૮ મં ોમાં ૧૮ અ યાયવાળ  ગીતા ું ાન ભર ું છે.  

ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  ના ઋિષ, છંદ, િવિનયોગ : 

 ઋિષ : 

   આ ઉપિનષ ્  ના ઋિષ નારાયણ માનવામાં આવે છે . ય ુવદ સં હતામાં ચાલીસમાં અ યાયના ઋિષ તર ક “ઋિષ દ ધતમાં નામ 

જણાય છે. 

 છંદ : 

પરમા મા આ ઉપિનષ ્  ના દવતા છે અને છંદ અ ુ ુપ અથવા િ ુપ છે.  

 િવિનયોગ : 

     ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  નો િવિનયોગ કમમાં કરવામાં આ યો છે. ાનકા ડ પણ િતપાધ િવષય ર ો છે. 

ઈશાવા યોપિનષદ શાંિત પાઠ :   

   ॐ पूणमदः पूण मदं पूणात ्  पूणमुद यते । 
      पूण य पूणमादाय पूणमेवाव श यते ।।  
    ॐ शाि तः शाि तः शाि तः । 
   ૂણ પ કારણમાંથી ૂણ જગત પ કાય બાદ કર  લેવામાં આવે તો પણ ૂણ  જ શેષ રહ છે.  

      અહ , ઇશોપિનષ ા આ શા તપાઠમાં સં ૂણ ઇશોપિનષ ્  ુ ં રહ ય ટ થઈ ય છે. આ મં પાઠથી શા તનો થરભાવ 

અ ુભવાય છે. 

ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  માં િન કામ કમયોગ – ગીતાની આધારિશલા :  

     ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  ના થમ અને તીય બંને મં ોમાં કમમીમાંસા જોવા મળે છે.ગીતા એ કમયોગની ગંગો ી છે.  

     ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  નો થમ મં  જોઈએ તો..... 
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     ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  ના થમ અને તીય બંને મં ોમાં કમમીમાંસા જોવા મળે છે.ગીતા એ કમયોગની ગંગો ી છે.  

     ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  નો થમ મં  જોઈએ તો..... 

  ईशावा य मदं सव यत क च जग या जगत ्  ।  

  तेन य तेन भू जीथाः मा गृधः क यि व  धनम ्  । 3 

   અથાત, આ જગતમાં  કઈ ચરાચર છે.તે સવ ઇશ વડ યા ત થવાને યો ય છે . તે સવનો યાગ કર  તારા આ મા ું ર ણ કર લોભ 

- લાલસા રાખીશ નહ , ધન કો ુ ં છે ભલા ? 

 આ શા તમં ુ ં તા પય છે ક સવ   છે તે સવ  ભ ુ ં  ભ ુ ં  છે. અખલ ાંડમાં  કઈ આ ચરાચર જગત જોવામાં તથા સાંભળવામાં 

આવે છે તે બ ુ જ સવાધાર સવાિધપિત, સવ  ૂણ પ પરમે ર વડ જ યા ત છે. 

આ જ વાત ીમ ગ ીતાના અ યાય-૯ ના ૪ થા લોકમાં ર ૂ કરવામાં આવી છે. 

   मया तत म  सव जग  य तमू तना ।  

   म था न सवभूता न न चोहं ते वव थनः ।। 4 

 અથા ્ મારા વડ જ જગત યા ત છે અને બધાં ાણીમા  મારામાં પરોવાયેલાં છે. સઘળાં ૂતો મારામાં સંક પને આધાર થત છે.  

અહ  ભગવ ીતામાં ઉપિનષ ્  પી ગાયો ુ ં અ ૃત સં હત છે. આ જગતનો ચરાચર પદાથ ઈ રથી સભર યાગની ભાવનાથી ભોગવવા ુ ં 

જોઈએ. અથવા તો યાગની ભાવના કળવીને આ મા ુ ં ર ણ કર ુ ં જોઈએ. કારણ ક ધન તો કો ુ ં છે ? એ કોઈ ુ ંય નથી. ઈ ર જ ચરાચર 

જગતનો આ મા છે. આવી ભાવનાવાળાને યાગભાવ જ ઉ ચ ક ાનો મનાયો છે. આ ગિતશીલ િવ માં  ગિતમંદ પદાથ  પસાર થાય છે. તે 

સવ ઈ રના િનવાસને યો ય છે. તે બધાં જ પદાથ  ઈ રથી સભર છે. 

       ગીતાના અ ય ૧૦માં અ યાયમાં પણ નીચેના લોકમાં યથાથ ભાવ ર ૂ થયેલો છે. 

   य चा प सवभूतानां बीजं तदहमजन ।  

   न तदि त वना य या मया भूतं चराचरम ्  ।। 5 

અથા ્ ભગવાન ી ૃ ણ કહ છે ક એ ુ ં કોઈ ચર ક અચર ૂત નથી  મારા િવના હોઈ શક. વધાર ુ ં ? ું એક જ આ આખા જગતને ધારણ 

કર ને રહલો .ંઆ જગતમાં યાગભાવના ૂવક મા  કત યપરાયણ થઈને જ િવષયોનો યથાિવિધ ઉપભોગ કરવો જોઈએ. 

  यतः वृ ि तभूतानां येन सवमदं ततम ्  ।  

   वकमणा तम य य स ं व द त मानवः ।। 6 

અથાત,  પરમે રથી સઘળા ાણીઓની ઉ પિ  થઈ છે અને નાથી આ આ ું જગત યાપે ુ ં છે , એ પરમે રની પોતાના વાભાિવક કમ  

વડ ૂ  કર ને માણસ પરમ િસ  પામે છે.      માનવમા ું ચરમ લ ય જ મનને િવષયમાં આસ ત ન થવા દ ું તેમાં છે અને તેમાં જ 

સઘળાં વો ુ ં ક યાણ છે. એ જ વન વવાની સાચી ર ત છે. 

        હવે,ઈશાવા યોપિનષદનો બીજો મં  જોઈએ. 

   कुव नेह कमा ण िजजी वषे छतं समाः ।  

   एवं व य ना ययेतो ऽि त न कम ल यते नरे ।।7 

અથા ્ અહ  આ લોકોમાં જ કમ  કરતાં કરતાં જ માણસે સો વરસ વન વવાની ઇ છાવાળા રહ ુ ં. તાર એ જ માણેનો આ ે ઠ માગ છે. 

આનાથી ુદો કોઈ માગ નથી. કમથી માણસ ખરડાતો નથી. 

ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ો આ બીજો મં  કમમીમાંસાથી ભર ૂ ર છે. 

“The Gita doctrine of karmahyoga is anticipated here.” 

- D.S.Sharma  

  ઉપ ુ ત િવધાન સવથા ઉચત છે. ગીતા મ વન વવાની ર ત શીખવે છે , તેમ આ બીજો મં  પણ ઈ ર આપે ુ ં સો વષ ું આ ુ ય 

કઈ ર તે ભોગવ ુ ં તે સમ વે છે. 

      આ મં  મ ુ ય વનમાં પરમ ઉ જવળ આશાવાદ ેર છે. અને ુ ધ, સા વક કમ તરફ આગળ વધવાનો ઉ સાહ પણ જગાડ છે. અહ  

આ મં નો ઉદ ય કમનો યાગ કરવાનો નથી. પરં ુ  કમ કરતાં કરતાં િન કામભાવે સો વષ પયત વન વવાનો સંદશ આપે છે. 

       અહ  ગીતાનાં અ યાય ૨ નો ૪૭મો લોક આ જ અથ વ ુ પ ટ ર તે સમ વે છે. 

   कम येवा धकार ते मा फलेषु कदाचन ।  

   मा कमफलहेतुभूमो ते स गो ऽ वकम ण ।।8 

         અથા ્ તારો કમ કરવામાં જ અિધકાર છે, માટ કમ ના ફળનો હ ુ  થઈશ નહ. ફલાપે ાથી ર હત થઈને કત ય ુ ધથી કમ કર. 

        િન કામ ભાવે કમ કરવાથી મનની બધી વાસનાઓનો ય થાય છે અને ચ ુ  થાય છે.તેવા ુ  ચ માં આ મ ાન ઉદય થાય 

છે.િન કામભાવે કર ુ ં કમ બંધનકારક નથી. સકામ કમથી જ ુ ય ક પાપ પી ફળનો ઉદય થાય છે અને તે ભોગવવા શર ર ધારણ કર ું પડ 

છે. આમ, સકામ કમ કરનાર માટ જ મમરણની ઘટમાળ અપ રહાય છે. આપણે ફાળે આવેલા કમ િન કામભાવે કરવાં જોઈએ. 

   न ह कि चत णाम प जातु न ठतय कमकृत ।  

   कायते यवशः कम सवः कृ तजैगुणैः।। 9 
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       અથા ્ ખરખર કોઈપણ માણસ કદાિપ ણમા  કમ કયા વગર રહતો નથી. કારણ ક સમ  મ ુ ય સ ુદાયને ૃિત જતન ુણો વડ 

પરવશ થઇને કમ તો કર ુ ં જ પડ છે. 

       ૃિતજ ય ુણ માણેના ુ ધ કમ ના આચરણ ારા ઈ રાપણ ુ ધથી, િન કામભાવે કરલ કમ જ ઈ રની મોટામાં મોટ  અચના છે. 

કમની આસ તનો યાગ મા  કમમાં જ િન ઠા રાખવાથી આસ તનો લેપ લાગતો નથી. અથા ્ બંધન ા ત થ ુ ં નથી. આ જ કમ ુ ં કૌશ ય 

છે.         મ ક વ છ ને િવષ ુ ત કરો અને પછ  તેને પકડવાથી ઝેરની કોઈ અસર થશે ન હ. આથી માણસ મા  માટ આ લોકમાં આ ર તે 

કમમય વન વવા િસવાય અ યમાં આસ તનો યાગ જ કમયોગ કહવાયો છે.  

        વયં ભગવાન ી ૃ ણ પણ કમમાં લીન રહ છે. ગીતાના અ યાય-૩ માં વયં ભગવાને આ વાત સમ વી છે ક.... 

   न मे पायाि त कतवयं षु लोकेषु क चन ।  

   नानवा तमवा त यं वत ऐव च कम ण ।। 10 

         અથા ્ હ પાથ ! માર આ ણેય લોકમાં ન તો ક ુ ં કત ય છે ક ન કશીય ા ત કરવાં વી વ ુ અ ા ય છે. છતાંય ુ ં કમમાં જ 

વ ુ .ં 

         આ મં ના અથનો િવ તાર વયં પરમા માએ કય  છે. વયં ભગવાન ી ૃ ણ આ વન કમયોગી રહ ને જ વે છે. બી ને 

ેરણા પ બનવા વયં લોકસં હાથ પણ તે કમમાં રત રહ છે. તો આપણે પામર મ ુ યે કમ તો કર ુ ં જ ર ુ ં. 

શોધપ નો િન કષ : 

       સમ  ઉપિનષ ્  આ મો િત કરના ુ ં  છે. આ ઉપિનષદો જ શ ત – દ ય – ેરણાની મહાન ખાણો છે.  

  सव प नषदो गावो दो धा गोपालन दनः ।  

  पाथ  व सः सुधीभ ता दु धं गीतामृ तं महत ्  ।। 11 

અથા ્ ગીતા ું  આ યા મ – ચતન છે તેનો ૂળ ોત ઉપિનષ ્  જ છે.  

 ી ચ મયાનંદ વામી કહ છે ક સમ  ગીતાની દર આ ઉપિનષ ્  નો િન કામ – કમયોગનો ાણ ધબક  ર ો છે. નારાયણ યેની સં ૂણ 

શરણાગિત અને િન: વાથ સેવાના પમાં કરવામાં આવતા કમ એ જ ઉપિનષદો તથા ગીતાનો ધાન િવષય છે. યા વ કયના ુ ુ  ૂ ય ી 

ૃ ણના િશ ય હતા, એટલે વાભાિવક ર તે જ ગીતા તથા ઉપિનષ ્  ની દર આ સૈ ાંિતક તથા વૈચા રક સા ય આવે જ છે. 

      આમ, ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  ના થમ બે મં ો ઈ ર વડ સઘ ં યા ત છે તે ભાવ ગટ કર છે. િવ  ઈ ર ુ ં અિધ ઠાન છે. ઈશની તે 

લીલા ૂ િમ છે. અ ુ ં – અ ુમાં તે યા ત છે. દરકનો તે મા લક છે.આથી માણસે િન: ૃ હા રા યા વગર તથા ધન- લાલસા વગર અનાસ ત 

ભાવે નીરંતર કમ કરતાં રહ ું જોઈએ. તેમાં જ સાચો આનંદ છે. 

        ગાંધીના ઉપિનષ ્  િવશેના િવચારો ૂબ મહ વની વાત સમ વે છે, તે કહ છે ક , જો તમામ હ ુશા નો લોપ પામે અને 

ઈશાવા યોપિનષ ્  ના આ એકલા થમ બે મં ો જ બચી ય તો હ ુ  ધમનો સંદશો આવનાર  તમામ પેઢ ઓ માટ ફ ત સદાચાર ૂણ 

વન વવાની અને અનાસ ત ભાવની િવચારધારા રાખવાની જ ર છે. 

         ીમદ ભગવ ીતા કહ છે ક,Seems to have spreng directly from the spirit of this 

         The lord used the sentiments of this scripture so liberally but freely in the Geeta that the song of the lord looks almost 

an original and Independent work.12 

કમ એ જ ુની મોટ  સેવા છે. તેનાથી જ મહાન સફળતા ા ત કર  શકાય છે. આ ઉપિનષ ્  નો આ કમનો માનવ વનને સાથક કરવાનો 

મહાન સંદશ છે. િતમ લ યની ા ત માટ સંસાર ય ને ભાગી ન જતાં અહ  રહ ને જ િન કામ કમ ારા આ મ ાન ા ત કર ું એ જ 

િતમ લ ય મના ુ ં છે. 

  कमणैव ह सांस माि थता जनकादयः ।  

  लोकसं हमेवा प संप य कतुमह स ।। 13 

    કમ ારા આ મ ાન ા ત કર ુ ં એ જ િતમ લ ય મના ુ ં છે. 
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Snehalben J. Patel
A Study of consumer behaviour regarding level of importance of buying tooth paste in order
 to protect teeth from oral diseases and take care of mouth with reference to occupation

The oral care industry, over the last few years, has been one of the fastest-growing FMCG
sector. It is divided into five categories - toothpaste, toothbrush, toothpowder, mouthwash and other
oral care products like dental floss.The oral care products market (or dental consumables) includes the
small tools and products used to deliver dental care, such as biomaterials, prostheses, endodontic,
orthodontic and periodontal products, restoratives, alloys, cements, bonding agents, impression materi-
als, preventives, disposables, and other products.In the research paper to study of consumer behaviour
regarding level of importance of buying tooth paste in order to protect teeth from oral diseases and take
care of mouth with reference to occupation
Introduction:
In marketing management, consumer behaviour has vital importance in present scenario. Because, study
of consumer behaviour uses comprehensive knowledge of consumer. More ever, consumer behaviour is a
rapidly growing field of research in the area of marketing management.
The oral care industry, over the last few years, has been one of the fastest-growing FMCG sector. It is
divided in to five categories- toothpaste, toothbrush, toothpowder, mouthwashes and oral care products
like dental flosses. Oral-care as an industry in India has grown to become one of the most promising and
progressive sectors poised for rapid growth.
Objective:
The main objective of this study is below:
“To Study of consumer behaviour regarding level of importance of buying tooth paste in order to protect
teeth from oral diseases and take care of mouth with reference to occupation.”
Hypothesis:
 In this study two hypothesis are as under:
Null hypothesis:
H0:There is no significant difference between occupation of respondents and their opinion regarding level
of important of buying tooth paste in order to protect teeth from oral diseases and take care of mouth.
Alternative hypothesis:
H1: There is significant difference between occupation of respondents and their opinion regarding level of
important of buying tooth paste in order to protect teeth from oral diseases and take care of mouth.
Table:
According to Occupation and their opinion regarding level of important of buying tooth paste in order to

protect teeth from oral diseases and take care of mouth.

Level of Important – 
Toothpaste 

Occupation Total 
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Very 
Important 

Count 160 117 74 113 1 39 504 

% within 
Occupation 44.0% 43.0% 67.9% 45.4% 0.9% 39.8% 42.0% 

Count 124 87 33 134 87 58 523  *Research Student,HNGU, Patan

Snehalben J. Patel
A Study of consumer behaviour regarding level of importance of buying tooth paste in order
 to protect teeth from oral diseases and take care of mouth with reference to occupation
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(Source: Questionnaire – section. 1 Q. no: 5 and Section. 2   Q. no: 11.1)
Above table shows that:
1. 44.0% student occupation respondents, 43.0% service occupation respondents, 67.9% business
occupation respondents, 45.4% agricultural occupation respondents, 0.9% house wife occupation
respondents, and 39.8% any other occupations respondents indicate level of very important of buying
tooth paste to protect teeth from oral diseases and take care of mouth.
2. 22.0% student occupation respondents, 24.6% service occupation respondents, 0.9% business
occupation respondents, 0.0% agricultural occupation respondents, 17.6% house wife occupation
respondents, and 0.0% any other occupations respondents indicate level of not important of buying tooth
paste to protect teeth from oral diseases and take care of mouth.

Hypothesis Testing:
 Value Difference Asymp. Sig. 

 (2 Sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 239.836a 20 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 320.591 20 .000 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association .672 1 .412 

N of Valid Cases 1200   
Hypothesis
H01:There is no significant difference between occupation of respondents and their opinion regarding level
of important of buying tooth paste in order to protect teeth from oral diseases and take care of mouth.
The calculation value is higher than table value. So H1 hypothesis accepted.
Conclusion:
Its concluded that 44.0% student occupation respondents, 43.0% service occupation respondents, 67.9%
business occupation respondents, 45.4% agricultural occupation respondents, 0.9% house wife occupation
respondents, and 39.8% any other occupations respondents indicate level of very important of buying
tooth paste to protect teeth from oral diseases and take care of mouth.22.0% student occupation
respondents, 24.6% service occupation respondents, 0.9% business occupation respondents, 0.0%
agricultural occupation respondents, 17.6% house wife occupation respondents, and 0.0% any other
occupations respondents indicate level of not important of buying tooth paste to protect teeth from oral
diseases and take care of mouth. H1 hypothesis accepted.

References:
1.Phillip Kotler, Principles of marketing, PHI Ltd. New Delhi 11th Edition, 2003, p. 120-130
2.Pradeep Kumar, “Marketing and Research” First 1990-91, Kedar Nath Meerut.
3.S. A. Sherlekar, Marketing Management, Himalaya Publishing House, Mumbai, 2011,p.1.
4.Solomon, Michael R., Judith, L. Zaichkowsky and Rosemary Polegato. Consumer Behaviour, Online
     Study Guide for Consumer Behaviour English.

Important 
Count 124 87 33 134 87 58 523 

% within 
Occupation 34.1% 32.0% 30.3% 53.8% 80.6% 59.2% 43.6% 

Not 
Important 

Count 80 67 1 0 19 0 167 
% within 

Occupation 22.0% 24.6% 0.9% 0.0% 17.6% 0.0% 13.9% 

Not at all 
Important 

Count 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 
% within 

Occupation 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.4% 0.9% 0.0% 0.3% 

Can’t say 
Count 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 

% within 
Occupation 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 1.0% 0.3% 

Total 
Count 364 272 109 249 108 98 1200 

% within 
Occupation 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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A Comparative Study of Consumer Preferences and Perception about
Branded and Non– branded Ice Cream: with Reference to monthly income.

Marketing management is the process of management of marketing activities and programme, so
as to achieve the predetermined objects of an organization. It signifies an important functional area of
management. study of consumer behaviour plays vital role in the field of marketing. Hence perception of
consumer is very important for knowing consumer behaviour. It enables marketer to assess how consumer
view different brands in a products category and marketer can identify area in consumer needs are not
being adequately met.
Ice-cream is typically regarded as seasonal product. In urban and rural area, there are number of branded
and non-branded ice-cream player. A study of preference and perception of branded and non-branded
product can provide a surds base for formation and implementation of marketing strategies with reference
to monthly income.
Consumer is the king of market. So, study of consumer behaviour plays vital role in the field of marketing.
Hence perception of consumer is very important for knowing consumer behaviour. It enables marketer to
assess how consumer view different brands in a products category and marketer can identify area in
consumer needs are not being adequately met.
Ice-cream is typically regarded as seasonal product. In urban and rural area, there are number of branded
and non-branded ice-cream player. A study of preference and perception of branded and non-branded
product can provide a surds base for formation and implementation of marketing strategies.
Objective:
1. To study and review ice-cream brand.
2. To study respondents’ general opinion regarding preference and perception about ice-cream.
Hypothesis:
H0: null hypothesis:
There is no significance difference between monthly income of respondents and their opinion regarding
consuming branded and non-branded ice cream.
H1: alternative hypothesis:
There issignificance difference between monthly income of respondents and their opinion regarding
consuming branded and non-branded ice cream.

Brand Name of Ice 
cream 

Income 

Total Up to 
20,000 

20,001 
to 

40,000 

40,001 
to 

60,000 

60,001 
to 

80,000 

Above 
80,001 

Vadilal 
Count 16 28 16 16 44 120 
% 13.3% 23.3% 13.3% 13.3% 36.7% 100% 

Havmor 
Count 36 52 8 0 0 96 
% 37.5% 54.2% 8.3% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 

Amul 
Count 4 48 0 64 0 116 
% 3.4% 41.4% 0.0% 55.2% 0.0% 100% 

H1: alternative hypothesis:
There issignificance difference between monthly income of respondents and their opinion regarding
consuming branded and non-branded ice cream.
Cross tabulation
The Cross tabulation of monthly income of respondents with branded and non-branded ice cream with
reference to age is blow table.

Cross tabulation of monthly income of respondents with branded and non-branded ice cream
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Amul 
Count 4 48 0 64 0 116 
% 3.4% 41.4% 0.0% 55.2% 0.0% 100% 

Vimal 
Count 36 44 0 8 16 104 
% 34.6% 42.3% 0.0% 7.7% 15.4% 100% 

Baharat 
Count 8 0 52 0 0 60 
% 13.3% 0.0% 86.7% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 

Bharkadevi 
Count 24 0 0 0 0 24 
% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 

Madhavi 
Count 0 28 52 0 0 80 
% 0.0% 35.0% 65.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 

Total 
Count 124 200 128 88 60 600 
% 20.7% 33.3% 21.3% 14.7% 10.0% 100% 

Source: Survey Questionnaire - Part - I Q. No.- 3 and Part II Q. No. 3
Above table shows that
1. 13.3 % respondents from up to ¹  20,000 income group, 23.3 % respondents from ¹  20,001 to ¹

40,000 income group, 13.3% respondents from ¹ 40,001 to ¹  60,000 income group, 13.3 %
respondents from ¹  60,001 to ¹  80,000 income group and 36.7% respondents from above ¹
80,000 income group consume branded ice cream – Vadilal.

2. 37.5 % respondents from up to ¹  20,000 income group, 54.2 % respondents from ¹  20,001 to ¹
40,000 income group, 8.3% respondents from ¹ 40,001 to ¹  60,000 income  group consume
branded ice cream – Havmor.

3. 3.4% respondents from up to ¹  20,000 income group, 41.4 % respondents from ¹  20,001 to ¹
40,000 income group, and 55.2 % respondents from ¹  60,001 to ¹  80,000 income group consume
branded ice cream – Amul.

4. 34.6% respondents from up to ¹  20,000 income group, 42.3% respondents from ¹  20,001 to ¹
40,000 income group, 7.7% respondents from ¹  60,001 to ¹  80,000 income group and 15.4%
respondents from above ¹ 80,000 income group consume branded ice cream – Vimal.

5. 13.3 % respondents from up to ¹  20,000 income group , 86.7% respondents from ¹ 40,001 to ¹
60,000 income group, consume non branded ice cream – Bharat.

6. 100% respondents from up to ¹  20,000 income group, consume non branded ice cream –
Bharkadevi.

7. 35% respondents from ¹  20,001 to ¹  40,000 income group, 65% respondents from ¹ 40,001 to
¹  60,000 income group, consume non branded ice cream – Madhavi.

Chi-Square Tests

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 735.088a 24 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 711.248 24 .000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 13.178 1 .000 
N of Valid Cases 600     

a. 3 cells (8.6%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.40. 
Hypothesis:
H0 There is no significance difference between income of respondents and their opinion regarding consuming
branded and non-branded ice cream. Above the table no. 5.3.2 of Chi-x2 test indicates that the value of
Chi-x2 is lower than 0.05. Therefore, H0 is accepted.
Conclusion:
Its concluded that 37.5 % respondents from up to ¹  20,000 income group, 54.2 % respondents from ¹
20,001 to ¹  40,000 income group, 8.3% respondents from ¹ 40,001 to ¹  60,000 income  group consume
branded ice cream – Havmor. 35% respondents from ¹  20,001 to ¹  40,000 income group, 65% respondents
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 significance difference between income of respondents and their opinion regarding consuming branded
and non-branded ice cream. Above the table no. 5.3.2 of Chi-x2 test indicates that the value of Chi-x2 is
lower than 0.05. Therefore, H0 is accepted.
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FORENSIC ACCOUNTING: NEED IN CURRENT SENARIO
In this research article meaning of Forensic accounting and why is it needed is

explained. This paper also examines obstacles included in it. As forensic account is known as
investigation of accounts, it is very useful for auditing. Forensic Accounting encompasses
both Litigation Support and Investigative Accounting. Forensic Accountants can be engaged
in public practice or employed by insurance companies, banks, police forces, government
agencies and other organizations. A brief history of forensic accounting is also concluded
here.
Keywords    Forensic Accounting, Forensic Investigation, Audit, Litigation Support.
“ Forensic” means “suitable for use in a
court of law”, and it is to that standard and
potential outcome that forensic accountants
generally have to work. Forensic accountants,
also referred to as forensic auditors or
investigative auditors, often have to give
expert evidence at the eventual trial. Forensic
accounting, forensic accountancy or financial
forensics is the specialty practice area of
accounting that describes engagements that
result from actual or anticipated disputes or
litigation. All of the larger accounting firms,
as well as many medium-sized and boutique
firms and various Police and Government
agencies have specialist forensic accounting
departments. Within these groups, there may
be further sub-specializations: some forensic
accountants may, for example, just specialize
in insuranceclaims, personal injury claims,
fraud, anti-money-laundering, construction, or
royaltyaudits.
What is Forensic Accounting?

The integration of accounting, auditing
and investigative skills yields the speciality
known as Forensic Accounting.

According to th Webster’s Dictionary
“Forensic” means, “Belonging to, used in or
suitable to courts of judicature or to public
discussion and debate.”

“Forensic Accounting”, provides an
accounting analysis that is suitable to the court
which will form the basis for discussion,
debate and ultimately dispute resolution.
As Forensic Accountants, we utilize
accounting, auditing and investigative skills
when conducting an investigation.  Equally
critical is our ability to respond immediately

and to communicate financial information
clearly and concisely in a courtroom setting.
They are trained to look beyond the numbers
and deal with the business reality of the
situation.

There are other terminologies which
are required to be understood which are as
under:
Forensic Investigation

The utilization of specialized
investigative skills in carrying out an inquiry
conducted in such a manner that the outcome
will have application to a court of law.  A
Forensic Investigation may be grounded in
accounting, medicine, engineering or some
other discipline.
Forensic Audit

An examination of evidence regarding
an assertion to determine its correspondence
to established criteria carried out in a manner
suitable to the court.  A forensic audit can be
conducted in order to prosecute a party for
fraud, embezzlement or other financial claims.
In addition, an audit may be conducted to
determine negligence or even to determine
how much spousal or child support an individual
will have to pay.

Forensic auditing is a specialization
within the field of accounting, and forensic
auditors often provide expert testimony during
trial proceedings. Most large accounting firms
have a forensic auditing department. The audit
covers a wide range of investigative activities
performed by accountants. The process may
also include serving as an expert witness in a
fraud trial. It could also cover situations that
do not involve fraud or embezzlement, such

Modi Kinnariben . A
FORENSIC ACCOUNTING: NEED IN CURRENT SENARIO
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as disputes related to a bankruptcy, business
closures, and divorces.
Internal Audit

An audit performed by an employee
who examines operational evidence to
determine whether prescribed operating
procedures have been followed.
External Audit

An audit performed by an auditor
engaged in public practice leading to the
expression of a professional opinion which
lends credibility to the assertion under
examination.
Financial Forensics

A field that combines criminal
investigation skills with financial auditing skills
to identify financial criminal activity coming
from within or outside of an organization.
Financial forensics may be used in
prevention, detection and recovery activities
to investigate terrorism and other criminal
activity, provide oversight to private-sector
and government organizations, and assess
organizations’ vulnerability to fraudulent
activities.

Financial forensics is similar to forensic
accounting, which utilizes accounting, auditing
and investigative skills to analyze a company’s
financial statements for possible fraud in
conjunction with anticipated or ongoing legal
action. Forensic accountants may also work
with government agencies, including tax
authorities, to recover illegally obtained funds
or help prosecute money laundering. Forensic
accountants can also help companies design
accounting and auditing systems to manage
and reduce risk.
Litigation Support

“Litigation Support”, provides
assistance of an accounting nature in a matter
involving existing or pending litigation.  It
deals primarily with issues related to the
quantification of economic damages.  A typical
litigation support assignment would be
calculating the economic loss resulting from a
breach of contract.
Forensic Accountant

A Forensic Accountant is often
retained to analyze, interpret, summarize and
present complex financial and business
related issues in a manner which is both
understandable and properly supported. It can
be engaged in public practice or employed
by insurance companies, banks, police forces,
government agencies and other
organizations.

A Forensic Accountant is often involved in the
following:
 Investigating and analyzing financial

evidence;
 Developing computerized applications

to assist in the analysis and
presentation of financial evidence;

 Communicating their findings in the
form of reports, exhibits and
collections of documents; and

 Assisting in legal proceedings, including
testifying in court as an expert witness and
preparing visual aids to support trial evidence.
In order to properly perform these services
a Forensic Accountant must be familiar with
legal concepts and procedures.  In addition, a
Forensic Accountant must be able to identify
substance over form when dealing with an
issue.
The process of Forensic Accounting

Each forensic accounting assignment
is unique.  Accordingly, the actual approach
adopted and the procedures performed will
be specific to it.  However, in general, many
Forensic Accounting assignments will include
the steps detailed below:
Meet with the client

It is helpful to meet with the client to
obtain an understanding of the important
facts, players and issues at hand.
Perform a conflict check

A conflict check should be carried out
as soon as the relevant parties are established.
Perform an initial investigation

It is often useful to carry out a
preliminary investigation prior to the
development of a detailed plan of action.  This
will allow subsequent planning to be based
upon a more complete understanding of the
issues.
Develop an Action Plan

This plan will take into account the
knowledge gained by meeting with the client
and carrying out the initial investigation and
will set out the objectives to be achieved and
the methodology to be utilized to accomplish
them.
Obtain the relevant evidence

Depending on the nature of the case
this may involve locating documents,
economic information, assets, a person or
company, another expert or proof of the
occurrence of an event.
Perform the analysis

The actual analysis performed will be
dependent upon the nature of the assignment
and may involve:
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calculating economic damages;
 summarizing a large number of
transactions;
 performing a tracing of assets;
 performing present value calculations
utilizing appropriate discount rates;
 performing a regression or sensitivity
analysis;
 utilizing a computerized application
such as a spread sheet, data base or computer
model; and
 utilizing charts and graphics to explain
the analysis.
Prepare the report

Often a report will be prepared which
may include sections on the nature of the
assignment, scope of the investigation,
approach utilized, limitations of scope and
findings and/or opinions.  The report will
include schedules and graphics necessary to
properly support and explain the findings.
The Merits of Forensic Accounting

Fraud Identification and Prevention
Fraud is quite common in big organizations
where the number of daily financial
transactions is huge. In such an environment,
an employee can easily undertake fraudulent
activities without being caught. Forensic
accounting helps in analyzing whether the
company’s accounting policies are followed
or not, and whether all the transactions are
clearly stated in the books of accounts. Any
deviation observed in the books of accounts
can help in identifying fraud, and necessary
measures can be taken to prevent it in the
future.
Making Sound Investment Decisions

As forensic accounting helps in
analyzing the financial standing and
weaknesses of a business, it provides a path
for investors to make thoughtful investment
decisions. A company dealing with fraud is
definitely not a good option for investment.
Therefore, the reports of forensic
accountants act as a guide for potential
investors of a company. Many organizations
also apply for loans from various financial
institutions. By performing an analysis, such
institutions can come to a decision on whether
they would like to fund a company or not.
Formulation of Economic Policies
Various cases of fraud that become evident
after forensic analysis act as a reference for
the government to formulate improved
economic policies that would be able to curb
such fraudulent activities in the future. By

doing so, the government can strengthen the
economy and prevent such illegal activities in
the country.
Rewarding Career Opportunity

As a career, forensic accounting is
extremely rewarding, as it not only involves
regular accounting activities, but also involves
identification, analysis, and reporting of the
findings during an audit. The acceptance of
reports generated by a forensic accountant
by the court of law, gives them an upper hand
as compared to other accountants. Good
forensic accountants are in high demand and
can easily draw a starting salary between
$30,000 and $60,000 per annum.
The Demerits of Forensic Accounting
Confidentiality Issue

Since the scrutiny of a company’s
financial records is done by an external
forensic accountant, the chances of leakage
of confidential matter are always there. It is
true that their code of ethics clearly mentions
that forensic accountants and other members
involved in the scrutiny must not engage in
disclosing confidential data to outsiders, but
the possibility of disclosure cannot be nullified.
Increased Chances of Threats and Negative
Publicity

If the analysis of a company’s financial
statements points out the involvement of a
particular person in fraudulent activities, there
is a significant chance that the person will try
to threaten the company to safeguard himself
from the trial. Also, any trial that confirms a
fraud happening in the company comes under
public eye and gains negative publicity, which
directly affects the reputation and investor
relations of the company.
Costs a Lot of Money

Forensic accounting can be an
expensive affair because the procedures
which accountants use involve high-end
accounting software. If study results have to
be presented in a trial, the overall expenditure
goes up even further, because the fees of
forensic accountants are quite high. This can
be a matter of concern for the organization.
Losing Employee Trust

It is quite obvious for employees to
feel offended when they come to know that
their job is under scrutiny by a third person.
If no fraud is identified, employees are left with
the feeling that the employer does not have
faith in them. Lost trust can be difficult to
regain in such cases.
Limited Use of Services
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Federal regulations limit the use of services
from a single accounting firm. Suppose a
company has tied up with one firm for
auditing, it cannot ask the firm to provide
other services to it. Therefore, a company has
to reach out to several firms for carrying out
its accounting tasks.
Conclusion
Despite the disadvantages associated with
forensic accounting, it is, and will continue to
be an important part in the world of business.
This is because it helps organizations and
individuals to figure out whether their
financial accounts are accurate or fabricated
to hide illegal activities going on within the
organization.Forensic accounting is also
increasingly playing more proactive risk
reduction roles by designing and performing
extended procedures as part of the statutory
audit, acting as advisers to audit committees,
fraud deterrence engagements, and assisting
in investment analyst research.
Weblography
 http://www.buzzle.com/articles/merits-and-
demerits-of-forensic-accounting.html
 http://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/
forensicaccounting
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Forensic_accounting
 forensicaccounting.com
 indiaforensic.com
 www.skmforensics.com
 www.forensicglobal.org
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With the coming of the Industrial Revolution, humans were able to advance further
into the 21st century. Technology developed rapidly, science became advanced and the
manufacturing age came into view. With all of these came one more effect, industrial pollution.
Earlier, industries were small factories that produced smoke as the main pollutant.
However, since the number of factories were limited and worked only a certain number of
hours a day, the levels of pollution did not grow significantly. But when these factories became
full-scale industries and manufacturing units, the issue of industrial pollution started to take
on more importance.
KEYWORDS:Health, Problems, Industrial, Pollution
INTRODUCTION

Any form of pollution that can trace its
immediate source to industrial practices is
known as industrial pollution. Most of the
pollution on the planet can be traced back to
industries of some kind. In fact, the issue of
industrial pollution has taken on grave
importance for agencies trying to fight
against environmental degradation. Countries
facing sudden and rapid growth of such
industries are finding it to be a serious
problem which has to be brought under
control immediately.

Industrial pollution takes on many
faces. It contaminates many sources of
drinking water, releases unwanted toxins into
the air and reduces the quality of soil all over
the world. Major environmental disasters
have been caused due to industrial mishaps,
which have yet to be brought under control.
Industries and factories give off
various pollutants  into  the
environment including  the  land,  air,  and
waters. It is estimated that about 50% of all
pollution is as a result of industrial and
manufacturing activities. It only displays how
industries and factories are responsible for
giving off toxic and dangerous materials into
the environment. Illnesses, loss of life, and
destruction of the ecosystem are some of the
pollution outcomes that take years to
manifest. Even so,  there are a wide range of
industrial pollution effects along with their
serious consequences.

The world Health Organization
(WHO) revealed that outdoor air pollution

A STUDY ON THE HEALTH PROBLEMSDUE TO INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION

accounts for about 2% of all lung and heart
diseases. WHO also underscores,  around
5% of all lung cancers and 1% of all chest
infections are implications of outdoor air
pollution.

In brief, these statistics indicate just
how industrial air pollution depreciates human
health. For  instance,  one  of  the  worst
industrial disasters of all times that took place
in Bhopal, India, in 1984 claimed the lives of
more than 8,000 people and the effects were
still being felt more than two decades later. This
means, industrial air pollution may not
manifest immediately but takes several years.

Industrial toxic and chemical wastes
that are disposed into water bodies or landfills
are also responsible for cancers and human
cell poisoning. For instance, exposure to
inorganic arsenic causes tumours to
form. Above  all,  industrial  pollutants  are
responsible for thousands of illnesses and
premature deaths across the globe.

Lung function is unlike respiratory
symptoms an objective measure of
respiratory health. Some studies have
observed a reduction in lung function or a
higher prevalence of respiratory symptoms
among children living in the neighborhood of
industry compared to a control area while
other studies found no association.
HEALTH PROBLEMS DUE TO INDUSTRIAL
POLLUTION

In Canada a cross-sectional study
among children (aged 6 to 18 years) found a
significant reduction of 1% in predicted FEV1
(1-s forced expiratory volume) due to an

SHAILESHKUMAR P. PRAJAPATI
A STUDY ON THE HEALTH PROBLEMSDUE TO INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION
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increase of 190 t of industrial air
PM2.5 (particulate matter with an aerodynamicdiameter  <  

ion was only observed among
boys, but not among girls [7]. A cross-
sectional study in Argentina children (aged 6
to 12 years) l iving near petrochemical
industry had a lower lung function (13% FEV1
percent predicted) and significant more
asthma (24.8% vs 10.1%), asthma
exacerbations (6.7 vs 2.9 per year) and
respiratory symptoms (average 24.4% vs
14.0%) compared to children in a semirural
region [8]. In Italy a cross-sectional study
among children (aged 6 to 14 years) living in
the vicinity of petrochemical industry showed
a lower lung function (10.3% FEV1 and 12.9%
MMEF (maximum midexpiratory flow)) and
an increase in wheezing symptoms (adjusted
prevalence ratio of 1.70) compared to
children in a reference area [9]. A Spanish
cross-sectional study among children (aged
13 to 14 years) living in the neighborhood
of petrochemical industry versus children
with no industry in surrounding areas found
no significant associations between exposure
and lung function or respiratory symptoms .
Some industries need water in large amounts.
However, they pollute water during use of it
in their processes. Pulp and paper industry is
one of them. Water pollutants can be divided
into several categories, such as heavy metals
(causing water and sediment pollution),
oxygen consuming wastes, sediment
pollution, etc. If the type of industry, such as
electroplating, cause such contamination (in
electroplating industry, heavy metal pollution
is a concern), water pollution can be
observed in receiving water bodies.

If people consume polluted waste, they
can be sick (chlorea, for example is a
waterborne disease). Some people may
develop cancer (for further reference you
can watch “A Civil Action” movie, starring John
Travolta).

Some industries, such as heavy
machinery production, manufacturing, etc.,
cause noise pollution. It is a serious issue.
Noise pollution causes physical discomfort,
hearing loss, etc.
In order to provide daily needs of the growing
population, different types of industries are
setup to produce different products. The
industries use raw materials, process them
and produce  finished products. Besides  the

finished products, a good number of by-
products are produced. Out of all the by-
products, if some are in huge quantities and
the processing is cost effective, the
industrialist preserves the by products.

If the processing of waste is a cost
prohibitive one, then the industrialist throws
the waste into the environment in the form
of gas, liquid or solid. The gases are usually
released into the atmosphere, the liquids are
discharged into aquatic bodies like canals,
rivers or sea and solid wastes are either
dumped on the land or in aquatic bodies. In
all the cases, either the air or water or land is
polluted due to dumping of wastes.

Till now, there are about 17 industries
which are declared to be most polluting. These
include  the caustic  soda, cement, distillery,
dyes and dye intermediaries, fertilisers, iron
and steel, oil refineries, paper and pulp,
pesticides and pharmaceuticals, sugar, textiles,
thermal power plants, tanneries and so on.
The table 6.5 enlists few of the industries, their
wastes (important) and the type of pollution
these induce in the environment.
DISCUSSION

The wide variety of pollutants as shown
above enter the environment and disturb the
natural eco-system affecting the biota. Due to
industrial activities, a variety of poisonous
gases like NO, SO2, NO2, SO3, Cl2, CO, CO2, H2SO4
etc.- volatile chemicals, dusts etc., are liberated
into the atmosphere causing acute pollution
problem. Besides, the accidental leakage of
poisonous gases can cause havoc.

For example, Methyl Isocynate gas
leakage from Union Carbide factory at Bhopal
caused mass killing which is known as Bhopal
gas tragedy. In addition to accidents, many of
the above poisonous gases induce depletion
of ozone layer, creation of ozone hole. Green
House effect, Global warming. Acid rain,
destruction of monument and killing of living
organisms disturbing the natural eco-
systems.

These are usually produced by the
industries like fertiliser factories, paper and
pulp industries, iron and steel industries,
distilleries, sugar mills etc. These are usually
liberated into nearby water bodies like rivers,
lakes and seas and sometimes into lands. The
entry of these chemicals into bodies may alter
the pH, BOD (Biological Oxygen Demand) and
COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand).
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CONCLUSION
The loading of suspended solids (ss), heavy metals
and their ions brings about a drastic change in
physiochemical nature of the water. The aquatic
animals and plants absorb, accumulate and bio-
concentrate the chemical wastes leading to bio
magnifications and finally destroying the trophic
levels and food chains of the eco-system. Hence
these disturb the eco-system dynamics and eco-
system balance of the nature.
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Role of NABARD in Micro Finance in Gujarat
Huge opportunities are created in emerging economy of India for entrepreneurs and productive employment.
Provision for finance at reliable interest rate is an essential requisite for development of entrepreneurship of
poor. It has been proved by successful efforts of Gramin Banks in Bangladesh how small groups of poor
women had become successful entrepreneurs with the help of small savings and Micro Finance. Voluntary
organizations and self-reliant groups had showed that Micro Finance can be used as a strong mean to
eradicate poverty.
Meaning of Micro Finance:
“Micro Finance means to provide or to attain
necessary finance for trade or industry, to manage
financial needs.”
History of Micro Finance:
Micro Finance in ancient India

In Indian history of finance, personal finance
and trade finance were two main popular traditions
of finance. So-called moneylenders financed money
on interest to needy people before or without things
pledged in lieu of money borrowed. Such business
was about 1000 to 2200 years old.
Micro Finance in modern India

So many experiments are being made to
provide finance to poor people all over the world.
In decade of 1970, mission of economical uplifting
of poor families had succeeded by giving small loans
in Bangladesh, which inspired Indians to provide
Micro Finance to the poor who were left by the
banking system and a new field of Gramin Financial
Market was opened. It was tried to understand the
concept of modern Micro Finance in context to
Amenders and Murdock’s concept of decreasing
returns on the capital in 2007. According to their
interpretation, return gained by investment of small
capital is lower than that of investment of huge capital
by trade-houses. Poor small traders are capable to
pay higher interest to banks where as a big company
or businesspersons cannot pay higher interest or put
any condition. So banks should go ahead to help
with economical finance to poor small traders. On

the contrary, banks hesitate to finance such people
showing risk norms that banks have to maintain many
loan accounts to finance small traders and higher
rate of failure in paying installments etc. having
movable properties to deposit with the banks, banks
feel it safe to finance to big trade-houses or
businessmen. Finally, the poor stays where they are.
Origin of NABARD:

NABARD was originated in 1982 but its
foundation was built many years ago. A capable
organization was needed in India in the field of micro
finance. Banks had performed their duties satisfactory
but there was such a mass which had not been
benefitted by finance even they were actually needful.
A committee was established to research role of
banks under president ship of Prof. Dantivala in
1977. Then, Khushro Committee suggested merging
banks with their entrepreneur banks to solve the
problem of losses, but the problem of finance to lot
of needy people had not been solved yet. For that
purpose, Reserve bank of India constructed a
committee under president ship of V. Shivram in
March 1979, which was regarded as
CRAFICARD. According to its recommendations,
a draft was passed in legislature in 1 December 1981,
which was recognized as NABARD on 12 July
1982. Smt. Indira Gandhi had inaugurated it
ceremonially. In this way, NABARD, an organization
of beam of hope for million people deserving finance,
was originated.
Objectives of NABARD:
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(1) To provide finance to farmers for various purposes
(2) To provide finance to trade and industry for business
(3) To provide finance to professionals to establish their professions
(4) To provide finance to the foremost and priority sectors
(5) To provide finance to the trade units, firms, businessmen, exporters, importers and small scale

industries.
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Source: STATE FOCUS PAPER - 2014-15-  GUJARAT, Page-29
Analyses:

(1) Banaskantha District is found at the first rank to get short-term finance where as Dang District is
the last.

(2) Ahmedabad District is found at the first place to get medium and long-term finance where as Dang
District is the last.

(3) Banaskantha District is found at the first rank to get total finance where as Dang District is the last.
(4) Bhavnagar District is found at the first place to get non-agricultural finance where as Dang District

is the last.
(5) Ahmedabad District is found at the first rank to get finance in the other priority sectors where as

Dang District is the last.
(6) In all types of finance, Dang district is at the lowest place which, it seems, demands a further new

research in the field of micro finance.
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તરણની તાલીમ ારા િવ ાથ  ભાઈઓની સન શ ત પર થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ 

 આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ  ુતરણની તાલીમ ારા િવ ાથ  ભાઈઓની સન શ ત પર થતી અસરો ચકાસવાનો હતો. આ

સંશોધન અ યાસ માટ . એમ. શાહ સાય સ કોલેજ, જ ં ુસર, ભ ુચના તરણ ૂથના 15 અને િનયંિ ત ૂથના 15 એમ ુલ 30 િવ ાથ

ભાઈઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કર  સન શ તના માપન માટ પીકફલોમીટરને પસંદ કર  કડાઓ ુ ંએકિ કરણ કર  બંને ૂથના

ા તાંકો પર સહિવચરણ ૃ થ રણ (ANCOVA) ટ ટ લા  ુપાડ  મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતો ણવા માટ LSD ટ ટ લા  ુપાડ  0.05 

ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસતા ંતરણ ૂથ સન શ તમા ંિનયંિ ત ૂથ કરતા ંવ  ુસાથક સા બત થ  ુહ .ુ 

માનવી તરવા ુ ં કવી ર તે શી યો હશે એ ગે આપણે ાચીન કાળની સચવાયેલી કટલીક ચ ૃિતઓની થિતઓ 

તેમજ કથા ૃ ાંતનો આધાર લેવો પડ. ુસં ૃત લોકોએ ધમ ંથોમાં સમાવી લીધેલી ક ૂળ આ દવાસી ક ગામઠ  ઓમાં 

દંતકથાઓ પે જળવાઈ રહલી કટલીક મા યતાઓને આધાર આપણે એમ અ ુમાન કર  શક એ ક અગ ણત વષ થી માનવ તે 

પાણીમાં તરવા ુ ં  ાન ા ત ક ુ  હશે. માનિસક અને શાર રક એમ બંને બનાવો વ ચે ભ સાતા આજના આ િવષમ યં વ ્ બનતા 

વનમાં તેના તનાવોને સમતોલીત બનાવે એવી કસરતો, યાયામ ક રમતોમાં તરણકળા મોખર છે. આ ૃ િ  કરવા માટ 

અ તન ઢબના વિમગ ુલ, નદ , તળાવ, સરોવર, દ રયો ક બી  ુદરતી જળાશયોનો આશરો લેવો પડતો હોવાથી તાજગીભર  

ુ લી હવા અને ૂ યના કાશનો લાભ આપોઆપ જ મળે છે. એકલો તરવાનો યાયામ જ ગમે તે મરના માણસોને એકસરખો 

આનંદ આપી શક છે.  બ લ ઠ, વ થ, અપંગ, બહરા, ૂ ંગા, સૌ કોઈ તેનો લાભ લઈ શક છે. તરવાની કસરત કરવાથી કદ  હતાશ 

તો થવા ુ ં જ નથી. કારણ એકવાર તરવા ુ ં શી યા પછ  તે કદ  ૂ લી જવા ુ  ન હોવાથી તરવાની કળામાં વ ુ ને વ ુ િવણતા 

મેળવવા તરફ મન ખચાયે ુ ં રહ છે. આથી જ તરવાની ૃ િ માં દન િત દન વૈિવ ય પણ ઉમેરા ુ ં ય છે.  

અ યાસના હ ુઓ 

તરણની તાલીમ ારા િવ ાથ  ભાઈઓની સન શ ત પર થતી અસરો ચકાસવાનો હ .ુ 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટ . એમ. શાહ સાય સ કોલેજ, જ ં ુસર, ભ ુચ ના તરણ ૂથના 15 અને િનયંિ ત ૂથના 15 

એમ ુલ 30 િવ ાથ  ભાઈઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. 

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

 મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન ુ ંધોરણ 

1 સન શ ત પીકફલો મીટર મીલીલીટર 

અ યાસની યોજના: 

 ુલ 30 િવષયપા ોને યા ૃ છક પ િતથી પસંદ કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા. તરણ ૂથમા ં15, અને િનયંિ ત ૂથમા ં15 એમ ુલ બે

ૂથો બનાવી એક ાયો ગક ૂથ અને એક િનયંિ ત ૂથની રચના કરવામા ંઆવી હતી. તરણ ૂથને તરણની તાલીમ અને િનયંિ ત

ૂથને તાલીમથી ુ ત રાખવામા ંઆ  ુહ .ુ 4 અઠવા ડયાની તાલીમ કાય મની શ આત કરતા ંપહલા ં ૂ વ કસોટ  અને તાલીમ કાય મ

ૂણ થયા પછ  િતમ કસોટ  ારા કડાઓ ુ ંએકિ કરણ કરવામા ંઆ ુ ંહ ુ.ં 

કડાક ય યાઃ 

 તરણ તાલીમની િવષયપા ોની સન શ ત પર થતી અસરો ચકાસવા સહિવચરણ ૃ થ રણ (ANCOVA) ટ ટ લા  ુપાડ

મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતો ણવા માટ LSD ટ ટ લા  ુપાડ  0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસતા નીચે ુજબ પ રણામો ા ત થયા હતા.  

સારણી-1 

સન શ ત દખાવના એક ાયો ગક અને એક િનયંિ ત ૂથ ુ ંિવચરણ સહ િવચરણ ૃ થ રણ 
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કસોટ  
િવચરણ સહિવચરણ ૃ થ રણ 

તરણ િનયંિ ત વગ નો સરવાળો 
SS 

વતં  મા ા 
df 

મ યક િવચરણ 
MSS 

F 

ૂ વ કસોટ  મ યક 
(Pre-Test Mean) 

323.333 346.666 B 483.333 1 4083.333 
1.353 

W 84466.666 28 3016.666 

િતમ કસોટ  મ યક 
(Post-Test Mean) 

352 344 
B 480 1 480 

0.166 
W 80800 28 2885.714 

ુધારલ મ યક 
(Adjusted Mean) 

362.455 333.544 B 5980.016 1 5980.016 
12.461* 

W 12956.787 27 479.881 

 
                          *સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘F’ = 0.05 (1,28) = 4.196 & (1,27) = 4.210 

સારણી-1મા ં ૂ વકસોટ નો ‘F’ રિશયો 1.535 જોવા મળેલ હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ સાથક જોવા મળેલ ન હતો. યાર િતમ 

કસોટ નો ‘F’ રિશયો 0.166 જોવા મ યો હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ સાથક જોવા મ યો ન હતો. અને ુધારલ મ યકનો ‘F’ રિશયો 12.461 

જોવા મળેલ હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ સાથક જોવા મ યો હતો. 

સારાંશ 

 તરણ ૂથની સન શ તમા ંિનયંિ ત ૂથ કરતા ંવ  ુસાથક તફાવત જોવા મ યો હતો. 
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“ Gr[l& (h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l) A#i)ai[n) smAyini[ a[k a¿yis” 
2017mi> jimngr Sh[rn) nir) adiltmi aiv[li k[sni s>dB<mi> 

a>(kti a[l gj[ri

p\At&t s>Si[Fnmi> s>Si[Fk[ Gr[l& (h>sini[ bi[g bn[l) A#i)ai[ pr Gr[l& (h>sin) Yt) asr jNivini[ p\yRn kyi[< hti[. p\At&t s>Si[Fn
A#i)ai[n) siY[ Yt) Sir)(rk (h>si, Si(¾dk (h>si an[ BivniRmk (h>si, an[ ji(ty (h>sit Yi ai(Y<k (h>sin[ tpist& hi[viY) t[n&
x[#i (h>si siY[ s>kLiy[l& ht& t[m kh) Skiy. p\At&t a¿yisni p(rNimi[ smijni li[ki[n[ upyi[g) Ynir hi[e Äyvhi(rk s>Si[Fn an[
s>Si[Fn a>tg<t s>²yiRmk mi(ht)n&> pZYÊrN krvimi> aiv[l hi[e s>²yiRmk s>Si[Fn p\kir[ a¿yis hiY Friy[li[ hti[ t[m gN) Skiy.
p\At&t a¿yismi> 2017mi> jimngr Sh[rn) nir) adiltmi> ni[>Fiy[li Fr[l& (h>sini k[si[ni[ smiv[S kyi[< hti[. j[mi nm&nimi> 50
bh[ni[ni[ smiv[S krvimi aiÄyi[ hti[. p\At&t a¿yismi> uRkÃpni an[ prt>#i cln) ckisn) miT[ m&likit an&s*(cn) rcni krvimi>
aiv) an[ m&likit an&s*(c, (nr)xN an[ m&likit oiri mi(ht)n& a[k#i)krN krvimi> aiÄy& ht&. p\At&t  a¿yis p\yi[(gk s>Si[Fn
po(t oiri krvimi> aiÄy& ht& j[mi> p)(Dt m(hliai[n[[ Sir)(rk tkl)f phi[ciDvimi> aiv) hi[y, A#i)n) g(rmin&> apmin, minB>g
Yiy t[v) jit)y vt<N*k, mÆkr), Srmjnk vt<n, d)kri[ / biLk n hi[vi miT[ mh[Ni Ti[Ni mirvi, Bi[g bnnir Äy(kt k[ t[n) SiY[
s>kLiy[l Äy(kt pr jbrdAt) aYvi dbiNi krv& t[ bF)j GTni A#i)n[ min(sk an[ Sir)(rk r)t[ a>drY) ti[D) niK[ C[. aim, A#i)
simi(jk an[ ki]T>&(bk Jvnmi> pN ai pr)(AY(t t[n[ p)C[hq krvi miT[ mjb&r kr[ C[ t[ jiNvi mÇy&.
A#i)ai[ pr aRyiciri[ a[ nv) GTni nY) j[m j[m smy bdliti[
jiy C[ t[m aRyicirn>& Av$p bdlit& jiy C[ pN (AY(t ht)
Ryin[ Ryi j C[. Birt)y smijmi> prip*v<Y) A#i)ai[ apmin,
#iis, j&Ãm, r)bimN) k[ mirk&T, Sir)(rk k[ jit)y Si[PNni[ Bi[g
bnt) aiv) C[. pr>t& aijni y&gmi> A#i)ai[ hv[ smijmi> pi[tin&
a[k alg AYin bniv) Sk) C[, Cti pN t[ni pr aRyiciri[
krvimi> aiv[ C[. t[ Bl[ K&l)n[ sim[ n aiv[ pr>t& ki[En[ ki[E r)t[
t[ stt pi[tini Grmi> pN Grni s¿yi[ oiri Gr[l& (h>sini[ Bi[g
ri[j bri[j bnt) rh[ C[. hi a[k hk)kt C[ k[ t[n) shn krvin)
ai aidt, smij an[ k&T>&bmi> bdnim)ni drni kirN[ t[ t[ni pr
Yt) Gr[l&(h>si (v@¹F ki[e pN p\kirni pgli l[t) nY). t[ni
kirN[ vFir[ n[ vFir[ smAyiai[ni[ Bi[g bnt) jiy C[.

Gr[l&(h>si a[Tl[ Grmi> Grn) m(hli siY[ Yt) Sir)(rk
(h>si, minsik (h>si, yi](nk (h>si, ai(Y<k (h>si mi]K)k aYvi
BivniRmk Si[PN. m(hli aYvi t[ni ki[e s>b>F)n[ dh[j aYvi
s>p(tn) mi>gn[ miT[ hin) phi[ciDv) pN Gr[l& (h>si kh[viy C[.

s>Si[Fk smijkiy<krn) d^(OTa[ ji[vi jea[ ti[ sici
smijkiy<krn& (br&d t[n[ j aip) Skiy j[ simij)k smAyin[
sfLtip&v<k uk[l) Sk[ aYvi t[ni uk[l Si[F) Sk[. aiv) BivniY)
s>Si[Fk[ a[ni[ p\Ryx sixiRkir krvi an[ an&Bvjºy Xin p\i¼t
Yiy t[ miT[ Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l) A#i)ai[n) smAyiai[ jiNvi
p\At&t s>Si[Fn hiY Fy<& ht&.
02. a¿yisni h[t&ai[ :-

ki[e pN kiy< krvi piCLni h[t&ai[ (n(át hi[vi
ji[ea[, kirNk[  h[t& vgrn&> kiy< (nrY<k C[. p\At&t a¿yis ai
p\miN[[ni h[t&ai[ an&sir hiY Frvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.
1. A#i) Jvn pr Gr[l& (h>sin) asrY) vik[f Yv&.
2. Gr[l& (h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l) A#i)ai[n) ai(Y<k an[ ki]T>&(bk

pr)(AY(t a>g[ smj k[Lvv).

3. k&T&>bmi> p(t an[ biLki[ tYi Grni aºy s¿yi[ siY[ni s>b>Fi[
ujigr krvi.

4. Gr[l& (h>si A#i) pr kyi> kirNi[sr sji<y C[. t[ smjv&.
03 uRkÃpniai [
1. Gr[l& (h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l) A#i)ni Sir)(rk an[ min(sk AviA¸y

pr nkiriRmk asr Yiy C[.
2. Gr[l& (h>si A#i)ni ki]T&>(bk an[ simiJk (vkismi> avri[Gk

bn[ C[.
3. Gr[l& (h>sini kirN[ A#i) biLkn) sir-s>BiL an[ uC[rmi>

m&Æk[l) an&Bv[ C[.
04. cl:-
p\At&t s>Si[Gnni cl n)c[ m&jb C[.
1. (bn aiFir)t cl
2. aiFi(rt cl
3. a>k&(St cl
1 (bn aiFir)t cl :
     {1} ki]T>&(bk Jvibdir) {2} biLki[ni[ uC[r
     {3} p(t siY[n&> ji[DiN   {4} k&T&>bni[ p\kir
2 aiFir)t cl :
      {1} biLki[ni uC[rn) smAyi
      {2} p(t siY[ni smiyi[jnn) smAyi
      {3} ki]T>&(bk smiyi[jnn) smAyi
      {4} k&T&>b trfn) smAyi
3 a>k&(St cl :
- jimngrn) nir) adiltmi> ni[>Fiy[li Gr[l& (h>sini
k[si[ viL) bh[ni[
   -aRyicirni[ pkir
05 s>Si[Fnn& x[#i :-
p\At&t s>Si[Fn Gr[l& (h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l) A#i)ai[n) smAyi ckist&
hi[viY) t[ A#i)ai[n) smAyini x[#ii[ si[Y[ s>kLiy[[l& ht& t[m kh)

“ Gr[l& (h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l) A#i)ai[n) smAyini[ a[k a¿yis” 
2017mi> jimngr Sh[rn) nir) adiltmi aiv[li k[sni s>dB<mi> 

a>(kti a[l gj[ri
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Skiy.
06 s>Si[Fnni[ p\kir :-
p\At&t a¿yisni pr)Nimi[ smij upyi[g) bnir hi[e Äyivhi(rk
s>Si[Fn an[ s>Si[Fn a>tg<t s>²yiRmk mi(ht)n& pZ̧ YkrN krvimi>
aiv[l hi[e s>²yiRmk s>Si[Fn p\kir[ a¿yis hiY Friy[l hti[
t[m gN) Skiy.
07. Äyip(vV :-
p\At&t a¿yisni> Äyip(vVmi> jimngr Sh[rn) nir) adiltmi>
2017mi> ni[Fiy[li  Gr[l& (h>sini k[si[mi> Gr[l& (h>sini[ Bi[g
bnnir bh[ni[ni[ smiv[S kyi[< hti[.
08. nm&mi ps>dg) :-
p\At&t s>Si[Fnmi> nm&ni pi#ii[ tr)k[ jimngr Sh[rn) nir)
adiltmi> ni[>Fiy[li Gr[l& (h>sini k[si[mi> Gr[l& (h>sini[ Bi[g
bnnir bh[ni[n[ sh[t&k r)t[ ps>d krvimi> aiÄyi hti. nm&nimi>
50 bh[ni[ni[ smiv[S krvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.
09. s>Si[Fn p¹F(t :-
vt<min smymi> j[ an[k p\kirn) smAyiai[ rh[l) C[ t[ni[ smg\
(ctir m[Lvvi miT[ sv[<xN p¹F(t K&bj upyi[g) n)vD) ht).
Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l) A#i)ai[n) smAyiai[ni p\At&t s>Si[Fn
(vPymi> s>Si[Fk[ sv[<xN pÜ(tni[ upyi[g kr[l C[ j[mi sv[<xN
p\(k|yin) (nd[<S pÜ(tni[ upyi[g krvimi> aiv[l C[. p\At&t
s>Si[Fnmi> jimngr Sh[rn) nir) adiltmi> ni[Fiy[l Gr[l& (h>sini
k[si[mi> Gr[l& (h>sini[ Bi[g bnnir 50 bh[ni[ni[ smiv[S krvimi>
aiv[l C[.
10. upkrN :-
p\At&t a¿yismi> utkÃpni an[ aiFir)t clni mipn miT[
m&likit an&s&(cn) rcni kr) ht).
11. mi(ht) a[k#i)krN:-
p\At&t s>Si[Fnn[ an&$p mi(ht)n&> a[k#i)krN krvi miT[ m&likit
an&s&(c, Kis m&likit an[ (nr)xN oiri mi(ht) a[k#i krvimi>
aiv) ht).
12. mi(ht)n& p|Z¸YkrN :-
j¸YiRmk mi(ht)n[ upyi[g) bnivvi miT[, mi(ht)n[ ai>kDik)y
Av$pmi> tbd)l krvi miT[, s>Xis&c)n) rcni krvimi>, m&likit
an&s*(cn[ a>kn Av$pmi> f[rvvi miT[ s>Xis&(cni[ upyi[g krvimi>
aiÄyi[. Ryirbid ki[OTkn) rcnini aiFir[ m[Lv[l j¸YiRmk
mi(ht)n[ ai>kDik)y Av$pmi> tbd)l krvimi> aiv). aim
s>Si[Fnn[ lgt) m[Lv[l mi(ht)n[ s>Si[Fmi> upyi[g) bnivvi miT[
s>Xis&(c bniv) an[ t[ni aiFir[ mi(ht) ciT< pr l[vimi> aiv)
tYi an[ Ryirbid mi(ht)n&> pZ¸YkrN krvimi> aiÄy& ht&.
Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l) bh[ni[n) smAyiai[n[ p\At&t s>Si[Fnmi
m&likit an&s&c)ni aiFir[ p\i¼y mi(ht)n& pZ¸YkrN krvimi>
aiÄy& ht&. ai pZ¸YkrN oiri Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l) bh[ni[n)
(v(vF smAyiai[ an[ t[ t[ni[ simni[ k[v) r)t[ kr[ C[. t[ jiN)
Skiy&. smijmi ki[en[ ki[e r)t[ A#i) Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bnt)
hi[y C[. t[n[ an[k(vF smAyiai[ hi[y C[ tYi t[ni[ t[n[ simni[
pN krvi[ pDti[ hi[y C[. t[mj an[k pDkiri[ pN uqivvi pD[ C[.
t[ mi(ht) pZ¸YkrNY) m[Lv) ht)
13. utkÃpnin) ckisN) :-
1. Gr[l& (h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l) A#i)ni Sir)(rk an[ min(sk AviA¸y

pr nkiriRmk asr Yiy C[.
2. Gr[l& (h>si A#i)ni ki]T&>(bk an[ simiJk (vkismi> avri[Gk

bn[ C[.

3. Gr[l& (h>sini kirN[ A#i) biLkn) sir-s>BiL an[ uC[rmi>
m&Æk[l) an&Bv[ C[.

 upri[kt utkÃpni sic) bn[ C[.
14. tirNi[ :-

s>Si[Fk[ s>Si[Fn (vPyni s>(x¼t tirNi[ j[ tirv[li C[ t[
n)c[ m&jb C[.
1. Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bn[l 58% utrditiai[a[ p\iY(mk
      (SxN m[Lv[l C[.
2. Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bn[li 96% utrditi s>y&kt k&T>&bmi>
     rh[ti hti.
3. Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bn[li 68% utrditi siY[ k*T&>bni

s¿yi[n& vt<n an[ Äyvhir Krib ht&.
4. Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bnvini kirN[ 78% utrditi k*T&>bmi>

an&k*ln siF) Skti nY).
5. Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bn[li 68% utrditiai[ k*T&>bn& yi[³y

gZhs>ciln kr) Sk[ C[.
6. Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bn[li 88% utrditiai[ pr k&T&>(bjni[

oiri a>k&S riKvimi> aiv[ C[.
7. 90% utrditiai[ pr k&T&>bni $(Qc&AttiviLi

vitivrNni kirN[ Gr[l&(h>si Yiy C[.
8. 78 % utrditiai[ pr dh[jni kirN[ aRyiciri[ g&jir)

mirk&T krvimi> aiv[ C[.
9. 72 % utrditiai[ ai(Y<k kTi[kT) vKt[ tNiv an&Bv[

C[.
10.68% utrditiai[ Gr[l&(h>sini[ Bi[g bnvini kirN[

min(sk r)t[ Bi>g) pDyi C[.
11.98 % utrditiai[n[ pr)virni s¿yi[ apS¾di[ bi[l[ C[.

kimmi shkir nY) aipti an[ cir)#y pr S>ki tYi
aix[pi[ kr[ C[.

12.78 % utrditiai[n[ Grmi>< Yti (v(vF p\kirni
aRyiciri[ni kirN[ p(t miT[ni[ aNgmi[ vFti[ jiy an[
t[ p(t siY[ smiyi[jn siF) Skt) nY).

13.68 % utrditi biLkn) siLs>BiL an[ uC[rmi> m&Æk[l)
an&Bv[ C[.

14.68 % utrditiai[ni p(t nS)li pdiYi[<n&> s[vn kr)
t[n) siY[ bLjbr) p&v<k jit)y s>b>F bi>F[ C[

15 smipn :-
kiydi an[ (nymi[ gm[ t[Tli kDk bn[ Cti

pN miNsn) an[ smijn) m[ºTil)T) ¶yi> s&G) bdlivin) nY).
Ryi> s&F) t[ h>m[Si A#i)ai[n[ pi[tini hiYn&> kYp&tL) smjt& ht&
an[ hJ pN smj[ C[ ji[ t[ bFijn) j$r)yiti[ p*N< krvimi>
(nOfL jiy ti[ t[ni pr a[n k[n p\kir[ aRyiciri[ g&jirvimi>
aiv[ C[.
s>dB<
1-    simiJk d[sie a[c. D). ,”simi(jk s>Si[Fn p¹F(t”
        y&(nv(s<T) g>\Y (nmi<N bi[D<, amdivid.
2-   Sih (vml,”simi(jk s>Si[Fn p¹F(t” y&(nv(s<T) g>\Y (nmi<N
       bi[D<, amdivid.
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શાર રક િશ ણ અ યાસ મમાં વેશ લેતા ભાઈઓના શર ર બંધારણ પર એક સ ની  

ાયો ગક તાલીમ ારા થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ  

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  શાર રક િશ ણ અ યાસ મમાં વેશ લેતા ભાઈઓના શર ર બંધારણ પર એક સ ની 

ાયો ગક તાલીમ ારા થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો.  આ અ યાસ માટ ૂજરાત િવ ાપીઠ અમદાવાદ 

સંચા લત શાર રક િશ ણ અને રમત િવ ાન િવ ાશાખા, સાદરાના 16 થી 22 વષની વય ૂથના 25 ભાઈઓને 

િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. માપનના ધોરણો માટ વજન અને શર રદળ ક પસંદ કરવામાં 

આ ું હ ુ ં. ુ ં  માપન કરવા માટ બોડ  કંપોઝીશન એનેલાઈઝર મશીનનો ઉપયોગ કરવામાં આ યો હતો. વજન, 

શર ર દળ ક પર અસર માપવા માટ ાયો ગક માવજત ારા પસંદગી કરલ ચલાયમાનો પર થતી અસરો 

ચકાકસવા માટ ‘t’ રિશયો લા ુ પાડ  0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી. ુ ં  પ રણામ જોતાં વજન 

અને શર ર દળમાં સાથક અસર જોવા મળ  હતી 

શર ર બંધારણની ખર  ણકાર  ૃત શર રના ડ સે શન પરથી થઈ શક છે. તેમાંથી એક પ િતમાં શર ર 

બંધારણના પ ર ણ માટ ર ડયો ાફ  ારા હાડકા,ં ના ,ુ ચરબી અને ચામડ  એ  – કરણ ારા ણી શકાય છે. 

પોટિશયમ એ ગામા- કરણની માપણી શર ર માટ છે. ઘણી જ મહ વની પ િત ક  શર રના બંધારણ માટ જ ર  છે. 

તેમાં ડર વોટર વેઈટ પ િતનો સમાવેશ થાય છે. માં શર રની ઘનતા એ આડકતર  ર તે શર ર ુ ં પાણીમાં 

ુમાવે ુ ં વજન એ આપણા શર રમાંથી ુમાવેલા પાણીના વજન બરાબર હોય છે. શર રની ઘનતા વેઈટ / વો ુમ

વડ માપી શકાય છે. એક વખત ઘનતા ુ ં માપ થઈ ય, ચરબીની ટકાવાર  ગણી શકાય. નો આધાર ચરબીની 

ઘનતા અને ચરબી િવનાની પેશીની ઘનતાના તફાવત પર હોય છે. બી  સામા ય માપણી વી ક બોડ  ડાયામીટર 

મેઝરમે ટ, તેની ડાઈ અને તેની ગણતર  કર  શકાય છે. ક ન ફો ડ કલીપસ અને એ ોપોમીટરનો ઉપયોગ 

ડાયામીટરની માપણી માટ થાય છે. ક ન ફો ડની માપણી માટ ેસરાઈઝ કલીપરની જ ર પડતી હોય છે. ચરબી ુ ં 

માણ ણવા માટ બોડ કંપો ઝશન એનાલાઈઝર મશીન ારા િવ ુત વાહ મારફતે શર ર બંધારણ ણવામાં 

આવે છે. 

મનો અભાવ ડાપણાં ુ ં  એક અગ ય ું કારણ છે. બેઠા ુ ં શેઠાણીઓ મની શાર રક હલચાલ ખાટલે 

અને પાટલે થી ખાટલે ટલી મયા દત છે. તેમને ડાપ ુ ં લા ુ ં પડ તેમાં નવાઈ પામવા ુ ં ક ુ ં નથી. શે ઠયાઓ, 

ઉ ોગપિતઓ વગેરને પણ હલન-ચલનને અભાવે રોગ થાય છે અને એ રોગની શાળા- શાળા વ પે અનેક 

ય તઓને પણ અ ુભવ થાય છે. 

આ ુિનક વનમાં આપણે શર રનો ના ુઓનો ઉપયોગ ન હવત કર એ છ એ. શર રમાં લગભગ 700 

ના ુઓ છે. બાક ના ના ુઓ મના અભાવે નબળા પડ છે એના પર ચરબીના આવરણ ચઢવા લાગે છે.  એ 

િવશેષ નબળા બનતા ય છે.  

દાદર ચઢવાને બદલે આપણે લફટ વાપર એ છ એ. ચાલવાને બદલે મોટર ગાડ , ર વે વગેરની સગવડ 

હાજર છે. ઘર ુ ં કામકાજ યં ોની મદદથી થવા લા ુ ં છે અને દળવા ુ ં ક ૂવે પાણી ભરવા ુ ં ફ ત નાના ગામોમાં જ 

જોવા મળે છે. ુદરતનો િનયમ છે ક વાપરો યા ુમાવો આપણે-આપણા ના ુઓનો સ પયોગ ન કર એ તો

થોડા દસકા પછ  અ ુક ના ુઓ આપણા શર રમાંથી અ ૃ ય થઈ જશે એ ુ ં ભિવ યમાં એક વૈ ાિનક ભા ુ ં છે.  

આપણા શર રમાં કટલીક એવી ંિથઓ છે ક પોતાનો ાવ સીધો લોહ માં ભળે છે. આવી તઃ ાવી 

ંિથઓમાં િપટ ુટર, થાઈરોઈડ, એ ન સ વગેરનો સમાવેશ થાય છે. આ ંિથઓનો જોઈએ તે કરતાં વધતો –

ઓછો ઉપયોગ થાય યાર પાચન યા ખોરવાઈ જઈ ચરબી એકઠ  થવા માંડ છે.  

જ ેશ પી સઠ યા 
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ઓછો ઉપયોગ થાય યાર પાચન યા ખોરવાઈ જઈ ચરબી એકઠ  થવા માંડ છે.  

વ ુ પડતા ડા મ ુ યોમાં શાર રક ઉપરાંત માનિસક કારણો પણ ઘણી વેળા રોગના ૂળમાં જણાય છે.  

માનિસક થાક ભોગવનારા લાગણી ધાન લોકો ારક ખોરાકમાં સાં વન શોધે છે.અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  શાર રક િશ ણ અ યાસ મમાં વેશ લેતા ભાઈઓના શર ર બંધારણ પર એક સ ની 

ાયો ગક તાલીમ ારા થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો.  

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

આ અ યાસ માટ ૂજરાત િવ ાપીઠ અમદાવાદ સંચા લત શાર રક િશ ણ અને રમત િવ ાન િવ ાશાખા, 

સાદરાના 16 થી 22 વષની વય ૂથના 25 ભાઈઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા.  

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન/એકમ 

1 વજન બોડ  કંપોઝીશન એનેલાઈઝર મશીન કલો ામ 

2 શર ર દળ ક(B.M.I.) બોડ  કંપોઝીશન એનેલાઈઝર મશીન ક 

કડાક ય યાઃ 

વજન, શર ર દળ ક પર અસર માપવા માટ ાયો ગક માવજત ારા પસંદગી કરલ ચલાયમાનો પર 

થતી અસરો ચકાકસવા માટ ‘t’ રિશયો લા ુ પાડ  0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી.  

અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી-1 

વજન દખાવની ૂ વ કસોટ  અને એક સ ની ાયો ગક તાલીમ બાદ િતમ કસોટ ના મ યકોની સાથકતાનો 

તફાવત  

કસોટ  મ યક િવષયપા ોની સં યા મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ રિશયો 
ૂ વ કસોટ  57.58 

25 2.41 5.452* 
િતમ કસોટ  59.99 

*સાથકતા ુ ં  ધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’ = 0.05 (24) = 2.064 

સારણી-2 

શર ર દળ ક (B.M.I.) દખાવ ૂ વ કસોટ  અને એક સ ની ાયો ગક તાલીમ બાદ િતમ કસોટ ના મ યકોની 

સાથકતાનો તફાવત  

કસોટ  મ યક િવષયપા ોની સં યા મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ રિશયો 
ૂ વ કસોટ  20.4 

25 0.67 3.207* 
િતમ કસોટ  20.81 

*સાથકતા ુ ં  ધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’ = 0.05 (24) = 2.064 

તારણોઃ 

 એક સ ની ાયો ગક તાલીમની અસર િવષયપા ોના વજન દખાવ પર સાથક અસર જોવા મળ  મળ  

હતી. 

 એક સ ની ાયો ગક તાલીમની અસર િવષયપા ોના શર ર દળ ક ( B.M.I.) દખાવ પર સાથક અસર 

જોવા મળ  મળ  હતી. 
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IMPORTANCE OF UNDERSTANDING MENTAL STATE IN DEVELOPMENT OF

PRIMARY HYPOTHYROIDISM

-Hypothyroidism is a condition in which there is deficiency of thyroid hormone. As thyroid hormone
plays a role in multiple function like metabolism, ATP production , temperature regulation , growth
and development of nervous tissue and the bone .this disorder has many  causes like autoimmunity
,congenital, drugs, iodine deficiency, infiltrative disorder , hypopituitarism and hypothalamic disease
along with stress which is known to be significant contributor to thyroid dysfunction.

All endocrine gland including thyroid
play a vital role In maintaining homeostasis .
homeostasis is maintain through psyco-neuro
endocrine mechanism ,and during stress this
mechanism get disturbed producing the disease
. according  to modern  medicine  replacement
with thyroxin is prescribed treatment for
hypothyroidism . however it doesn’t cure and in
many of the cases need to be taken life long .
inspite of being on treatment thyroid hormone
level variation in symptoms are commonly seen
in many cases
In our endocrine department various cases of
hypothyroidism are seen,where majority of
cases various mental causes are involved which
lead to development of the disease, various
condition as anxiety, irritability , neglected
feeling , fear which lead to development to
primary hypothyroidism.
Review of literature

Stress plays a significant role in
hypothyroidism and understanding “mental
state” become very important in the treatment
of hypothyroidism. So, let us study in detail
about mental state.
MENTAL STATE

The mental state is unique in the
homoeopathic literature both for the underlying
concept on which it is based and its apparently
complicating structure on which has baffled
many an experienced professionals in the field
of homoeopathy and mental health .it is
important to understand the philosophical base
behind its existence.

Mental state is a phenomenon that exist
in the space time continuum and its expressed
in a qualitative manner through functioning of
organism at all level and its different areas in
response to environmental stimuli, past as well
as present and which also determine the future.
The peripheral expression of the mental state
through the sign and symptom require careful
interpretation .mental state arises out of mind
of the individual , manifesting itself in time
through variegated appearances of a most
changeable character and which can readily
deceive the uneducated homoeopathic
physician in thus making the practice of
homoeopathy most difficult.

Thus any environmental stimulus which
affects emotion and intellect which is reflected
through the behavior and functioning of the
individual is the mental state. Metal state can

Principal Smt Malini Kishore sanghvi Homoeopathic Medical college : Karjan.
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disturb the homoeostasis through psycho-
neuron-endocrine mechanism which can
produce hypothyroidism. It is essential to
understand these mechanism so that cause-
effect relation between stress and
hypothyroidism become clear.
Homoeopathic approach
Homoeopathic drugs are prescribed on the basis
of symptom similarity ,example –the totality of
individual case. And the guideline for that given
by dry Hahnemann in 6th edition of organ on in
aphorism 6 as the unprejudiced observer notice
only deviation from the former healthy state of
the new diseased individual , which are fell by
the patient himself, remark by the around him
and observe by the physician. All these
perceptible sign represent the disease in this
whole extent, that is, to gather they from the
true and only conceivable portrait of the disease.
SUMMERY:
20 cases of Hypothyroidism were studied.
 In most of the cases grief, tension about

family, tension about own health as well as
any circumstances, stress lead to
hypothyroidism.

Mental causative and aggregative factor
commonly seen is suppressed anger . other
factor as fear and insecurity and neglecting
feeling are found in the other  few cases
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EXPERIENCE OF LEARNING INTEGRATED TEACHING METHODOLOGY IN HOMOEOPATHIC EDUCATION
It is an opportunity to share experience of

Integrated Medical Education(IME) as a Post-
Graduate student, Clinician and Academician at
Smt. Malini Kishore Sanghvi Homeopathic Medical
College. I was introduction to this integrated
teaching methodology very late (what now I feel)
at ICR regular post-graduate training program,
HECT, Baroda. It was a unique experience where I
learned practical application of Hahnemannian
Homeopathy. I was not yet all fully aware about
this methodology being practice by me or by
teacher during this training period. As we all know
what sorts of educational teaching methodology
we have been exposed at our UG level. Every
method has its own advantage and disadvantage
depend on what one target to achieve outcome.
At post-graduate education, I could re-form, re-
do, re-learn what I have learned in last 5 yrs at
different training place as an ICR student,
Residential Medical officer in MLD institute. I could
sense now a meaning of integrated learning
methodology being practice right from MD part –
I, where we actually re-studied our entire UG
syllabus in 1½ yr of MD part-I by applying Problem
based learning (PBL), Integrated teaching
methodology (ITM). We were directed to re-study
the Cell, Tissue, Organ, System, and Organism at
its functional and structural component in
integrated manner, where our faculty also has to
integrate different knowledge during this process.
Each system were studied through PBL method
where patient’s problem (signs and symptoms)
(which reflected altered function and structure)
were studied in the light of normal function and
structure of the cell/tissue/organ/system/
organism and further integrated to concept of
Organon and MM. Thus, we experienced
horizontal and vertical integration through use of
Problem based, Case-based, (OPD, IPD,
Community-based), task-based and with specific
objective based learning in Seminar, Workshops
and Symposium.

The outcome of PG training can be
summarized as ability to manage all aspects of
Homoeopathic Out-patient and In-patient Practice
effectively, ability to create learning circumstances
and to teach all aspects of homeopathic subjects
especially the clinical dimension to students in an

integrated manner. After 10 yrs of clinical
experience, I received opportunity to be an
academic teacher in UG College. It was / is a
challenge, how best one can translate clinical
experiences for academic utility at UG level where
students has to deal first with facts and travel to
concept. One of the unique experiments of
Integrated Medical Education is being conducted
in our Institute’s UG College, Sumeru, where 1st

BHMS students are exposed to clinical posting in
Community (Rural OPD), Hospital (OPD, IPD,
Casualty). Students are guided to observe the
different Concepts of man / patient like concept
of health, disease, socio-cultural, economical,
political, religious etc. and how Man 
Environment interact. Study of MAN from
HahnemannianConcept is a centre of the teaching.
Clinical exposure of UG students starts right from
1st yr, which helps them to apply knowledge of
each year subjects in practice. Theory Practice
are integratedthrough Patient – centered
education. 1st BHMS students identify and
understand what is normal or what normal
function and structure affected in a patient and
integrate with Concept of organon – health/
harmony/equilibrium = disease/disharmony/dis-
equilibrium and finally in understanding drug
substances – Pharmacy & MM. He also understands
and practice art of communication, case-taking. By
the time they reach in 2nd yr, they have fairly
grasped the concept of integration of Anatomy,
Physiology, Biochemistry, Organon, MM and
Pharmacy.

In 2nd yr,Concept of Causes, Disease and
its evolution, Miasm with its Symptomatology, and
Portrait of disease are integrated with study of
Pathology, Parasitological, Bacteriology,
Community Medicine, Medicine, MM. Students
are posted in pathology lab were they integrate
investigation with patient ’s history and
understand importance of hematology,
biochemistry, serological investigation in clinical
diagnosis. Casualty posting, Forensic lab exposure
helps to integrate Forensic and toxicology subject
for better practical applicability.
In 3rdand 4thyr, each subject is studied in integrated
manner through problem – based teaching at
classroom and clinical posting. Each clinical subject

Dr. Dilip G. Nandha
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(OBG, Surgery, and Medicine) is integrated with C
oncepts of Organon, community medicine,
Repertory and Homoeopathic therapeutics – MM.
In Integrated Medical education teaching,teacher
has a wider role to play in understanding Concept
of Learner, Learning, Teaching, and Purpose of
Teaching – Learning procedures. Question arises -
What is teaching? It is a process that facilitates
learning by encouraging learners to think, feel and
do. What is learning? Learning is an active process
in which students construct new ideas or concepts
based on their current knowledge. Learning is a
process which results in relatively permanent
change in Knowledge Attitudes and Skills of
learners. What is the Purpose of T – L procedures?
It is to develop students’ intellectual skills, to
comprehend principles or generalizations, to
analyze ideas or issues critically, to develop
students’ psychomotor skills, to develop Values
among students.

Integrated Medical Education demands a
change in Teaching and Learning
methodologyfrom tradition Teacher oriented,
Lecture based, passive, non-participative model
to active, student centric, group oriented and
discussion, participative by doing model, where
student and problem is in centre. An experimental
study suggests that learners are able to recall 90%
lesson at end of 3 hrs and 70% of lesson after 2
days through use of interactive (two-way, case-
study, role play) method of TL. Thus, teaching
procedure directly targets our objectives and
curriculum of UG medical teaching and mission of
our institute.

At our institute, we observed following
qualitative change in students which is possible
because of dedication of team work of teachers
and faculty members.
   Confidence level, from anxiety, confusion to

confident
Language competency in English-from 15% to

75%
Grasp of the depth and relevance of facts and

its application to practice-30% to 100%
     The modes of Presentation and

communication skills have changed for the
better, from individual to group, from memory
to internalization

    Some extraordinary creative geniuses have
been identified-quality preparation of charts,
models &power points

I took assignment to study the CCH UG
syllabus and to create a horizontal and vertical
integration of each subject. This task enhanced
organization of knowledge, skills and attitude as a
teacher of UG college and to travel from only
clinician to academician, which is essential for
integrated medical education.
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 The term adolescence comes from the Latin verb adolescence, which means “to go
into adulthood.” meaning to grow, to mature.

 Transition between childhood and adulthood. From about the ages of 11-19
 Adolescence is a period of rapid physical, cognitive, sexual, social and emotional

changes
 It is an adjustment period for the adolescent, their parents, and those who are in

frequent contact with them.
 They require information and skills, health services and counseling as well as a safe

and supportive environment for development
 They suffer significant morbidity caused by risk taking behavior and inadequate

access to health care.

Understanding Adolescence in rural set up

 General health problems
• Adolescent never recognize
symptoms, and mostly underestimate their
problems and they do not know where to go
for help.
• As a result adolescents are the least
likely section of the population to go for early
treatment. They may leave diseases
untreated because they are afraid of the
outcome, worried about the stigma or do not
believe that they will be treated well at a clinic
 Malnutrition:
• Inadequate diet can delay or impair
healthy development. Stunting during
adolescence. Anemia is also one of the most
important problem among adolescents due
to malnutrition
• Obesity and eating disorders exist
alongside malnutrition. In extreme cases
eating disorders such as bulimia and
anorexia can permanently damage physical
and mental health poor health and early death
 Mental health problems:
• Depression is common, especially for
young people who have low self-esteem
 Early & unprotected sex:
• Many young people become sexually
active without planning or thinking about the
consequences. This results into the high
number of unwanted pregnancies and unsafe
abortions and the steep rise in HIV infection.

                 Adolescence is one of the very
important epochs in one’s life. If we talk about
awareness in urban setup there is overflow of
knowledge. Google is the rescue for all. But
what about in rural set-up?  How do they
perceive adolescence, which I felt is equally
important to focus on?  I would like to site one
example here.
One fine day our MPW [multipurpose worker]
came rushing to our hospital and shared one
incidence which took place in nearby village.
Real Story says, a girl from 8th standard
became pregnant. Realization came when she
was 4-5th month pregnant. Abortion was not
possible as advised by doctors. She was
withdrawn from the school. Family took her to
one farm where she delivered full term normal
child. This new born was immediately
buried!!!!
This created tremors within and multiple
questions popped up—What a cruel act it
is??  Isn’t it a crime??  Which era are we living
in??
There are multiple such incidences in rural
setup which we came across.
Question came up can we do something???
What is the Awareness in rural???
We as a Homoeopath have to keep in mind –
Three major aspects in homoeopathy-
Preventive, Promotive, Curative
                   If we focus on Preventive and
promotive care there was definite need felt to

Dr. Hema Parikh
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work at grass root level and generate
awareness about adolescence.  Our objective
was to cater mass especially in rural set-up,
 Keeping this in mind we launched
“ADOLESCENCE AWARENESS
PROGRAMME” where our team visits
different villages ONCE/ month.
Our focus remained on following aspects:-
• Awareness activities in community for
non  school going girls and in schools
• Training of barefoot doctors—MPW
AND MSW [ social workers]
• Started counseling center in hospital
• Orientation meeting with teachers and
parents
• Organize camps-nutrition and anemia
detection, Rallies– aids
Following strategies were used:-
• A =Adoption of healthy life style
• D=Develop appropriate i.e. strategy
discourage early marriage and teenage
pregnancy
• O=Organize adolescent/ youth friendly
groups
• L=Life skill training, legal support,
liaison with peers, parents
• E=Educate about sexuality, safe sex,
spirituality, responsible parenthood
• S=Safe, secure and supportive
environment to be provided
• C= Counseling / curriculum in school
inclusive of family life education
• E=Encourage to communicate and
share personal issues.
• N=Networking for experience sharing
•  T= Training  of grass root worker
Till now we have Organized Awareness
Programme in 21 schools of Karjan taluka.
We received invitations from different schools
and community to organize such activities as
school authorities could appreciate the impact
of such activities.
IMPACT:
 We could prevent infectious disease,
by Improving menstrual hygiene, Helped in
health issues like Acne, anemia, metrorrhagia,
irregular menses leucorrhoea, etc
 Improve nutrit ional status of
adolescence girls
 Improve school attendance by
removing myths related to menstruation and
managing Premenstrual syndrome with the
help of Homoeopathic medicines.
 Orientation to role of Homoeopathy in
adolescence.
              THIS IS THE BEGINNING
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MOTIVATION MATTERS CHALLENGES IN EVERY INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCES
 If you have a team of people reporting to you, then supervising them takes time and needs both
consideration and care. It does not matter whether the team is just a handful of people or an
entire organization; the principles are the same. So, tool is the measurement that is applied. Start
with good people, layout the rules, communicate with your employees, motivate them and reward
them When they perform., Management Matters.
Key Words: Management Matters, Motivation

Your competences as a manager will be
judge not solely on what you do yourself, though
this is doubtless important, but on the combined
performance of you and your team all of them,
in all their aspects. And there is no doubt that
people who are well motivated perform better
than those who are not. The days of just telling
people what to do, if they ever truly existed, are
long gone. Staffs are more demanding of their
employers than in the past. They want to know
what is going on, they want to be consulted and
they want to be involved. They want to feel that
whatever they do it has some real worth and
they preferably want it to have element of
enjoyment, certainly of satisfaction. When
people are content in these kinds of ways they
will perform well. So, if you motivate your people
well, they will perform better than if you do not
(and certainly better than when they feel
management is actively aggressive in some
way). And the incentive for doing so is that a
successful team not only gets the job done
whatever that is but reflects well on whoever
manages them also.
METHODOLOGY:

Motivation increased efficiency,
effectiveness and productivity, and make it more
likely that whatever results are targeted will be
hit. Conversely, its lack increases the time
management takes, the endless checking up,
argument and hassle that comes that manager’s
way when people are at low ebb motivationally

and thus take their eye some extent off the
ball.Let us be clear. If a group of people is not
motivated, the results can specifically include
the following.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Increased:
 Absenteeism
 Waste of time – breaks, conversation

(unrelated to work) and private
tasks(from telephoning friends to surfing
the internet).

 Gossip and, at worst, active rumor-
montering or disruption of others;

 Bucking of the system (e.g. Embellishing
claims for expenses);

 Challenging of policy;
 Administration.
Reduced:
 Care, and thus lower quality of work;
 Pace of work.
 Willingness to take responsibility;
 Level of creative contributions;
 Punctuality (e.g., being late for meeting

or finding reasons to go home early);
 Attention (eg.to management

instructions, leading to errors);
 Maintenance of the organization culture.

This is a list to which you can doubtless
add. The small details are important, and any
combination of symptoms is possible. The net
outcome in terms of results is clear. So too is

Vishnukumar R .Desai
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the way the management job increases and
become more difficult when motivation is low.

The advantages of good motivation are
also clear from the list above (absenteeism is
reduced and so on). Again, many combinations
of advantages may come from it, and much of
the success is the detail. For example, the well-
motivated person one who is prepared to put
himself or herself out that much more than
others –can make a big difference to results and
this can be multiplied by the number in the team.
Being well motivated can also make world more
fun and do so for both motivated and motivator.
All in all, motivating people,

The sample formula, shown below,
makes the point: performance in all its aspects
is inherently tied in with motivation any manager
ignores the motivation of their people at their
peril.
Performance— (Ability + Knowledge) X
Motivational Feeling.

If you understand the motivation
process, first in terms of the basic human
psychology involved,and by having an ordered
and logical ‘shopping list’ of motivational
possibilities that might deploy, then what must
be done becomes straightforward. It may still
take time and effort, and it must still be fitted in
with other matters. But certain individual actions
can become routine –some things can benefit
from becoming habit and in this way some
activity can be fitted in without major time
Commitment. There can then remain time to tack
a creative view of the process too, for it needs
more than routine action. Motivation should not
simply satisfy people (sometimes with them
hardly being away that influence is being
brought to bear),
RECOMMANDATIONS

Motivation is a core skill. Used well it
allows managers, and their staff achieve more
potentially much more. If you want to be judged
a successful manage you must cultivate suitable
motivational skills. The rewards are in the
results that it helps ensure will follow.
Within this context, management probably has
a tougher job to do than at any time in the past.

The fast pace of technology provides one major
ongoing example with the job of coming to terms
with and getting to grips with, new equipment
and the processes it involves all the time. The
information technology revolution is just a part
of that.

Managers under pressure, particularly
what they see as unreasonable pressure, can
respond by taking it out on those nearest them,
and in the office, this is their staff. Yet they may
be under pressure too and the whole difficulty
increases as relationships between the two
parties decline. Though many, most even, thrive
from being under some pressure, clearly too
much pressure is ultimately likely to affect
people’s performance adversely.
Motivation in context

What is important is the relationship
between this sort of reality, and the attitude take
to it and the process of motivation. It is easy to
underrate the need to spend time motivating
people and even easier to do so when you are
under pressure and could perhaps do with a bit
of motivation yourself. Allowing this to happen
must be avoided. If times are tough, the pressure
is on and still results must be achieved, that is
surely precisely the time when you want your
staff to be performing well, when you want them
to be largely self-sufficient, and when-logically-
they must be well-motivated. The time you
spend on the process may be all sorts of things
useful, desirable, a good thing but it is also cost
and time effective. It works; motivating people
has a direct link with results. So, ultimately, the
reason for doing it and doing it well is to help
you achieve the results you want.

REFERENCES:
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“Devaluation and Depreciation Appreciation a Global Issue of Developing

Countries Trend Analysis of Rupee Against Dollar”
Every currency in the world has different value in international market. Indian rupee is not considered

a global currency accepted as mediator of every transaction to know the true value of Indian rupees
comparison with dollar is necessary American dollar has strength, value. In this article it has been tried to
find,why it is accepted all over the world and globally it has a dollar trend. Reasons for Indian rupee
depreciation and reduced value, and itssimplification on economy, its industries and general public.Remedies
to come out of the adverse depreciation rupee situation.Its effect on the Indian economy and maintenance
of sustainability.
Key Words : Indian Rupee, US Dollar, Depreciated Currency, Appreciated Currency, implication and
sustainability.
 Introduction

Rupee value has to be depreciated from time
to time in comparison to American dollar. Indian
rupees value can be measured with the simple formula
that how much rupees we must spend to bug one US
dollar. On have to pay more Indian rupees than rupees
value depreciated or devalued it one can buy dollar
with less rupees then rupee value is appreciated in
international market. Depreciation of currency
decreases domestic demand but forces to increase
export, though fails target. What are the reason for
the devaluation of rupees is the matter, of national
debate. How devaluation of currency affects all these
components is discussed. Steps taken by RBI and
what shall be the future of trade, fiscal situation,
defeat etc. shall be focused by the policy makers.
 Objectives
1) To understand the actual value of the Indian

Rupee against US dollar
2) To know the remedies to overcome the situation

of depreciation.
 Scope of the Study

Paper is limited to only US dollar v/s Indian
Rupees and its impact on Indian economy.

 Study Period
Trend analysis is for the period 1st October 2012
to 30 September 2013. Value of dollar rupee
value depends upon the trend, business
and global condition.

Table-1 Depreciation / Appreciation of Indian
Currency Oct. 2012 to Sep. 2013

Month Maximum Minimum  Average 
October 2012 54.015 51.365 53.062382 

November 2012 55.876 53.608 54.823582 
December 2012 55.276 54.031 54.652437 
January 2013 55.383 53.075 54.244736 
February 2013 54.421 52.891 53.847350 

March 2013 55.140 53.906 54.405311 
April 2013 54.950 53.666 54.366327 
May 2013 56.765 53.641 54.955194 
June 2013 60.755 56.315 58.271258 
July 2013 61.905 58.600 59.751616 

August 2013 69.225 60.248 62.695764 
September 2013 68.700 61.200 63.796821 

 

Prakash Pargi
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Graph-1 Depreciation / Appreciation of Rupee
Oct. 2012 to Sep. 2013

Table (1) above shows the market rupee
value in terms of market price for the period 1st

October 2012 to 30 September 2013 with its average.
The lowest value of rupee had been Rs.69.225 in
August 2013 and low at Rs.60.228 showing an
average (price) value to the extent of Rs. 62.6957. In
October rupee against dollar stood at Rs. 53.062
average i.e. depreciation by rupee value against dollar
acceded by Rs. 10.7. It means the value throughout
the decreased continuously throughout the period of
study.
 Reasons of Indian Rupee Devaluation
1) Economic conditions all over the world were
volatile, People are worried about their safety and
productivity in terms of value of the investments. Risk
aversion on the part of people, US Dollar remained
at safe hence. American dollar is the most trusted
currency for world trade translocation.
2) Rupee weakness had been due to heavy selling
of equity by foreign investors to gain better returns.
3) Crude of oil price peaked putting tremendous
stress on rupee as Indian economy imports a bulk to
satisfy internal demand. But in the recent time crude
oil prices being low has supported the government.
4) Following the rule of game, sometimes it
appreciates (But remains only for few days)
5) India continues to record deficit of around 4.3%
in current account because of imports exceeding
exports. This lead to depreciating rupee value. Floating
rupee have brought down budgetary deficits.
6) Reserve Bank of India, responded depreciating
rupee with minimum intervention in the market.
Reason that country’s foreign exchange reserves of
$350 billion may not be enough to defend the rupee.
 Impact of Depreciation of Rupee on
Indian Economy
1) Exporters benefit from rupee depreciation while

importers have to suffer in payments of orders
which are not hedged.

2) Descending flow of rupee, government is forced
to increase petrol, diesel, CNG, PNG prices again
and again. Apart of prices of technological goods
like metals, goods, pushes overall inflation higher.

3) Depreciation leads cost of living substantially
higher. Home loans, vehicle and consumer loans
will cost more.

4) Depreciation seriously affect external debt figure
of the nation.

 Steps to Overcome this Problem

1) Depreciation of Indian currency again dollar has
made Indian product competitive in the global
market. Hence more exports is a viable option
for the Indian companies. More fovex reserve
makes rupee stronger.

2) Reduction in external borrowing and dependency
so than more demand of Indian currency.

3) Crude oil and vegetable are major commodities
that Indian import for their consumption – reduce
dependency by substituting it by biofuels. Its a
long term strategy vegetable oil imports should
be limited to by growing oil seeds and thereby
reducing import payments.

 Limitations
1) Study period is limited to a years data and US

dollar against Indian rupee. As a result other
countries currency is not dealt with many
favourable nations. Thus overall affects on
economy cannot be true

2) Study is based a secondary data. Only figures
derived from sources have been accepted an
final and true. These may be an individual bias
as the nature of beliefs and thoughts.

3) It was very difficult and improper to include and
the results appear to be hypothetical in
comparison of currencies.

 Conclusion
RBI and government loan with the exciting

administration and functioning cannot keep the value
of currency up as major global factors affect Indian
currency value. Global environment cannot be
changed by India or RBI. They can help Indian rupee
by reforms at domestic level which appear are not
sufficient. So it should be understood, that both Indian
government as will as RBI alone cannot control
currency value. It would be at the foreign exchange
and or “Asian Corrum” or bricks group of countries
as EU or at federal structure that can enlighten more
on the subject to get fruitful results on this subject.
 References
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TO STUDY THE CLINICO-PATHOLOGICO-MIASMATICO COORELATION & ITS
APPLICATION IN MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE.

Dr. Chirag Shah

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:-
DEFINITION:-COPD is the name of group of
chronic &slowly progressive  respiratory
disorders characterized by reduced maximal
expiratory flow during forced exhalation.
COPD is disease state characterized by
progressive development of chronic airflow
limitation that is not fully reversible & includes
chronic bronchitis, emphysema &small
airway diseases
 disease state characterized by airflow
limitation that is not fullyReversible. COPD
includes emphysema,an anatomically defined
condition characterized by destruction
andenlargement of the lung alveoli; chronic
bronchitis, a clinically definedcondition with
chronic cough and phlegm; and small airways
disease,a condition in which small bronchioles
are narrowed.
THE FOLLOWING ARE FOUR TITLES
INCLUDED IN COPD:-
 CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,
 EMPHYSEMA
 BRONCHIAL ASTHMA
 BRONCHIECTASIS
DEFINATION: -
Chronic Bronchitis is defined Clinically as the
presence of chronic cough with expectoration
for at least 3 month of the year  of the year
more than two consecutive year.
Emphysema is defied anatomically as the
permanent &destructive enlargement of air
space distal to the terminal   bronchioles
without obvious fibrosis& with loss of normal
architecture.
Asthma is defined as a chronic inflammatory
disease of airways. It is characterized by

increased responsiveness of
thetracheobronchial tree to a multiplicity of
stimuli. It is manifested physiologically by a
widespread narrowing of the air passages,
which may be relieved spontaneously or as a
result of therapy, and clinically by paroxysms
of dyspnea, cough, and wheezing.
Bronchiactasis It is an abnormal &
permanent dilatation of bronchi &bronchioles.
It may be either focal, involving airways
supplying a limited region of pulmonary
parenchyma, or diffuse involving airway in
more widespread distribution.
EPIDEMIOLOGY
In India COPD is the commonest lung disorder
following pulmonary tuberculosis and is
equally prevalent in rural and urban areas.
Males are more affected than females.
Factors causing COPD
i. Smoking
ii. Occupational exposure to organic or
inorganic dusts or noxious gases
iii. Air pollution - industrial effluents,
smoke from wood fires
iv. Infections, especially viral lower
respiratory infection in infancy
v. Familial and genetic factor, e.g., alpha
1-antitrypsin deficiency

PATHOLOGY
Inchronic bronchitis, mucus-producing
glands in the submucosa of large airways
show hypertrophy and hyperplasia. The Reid
index, which indicates the ratio of thickness
of the submucosal glands to that of the
bronchial wall, is thus increased. Small non-
cartilaginous airways also show pathologic

Prof & HOD of Dept Of Physiology- Smt Malini Kishore Sanghvi Hom. medical ollege - Karjan.
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changes. Inflammatory damage to small
airways and surrounding alveoli occurs in
relatively early stages of the disease.
In emphysema, gas-exchanging units (acini)
of the lung distal to the terminal bronchiole
are affected, and the changes are classified
according to the pattern of involvement into
centrilobular and panacinar types. Panacinar
emphysema involves both the central and the
peripheral portions of the acini.
In asthma, On gross examination, the lungs
are hyperinflated and fail to collapse on
opening the chest. The large and small bronchi
and bronchioles are plugged with thick,
tenacious mucus. These plugs are made of
non-particulate matrix and particulate
substances such as Curschmann’s spirals and
Charcot-Leyden crystals. Microscopic
examination reveals hypertrophy of mucous
glands, and intense submucous inflammation
consisting of dilated capillaries and cell
infiltrates; the basement membrane is
thickened, smooth muscles are hypertrophied
and there is submucosal oedema.
In bronchiactasis ,The structural
components of wall, including cartilage, muscle
& elastic tissue are destroyed& may replaced
by fibrous tissue.The dilated airway
frequently contain pools of thick, purulent
material , while more peripheral airways are
often occluded by secretion or obliterated &
replace by fibrosis.Bronchial&peribronchial
inflammation & fibrosis, ulceration of
bronchial wall, squamous metaplasia & mucus
gland hyperplasia.Vascularity, of bronchial wall
increase with associated enlargment of
b r o n c h i a l
arteries.Pathologically&radiologically,there
are four types bronchiactasis:
1.Cylindrical:- Tube like bronchial dilatation.
2.Fusiform:- Spindle shaped bronchial
dilatation.
3. Saccular: - Rounded sac-like bronchial
dilatation.
4.Varicose:- Irregular bronchial enlargement
PREVENTION

Avoidance of smoking, adequate control of
atmospheric pollution in industry, use of ideal
cooking fuel and prompt treatment of
recurrent bronchopulmonary infections help
in the prevention of this disease. Even in an
established case, implementation of these
measures helps in preventing further
deterioration of lung function.
MIASM:-
Literally meaning of MIASM during Dr.
Hahnemann’s time
• Polluting exhalations
• Malarial poisons
• Morbific emmanations from putrescent

organic matter, animal or vegetable.
• Effluvia arising from the bodies of those

affected by certain diseases. Some of which
were regarded as infectious and others not.

   Miasm denotes the dynamic process producing
power which pollutes the human organism and
become the producer of every possible
disease condition.

Miasm as predisposition to ill health brought
about through hereditary genetic influence or
due to long term deleterious consequences
of certain past illness, leaving system either
in a depleted state or with enhanced/ morbid
susceptibility that keeps on attracting further
Morbific influences from environment to react
in a typical, specifiable morbid manner.
Further this morbidity itself assures a
progressive disorder through alteration in the
susceptibility.

• The fundamental miasm: indicated by family
history of disease as well as personal past
history.

• The dominant miasm: deduced from a
consideration of prominent expression of
disease at the time of observation.

TYPES OF MIASM:
• Psora: it is associated with intense activity/

reactivity of system at all levels and in all
areas with poor sustenance. A shift in favor
of sympathetic tone is inevitable for
permitting this type of variety of activity
index. It is obvious that such activity can’t
be sustained for long. We denote it by sign.
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• Sycosis: it is associated with sluggishness
of response of system at all levels and in all
areas. We could denote this state by sign.

• Tubercular: it described as pseudo psora to
denote its similarity to psora as far as
activity index goes. Structural pathology
resembling that of tubercular inflammatory
response all goes associated with this
miasm.

• Syphilis: get characterized by,
• Active, destructive type with the sign
• Passive degenerative type with sign
      That represents the final stage of exhaustion

of all resources.
CONCLUSION :-
- Here in majority of the case, I have seen

that they are affected with general catarrhal
mucus membrane with congestion & whole
respiratory track is frequently  involved with.
I show the process of inflammation,
structural changes in Bronchi & alveoli with
hyperinflation & dilatation of air – space  &
hypertrophy of secretory glands, reflecting
it oversecretion of mucus & ultimately
congestion all these pathology suggest
influence of sycoticmiasm.

- In our case study , case no. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8,
9, 10 reflects sycoticmiasm. So, I would
prefer the king of antisycotic medicine
according to similarity of sign & symptoms,
Thuja would be the intercurrent remedy here.

- Here in few cases, I have seen typical
mentals of Tuberculars followed by catarrhal
affection of most frequently with yellow
thick expectoration & sometimes
haemoptysis.

- There is also chronic inflammatory process,
dilatation  of bronchi &minimal destruction
of tissue  also suggest Tubercular miasm ,
bt these structural changes are reversible.

- These changes indicates me for the
selection of Tubercular miasm . and also
there is P/H & F/H of T.B. These type of
changes are seen in our case no. 3 & 6.

- So, I would prefer Bacillinum as intercurrent
remedy by the symptom similarity.

SUMMARY :-
- During the whole learning process, I came

across some important regarding the cases
of COPD.

1. This cases reflects mainly sycoticmiasm.
2. More chronic cases of COPD without proper

treatment will ends into Syco-syphilitic
changes.

3. Homoeopathic medicine with proper
repetation of anti-miasmatic remedies will
definatly change the future of the case.

4. Acute medicine also takes care to help the
case in between.
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UNDERSTANDING ROLE OF CONSTITUTIONAL REMEDY IN  RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

INTRODUCTION: 
Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic, immune inflammatory systemic disease that affects 
synovial joints with extra articular manifestation of unknown etiology. Bilateral peripheral 
symmetrical joint involvement with early morning stiffness is characteristic feature of RA. 
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY 
 
 

Mss  
joints of hand feet, ankle, muscles,  
long bones,  
long nerves,  
peri articular cartilage  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

capsule, synovial membrane, lymph  nodes, plasma cell, 
WBC, cytoplasm 
Inflammation  
 
Inflammatory mediator release like IL-4, IL-6, TNF-α, 
cytokine 
Synovial hyperplasia forming Pannus 
 
Pannus grows and resulting IN narrowing of joint space 

CD4 helper cell activated 
Release L2 
 
Amplifies T cell 
 
Activation proliferation & 
differentiation of B cell 
 
Produce anti bodies 
 
Release histamine 

Pain 
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Restricted movement 

Joint deformity 
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Release histamine 
 
Increase capillary permeability 
 
Decrease joint space 
 
Erosion 
 
Laxity decrease 

No. Criteria Definition   
1. Morning stiffness Morning stiffness in and around the joints lasting at least 1 hr 

before maximal improvement 
2. Arthritis of 3 or more 

joint areas 
At least 3 joint areas simultaneously having soft tissue swelling or 
fluid ( PIP, MCP,wrist , elbow,knee,ankle and MTP joints) 

3. Arthritis of hand joints At least 1 joint swollen as above in wrist MCP or PIP joint 
4. Symmetric arthritis Subcutaneous involvement of the same joints areas on both side 

of the body 
5. Rheumatoid nodules  Subcutaneous nodules over bony prominences or extensor 

surface, or in juxtra-articular regions 
6. Serum Rheumatoid 

Factor 
Demonstration of abnormal amounts of serum’’ rheumatoid 
factor’’ has been positive in less than 5% of normal control 
subjects 

7. Radiographic changes Changes typical of RA on PA hand and wrist radiographs, which 
must include erosions or unequivocal bony decalcification 
localized to or most marked adjacent to the involved joints 

  For classification purpose, a patient is said to have satisfied at least 4 out of 7 criteria.
 Criteria1 to 4 must be present for at least 6 weeks.
JOINTS DEFORMITIES IN RA:

Z deformities    Radial deviation at wrist with ulnar deviation of digits with 
palmar subluxation of  proximal phalanges 

Swan neck deformity Hyper extension of PIP joint with compensatory flexion of DIP J. 
Boutonniere Deformity flexion contracture of PIP &extension of DIP 
Thumb deformity hyperextension of IP joint &flexion of 1st MCP joint 
Elbow deformity flexion contracture of elbow with subluxation of head of radius  
Foot deformity -eversion at hind foot (subtalar joint) 

-Plantar subluxation of metatarsal heads with widening of fore 
foot. --Hallux valgus  
-Lateral deviation & dorsal subluxation of toes.  

 FUNCTIONAL GRADING OF RA: 
GRADE I  No handicap. can carry on all daily activities  
GRADE II moderate restriction of activities but independent 
GRADE III Marked restriction of activities mostly limited to self care. 

Need assistance 
GRADE IV Bed or chair bound .incapacitated and dependent 
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INVESTIGATIONS: 
LABORATORY TEST   FINDINGS 
Hemoglobin Normo chromic or hypo chromic or Normocytic due to chronic 

inflammation 
Platelets Increase at acute phase reactant 
ESR ≥ 30 ml 
CRP Increase >0.7 pg /ml 
RA factor High titer in aggressive disease 
Radiographic changes May normal in early than erosion or osteopenia of articular surface 
Anti CCP antibody Positive in RA 
 TREATMENT: 

 Disease activity control by drugs 
 Preservation of joint functions by physiotherapy or splinting 
 Prevention of deformity 
 Repair of joint damage by surgical intervention 

ROLE OF CONSTITUTIONAL REMEDIES 
A therapeutic agent in the homoeopathic formulary that is chosen based on a person’s 
individual  constitutional type, taking into account the persons symptoms, personality, 
genetic, and familiar characteristic in some cases acute & chronic remedy may also be 
constitutional remedy.In the modern terminology this could be said as the genetic 
preponderance or modification due to the patient’s life style or circumstances or due to 
suppression of illness in the past. The Homeopaths, therefore take long hours to understand 
the patient’s history to understand the constitution, temperament, history of suppression 
etc., to arrive on a constitutional medication. This approach is unique to Homeopathy and a 
little time consuming. It also requires extreme skill, perseverance, knowledge and 
experience.Constitutional remedies acts deeper into the system and correct the inherent 
disorder of the individual. Thus the constitutional remedy not only cures the disease, but 
improves individual’s health in general. If patients with rheumatoid arthritis take his 
constitutional remedy, it will not only help to reduce inflammatory changes, also stops 
further damage of bones. It also helps to improve general vitality of the body. Ultimately it 
improves standards of life. Most of the polychrest remedies are Homoeo-Constitutional 
Remedies.   
DESIGN OF STUDY:InclusionCriteria of Study 
 Diagnosed cases of RA as per Criteria . 
 Cases of our MKSH OPD    I  
Exclusive criteria of Study 
 I exclude the case in which patient not come to follow up after one dose of medicine in 

which I cannot get action our medicine 
 I exclude the cases in which cannot found a detail of patient in a manner of physical as 

well as mental symptoms of patient so I cannot evaluate the patient 
METHOD OF COLLECTION OF CASES  
 I collect the cases in which I saw the follow up of cases or observe the case definition or 

discuss with my guide about old cases in which patient get the action of medicine from 
that I can study the action of Homoeopathic medicine in the cases of rheumatoid 
arthritis.  

METHOD OF STUDY 
 First of all I study the sign & symptoms of patient that must match with rheumatoid 

arthritis sign & symptoms criteria. 
 After that did examination of patient of rheumatoid arthritis. 
 Then I took the physical general of patient. 
 Then I study mental symptoms of patient. 
 From both of these physical & mental symptoms of patient I can come on my FINAL 

selection of homoeopathic medicine. 
 After giving medicine I make criteria of symptoms on which I can conclude the level of 

cure in patient. 
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CONCLUSION:

After case definition I prescribed NAT SIL as constitutional remedy on the basis of mind and
physical characteristic.

We choose low potency because of more structural changes occur.

In a first follow up pt complain not relieved so we prescribe RHUS TOX as a acute remedy on
basis of patient pain and modality.

Pt not better with deep acting constitutional remedy because having a severe pain in all joint
due to acute exacerbation of RA, so  its require acute remedy. In a next 2 follow up patient
complain better.After relief of pain I prescribed deep acting constitutional remedy

Pt give a regular follow up and now better all c/o….

FINAL CONCLUSION

 In 10 cases of RA my final conclusion is that - disease requires deep acting
constitutional remedy because of its psychosomatic nature.

 From 5 cases it can be concluded that in some cases Thuja requires as an anti
miasmatic remedy with proper indications especially genetic role.

 Looking to gender in my cases 6 cases are female and 4 cases are male.
 SUMMARY

 In 10 cases I understood that deeper acting constitutional remedy is best for treatment
of RA rather than therapeutic remedy.

 More affected age group is 30 to 50 yr of the age.
 From  10 cases 6 female and 4 male are affected
  In a 4 cases of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis given CAL PHOS as a constitutional remedy.
 5 cases require THUJA as intercurrent remedy
 6 cases required acute remedy, 4 cases of RHUS TOX and 2 case of BRYONIA.
 Homoeopathic mode of treatment is highly effectivein the management of RA.
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VwIF5GGM VFWFZ 5[|Z6F

lX1FSGL V[S VlGJFI" jIFJ;FlIS HJFANFZL K[P S[/J6LGF T\N]Z:T lJSF; DF8[ 5[|Z6FG]\ DCtJ K[P VFH[ JT"DFG ;DIDF\ DFGJL 
5|UlT SZTM ZCIM K[P T[ lJlJW 1F[+MDF\ SFI"S|DM S[ VFlJQSFZM SZTM ZC[ K[P H[D J{7FlGS lJSF; YFI T[D GJF lJRFZM HgD[ K[P VFH AFAT 
JU"B\0DF\ ,FU] 50[ K[P NZ[S lJWFYL"GLVMGF lJRFZM V,U V,U CMJFG[ SFZ6[4 TM 36LJFZ lX1FSM ;FY[ TFNFtDI G ;FWL XSJFG[ SFZ6[ 
JU"B\0DF\ VG[S ;D:IFVMGM HgD YFI K[P 

VF ;D:IFVM S[ JT"GG]\ RF,SA/ 5[|Z6F K[P DG]QI H[ SF\. XLB[ K[ T[GL 5FK/ 56 V[S IF ALHF 5|SFZGL  5[|Z6F H ZC[,L CMI 
K[P DGMJ{7FGLS VY"DF\ 5[|Z6FGM ;\A\W S[J/ VF\TZLS pNL5S ;FY[ K[P H[GF 5Z VF56]\ JT"G VFWFZLT K[P VFD4 5[|Z6FV[ VF\TZLS XlST K[P 
H[ jIlSTG[ SFI" SZJF 5[|ZLT SZ[ K[P VF V[S VNxI XlST  K[P H[ N[BL XSFTL GYLP T[GF 5Z VFWFZLT JT"GG[ HM.G[ S[J/T[G] VG]DFG SZL
XSFI K[P 8]\SDF c5[|Z[ T[ 5[|Z6Fc lX1FS[ lJWFYL"VMG[ VwIIG DF8[ IMuI 5[|Z6F VF5JLP TM H T[VM wI[I ;]WL 5CM\RJFGL lNXF HF6L XSX[P VF 
ZLT[ JUL"lX1F6DF\ VlE5[|Z6FGM lJSF; SZL XSFIP 
lJWFYL"G[ VlE5[|lZT SZJFGF DFUM" o 
!f lJWFYL" ;D1F ,1I D}SJ]\P 
Zf lJWFYL" ;FY[GM 5[|DEIM" VG[ ;CFG]E}lT5]6" jIJCFZ SZJMP 
#f T\N]Z:T :5WF"tDS JFTFJZ6 pE]\ SZJ]\P 
$f 5[|DEIM" 95SM VG[ 5|;\XFGM p5IMUP 

S1FF DGMEFZGL S1FFG]\ JUL"SZ6 
DGMEFZ 

P10 VlT lGdG DGMEFZ 
P25 lGdG DGMEFZ 
P50 DwID DGMEFZ 
P75 prR DGMEFZ 
P90 VlT prR DGMEFZ 

 SFZ6 (Findings) 
!f VDNFJFN XC[ZGL DFwIDLS XF/FVMDF\ VeIF; SZTF WMv!_ GF lJWFYL"VM 5{SL DwID X{1F6LS l;lwW WZFJTF lJWFYL"VMGL 

8SFJFZL JW] DF,]D 50L CTLP HIFZ[ prR VG[ lGdG X{1F6LS l;lwW WZFJTF  lJWFYL"VMGL 8SFJFZL ,UEU ;DFG DF,]D 50L 
CTL[P 

Zf VDNFJFN XC[ZDF\ DFwIDLS XF/FDF\ VeIF; SZTF\ WMv!_ GF lJWFYL"VM 5{SL V0WF SZTF VMKF  lJWFYL"VM DwID DGMEFZ 
WZFJTF CTFP HIFZ[ lGdG DGMEFZ4 prR DGMEFZ VG[ VlT lGdG DGMEFZ WZFJTF lJWFYL"VMGL 8SFJFZL ;DFG HMJF D/L 
CTLP 

#f DFwIDLS XF/F VeIF; SZTF WMv!_ GF lJWFYL"VMGL X{1F6LS l;lwW 5Z DGMEFZGL ;FY"S V;Z HMJF D/L G CTLP 
$f WMv!_ GF KMSZFVMGL X{1F6LS l;lwW 5Z  DGMEFZGL ;FY"S V;Z HMJF D/L G CTLP 
5f WMv!_ DF\ VeIF; SZTF\ KMSZFVM 5{SL V0WF EFUGF KMSZFVM DwID X{1F6LS l;lwW WZFJ[ K[P VG[ ,UEU V[8,F H 

lJWFYL"VM DGMEFZGL DwID S1FF WZFJ[ K[P  
&f WMv!_ GL KMSZLVMGL X{1F6LS l;lwW 5Z DGMEFZGL V;Z Y. G CTLP 
*f WMv!_ GL KMSZLVM 5{SL V0WL KMSZLVM DGMEFZGL DwID S1FF WZFJ[ K[ VG[ T[8,L H KMSZLVM X{1F6LS l;lwWGL 56 DwID 

S1FF WZFJ[ K[P  
(f 5}J" lJ:TFZGL DFwIDLS XF/F WMv!_ GF lJWFYL"VMGL X{1F6LS l;lwW 5Z DGMEFZGL ;FY"S V;Z HMJF D/L G CTLP 
)f 5}J" lJ:TFZGF WMv!_ GF lJWFYL"VMDF\ RMYF EFUGF lJWFYL"VM prR DGMEFZ WZFJ[ K[ VG[ VlT prR DGMEFZ WZFJTF 

lJWFYL"VMGL ;\bIF 56 T[GF H[8,L HMJF D/L CTL TYF V0WF lJWFYL"VMGL X{1F6LS l;lwWGL S1FF DwID HMJF D/L CTLP 
!_f 5l`RD lJ:TFZGL DFwIDLS XF/FVMGF WMv!_ GF lJWFYL"VMGL X{1F6LS l;lwW 5Z DGMEZGL V;Z JTF". G CTLP 
!!f 5l`RD lJ:TFZGF TDFD lJWFYL"VMDF\YL V0WF  lJWFYL"VM DwID DGMEFZ WZFJ[ K[P HIFZ[ VlTlGdG DGMEFZ VG[ VlT prR 

DGMEFZ WZFJTF lJWFYL"VMGL ;\bIF VMKL K[ TYF V0WF lJWFYL"VM X{1F6LS l;lwWGL DwID S1FF WZFJTF CTFP  
VwI[TFG[ S. ZLT[ VlE5[|ZLT SZXM m 
s!f :JF:YI5|N ClZOF. o  DM8FEFU[ VwI[TF Z; VG[ ~RL CMI T[JL H 5|J'lT SZ[ K[ 56 lX1FS H[  T\N]Z:T CZLOF.G]\ VFIMHG SZ[ 

TM VwI[TFVM lJQFIJ:T]GF\ D]N'FVM XLBJF DF8[ Tt5Z AG[ K[P 
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s!f :JF:YI5|N ClZOF. o  DM8FEFU[ VwI[TF Z; VG[ ~RL CMI T[JL H 5|J'lT SZ[ K[ 56 lX1FS H[  T\N]Z:T CZLOF.G]\ VFIMHG SZ[ 
TM VwI[TFVM lJQFIJ:T]GF\ D]N'FVM XLBJF DF8[ Tt5Z AG[ K[P 

sZf VFtDUF{ZJ o  lX1FS ;HF4 N\0 S[ U]:;[ Y.G[ 56 VwI[TFG[ VwIIGDF\ 5[|ZL XS[ K[P 56 VF ZLTGM p5IMU VFtDUF{ZJGL 
VG]E}lT SZFJJLP 

s#f lX1FF o  lX1FS ;HF4 N\0 S[ U]:;[ Y.G[ 56 VwI[TFG[ VwIIGDF\ 5[|ZL XS[ K[P 56 VF ZLTGM p5IMU VIMuI K[P 
s$f .GFD o  lX1FS VwI[TFG[ ;FZL 5|J'lT DF8[ .GFD VF5L VwIIGDF\ 5[|ZL XS[P 
s5f ~RL o  VwIGGDF\ VwI[TFGL ~RL pt5gG SZL T[G[ 5[|ZL XSFIP 
s&f ;FD}lCS SFI" o  ;D]CDF\ VgIG[ SFI" SZTM HM. VwI[TF 5[|Z6F D[/J[ K[P NFPTP l;d5MlhID4 ;[DLGFZ4 5[G, RRF"P 
s*f 5|X\;F o  VwI[TFGL ;D}CDF\ 5|X\;F SZJL HM.V[P 
s(f 5lZ6FDGL HF6 o  VwI[TFG[ 5lZ6FDGL HF6 h05YL SZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM T[ VwIIGDF\ Z; ,[TM YFI K[P 
s)f JU"G]\ JFTFJZ6 o  VwIIG5|N JU"G] JFTFJZ6 VwI[TFG[ 5[|Z[ K[P V[8,F DF8[ EFQFF4 5|IMUXF/F lJ7FG4 .lTCF;B\04 

lR+S,FB\0 JU[Z[ ZFBJF HM.V[P 
VwIF5G DCtJo 
 VwIGGM VFWFZ 5[|Z6F K[P VwI[TFG[ H[ S=LIFDF\ VFG\N VFJ[ T[ lS|IF JFZ\JFZ SZ[ K[P T[YL VwIGG[  VFG\NNFIS4 lX1FS[ VwI[TFVMG[ 
5[|Z6F VF5JL HM.V[P 
s!f wI[IGL 5|Fl%T  o  HM RMSS; wI[I CMI TM VwI[TF Z; NFBJ[ K[ VG[ tIFZAFN lS=IF  SZJF DF8[  5[|Z[ K[P DF8[ JU"G] 
lX1F6 wI[I,1FL AGFJJ]  HM.V[P 
sZf RFlZ+I lGDF"6 o  VwI[TFDF\ 5[|Z6F wJFZF H~ZL 8[J VFNX" VG[ ;NU]6MGM lJSF; SZL RFlZ+I wI[I SZL XSFIP 
s#f wIFG  o  H[ lS=IFDF\ VwI[TF wIFG VF5[ T[ lS=IF V;ZSFZS AG[ K[P T[YL lX1FS[ VwI[TF wIFG VF5L T[JF 5[|ZSM 5]ZF 5F0JF 

HM.V[P 
s$f VeIF;S=D  o  lJlJW,1FL VeIF;S=D wJFZF VwI[TFG[ VwIIG SZJF 5[|ZL XSFIP 
s5f VwI[TFGF JT"GDF\ 5lZJT"G  o  .GFD4 5]Z:SFZ4 lX1FF JU[Z[ wJFZF 5[|Z6F VF5L VwI[TFG]\ JT"G 5lZ6D[ SZL XSFIP 
s&f lX:TGL EFJGFGM lJSF;  o  5[|Z6F wJFZF lX1FS lJWFYL"VMDF\ :JXF;G VG[ :JI\lX:TGL EFJGFGM lJSF; SZL XS[ K[P 
s*f ;FDFlHS U]6MGM lJSF;  o  ;D}C HLJGGF\ SFIM" wJFZF lX1FS ;FD]NFlIS EFJGF VG[ ;FDFHLS U]6MGM lJSF; SZL XS[P 
s(f IMuI VwIIG 5lZl:YTL VG[ 5IF"JZ6  o  ;];HH T\N]Z:T JU" 5IF"JZ6 VwI[TF DF8[ 5[|ZSA/ ;FALT YFI K[P XF/FG] 

DSFG4 A[9S jIJ:YF4 5Z:5ZGM ;CSFZ4 ;CvVeIF; 5|J'lTVMDF EFU ,[JFGL TS JU[Z[ AF/SGF VwIGG[ V;Z SZ[ K[ T[G[ 
5[|Z6F 5]ZL 5F0[  K[P 

s)f GJF lX1F6G[ 5}J"7FG ;FY[ HM0J]  o  VG]EJ V[ DCFG VwIF5S K[ T[YL VwIF5SGL OZH K[ S[ JT"DFG lX1F6G[ 
VwI[TFGF 5}J"7FG ;FY[ HM0JFDF\ VFJ[P 

lJWFYL"VMG[ VwIGGDF\ 5[|ZLT SZL wI[I,1FL lX1F6 AGFJL XSFI K[P 
;DF5G (Conclusion) 
 ;\XMWGV[ VDNFJFN XC[ZGL DFwIDLS XF/FDF\ WMv!_ DF\ lJWFYL"VMGL X{1F6LS l;lwW 5Z DGMEFZGL V;ZM HF6JF V[S GD| 
5|IF; K[P VF ;\XMWGGF\ TFZ6M XF/FGF\ lJWFYL"VMGM lGNX" TZLS[ ,. T[DGF 5|F%TF\SM 5ZYL TFZJJFDF VFJ[ K[P VF ;\XMWG VDNFJFN 
XC[ZGL U]HZFTL DFwIDGL XF/FVMGF WMv!_ GF lJWFYL"  5]ZTM DIF"lNT CMJFYL T[G[  jIF5lJ`J 5Z ,FU] 5F0L XSFX[ GCLP T[D KTF 
lJWFYL"VMGL  X{1F6LS l;lwW 5Z DGMEFZGL V;Z N]Z SZJF DF8[ VeIF; lX1FSM4 JF,LVM T[DH S[/J6LSFZMG[ p5IMUL GLJ0X[ TM  
;\XMWSGM VF GD| 5|IF; ;FY"S YIM U6FX[P  

Referebce 
U]HZFTL 5]:TSM 
!f pRF84 0LPV[P sZ__)f lX1F6 VG[ ;FDFHLS lJ7FGMDF\ ;\XMWGMG]\ 5wWTLXF:+ 
Zf pRF84 0LPV[PVG[ VgI sZ__&foX{1F6LS  ;\XMWGMGF ;FZF\X4 ZFHSM8 o lX1F6XF:+ EJG4 ;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8LP 
#f N[;F.4 S'Q6SF\T HLP VG[ VgIM4 s!)*)foDGMJ{7FGLS 5lZEFQFF VG[ lJEFUGF VDNFJFNo I]lGJl;"8L U\|Y lGDF"6 AM0"P 
$f N[;F.4 S[PHLP VG[ N[;F.4 V[;PHLPs!)*#fo;\XMWG 5wWTLVM VG[ 5|lTlGWLVM4 VDNFJFNo I]lGJl;"8L U\|Y lGDF"6 AM0"4 
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* િવણ એમ. પરમાર 

એમ જે કોલેજ ઓફ કોમસ.- એમ કે ભાવનગર યુિનવસ ટી  - ભાવનગર  

ભાવનગર જ લામાં મનરગા યોજનાનો રોજગાર ની ટ એ ુલના મક અ યાસ 

આપણા દશમાં પણ બેરોજગાર ની સમ યા દન િત દન જ ટલ બની રહ  છે. નો આ  પણ ઉકલ લાવી 

શકાયો નથી. ગર બીએ આિથક અને સામા જક ે  માટ અ ભશાપ સમાન છે.  ભારત ના યેક રા યમાં મહદ શે 

જોવા મળે છે. આપ ું ુજરાત રા ય સમ  દશમાં િવકાસ અને માથાદ ઠ આવકની ર તે અ  હરોળમાં થાન પામ ુ ં 

હોવા છતા,ં ુજરાતમાં પણ યાપક માણમાં ગર બી જોવા મળે છે. ુ ં  ુ ય કારણ બેરોજગાર  છે, તેમ કહ  શકાય. 

બેરોજગાર  નો અથ લોકોને ુરતા માણમાં કામ ન મળે તેવો થાય છે.  

સમ યા કથન  

લોકોની રોજગાર  મેળવવાની મતા માં  ુધારો થાય તે માટ દરક પંચવષ ય યોજનામાં રોજગાર  

યોજનાઓ ું ૂ યાંકન કર ને તેમાં ુધારા-વધારા કરવામાં આવે છે. િવિવધ કારની રોજગાર બાહધર  યોજનાઓ 

અને છે લે MGNREGA વી યોજના અમલમાં ુકવામાં આવી છે. આ બધામાં મનરગા યોજના એ રોજગાર ની 

બાંહધર  આપતી અને થાિનક તર કાયમી વ પની સંપિત વધારનાર  કહ  શકાય. આ યોજના છે લા એકાદ 

દાયકાથી અમલમાં ુકવામાં આવેલ છે. યાર આ યોજનામાં  રોજગાર  અને સંપિ  સ ન ું યેય કટલાક શે સફળ 

બની ર ુ ં છે તે ણ ુ ં ઘ ુ ં અગ ય ું કહ  શકાય. આ સંદભમાં અમોએ " ુજરાતમાં મનરગા યોજનાની રોજગાર  

પરની અસરો" ણવા નીચેના હ ુઓ ક માં રાખી ુત અ યાસ હાથ ધરલ છે.  

સંદભ સા હ ય નો અ યાસ : 

ુત અ યાસ સંદભ રોજગાર  તગત ૂતકાળમાં કટલાક અ યાસ થયેલા છે . તેમાંના કટલાક અહ  

ની પવામાં આ યો છે .જોસેફ જોષી ૨૦૦૯   ના સંશોધનમાં જોવા મ ુ ં હ ુ ં  ક હ રયાણા , ઓ ર સા અને અ ય 

રાજયોમાં મનરગાના જોબકાડનો ુ ુપયોગ થાય છે  .કટલાક શા ુકારો ારા મ ુરો પાસેથી જોબકાડ લઇ લેવામાં આવે 

છે અને તેનો ુ ુપયોગ કરવામાં આવે છે  .ખરખર કરવામાં આવતા કામો યં ો વડ કરવામાં આવે છે અને િમકોને 

કટલીક રકમ આપી દવામાં આવે છે . ુતર યા .આર.2010એ જણા ુ ં છે, ક ામીણ ગર બ ુ ુ ંબો પર મનરગાના 

લાભાથ ઓમાંથી મોટા ભાગના ુ ુ ંબો સો દવસ કરતા ઓછ  રોજગાર  મેળવતા હતા  .જોક મનરગાના અમલથી 

લાભાથ  ુ ુ ંબ વિનભર બ યા છે . શહરો તરફના થળાંતરમાં ઘટાડો થયો છે . ુ ુ ંબોના આ મિવ ાસમાં વધારો થયો 

છે. ુ ુ ંબના સામા જક દર માં વધારો થયો છે. તેમ જ લાભાથ  ુ ુ ંબોના વનધોરણ પર હકારા મક અસર પડ  છે .

પટલ એ  .આઈ ૨૦૧૦ ના તારણમાં મોટાભાગના લાભાથ ઓ અિશ ીત અને અ ુ ૂ ચત િત અને 

અ ુ ૂ ચતજન િતના છે .લાભાથ ઓ વૈક પક રોજગાર  માટ મોટા ભાગે પ ુપાલનનો યવસાયકર છે  .મનરગા 

યોજનાથી ામીણ ે ે રોજગાર ની તકો વધી છે , થળાંતર ઘટ ુ ં છે  . તર માળખાક ય સગવડો વધી છે  . ામ 

રોજગાર નો સારો િવક પ ા ત થયો છે .  મચ ટ આ પાલી નો અ યાસ જણાવે છે ક  .આ કાય મ તગતઆણંદ 

તા ુકામાં લાભાથ ઓને પ ુપાલન, વાહન, િસચાઈ, લ ુ યાપાર કામગીર માટના સાધનો વગેર માટ િધરાણ અને 

સબસીડ  ુર  પાડવામાં આવી 4 ટકા ખેતી આધા રત ા ય ુ ુ ંબો “મનરગા” જોબ કાડની આવક પર નભે છે. 
સંશોધન પ િત 

ુત અ યાસનો હ  ુ“ભાવનગર જ લામાં મનરગા યોજનાની રોજગાર  પરની અસરો તપાસવાનો” છે. ુત 

અ યાસમાં જ ર  ુણા મક અને ેરણા મક કારની મા હતી મેળવવા માટ ગૌણ મા હતીનો ઉપયોગ કરલ  
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છે.ભાવનગર જ લાના બધા જ તા ુકામાં ‘મનરગા’ યોજનાનો અમલ તેની શ આતથી જ થઇ ર ો છે  .

અ યાસ ે માં  ભાવનગર જ લો છે. િન પાયેલી મા હતી ુ ં ટકાવાર  ૃ દર , સરરાશ વી કડાશા ીય અને 

ગા ણિતક પ ધિતઓથી િવ લેષણ કરવામાં આ ું છે. અ યાસની મયાદાઓ : ુત અ યાસમાં . ગૌણ મા હતીનો 

ઉપયોગ કરલ છે .તેમજ ુત અ યાસ ુજરાતના મા  ભાવનગર જ લા ૂ રતો મયા દત હોવાથી તેના તારણો 

અ ય જ લા ક દશને લા ુ ન પણ પડ  શક તેમ કહ  શકાય. 
કો ટક  

ભાવનગર જ લામાં મનરગા તગત રોજગાર ની થિત દશાવ ુ ં
મ  વષ  (૨૦૧૩-૧૪) (૨૦૧૮-૧૯) 

તા ુકો રોજગાર ની માંગ  રોજગાર ની ઓફર  

  

રોજગાર ની માંગ રોજગાર ની ઓફર  

  

ુ ુ ંબો  ય તઓ  ુ ુ ંબો  ય ત

ઓ  

ુ ુ ંબો  ય તઓ  ુ ુ ંબો  ય ત

ઓ  

૧  ભાવનગર  ૧,૦૩૨  ૩,૨૫૦  ૧૦૩૨  ૩૨૫૦  ૧૬૯૮ ૪૬૪૨ ૧૬૯૮ ૪૬૪૨ 

૨  બોટાદ  ૧૧૫૯  ૩૫૩૦  ૧૧૫૯  ૩૫૩૦  ૩૭૪૬ ૧૧૦૮૨ ૩૭૪૬ ૧૧૦૮૨ 

૩ ગઢડા ૭૭૮ ૨૪૨૬ ૭૭૮ ૨૪૨૬ ૨૮૯૧ ૫૮૭૨ ૨૮૯૦ ૫૮૭૧ 

૪ ગા રયાધા

ર 

૧૯૧૫ ૫૭૨૫ ૧૯૧૫ ૫૭૨૫ ૧૦૬૬ ૩૦૨૯ ૧૦૬૬ ૩૦૨૯ 

૫ ઘોઘા ૩૧૧ ૬૩૧ ૩૧૧ ૬૩૧ ૨૪૦૩ ૬૧૫૫ ૨૪૦૩ ૬૧૫૫ 

૬ સર ૦૦ ૦૦ ૦૦ ૦૦ ૧૯૨૧ ૪૫૯૧ ૧૯૨૧ ૪૫૯૧ 

૭ મ ુવા ૪૨૪૩ ૧૩૩૦૧ ૪૨૪૩ ૧૩૩૦૧ ૨૮૦૦ ૬૩૭૮ ૨૮૦૦ ૬૩૭૮ 

૮ પાલીતાણા ૧૫૪૬ ૩૮૪૨ ૧૫૪૬ ૩૮૪૨ ૨૮૫૮ ૮૯૦૬ ૨૮૫૭ ૮૯૦૪ 

૯ િશહોર ૧૧૨૯ ૩૨૬૬ ૧૧૨૭ ૩૨૬૩ ૨૬૬૪ ૭૩૫૭ ૨૬૬૪ ૭૩૫૭ 

૧૦ તળા  ૨૫૩૭ ૯૨૫૪ ૨૫૩૬ ૯૨૫૦ ૧૦૬૯ ૨૪૦૪ ૧૦૬૯ ૨૪૦૪ 

૧૧ ઉમરાળા ૧૫૪૪ ૪૪૫૦ ૧૨૪૪ ૪૪૫૦ ૨૩૧૧૬ ૬૦૪૧૬ ૨૩૧૧૪ ૬૦૪૧૩ 

૧૨ વ લભી ુર ૨૭૨ ૭૬૫ ૨૭૨ ૭૬૫ ૧૬૯૮ ૪૬૪૨ ૧૬૯૮ ૪૬૪૨ 

 ુલ ૧૬૪૬૬ ૫૦૪૪૦ ૧૬૪૬૩ ૫૦૪૩૩ ૩૭૪૬ ૧૧૦૮૨ ૩૭૪૬ ૧૧૦૮૨ 

ભાવનગર જ લામાં “મનારગા” યોજના તગત રોજગાર ની વષ ૨૦૧૩-૧૪ ની પ ર થિત દશાવતા ઉપરો ત 

કો ટકનો અ યાસ કરતા એ ું જોવા મળે છે ક, ભાવનગર જ લાના ુલ ૧૨ તા ુકાઓ છે. માં આ યોજના તગત 

મ ુવા તા ુકામાં સૌથી વ ુ ુ ુ ંબો ારા રોજગાર ની માંગ કરવામાં આવી છે.  ૪૨૪૩ ટલા છે. જયાર ુલ 

૧૩,૩૦૧ ય તઓ ારા રોજગાર  ગેની માંગ કરવામાં આવી છે.  માંગ કરનારાઓના અ ુ મે ૨૫.૭૭ ટકા અને 

૨૬.૩૭ ટકા થવા ય છે. જયાર સૌથી ઓછ  માંગ કરનાર ુ ુ ંબો અને ય તઓ ઘોઘા તા ુકામાં છે.  અ ુ મે 

૩૧૧ અને ૬૩૧ છે. ટકાવાર ની ટ એ જોઈએ તો તે અ ુ મે ૧.૮૯ ટકા અને ૧.૨૫ ટકા થવા ય છે. સમ  ર તે 

જોઈએ તો જ લાના ુલ ૧૬,૪૬૬ ુ ુ ંબો ારા અને ુલ ૫૦,૪૪૦ ય તઓ ારા રોજગાર  મેળવવા માટની માંગ 

કરવામાં આવી છે. આ યોજના તગત રોજગાર  ઓફર કરવાની ટ એ જોઈએ, તો સૌથી વ ુ રોજગાર ની ઓફર 

મ ુવા તા ુકાના ૪૨૪૩ ુ ુ ંબોના ુલ 13,૩૦૧ ય તઓને કરવામાં આવી છે.  રોજગાર ની માંગ કરનારાના ૧૦૦  

ટકા છે. જયાર સૌથી ઓછ  રોજગાર ની ઓફર વ લભી ુર તા ુકાના ૨૭૨ ુ ુ ંબોને કરવામાં આવી છે. અને 

ય તગત ર તે ઘોઘા તા ુકાના ૬૩૧ ય તઓને કરવામાં આવી છે. સમ  ર તે જોઈએ તો જ લાના ુલ ૧૬,૪૬૩ 

ુ ુ ંબોના ૫૦,૪૪૩ ય તઓને રોજગાર ની ઓફર કરવામાં આવી છે.  રોજગાર  માંગનારના અ ુ મે ૯૯.૯૮ ટકા 

અને ૯૯.૯૯ ટકા થવા ય છે. ભાવનગર જ લામાં મનરગા યોજના તગત રોજગાર ની મા હતીમાં સર તા ુકા  
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ગે કોઈ પણ કારની મા હતી ઉપલ ધ નથી.ભાવનગર જ લામાં “મનારગા” યોજના તગત રોજગાર ની 

વષ ૨૦૧૮-૧૯ની પ ર થિત દશાવતા ઉપરો ત કો ટકનો અ યાસ કરતા એ ું જોવા મળે છે ક , ભાવનગર જ લા ુ ં 

િવભાજન થતા હવે ુલ ૧૦  તા ુકાઓ છે. માં આ યોજના તગત ગા રયાધાર તા ુકામાં સૌથી વ ુ ુ ુ ંબો ારા 

રોજગાર ની માંગ કરવામાં આવી છે.  ૩,૭૪૬  ટલા છે. જયાર ુલ ૧૧,૦૮૨ ય તઓ ારા રોજગાર  ગેની 

માંગ કરવામાં આવી છે.  માંગ કરનારાઓના અ ુ મે ૧૬.૨૧ ટકા અને ૧૮.૩૪ ટકા થવા ય છે. જયાર સૌથી 

ઓછ  માંગ કરનાર ુ ુ ંબો સર તા ુકામાં છે.  ૧,૦૬૬ ટલા છે. અને સૌથી ઓછ  માંગ કરનાર ય તઓ 

વ લભી ુર તા ુકામાં છે.  ૨,૪૦૪ ટલા છે. ટકાવાર ની ટ એ જોઈએ તો તે અ ુ મે ૪.૬૧ ટકા અને ૩.૯૮ ટકા 

થવા ય છે. સમ  ર તે જોઈએ તો જ લાના ુલ ૨૩,૧૧૬  ુ ુ ંબો ારા અને ુલ ૬૦,૪૧૬ ય તઓ ારા 

રોજગાર  મેળવવા માટની માંગ કરવામાં આવી છે.  

           આ યોજના તગત રોજગાર  ઓફર કરવાની ટ એ જોઈએ , તો સૌથી વ ુ રોજગાર ની ઓફર 

ગા રયાધાર તા ુકાના ૩,૭૪૬ ુ ુ ંબોના ુલ ૧૧,૦૮૨ ય તઓને કરવામાં આવી છે.  રોજગાર ની માંગ કરનારાના 

૧૦૦ ટકા છે. જયાર સૌથી ઓછ  રોજગાર ની ઓફર સર તા ુકાના ૧,૦૬૬ ુ ુ ંબોને કરવામાં આવી છે. અને 

ય તગત ર તે વ લભી ુર તા ુકાના ૨,૪૦૪ ય તઓને કરવામાં આવી છે. સમ  ર તે જોઈએ તો જ લાના ુલ 

૨૩,૧૧૪ ુ ુ ંબોના ૬૦,૪૧૩ ય તઓને રોજગાર ની ઓફર કરવામાં આવી છે.  રોજગાર  માંગનારના અ ુ મે 

૯૯.૯૮ ટકા અને ૯૯.૯૯ ટકા થવા ય છે.  

ુલના મક અ યાસ  

 ભાવનગર જ લામાં “મનરગ” યોજના તગત રોજગાર  ગેની વષ ૨૦૧૩-૧૪ અને વષ ૨૦૧૮-૧૯ માં 

રોજગાર  ગે થયેલ કામગીર  તપાસતા ઘણા બધાં પ રવતનો થયેલા જોવા મળે છે. વષ ૨૦૧૩-૧૪ માં રોજગાર  

ની માંગણી કરનાર ુ ુ ંબોની સૌથી વ ુ સં યા મ ુવા તા ુકામાં હતી (૪,૨૪૩) અને સૌથ  ઓછ  માંગ ઘોઘા તા ુકમાં 

હતી (૭૭૮) જયાર ૨૦૧૮-૧૯ માં રોજગાર ની સૌથી વ ુ માંગ કરનાર ુ ુ ંબો ગયર યાધાર તા ુકામાં છે. (૩,૭૪૬) 

સૌથી વ ુ માંગ કરનાર વય તઓ પણ ગા રયાધાર તા ુકામાં જ છે. જયાર સૌથી ઓછ  માંગ કરનાર ુ ુ ંબો સર 

તા ુકામાં છે. (૧,૦૬૬) અને સૌથી ઓછ  માંગ કરનાર ય તઓ વલભી ુર તા ુકામાં છે. (૨,૪૦૪) જયાર વષ 

૨૦૧૩_૧૪ માં ુલ ૬,૪૬૬ ુ ુ ંબના ુલ ૫૦,૪૪૦ ય ઓએ રોજગાર ની માંગ કર  હતી.  વષ ૨૦૧૮-૧૯ માં 

અ ુ ે ૨૩,૧૧૬ અને ૬૦,૪૧૬ ટલી થઇ થઇ છે. આમ વષ ૨૦૧૩-૧૪ ની સરખામણીએ વષ ૨૦૧૮-૧૯ માં 

રોજગાર  માંગનાર ુ ુ ંબોની સં યામાં ૪૦.૩૯%  અને ય તઓમાં ૧૯.૭૮% નો વધારો થયેલો જોવા મળે છે.  

આ યોજના તગત વષ ૨૦૧૩-૧૪માં મ ુવા તા ુકાના સૌથી વ ુ ૪,૨૪૩ ુ ુ ંબોના ુલ ૧૩,૩૦૧ ય તઅઓને 

રોજગાર ની ઓફર કરવામાં આવી હતી. જયાર સૌથી ઓછ   વ લભી ુર તા ુકાના ૨૭૨ ુ ુ ંબોને અને ઘોઘા 

તા ુકાના ૬૩૧ ય તઓને કરવામાં આવી હતી. જયાર ૨૦૧૮-૧૯ માં સૌથી વ ુ ઓફર ગાર યાધાર તા ુકાના 

૩,૭૪૬ ુ ુ ંબોના ૧૧,૦૮૨ ય તઓને કરવામાં આવી. સમ  ર તે જોઈએ તો, વષ ૨૦૧૩-૧૪માં ુલ ૧૬,૪૬૩ 

ુ ુ ંબોના ુલ ૫૦,૪૩૩ ય તઓને રોજગાર ની ઓફર કરવામાં આવી હતી,  વષ ૨૦૧૮-૧૯માં અ ુ મે ૨૩,૧૧૪ 

અને ૬૦,૪૧૩ થઇ.  
સંદભ ુ ચ :  

1. ુજરાત સરકાર (૨૦૧૧) ુજરાત રા ય ાિમણ રોજગાર બાહધ ર યોજના ામ રોજગાર સેવકો માટની 

મા હતી ુ તીકા. પંચાયતીરાજ અને ામીણ િવકાસમં ાલય, ગાંધીનગર. 

2. ુજરાત સરકાર (૨૦૧૧) : ામ િવકાસ , ુજરાત રા ય , ગાંધીનગર, ામ રોજગાર સેવક માટની 

માગદિશકા. પંચયતી રાજ અને ાિમણ િવકાસ મં ાલય, ગાંધીનગર. 

3. ુજરાત સરકાર (૨૦૧૧) “તમારો રોજગાર તમારો અિધકાર ” “ ો અને ઉકલ ”, મનરગા યોજના , ુજરાત 

રા ય, ગાંધીનગર. 
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*
ચ ય તાલીમ અને વસબોલ તાલીમની ઝડપની હ થ લબના સ યો પર થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ ચ ય તાલીમ અને વસબોલ તાલીમની ઝડપની હ થ લબના સ યો પર 

થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ  કરવાનો હતો.  આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં  અમદાવાદ શહરના જ નેિશયમમાં 

કસરત કરનારા 18 થી 30 વષની વય  ૂથ ધરાવતા  ુલ 60 ભાઈઓને  િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ 

કરવામાં આ યા હતા. મને ુલ ણ ૂથમાં િવભા જત કરવામાં આ યા હતા. (1) ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ

(2) વીસ બોલ તાલીમ ૂથ (3) િનયં ણ ૂથ. દરક ૂથમાં 20 િવષયપા ોનો સમાવેશ કરવામાં આ યો 

હતો. િવષયપા ોને છ અઠવા ડયાની તાલીમ આપવમાં આવી હતી.  માપનના ધોરણમાં ઝડપ ું માપન 

50 મીટર ટ કસોટ થી માપવામાં આ ું હ ુ ં. યેક ૂથના પસંદ કરાયેલા ચલાયમાનની ૂ વ કસોટ  

અને િતમ કસોટ ના મ ય વ ચેનો તફાવત શોધવા 'F' કસોટ  લગાડવામાં આવશે . યોગા મક 

તાલીમ આ યા પછ  અને તે પહલાના દરક ચલાયમાનો તફાવત જોવા માટ આ યા કરવામાં આવી 

હતી. પ િ સરના છ અઠવા ડયાના ચ ય તાલીમ અને વસ બોલની તાલીમની  તાલીમ કાય મથી 

પસંદ થતા િવષયપા ોના 50 મીટર ટમાં ન ધપા  ુધારો જોવા મ યો હતો.  

સ કટ તાલીમ એ રમત તાલીમ ુ ં  બી ુ ં  મહ વ ું વ પ છે  બળ તાલીમને સહનશ ત તાલીમ સાથે 

જોડ છે. સ કટ તાલીમમાં આપવામાં આવતી કસરતો સામા ય ર તે એક ૂથ અને યાયામના બી  ૂથ વ ચે 

આરામ અથવા થોડો આરામ ન કરતી કસરતોના ૂથો હોય છે. સામા ય ર તે ૂથ અથવા સ કટમાં છ થી દસ 

ટશનો હોય છે.  તાલીમાથ ઓની તં ુ ર તીના તરને આધાર કસરતોની તી તા બદલાય છે. સ કટ તાલીમ 

લોકિ યતા મેળવી રહ  છે કારણ ક તે એક સાથે બળ અને સહનશ તમાં ુધારો કર છે. તાલીમાથ ઓ સ કટ 

તાલીમ પછ  તેમના માવજત તરમાં નાટક ય ુધારણાની અ ુ ૂ િત કર  શક છે.  વસબોલ સામા ય ર તે 35 થી 

85 સે.મી. હવા ભરલો નરમ પી.વી.સી.થી બનેલો કસરત માટનો બોલ હોય છે. વા વ ટમ ારા બોલને લાવીને 

અથવા હવા કાઢ ને હવાના દબાણમાં ફરફાર કરવામાં આવે છે. આ બોલનો ઉપયોગ ઘણીવાર શાર રક ઉપચાર, 

એથલે ટક તાલીમ, યાયામ અને વજન તાલીમમાં થાય છે. વસબોલને બેલે સ બોલ, બથ બોલ, બોડ  બોલ, 

બોલ, ફ ટનેશ બોલ, મ બોલ, ના ટ ક બોલ, ફ ઝયો બોલ, પીલાટ સ બોલ, પેઝી બોલ, પોટ બોલ, 

એ બલીટ  બોલ, વ ડસ બોલ, થેરાિપ બોલ અને યોગાબોલનાં નામથી પણ ઓળખાય છે. પરં ,ુ વસબોલ એ 

આ કારનાં બોલ સાથે સંકળાયે ુ ં લોકિ ય નામ છે.  
અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  ચ ય તાલીમ અને વસબોલ તાલીમની ઝડપની હ થ લબના સ યો પર 

થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. 
િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં અમદાવાદ શહરના જ નેિશયમમાં કસરત કરનારા 18 થી 30 વષની વય ૂથ 

ધરાવતા ુલ 60 ભાઈઓને  િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. મને ુલ ણ ૂથમાં િવભા જત 

કરવામાં આ યા હતા. (1) ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ  (2) વીસ બોલ તાલીમ ૂથ  (3) િનયં ણ ૂથ. દરક ૂથમા ં20

*પી.એચ.ડ . કોલર. ુજરાત ુ િનવિસટ, અમદાવાદ .

રા ુલ એમ. ચાવડા *

ભવ સ શેઠ.આર.એ.કોલેજ ઓફ આ ્સ એ ડ કોમસ, ખાન ુર.અમદાવાદ **

ડૉ.પી.સી.ચાવડા. રા ુલ એમ. ચાવડા ડૉ.પી.સી.ચાવડા. રા ુલ એમ. ચાવડા ડૉ.પી.સી.ચાવડા. રા ુલ એમ. ચાવડા 
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કરવામાં આ યા હતા. (1) ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ  (2) વીસ બોલ તાલીમ ૂથ  (3) િનયં ણ ૂથ. દરક ૂથમા ં20

િવષયપા ોનો સમાવેશ કરવામાં આ યો હતો. િવષયપા ોને છ અઠવા ડયાની તાલીમ આપવમાં આવી હતી.  

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન 

1 ઝડપ 
50 મીટર 

ી ટ 
સેક ડ 

કડાક ય યાઃ 

યેક ૂથના પસંદ કરાયેલા ચલાયમાનની ૂ વ કસોટ  અને િતમ કસોટ ના મ ય વ ચેનો તફાવત 

શોધવા 'F' કસોટ  લગાડવામાં આવશે . યોગા મક તાલીમ આ યા પછ  અને તે પહલાના દરક ચલાયમાનો 

તફાવત જોવા માટ આ યા કરવામાં આવી હતી. 

અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી - 1 

50 મીટર ટ કસોટ  દખાવના બે ાયો ગક અને એક િનયંિ ત ૂથ ુ ંિવચરણ સહ િવચરણ ૃ થ રણ 

કસોટ  

ૂથ િવચરણ સહિવચરણ ૃ થ રણ 

ચ ય 

તાલીમ 

ૂથ-અ 

વસબોલ 

તાલીમ 

ૂથ-બ 

િનયંિ ત 

ૂથ-ક 

વગ નો 

સરવાળો 
(SS) 

વતં  

મા ા 
(df) 

મ યક 

િવચરણ 
(MSS) 

F 

ૂ વ કસોટ  

મ યક  
8.98 8.90 9.28 

A 1.66 2 0.83 
0.95 

W 49.85 57 0.87 

િતમ 

કસોટ  મ યક  
8.85 8.82 9.50 

A 6.05 2 3.03 
3.73* 

W 46.30 57 0.81 

ુધારલ 

મ યક  
8.92 8.97 9.29 

A 1.60 2 0.80 
18.26* 

W 2.45 56 0.04 

*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘F’ = 0.05 (2,57) = 3.15 & (2,56) = 3.16  

ઉપરો ત સારણી - 1માં ૂ વ કસોટ  અને િતમ કસોટ ના મ યકો અને સહ િવચરણ ૃ થ રણ ‘F’ ની બધીજ

કડાક ય મા હતી દશાવેલ છે. તે માણે 50 મીટર ટ કસોટ  દખાવના ૂ વ કસોટ ના મ યકો (ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ

– અ = 8.98, વસ બોલ તાલીમ ૂથ-બ = 8.90, િનયંિ ત ૂથ-ક = 9.28) નો ‘F’ રિશયો 0.95 જોવા મળેલ હતો. ને

ટબલ વે  ુસાથ ેસરખાવતા (3.15) 0.05 ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મળેલ ન હતો. ણેય ૂથની િતમ કસોટ ના

મ યકો (ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ – અ = 8.85, વસ બોલ તાલીમ ૂથ-બ = 8.82, િનયંિ ત ૂથ-ક = 9.50) નો ‘F’ રિશયો

3.73 જોવા મળેલ હતો. ને ટબલ વે  ુસાથે સરખાવતા (3.16) 0.05 ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મળેલ હતો. તેથી

આપવામાં આવેલ તાલીમથી િવષયપા ોના દખાવમા ંસાથક ક ાએ ુધારો થયેલ સા બત થાય છે. ઉપરાંત ુધારલા

મ યકો (ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ – અ = 8.92, વસ બોલ તાલીમ ૂથ-બ = 8.97, િનયંિ ત ૂથ-ક = 9.29)  નો ‘F’ રિશયો

18.26 જોવા મળેલ હતો. ને ટબલ વે  ુસાથ ેસરખાવતા (3.16) 0.05 ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મળેલ હતો. ‘F’

રિશયો ારા ુધારલ મ યકો વ ચ ેજોવા મળેલ ણેય ૂથોનો તફાવત સાથક થાય છે. ુધારલ િતમ મ યકોની

વ ચેના તફાવતોની સાથકતા જોવા માટ અને ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ-અ તથા વસ બોલ તાલીમ ૂથ-બમા ંકયા ૂથને

ાયો ગક માવજત વ  ુ અસરકારક રહ  છે તે તપાસવા માટ ુધારલા મ યકો વ ચેના ાંિતક તફાવતની સાથે

સાથકતા તપાસવામાં આવી હતી.  સારણી – 2મા ંદશાવેલ છે.    

સારણી - 2 

50 મીટર ટ કસોટ  દખાવના બે ાયો ગક અને એક િનયંિ ત ૂથના મ યકો વ ચેનો ાંિતક તફાવત દશાવતી 

સારણી 
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મ યક 

મ યક 

તફાવત 

ાંિતક 

તફાવત 
ચ ય તાલીમ 

ૂથ-અ 

વસબોલ 

તાલીમ 

ૂથ-બ 

િનયંિ ત 

ૂથ-ક 

8.92 8.97   0.05 

0.13 8.92   9.29 0.37* 

  8.97 9.29 0.32* 

*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ  

ઉપરો ત સારણી - 2મા ં50 મીટર ટ કસોટ  દખાવના બે ાયો ગક ૂથ અને એક િનયંિ ત ૂથની જોડના

ુધારલા મ યકો વ ચેનો તફાવત પ ટ  ર તે જોઈ શકાય છે. ઉપરો ત સારણીમા ં દશાવેલ મ યક તફાવતની

દશાવેલ મા હતી ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ-અ –  વસબોલ તાલીમ ૂથ-બ, ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ-અ -  િનયંિ ત ૂથ-ક, 

વસબોલ તાલીમ ૂથ-બ - િનયંિ ત ૂથ-ક ૂથોની વ ચેનો તફાવત દશાવે છે. ને ાંિતક તફાવત સાથે સરખાવતા

આપવામાં આવેલ તાલીમથી ા ં ૂથમા ં કટલા માણમાં ( મા ુસાર) ુધારો થયો છે તે સમજ ુ ં સરળ બને છે. 

સારણી - 2 ુજબ ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ-અમાં ુબજ સાથક ( 0.37) ક ાએ ુધારો જોવા મળેલ હતો. યારબાદ વસ

બોલ તાલીમ ૂથ-બ (0.32) ક ાએ ુધારો દશાવે છે. ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ-અ અને વસ બોલ તાલીમ ૂથ-બની

ાયો ગક માવજતમાં ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ-બને આપવામાં આવેલ તાલીમની વ  ુ સાથક અસર જોવા મળ  હતી. 

િનયંિ ત ૂથની સરખામણીમાં બંને ાયો ગક ૂથો (ચ ય તાલીમ ૂથ-અ અને વસ બોલ તાલીમ ૂથ-બ)માં

ાયો ગક માવજતની સાથક અસર જોવા મળતી હતી. બંને ાયો ગક ૂથો વ ચે ાયો ગક માવજતની સાથક અસર

જોવા મળેલ ન હતી. પરં  ુિનયંિ ત ૂથની ુલનામા ંબંને ાયો ગક ૂથ પર ાયો ગક માવજતની અસર જોવા મળ

હતી. 
 

તારણોઃ 

 પ િ સરના છ અઠવા ડયાના ચ ય તાલીમ અને વસ બોલની તાલીમની  તાલીમ કાય મથી પસંદ 

થતા િવષયપા ોના 50 મીટર ટમાં ન ધપા  ુધારો જોવા મ યો હતો.  
 

સંદભ ૂ ચઃ 

 
 http://bodyfitnesshealth.com/circuit-training-benefits-and-advantages/ 
 http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exercise_ball 
 વમા, કાશ .,  એ ટ ુક ઓન પોટસ ટટ ટ સ, વા લયરઃ િવનસ પ લકશન , 2000. 
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* *
સરકાર  અને બનસરકાર  શાળાઓના િવ ાથ ઓના શર ર દળ કનો ુલના મક અ યાસ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ  ુ સરકાર  અને બનસરકાર  શાળાઓના િવ ાથ ઓના શર ર દળ કનો

ુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમા ં િવષયપા ો તર ક અમદાવાદ કોપ રશન

એ રયામા ં આવતી સરકાર  શાળા અન ે બન સરકાર  શાળામા ં ધોરણ-8, 9 અન ે10 મા ં અ યાસ કરતા

િવ ાથ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ં આ યા હતા. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમા ં અમદાવાદ

કોપ રશનને પાંચ ઝોન ઉ ર, દ ણ, ૂ વ, પિ મ અને મ ય ઝોનની સરકાર  અને બન સરકાર  શાળાઓમાં

િવ ાથ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામા ં આ યા હતા. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમા ં અમદાવાદ

કોપ રશનને પાંચ ઝોન ઉ ર, દ ણ, ૂ વ, પિ મ અને મ ય ઝોનમાંથી ય ૃ છ પ િત ઝોન માણે એક

શાળા પસંદ કર  એક શાળામાંથી 100 િવ ાથ ઓને ય ૃ છ પ િતથી પસંદ કરવામા ં આ યા હતા. આ

સંશોધન અ યાસમા ં500 િવ ાથ ઓને સરકાર  શાળામાંથી અને 500 િવ ાથ ઓને બન સરકાર  શાળામાંથી

એમ ુલ 1000 િવ ાથ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. માપનના ધોરણમાં શર ર 

દળ ક ું  માપન કરવામાં આ ું હ ુ ં. સરકાર  શાળા અને બનસરકાર  શાળાના િવષયપા ોની કડાક ય

મા હતીના મ યકો વ ચે સાથકતા ચકાસવા માટ ‘t’ રિશયો લા  ુપાડ  સાથકતા ચકાસકવામાં આવી હતી.

ુ ં  તારણ આ માણે જોવા મ ું હ ુ ં. સરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓ અને બન સરકાર  શાળાના

િવ ાથ ઓના શર ર દળ કમાં સાથક તફાવત જોવા મ યો હતો. મા ંસરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓ કરતાં

બન સરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓ શર ર દળ કમા ંચ ઢયાતા જોવા મ યા હતા. 

આજના જમાનામાં ટકનોલો એ માનવ વનની શૈલીને બદલી નાખી છે અને બદલાતી પણ રહશે. યં ો

શાર રક મની જ યાએ આવી ગયા છે. આજના લોકો પણ એ ઈ છે છે ક, “કોઈ પણ કાય ૂ બ ઝડપથી અને સાર  ર તે

ૂ ણ થાય”  મ પ િત ઉ પાદન થ ુ ં હ ુ.ં તે ુ ં થાન યં ોએ લઈ લી  ુ છે. માણસ પહલા ં યાશીલ હતો, તેની

જ યાએ તો આ  ઘણો િન ય બની ગયો છે. થી તેની ઉ પાદન મતા ઘટ  છે એમ કહવામા ંઆવે છે ક ટલી

ઉ પાદન મતા ઘટશ ે એટલા જ માણમાં દશનો િવકાસ ુ ંધાશ.ે શર ર બંધારણની ખર  ણકાર  ૃ ત શર રના

ડ સે શન પરથી થઈ શક છે. તેમાંથી એક પ િતમાં શર ર બંધારણના પ ર ણ માટ ર ડયો ાફ  ારા હાડકાં, ના ,ુ 

ચરબી અને ચામડ  એ  – કરણ ારા ણી શકાય છે. પોટિશયમ એ ગામા- કરણની માપણી શર ર માટ છે. ઘણી જ

મહ વની પ િત ક  શર રના બંધારણ માટ જ ર  છે. તેમાં ડર વોટર વેઈટ પ િતનો સમાવેશ થાય છે. માં

શર રની ઘનતા એ આડકતર  ર તે શર ર ુ ંપાણીમા ં ુમાવે ુ ંવજન એ આપણા શર રમાંથી ુમાવેલા પાણીના વજન

બરાબર હોય છે. શર રની ઘનતા વેઈટ / વો ુમ વડ માપી શકાય છે. એક વખત ઘનતા ુ ંમાપ થઈ ય, ચરબીની

ટકાવાર  ગણી શકાય. નો આધાર ચરબીની ઘનતા અને ચરબી િવનાની પેશીની ઘનતાના તફાવત પર હોય છે. બી

સામા ય માપણી વી ક બોડ  ડાયામીટર મેઝરમે ટ, તેની ડાઈ અને તેની ગણતર  કર  શકાય છે. ક ન ફો ડ

કલીપસ અને એ ોપોમીટરનો ઉપયોગ ડાયામીટરની માપણી માટ થાય છે. ક ન ફો ડની માપણી માટ ેસરાઈઝ

ચરબી ુ ં િવ ુત

અિમત ુમાર એલ. ભોઈ * ડૉ. રમેશભાઈ . ચૌધર  

 (I./C.) િ સપાલ ીમતી એ.પી.પટલ આ ્સ એ ડ વ ીએન.પી.પટલ કોમસ કોલેજ,નરોડા અમદાવાદ. **
*પી.એચ.ડ . કોલર. ુજરાત ુ િનવિસટ, અમદાવાદ .*

અિમત ુમાર એલ. ભોઈ ડૉ. રમેશભાઈ . ચૌધર  
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કલીપસ અને એ ોપોમીટરનો ઉપયોગ ડાયામીટરની માપણી માટ થાય છે ક ન ફો ડની માપણી માટ ેસરાઈઝ

કલીપરની જ ર પડતી હોય છે. ચરબી ુ ં માણ ણવા માટ બોડ  કંપો ઝશન એનાલાઈઝર મશીન ારા િવ ુત વાહ

મારફતે શર ર બંધારણ ણવામાં આવે છે.મેદ વધવાનાં કારણોમાં ખોરાકની ૂટવો, મનો અભાવ, વા ય અને

આરો ય યેની ૃ િતનો અભાવ, તઃ ાવી ંિથઓનો ાવ જોઈએ તેના કરતાં વધતો-ઓછો થાય યાર

પાચન યા ખોરવાઈ ય ચરબી એકઠ  થવા લાગે છે અને માનિસક કારણો પણ હોઈ શક છે.આપણે આપણા શર રની

શાર રક મતા કવી છે, લોહ ુ ંદબાણ કટ ુ ંછે, હમો લોબીન ુ ં માણ, ચરબી ુ ં માણ, ના ુબળ શર ર દળ ક

(બોડ  માસ ઈ ડ ) (B.M.I.) ણવો જોઈએ. તમાર  ચાઈ માણે વજન બરાબર છે ક નહ  તે પણ ણ ુ ંજોઈએ. 

તમારો બાંધો પાતળો, મ યમ ક વધાર ભાર છે તે પણ ણ ુ ંજોઈએ.(B.M.I.) એટલે ય તના શર રના વજન અને

ચાઈ ુ ં માણ દશાવતો ક કોઈપણ ય તનો B.M.I. ણવા માટ તે ુ ંવજન કલો ામમાં અને ચાઈ મીટરમાં

ણવી જ ર  છે. 
અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ  ુ સરકાર  અને બનસરકાર  શાળાઓના િવ ાથ ઓના શર ર દળ કનો

ુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં િવષયપા ો તર ક અમદાવાદ કોપ રશન એ રયામાં આવતી સરકાર  શાળા અને

બન સરકાર  શાળામાં ધોરણ-8, 9 અને 10માં અ યાસ કરતા િવ ાથ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા

હતા. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં અમદાવાદ કોપ રશનને પાંચ ઝોન ઉ ર, દ ણ, ૂ વ, પિ મ અને મ ય ઝોનની

સરકાર  અને બન સરકાર  શાળાઓમાં િવ ાથ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. આ સંશોધન

અ યાસમાં અમદાવાદ કોપ રશનને પાંચ ઝોન ઉ ર, દ ણ, ૂ વ, પિ મ અને મ ય ઝોનમાંથી ય ૃ છ પ િત ઝોન

માણે એક શાળા પસંદ કર  એક શાળામાંથી 100 િવ ાથ ઓને ય ૃ છ પ િતથી પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. આ

સંશોધન અ યાસમાં 500 િવ ાથ ઓને સરકાર  શાળામાંથી અને 500 િવ ાથ ઓને બન સરકાર  શાળામાંથી એમ ુલ

1000 િવ ાથ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. 

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 
મ ૃ િ  કસોટ  માપન 

1 
શર ર 

દળ ક 

વજન 

ચાઈ૨ 
કલો ામ 

 કડાક ય યાઃ 

સરકાર  શાળા અને બનસરકાર  શાળાના િવષયપા ોની કડાક ય મા હતીના મ યકો વ ચે સાથકતા

ચકાસવા માટ ‘t’ રિશયો લા  ુપાડ  સાથકતા ચકાસકવામાં આવી હતી. 

અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી-1 

સરકાર  શાળા અને બન સરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓના શર ર દળ કના મ યક, મા ણત િવચલન, મ યક 

તફાવત અને ‘t’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી 

ૂથ મ યક સં યા 
મા ણત 

િવચલન 

મ યક 

તફાવત 
‘t’ રિશયો 

સરકાર  શાળા 18.64 500 3.46 
2.02 7.89* 

બન સરકાર  શાળા 20.66 500 4.55 

 
*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’ = (998) 1.96  
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સારણી-1મા ંજોઈ શકાય છે ક શર ર દળ કની કસોટ મા ંસરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓનો મ યક 18.64 અને

બનસરકાર  શાળાઓના િવ ાથ ઓનો મ યક 20.66 જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર સરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓ ું

મા ણત િવચલન 3.46 અને બન સરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓ ુ ં મા ણત િવચલન 4.55 જોવા મ ુ ં હ ુ.ં તથા

મ યક તફાવત 2.02 જોવા મ યો હતો. નો ‘t’ રિશયો 7.89 જોવા મ યો હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ જોતા ંસાથક તફાવત

જોવા મ યો હતો.  

આલેખ-1 

સરકાર  શાળા અને બન સરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓના શર ર દળ કના મ યકો દશાવતો આલેખ 

તારણોઃ 

 સરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓ અને બન સરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓના શર ર દળ કમાં સાથક તફાવત

જોવા મ યો હતો. માં સરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓ કરતાં બન સરકાર  શાળાના િવ ાથ ઓ શર ર

દળ કમાં ચ ઢયાતા જોવા મ યા હતા. 

     સંદભ ંથઃ 
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The major objective of the present research was to study effects on body composition of
obese girls by yoga and aerobic dance. The girl students of N. S. Patel College, Anand were
selected randomly for the sample of the present study. The age of girls was confirmed by
college records. Body Mass Index (B.M.I.) was measured by Body Composition Machine as
criterion measurement. To examine significant difference, statistical methods like analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) was used and significance was tested at 0.05 levels by applying ‘F’
ratio. The findings indicate that significant difference was found in body mass index by eight-
week Yoga and Aerobic Dance Training Programme, which proved that remarkable differ-
ence is seen in body mass index by aerobics.

A STUDY OF EFFECTS ON BODY COMPOSITION OF OBESE GIRLS BY YOGA
AND AEROBIC DANCE

The term ‘Yoga’ is derived from Sanskrit root
word ‘Yuj’, which means to connect one thing
to another or to join. Another meaning of yoga
is ‘Samadhi’, which is made of Sanskrit root
words ‘sam’ + ‘aa’ + ‘dha’. It means to arrange
certain things together. Plenty of information
about yoga is found in ancient Indian culture,
Vedas and Upanishads. It is difficult to know
about beginning and process of beginning of
yoga. It is believed about origin of yoga that it
is a gift from God Dattatreya. The description
of yoga is found in many ways but Maharshi
Patanjali had given it the form of science. Even
before the time of Maharshi Patanjali, yoga
had begun in time of Dattatreya as well as
the dialogue between Lord Shiva and Sati.
We can say that yoga was established in a
systematic form by Maharshi Patanjali.
Yoga is believed as one of the six darshans
in our Indian tradition. Actually, yoga is a
practical form of Sankhya Darshan. According
to Sankhya Darshan, the whole universe is
produced by concomitance of purush and
nature. The darkness of ignorance will be

remained until the separation of purush and
nature. The process of concomitance of
purush and nature and process of their
separation is main thing in yoga.
Aerobics means the exercises done with
oxygen, means to provide demand of
increasing oxygen to body needed for lungs
and heart. Step Aerobics, Dance Aerobics,
Water Aerobics are some of the types of
Aerobics exercises. The specialty of this
exercise is the repetition of the same
movement repeatedly. When certain cycles
are completed, the movement is changed.
With the sharpness and speed of movement
prepared by considering different muscles one
by one, the heart rates also increases.
Help of music is taken while taking this
exercise, so that body and mind can get
recreation and remain fresh. The people who
do not like to walk or run alone can make their
body strong, clean-limbed and well shaped
by practicing aerobics exercise.
The last aspect of physical fitness is body
composition. Aerobic exercise reduces extra

Rashmika Vaghela

A STUDY OF EFFECTS ON BODY COMPOSITION OF OBESE GIRLS BY YOGA
AND AEROBIC DANCE
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fat of the body and increase partial fat free
weight of the person. Thus, change can be
brought in body composition by irregular
aerobic exercises.
Physical fitness can be increased by taking
regular aerobic exercise. Diabetes, obesity
and blood circulation related diseases can be
cures and new freshness can be attained. In
short, health ability increases by aerobic
exercise, in which more effect falls on
respiratory system, blood vessels, heart,
muscles etc and working ability without fatigue
is increased.

Objective of the study:
The major objective of the present research
was to study effects on body composition of
obese girls by yoga and aerobic dance.
Selection of subjects:
The girl students of N. S. Patel College, Anand
were selected randomly for the sample of the
present study. The age of girls was confirmed
by college records.
Measurement criterion

No. Variable Test Measurement  

1 Body Mass Index 
Body 

Composition 
Machine 

Kg. 

Statistical process
To examine significant difference, statistical methods like analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
was used and significance was tested at 0.05 levels by applying ‘F’ ratio.
Results of the study

Table – 1
Analysis of covariance of scores of two experiment groups and a control group of

Body Mass Index (B.M.I.) performance

Test Group ANCOVA Table 
A B C SS df MSS ‘F’ 

Pretest 25.04 24.77 24.33 2.56 2 1.28 0.29 119.00 27 4.40 
Mean of 
posttest 24.33 22.96 24.8 18.27 2 9.13 1.79 137.14 27 5.07 
Adjusted 

mean 24.04 22.90 25.13 24.64 2 12.32 7.22* 44.31 26 1.70 
 Statistical information of mean scores on pretest and posttest and analysis of covariance is

mentioned in table – 1. ‘F’ ratio of mean of pretest of body mass index performance (Group
A = 25.04, Group B = 24.77 and Group C = 24.33) was found 0.29, which was not found
significant at 0.05 level according to tabular value (3.36). Above means of pretest and ‘F’
ration proves that the random distribution of subjects among three groups (10-10-10) was
successful.  ‘F’ ratio of mean of posttest of body mass index performance (Group A = 24.33,
Group B = 22.96 and Group C = 24.8) was found 1.79, which was not found significant at
0.05 level according to tabular value (33.369). It shows that negligible significant improvement
was found in performance of subjects by training provided to them. Moreover, ‘F’ ratio of
adjusted mean of body mass index performance (Group A = 24.04, Group B = 22.90 and
Group C = 25.13) was found 7.22, which was found significant at 0.05 level according to
tabular value (33.369).
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Table – 2 
LSD Test 

Mean Mean difference CR of adjusted mean A B C 
24.04 22.90  1.13 1.20 
24.04  25.13 1.09 1.20 

 22.90 25.13 2.22* 1.20 
 Significance at 0.05 levels

Difference between adjusted mean of pairs of two experimental groups and a control group
is seen clearly in above table – 2. The figures in above table indicate the mean difference
between pairs of groups A-B, B-C and A-C. Their comparison with critical difference makes
it easy to understand the group, in which improvement is seen. According to table, highest
improvement (1.13) is found in group – A (Yoga training). Group – B (Aerobic training) is at
second place (1.09) in reference to improvement. Significant difference is found in both
experimental groups A and B in compared with the control group.
Adjusted mean differences between pairs of groups A-C and B-C are stated in 1, 2 and 3
respectively. Mean difference between group A and B is found 1.13, which is less than critical
difference.
Findings:
 Significant difference was found in body mass index by eight-week Yoga and Aerobic
Dance Training Programme, which proved that remarkable difference is seen in body mass
index by aerobics.
                                           References:
Mahajan, M. N., Science of Consciousness, Agra: Y. K. Publication, 1987
Breed, Leinee, Fitness Aerobics, Champaign: U. S. Human Kinetic Publisher, 1996
Varma, Prakash J., A Textbook of Sport Statistics, New Delhi: Sports Publication, 2009
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Emotional Adjustment of College Students with relation to their Socio-
Economic Status and Area of Residence

Adjustment plays an important role in human life and it is important to study it. An attempt has
been made measure adjustment level of urban and rural college students with relation to their
socio-economic status. The sample consisted of 180 college students - 80 urban students and 80
rural students from Upper Lower and Middle class. The adjustment level was measured by “Revised
Adjustment Inventory”. The result shows that there is significant difference between the emotional
adjustment level of urban and rural college students. Significant difference found between the
emotional adjustment of students belonging from upper lower class and middle class urban
students.
Key words: Adjustment, college students, Urban students, Rural students, Upper Lower Class,
Middle lass

The base of the success of person’s life is
adjustment. Person has to proceed constantly
for adjustment. Adjusted person is having
balanced personality and good mental health.
There are two words in the word ‘adjustment’,
sm & yuj. sm = Good and yuj = To organized.
Thus good organized behavior is adjustment.
Person’s success depends on his/her
adjustment. It is the process of continuous
interaction and the process of good organization
between person and his/ her environment.
(Lehner & Cube) Adjustment is a two ways
process and it is a development process. It starts
and ends with needs and it is universal process.
It is self evaluative process.  Adjustment is not
a compromise. Adjustment is related with
changes. There are individual different in
adjustments. Person tries to adjust with
different fields. Like family, school, vocational,
old age adjustment etc. there are very wide fields
of adjustment and spread from birth to end of
the human being. Some important fields of
adjustment are family adjustment, educational
adjustment, occupational adjustment, marital
adjustment, old age adjustment etc. Urban
students do not get enough support and

attachment from their family. Urban life of
adolescent is said to play a crucial role in the
social and emotional level of an individual.
 OBJECTIVE:
Objective of this study is to measure adjustment
level of urban and rural college students with
relation to their socio-economic status.
 HYPOTHESIS:
1) There is no significant difference between the
emotional adjustment level of urban students
and rural students.
2) There is no significant difference between the
emotional adjustment of urban students
belonging from upper lower class and middle
class.
3) There is no significant difference between the
emotional adjustment of non- urban students
belonging from upper lower class and middle
class.
 SAMPLE:
Sample consisted of 180 students, 80 urban and
80 rural students belonging from upper lower
class and middle class from the urban and rural
area while studding in various colleges of
Gandhinagar city of Gujarat state.
 TOOLS:

    Hitesh K.Kapdiya

Emotional Adjustment of College Students with relation to their Socio-
Economic Status and Area of Residence

    Hitesh K.Kapdiya
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To measure social adjustment and emotional
adjustment level, ‘Revised adjustment
Inventory’ was used. The test was developed by
Pramod Kumar in 1995. It consisted of 40
statements and the subject has to give his/her
answer in ‘YES’ or ‘NO’. It measures three types
of adjustment.
 RELIABILITY
As The Method of Half split, the Reliability of
This test is 0.88 and as per the Method of Test-
Retest it is 0.81 for male and 0.74 for female.
 VALIDITY
 The validity of this is found out with the score
of adjustment inventory and it was 0.70.
 PROCEDURE
The sample of 180 college students of
Gandhinagar city was selected randomly. There
were 80 urban and 80 rural students in this
sample. After giving them proper instruction the
test was administrator and obtained data were
analyzed.

Group 
 

N Mean SD ‘t’ Level of 
Significant 

Urban 80 34.93 7.30  
8.32 0.05 

Rural 80 12.43 4.34   
Table shows the mean value for 80 urban and
80 ruralare 34.93 and 12.43. SD for urban
students is 7.30 and SD for non- urban students
is 4.34. The‘t’ value for urban and rural students
is 8.32 has been found significant at 0.05 level.

Table-2
Emotional Adjustment (Urban students)

Group N Mean SD ‘t’ Level of 
Significant 

Upper 
Lower 40 14.75 6.45  

4.75 0.05 

Middle 40 9.53 2.46   

Table shows the mean value for 40 upper lower
class students and 40 middle class students are
14.75 and 9.53. SD is 6.45 and 2.46. The‘t’ value
is 4.75 has been found significant at 0.05 level.

It shows significant effects of urban factor on
emotional adjustment of college students.

Table-3
Emotional Adjustment (Non- Urban students)
Group N Mean SD ‘t’ Level of 

Significant 
Upper 
Lower 

40 7.78 1.22 1.54 N.S 

Middle 40 8.12 2.34   
Table shows the mean value for 40 upper lower
class students and 40 middle class students are
7.78 and 8.12. SD is 1.22 and 2.34. The ‘t’ value
is 1.54 has been found no significant at 0.05
level.
 CONCLUSIONS
1) There is significant difference between the

emotional adjustment of urban and non-
urban college students. Urban students are
more emotionally adjusted then rural
students.

2) There is significant difference between the
emotional adjustment of urban students
belonging from upper lower class and
middle class. Upper lower class urban
students are more emotionally adjusted then
middle class urban students.

3) There is no significant difference between
the emotional adjustment of non- urban
students belonging from upper lower class
and middle class. Both the types of students
are equally adjusted in their emotional level.

REFRENCES
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,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM s!(Z(v!(#5f

,M0" V[DC:8" 5KL ,M0" l,l,ID S[Jlg0X A[lg8S

EFZTGM UJ"GZ HGZ, AgIFP T[D6[ H],F.v!(Z(DF\

UJ"GZ HGZ,GM SFI"EFZ ;\EF?IM CTMP T[GF ;DIDF\

VG[S 1F[+[ ;]WFZF YIF CTFP H[DF\ ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S

1F[+GF ;]WFZF VUtIGF U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P A[lg8S

!(_#DF\ DãF;GF UJ"GZ TZLS[ lGDFIM CTMP

!(_&DF\ J[,MZDF\ lC\NL l;5F.VMGF A\0 TZO T[6[ H[

GLlT V5GFJL T[ SM8" VMO 0FIZ[S8;"G[ GF5;\N 50LP

V[YL T[G[ ALHF JQF[" H 5FKM AM,FJL ,LWMP !(!)DF\

T[G[ DãF;G]\ UJ"GZ5N VF5JFDF\ VFjI]\P 56 T[GM

V:JLSFZ SIF"P VFD ,M0" V[DC:8" 5KL T[G[ UJG"Z

HGZ, lGDJFDF \ VFjIMP T [ EFZT VFJL $

H],F.v!(Z(GF ZMH 5MTFGM CMNM WFZ6 SIM"P A[lg8S

VFJTFGL ;FY[ H EFZTDF\ ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[

;]WFZF YIF H[ GLR[ D]HA K[ o

(A) A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM o

s!f ;TLÝYF GFA]NL o ;TL YJFGM lZJFH D}/[ S[D

X~ YIM m S[JF JC[DM VG[ V\WzâF T[GF DF8[ HJFANFZ

CTF T[GM bIF, SM,A]SGF 5]:TS ‘DIGEST OF
HINDU LAW' 5ZYL VFJ[ K[P VF 5]:tS ÝDF6[

5lTVMGF D'tI] 5KL ;NŸU]6L VG[ X]â GLlTDFG

:+LVMV[ 5lTGL VluGlRTF 5Z CMDF. HJF l;JFI

T[DG[ DF8[ ALÒ SM. DCtJGL OZH AFSL ZC[TL GYLP

lJWJF 5tGL VF V[S DF+ OZH VNF G SZ[ TM T[G[ 5X]GM

VJTFZ D/[P ßIFZ[ JOFNFZL5}J"S ;TL YFI TM T[G[ DF+

VG\TSF/ ;]WL 5MTFGF 5lT ;FY[ VFG\N EMUJJFGM

D/[P V[8,]\ H GlC 5Z\T] 5MTFGF 5lTGF VG[ l5T'51FGF

+6 5[-LVMGF 5}J"HMGF 5F5MG]\ ÝFIlüT 56 SZ[ K[P

VF ÝYF !)DL ;NLDF\ A\UF/DF\ ,UEU AWF EFUMDF\

ÝRl,T CTLP ZFHF ZFDDMCGZFIGF ,BF6MDF\ T[G]\

ìNIãFJS J6"G D/[ K[P lACFZGF XFCAFN lH<,FDF\4

p¿ZÝN[XGF UFhL5]ZDF\4 Nl1F6DF\ U\HFD4 D;],L5ÎD

VG[ YgHFJ]Z lH<,FVMDF\ T[DH ZFH5}TFGF 5\HFA VG[

SFxDLZDF\ VF ÝYF D]bItJ[ prR 7FlTVM 5}ZTL ;LlDT

CTLP !(!5 YL !(Z( ;]WL ;TLGL ;Z[ZFX ;\bIF

(#) ;]WL 5CM\RL CTLP lA|l8X ;¿F VF ÝYF GFA}N

SZJF DFUTL CTLP T[DH KTF\ !!ZDM WFZM 30L ;M/

JQF" GLR[GL SgIFVM4 UE"JTL :+LVM S[ GFGF AF/SMJF/

L :+LVMG[ ;TL YTF ZMSJFDF\ VFJL CTLP

,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF ;¿L ÝYFGL GFA}NLGF lG6"I

;FD[ lJlJW JT]"/M äFZF lJZMW YIM CMJF KTF\ T[G[ T[

V\U[ BZ0M T{IFZ SZL $ l0;[dAZ !(Z)DF\ —;TL˜ ÝYFG[

U[ZSFIN[;Z HFC[Z SZTM !*DM WFZM ACFZ 5F0L VF

SFINFYL ;TL YGFZ lJWJFG[ VG[ T[G[ T[DF\ DNN SZGFZ

jIÂÉTG[ EI\SZ U]G[UFZ U6JFDF\ VFjIFP B]GGM

V5ZFW U6LG[ VF SFINFDF\ D'tI]N\0GL S0S ;HF

SZJFDF\ VFJLP A\U/FGF ~l-R]:TSMV[ pU| lJZMW SZL

5LlJvSFplg;, ;]WL V5L, SZL 56 tIF\ T[G[ GSFZL

SF-JFDF\ VFJLP VF V\U[GL R/J/M YM0FS ;DI RF,]

ZCL 56 JBT HTF T[ XF\T 50L U.P

sZf 9UMGL GFA}NL o A[lg8SGF ;DIDF\ VF ALH]

DCtJG]\ SFI" CT]\ T[ 9UMGL GFA}NL CT]\P N[XGF S[8,FS

EFUMDF\ —OF;LUZ˜ S[ —9U˜ GFDYL VM/BFTF JU"DF\

5Z\5ZFUT ,]\8FZ]VM VG[ CtIFZFVMGM +F; CTMP T[VM

lGNMQF" TYF EM/F ÝJF;LVM ;FY[ DFU"DF\ HM0FTF VG[

V[SFV[S ÝJF;LGF U/[ NMZ0L S[ 5F30LGM OF\;M GFBL

DFZL GFBTF VG[ T[DGL 5F;[G]\ AW] ,]8L ,[TFP T[VM

UZLA S[ zLD\TGM E[NEFJ ZFbIF JUZ CtIF SZTFP

VFJF 9UMGL 8M/LVM N[XEZDF\ 36L HuIFV[ CTLP V[S

8M/LDF\ #__ H[8,F DF6;MGL ;\bIF H6F. CTLP

VF AWL D]xS[,LVM lGJFZJF SFINM 5;FZ SZJFDF\

VFjIM VG[ 9UMG[ HgD8L5 ;]WL ;HF O8SFZJFDF\

VFJLP
5lZ6FD[ !(Z) YL !(#5 ;]WLGF UF/FDF\

Z___ 9UMG[ 5S0JFDF\ VFjIF VG[ T[DGF 5Z SFD

R,FJJFDF \ VFjI] \P  !(#*DF\ 9UMGM GFX DF8[

:,LD[GG[ lGDJFDF\ VFjIMP :,LD[G[ T[DGL SFDULZL

Dr. Mehul U.Thakor

,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM s!(Z(v!(#5f
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;O/TF5}J"S SZL VG[ 9UMGM GFX SIM"P !(#* 5KL

9UMGM V\T VFjIMP

s#f ;ZSFZL ;[JFVMDF\ E[NEFJGM V\T o ;ZSFZL

;[JFVMDF\ ,M0" SMG"JMl,;YL RF,L VFJTL E[NEFJ EZL

GLlTGM V\T SZJFDF\ VFjIMP !(##GF RF8"0" V[S8 WFZF

(*GL VG];FZ EFZTGF GFUlZSMG[ ——CJ[ WD"4 HgD:Y/

4 HFlT VG[ Z\U˜˜ AFATDF\ SM.56 5N DF8[ J\lRT

ZFBJFDF\ VFJX[ GlCP

(B) A [lg8SGF X{1F l6S ;]WFZFVM o  ——;ZSFZG]\

DCtJG]\ V\lTD wI[I lC\N] S[ D]:,LD lX1F6 VF5JFG]\

GlC 56 p5IMUL lX1F6 VF5JFG]\ K[P˜˜        v

H[d; lD,

EFZTDF\ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM SZJFDF\ VFjIF K[P T[DF\

,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SG]\ GFD DMBZ[ K[P T[DF\ lX1F6G]\

DFwID V\U|[Ò ZC[ T[ DF8[ VG[S lJJFN ;HF"IF CTFP

!(!#DF\ lA|l8X ÝN[XMGF ZC[JF;LVMDF\ lJ7FGM DF8[

7FG VF5JF VG[ T[GM lJSF; SZJF ÝlT JQF" V[S ,FB

~l5IFGL HMUJF. SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP 5Z\T] VF

ZSDGM p5IMU S[JL ZLT[ SZJM T[ GÞL SZFI]\ G CT]\P

ßCMG V[0d;[ 5MTFGF 8}\SF UJG"Z HGZ,GF ;DIDF\

HFC[Z lX1F6 DF8[ ;lDlT GLlD lC\NLVMDF\ 7FG S[JL

ZLT[ VF5J]\ T[GL E,FD6M SZJF H6FjI]\ CT]\P ßIFZ[ VF

AFAT ,\0GDF\ lJRFZ6F DF8[ 5CM\RL tIFZ[ .lTCF;lJN

H[d; lD,[ V[S V,U GM\W T{IFZ SZL VG[ T[DF\ H6FjI]\

S[ ——;ZSFZG]\ DCtJG]\ V\lTD wI[I lC\N] S[ D]:,LD lX1F6

VF5JFG]\ GlC 56 p5IMUL lX1F6 VF5JFG]\ K[P˜˜ ZFHF

ZFDDMCGZFI H[JF lC\N] VU|6LVM 5FüFtI lX1F6GM

O[,FJM YFI T[GF lCDFITL CTF VG[ T[ ÝDF6[ T[ VFT]Z

CTFP 5FüFtI lX1F6YL ;DFHDF\ JT"DFG VlGQ9M N}Z

SZL XSFX[ TYF lC\NLVMG[ ;ZSFZL GMSZLDF\ HM0FJFGL

TS D/L ZC[X[ T[JL DFgITF 56 CTL 56 0F¶P CMZ[;

V[RP lJ<;GGF ÝEFJ VG[ VFU|CYL ÝFxR -A[ lX1F6G[

p¿[HG VF5JFG]\ 9ZFJJFDF\ VFjI]\4 5Z\T] !(#_DF\

S,STFDF\ S[8,FS zLD\T VG[ ÝlTlQ9 ,MSMV[ ;ZSFZG]\

wIFG B[\rI] S[ V\U|[Ò EFQFFGF DFwID äFZF I]ZM5LI

7FGG] lX1F6 VF5JFGL H~Z K[P 5Z\T] T[DF pU| DTE[NM

56 YIFP H[DF\ 0F¶P lJ<;G H[JF ÝFxRFJFNL lJWFGMV[

V\U|[Ò DFwID ;FD[ lJZMW NXF"jIF ;Z RF<;" 8=[lJl,IFG[

VG[ ,M0" D[SM,MV[ V\U|[Ò lX1F6 5FK/ GF6F BR"JFGL

lCDFIT SZLP D[SM,MV[ $ O[A|]VFZL !(#5DF\ VF lJQFI

5Z V[S ,F\A] 8F\R6 T{IFZ SI]Å H[ V{lTCFl;S DGFI K[P

VFD ,M0" l,lID A[lg8S[ * DFR" !(#5GF ZMH 9ZFJ

SIF" VG[ VFN[X VF5JFDF\ VFjIM S[

——lA|l8X ;ZSFZGM prR C[T] N[XGF ,MSMDF\ ;FlCtI VG[

lJ7FGG]\ lX1F6 JWFZJFGM K[ VG[ lX1F6 DF8[ OF/

JJFDF\ VFJTF GF6FGM z[Q9 p5IMU V\U|[Ò lX1F6

VF5JFDF\ H Y. XSX[P˜˜

VFD ,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF XF;G NZlDIFG EFZTDF\

;FDFlHS 1F[+[ VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ H[ ;]WFZFVM YI[,F HMJF

D/[ K[ T[ VFHGF I]UGL DCtJGL N[G U6JFDF\ VFJ[

K[P

;\NE" ;}lR

 EFZTGM .lTCF; o s!(!(v!((5f4 ,[BS

o 0F¶P ZD[XSF\T UMP 5ZLB4 I]lGJl;"8L U|\Y lGDF"6

AM0"4 !)((P

 5lüD EFZTDF\ V\U|[HM4 ZFHSLI VG[ ;FDFlHS

5lZÝ[1FDF \4 ,[BS o 0F¶P U]6J\TEF. N[;F.4

I]lGJl;"8L U|\Y lGDF"6 AM0"4 !)((P

  EFZTLI ;\:S'lT o :J~5 VG[ lJSF; sDwISF/

VG[ VJF"RLG SF/f ,[BS o ÝJL6R\ã 5ZLB4

I]lGJl;"8L U|\Y lGDF"6 AM0"4 Z__!P

  VFW]lGS EFZTSF .lTCF;4 ,[BS o

ALPV[,PU|MJZ4V<SF DC[TF4 IX5F, V[;P RgN

V[g0 S\5GL l,P4 lN<,L4 Z_!_P
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ABSTRACT  -  Some Tetra dentate Schiff-base derived from 4-carboxaldehyde-3-methyl-1-phenyl-2-
pyrazoline-5-one with meta phenelyne diamine.Tetradental Schiff base have been synthesized and
characterized using UV, IR, 1H   & 13C-NMR spectral studies. The use of all ligands and other’s same kind
ligands in the preparation of transition metal complexes is in progress.
Key words: Quaderidentate Schiff-base, Spectral studies

  The presence of unsaturation is typical
of planar quadridentate ligands and this
unsaturation is most commonly provided by imine
bonds. Whereas, planar  tridentates are often
formed by the condensation of amines with
aldehyde. The corresponding planar
quadridentate ligands can  arise from the
condensation of two molecules of an aldehyde
with a diamine.3-5,15  Metal Schiff-base complexes
have been known since the mid-nineteenth
century,1 and even before the general preparation
of Schiff-base ligands themselves. However, there
was no comprehensive, systematic study of this
potential ligand until the preparative work of
Pfeiffer and associates.1-14 Since pfeiffer’s intial
contributions,1-14 the interest in quadridentate
Schiff-base complexes has increased significantly.

 Schiff bases derived from m-
phenylenediamines can only coordinate one nitrogen
atom to any metal cation, giving dimeric complexes.
The Co(II) and Cu(II) complexes with H2ac-m-phen
have been prepared and their dimeric structure has
been established by mass spectrometry.16 The
magnetic susceptibility measurements as a function
of temperature have shown the existence of weak
antiferromagnetic interactions for Schiff base
complexes derived from m-phenylenediamine or 2,6-
diaminopyridine and acetylacetone with Mn(II), Fe(II),
Ni(II), Co(II) and Cu(II) and consequently these
complexes have been formulated as dimers.17

  In continuation of our work on 2-
pyrosolin-5-one derivatives, here we report the
synthesis.Ft-Ir and 13C-NMR spectral studies of
quadridentate Schiff-base ligand derived from 4-
carboxaldehyde-3-methyl-1-phenyl-2-pyrasolin- 5-
one  and m-phenylenediamine.

Synthesis and IR, U.V., 1H and 13C-NMR studies of some tetra dentate
schiffbases derived from 4-carboxaldehyde-1-phenyl-2-pyrazoline-5-one

and Meta phenylene diamines

EXPERIMENTAL
All the chemicals used in the present study were
of best quality. Ethylacetoacetate,
p h e n y l h y d r a z i n e , s o d i u m a c e t a t e ,
phosphorylchloride, [SD’s fine chemicals Ltd.,
British Drug House, Qualigens-Glaxo, Mumbai]
were used. Dioxane and N,N’-dimethylformamide
(DMF) [Qualigens-Glaxo, Mumbai]   were used
after purification. Absolute ethanol from Alembic
Chemical Works Co. Ltd., Baroda was used after
distillation. All diamines were obtained from [SD’s
fine chemicals Ltd., British Drug House, Qualigens-
Glaxo, Mumbai] Baroda and were used without
further purification. Cr(III), Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II) and
Cu(II) metal acetates [SD’s fine chemicals Ltd.,
British Drug House, Qualigens-Glaxo, Mumbai]
were used. Vanadylsulphate, ferrous sulphate and
anhydrous ferric chloride [SD’s fine chemicals Ltd.,
British Drug House, Qualigens-Glaxo, Mumbai]
were used in the preparation of VO(II), Fe(II) and
Fe(III) chelates respectively.
The ligands used in the present study were
prepared in three steps :
(a)    Preparation of 1-phenyl-3-methyl-2-
pyrazolin-5-one1.
(b)
Preparation of 4-formyl-1-phenyl-3-methyl-2-
pyrazolin-5-one1,2.
(c)
Preparation of the Schiff bases1,3.
(a) Preparation of 1-phenyl-3-methyl-2-pyrazolin-
5-one [PMP] :

1-phenyl-3-methyl-2-pyrazolin-5-one was
obtained by condensing phenyl hydrazine (0.1
mole) with ethylacetoacetate (0.1 mole) in
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ethanol, containing few drops of concentrated
sulphuric acid1-5.
(b) Preparation of 4-formyl-1-phenyl-3-methyl-2-
pyrazolin-5- one [H2PMFP] :
         A  mixture  of 1-phenyl-3-methyl-2-pyrazolin-
5-one  (0.5 mole, 17.4 g) and 20 mL of DMF was
cooled to 0oC . Then 11.0 mL (0.60 mole, ~ 18.49 g)
of phosphoryl chloride was added dropwise at such
a rate as to maintain the temperature between 10
o to 20 o C. After the addition was complete, the
reaction mixture was heated on the steam bath
for 1.5 hours. The mixture was then poured into
900 mL of ice-water mixture. The resulting mixture
was allowed to stand overnight at room
termperature. The solid product was collected by
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filtration, washed several times with water and
recrystallized from ethanol.
(c) Preparation of the tetradentate Schiff base
ligands :

An identical procedure has been used in
the preparation of all the Schiff bases used in the
present study. The Schiff bases were prepared by
refluxing (2 hours) the 4-formyl-1-phenyl-3-
methyl-2-pyrazolin-5-one (0.01 mole, 2.02 g) and
diamines (m-phenylenediamine 0.005 mole, 0.35
g, 0.58 g, 0.54 g, 0.54 g and 0.85 g, respectively) in
150 ml ethanol. The Schiff bases thus obtained
were filtered and recrystalized from ethanol.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
              The quadridentate Schiff-base ligand
under present study may have following
tautometricform (1) and (2).

FT-IR SPECTRA
The FT-IR spectra of Schiff-base ligands (CMPPZ-mpd) show broad band on the 3480-3090 cm-

1.The low energy shift may be due to intramolecular or intermolecular hydrogen bonding and also
suggest the presence of the enol form at least in the solid state.

 The Schiff-base ligands (CMPPZ-mpd) show band in the region 1250-1225cm-1, which may be
due to 1H spectra. The FT-IRspectra of ‘ligands (CMPPZ-mpd) show bands in the region 1350-1280cm-

1,which may be due to vc-013.The FT-IR spectrum of ligands show bands in the region 1642-1668cm-1

which may be due to vcn (azomethine)14.The FT-IR spectrum of ligands show bands in the region 1606-
1594cm-1 which may be due to C=N (pyrasolin ring)15.The important infrared vibrational frequencies of
all ligands are listed in Table-1.

TABLE 1
INFRARED SPECTRAL DATA (cm-1) OF  H2PMFP-MPD  AND  ITS  METAL  CHELATES

H2PMFP-MPD 
[VO(PMFP-
MPD(H2O)] 

[Cr(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)OAc] 
[Mn(PMFP-
MPD)(H2O)2] 

[Fe(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)2] Assignment 

3300 – 3100 (m.br) - - - - υO-H(enolic) 

- 3500  - 3250 (m.vb) 3450 – 3300 (m.vb) 3400 – 3200 (m.vb) 3400 – 3250 (m.vb) υO-H (Coordinated water)  

3088 (m.br) 3087 (m.vb) 3086 (m.vb) 3087 (m.vb) 3086 (m.vb) Aryl υ(C-H) 

2923 (w.br) 2924 (w.br) 2923 (w.br) 2924 (w.br) 2924 (w.br) Saturated υ(C-H) 

1662 (s.s) 1620 (s.s) 1611 (s.s) 1625 (s.s) 1617 (s.s) υ(C=N) (azomethine) 

1594 (s.br) 1595 (s.br) 1594 (m.br) 1596 (s.s) 1593 (s.br) υ(C=N)(Pyrazolin) 

1546 (s.s.) 1547 (s.s.) 1548 (s.s.) 1548 (s.br) 1548 (s.s.) Pyrazolin ring stretch 

1497 (s.s) 1496 (s.s.) 1497 (s.br) 1496 (s.s.) 1497 (s.s.) Phenyl ring υ(C=C) 
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1497 (s.s) 1496 (s.s.) 1497 (s.br) 1496 (s.s.) 1497 (s.s.) Phenyl ring υ(C=C) 

1554 (w.sh) 1556 (m.sh) 1556 (m.sh) 1555 (m.sh) 1555 (m.sh) Pyrazolin ring stretch 

1282 (s.s) 1296 (m.s) 1321 (m.s) 1319 (m.br) 1292 (m.br) υ(C-O) (enol) 

1225 (m.s) -  - - - δO-H (enol) 

1114 (w.sh) 1114 (w.sh) 1113 (w.sh) 1112 (w.sh) 1113 (w.sh) Pyrazolin ring breathing 

1005 (w.sh) 1006 (m.s) 1007 (m.br) 1005 (m.s) 1006 (m.br) CH3 rocking 

967 (m.s) 967 (m.s) 968 (m.s) 967 (m.sh) 968 (m.br) C-C6H5 stretch 

912 (m.s) 914 (m.s) 912 (m.s) 913 (m.s) 913 (m.s) C-CH3 stretch 

- 803 (m.br) 822 (m.br) 830 (m.br) 822 (m.br) υ(O-H)(waggingmodeof 
coordinated water) 

- 520 (m.vb) 510 (m.vb) 510 (m.vb) 510 (m.vb) υ(M-O) 

- 462 (m.br) 485 (m.br) 485 (m.br) 480 (m.br) υ(M-N) 

 υv=o(str) : 962 υcoo¯   :  1575    

C-NMR Spectra- An attempt has been made to characterized ligands by 13C-NMR spectral studies.he
assignment of 13C-NMR shift has been made reported value for 2-pyrasolin-5-one derivatives.
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and yeast cultures was determined at 660 nm using an Equiptronics digital spectrophotometer.  For the
fungal cultures the flasks were harvested after 40 h and dry cell mass was determined gravimetrically.

An attempt has been made to evaluate the biological activities of the synthesized ligand and
its metal complexes against bacterial (E.Coli and B. Subtilis), fungal (A. Niger and T. Longibrachiatum)
and yeast (P. Stipitis and R. Minuta) cultures using literature methods.

TABLE-3.1
EFFECT OF LIGAND AND ITS METAL CHELATES ON THE GROWTH OF MICROORGANISMS

 
 
Incubation time (in hour)/ 
Compounda  

                     
                   % Growth   of   E.coli                                                                                                                                    % 

Growth   of   B.subtilis 
 
20                        24                  28                   32                     36                      40                      44                    48                      20                      24                       28                     32                     36                     40                       44                  48 

Controlb  40 59 63 67 73 100 100 100 31 45 48 60 82 100 100 100 

H2PMFP-MPD   35 50 52 54 57 62 70 70 32 38 44 48 54 68 84 84 

[VO(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)] 30 40 47 50 52 55 55 55 30 35 37 39 45 50 56 56 

[Cr(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)OAc] 27 40 42 44 48 53 59 59 20 28 32 36 40 54 64 64 

[Mn(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)2] 28 42 44 46 50 57 58 58 30 36 38 40 50 65 72 72 

[Fe(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)2] 24 40 42 44 46 52 60 60 30 35 37 39 55 70 72 72 

[Fe(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)OAc] 25 42 44 46 48 57 63 63 27 32 36 38 50 60 68 68 

[Co(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)2] 30 40 44 47 50 52 59 59 30 36 40 42 50 60 64 64 

[Ni(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)2] 28 45 47 49 50 52 54 54 28 30 32 34 38 55 60 72 

[Cu(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)2] 20 28 32 37 42 50 52 52 18 30 32 40 50 68 76 76 

    aConcentration of each compound was 500 ppm;  bControl does not contain any test compound
TABLE  3.2

EFFECT OF LIGAND AND ITS METAL CHELATES
ON THE GROWTH OF MICROORGANISMS

Biological Activity  The biological activities of the metal complexes were measured against bacteria,
yeast and fungi following literature methods. Nutrient broth, Sabouraud’s dextrose broth and yeast
extract peptone dextrose (YEDP) medium with and without the indicated samples were used for growth
studies of bacteria (E. coli and B. subtilis), fungi (A.niger and T. longibrachiatum) and yeast (P. stipitis
and R. minuta), respectively.  The concentration of the test compounds was kept constant at 500 ppm
during all the experiments.  For the inoculation into test media containing the sample, cultures were
pregrown in the same media without the samples (control) to be tested, and 24 h old cultures were
used to inoculate the test media for bacterial and yeast cultures.  Similarly, a fungal inoculum was
prepared by harvesting spores from nutrient-agar plates in sterile distilled water.  The culture flasks
were incubated on a rotary shaker at room temperature.  After 48 h, the optical density of the bacterial

Table-2
13C NMR spectral data of SCHIFF BASE ligands

Ligand Types of Carbon Atoms 
Chemical shift () ppm 

  

PMFP-MPD 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5, 

C9 
C6, 
C8 

C7 C10 C11 C12, 
C17 

C13, 
C16 

C14 C15 
  

12.8 149.5 101.5 165.2 129.5 118.1 124.2 139.1 150.2 134.8 120 129.1 130.6  
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Compounda 

          

                                  A. niger                                                                                        
T. longibrachiatum 

  
 % Sugar                                                      % Growthb                              % 

Sugar                                  % Growthb                                                                                                
utilized                                                                                              utilized 

 Controlc  98.46 100 98.66 100 

H2PMFP-MPD   55.00 56 55.00 57 
[VO(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)] 50.83 51 50.83 51 
[Cr(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)OAc] 34.66 35 34.16 35 
[Mn(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)2] 35.6 36 35.00 36 
[Fe(PMFP-MPD)(H2O)2] 40.00 41 36.66 37 
 

                 aConcentration of  each compound was 500 ppm.
                  bGrowth after 40 hours.
                  cControl does not contain any test compound.

Conclusion
                All the complexes are coloured solids, insoluble in common organic solvents but sparingly
soluble in dioxane and DMF. All complexes are found to be non-electrolyte in nature. Their probable
structures have been derived on the basis of their elemental analyses, magnetic, electronic and infrared
spectral measurements. The effect of ligand and its metal complexes on the growth of test
microorganisms is given in Table 3.1 and 3.2.  The results suggest that the synthesized compounds show
30 % to 53 % inhibitory effect on the growth of bacterial, 44 % to 71 % inhibitory effect on the growth of
fungal and 15 % to 51 % inhibitory effect on the growth of yeast cultures.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  The authors with to express their gratitude to Dahod Anaj Mahajan
Sarvajanic Education Society for laboratory facilities. For analytical work, Gujarat laboratory,
Ahemdabad, Central Salt and Marine Chemical Research Institute, Bhavnagar and sophisticated
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COMPARISION OF INTERIM FINANCIAL REPORTING AND RELATED PARTY
DISCLOSURES IN IND AS AND IFRS

Abstract: India is one of the emerging economics in the world. For economic development, foreign
direct investment (FDI) is needed, to facilitate the investment climate. There is a need to integrate its
financial reporting with rest of the economies of the globe so that investors from outside will appreciate
the financial results and financial positions of the companies. This will provide uniformity and
comparability of financial statements with the financial statements prepared in other countries. The
purpose of this paper is to study the difference between Ind AS and IFRS for interim financial reporting
and related party disclosures.
Key words: IND AS, IFRS, IAS

Accounting Standards are used as
regulatory mechanisms for preparation of financial
reports in almost all the countries of the world.
Accounting Standard are written policy documents
issued by expert accounting body or government
or other regulatory body covering the aspects of
recognition, measurement, treatment,
presentation & disclosure of accounting
transaction in the financial statement.

Indian Accounting Standards (Ind ASs) are
a set of IFRS converged accounting standards. This
Ind ASs are converged with corresponding IFRS as
India has taken the approach of convergence
rather than adoption making some significant
changes known as carve-outs while converging.
The Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) has
notified the 40 Ind ASs as per Companies Act, 2013.
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),
formerly known as International Accounting
Standards (IAS) are the Standards, Interpretations
and Framework for the Preparation and
Presentation of Financial statements adopted by
the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB). IAS was issued between 1973 and 2001 by
the board of the International Accounting
Standards Committee (IASC). On April 1, 2001 the
new IASB took over the responsibility of setting
International Accounting Standards from IASC. It
has since then continued to develop standards
called as the new standards IFRS. It is a set of
international accounting and reporting standards
that will help to harmonize company financial
information, improve the transparency of
accounting, and ensure that investors receive more
accurate and consistent reports. Hence the global

use of IFRS can be able to boost the confidence of
investors throughout the world.

IFRSs are International F inancial
Reporting Standards which are issued by the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)
based in London. Ti l l date there are 25
International Accounting Standards (IASs) from
IAS-1 to IAS 41 and 17 International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRSs) from IFRS 1 to IFRS 17,
both are referred as IFRS. Previously these
standards were known as IAS later on the name
was changed to IFRS.
OBJECTIVE OF STUDY:

To study the difference between IND AS
and IFRS for Interim Reporting and Related Party
Disclosures.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:

In the present study, descriptive research
design was used. Data and information have been
collected from various websites and documents
issued by ICAI and IASB. This study is purely based
on conceptual framework.
COMPARISION OF IND AS AND IFRS

Interim Financial Reporting (IND AS-34):
Interim financial reporting is the reporting for
periods of shorter than a full financial year,
generally for a period of three months or quarterly
results. The companies are required to publish the
financial results on a quarterly basis. As par this
Standard, Interim F inancial Report means a
financial report containing either a complete set
of financial statement for an interim period.
Interim period is a period of reporting shorter than
a full financial year.

T imely and reliable interim financial
reporting improves the ability of users to

Alka B.Prajapati

B.Com - M.Com

COMPARISION OF INTERIM FINANCIAL REPORTING AND RELATED PARTY
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understand an entity’s capacity to generate
earnings and cash flows and its financial condition
and liquidity.
Objectives:

The basic objective of interim financial
reporting is to provide frequent and timely
assessment of entity’s performance.
The objective of this Standard is to prescribe the
minimum content of an interim financial report
and to prescribe the principles for recognition and
measurement in complete or condensed financial
statements for an interim period. Timely and
reliable interim financial reporting improves the
ability of investors, creditors, and others to
understand an entity’s capacity to generate
earnings and cash flows and its financial condition
and liquidity.
Components of Interim Financial Report
An interim financial report shall include, at a
minimum, the following components:
 A condensed balance sheet
 A condensed statement of profit and loss
 A condensed statement of change in

equity
 A condensed statement of cash flows

and
 Selected explanatory notes
Comparison with IAS-34
 IAS-34 requires preparation of a statement of

changes in equity as a separate statement. Ind
AS-34 requires the statement of changes in
equity to be shown as a part of the balance
sheet on the lines of Ind As-1(presentation of
financial statements).

 IAS-34 encourages the publicly traded entities
to provide interim financial reports
conforming to the recognition, measurement
and disclosure principles set out in this
standard whereas Ind AS-34 envisages that
the requirement to present interim financial
report should be governed by the relevant law
or regulation and not by way of an
encouragement through an accounting
standard.

 Different terminology is used in Ind AS 34 e.g.,
the term ‘balance sheet’ is used instead of
‘Statement of financial position’ and
‘Statement of Profit and Loss’ is used instead
of ‘Statement of comprehensive income’.

Related Party Disclosure (IND AS-24)
IND AS-24 describes the various

disclosures to be made by the parent entity
regarding its associate, subsidiaries or joint
venture which is termed as related parties. Let us
first understand the terms associate, subsidiaries
or joint venture before getting into details of this
Ind AS.

Associate Company: If for example Co PQR (parent
entity or reporting entity) has significant influence
i.e. control of atleast 25% of total share capital or
business decisions under an agreement in Co ABC,
and then Co ABC is an associate company of Co
PQR.

Subidiary Company: If for example Co XYZ
(parent/reporting/holding entity) has control of
atleast 50% of total share capital or business
decisions under an agreement in Co ABC, then Co
ABC is a subsidiary co of Co XYZ.
Joint Venture: It is a business arrangement in
which two or more parties agree to pool their
resources for the purpose of accomplishing a
specific task.

Sometimes business transactions
between related parties lose the feature and
character of the arm’s length transactions. Related
party relationship affects the volume and decision
of business of one entity for the benefit of the
other entities. Related party relationship could
have an effect on the profit or loss and financial
position of an entity.
Objective:

The objective of this Standard is to ensure
that an entity’s financial statements contain the
disclosures necessary to draw attention to the
possibility that its financial position and profit or
loss may have been affected by the existence of
related parties and by transactions and
outstanding balances, including commitments,
with such parties.
Related Party:

Related party can be either a person or
entity. A related party is essentially any party that
controls or can significantly influence the
management or operating policies of the company
during the reporting period. Thus, the criteria for
related party relationship are :
 Control
 Common control
 Joint control
 Significant influence
What should be disclosed?
 Related party relationship
 Transactions between a reporting entity and

its related parties.
Disclosure is most of the related parties even
if the transactions are arm’s length
transactions or transactions are not
influenced by the relationship.

Comparison with IAS-24
 In the Ind AS-24, disclosures which

conflictwithconfidentiality requirements of
statute/ regulations are not required to be
made since accounting standard cannot
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override legal/regulatory requirements such
type of provisions are not in IAS-24.

 In the Ind AS 24 relatives as specified under
the meaning of relative under the companies
act, 2013 are included in the definition of the
‘close members of the family of a person’
whereas in IAS-24 the close family members
of key management personnel are defined
and less exhaustive than companies act.

 In the Ind AS 24, relatives as specified under
the meaning of relative under the Companies
Act, 1956 are included in the definition of the
‘close members of the family of a person.

CONCLUSIONS:
As India is striving ahead on the path of

financial and economic progress, Indian corporate
need to unify and compete with global peers. The
financial reporting thus has to be competitive and
based on global accounting standards. In Ind AS 24
overriding nature of statute for related party
disclosures and change in definition of close family
members. In Ind AS 34 Different terminology is
used e.g., the term ‘balance sheet’ is used instead
of ‘Statement of financial position’ and ‘Statement
of Profit and Loss’ is used instead of ‘Statement of
comprehensive income’.
                                          REFERENCES:
 Barodiya Parmanand & Saxena Sonal, “A Study

of International Accounting Standard and
Indian Accounting Standard”, International
Journal of Current Research and Academic
Review, Volume 3(Number 5), (May 2015),
PP.127-133.

 http://vfgc.in/seminar2016proceeding/
papers/8_1_NARESH_&_VISHILESH.pdf

 https://resource.cdn.icai.org/23710IndAS-
24.pdf

 https://resource.cdn.icai.org/23718IndAS-
34.pdf
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ા ય અને શહર  ખેલાડ ઓના શટલરનનો ુલના મક અ યાસ 

Abstract: આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ,ુ ા ય અને શહર  ખેલાડ ઓના શટલરનનો ુલના મક અ યાસ કરવામાં આ યો હતો. 

આ અ યાસના હ ુ માટ  અમદાવાદ જ લાની શાળાઓમાંથી ા ય  શાળાના 150 અને  શહર  શાળાના 150 એમ ુલ 300 ખો-ખો રમતના 

ખેલાડ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. ા ય અને શહર  ખેલાડ ની ખડ  લાંબી ૂદ અને શટલરનની ુલના કરવા માટ 

 રિશયોનો ઉપયોગ કરવામાં આ યો હતો. ા ય અને શહર  ખો-ખો રમતના  ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના શટલ દોડમાં સાથક તફાવત જોવા મ યો 

રમતોમાં ઉ ચતમ દખાવ માટ ઝડપ, સહનશીલતા, ના ુબળ, ગિત ુમેળ, નમનીયતા વગેર વા પાસાંઓને અગ યના ગણવામાં 
આવે છે. ખેલાડ ઓમાં અ ય બાબતો કરતાં ઉ ચ ક ાની શાર રક યો યતાને મહ વની ગણવામાં આવે છે. મક ખો-ખો, વોલીબોલ, 
બા કટબોલ, હોક , ખેલ ૂદ વગેર રમત ૃ િ ઓમાં શાર રક યો યતાના જ ર  પાસાંઓ વગર સફળતા મળવી ુ કલ બાબત છે. આથી 
કોઈપણ કારની રમતમાં શાર રક યો યતા એ અગ યની બાબત છે. 

આજના ઝડપી પધા મક ુગમાં “ તો તો જ રમો” ના યેય સાથે રમતો માટની તૈયાર ઓ ખેલાડ ઓ પાસે કરાવવામાં આવે છે. 
ખેલાડ ઓ ું  માનિસક મનોબળ ૂબ જ ુ રાખવાની તાલીમો આપવામાં આવે છે. આજના પધા મક ુગમાં ૂ ંકા સમયમાં જ નવા- નવા 
રકોડસ ક િવ િવ મો થપાવા લા યા છે. ઝડપ એ આજની રમતનો મહ વનો ુણધમ ગણાય છે. પહલાં રમતોમાં  િવ મો સ તા હતા. તે 
વષ  ુધી કોઈ એક ખેલાડ ના નામ સાથે જોડાયેલ રહતા. પરં ુ આ  એ ું  ર ું  નથી તે ુ ં  કારણ વૈ ાિનક ઢબે અપાતી તાલીમ અને તેની 
સાથે તે રમતમાં વપરાતા સાધનોની બનાવટ આ ુિનક પ િતઓ વડ તૈયાર કરવામાં આવે છે. તે બાબત ગણાવી શકાય એજ ર તે 
પોષણ ુ ત આહારને પણ તેટ ું  જ મહ વ અપાય છે. આજ કારણોથી આજની રમતોમાં તથા રમત દખાવમાં અને શાર રક ૃ િ ઓમાં 
સફળતા મેળવી શકાય છે. 
અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ ા ય અને શહર  ખેલાડ ઓના શટલરનનો ુલના મક અ યાસ” કરવાનો હતો. 
િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

આ અ યાસના હ ુ અમદાવાદ જ લાની શાળાઓમાંથી ા ય  શાળાના 150 અને  શહર  શાળાના 150 એમ ુલ 300 ખો-ખો 
રમતના ખેલાડ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા.  
માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

મ ચલાયમાનો કસોટ   માપન 

1 ઝડપ અને ગિત ુમેળ ું  માપન  શટલ રન સેક ડમાં 
 
કડાક ય યાઃ 

ા ય અને શહર  ખેલાડ ઓની ખડ  લાંબી ૂદ અને શટલરનની ુલના કરવા માટ ‘F’ રિશયોનો ઉપયોગ કરવામાં આ યો હતો. 
અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી – 1 
ા ય અને શહર  ખો-ખો રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના શટલ દોડ ુ ં 

િવચરણ ૃથ રણ  

                     ૂથ િવષયપા ો 
 

મ યક 

િવચરણ ૃ થકરણ 

વગ નો સરવાળો વતં તાની મા ા મ યક િવચરણ ‘F’ 

                    ા ય 150  10.620 A 46.792 1 46.792 

23.654* 

                     શહર   150 11.410 W 589.507 298 1.978 
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*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘F’ = 0.05 (1,298)= 3.8415  

સારણી-1મા ં ા ય ખો-ખો રમતના  ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના શટલ રનનો મ યક 10.620 જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર શહર  ખો-ખો રમતના
ભાઈઓના શટલ રનનો મ યક 11.410 જોવા મ યો હતો. બધા ૂથોના વગ નો સરવાળો 46.792 જોવા મ યો હતો અન ેબધા ા તાંકો વ ચે
સરવાળો 589.507 જોવા મ યો હતો. બધા ૂથો ુ ંમ યક િવચરણ 46.792 જોવા મ ુ ંહ  ુઅન ેબધા ા તાંકો ુ ંમ યક િવચરણ 1.978 જોવા
જયાર ‘F’ રિશયો 23.654 જોવા મળેલ હતો. ન ેટબલ વે  ુસાથ ેસરખાવતા ં(૩.૨૧૯) ૦.૦૫ ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મ યો હતો.  

આલેખ-1 

તારણોઃ  
 ા ય અને શહર  ખો-ખો રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના શટલ દોડમાં સાથક તફાવત જોવા મ યો હતો. 

સંદભ ંથઃ 
 ુણવંતરાય ઓઝા, હ થ લબ, ુજરાત સમાચાર, 1 ૂન, (અમદાવાદ), 1999. 
 વમા, કાશ ., એ ટ ુક ઓન પોટસ ટટ કસ, વા લયરઃ િવનસ પ લકશન, 2000. 
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पीएच.डी. - शोधछा  - ी सौरा  िव िव ालय – राजकोट  
अ य  एवं ो - इन - चाज, सं कृत िवभाग एवं अन ु. क , एम.बी. आट्स ए ड कोमस कोलेज – ग डल 

*
**

          भारतीय का यशा  म एक पर परा के अनुसार ‘अलंकारितलक’ थ के लेखक का नाम भानुद  वीकार िकया गया है िक तु  भानुद  क  अनेक 
कृितय  म यह नाम कई प  म यु  हआ है I ‘अलंकारितलक’ क  कुछ ितिलिपय  म ‘भानुकर’ नाम ा  हआ है िक तु  ब बई िव िव ालय – पु तकालय के 
‘भागवतिसंहजी – पा डुिलिप – सं ह’ म ‘अलंकारितलक’ क  जो ितिलिप है उसके िलिपकार ने थ के रचियता का नाम भानुद  बताया है I अत: भानुद  
और भानुकर एक ही यि  के नाम है और भानुद  ने ही ‘अलंकारितलक’ थ क  रचना क  है I आचाय भानुद  कृत ‘अलंकारितलक’ एवं अ य थो म 
का य त व  क  चचा क  गई है I  

आचाय भानुद  कृत ‘अलंकारितलक’ एवं अ य थ  म िन िपत का यत व  

 ‘अलंकारितलक’ म िन िपत का यत वो क  चचा 
   अलंकारितलक थ म का य के िविभ न त व  का पाँच प र छेद  म वणन हआ है I इसम विणत िवषय ह – गुण, दोष, रीित, अलंकार, तथा का य के 
भेद - भेद I ो. देव थलीने तीन ह त तो के आधार पर भानुद  कृत ‘अलंकारितलक’ काशीत क  है I इस थ म ग  – प  िमि त प से 
‘रसतरंिगणी’ क  तरह भानुद ने अपने और अपने िपता के ारा रिचत कई ोक उदहारण के पम तुत िकये है I यह कृित के पांच प र छेद  का िवषय 
एवं संि  प रचय इस कार है -  
 पहले प र छेद म आचाय भानुद ने रस को का य क  आ मा कहा है I और का य को शरीर कहा है I एवं का य के उ म. म यम एवं अधम तीन 

कार  का उ लेख िकया है I दूसरे प र छेद म आचाय भानुद  ने पद, वा य और वा याथ दोष  का िववरण िकया ह ै
I तीसरे प र छेद म गुण  का िववरण, गुण  के कार, बा  (श दगत), आ त रक (अथगत) एवं वैशेिषक ( ेषयु ) कुल २४ गुण  का आलेखन िकया है I
चतुथ प र छेद म अलंकार क  या या, श दालंकार के छः भेद , व ोि , अनु ास, यमक, ेष, िच  आिद का वणन िकया गया है I पाँचव प र छेद म 
अलंकार के कार और कुल ७१ अलंकार  का वणन िकया गया है I 
           आलंका रक भानुद  रसवादी आचाय है I इ ह ने अलंकारितलक म रस को ही का या म – त व के प म वीकार कर श दाथ को उसका 
शरीर, गित, रीित, वृित, दोषभाव, गुण और अलंकार को इि याँ कहा है I उनके म ानुसार यु पि  का य का ाण है तो अ यास मन I इस कार इ ह ने 
अलंकारितलक थ म का यत व  क  चचा िक है I 

 आचाय भानुद  कृत अ य ंथो म िन िपत का य त व  क  चचा  
   सं कृत का यशा  म आलंका रक भानुद  का बड़ा योगदान है I इ ह ने ने अनेक थ  क  रचना क  है और उनम िवषय क  ि  से का यशा ीय 

थ  क  धानता है I उनके अ य थ  म गीतगौरीपित, कुमारभागिवयम, रसपा रजात और िच चि का का समावेश होता है I भानुद  क  अ य कृितय  
म का य वो क  चचा  इस कार है I  
   ‘गीतगौरीश’ या ‘गीतगौरीपित’ नामक गीितका य जयदेवकृत ‘गीतगोिव दम्’ पर आधा रत है I इसम १० करण है िजसम गौरी का भगवान िशव के 

ित ेम का वणन है I इसम िदखाया गया है िक प  को ८ –८ के वग म िकस कार राग  के आधार पर गाया जाये, यथा – असावरी, कनाटक केदार, 
भूपाल, भैरवी, मालवा इ यािद I इस का य क  कथाव तु  मु य प से िशवमहापुराण पर आधा रत है I आचाय भानुद  ने इस का य म कई संग  का 
आलेखन िकया है I उसम पावती का वणन, वसंत का वणन, पावती क  िवरह वेदना, नटवेशधारी िशव का पावती ारा मरण आिद संग  म किव का 
कौश य कट होता है I  
  आचाय भानुद  ने िह ‘कुमारभागिवयम’ कृित िक रचना क  है I इसम कोई शक नह  है य क  भानुद  इस थ म अपने वंशवृ  का उ लेख उसने 
खुद िकया है I ग  – प ा मक यह रचना १२ उ छवास  िवभ  है I िजसम भगवान िशव के पु  काितकेय क  कथा है I इस थ के ताव म १७ ोक 
वेदा त के वाितक के बारे म िलखे गए है I 
 आचाय भानुद  ने ‘रसपा रजात’ कृित क  रचना क  है I इसम भानुद  तथा उनके िपता गणपित के लगभग १००० ोक संकिलत है I यह थ 
१० प लव  म िवभ  है I दूसरे और तीसरे प लव  म ८९ ोक है I िजसम ८० ोक भानुद  ारा वयं रिचत है I इसम १४ ोक  िनजामशाह अथवा 
िनजाम क  शंसा क  गई है I 
वीरभानु क  पांच ोक  म, कृ णदेवराय क  दो ोक  म तथा सं ामशाह क  एक ोक म शि त  क   है I  
  आचाय भानुद ने ‘िच चि का’ कृित क  चचा ‘अलंकारितलक’ कृित म क  है I इसके चतुथ प र छेद म इनका प  कथन है िक 
“िच गूढ हेिलका ो रािण िच चि कायाम ्दशिय याम: I” इससे ात होता है िक इ ह ने इसक  रचना भी क  थी लेिकन यह कृित अभी उपल ध नह  

है I डॉ. वी. राघवन ने भी इस िवषय म ोफ़ेसर देव थली को िलखा था िक इस थ का अ य कोई संकेत कह  भी ा  नह  हआ है I इस स ब ध म हमारा 
यह अनुमान है िक ‘अलंकारितलक’ क  रचना करते समय भानुद  का िवचार इस थ का णयन करने का रहा होगा और इससे पूव ही वे मृ यु को ा  हो 
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हो गए ह गे I अभी हमने यह कहा था िक हो सकता है िक भानुद  के मन म विन, व ोि  आिद का िववेचन करने क  योजना रही हो और वह िक ह  
कारण  से कायाि वत न हो पाई हो I   
  आचाय भानुदत कृत ‘रसमंजरी’ अ य त लोकि य कृित है I इसका ितपा  िवषय नायक – नाियका भेद िववेचन है I इसके अित र  नायक के 
सहायक, नाियका क  सखी, दू ती आिद के ल ण एवं भेद  का वणन है I  िवषय का िववेचन इ ह ने सू शैली म िकया है I िस  किवय  क  कृितय  से 
उदा त करके यह कृित को अ य त बोधग य बनाया है I नाियकाओ ं  के अिधकांश उदाहरण ‘अम -शतक’ से िलये गये है I  इस थ क  िसि  का एकमा  

माण है, इस पर िलखी टीकाएँ I ‘रसमंजरी’ पर लगभग ११ ( यारह) टीकाएँ उपल ध ह – अन त-पि डतकृत यं याथकौमुदी, नागेशभ  रिचत काश, 
शेषिचंतामिणकृत प रमल, गोपालाचाय रिचत िवकास, गोपालभ  रिचत रिसकरि जनी तथा अ ातनामा लेखक क  रसमंजरी- थूलता पयाथ I वतमान 
समय म किव शेखर बदरीनाथ झा कृत “सुरभी’ या या काशीत हो चुक  है I 
  आचाय भानुद  ने ‘रसतरंिगणी’ म रस का िव तृत वणन िकया है यह थ आठ तरंगो म िवभ  है –  
 थम तरंग के मंगलाचरण म अन तर भाव  का िववेचन हआ है I त प ात् रस और रस स दाय का िववेचन हआ है Iिजसम शं कुक, भ लो लट, 
भ नायक और अिभनव गु  के मत  का िव तृत िववेचन हआ है I तद तर रस के अनुब ध, का य म तीन कार क  रसानुभू ित, रस क  िन पि  के िलए 
आव यक अनुब ध, रस के उपभो ा, रसानुभू ित के िलए स दयता, आव यक आठ थायी भाव, रस के चार चार िस ा त, रस के दो िस ा त, तीन 
भावनाए,ँ अनुराग, रस  क  सं या, धान रस, सौ दयशा  और उसक  
  ऐितहािसक िववेचना, सौ दयाि मका वृि , योगा मक स दयवाद,असु दरता या कु पता, सौ दया मक िव ेषण, स यम्, िशवम,्सु दरम,् 
थायीभाव और रस, भि  और उसके कार, ेम और राग तथा उनके कार इ यािद िवषय  पर ग भीरता से िवचार िकया गया है I 

  ि तीय तरंग म िवभाव का िववेचन है िजसम आल बन िवभाव का िन पण िव तार से िकया गया है I इसम आल बन िवभाव के पाँच कार  का 
िनदश हआ है I तद तर उ ीपन िवभाव पर िवचार िकया गया है I इस थ म रसशा ीय थ  के सामान सभी रस  के िवभाव  का िन पण हआ है I  
  तृतीय तरंग म सभी रस  के अनुभाव  का िववेचन िकया गया है I चतुथ तरंग म साि वकभाव  का िन पण हआ है िजसके अ तगत अनुभाव  क  
सं या पर िवचार करते हए त भ, वेद इ यािद साि वक भाव  का उदाहरण सह ल ण िदया गया है I प चम तरंग म यिभचारी भाव  पर िवचार िकया गया 
है I यहाँ तैतीस सं याक िनवद, लािन इ यािद के उदाहरण सह ल ण को िन िपत िकया गया है I  
  ष  तरंग म रस  का िववेचन हआ है िजसम शृंगार रस का िन पण हआ है I स म तरंग म हा य इ यािद रस  पर िवचार िकया गया है I अ म तरंग म 
फुट िवषय  का वणन िकया गया है I िजसम आठ कार क  थाियभावो प न ि य , रस क  ि य  पर िवचार िकया गया है I इसी म रस  का पार प रक 

स ब ध, रस  का पार प रक िवरोध, रसशबलता, रसाभाव इ यािद िवषय  का िन पण िकया गया है I 
  इस थ पर गंगारामजिड़ कृत नौकाटीका, वेणीतक वागीशभ ाचाय रिचत रिसकरि जनी टीका, जीवराज रिचत रसतरंिगणीसेत,ु गणेशकृत रसोदिध, 
महादेव रिचत रसोदिध, भीमशाह के पु  नेिमशाह क  सािह यसुधा या का यसुधा-टीका, भगवदभ  रिचत नूतनतरी एवं अयो या साद रिचत टीका उपल ध 
है I 

 िन कष 
       आचाय भानुद  ने ‘अलंकारितलक’ एवं अ य थ  म रस िवषयक का यत व  क  चचा क  है I उपयु  कृितय  के अलावा इ ह ने मुहतसार, 
शृंगारदीिपका, िच चि का आिद कई सारी कृितय  का िनमाण िकया है िक तु  यह कृितय  का कतृ व शंका पद होने से और आज तक यह कृितयाँ न िमलने 
से इनका उ लेख नह  िकया गया है I इस कार प  है िक भानुद  िम  का सं कृत सािह य म अित मह वपूण थान है I इनक  कृितयाँ इनक  े ता को 

मािणत करती है I इनक  कृितय  से इनके अगाध वैदु य का ान वयमेव हो जाता है I रस िववेचन के े  म भी इ ह ने मह वपूण योगदान िदया है I    
                                        स दभ थ
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A Study of Effect on Speed on Kho-Kho Players by Yog and Circuit Training. Male players of Kho-
kho selected at school level in Banaskantha District were selected in the present study. Total 90 male
players were selected as subjects for the sample of the present study, in which 30 players were included in
the yog training group, 30 in circuit training group and 30 players were included in the control group. The
male players of 13 to 17 years age group were included in the present study. The criterion measure used for
the measurement of Explosive force of legs was Standing broad jump cm. After Collection of data, the
difference between three group’s mean was measured by one way Least Significant Difference Post Hoc
Test. The significant level was 0.05 significant effects of yoga training was seen in the training group with
comparatively to controlled group.

A Study of Effect on Explosive force of legs on Kho-Kho Players by Yog and
Circuit Training

Yoga emerged before thousands of years
or it was emerged well before the emergence of
beliefs and rituals. As per the Yoga Shiva is seen as
the initial yogi, first Guru or ancient guru. The ancient
yogi gave their deep knowledge to the legendary
saptarushies (Seven Rushes-saints) on the banks of
Kanti River. These saptarushies gave the powerful
sconce to the different parts of the world like Asia,
Middle East, North Africa and South Africa.
Interesting factor is that the modern scholars have
noted close similarity between the cultures of entire
world. Although, the complete expression of Yoga
could be possible only in India. Saptarush Maharshi
Agastya has constructed this culture around path
based on yoga by travelling in various parts of Indian
Continent.
Yoga is considered comprehensively as an immortal
culture result of Sindhu -Valley culture and it is
proved to be the best for the provision of materialistic
and spiritual progress of humanity. The available
specimen of fossils and the yoga remains of Sindhu
Saraswati culture and the statues showing Yoga
practice shows the existence of Yoga in ancient India.
The coins and statues of Goddess signify the
existence of Tantra. The existence of Yoga is seen in
the folk rituals, Veda, Upanishads heritage, Buddha

and Jain rituals, epics like Mahabharata including
Geeta and Ramayana and Tantric Processes. Yoga
was practiced before the Vedic period. However,
Maharshi systematized the prevailing Yoga methods
and process through “Yoga Sutra”.
To form the structure of the circuit training, the coach
measures characteristics of physical fitness of layers
by giving a physical fitness test and decides which
competencies they lack. Then, the coach constructs
the training programme for development of lacking
competencies. For example, if the coach sees less
strength of shoulder muscles, he will include the
exercise helpful to increase the strength of shoulder
muscles in the circuit training. If the coach finds less
speed, one or two exercises for increasing speed
will be selected. In the same way, if developing the
muscles of thigh or abdomen, some exercises for
development of muscles of thigh or abdomen can
be selected. Thus, one or two exercises for muscular
power, flexibility, endurance etc are to be included
in the circuit training and the structure of the training
programme is prepared. Selections of exercises,
exercise cycles, duration of training, density of
exercise etc are to be determined while preparing
structure for the circuit training.
Objective of Study :

Ashok Chaudhary
A Study of Effect on Explosive force of legs on Kho-Kho Players by Yog and

Circuit Training
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A Study of Effect on Explosive force of legs on Kho-Kho Players by Yog and Circuit Training
Selection of Subject :
Male players of Kho-kho selected at school level in Banaskantha District were selected in the present
study. Total 90 male players were selected as subjects for the sample of the present study, in which 30
players were included in the yog training group, 30 in circuit training group and 30 players were included
in the control group. The male players of 13 to 17 years age group were included in the present study.

No. Variable Test Measurement 
1 Explosive force of legs Standing broad jump cm 

 Design of the study :
Total 30 subjects were selected randomly for each group in the present study. The pretest of

aspects of physical fitness was conducted on each group. Then, Group A was provided 1yog training and
group – B, circuit training for 12 weeks. Group – C was accepted as the control group. Finally, the
posttest was executed on all three groups.
Statistical Procedure :
Statistical technique such as one-way analysis of variance was applied to know the effects on yog training
group and circuit training group. Mean difference was examined at 0.05 levels by using Least Significant
Difference Post Hoc Test.
Result of the study :

Table-1
Analysis of covariance of mean scores of explosive force of legs of two experimental groups

and a control group

Test 
Groups Analysis of variance 

Yog Circuit Control Sum of classes 
(SS) df MSS ‘F’ 

Pretest 
mean 1.4663 1.5227 1.5060 A 0.050 2 0.025 0.522 W 4.188 87 0.048 

Post-test 
mean 1.5667 1.6407 1.4897 A 0.342 2 0.171 3.426* W 4.344 87 0.050 

Adjusted 
mean 1.588 1.625 1.485 A 0.316 2 0.158 5.414* W 2.510 86 0.029 

 *Significance criterion at 0.05 levels ‘F’ = 0.05 (2,87) = 3.101 & (2,86) = 3.103
In table – 1 detail of mean scores of pretest and post test, analysis of covariance and all statistical

data of ‘F’ is mentioned. The mean scores on explosive force of legs pretest of yog group, circuit group
and control group was found 1.4663, 1.5227 and 1.5060 respectively. ‘F’- ratio was found 0.522, which
was not significance with the tabular value (3.101) at 0.05 levels. The mean scores on explosive force of
legs final test of yog group, circuit group and control group was found 1.5667, 1.6407 and 1.4897
respectively. ‘F’- ratio was found 3.426, which was significance with the tabular value (3.103) at 0.05
levels. It proved that performance of subjects was improved at significant level by the training given to
them. Moreover, adjusted mean of yog group, circuit group and control group was found 1.588, 1.625
and 1.485 respectively. ‘F’- ratio was found 5.414, which was significance with the tabular value (3.103)
at 0.05 levels.  Significance between adjusted means of all three groups was found significance. Effectiveness
of experimental treatments on yog training group and circuit group and adjusted mean difference were
examined with critical difference. The detail is presented in table – 2.

Table – 2
Critical difference of mean scores of explosive force of legs of two experimental groups and a

control group
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Mean Mean 
difference 

Critical 
difference Yog 

Training 
Circuit 

Training 
Control 
Group 

1.588 1.625   0.037 
0.088 1.588   1.485 0.103* 

  1.625 1.485 0.140* 
 * Significance at 0.05 levels

Difference between adjusted mean scores of explosive force of legs of two experimental groups
and a control group is seen clearly in table – 2. The difference is found out between yog group and circuit
group, yog group and control group and circuit group and control group and it was compared with critical
difference. It is observed in table – 2 that higher significant improvement (0.140) was found in circuit group
with compared to the control group. Then, higher significant improvement (0.103) was found in yog group
with compared to the control group. Significant effect of experimental treatment was found higher in yog
training group and circuit training group with compared to control group, whereas no significant effect of
experimental treatment was found between yog group and circuit group.
Conclusion :

Remarkable higher improvement was found in performance of explosive force of legs of subjects
of yog training group and circuit training group because of yog training and circuit training.

Reference :
 Patel, Harshad I., Patel, Digisha H., Training Methods and Competition Planning in Physical

Education and Sports, 1st Ed. Ahmedabad: Krishna Graphics, 1996.
 Varma, Prakash J., A Textbook on Sports Statistics, Gwalior: Venus Publication, 2000.
 Yoga syllabus, New Delhi, Ministry of AAYUSH, Government of India , AAYUSH Bhavan, B-

Bloc ,GPO Complex,INA.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIABLES AMONG
INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM GAME PLAYERS OF SAURASHTRA

UNIVERSITY
The purpose of the study to find out the effect of development of physiological aspects  of individual

game players and team game players of Saurashtra University. Male players. subject for this study were
(N=50) male were 50 each from individual game players and team game players . Male players and age
ranged from 18 to 25 years were purposive selected from saurashtra university.Descriptive Analysis of
Physiological Variables of Blood pressure, heart rate.Vital Capacity, Breath holding capacity that for all the
variables the Levene’s Test used

Having explained to an extend necessity for the awareness and physiological makeup of human
organism, the investigator proceeds to highlight the importance of phychological training in sports.
The present study is an effort to add to the knowledge of sports for coaches, heads and leaders. Our boys
and girls can achieve national and international triumphs only if they are scientifically trained. performance.
Aim of Study

Main aim of the present study is to find out the effect of development of Blood Pressure and Heard
Rate of individual game players and team game players of Saurashtra University.
Objectives of the study:

To study the effect of type of game (Individual and team game) on Blood Pressure and Heard Rate
of players
Hypothesis of the Study :

Following hypothesis will be tested in the study. Assuming that the other factors are kept constant.
The team game players develop significantly better physiological fitness than individual game players.
Result of the Study :                                    Table – 1

Descriptive Analysis of Physiological Variables of Individual and Team Game Players

Variable Type of Game N Mean SD 

Blood Pressure 
(Systolic) 

Individual Game 
Players 50 83.56 3.70 
Team Game 
Players 50 84.10 3.33 

Blood Pressure 
(Diastolic) 

Individual Game 
Players 50 120.42 2.91 
Team Game 
Players 50 121.18 3.00 

Heart Rate 

Individual Game 
Players 50 70.92 7.24 
Team Game 
Players 50 72.38 6.77 
Individual Game 

 Prabhanshu Awasthi  DR. A.S. Sajwan

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIABLES AMONG
INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM GAME PLAYERS OF SAURASHTRA
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Players 50 72.38 6.77 

Vital Capacity 

Individual Game 
Players 50 0.89 0.09 
Team Game 
Players 50 0.96 0.07 

Breath Holding 
Capacity 

Individual Game 
Players 50 54.51 3.66 
Team Game 
Players 50 56.95 3.89 

 

 

Levene's Test for 
Equality of 
Variances 

t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. (p- 
value) t df Sig. (p- 

value) 

Blood Pressure 
(Systolic) 1.109 .295 -

0.766 98 .445 

Blood Pressure 
(Diastolic) .037 .849 -

1.286 98 .201 

Heart Rate .083 .774 -
1.042 98 .300 

Vital Capacity 2.118 .149 -
4.372 98 .000 

Breath Holding 
Capacity .098 .775 -

3.233 98 .002 

 

Table 2 reveals that for all the variables the Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances is not
significant at 0.05 level of significance as the obtained p-values  are more than 0.05. This implies that
homogeneity of variance exists between the two groups and application of independent t-test is
optimally valid.

Further, it is also evident that the mean difference in Blood Pressure (Systolic), Blood Pressure
(Diastolic) & Heart Rate between players of Team game and Individual is not significant at 0.05 level of
significance as the obtained p-values (0.445, 0.201, 0.300) are higher than 0.05. Hence, the researcher
failed to reject the null hypothesis at 0.05 level of significance.

Thus, it can be concluded that in terms of Blood Pressure (Systolic), Blood Pressure (Diastolic) &
Heart Rate of Team game players are similar to that of Individual game Players.
However, the mean difference in Vital Capacity & Breath Holding Capacity between players of Team
game and Individual is significant at 0.05 level of significance as the obtained p-values (0.000, 0.003) are
lower than 0.05. Hence, the researcher reject the null hypothesis at 0.05 level of significance.
Hence, it can be concluded that in terms of Vital Capacity & Breath Holding Capacity Team game players
are better than that of Individual game Players.

Table – 2
Comparison of Physiological Variables of Individual and Team Game Players
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“Effect of Group Activity on Body Composition of college students”
Physical activity is defined as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that

require energy expenditure. Physical inactivity, (a lack of physical activity) is an independent
risk factor for chronic diseases, and overall is estimated to cause 1.9 million deaths globally.
Regular physical activity – such as walking, cycling, or dancing – has significant benefits for
health. For instance, it can reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease, diabetes and osteoporosis,
it also control weight and promote psychological well-being. Everyone should engage in at
least 30 minutes of moderate physical activity every day. More activity may be required for
weight control.

Physical Education has a history as old
as the human race. Prehistoric man developed
motor skills because it was necessary that he
do so in order to survive. He had to run swiftly,
throw accurately, dodge and jump with
precision in order to secure ample supplies
of food and protect himself from his enemies.
As men become civilized they banded together
for greater protection. Within this society,
certain individuals were chosen because of
their strength and skills to serve as soldiers;
other duties were assigned to those who
were best able to perform them. In the
societies of most of the early civilizations,
soldiers were required to undergo an
extensive period of physical training designed
to increase their proficiency, strength and
endurance. Because of the importance of the
army in these early societies the soldiers were
the only group who received specific training
in physical skills.

Regular practice without (as per
schedule), is always emphasized for the
athletes because muscular contraction will
increase through regular training and that
may lead to increase in their flexibility and
agility, training causes a reduction of fatty
tissue with in the muscles and that will result
in a greater efficiency and faster contraction.
The more motor units are involved, the

greater is the strength and the resistance can
be over come more quickly. On the other
hand break of regular practice will have some
adverse effect on the performance of athletes.
Regular physical exercise and participation in
games and sports help to improve physical
fitness, which includes strength, speed, agility
flexibility and endurance. Exercise helps in
controlling obesity, specially a few grams of
fat from the wrong places such as in the walls
of the coronary and other important arteries.
It aids digestion by reducing nervous tension
and has a favorable effect on the level of
function. It also improves the function of the
lungs. One can improve his agility and the
activities.

Body composition is concerned in
part with the obesity of the individual. The total
amount of body fat stored in the marrow of
bones and in the heart, lungs, liver, spleen,
kidneys, intestine, muscles and lipid rich
limner through the Central Nervous System.
This fat is required for normal physiological
functioning. In the female essential fat also
including sex-specific on sex characteristic fat
: It is not all clear whether this fat depot in
expandable or serves on reserve storage

In measuring the body composition,
the total body weight is divided into two

 Dr. Ajitsinh A. Thakor

“Effect of Group Activity on Body Composition of college students”
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component; lean body weight and fat body
weight. Lean body weight includes muscles,
bone and vital organs. The underlying
assumption is that total body weight equals
lean body weight plus fat body weight. The
higher percentage of fat body weight in
relation to lean body weight, the higher the
degree of obesity
Objective

To find out whether there would be
any significant difference in BMI and  weight
due to Group Activity of Experimental group
- I and Control group - II among  college
student
 Methods:

The purpose of the present study was
to find out the effect of Group activity on BMI

TABLE - I 
 

Group 
Total 

Strength Treatment 

Experimental 
Group A 

40 Group 
Activity 

Controlled 
Group B 

40 Neutral 

It will be ensured that treatment. Two groups in this study (B) Neutral group (A) Group
Activity
The training programme consisted of two groups with forty  (40) subjects in each group.
Group-A Group Activity  every day 45 minute.
Group Activity as Layzim, Lathi, Magdal, vond, Dumbless
 BMI & WEIGHT
Purpose:
To measure the Weight and BMI of the individual.
Equipment:
(Bioelectrical Impedance Analyzer) Omron body fat monitor
Procedure Preparation:
Enter the subjects’ gender, age, height and weight in the Omron body fat monitor.
The subjects stood with feet slightly apart. Subjects wrap the middle finger around the grove
of the handle. Subjects place the palm on the top and the bottom electrodes. Subjects put
thumbs up position, resting on the top of the unit. Then subject hold the arms straight out at
a 90 angle to his body. On gripping with both hands, measurements will automatically begin.
Scoring
Only one trial was permitted, displayed score Weight & BMI in the Omron body fat monitor
was recorded as the test
RESULT & DISCUSSION:
A total number of Eighty boys students fromH. K. commerce colleges Ahmedabad were selected
as subjects for the study. To identify boys weight and BMI measurement was measured by
research scholar using BMI test. Before starting the actual training programmed (Group

and Weight variables of the college boys
student. To achieve the purpose of this study,
were 80 subject  selected at random out of
400 boys students from H. K. Commerce
college, Ahmedabad their age ranged from 18
to 25 years as per the college records. The
selected subjects were divided into two
groups and each group with forty subjects in
each (n=40). Experimental group - I
underwent Group Activity (GA), and Group -
II served as control group (CG) for the

training period of 12 weeks.
1.80 boys students were selected randomly
    who interest in the Group Exercise.
2.The age group of students was 18-25 years.
3.Only college boys were selected in this study
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Activity) to find out their BMI and Weight administered to them. It was pre-test for them.
After measuring BMI and Weight, actual training programmed (Group Activity) was given
them by the research scholar. The training programme consisted of two groups with forty
(40) subjects in each group. Group-A Group Activity and Group-B control group. Training
programme was given to the subjects for twelve (12) weeks. After twelve weeks to find out
the actual results again the post test was conducted of them of BMI and Weight.
Analysis: Table: II 

BMI 
 GROUP ACTIVITY GROUP CONTROL GROUP 

MEAN SD T MEAN SD T 
PRE 
TEST 23.32 0.9112 

2.08 
23.08 0.6682 

0.023 POST 
TEST 22.01 0.9718 23.12 0.6025 

 The hypothesis was tested at 0.05 level of confidence
It is evident from table-II that Group Activity group T is better than tabulated T0.05 (39) =2.021
and control group T is less then tabulated T0.05 (39) =2.021
So treatment is effective
On the basis of table –II it may be concluded that there was a significant change by the Group
Activity on BMI of college boy students.

Table: III
Weight

 GROUP ACTIVITY CONTROL GROUP 
MEAN SD T MEAN SD T 

PRE 
TEST 64.32 0.8199 

2.3066 
62.44 1.2741 

0.0791 POST 
TEST 62.06 0.9516 61.76 1.1270 

 The hypothesis was tested at 0.05 level of confidence
It is evident from table-III that Group Activity group T is better than tabulated T0.05 (39) =
2.021 and control group T is less then tabulated T0.05 (39) =2.09
So treatment is effective
On the basis of table –III it may be concluded that there was a significant change by the Group
Activity on Weight of  college boy students..
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^^mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f'k{kdksa ds uSfrd ewY; dk rqyukRed v/;;u** 
lkjka'k%& 
uSfrdrk fdlh O;fDr vFkok O;fDr;ksa ls lacaf/kr os fla)kr vkSj ewY; gS ftls os vius O;ogkj es ykrs gS bl gsrq uSfrdrk 
ds fofHkUu igyq U;k; laxr ,oa fu’i{krk] usrR̀o “kks/k I;kZIrrk] viusiu dh le>] lEeku ,oa izksRlkgu rFkk O;olk; 
fodkl ds volj bu ewY;ksa dk efgyk ,oa iq:’k f”k{kdksa ds e/; rqyukRed v/;;u fd;k x;k bl gsrq 100 f”k{kdksa dk 
p;u fd;k x;k rFkk midj.k ds fy, MkW- vCnqy jghe ,oa lkftn teky }kjk fufeZr ekiuh dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k fu’d’kZ 
esa ik;k x;k fd  f”k{kd & f”kf{kdkvksa esa viusiu dh le{k ,oa U;k;laxr ,oa fu’i{krk rFk O;olkf;d fodkl bu esa 
dksbZ vUrj ugha Fkk fdUrq lEeku vkSj izksRlkgu rFkk usr`Ro “kks/k esa vUrj ik;k x;kA 
izkLrouk%& 
 bZ”ojh; lf̀"V dh loksZRre df̀r ekuo f”k”kq dks fodflr cukus dk x:rj dk;Z f”k{kd dks lkSaik x;k gSA ;g 
f”k”kq c<+dj jk"Vª vkSj fo”o dk ukxfjd curk gSA lPpk f”k{kd lkekftd vk/kkj dks le>rk gS og fo|ky; rFkk 
lkekftd O;oLFkk ds laca/k dks jk"Vª :i esa tkurk gSA og bl ckr ds fy, Hkh izR;u”khy jgrk gS fd fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks ,slh 
f”k{kk nh tk, tks lekt dh izxfr esa lgk;d gksAdykdkj dh rqyuk esa f”k{kd dks Js"Brj ekuk tkrk gSA dykdkj ds 
}kjk fd;k x;k dk;Z ;fn fcxM+ tkrk gS rks mlesa lekt dks cgqr de gkfu gksrh gSA fdarq ;fn f”k{kd dh df̀r fodr̀ gks 
tk, rks ;g nq"ifj.kke lkjs lekt o jk"Vª dks fcxkM+ ldrk gS f”k{kd ds ikl euq"; ds fuekZ.k dh dyk gksrh gS loZizFke 
gesa ml okrkoj.k dk v/;;u djuk gksxkA ftlesa Lo;a f”k{kd iyk c<+k gS vkSj vius v/;kiu dk;Z laiknu djrk gSA 
f”k{kd dh ifjfLFkfr;k¡ Hkh {ks=ksa ds O;ogkjksa ij izHkko Mkyrh gSA Nk=ksa esa vkRekuq”kklu ,oa jpukRedrk ds xq.kksa dk 
fodkl f”k{kd dh dk;Z”kSyh ij fuHkZj djrk gSA 
vr% ;g Li"V gS fd f”k{kd jk"Vª dk fuekZrk gksrk gS jk"Vª dh lkaLdf̀rd /kjksgj dks thfor j[kus esa egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk 
fuHkkrk gSA f”k{kd ubZ ih<+h dks lkekftd okrkoj.k esa lEiUu thou O;rhr djus ds fy, rS;kj djrk gSAf'k{kdksa ls ;g 
vis{kk dh tkrh gS fd og izHkkoh f'k{k.k nsaxsA fdUrq muds le{k ;g iz'u gksrk gS fd D;k i<+k;k tk, vkSj fdlfy, 
i<+k;k tk,\ fdlfy, dk mrj gS] /ku dekus ds fy,] ftlls og thfodksiktZu djrs gq, lekt] leqnk; ,oa jk"V fodkl 
esa vge~ Hkwfedk fuHkk ldsaA vr% vkt gh vko';d gS fd f'k{kdksa esa uSfrdrk dk Hkkouk gks vkSj ewY;ksa dk fodkl gks ;gh 
iz;kstu ysdj 'kks/kdrkZ us v/;;u dk iz;kl fd;k gSA  
leL;k dFku & 
^^mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f'k{kdksa ds uSfrd ewY;ksa dk ,d v/;;u** 
v/;;u dk mn~ns”; & 
 'kks/kdrkZ us vko';drkvksa dh /;ku esa j[kdj fuEu fcUnqvksa ij v/;;u fd;k gSa%& 
 mPPkrj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd] f”k{kdkvksa ds uSfrd ewY;ksa dk ekiu djukA 
 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd] f”k{kdkvksa ds O;ogkjksa ds U;k;laxfr ,oa fu"i{krk dk v/;;u djukA 
 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd] f”k{kdkvksa ds usr`Ro 'kh?kzi;kZIrrk dh mi;qDrrk dk v/;;u djukA 
 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd] f”k{kdkvksa ds viusiu ds le> dk v/;;u djukA 
 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd] f”k{kdkvksa ds lEeku vkSj izksRlkgu dk v/;;u djukA 
 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd] f”k{kdkvksa ds O;olk;h fodkl ds voljksa dk v/;;u djukA 
ifjdYiuk& 
H01 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds O;ogkj esa U;k;laxr ,oa fu"i{krk esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh 
ik;k tk;sxkA 
H02 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds viusiu ds le> esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k tk;sxkA 
H03 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds usrR̀o 'kks/k i;kZIrrk dh mi;qDrrk esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugha 
ik;k tk;sxkA 
H04 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds lEeku vkSj izksRlkgu esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k tk;sxkA 
H05 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds O;olk;h fodkl ds voljksa esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k 
tk;sxkA 

U;kn”kZ & 
izLrqr y?kq”kks/k izca/k esa 'kks/kdÙkkZ us U;kn”kZ ds :i esa 100 f'k{kd & f'kf{kdkvksa dk p;u ;knf̀PNd fof/k ls fd;k 

x;k gSA tks fgUnh ek/;e ds fo|ky; ds FksA 

MkW- iq’ik “kekZ MkW- fLerk lDlsuk **

lg- izk/;kid] - eulk f”k{kk egkfo|ky;] fHkykbZ - ¼N-x-½
**lg- izk/;kid] - eulk f”k{kk egkfo|ky;] fHkykbZ - ¼N-x-½
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midj.k & 
izLrqr y?kq”kks/k izca/k esa midj.k ds :i esa MkW0 vCnqy jghe ,oa lkftn tkey }kjk fufeZr midj.k dk iz;ksx 

fd;k x;k gSA 
fu’d’kZ & 
izLrqr 'kks/k v/;;u ds vuqlkj fuEu fu"d"kZ izkIr gq,%& 
H01 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds O;ogkj esa U;k;laxr ,oa fu"i{krk esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh 
ik;k tk;sxkA 
f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds O;ogkj esa U;k;laxr ,oa fu"i{krk dk lkaf[;dh; fo”ys"k.k 

oxZ 
iznÙkksa 
dh 

la[;k 
e/;eku izekf.kd 

fopuu Vh&ewY; 

iq:"k 
f”k{kd 

50 185-5 36-81 
1-78 

efgyk 
f”k{kd 50 201-62 30-11 

df= 98 p>0.05 lkFkZd varj ugha gSA 
mi;qZDr lkj.kh ls Li"V gksrk gS fd iq:"k f”k{kdksa dk e/;eku 185-5 izekf.kd fopyu 36-81 efgyk f”k{kdksa dk e/;eku 
201-62 rFkk izekf.kd fopyu 30-11 ik;k x;kA nksuksa ds e/; lkFkZdrk dk voyksdu fd;k x;kA nksuksa ds e/; Vh&ewY; 
1-78 izkIr gqvkA izkIr eku dh df = 98 ij 0-05 Lrj ds lkj.kh; eku 1-96 ls de gS ftlls ;g izekf.kr gksrk gS fd 
f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds O;ogkj esa U;k;laxr ,oa fu"i{krk esa lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k x;kAvr% ;g ifjdYiuk Lohd̀r 
gksrh gSA 
H02  mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds viusiu ds le> esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k tk;sxkA 
izLrqr 'kks/k v/;;u esa mijksDr ifjdYiuk dh tkWap gsrq fgUnh ek/;e ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds viusiu ds le> dk 
e/;eku ekud fopyu ,oa Vh&ewY; ds eku dh x.kuk dh xbZ] ftls vxzfyf[kr lkj.kh esa iznf”kZr fd;k x;k gSA 
f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds viusiu dh le>lkaf[;dh; fo”ys"k.k 

oxZ 
iznÙkksa 
dh 

la[;k 
e/;eku izekf.kd 

fopuu Vh&ewY; 

iq:"k 
f”k{kd 50 27-62 5-32 

0-45 efgyk 
f”k{kd 50 28-08 4-95 

df= 98 p>0.05 lkFkZd varj ugha gSA 
mi;qZDr lkj.kh ls Li"V gksrk gS fd iq:"k f”k{kdksa dk e/;eku 27-62 rFkk izekf.kd fopyu 5-32 ,oa efgyk f”k{kdksa dk 
e/;eku 28-08 rFkk izekf.kd fopyu 4-95 ik;k x;kA nksuksa ds e/; lkFkZdrk dk voyksdu fd;k x;kA nksuksa ds e/; 
Vh&ewY; 0-45 izkIr gqvkA izkIr eku dh df = 98 ij 0-05 Lrj ds lkj.kh; eku 1-98 ls de gS ftlls ;g izekf.kr gksrk 
gS fd  f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds viusiu ds vf/kdkj ,oa Lora= vfLrRo esa lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k x;kAvr% ;g 
ifjdYiuk Lohdr̀ gksrh gSA 
H03  mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds usr`Ro 'kks/k i;kZIrrk dh mi;qDrrk esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugha 
ik;ktk;sxkA 
izLrqr 'kks/k v/;;u esa mijksDr ifjdYiuk dh tkWap gsrq ,dy ifjokj ,oa la;qDr ifjokj dh fd”kksj Nk=kvksa dh Lok;Ùkk 
,oa vkRefo”okl dk e/;eku ekud fopyu ,oa Vh&ewY; ds eku dh x.kuk dh xbZ] ftls vxzfyf[kr lkj.kh esa iznf”kZr 
fd;k x;k gSA 
f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds usrR̀o 'kks/k i;kZIrrk dh mi;qDrrk dklkaf[;dh; fo”ys"k.k 

oxZ 
iznÙkksa 
dh 

la[;k 
e/;eku izekf.kd 

fopuu Vh&ewY; 

iq:"k 
f”k{kd 50 25-64 4-32 

2-91 
efgyk 
f”k{kd 50 29-22 4-78 

df= 98 p<0.05 lkFkZd varj gSA 
mi;qZDr lkj.kh ls Li"V gksrk gS fd iq:"k f”k{kdksa dk e/;eku 25-64 rFkk izekf.kd fopyu 4-78 ,oa efgyk f”k{kdksa dk 
e/;eku 29-22 rFkk izekf.kd fopyu 4-32 ik;k x;kA nksuksa ds e/; lkFkZdrk dk voyksdu fd;k x;kA nksuksa ds e/; 
Vh&ewY; 2-91 izkIr gqvkA izkIr eku dh df = 98 ij 0-05 Lrj ds lkj.kh; eku 1-98 ls vf/kd gS ftlls ;g izekf.kr 
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Vh&ewY; 2-91 izkIr gqvkA izkIr eku dh df = 98 ij 0-05 Lrj ds lkj.kh; eku 1-98 ls vf/kd gS ftlls ;g izekf.kr 
gksrk gS fd f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds usr`Ro 'kks/k i;kZIrrk dh mi;qDrrk esa lkFkZd varj ik;k x;kAvr% ;g ifjdYiuk 
vLohdr̀ gksrh gSA 
  H04  mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds lEeku vkSj izksRlkgu esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k 
tk;sxkA 
izLrqr 'kks/k v/;;u esa mijksDr ifjdYiuk dh tkWap gsrq f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds lEeku vkSj izksRlkgu esa dk e/;eku 
ekud fopyu ,oa Vh&ewY; ds eku dh x.kuk dh xbZ] ftls vxzfyf[kr lkj.kh esa iznf”kZr fd;k x;k gSA 
f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds lEeku vkSj izksRlkgu dk lkaf[;dh; fo”ys"k.k 

oxZ 
iznÙkksa 
dh 

la[;k 
e/;eku izekf.kd 

fopuu Vh&ewY; 

iq:"k 
f”k{kd 50 26-64 5-45 

2-19 efgyk 
f”k{kd 50 28-92 4-91 

df= 98 p<0.05 lkFkZd varj gSA 
mi;qZDr lkj.kh ls Li"V gksrk gS fd iq:"k f”k{kdksa dk e/;eku 26-64 rFkk izekf.kd fopyu 5-45 ,oa efgyk f”k{kdksa dk 
e/;eku 28-92 rFkk izekf.kd fopyu 4-91 ik;k x;kA nksuksa ds e/; lkFkZdrk dk voyksdu fd;k x;kA nksuksa ds e/; 
Vh&ewY; 2-19 izkIr gqvkA izkIr eku dh df = 98 ij 0-05 Lrj ds lkj.kh; eku 1-96 ls de gS ftlls ;g izekf.kr gksrk 
gS fd f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds lEeku vkSj izksRlkgu esa lkFkZd varj ik;k x;kAvr% ;g ifjdYiuk vLohdr̀ gksrh gSA 
 H05  mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds O;olk;h fodkl ds voljksa esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k 
tk;sxkA 
izLrqr 'kks/k v/;;u esa mijksDr ifjdYiuk dh tkWap f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds O;olk;h fodkl ds voljksa dk e/;eku 
ekud fopyu ,oa Vh&ewY; ds eku dh x.kuk dh xbZ] ftls vxzfyf[kr lkj.kh esa iznf”kZr fd;k x;k gSA 
f”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds O;olk;h fodkl ds voljksa dk lkaf[;dh; fo”ys"k.k 

oxZ 
iznÙkksa 
dh 

la[;k 
e/;eku izekf.kd 

fopuu Vh&ewY; 

iq:"k 
f”k{kd 50 27-62 5-32 

0-45 efgyk 
f”k{kd 50 28-08 4-95 

df= 98 p>0.05 lkFkZd varj ugha gSA 

mi;qZDr lkj.kh ls Li"V gksrk gS fd iq:"k f”k{kdksa dk e/;eku 27-62 rFkk izekf.kd fopyu 5-32 ,oa efgyk f”k{kdksa dk 
e/;eku 28-08 rFkk izekf.kd fopyu 4-95 ik;k x;kA nksuksa ds e/; lkFkZdrk dk voyksdu fd;k x;kA nksuksa ds e/; 
Vh&ewY; 0-45 izkIr gqvkA izkIr eku dh df = 98 ij 0-05 Lrj ds lkj.kh; eku 1-98 ls de gS ftlls ;g izekf.kr gksrk 
gS fdf”k{kd ,oa f”kf{kdkvksa ds O;olk;h fodkl ds voljksa esa lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k x;kAvr% ;g ifjdYiuk Lohd`r gksrh 
gSA 
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ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓનો અ યાસ 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો હ ુ  ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓનો 

અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો.  આ સંશોધન અ યાસ કબ , ખો-ખો, વોલીબોલ, ુ ડો અને ુ તી રમતોના 

રાહબરો ૂ રતો મયા દત હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં િવષયપા ો તર ક ુજરાત રા યમાં કાયરત 

રાહબર ભાઈઓને પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા.  આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં  કબ  રમતના 20, ખો-ખો 

રમતના 20, વોલીબોલ રમતના 20, ુ ડો રમતના 20 અને ુ તી રમતના 20 એમ ુલ 100 રાહબરોને 

પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા.   કટલના ય ત વના 16 પાસાઓમાંથી બે પાસાઓ વા ક, ઓછાબોલા-

િમલનસાર, ઓછા ુ શાળ -વ ુ ુ શાળ  ય ત વના માપન માટ કટલની 16 ય ત વ પાસાની 

ાવ લ કસોટ ને માપન તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આવી હતી. ુજરાત રા યમાં કાયરત િવિવધ રમતોના 

રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓ ણવા માટ િવચરણ ૃથ રણ (Analysis of Variance) લા ુ પાડ  

કડાક ય ૃથ રણ કરવામાં આ ુ હ ુ  અને મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતો ણવા માટ LSD કસોટ  લા ુ 

પાડવામાં આવી હતી. 
તાવનાઃ 

તા તરના વષ માં ખેલાડ ના દશન પર ય ત વ ભ તા અને મનોવૈ ાિનક વલણોની અસર 

ગે અકંદર વધાર સંભાળ લેવામાં આવે છે. િસ ધ ા ત કરવા માટ ખેલાડ ને તેની રમત અને તેના 

તર અ ુસાર ય ત વની લા ણકતાઓને યાનમાં  રાખીને મોટાભાગની યા કરાવવામાં આવે છે. 

ખેલાડ  અથવા રમતવીરના ય ત વની લા ણકતા ું  માપન કર ું  જ ર  છે. આ જવાબદાર  રમત 

મનોવૈ ાિનક અને રાહબરની છે. કારણ ક ખેલાડ ની રમત માટ પસંદગી કરવાની, પધા માટ તૈયાર 

કરવાની, તેમજ સલાહ ૂચન આપવા ું  કાય તેમ ું  છે. એ ું  અ ુમાન કરવામાં આવે છે ક શાર રક 

મતા ય તગત ર તે ય તગતના માળખા સાથે સંબં િધત છે આ ગે ઘણાં બધા હકારા મક અ યાસો 

પણ થયા છે. આમ, શાર રક મતા ું  ઘડતર પણ ય ત વના અ ય પાસા વા ક મળતાવડાપ ું, 

લાગણી પર કા ,ુ આ મિવ ાસ, સહકાર, વાવલંબન વગેર ટ ું  જ ઈ છનીય છે. 

ય ત વ એ શાર રક, ય તગત અને સામા જક સં ૃિત વી અનેક શરતો ું  પ રણામ છે. શાર રક 

શરતો એટલે વારસામાં ા ત થયેલા એવા વવૈ ાિનક લ ણો ક ને લીધે લોકો એકબી થી ુદા 

પડ છે. ય તગત શરતો એટલે ય તના એવા અનોખા અ ુભવો અને વન સંગો ક  તેના પર 

કાયમી અસર કર છે. સામા જક સં ૃિતની અસરો એટલે ય તના આસપાસના વાતાવરણની અસરો ું  

ય તએ કર ું  ત રકરણ. આવી અસરો માતા- િપતા, િશ કો, સામા જક સં થાઓ અને સંદશા 

યવહારના મા યમોમાંથી ા ત થાય છે. ય ત  સમાજમાં વે છે એ સમાજ ું  એ સ ન હોય છે. જો 

કોઈ સમાજ ૂબ પધા મક હોય અને આ મકતાની મં ૂર  આપતો હોય તો આ મક વતનને માતા- િપતા 

અને િશ કો ટકો આપશે. તેથી બાળકમાં એ ું  વતન ગટ થશે.આ ર તે સમા  મા ય કરલી ૃ િ માં  
* Research Scholar,  Gujarat Univaesity,
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બાળક સા ુ ં કાય કર  બતાવે છે. (દા.ત. રમત-ગમત) યાર માતા- િપતા અને બી  

લોકો તેને સમથન આપીને તેના એ કાયને ૃઢ બનાવશ.ે મોટાભાગના ખેલાડ ઓની કાર કદ  

દશાવે છે ક તેમના વનના આરંભમાં સમાજ પાસેથી બ ુ તી  ર તે રમત-ગમતમાં શ ત 

વધારવા માટ ુ ં  સમથન અને ો સાહન મેળ ું  હ ું. 

અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓનો અ યાસ 

કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગી: 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસ કબ , ખો-ખો, વોલીબોલ, ુ ડો અને ુ તી રમતોના રાહબરો 

ૂ રતો મયા દત હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં િવષયપા ો તર ક ુજરાત રા યમાં કાયરત 

રાહબર ભાઈઓને પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા.  આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં  કબ  રમતના 20, 

ખો-ખો રમતના 20, વોલીબોલ રમતના 20, ુ ડો રમતના 20 અને ુ તી રમતના 20 એમ 

ુલ 100 રાહબરોને પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. 

માપનના ધોરણો 

ઓછાબોલા- િમલનસાર, ઓછા ુ શાળ -વ ુ ુ શાળ  ય ત વના માપન માટ 

કટલની 16 ય ત વ પાસાની ાવ લ કસોટ ને માપન તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આવી હતી.  

કડાક ય યા 

ુજરાત રા યમાં કાયરત િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓ ણવા 

માટ િવચરણ ૃથ રણ (Analysis of Variance) લા ુ પાડ  કડાક ય ૃથ રણ કરવામાં 

આ ુ હ ુ  અને મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતો ણવા માટ LSD કસોટ  લા ુ પાડવામાં આવી 

હતી. 

અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી – 1 

ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓમા ં 

ઓછાબોલા-િમલનસાર પાસાનો ‘F’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી 

કસોટ  મ યક િવષયપા ો 

િવચરણ ૃ થકરણ  

વગ નો સરવાળો 
(SS) 

વતં તાની 

મા ા 
(df) 

મ યક િવચરણ 
(MSS) 

‘F’ 

કબ  6.05 20 

A 5.36 4 1.34 

0.84
2 

ખો-ખો 6.15 20 

વોલીબોલ 6.45 20 

W 551.1
5 19 1.591 ુ ડો 5.75 20 

ુ તી 5.95 20 
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*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘F’ = 0.05 (4,19)= 2.467  

સારણી-1 પરથી મા ુમ પડ છે ક ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના

ય ત વના પાસાઓમા ંઓછાબોલા-િમલનસાર પાસામા ંકબ  ૂથનો મ યક 6.05, ખો-ખો

ૂથનો મ યક 6.15, વોલીબોલ ૂથનો મ યક 6.45, ુ ડો ૂથનો મ યક 5.75 અને ુ તી

ૂથનો મ યક 5.95 જોવા મ યો હતો. બધા ૂથોના વગ નો સરવાળો 5.36 જોવા મ યો

હતો અને બધા ા તાંકો વ ચે વગ નો સરવાળો 551.15 જોવા મ યો હતો. બધા ૂથો ુ ં

મ યક િવચરણ 1.34 જોવા મ ુ ંહ  ુઅને બધા ા તાંકો ુ ંમ યક િવચરણ 1.591 જોવા

મ ુ ંહ ુ.ં જયાર ‘F’ રિશયો 0.842 જોવા મળેલ હતો. ને ટબલ વે  ુસાથે સરખાવતાં

(2.467) 0.05 ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મ યો ન હતો.  

આલેખ-1 

ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓમા ં 

ઓછાબોલા-િમલનસાર પાસાના મ યકો દશાવતો આલેખ 
 

 
 

સારણી – 2 

ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓમા ં 

ઓછા ુ શાળ -વ ુ ુ શાળ પાસાનો ‘F’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી 
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કસોટ  મ યક િવષયપા ો 

િવચરણ ૃ થકરણ  

વગ નો સરવાળો 
(SS) 

વતં તા

ની મા ા 
(df) 

મ યક િવચરણ 
(MSS) 

‘F’ 

કબ  2.35 20 

A 2.94 4 0.735 

0.302 

ખો-ખો 2.75 20 

વોલીબોલ 2.8 20 

W 231.5 19 2.437 ુ ડો 2.6 20 

ુ તી 2.8 20 

*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘F’ = 0.05 (4,19)= 2.467  

સારણી-2 પરથી મા ુમ પડ છે ક ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના 

ય ત વના પાસાઓમા ં ઓછા ુ શાળ -વ ુ ુ શાળ પાસામા ં કબ  ૂથનો મ યક 

2.35, ખો-ખો ૂથનો મ યક 2.75, વોલીબોલ ૂથનો મ યક 2.8, ુ ડો ૂથનો મ યક 2.6 

અને ુ તી ૂથનો મ યક 2.8 જોવા મ યો હતો. બધા ૂથોના વગ નો સરવાળો 2.94 જોવા 

મ યો હતો અને બધા ા તાંકો વ ચે વગ નો સરવાળો 231.5 જોવા મ યો હતો. બધા 

ૂથો ુ ંમ યક િવચરણ 0.735 જોવા મ ુ ંહ  ુઅને બધા ા તાંકો ુ ંમ યક િવચરણ 2.437 

જોવા મ ુ ં હ ુ.ં જયાર ‘F’ રિશયો 0.302 જોવા મળેલ હતો. ને ટબલ વે  ુ સાથે 

સરખાવતા ં(2.467) 0.05 ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મ યો ન હતો.  

 

 

આલેખ-2 

ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓમા ં 

ઓછા ુ શાળ -વ ુ ુ શાળ પાસાના મ યકો દશાવતો આલેખ 
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તારણોઃ 

 ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓમા ંઓછાબોલા-િમલનસાર

પાસાના માણમા ંસાથક તફાવત જોવા મળતો ન હતો. 

 ુજરાત રા યના િવિવધ રમતોના રાહબરોના ય ત વના પાસાઓમા ં ઓછા ુ શાળ -

વ ુ ુ શાળ પાસાના માણમા ંસાથક તફાવત જોવા મળતો ન હતો. 
સંદભ ંથ 

અ ય તિસગ, પોટસ સાયકોલો  એ ટડ  ઓફ ઈ ડયન પોટસમેન, ુ  દ હ ઃ ડસ પ લકશન, 

1992. 

વમા, કાશ ., એ ટ ુક ઓન પોટસ ટટ ટ સ, વા લયરઃ િવનસ પ લકશન, 2000. 
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ભરત એમ. પરમાર 

PTI-SHREE NARAYANAGURU VIDYALAY -AHMEDABAD

વોલીબોલ અને કટ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને સહનશ તનો ુલના મક 

અ યાસ 

 આ સંશોધનનો હ ુ  વોલીબોલ અને કટ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને સહનશ તનો 

ુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના વોલીબોલ તથા કટ 

રમતની ટ મના તર િવ િવ ાલય ક ાએ પસંદ થયેલ ખેલાડ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં 

આ યા હતા. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં 18 થી 28 વષની મરના િવષયપા ોનો સમાવેશ કરવામાં આ યો 

હતો. માપનના ધોરણમાં પેટના ના ુ ુ ં  બળ અને સહનશ ત ું માપન બે ડની સીટઅ સ ારા કરવામાં 

આ ું હ ુ ં. વોલીબોલ અને કટ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં  બળ અને સહનશ તની ુલના 

કરવા ‘t’ કસોટ  લા ુ પાડવામાં આવી હતી અને તેમાં સાથકતા ુ ં  ધોરણ 0.05 ન  કરવામાં આ ુ હ ુ ં. 

વોલીબોલ અને કટ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને સહનશ ત દખાવમાં કટ રમતના 

ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓ ચ ઢયાતા જોવા મ યા હતા 

આથી જ રમતોમાં ઉ ચક ા ુ ં કૌશ યો ઉ ચક ાની ઝડપ , ઉ ચક ા ુ ં ના ુબળ હોય તો જ 

ખેલાડ માં અ ય શાર રક બાબતો પૈક  ઉ ચક ાની શાર રક યો યતા હોવી આવ યક ગણાય. મ ક 

વોલીબોલ, હ ડબોલ, ખો-ખો, બા કટબોલ, હોક  ક ખેલ ૂદ, વી રમતોમાં શાર રક યો યતાના પાયા 

િવના સફળતા ા ત થઈ શક નહ . તેથી રમતમાં ઝડપ, ચપળતા, નમનીયતા અને પગની ઉછાળ 

શ ત હોવી જ ર  છે. કારણ ક ઝડપી દોડમાં પગની ગિત માટ ના ુશ ત જ ર  છે. ચપળતા ૂવક 

કાયમાં ઝડપ એ અગ યની બાબત છે. થી ખેલાડ  એક થિતમાંથી બી  થિતમાં ફરબદલી મહ મ 

ઝડપે ુ મેળ ૂવક કર  શક છે. આથી ઓછ  નમનીયતાવાળો ખેલાડ  વધાર શ ત ખચવા છતાં જ ર  

કૌશ યો ુ ં અ ુ ુલન ભા યે જ મેળવી શક છે. યાર યાર વધાર નમનીયતા વાળો ખેલાડ  કૌશ યની 

કામગીર માં ઓછ  શ ત-ખચ છે. તેથી અસરકારક યા માટ ઝડપ અને બળ બ ે ુ ં સંયોજન હો ુ ં 

જોઈએ. 

અ યાસનો હ  ુ

આ સંશોધનનો હ ુ  વોલીબોલ અને કટ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં  બળ અને સહનશ તનો 

ુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગી 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં સૌરા  ુ િનવિસટ ના વોલીબોલ તથા કટ રમતની ટ મના તર 

િવ િવ ાલય ક ાએ પસંદ થયેલ ખેલાડ ઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. આ 

સંશોધન અ યાસમાં 18 થી 28 વષની મરના િવષયપા ોનો સમાવેશ કરવામાં આ યો હતો.  
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સંશોધન અ યાસમાં 18 થી 28 વષની મરના િવષયપા ોનો સમાવેશ કરવામાં આ યો હતો.

માપનના ધોરણો 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન 

1 પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને સહનશ ત બે ડની સીટઅ સ 60 સેક ડ સં યા 

 
કડાક ય યા 

વોલીબોલ અને કટ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને સહનશ તની ુલના કરવા ‘t’ 

કસોટ  લા ુ પાડવામાં આવી હતી અને તેમાં સાથકતા ુ ં ધોરણ 0.05 ન  કરવામાં આ ુ હ ુ ં.  

અ યાસના પ રણામો 

સારણી – 1 

પેટના ના ુ ુ ં  બળ અને સહનશ ત કસોટ નો ૂથ મ યક, મ યક તફાવત, મા ણત િવચલન અને ‘t’  

માણ 

મ ૃ િત ૂથ મ યક 
મા ણત 

િવચલન 

મ યક  

તફાવત 
T 

1 ડાબા હાથ ુ ંબળ 

વોલીબોલ 47.13 4.28 

0.1 0.07 

કટ 47.23 2.81 

*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’  0.05 (22) = 2.074 

સારણી – 1 પરથી ણવા મળે છે ક પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને સહનશ ત કસોટ મા ંવોલીબોલના ખેલાડ  

ૂથનો મ યકનો દખાવ 47.13 જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર કટ ખેલાડ  ૂથનો મ યકનો દખાવ 47.23 જોવા 

મ યો હતો. યાર મા ણત િવચલન વોલીબોલ ૂથ ુ ં4.28 અને કટ ૂથ ુ ં2.81 જોવા મ ુ ંહ ુ.ં બ ે ૂથો 

વ ચેનો મ યક તફાવત 0.1 જોવા મળે છે. યાર ‘t’ રિશયો 0.07 જોવા મ યો હતો. ને 0.05ની ક ાએ (22) = 

2.074 ચકાસતા બંને ૂથો વ ચે સાથક તફાવત જોવા મળેલ ન હતો.  

તારણો 

 વોલીબોલ અને કટ રમતના  ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને સહનશ ત દખાવમા ં કટ 

રમતના ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓ ચ ઢયાતા જોવા મ યા હતા. 
 

સંદભ ૂ ચ 

 કા ુ ા, ુલાલ મો., પટલ, કા તભાઈ  રા. અને ચૌધર , રમેશભાઈ, કસોટ ઓ, માપન અને ૂ યાંકન, 

બી  આ ૃ િ ; ગાંધીનગરઃ રમા કાશન, 2013. 

 માટ ન  ડવીડ ઈ., િપટર એન ુઈ, ન ગ ડ ટ સ રન ગ, .ુએસ.એ.: લેઈઝયોર ેસ ચે પઈન 

લીનોઈસ, 1991. 

 વમા, કાશ . એ ટ ુક ઓન પોટસ ટટ ટ સ, વા લયરઃ િવનસ પ લકશન, 2000. 
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િ તેશ સી. પટલ 

હ ડબોલ અને કબ  રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ગિત ુમેળનો ુલના મક અ યાસ 

આ સંશોધનનો હ ુ  હ ડબોલ અને કબ  રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ગિત ુમેળનો ુલના મક અ યાસ

કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં િવષયપા ો તર ક 12 હ ડબોલ અને 12 કબ  રમતના 

ખેલાડ ઓને પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. આમ ુલ 24 િવષયપા ો પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. 

માપનના ધોરણમાં ગિત ુમેળ ુ ં માપન ખ-હાથ ગિત ુમેળ ારા કરવામાં આ ું હ ુ ં. હ ડબોલ અને 

કબ  રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ગિત ુમેળની ુલના કરવા ‘t’ કસોટ  લા ુ પાડવામાં આવી હતી અને તેમાં 

સાથકતા ુ ં ધોરણ 0.05 ન  કરવામાં આ ુ હ ુ ં. ુ ં  તારણ આ માણે જોવા મ ુ ં હ ુ ં. કબ  અને 

હ ડબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ગિત ુમેળ કસોટ  દખાવમાં સાથક તફાવત જોવા મ યો ન હતો.  

િવ ાને ગિતના સોપાનો સર કરવામાં હરણફાળ ભર  છે. તેમ છતા વ થ શર ર અને 

લત મનવાળા આદશ નાગ રકોના સ કો હ ુ ં  ાચીન ુગમાં જ હોય તેમ લાગે છે. સા વક આહાર, 

િવટામીનો અને દવાઓ તથા મ ુ યનાં સવ ુખ સગવડની સાધન સામ ીની ુ કળ ૃ  થયેલ હોવા 

છતા અ ુક િવક અને શાર રક બાબતોનો યો ય િવકાસ સંધાયો નથી. શાર રક યો યતા એ બ રમાં 

મળતી નથી પરં ુ  જ મથી જ તાલીમથી મેળવી શકાય છે. શાર રક ુયો યતાવાળો ય તને ુ ુ ંબ, 

સમાજ, રા ય તેમજ દશમાં દરક ે માં આવકાર મળે છે. ુયો યતાવા ં શર ર દખાવ, હલનચલન 

અ ય ય ત પર અસર કર છે.  

21મી સદ માં પસાર થઈ રહલા સાં ત ુગમાં માનવીએ કળવણી તેમજ શાર રક યો યતાને મહ વ 

આપ ુ અિનવાય બની ગ ુ છે. કમ ક, માનવી ુ ં અ ત વ તથા અસરકારકતા શાર રક યો યતા પર 

અવલંબે છે. ઉ મ વન યિતત કરવા માટના કમતી ુણો શાર રક ૃ િ ઓ ારા નૈસ ગક ર તે 

િવકસે છે. સં કાર, િવવેક, સા યતા, ચા ર ય, ુધરલા તં ુ ર તીના વલણો, આરો ય, ને ૃ વ અને 

ખેલ દલી વા ુણો શાર રક યો યતા પર િનભર રહ છે. તેથી જ કહવાય છે ક, “તં ુ ર ત શર રમાં 

તં ુ ર ત મનનો વાસ હોય છે. ” કોઈ કાય સફળ કરવા માટ યો ય શર ર અને યો ય મનના સમ વયથી 

કાય ું  યો ય પ રણામ ા ત થઈ શક. શાર રક યો યતા અને માનિસક યો યતા બંને એકબી  પર 

આધા રત છે. બંનેને અલગ કર  શકાય નહ .  

સમાજ ક દશના ચા ર ય બળના સોપાનો સર કરાવવા હોય તો થમ તેના એકમને મજ ૂત કર ુ ં 

અિનવાય છે. આજનો બાળક આવતી કાલનો નાગ રક છે તેને દશના સંચાલનનો દોર હાથ લઈ 

જવાબદાર  ઉઠાવવાની છે. લોકશાહ ની ઈમારતની ટ બનવા ુ ં છે એટલે જ ભિવ યમાં બ વવાની 

મહ વની જવાબદાર  માટ બાળકની શાર રક યો યતા સં ૂ ણપણે કળવાય તે અિનવાય છે.  

અ યાસનો હ  ુ

આ સંશોધનનો હ ુ  હ ડબોલ અને કબ  રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ગિત ુમેળનો ુલના મક અ યાસ

કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગી 
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આ સંશોધન અ યાસમાં િવષયપા ો તર ક 12 હ ડબોલ અને 12 કબ  રમતના ખેલાડ ઓને પસંદ 

કરવામાં આ યા હતા. આમ ુલ 24 િવષયપા ો પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા.  

માપનના ધોરણો 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન 

1 ગિત ુમેળ ખ-હાથ ગિત ુમેળ સમય (સેક ડમાં) 
 

કડાક ય યા 

હ ડબોલ અને કબ  રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ગિત ુમેળની ુલના કરવા ‘t’ કસોટ  લા ુ પાડવામાં આવી 

હતી અને તેમાં સાથકતા ુ ં ધોરણ 0.05 ન  કરવામાં આ ુ હ ુ ં.  

અ યાસના પ રણામો 

સારણી-1 

ગિત ુમેળની કસોટ ની ૃ િ ઓનો ૂથ મ યક, મ યક તફાવત અને ટ  માણ  

મ ૃ િ  ૂથ મ યક મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ માણ 

1 ગિત ુમેળ 
હ ડબોલ 17.59 

0.38 0.73 
કબ  17.97 

સાથકતા ુ ં ધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ 0.05 (22) = 2.07 

સારણી-1 ઉપરથી મા ુમ પડ છે ક ગિત ુમેળ ૃ િ ની કસોટ માં હ ડબોલ ૂથનો મ યક 17.59 અને 

કબ  ૂથનો મ યક 17.97 જોવા મળેલ હતો. મ યક તફાવત 0.38 જોવા મળેલ હતો.  0.05 (22) = 

2.07 ક ાએ ચકાસતા બંને ૂથો વ ચે સાથક તફાવત જોવા મળેલ ન હતો.  

તારણો 

 કબ  અને હ ડબોલ રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ગિત ુમેળ કસોટ  દખાવમાં સાથક તફાવત જોવા 

મ યો ન હતો. 
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*. ચેતન બી. િશયાણીયા 

P.T.I - J .G. College of Commerce. ASIA Campus.Ahmedabad.*

બો સ ગ અને ુ તી રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ઝડપનો ુલના મક અ યાસ 

:  આ સંશોધનનો હ ુ  બો સ ગ અને ુ તી રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ઝડપનો ુલના મક અ યાસ

કરવાનો હતો. આ અ યાસ માટ ુજરાત રા યના બો સગ અને ુ તી રમતની મ હલા ખેલાડ ઓની 

પસંદગી કરવામાં આવી હતી. િવષયપા ો 15 થી 20 વષની વ ચેની વય ૂથના હતા. આ અ યાસ માટ 

બો સ ગ રમતના 15 ખેલાડ ઓ અને ુ તી રમતના 15 ખેલાડ ઓ પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. 

માપનના ધોરણમાં ઝડપ ું માપન 50 વાર દોડ કસોટ  ારા કરવામાં આ ું હ ુ ં  બો સ ગ અને ુ તી 

રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના ઝડપના ા તાંકોનો મ યક, મ યક તફાવત શોધવામાં આ યો હતો. યારબાદ ‘t’ 

પર ણ માણે કડાક ય ૃથ રણ કરવામાં આ ું હ ુ ં. ુ ં  તારણ આ માણે જોવા મ ું હ ુ ં. 

બોકસ ગ અને ુ તી રમત ૂથના ઝડપ દખાવ કસોટ માં સાથક તફાવત નથી. 

ઐિતહાિસક ર તે જોવા જતાં શાર રક યો યતાની મા યતા બદલાતી રહ  છે. ઈ.સ. 1960 પહલાં

ના ુબળન ે શાર રક યો યતાના એકમ તર ક ાધા ય આપવામાં આવ ુ ં હ ુ.ં ઈ.સ. 1960 થી 1970 ના

અરસામાં જો ગગ અને એરો બક કસરતોને ાધા ય અપા ુ ંહ ુ.ં દય- િધરવા હની યો યતા (Cardiovascular 

Fitness) ને ાધા ય મળવા માંડ ુ.ં તા તરમાં નમનીયતાને ાધા ય મળવા માંડ ુ ં છે. અલગ અલગ ર તે

જોવા જતાં બળ, દય- િધરવા હની યો યતા અને નમનીયતા ુ ંઘ ુ ંમહ વ છે. પરં  ુશાર રક યો યતા એ તો

િવશાળ ફલકવા ં  અન ેિવિવધ લ ણોવાળા ંપ રબળો ધરાવ ુ ંએક અણમોલ ત વ છે 

દરક ખેલાડ મા ંશાર રક યો યતા એક સરખી હોતી નથી. શાર રક યો યતામાં માનિસક, સામા જક, 

લાગણીશીલતા અને આ યા મક વગેર વા ઘટકોનો પણ સમાવેશ થાય છે. આમ શાર રક યો યતાના ઘણા

બધા ઘટકોનો પણ સમાવેશ થાય છે. આનાથી  ખેલાડ  રમતમાં  ક પધામાં વ  ુસારો દખાવ કર  શક છે તેથી

આ બધી લા ણકતાઓ હોવી ૂ બ જ જ ર  છે. સાથ ેસાથ ેબળ, ઝડપ, ચપળતા, સમતોલન, નમનીયતા, 

ઝડપી િનણયશ ત, આ બધા કાય ુશળતાના ઘટકો છે. કમક શાર રક યો યતાની બધી લા ણકાતો કોઈ

ખાસ ના  ુસાથ ેજોડાયેલી હોય છે.  રમતમાં અ યંત જ ર  છે અને તે ુશળતા ૂ વક કૌશ યો કરવા માટ

ઉપયોગી બને છે તેન ે ના ુઓ પર સંબંધ હોય છે. શાર રક યો યતા ફ ત રમતમાં જ ન હ પણ માનિસક

આરો યમાં પણ મદદ પ થાય છે. 
અ યાસનો હ  ુ

આ સંશોધનનો હ ુ બો સ ગ અને ુ તી રમતના ખેલાડ ઓની ઝડપનો ુલના મક અ યાસ

કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગી 

 આ અ યાસ માટ ુજરાત રા યના બો સગ અને ુ તી રમતની મ હલા ખેલાડ ઓની પસંદગી 

કરવામાં આવી હતી. િવષયપા ો 15 થી 20 વષની વ ચેની વય ૂથના હતા. આ અ યાસ માટ બો સ ગ 

રમતના 15 ખેલાડ ઓ અને ુ તી રમતના 15 ખેલાડ ઓ પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા.  

માપનના ધોરણો 
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મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન 

1 ઝડપ 50 વાર દોડ સેક ડ 

 કડાક ય યા 

બો સ ગ અને ુ તી રમતના ખેલાડ ઓના ઝડપના ા તાંકોનો મ યક, મ યક તફાવત 

શોધવામાં આ યો હતો. યારબાદ ‘t’ પર ણ માણે કડાક ય ૃથ રણ કરવામાં આ ું હ ુ ં.  

અ યાસના પ રણામો 

સારણી-1 

બો સ ગ અને ુ તી રમત ૂથના ઝડપ દખાવની કસોટ ના  

મ યકની સાથકતામા ંતફાવત 

મ ૃ િ  ૂથ મ યક મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ રિશયો 

1 50 વાર દોડ 
બો સ ગ 32.2 

5.4 0.99 
ુ તી 37.6 

સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ (28) = 2.04 

સારણી-1 મા ંઝડપ કસોટ  દખાવમા ં ુ દ  ુ દ  બે રમત ૂથના િવષયપા ોએ કરલ દખાવનો મ યક 

અને ‘t’ રિશયો દશાવે છે ક ઝડપ દખાવમા ંબો સ ગ રમતના ૂથનો મ યક 32.2 અને ુ તી રમતના ૂથનો 

મ યક 37.6 હતો. નો તફાવત 5.4 હતો તથા ‘t’ રિશયો 0.99 હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ સાથક તફાવત જોવા 

મ યો ન હતો.  

તારણો 

 બોકસ ગ અને ુ તી રમત ૂથના ઝડપ દખાવ કસોટ માં સાથક તફાવત નથી. 
 

સંદભ ૂ ચ 

 કા ુ ા, ુલાલ મો., પટલ, કા તભાઈ રા., શાર રક યો યતા અને ુખાકાર , થમ આ ૃ િ ; 

ગાંધીનગગરઃ રમા કાશન, 2010..  

 કો બન, ચા સ બી. એ ડ િવ ડસે, થ, ક સે ટસ ઓફ ફઝીકલ ફટનેશ વીથ લેબોરટર ઝ, સે ટ ુઈસઃ 

ધી સી. વી. મો બી કંપની, 1970. 

 વમા, કાશ . એ ટ ુક ઓન પોટસ ટટ ટ સ, વા લયરઃ િવનસ પ લકશન, 2000. 
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. રવ  બી. સરવૈયા 

Late.P.S.Hirpara Mahila College. Jatpur-Rajkot

ખો-ખો રમતના ખેલાડ  અને બન ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને સહનશ તનો 

ુલના મક અ યાસ 

આ સંશોધનનો હ ુ  ખો-ખો રમતના ખેલાડ  અને બન ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને 

સહનશ તનો ુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો.  આ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટ ખો-ખો રમતના 25 ખેલાડ

અન ે બન ખેલાડ -25 એમ ુલ 50 ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓને યા ૃ છક ન ુના પ િત ારા િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ

કરવામાં આ યા હતા. માપનના ધોરણમાં હાથ  અને ખભાના ના ુઓ ું ના ુબળ અને સહનશ ત માપન 

ચક કસોટ  ારા કરવામાં આ ુ હ ુ. ખો-ખો રમતના ખેલાડ  અને બન ખેલાડ ઓના હાથ અને 

ખભાના ના ુઓ ું ના ુબળ અને સહનશ ત ના ા તાંકો પર  ‘t’ ટ ટ લા  ુ પાડ  મ યકો વ ચેના

તફાવતોને 0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી. ુ ં  તારણ આ માણે જોવા મ ુ ં હ ુ ં  ખેલાડ  

ભાઈઓ અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના ૂથ વ ચે શયનો થાનમાં કોઈપણ કારનો સાથક તફાવત જોવા 

મળતો ન હતો. 

ભારતીય સં ૃછિતના પાયામાં જ शर रमा यं खल ुधम साधनम ् । વા ઉ ચા આદશ  પડલ છે. 

એટલે ક માનવીનો સવાગી િવકાસ સાધવા માટ શર ર ુ ં મા ય◌्મ જ ઉપયોગી બને છે. તેવી દઢ મા યસતા 

ાચીન ભારતમાં ચ લત હતી. મહાભારત, રામાયણ વા મહાકા યો◌ો અને ચરક તથા અ યદ િવ વાનોએ 

લખેલા વૈદક ય ંથો ઉપરથી ભારત સવાગી કળવણીના ે ે કટ ુ ં આગળ હ ુ  તે ણી શકાય છે. 

શાર રક મતા ધરાવતી ય ત લાંબા સમય ુધી થા ા વગર કાય કર  શક છે. ઉપરાંત 

શર રના િવિવધ ત રક તં ો વા ક િધરા ભસરણતં , પાચનતં , સનતં , ઉ સગતં  વગેરને 

કાયશીલ બનાવી શક છે. આ ઉપરાંત ૃઢ મનોબળ કળવી વનમાંથી હતાશા-તણાવ અને આવેગોના 

અિતરકને અટકાવી માનિસક ર તે સ મ બને છે. બધીજ ર તે શાર રક અને ગ યા મક શ તઓ વી ક 

ના ુશ ત, ગિતશ ત, સહનશ ત તેમજ િનયિમતતા અને સાત ય વી સાંયો ગક શ તઓ ુધાર  

િવકસાવી શક છે. એટ ું જ ન હ પરં ુ  વધતી મર ત રક તં ોમાં આવતી િશિથલતાને સં ુ લત કર  

શક છે. 
અ યાસનો હ  ુ

આ સંશોધનનો હ ુ ખો-ખો રમતના ખેલાડ  અને બન ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને

સહનશ તનો ુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગી 

આ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટ ખો-ખો રમતના 25 ખેલાડ  અને બન ખેલાડ -25 એમ ુલ 50 ખેલાડ

ભાઈઓને યા ૃ છક ન ુના પ િત ારા િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આ યા હતા. 
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માપનના ધોરણો 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન 

1 પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને સહનશ ત માપવા બે ડ-ની શીટ અ સ 
60 સેક ડ 

સં યા 
 

કડાક ય યા 

ખો-ખો રમતના ખેલાડ  અને બન ખેલાડ ઓના પેટના ના ુ ુ ં બળ અને સહનશ તના ા તાંકો 

પર ‘t’ ટ ટ લા  ુપાડ  મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતોને 0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આવી હતી. 

અ યાસના પ રણામો 

 સારણી-1 

ખો-ખો રમતના ખેલાડ  અને બનખેલાડ  ૂથના િવષયપા ોએ શયનો થાન કસોટ મા ંકરલ દખાવનો 

મ યક, મ યક તફાવત અને ‘t’ માણ 

મ ૃ િ  ૂથ મ યક મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ રિશયો 

1 શયનો થાન 
ખેલાડ  40.68 

0.36 0.192 
બનખેલાડ  40.32 

સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’ 0.05 (48) = 2.01 

સારણી – 1 પરથી મા ુમ પડ છે ક શયનો થાન કસોટ માં ખેલાડ  ૂથનો મ યક 40.68 જોવા મ યો 

હતો. યાર બનખેલાડ  ૂથનો મ યક 40.32 જોવા મ યો હતો. બંન ે ૂથ વ ચેનો મ યક તફાવત 0.36 જોવા 

મળેલ હતો. યાર ‘t’ રિશયો 0.192 જોવા મ યો હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ (48) = 2.01 એ ચકાસતા બંને ૂથો વ ચે 

સાથક તફાવત મા ુમ પડતો ન હતો.  
 
તારણો 

 ખેલાડ  ભાઈઓ અને બનખેલાડ  ભાઈઓના ૂથ વ ચે શયનો થાનમાં કોઈપણ કારનો સાથક 

તફાવત જોવા મળતો ન હતો. 
 

સંદભ ૂ ચ 
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Dinesh Patel

Make in India and development of Manufacturing Sector in India
Make in India’ was a flagship program aims to transform India as a ‘Global Manufacturing Hub’,

attract FDI, increase the share of manufacturing sector in India’s GDP from current 16 percent to 25
percent and create 100 million employment opportunities in domestic manufacturing sector by the end of
2022. Manufacturing sector has emerged as a major growth sector of Indian economy. Thereby, the
present study will analyze the success and failure of Make in India to boost manufacturing sector of India
and also examine the trends and growth pattern of manufacturing sector in India both pre and post ‘Make
in India’ initiative. The study will be descriptive in nature and use secondary data collected from various
research papers, journals, publications from Ministry of Commerce, Government of India, newspaper
articles etc.Keywords: Make in India, Big Push, Global Manufacturing Hub, FDI (Foreign Direct Investment)

‘Make in India’ was a flagship program
initiated by the Prime Minister of India,
Mr.NarendraModi on 25thSep 2014. The main aim
is to transform India as a ‘Global Manufacturing
Hub’, in the world by boosting FDIs (Foreign Direct
Investment), fostering innovation, enhancing
productivity through skill and entrepreneurship
development and, implementing intellectual property
rights, reducing the barriers in ease of doing business
with India and, developing the manufacturing sector.
It aims at increasing the share of manufacturing sector
in India’s GDP from current 16 percent to 25 percent
and create 100 million employment opportunities in
domestic manufacturing sector by the end of
2022.Manufacturing sector has emerged as a major
growth sector of Indian economy. With this great
vision of our PM Mr. NarendraModi, India is
expected to grow as a 5th largest manufacturing
nation in the world by 2020. 
Objectives:
The major objectives of the present paper are:
1. To analyze the success and failure of Make in
India to boost manufacturing sector in India.
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2. To examine the trends and growth pattern of
manufacturing sector in India – pre and post ‘Make
in India’ initiative.
Research Methodology
The study is descriptive in nature and used secondary
data collected from various researchpapers, journals,
publications from Ministry of Commerce,
Government of India, newspaper articles etc.
Make in India
With a vision to make India as a ‘Global
Manufacturing Hub’, Prime Minister Modi has
launched ‘Make in India’ initiative on 25th Sep 2014.
The primary goal of this initiative is to redesign the
manufacturing sector in India and to encourage both
multinational as well as domestic producers to invest
and manufacture their products in India. The main
aim is to increase the share of manufacturing sector
in India’s GDP from current 16 percent to 25 percent
and create 100 million job opportunities in domestic
manufacturing sector by the end of 2025. It has
targeted 25 sectors ranging from automobile industry
to IT (Information Technology) & BPM (Business
Process Management) sectors. The initiative seeks
to facilitate investment, enhanced skill development,
foster innovation and protect intellectual property
rights. It is built on four pillars –

Dinesh Patel

Make in India and development of Manufacturing Sector in India
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Manufacturing Sector in India:
Manufacturing sector of India is a major growth sector of the economy.Without the manufacturing

sector service sector cannot sustain and agro-industry will die. Despite growth potential, the share of
manufacturing sector in country’s GDP remained stagnated at 15-16 percent due to lack of proper policy
implementation and unplanned development. As per Central Statistics Office, Indian manufacturing
sectorgrew at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.32 percent during FY12 and FY17 and its
contribution in GVA (Gross Value Added) at base year prices (2011-12) was US$ 311.6 billion during
2016-17 (MOSPI).
Trends of Manufacturing Sector in India’s GVA:
The below table and line graph gives a glimpse of the trends of manufacturing sector in India’s gross value
added (GVA) from 1950-51 to 2016-17 at a base year of 2004-05 prices.

Table: Percentage share of Manufacturing Sector in India’s GVA from 2011-12 to 2016-17
at 2011-12 prices

 

Year GVA (Rs. In Crore) 
of Manufacturing  

Sector 
at 2011-12 prices 

%age Share GVA (Rs. In Crore) 
at current prices 

%age Share 

2011-12 1,409,986 - 1,409,986 - 

2012-13 1,492,763 5.87 1,572,830 11.55 

2013-14 1,568,508 5.07 1,713,445 8.94 

2014-15 1,685,844 7.48 1,883,929 9.95 

2015-16 1,863,835 10.56 2,065,093 9.62 

2016-17 2,007,564 7.71 2,278,149 10.32 

Make in India initiative and India’s Manufacturing
Sector:
In India, the share of manufacturing sector in nation’s
GVA grew at a rate of 7.9 percent year on year
basis at 2016-17 at constant prices (2011-12).
Under ‘Make in India’ program government aimed
to increase the share of manufacturing sector in
country’s GDP to 25 percent by 2022 from current
16 percent. India’s business conditions in
manufacturing sector remain positive. With this drive,

India will become the hub for high-tech
manufacturing giants like GE, Boeing, Toshiba,
Siemens and HTC. These global manufacturing
giants are attracted towards India due to huge market
which accounted for more than a billion consumers
and increased real income of the people. Besides
that, the cumulative FDI in manufacturing sector of
India has reached to US$ 72.31 billion between
2000 and 2017. India’s manufacturing sector has
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become one of the most attractive destinations for
investment across the globe.
Reforms in Make in India Initiative:

In order to improve ‘Ease of Doing Business
with India’ in par with World Bank, government has
recently introduced 6 reform measures like dealing
with construction permits, resolving insolvency,
getting credit, protecting minority investors, getting
electricity and paying taxes:

Dealing with Construction Permits: GOI has
introduced a single window online form to reduce
the procedural delay and time requirement to obtain
a construction permit.

Resolving Insolvency: In building a
conducive business environment a landmark reform
- ‘Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016’, was
introduced that will help to dissolve businesses
without complications.

Getting Credit: This is one of the 3 indicators
which make India among the top 50 economies,
registering 29th ranks. This reform will strengthen
the legal rights between borrowers and lenders w.r.t.
secured transactions.

Protecting Minority Investors:SEBI has
introduced certain initiatives like rationalization of
KYC (knowing your customer) norms, increased
the number of arbitration centers and simplified the
foreign portfolio investor (FPI) norms for investors
investing in the debt market resulting in India jumped
to 9thposition from 13th in 2016.

Getting Electricity:In order to increase
India’s ranking in doing business with the world,
government has reduced the duration of getting
electricity from 106 days to 46 days. It will help and
encourage investors to invest in remote and
backward areas where there is no electrification.

Paying Taxes:Government introduced a
simplified and digitized tax system to improve India’s
position in doing business with the world.
Conclusion
India has become a FDI destined country and
attracted many foreign investment like GE, Foxconn,
Airbus, Samsung etc. has either set-up or looking
to launch their manufacturing base in India. Since
2014, with the launch of Make in India FDI inflows
into India was about US$ 77 billion including an
equity inflow of US$ 56 billion which has been
received between October 2014 and March 2016.
This reflects about 44 percent increase in FDI Equity
inflows.

Indian manufacturing sector grew at a
CAGR of 7.32 percent during FY12 and FY17 and

its contribution in GVA was US$ 311.6 billion during
2016-17 (MOSPI). The sector has a potential to
reach US$ 1 trillion by 2025 (IBEF, 2018). In 2014,
India’s rank was 140th in ease of doing business.
Despite that GOI has also taken many other
initiatives to give a Big Push to manufacturing sector
and boost ease of doing business with India like
allowed 100 percent FDIs in Indian Railway,
Defense and Pharmaceuticals and also removed the
barriers in constructions.Therefore, from the study
we can conclude that Make in India is successful in
attracting foreign investment and help in making India
a Global Manufacturing hub. But to ensure success
of this ‘Make in India’ drive, Indian manufacturers
should adopt advanced manufacturing technique
which will not only enable cost competitiveness but
also enable access to most developed markets via
high-tech products as well as focus on micro, small
and medium enterprises.
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ુજરાત રાજયના બનાસકાંઠા જ લાના ૃિષિવકાસના તા તરના વલણો 
વતમાનસમયમાંભારત દશમા ં ુલ ખેતી ે નો ફાળો GDPમા ં14.0 ટકા ફાળો છે.      અને ાિમણ ના આ િવકા નો ખેતીએ ુ ય ોત ગણવામાં
આવે છે. ૃ િષ ે ના િવકાસ માટ સંપોિષત િવકાસ પણ મહ વ ૂણ છે. ના કારણે ખેતી ે મા ંબદવલાવો લાવવા જ ર  છે.  દસમી પંચવષ ય યોજના
પછ ના સમયમા ંખેતી ે નો ૂ ણિવકાસ થયો ગયો છે. તા તરના વષ મા ંભારતની ુલ ઘર ુ ંપેદાશમા ં ૃ િષ ે નો સાપે  હ સો ઘટવા પા યો છે . 

1950-'51 મા ંભારતની ુલ ઘર ુ ંપેદાશમા ં ૃ િષ ે નો હ સો લગભગ 55.40% હતો  2012-'13 મા ંઘટ ને 13.7% ટલો થવા પા યો હતો. પરં  ુતેમ
છતા ંઆ ઘટલો હ સો પણ મહ વનો ગણાય છે. કારણ ક ૃ િષ િવકાસદર મા ંઆવતા ંફરફારોએ સમ  આિથક િવકાસના દર પર મહ વની અસર
િનપ વે છે. ુલ ઘર ુ ંપેદાશ (G.D.P) મા ં ૃ િષ ે ના ંયોગદાનમા ંઘટાડો થવા છતા ંહ  આ ે  સૌથી મો ુ ં આિથક ે  છે. 

ુજરાત રાજયના બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ં ૃ િષ ે ના તા તરના વલણનો અ યાસ કરતા ુલ વાવેતર િવ તાર માંથી એક થી વ  ુવાર પાક લેતા 
હોય તેવી જમીન 22.0 ટકા જમીન છે બારમાસ પાક લેવાતી જમીનમા ંસરકાર તરફથી 47.0 ટકા સહાય આપવામા ંઆવે છે અને બનાસકાંઠા 
જ લામા ંબ કગ ે  વા તરમાળખા કય ે નો િવકાસ થયો હોવાથી ૃ િષ ે ના િવકાસમા ંતા તરમા ંબદલાવ આવેલ છે.   બનાસકાંઠા 
જ લાના ુજરાત સરકારની કડા કય પરખાના કડાઓની મદદથી મહ વના તારણોના આધાર ણી શકાય છે. 
Keywords : ુજરાત રાજયના બનાસકાંઠા જ લાના ૃ િષિવકાસના તા તરના વલણો 
1.1. સંશોધનઅ યાસનોપર ચય 
ભારતીય અથતં મા ં ૃ િષએ સૌથી મો ુ ંઅને મહ વ ુ ં ે  છે.  ૃ િષ ે  ભારતના અથકારણની કરોડર ુ છે અને દશની આિથક આબાદ ુ ંએક 
અગ ય ુ ં િનણાયક પ રબળ છે. આિથક આયોજનના છ દાયકા બાદ તથા ઔ ોગક ે  ેન ધપા  ગિત સાધી હોવા છતા ંપણ ૃ િષ આપણા ં
સમ  અથતં મા ં મોખરા ુ ં થાન ધરાવે છે.  ૃ િષપેદાશના ંઉ પાદનમા ં િવ ભરમા ંભારત બી  થાને છે.  રોજગાર ની ટ એ,  ઔ ોગક 
િવકાસની ટ એ,  િનકાસ-કમાણી ની ટ એ, ભાવ થરતાની ટએ, ુલ ઘર ુ ંપેદાશમા ંફાળાની ટ  એક કોઇ પણ ટ એ િવચાર એ તો 
આપણ ેએજ િન કષ પર આવી ુંક ૃ િષ ે  આપણા ંઅથતં ુ ંમ યવત  બ ુ  છે તા તરના વષ મા ંભારતની ુલ ઘર ુ ંપેદાશમા ં ૃ િષ ે નો 
સાપે  હ સો ઘટવા પા યો છે. 1950-'51 મા ંભારતની ુલ ઘર ુ ં પેદાશમા ં ૃ િષ ે નો હ સો લગભગ  55.40%  હતો  2012-'13 મા ંઘટ ને 
13.7%  ટલો થવા પા યો હતો . પરં  ુતેમ છતા ંઆ ઘટલો હ સો પણ મહ વનો ગણાય છે.   
અ યાસના ઉદશો 
1. ૃ િષ િવકાસના સંદભ ેપાકો અને વાવેતર િવ તાર ણવો. 
2. નાના સીમાંત િસવાયના અ ય ખે ુતો માટ સહાય ની િવગતો મેળવવી. 
3. ૃ િષિવકાસ અને જમીનના ઉપયોગનો ુલનાતમક અ યાસ કરવો. 
1.2. સંશોઘન િત 

ુત સંશોધન અ યાસમા ંબનાસકાંઠા જ લાના ૃ િષિવકાસના વલણોનો અ યાસ કરવા માટ બનાસકાંઠા જ લાની કડા કય  સાખાની  
ઉપ બધ મા હતીનો ઉપયોગ કરવામા ંઆ યો છે. 
2.1. બનાસકાઠા જ લાનો ુ ંકમા ંપર ચય 
ભૌગો લક ર તે બનસાકા ંઠાનો ઉતર ૂ વ ભાગ પહાડ  દશ છે.  જયાર મ યભાગ સપાટ અને રતાળ છે.  પિ મનો ભાગ ક છના રણનો િવ તાર 
છે તે ખારો દશ છે.  આ લામા ં ુ ય પાકમા ંબાજર  અને એરંડા છે.  રિવ પાકોમા ંઘ ,  ુ,  રાયડો,  સરસવ,  ઈસબ ુલ વગેર છે.  પહાડ  
દશમા ં ુ ય પાક મકાઈ છે.  આ લાનો તમા ુનો પાક ન હવત છે.  લા િવ તાર મા ંબ ે કારની મોસમ છે ગરમ અને ુ ક ઉનાળામા ં

સખત ગરમી અને િશયાળામા ંસખત ઠંડ  પડ છે.  લાના ૂ વભાગમા ંઅરવ લીના ુ ંગરોનો ભાગ જ ં ગલો બની રહ છે અને તેમા પાલન ુર 
અને તેમા દાંતા તા ુકાના અ ુક ભાગનો સમાવેશ થાય છે. 
2.2.બનાસકાઠા જ લાનો ુ ંકમા ંપર ચય 

ુત સારણીમા ંબનાસકાંઠા જ લાની ૃ િષ ે ના વલણોને અ ું ુપ મા હતી મેળવવામા ંઆવી છે  નીચે માણ ેછે. 
સારણીન-ં 2.2 

બનાસકાઠા જ લાનો ુ ંકમાંપ રચય. 

તા ુકા વડગામ, દયોદર, પાલન ુર, ભાભર, કાંકરજ, થરાદ, દાંતા, વાવ,અમીરગઢ, ધાનેરા, દાંતીવાડા, 
ડ સા,લાખણી, ુઇગામ 

ુલગામોનીસ ં યા 1270 

શહરોનીસં યા 06 

ભૌગો લક થાન અ ાંશ :23-33° થી24-45° અનેરખાંશ : 71-03° થી73-02° 

વરસાદ 614મી.મી. 

REENABEN K. PANDA

Ph.D student, Veer Narmad South Gujarat University, SURAT
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વરસાદ મી મી
હવામાન ગરમઅનેઠંડ  

પાક ઘઉ,     ચોખા, મગફળ , તેલીબીયા, કપાસ, બાજર ુ યપાકો 

િવ તાર 

ભૌગોલીકિવ તાર-1044841હકટર 

ખેતીનીજમીન- 744087 હકટર 

જ ં ગલિવ તાર- 110655 હકટર 

ગોચર- 65130 હકટર 

િસચાઈિવ તાર- 472100 હકટર 

 ુત સારણીમા ંબનાસકા ંઠા જ લામા ં ૃ િષિવકાસના વલણને અસર કરતા પ રબળો દશાવવામા ંઆ યાછે મા ંબનાસકાઠા મા ં ખેતીલાયક 
જમી ુ ં માણ 744087 હકટર છે. અને િસચાઈ હઠળનો ુલ િવ તાર 472100  હકટર છે  ુલ ખેતી લાયક જમીન માંથી 271987 હકટર જમીનમા ં
િપયત કરવામા ંઆવ  ુનથી. 
2.3.   બનાસકાંઠા જ લાના પાકો અને વાવેતર િવ તાર 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લાના ુલ ધા ય,  કઠોળ અને તે લબીયા પાકો ુ ંવાવેતર કરતા જમી ુ ં માણ હકટરમા ંદશાવવામા ંઆ  ુછે.   નીચેની સારણી 
માણે છે. 

સારણીન.ં2.3 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લાના પાકો અને વાવેતર િવ તાર. 

િવગત વાવેતરિવ તાર (હકટરમા)ં 

ુલ ધા ય પાકો 359580 
(42.0) 

ુલ કઠોળ પાકો 145285 
(17.0) 

ુલ તે લ બયા પાકો 351395 
(41.0) 

ુલ વાવેતર િવ તાર 856260 
(100.0) 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લા પંચાયત - 2017 

ુ ત સારણીમા ંબનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંધા ય અને તે લબીયાના પાકો ુ ંવધાર વાવેતર કરવામા ંઆવે છે.   ુલ ધા ય પાકો 42.0 હકટર 
િવ તારમા ંવાવેતર કરવામા ંઆવે છે.  અને ુલ તે લબીયાના પાકો ુ ં41.0 હકટરમા ંવાવેતર કરવામા ંઆવે છે. બનાસકાંઠા િવ તારમા ંકઠોળના 
પાકો ુ ં17.0 ટકા િવ તારમા ંવાવેતર કરવામા ંઆવ ેછે  સૌથી ઓ  ંછે.  

2.4.  નાના સીમાંત િસવાયના અ ય ખે ૂતો માટ સહાય ની િવગતો 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લાના નાના અને સ માત ખે ૂતો િસવાયના ખે ૂતોને વષ-  2015  પહલા અન ેવષ -  2015 પછ ના સમયગાળા દરિમયાન ૃ િષ ે  
માટ કરવામા ંઆવેલી સહાય દશાવવામા ંઆવી છે  નીચે માણ છે.  

સારણીન.ં2.4 
નાનાસીમાંતિસવાયનાઅ યખે ૂતોમાટસહાયનીિવગતો 

િવગત 

ુ ુસહાય ુધોરણ 

(તા.08/04/2015 પહલા) 
ન ુસહાય ુધોરણ 

(તા.08/04/2015 પછ ) 

િતહકટર 

સહાય ( .) 

કટલાહકટર 

માટસહાય 

િતહકટર 

સહાય ( .) 

કટલાહકટર 

માટસહાય 

બનિપયતપાકમાટ 4500/- 
(17.6) 

વ ુમાવ  ુ

1 હકટર ુધી 

6800/- 
(17.8) 

વ ુમાવ  ુ
2 હકટર ુધી 

િપતયપાકમાટ 9000/- 
(35.3) 

વ ુમાવ  ુ
1 હકટર ુધી 

13500/- 
(35.2) 

વ ુમાવ  ુ
2 હકટર ુધી 

બારમાસીપાકમાટ 12000/- 
(47.1) 

વ ુમાવ  ુ

1 હકટર ુધી 

18000/- 
(47.0) 

વ ુમાવ  ુ

2 હકટર ુધી 
ુલ 25500 

(100.0) 
1 હકટર ુધી 38300 

(100.0) 
2 હકટર ુધી 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લાપંચાયત- 2017 
બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંવષ – 2015  પહલા અન ેવષ -2015 પછ ના સમયગાળા દરિમયાન ખેત ઉ પાકોને કરવામા ંઆવેલી સહાય િત હકટર 1 

માટ અને િત હકટર 2 માટ ટકાવાર ની ટ  એ સરખી જોવા મળે છે.   બનિપયત પાક માટ 17.6 ટકા, િપયત પાક માટ 35.3 ટકા અને 
બારમાસી પાક માટ 47.1 ટકા સરકાર તરફથી ખેતઉ પાદકોને સહાય કરવામા ંઆવે છે.  

2.5. બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંજમીનનો ઉપયોગ 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ં ૃ િષ ે ના િવકાસ માટ વષ - 2013-14 અને વષ-  2016 – 17 ના વષમા ંજમીનનો ઉપયોગ દશાવવામા ંઆવેલ છે  
નીચેની સારણી માણ ેછે . 
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સારણીન.ં2.5 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લામાંજમીનનોઉપયોગ 

િવગત વષ-2013-14 વષ-2016-17 

જ ં ગલો 110655 
(8.4) 

110655 
(8.4) 

ઉ જડઅનેખેડ નશકાયતેવીજમીન 33988 
(2.6) 

31008 
(2.4) 

બનખેતીિવષયકઉપયોગમાંલેવાયેલીજમીન 52939 
(4.0) 

52969 
(4.0) 

ખેડ શકાયતેવીજમીન 17577 
(1.3) 

17577 
(1.3) 

કાયમીગૌચરજમીન 65139 
(5.0) 

65139 
(5.0) 

ચો ખોવાવેતરિવ તાર 744087 
(56.6) 

744087 
(56.8) 

એકકરતાવ ુવાવેતરકરલિવ તાર 289458 
(22.0) 

289458 
(22.1) 

ુલ 1313843 
(100.0) 

1310893 
(100.0) 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લાની કડા કય પરખાવષ-2013-14 & 2016-17. 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંવષ - 2013-14  અને વષ – 2016 -17 ના સમયાગાળા દરિમયાન જમીનનો ઉપયોગ સરખા માણમા ંકરવામા ંઆ યો છે 
મા ં કોઈ ફરફાર થયેલ નથી.  બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ં ઉ જડ અને ખેડ  ન હ શકાય તેવી 2.6 ટકા જમીન છે બનખેતી િવષય ઉપયોગમા ં

લેવાયેલી જમીન 4.0 ટકા,  ખેડ  શકાય તેવી 1.3 ટકા જમીન,  ચો ખો વાવેતર િવ તાર 56.6 ટકા અન ેએક કરતા વ  ુપાકના વાવેતર માટ 22.0 

ટકા જમીન છે  સારણી પરથી સાબત કર  શકાય છે ક બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંચો ખાવાવેતર હઠળ 56.6 ટકા જમીન છે.  

2.6.   બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંબક શાખાઓ ુ ં માણ 

ૃ િષ ે ના િવકાસ માટ બકોનો મહ વનો ભાગ ભજવે છે  બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંબક શાખાઓ ુ ં માણ નીચ ે ુજબની  સારણી માણે 
દશાવવામા ંઆવેલ છે. સારણીન.ં2.6 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લામાંબકશાખાઓ ું માણ 
િવગત વષ-2013-14 વષ-2016-17 

રા ય ૃતબકો 115 
(36.5) 

126 
(37.1) 

સહકાર બકો 127 
(40.3) 

129 
(37.9) 

જમીનિવકાસબકો 09 
(2.9) 

09 
(2.6) 

ાિમણબકો 40 
(12.7) 

44 
(12.9) 

ખાનગીબકો 28 
(8.6) 

32 
(9.4) 

ુલ 319 
(100.0) 

340 
(100.0) 

બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંવષ - 2013-14  અને વષ – 2016 – 17 ના સમયાગાળા દરિમયાન રા ય ૃત બકોમા ં0.6  ટકાનો વધારો થયો છે.  સહકાર  
બકોમા ં2.4 ટકા ઘટાડો થયો છે અન ેખાનગી બકોમા ં0.8 ટકા વધારો થયો છે  સારણી પરથી સા બત કર  શકાય છે ક બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ં
સહકાર  બકોમા ંઘટાડો થતો ય છે અને ખાનગી બકોમા ંવધારો થાય છે.  

3.1.  સંશોધન અ યાસના તારણો 

1. બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંખેતીલાયક જમીન 744087  હકટર છે અને િસચાઈ હઠળનો જમીન િવ તાર 472100 હકટર છે 

2. બનાસકાંઠા જ લાના ુ ય પાકોમા ંઘઉ,  ચોખા,  મગફળ , કપાસ અને બાજર  છે. 

3. બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંધા ય પાકો 42.0 ટકા હકટર,  તે લ બયા પાકો 41.0 ટકા હકટરમા ંવાવેતર થાય છે અને કઠોળ  
પાકો ુ ંવાવેતર 17.0 ટકા હકટર જમીનમા ંથાય છે સારણીન-ં  2.3 પરથી ણી શકાય છે ક બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંકઠોળ વા પાકોન  વાવેતર 
િવ તાર ઓછો છે.  

4. બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંબારમાસી પાકો માટ 47.1 ટકા સહાય સરકાર ી તરફથી આપવામા ંઆવે છે.  જયાર િપયત પાક    માટ  35.3 ટકા 
અને બન િપયત પાક માટ 17.6 ટકા સહાય આપવામા ંઆવ ેછે. 

5. બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંચો ખો વાવેતર િવ તાર 56.6 ટકા છે માંથી એક કરતા વ  ુફસલ માટ પાક ુ ંવાવેતર કરતા જમીન ુ ં માણ 
22.0 ટકા છે. 

6. બનાસકાંઠા જ લામા ંવષ- 2013-14 ના વષની ુલનાએ વષ-  2016-17 ના વષમા ંસહકાર  બકોના માણમા ં2.4 ટકાનો ઘટાડો થયો છે 
અને એજ સમયગાળા દરિમયાન ખાનગી બકોમા ં0.8 ટકા વધારો થયો છે. 
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Portrayal of Indian Rural Culture in the Women Characters of Pannalal Patel’s
 ‘The United Souls’

Pannalal Patel (1912-1989) was an eminent Gujarati novelist and short story writer whose works
have been read and enjoyed even after his death the world over. He was the recipient of Jnanpith Award
in 1985, highest Indian honour for an Indian writer given by Government of India. His wonderful creations
are often regarded as the best exposure to present generation about the rural life of Gujarat. He received
Ranjitram Suvarna Chandrak in the year 1950. His works have been translated in the number of languages
including English. He has provided the true colors of Gujarati culture, life, manners and traditions in all his
works with the minute details with an artistic touch in them. His novel ‘MalelaJiv’ is one of the most
celebrated works from his pen. Originally published in Gujarati in 1941, it has been translated into several
other languages including English. Dr. Rajesh I Patel translated the novel into English as his Phd thesis as
The United Souls in 2011. Through the culture of Gujarat, the author has brought the picture of rural
Indian culture to the light.
The United Souls is the tale of love between Kanji
and Jivi. Author Pannalal Patel has depicted the
deeper roots of caste system in the society via these
two lovers who are stuck and suffer between love
and society. The novel presents acute sense of
Indian-ness. The author has presented the world of
rural society and the lives of people attached to the
nature. The female characters and atmosphere in this
novel reflect Indian values and Indian culture.
This novel is a work that highlights rural culture. It
depicts not an idealistic village but the rites and evil
practices at its rootin the village. Society, social life,
family-system, marriage-system and strong caste
system is presented in the novel.
Family is an important part in Indian culture. In the
novel, Kanji and Jivi love their respective families.
Jivi has his father whom she adores the most and a
step-mother in the family. Jivi is a child-widow. Jivi’s
step-mother, who did not love her much, tried to
remarry Jivi with anywhere but Jivi denies to waste
her life. But after she falls in love with Kanji, she
accepts Kanji’s request and compromises her own
life for love’s sake. This keeping the words, even at
the life’s cost is the typical Indian flavour.

Jivi’s nature of doing everything for her ill-
natured husband displays the importance of marriage

system in India.  Tempered and doubting Dhulo, Jivi’s
husband beats her like anything for trivial methods
and without her fault. The author has presented the
evil of Indian rural society by this domestic violence.
Jivi faces all the oppression without uttering a word
in opposition and keeps smiling. She stays silent for
the sake of reputation of her husband and her in-
laws in the society. This is where the grandeur of
Indian woman can be witnessed. Her devotion to
her husband is impeccable. She gets many chances
to get away from her husband and live with her love
Kanji but she did not take any such step that defies
the reputation of her husband. She is sensible enough
about her responsibilities towards her in-laws.
Knowing her limits and never crossing that threshold
of limit is another feature that the Indian rural woman
follows.  Jivi never crossed her limits. She never
opposed her husbands. She never even crossed the
limits set by the society. She followed all the rules
set by the caste. Not crossing the limits does bring a
lot of difficulties in her life, but still she happily
embraces those difficulties and ditches the options
to violate Indian culture.
Jivi is born and brought up in a rural environment.
So she had imbibed the rural culture into her life.
She is a rural woman who has not seen the external

Jigarkumar Joshi
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world and so she is away from the conspiracies and
mischievous mind-sets. She adores and respects the
religion. She pays due respect to the religious events
and Gods and Goddesses. She wasshunned when
she has to swear on the name of God. She does
special prayers and stops eating milk and ghee for
the wellbeing of when Kanji was arrested. This faith
on God is the special features of Indian culture.
Hard-work is a striking element of Indian-ness,
especially rural India. Jivi is seen to toil hard in her
farm. She does all the tasks in the farm that a male
does. Agriculture is the base of rural life in India. Jivi
is highly active in agricultural activities. She has been
active in agriculture since her childhood. In fact, she
meets her love of life, Kanji in her farms only. Jivi is
the representation of all the women in rural Indian
society for whom going to the farms and helping the
males in farming is routine activity. It is the part of
their daily homely-chores. This involvement of
women in agricultural matters is typical Indian flavour.
In Indian society, the relationship of mother-in-law
and daughter-in-law is generally seen with negative
lights. In TheUnited Souls, Jivi’s mother-in-law
despises Jivi and teats her unjustly. She scolds and
taunts her for no reason. For Jivi, who has been
living a tough life in the matter of love and marriage,
who could not get the love of mother from her step
mother, there is no respite from the mother-in-law
as well. For the death of Dhula, Jivi’s husband, she
alleges Jivi. She scolds her with scornful language.
Jivi faces all this and still manages to keep her nature
calm and composed.
Other women characters in the novel, like Reshma,
Jivi’s step mother, Dhula’s mother, Kanji’s sister-in-
law etc. play minor roles in the novel but in their
limited roles and frequent appearance in the novel,
they establishes that there were the elements of
mischiefs in Indian women. Kanji’s sister-in-law does
not treat Kanji well. She despises Kanji for no
reason. Kanji is a hard-working and responsible
person but she did not cater her softness. Similarly,
Reshma incites Dhula to beat his wife Jivi. Jivi’ step
mother wants Jivi to get married with anyone for her
own selfishness. These are not typical characteristics
of womenbut they are not unreal. The rural Indian
society must have such women living among them

who would not hold hands of their own people out
of ego and jealousy.
Hence, The United Soul presents the picture of rural
Indian culture. The women characters of the novel
portray the Indian-ness from their behaviour and
actions. The characters, their language, their outfits,
their habits, their daily routine life, their mind sets,
etc. reflects how rural India, rural Gujarat, especially
used to live. Many of the customs mentioned in the
novel are found prevalent in today’s time as well.
Looking at the tragi-romantic and rustic mood of
the novel and simplicity of the flow of the events in
the novel, it deserves all the fame that it had received.
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EMERGING TRENDS OF E-COMMERCE IN INDIA: AN EMPIRICAL
STUDY

E-commerce stands for electronic commerce. E-commerce is doing business online and electronically. The E-
commerce has completely revolutionized the conventional concept of business. E- commerce deals with selling and
purchasing of goods and services through internet and computer networks. This paper attempts to highlight the
different challenges faced by the E-commerce in India, understand the essential growth factors required for E-commerce,
describes the prosperity of E-Commerce in India and retail E-Commerce sales in India. The study found that, in the
world of E-commerce, the existence of the wholesalers is at the greatest risk because the producer can easily ignore
them and sell their products to the retailers and the consumers. Wholesalers can take the advantage of E-commerce in
establishing contracts with reputed producers and linking their business with the online. The study also found that, E-
commerce provides the various types of opportunities to the wholesalers, retailers, producers and thePeople.
Keywords: E-commerce, Challenges, On Line Shopping, Evolution, Prosperity.

E-Commerce stands for electronic commerce.
Dealing in goods and services through the electronic media
and internet is called as E-commerce. E-Commerce or E-
business involves carrying on a business with the help of
the internet and by using the information technology like
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). E-Commerce relates to
the website of the vendor, who sells products or services
directly to the customer from the portal using a digital
shopping cart or digital shopping basket system and
allows payment through credit card, debit card or
electronic fund transfer payments. E-Commerce is the
movement of business onto the World Wide Web (WWW).
E-Commerce facilitates new types of information based
business processes for reaching and interacting with
customers. It can also reduce costs in managing orders
and interacting with a wide range of suppliers and trading
partners. For developing countries like India, E-Commerce
offers considerable opportunities.

Electronic commerce or E-Commerce refers to a
wide range of online business activities for products and
services. It also pertains to “any form of business
transaction in which the parties interact electronically
rather than by physical exchanges or direct physical
contact.” E-Commerce is the use of electronic
communications and digital information processing
technology in business transactions to create, transform
and redefine relationships for value creation between or
among organizations and between organizations
andindividuals.

Today E-commerce in Indian society has become
an integral part of everyday life. Accessibility to E-
commerce platforms is not a privilege but rather a necessity
for most people, particularly in the urban areas. Today the
number of internet users in the world is close to 3 billion,
out of this; India has a total of 259.14 million internet and
broadband subscribers. This penetration of internet
coupled with the increasing confidence of the internet
users to purchase on line. This leads to an enormous
growth in the E-commerce space, with an increasing
number of customers registering on E-commerce websites
and purchasing products through the use of mobile
phones. India is in a prime position for the growth and
development of the E-commercesector.

As per the report, the compound annual growth
rates in the mature E-commerce markets of Japan, South
Korea and Australia will run 11% to 12% over the next few
years. In the rapidly growing markets of China and India,
these growth rates will be 25% and 57% respectively. The
report also highlights the rapid growth of E- commerce
markets in neighboring China where, the compound annual
growth rates of over 20% will take the market to over $ 350
billion. A report by the Internet and Mobile Association
of India (IMAI) has revealed that India’s E-commerce
market expected to grow by 37% to reach U.S. Dollar 20
billion by 2015.

OBJECTIVES OF THESTUDY
1. To study the concept ofE-commerce.
2. To analyze the present trends of E-commerce
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inIndia
3. To study the various challenges faced by E-
business players in India.
4. To study the prospects of E-commerce in India.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Dr. Anukrati Sharma (2013)The article entitled “A

study on E-commerce and Online Shopping: Issues and
Influences”. In this article an attempt is made to study the
recent trends, influences, preferences of customers
towards E-commerce and online shopping and to give the
suggestions for the improvement in online shopping
websites. The study found that, most of the people who
are engaged in making the decision of purchasing are in
the age of 21-30 years. While making the websites for
online shopping it must be designed in a very planned
and strategic way.

AbhijitMitra (2013)The article entitled “E-
Commerce in India-A review”. In this article an attempt is
made to study the present status and facilitators of E-
Commerce in India, analyze the present trends of E-
Commerce in India and examine the barriers of E-Commerce
in India. The study found that, there has been a rise in the
number of companies taking up E-Commerce in the recent
past. The study also found that, major Indian portal sites
have also shifted towards E-Commerce instead of
depending on advertising revenue.

NishaChanana and SangeetaGoele (2012)The
article entitled “Future of E-commerce in India”. In this
article an attempt is made to study the overview of the
future of E-commerce in India and discusses the future
growth segments in India’s of E-commerce. The study
found that, various factors that were essential for future
growth of Indian E-commerce. The study also found that,
the overall E-commerce will increase exponentially in
coming years in the emerging market of India.

Sarbapriya Ray (2011)The article entitled
“Emerging Trends of E-commerce in India: Some Crucial
Issues Prospects and Challenges”. In this article an
attempt is made to present a snapshot of the evolution of
E-commerce business indicating the chronological order,
category of E-commerce business, description of
organizations involved in E-business in India. The study
found that, the role of government should be to provide a
legal framework for E-commerce so that while domestic
and international trade are allowed to expand their
horizons, basic rights such as privacy, intellectual property,
prevention of fraud, consumer protection etc are all taken
care of.

CONCEPT OF E-COMMERCE IN INDIA
1.Multi Product E-Commerce:

Some internet portals provide almost all
categories of goods and services in a single site; they are

targeting customers of every possible product or service.
Indian E-Commerce portals provide goods and services
in a variety of categories like apparel and accessories for
men and women, health and beauty products, books and
magazines, computers and peripherals, vehicles,
collectibles, software, consumer electronics, household
appliances, jewelry, audio/video entertainment goods, gift
ar ticles, real estate and services, business and
opportunities, employment, travel tickets, matrimony etc.
Examples: www.indiayplaza.com, www.thebestofindia.com,
www.khoj.com, www.sify.com, www.rediff.com,
www.indiatimes.com etc.
2.Single Product E-Commerce:
Some Indian portals / websites deal in a specialized field.
Examples:

•In automobiles, the portals are http://
www.indiacar.com and http://www.automatindia.com, on
these sites we can buy and sell four wheelers and two
wheelers new as well as old vehicles online. Some of the
services they provide are car research and reviews, online
evaluation, technical specifications, vehicle insurance,
vehicle finance, dealer locator etc.

•In stock and shares markets some of the sites
are http://www.equitymaster.com, http://www.5paisa.com.
Some of the services offered to registered members are
online buying or dealing of stocks and share, market
analysis and research, company information, comparison
of companies, research on equity and mutual funds,
tracking market trends etc.

•In real estate, the portals like http://
www.indiaproperties.com. This website facilitate online
dealing in real estate, they offer outright purchase or lease
of a property through their portal. They also provide
information on new properties as well as for resale. Some
of the allied services are housing finance, insurance
companies’ architects and interior designers, property
management consultant services etc.

In travel and tourism industry a major government
of India portal is http://www.tourismindia.com. The
touristdestinationsitesarecategorizedaccordingtothethemeslikeeco-
themespertainstojungles,flora and fauna, beaches of India,
architectural attractions, forts and places, hill resorts,
adventure-trekking, mountain climbing etc. Other services
offered are passport and visa, travel and accommodation
information, weather information, festival and fair dates,
shopping, tour operators etc. There are other sites like
http://www.incredibleindia.org, it highlight the tourist
destinations of a specific region in India, which covers
North East India.

•In gift items, there are specific Indian websites
making the act of gifting quick and easy to suit ones
lifestyle. One such site is http://
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www.indiangiftsportal.com. The gifts are categorized as
collectibles like paintings and sculptures, toys and
games, chocolates, flowers, wood-craft and metal craft,
luxury items like leather goods perfumes, jeweler boxes
etc.

•In case of hobbies, the most popular hobbies
from time immemorial are reading books, listing music and
watching films. On the Indian website http://
www.firstandsecond.com, one can buy more than 3,00,000
titles of books, cassettes, VCDs and DVDs. The books
cover a wide range of topics such as business, art, cookery,
engineering, children’s stories, health, medicines etc. For
music and videos, they are available in English and other
Indian languages to cater to the needs of public and the
topics range from devotional songs, old time favorites
and pop etc.

•In case of matrimony, marriage portal like http://
www.jeevansathi.com and http://www.saadi.com. There is
a saying, marriages are made in heaven, but in the world
of E-commerce, they are made on marriage portals. On
these websites one can search for a suitable match by
region of residence, religion or caste. Once registered with
these portals, they have e-mail facility and chat rooms, so
that the couple gets to know more about each other before
making the decision of their lives. Other services for
registered persons are astrological services, information
on customs and rituals, legal issues, health and beauty
etc.

• In case of employment, two major portals like
www.monsterindia.com and www.naukri.com are
instrumental in providing job seekers with suitable
employment facility. The service for job seekers is free
and for employment they charge a nominal fee. Jobs are
available online in fields, ranging from secretarial to
software development and from real estate to education.
TYPES OF E-COMMERCE
The major different types of E-commerce are as follows;
 Business to Business (B2B): Business to
Business E-commerce refers to the full spectrum of E-
commerce that can occur between two organizations B2B
E-commerce includes purchasing and procurement,
supplier management, inventory management, channel
management, sales activities, payment management, and
service and support. A few B2B pioneers are Chemdex
(www.chemdex.com), Fastparts (www.fastparts.com) and
Free Markets(www.freemarkets.com)
 Business to Consumer (B2C): Business to
Consumer E-commerce refers to exchanges between
Business and Consumer. Direct dealing between Business
and Consumer has always existed, but with the E-
commerce such transactions have gained further
momentum.

 Traditional B2Cmodel: Manufacturer
Retailer Consumer
 On line B2C model: Manufacturer/
Retailer Consumer
Examples: Amazon.com, Yahoo.com and Schwab.com.
Similar activities transactions that occur in business to
business, E-commerce also take place in the business to
consumer context. However, all customer facing activities
are typically tracked. These include sales activities,
consumer search, service and support.
 Consumer to Consumer (C2C): Consumer to
Consumers involves transactions between and among
consumers. These exchanges may or may not include third
party involvement. Traditionally consumers have had
dealings with other consumers, but only few of those
activities were in a commercial sense. E- commerce has
made it possible to bring together strangers and providing
a platform for them to tradeon.
 Consumer to Business (C2B): Consumer to
Business is relatively a new model of commerce and is a
reverse of the traditional commerce models. Here,
consumers provide services or goods to businesses and
create value for the business. Consumers can band
together to form and present themselves as a buyer group
to businesses in a consumer to business relationship.
These groups may be economically motivated as with the
demand aggregator. This type of transaction can be seen
in internet forums where consumers provide product
development ideas and product review; these are used
for productadvertisement.
Business to Business to Consumer (B2B2C): A variant
of the B2B2C model wherein there is an  additional
intermediary business to assist the first business transact
with the end consumer. Here, it is  poised to much better in
a web based commerce with reduced costs of having an
intermediary. Example: Flipkart is one of the most
successful E-commerce portals which provide a platform
for consumers to purchase a different variety of products
like electronic goods, apparels, books and musicCDs.
FUNCTIONS OFE-COMMERCE

Communicationfunction Aimed at the
delivery of information and/or documentsto facilitate
business transactions. Example:E-Mail.
Processmanagementfunction
Coverstheautomationandimprovementsofbusinessprocesses.
Example: networking two computers together.
Servicemanagementfunction
Application of technology to improve the qualityof
service.
Example: Federal Express website to track shipments and
schedule.
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Transactioncapabilities Provides the
ability to buy/sell on the internet or some other
onlineservices.
Example: Amazon.com.

EVOLUTION OFE-COMMERCE

CHALLENGES OFE-COMMERCE
EXTERNALCHALLENGES:
External forces impact how E-commerce companies plan
their growth strategy and provide seamless customer
experience onsite and post transaction
 Product and MarketStrategy:
E-commerce companies have to address issues
pertaining to rapidly evolving customer segments and
product portfolios access information on market
intelligence on growth, size and share manage multiple
customer engagement platforms focus on expansion into
new geographies, brands and products and
simultaneously tackle a hypercompetitive pricing
environment.
 Customer and Digital Experience:
Companies have to provide a rich, fresh and simple
customer experience not geared towards discovery,
manage inconsistent brand experience across platforms;
manage proliferation of technologies; and handle time
to market pressure for new applications. In the recent
past, social media has become more influential than paid
marketing.
 Payments andTransactions:
E-commerce companies may face issues around security
and privacy breach and controlling fictitious
transactions. Further, RBI restrictions for prepaid
instruments or E-Wallets act as impediments. From a
transactions perspective cross border tax and regulatory
issues and backend service tax and withholding tax can
have serious implications.
 Fulfillment:
Companies will need to check if the physical
infrastructure gets affected by the internet speed. Also
the lack of an integrated end to end logistics platform
and innovation focused fulfillment option could cause
delivery issues. Challenges around reverse logistics
management and third party logistics interactions could

also act as barriers togrowth.
INTERNALCHALLENGES:
Internal forces impact how E-commerce companies can
organize to drive and sustain growth.
 Organization Scaling:
E-commerce companies will have to make sure
organization design keeps pace with the rapidly evolving
business strategy, along with fluid governance, strong
leadership and management development. From a growth
perspective, indentifying acquisition opportunities, fund
raising and IPO readiness becomes necessary. From a
technology perspective, it is important to transform IT
as an innovation hub and address the lack of synergy
between business, technology and operations functions
of the enterprise.
 Tax and RegulatoryStructuring:
Companies will need to address issues around sub
optimal warehouse tax planning imbalance between FDI
norms vis-à-vis adequate entity controls, inefficient
holding IPR or entity structure and international tax
inefficiencies. Future challenges include the new
companies act, policy on related party transaction pricing
and the uncertainty around GST roadmap.

 Risk Fraud and CyberSecurity
From a risk perspective E-commerce companies could
face issues around brand risk, insider threats and website
uptime. Issues around employee vendor nexus, bribery
and corruption make companies vulnerable to fines.
Cyber security also raises some concerns around website
exploitation by external entities.
 ComplianceFramework:
E-commerce companies have to comply with several
laws, many of which are still evolving. Potential issues
around cyber law compliance, inefficient anti corruption
framework, legal exposure in agreements or
arrangements, indirect and direct tax compliance
framework and rules and regulations could pose
problems. Uncertainty around VAT implications in
different states due to peculiar business modes could
cause issues.
Figure 1: E-COMMERCE DRIVERS AND CHALLENGES
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SNAPSHOT OF E-COMMERCE RETAIL REVENUES ININDIA 
Table 1: Indian Online Retail Revenues 

Year Forrester Research Online Retail Forecast 
2012 US  $ 1.6 billion 
2016 US  $ 8.8 billion 

Source: Forrester Research

Table 1 reveals that, according to the report provided by Forrester Research, shoppers in metropolitan cities in India
are driving E-Commerce; these consumers primarily avail of E- Commerce service in the areas of travel, consumer
electronic and online books. According to a report provided by Forrester Research, E-commerce revenues in India
will increase by more than five times by 2016, jumping from U.S. Dollar 1.6 billion in 2012 toU.S. Dollar 8.8 billion
in 2016.

PROSPERITY OF E-COMMERCE ININDIA
According to the survey by the Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India, India’s E-commerce
market, which stood at $ 2.5 billion in 2009, reached $8.5 billion in 2012 and rose 88% to touch $ 16 billion
in2013. India is gradually becoming the country with highest number of literate population in the world and the
internet penetration is largely driven by mobile phones, with some of the cheapest and most basic hand sets
currently offering access to the internet.

Table 2: Internet Population in India 
Year Internet Population (In Million) 
2012 137 
2013 239 
2014 286 
2015 347 

Table 3: Retail E-Commerce Sales in India
Year Retail E-commerce Sales in India 

 (In Billion U.S. dollars) 
2012 2.31 
2013 3.59 
2014 6.1 
2015 14 

Source: E-Market Statistics

SOME OF THE E-COMMERCE COMPANIES ININDIA
1) American Swan 6) Health Kart 11) Ola Cabs 16) Carat lane
2) Bata Shoes 7) IRCTC 12) Pay tm 17) Tradus
3) Bro4u 8) Instamojo 13) Snap deal 18) Jabong
4) Flipkart 9) Myntra 14) Shop Clues 19) HomeShop
5) Ebay India 10) MobiKwik 15) Zomato 20) Naaptol
SOME OF THE E-COMMERCE WEBSITES ININDIA
1) Flipkart.com 13)Smartshoppers.in 25)Themobilestore.in 37) Egully.com
2) Infibeam.com 14)Homeshop18.com 26)Adexmart.com 38) Bitfang.com
3) Ebay.in 15)Yebhi.com 27)Zoomin.com 39) Bigcmobiles.in
4) Theiwares.com 16)Univercell.in 28)Ratetag.com                40) Seventymm.com
5) Futurebazaar.com 17)Mediahome.in 29)Deltapage.com            41) JJMehta.com/shop /
6) Lynx-india.com 18)Primeabgb.com 30)Ezoneonline.in 42)Indiaplaza.com
7) Timtara.com 19)Next.co.in 31)Gadgetsguru.com        43)Theitdepot.com
8) Shopping.rediff.com 20)Royalimages.in 32)Machpowertools.com 44) Gadgets.in
9) Edigiworld.com 21)Cromaretail.com 33)SMCinternational.in 45) Bigadda.com
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10) Letsshop.in 22)Rightshopping.in 34)Smartshoppers.in 46) Tradus.com
11) Buytheprice.com 23)Pristinenote.com 35)Storeji.com                  47)Vijayasales.com
12) Shopbychoice.com         24)Theelectro.com 36)Zapstore.com              48)Buytheprice.com
49)Computerwarehousepricelist.com 50) Shopping.indiatimes.com

FINDINGS OF THESTUDY
1. In the world of E-commerce, the existence of the wholesalers is at the greatest risk because the producer
can easily ignore them and sell their products to the retailers and the consumers. Wholesalers can take the
advantage of E-commerce in establishing contracts with reputed producers and linking their business with
theonline.
2. The retailer can save his existence by linking his business with the online distribution. The retailer can
provide additional information about various things to the consumers, meet electronic orders and be in touch
with the consumers all the time. Therefore, E-commerce is a goodopportunity.
3. Producers can take the advantages of E-commerce by linking themselves with the online, by giving
information about their products to the other links in the business chain and by having a brandidentity.
4. As more people are getting linked with E-commerce, the demand for centre providing internet facility is
also increasing. Hence, the people who wish to take advantage of it can establish cyber and have theirbenefits.
SUGGESTIONS
1. An in-depth understanding of the legal regime and the possible issues that an E- commerce business would
face coupled with effectiveriskmanagementstrategieshasbeentheneedofthehourforofE-
commercebusinessestothriveinthisindustry.
2. Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) issues in E-commerce transactions have taken a new form with users
finding loop holes to not only easily duplicate material but also mislead other users. Hence, much more IPR is
needs to effectively regulate tangled web.
3. The development of educational standards has enabled a great demand in themarket.
4. The powerful influence of various social media tools like Facebook allows consumers to organize their
favorite items and segment it into them and collections to share withothers.
CONCLUSION
Today E commerce has become an integral part of everyday life. Accessibility to E-commerce platform is not a
privilege but rather a necessity for people, particularly peoples who are staying in urban areas. Due to fast adoption
of internet enabled devices like Smartphone and Tablets, we have seen an unparalleled growth in E- commerce. The
telecommunication technology has completely changed the way of our living, communication methods, shopping
etc. It has a huge impact on how we communicate with friends and relatives how we travel, how we access the
information and the way we buy or sell products and services. The growth of E- commerce volumes in India is
attracting the attention of players around theglobe.
E-commerce creates new opportunities for business it also creates new opportunities for education and academics.
It appears that there is tremendous potential for providing E-business education.
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Basic Concepts and Features of Good and Service Tax In India
The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is a value added tax to be implemented in India. GST is

the only indirect tax that directly affects all sectors and sections of our economy. The goods and
services tax (GST) is aimed at creating a single, unified market that will benefit both corporate and
the economy. The changed indirect tax system GST-Goods and service tax is planned to execute in
India. Several countries implemented this tax system. Goods and service tax is a new story of VAT
which gives a widespread setoff for input tax credit and subsuming many indirect taxes from state
and national level. The GST Implementation is declared by government and a clear picture is
available after announcement. GST will be implemented parallel by the central and state
governments as CGST and SGST respectively. The objective will be to maintain a commonality
between the basic structure and design of the CGST, SGST and SGST between states .In this article,
I have started with the introduction, in general of GST and have tried to highlight the objectives
the GST is trying to achieve. Thereafter, I have discussed the possible challenges and threats; and
then, opportunities that GST brings before us to strengthen our free market economy.
Key Words: GST, CGST, SGST, VAT, INPUT CREDIT
History of Taxation
What is Tax?
he word tax is derived from the Latin word
‘taxare’ meaning to estimate. A tax is not a
voluntary payment or donation, but an enforced
contribution, exacted pursuant to legislative
authorty” and is any contribution imposed by
government whether under the name of toll,
tribute, impost, duty, custom, excise, subsidy,
aid, supply, or other name.” The first known
system of taxation was in Ancient Egypt around
3000 BC - 2800 BC in the first dynasty of the
Old Kingdom. Records from that time show that
the pharaoh would conduct a biennial tour of
the kingdom, collecting tax revenues from the
people. Other records are granary receipts on
limestone flakes and papyrus. Early taxation is
also described in the Bible. In Genesis, it states
“But when the crop comes in, gives a fifth of it
to Pharaoh. The other four-fifths you may keep
as seed for the fields and as food for yourselves
and your households and your children.” Joseph
was telling the people of Egypt how to divide
their crop, providing a portion to the Pharaoh. A
share of the crop was the tax. In India, the
tradition of taxation has been in force from
ancient times. It finds its references in many
ancient books like ‘Manu Smriti ‘ and

‘Arthasastra’. The Islamic rulers imposed jizya.
It was later on abolished by Akbar. However,
Aurangzeb, the last prominent Mughal Emperor,
levied jizya on his mostly Hindu subjects in 1679.
Reasons for this are cited to be financial
stringency and personal inclination on the part
of the emperor, and a petition by the ulema. The
period of British rule in India witnessed some
remarkable change in the whole taxation system
of India. Although, it was highly in favour of the
British government and its exchequer but it
incorporated modern and scientific method of
taxation tools and systems. In 1922, the country
witnessed a paradigm shift in the overall Indian
taxation system. Setting up of administrative
system and taxation system was first done by
the Britishers. Broadly, there are two types of
Taxes viz. Direct and Indirect taxes. Taxes in
India are levied by the Central Government and
the State Governments. Some minor taxes are
also levied by the local authorities such as
Municipality or Local Council. The authority to
levy tax is derived from the Constitution of India
which allocates the power to levy various taxes
between Centre and State.
OBJECTIVES  OF GST:
One of the main objectives of GST would be to
eliminate the cascading impact of taxes on
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production and distribution cost of goods and
services. The exclusion of cascading effects i.e.
tax on tax will significantly improve the
competitiveness of original goods and services
which leads to beneficial impact to the GDP
growth. It is felt that the GST would serve a
superior reason to achieve the objective of
streamlining indirect tax regime in India which
can remove cascading effects in supply chain
till the level of final consumers only when all
such above mentioned indirect taxes are
completely included in GST. It is understood that
alcohol, tobacco and petroleum products will not
be enclosed by GST as alcohol and tobacco are
considered as Sin Goods, and governments do
not like to allow free trade on these property.
CHALLENGES:
With respect to Tax Threshold: The threshold
limit for turnover above which GST would be
levied will be one area which would have to be
strictly looked at. First of all, the threshold limit
should not be so low to bother small scale
traders and service providers. It also increases
the allocation of government resources for such
a petty amount of revenue which may be much
more costly than the amount of revenue
collected. The first impact of setting higher tax
threshold would naturally lead to less revenue
to the government as the margin of tax base
shrinks; second it may have on such small and
not so developed states which have set low
threshold limit under current VAT regime.
With respect to nature of taxes: The taxes that
are generally included in GST would be excise
duty, countervailing duty, cess, service tax, and
state level VATs among others. Interestingly,
there are numerous other states and union taxes
that would be still out of GST.
With respect to number of enactments of
statutes: There will two types of GST laws, one
at a centre level called ‘Central GST (CGST)’ and
the other one at the state level - ‘State GST
(SGST)’. As there seems to have different tax
rates for goods and services at the Central Level
and at the State Level, and further division based
on necessary and other property based on the
need, location, geography and resources of each
state.
With respect to Rates of taxation: It is true
that a tax rate should be devised in accordance
with the state’s necessity of funds. Whenever
states feel that they need to raise greater

revenues to fund the increased expenditure,
then, ideally, they should have power to decide
how to increase the revenue.
With respect to tax management and
Infrastructure: It depends on the states and the
union how they are going to make GST a simple
one. Success of any tax reform policy or
managerial measures depends on the inherent
simplifications of the system, which leads to the
high conformity with the administrative
measures and policies.
OPPORTUNITIES:
An end to cascading effects: This will be the
major contribution of GST for the business and
commerce. At present, there are different state
level and centre level indirect tax levies that are
compulsory one after another on the supply
chain till the time of its utilization.
Growth of Revenue in States and Union: It is
expected that the introduction of GST will
increase the tax base but lowers down the tax
rates and also removes the multiple point This,
will lead to higher amount of revenue to both
the states and the union.
Reduces transaction costs and unnecessary
wastages: If government works in an efficient
mode, it may be also possible that a single
registration and single compliance will suffice
for both SGST and CGST provided government
produces effective IT infrastructure and
integration of such infrastructure of states level
with the union.
Eliminates the multiplicity of taxation: One of
the great advantages that a taxpayer can expect
from GST is elimination of multiplicity of
taxation. The reduction in the number of taxation
applicable in a chain of transaction will help to
clean up the current mess that is brought by
existing indirect tax laws.
One Point Single Tax: Another feature that GST
must hold is it should be ‘one point single
taxation’. This also gives a lot of comforts and
confidence to business community that they
would focus on business rather than worrying
about other taxation that may crop at later stage.
This will help the business community to decide
their supply chain, pricing modalities and in the
long run helps the consumers being goods
competitive as price will no longer be the
function of tax components but function of sheer
business intelligence and innovation.educes
average tax burdens: Under GST mechanism,
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restaurant meals and beverages. Even if the food
is within the scope of GST, such sales would
largely remain exempt due to small business
registration threshold. Given the exemption of
food from CENVAT and 4% VAT on food item, the
GST under a single rate would lead to a doubling
of tax burden on food.
2. Housing and Construction Industry: In
India, construction and Housing sector need to
be included in the GST tax base because
construction sector is a significant contributor
to the national economy.
3. FMCG Sector: Despite of the economic
slowdown, India’s Fast Moving Consumer Goods
(FMCG) has grown consistently during the past
three – four years reaching to $25 billion at retail
sales in 2008. Implementation of proposed GST
and opening of Foreign Direct Investment (F.D.I.)
are expected to fuel the growth and raise
industry’s size to $95 Billion by 2018.
4. Rail Sector: There have been suggestions
for including the rail sector under the GST
umbrella to bring about significant tax gains and
widen the tax net so as to keep overall GST rate
low. This will have the added benefit of ensuring
that all inter – state transportation of goods can
be tracked through the proposed Information
technology (IT) network.
5. F inancial Services: In most of the
countries GST is not charged on the financial
services. Example, In New Zealand most of the
services covered except financial services as
GST. Under the service tax, India has followed
the approach of bringing virtually all financial
services within the ambit of tax where
consideration for them is in the form of an
explicit fee. GST also include financial services
on the above grounds only.
6. Information Technology enabled
services: To be in sync with the best International
practices, domestic supply of software should
also attract G.S.T. on the basis of mode of
transaction. Hence if the software is transferred
through electronic form, it should be considered
as Intellectual Property and regarded as a
service. And if the software is transmitted on
media or any other tangible property, then it
should be treated as goods and subject to G.S.T.
Implementation of GST will also help in uniform,
simplified and single point Taxation and thereby
reduced prices.
CONCLUSION:

the cost of tax that consumers have to bear will
be certain, and GST would reduce the average
tax burdens on the consumers.
Reduces the corruption: It is one of the
major problems that India is overwhelmed
with. We cannot expect anything substantial
unless there exists a political will to root it
out. This will be a step towards corruption free
Indian Revenue Service.
Benefits of GST

1. GST provide comprehensive and wider
coverage of input credit setoff, you can
use service tax credit for the payment of
tax on sale of goods etc.

2. CST will be removed and need not pay.
At present there is no input tax credit
available for CST.

3. Many indirect taxes in state and central
level included by GST, You need to pay a
single GST instead of all.

4. Uniformity of tax rates across the states
5. Ensure better compliance due to

aggregate tax rate reduces.
6. By reducing the tax burden the

competitiveness of Indian products in
international market is expected to
increase and there by development of the
nation.

7. Prices of goods are expected to reduce
in the long run as the benefits of less tax
burden would be passed on to the
consumer.

Applicability of CGST and SGST:
The applicability of taxes is as usual there would
be a prescribed limit of annual turnover, also
some goods and services are exempted under
GST. Threshold for annual turnover for goods and
services would be 10 lakh for SGST and threshold
of CGST for goods may be 1.5 crore and service
would have a separate threshold that too will
be appropriately high. It is assumed that
aggregate total of CGST & SGST would be 20%.
Impact of Goods and Service Tax:
1. Food Industry: The application of GST to
food items will have a significant impact on
those who are living under subsistence level.
But at the same time, a complete exemption for
food items would drastically shrink the tax base.
Food includes grains and cereals, meat, fish and
poultry, milk and dairy products, fruits and
vegetables, candy and confectionary, snacks,
prepared meals for home consumption, GST is
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the most logical steps towards the
comprehensive indirect tax reform in our country
since independence. GST is leviable on all supply
of goods and provision of services as well
combination thereof. All sectors of economy
whether the industry, business including Govt.
departments and service sector shall have to
bear impact of GST. All sections of economy viz.,
big, medium, small scale units, intermediaries,
importers, exporters, traders, professionals and
consumers shall be directly affected by GST...
One of the biggest taxation reforms in India –
the Goods and Service Tax (GST) — is all set to
integrate State economies and boost overall
growth. GST will create a single, unified Indian
market to make the economy stronger. Experts
say that GST is likely to improve tax collections
and Boost India’s economic development by
breaking tax barriers between States and
integrating India through a uniform tax rate.
Under GST, the taxation burden will be divided
equitably between manufacturing and services,
through a lower tax rate by increasing the tax
base and minimizing exemptions.
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V<5lJSl;T VG[ lJSF;DFG N[XMDF\ pt5FNSLI ;J,TM VG[ ;FWGMDF\ p5IMU DF8[ 5|Mt;FCG 5]Z]\ 5F0[ 
K[P  

s#f lJN[XL BFGUL D}0LZMSF6 DF8[ HFDLGULZL VYJF U[Z\8L VF5L VYJF ,MGDF\ EFULNFZL wJFZF VYJF 
VgI SM. ZLT[ BFGUL D}0LZMSF6 STF"VMG[ 5|Mt;FCG 5]Z]\ 5F0J] V[H ZLT[ jIFHAL XZTMV[ BFGUL D}0L 
p5,aW YTL G CMI tIFZ[ BFGUL D}0LZMSF6 5]ZS TZLS[ SFI" SZJ]\P 

s$f VF\TZZFQ8=LI jIF5FZGF\ ;DTM, lJSF; DF8[ TYF ;eI N[XMGL ,[6N[6GL T],FDF\ ;\T],G H/JF. ZC[ T[ 
DF8[G]\ 5|Mt;FCG VF5J]\P VF DF8[ ,F\AFUF/FGF\ VF\TZZFQ8=LI D}0LZMSF6 wJFZF VF N[XMGL 
pt5FNG1FDTFDF\  JWFZM  YFI4 tIFGL 5|HFGF\ HLJGWMZ6DF\ ;]WFZMYFI TYF zlDSMGL l:YTLDF\ ;]WFZM 
YFI V[ lNXFDF\ 5|Mt;FCS 5U,F\ ,[JFP 

s5f lJ`JA[\S TZOYL V5FI[,L ,MGM VYJF H[ ,MGGL A[\S[ U[Z\8L S[ HFDLGULZL 5}ZL 5F0L K[P T[GM p5IMU 
VG[ TFtSF,LS CFY WZL XSFI T[JF GFGF VG[ DM8F 5|MH[S8M CFY WZJF T[DH lJSF;GF\ VgI SFI"S=DMG[ 
pT[HG VF5J]P 

;eI5N VG[ ;\RF,G ov 
VF\TZZFQ8=LI GF6F\E\0M/GF\ TDFD ;eIM lJ`J A[\SGF ;eIM CMI K[P lJ`JA[\SGF X~VFTDF\

$$ ;eIM CTFP T[DF\ S=DXo JWFZM YTM ZCIM K[P VG[ JT"DFGDF\ lJ`J A[\SGF ;eIMGL ;\bIF !() 
H[8,L K[P NZ[S ;eI[ A[\SGL X[ZD]0LDF\ OF/M VF5JFGM CMI K[P NZ[S ;eIGMK SJM8F VF\TZZFQ8=LI 
GF6FE\0M/GF\ SJM5 5wWlT H[JM CMI K[P lJ`JA[\SG]\ ;\RF,SLI DF/B]\ l+:TZLI CMI K[P H[DF\ 5|D]B4 
V[ShLSI]8LJ l0Z[S8;" VG[ AM0" VMO UJ"G;" ;JM"rR ;tTFD\0/ CMI K[P NZ[S ;eI N[X V[S UJ"GZ VG[ 
V[S J{lS<5S UJ"GZ 5F\R JQF"GL D]NT DF8[ R}\86L SZJFGL CMI K[P NZ[S UJ"GZGM DTFlWSFZ H[ T[ N[XGF\
GF6FSLI OF/F ;FY[ ;\A\lWT CMI K[P  

GF6F\SLI ;FWGM ov 
lJ`JA[\S[ !_ lAl,IG 0M,ZGL VlWS'T D}0L ;FY[  T[G]\ SFDSFH X~ SI]" CT]P VF D}0L ! ,FB 

0M,ZGF !,FB X[ZMDF\ JC[\RFI[,L CTLP tIFZ 5KLGF\ JQFM"DF\ A[\SMGL VlWS'T D]0LDF\ ;TT JWFZM YTM 
UIMP VG[ H],F.v!))Z DF\ A[\SGL VlWS'T D]0L !($P! lAl,IG 0M,Z H[8,L CTLP 
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VF p5ZF\T A[\S VF\TZZFQ8=LI D}0LAHFZDF\YL 56 D}0L E\0M/ D[/J[ K[P JW]DF\ l0:SFpg8 GM8 
5|MU|FD VgJI[ 56 GF6F\ pKLGF\ ,[ K[P V[ H ZLT[ >gJ[l:8\U A[lS\U4 OD";4 DR"g8 A[\SM VG[ jIF5FZL A[\SM 
wJFZF 56 HFC[Z AHFZMDF\YL ZMSF6SFZM 5F;[YL GF6F\ D[/J[ K[P  

lJ`JA[\SGL lWZF6 VF5JF DF8[GL SFI"lJWL ov 
!f lJ`JA[\S 5MTFGF E\0M/DF\YL ;LWL ,MG VF5LG[ VYJF T[DF\ EFULNFZL SZLG[ ;CFI VF5[ K[P  
Zf A[\S AHFZDF\YL D[/J[, k6 E\0M/DF\YL 5|tI1F ,MG VF5[ K[P VYJF EFULNFZL X[X VF5[ K[P 
#f BFGUL D}0LZMSF6SFZMV[ VF5[,L ,MGGM ;\5}6" VYJF V\XTo EFUGL U[Z[\8L VF5LG[P 
 VFD4 lJ`JA[S lWZF6 VF5JFGL H]NLvH]NL SFI"lJWLGM p5IMU SZ[ K[P 
 lJ`JA[\SGL :YF5GFGF 5|YD A[ NFISF NZLDIFG T[6[ VF5[, lWZF6 lJn]T;H"G VG[ JC[\R6L4 Z[<J[4 

Z;TF4 A\NZM4 l;\RF. 5|MH[S8M4 8[,LvSMdI]GLS[;g;4 H[JL DF/BFSLI ;J,TMGF\ lJSF; DF8[ VF5JFDF\
VFJ[,]\  TFH[TZGF\ JQFM"DF\ lJ`JA[\SG]\ lWZF6 J{lJwI;EZ AgI] K[P VG[ A[\S CJ[ V<5lJSl;T VG[ 
lJSF;DFGN[XMGF X{1F6LS 5|MH[S8M4 S'lQF VG[ VF{nMlUS 5|MH[S8M4 ;\XMWG VG[ lJSF;4 lX1F64 VFZMuI 
S]8]\AlGIMHG4 5LJFG]\ 5F6L4 :JrKTF4 U'ClGDF"6 JU[Z[ SFI"S=DM DF8[ GF6FSLI ;CFI VF5[ K[P  

  lJ`JA[\S TZOYL T[GF ;eI N[XMG[ 8[SGLS, ;CFI VG[ DFU"NX"G 56 p5,aW SZFJFI K[P 
TFH[TZGF\ JQFM"DF A[\S TZOYL DFGJ ;\XFWG lJSF; 5Z BF; EFZ D]SJFDF\ VFJL ZCIM K[P TN'5ZF\T4 
lJ`JA[\S TZOYL BFGUL 1F[+GF\ pHF"vlJF;4 8[,LvSMdI]GLS[XG4 DFCLTL 8[SGM,MHL4 BGLHT[, VG[ 
;\XMWG4 BF6M VG[ BlGHM4 GF6FSLI ;[JFVM lJU[Z[GF\ lJSF; DF8[ ;CFI 5]ZL 5F0JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  

EFZT VG[ lJ`JA[\Sov 
 EFZT lJ`J A[\SG]\ :YF5S N[XM 5{SLG]\ V[S ;eI N[X K[P VG[ 36F\ ,F\AF ;DI ;]WL T[ AM0" VMO 

V[ShLSI]8LJ l0Z[S8;"DF\ SFIDL ;eI TZLS[ ZCI]\ K[P lJ`JA[S[ EFZTGF VFIMlHT VFlY"S lJSF; SFI"S=D 
VFU/ W5FJJFDF\ B}A H DCtJGL E}lDSF lGEFJL K[P VF VgJI[ A[\S lJlJW 5|SFZGL TF"GM D\H]Z SZLG[ 
VY"5\+GF\ H]NF H]NF lJEFUMGF ;J["1F6 åFZF VG[ 8[SGLS, ;CFI 5]ZL 5F0LG[ TYF lJlJW VeIF; 
H}YMGL ZRGF SZLG[ T[DH TF,LDGL ;J,TM 5}ZL 5F0LG[ N[XGF VFlY"S lJSF;GF\ SFI"S=DDF\ DCtJGM OF/M 
VF%IM K[P JW]DF\ lJ`J A[\S[ GJL lN<CL BFT[ T[GF V[S lGJF;L 5|lTlGlWGL lGD6}S  SZL K[P H[ EFZT 
;ZSFZ ;FY[ lJSF; SFI"S=DM VG[ lJSF; 5|MH[S8MGL SFDULZL VG[ 5|UlT V\U[ ;TT ;\5S"DF\ ZC[ K[P J/L4 
VF 5|lTlGlW lJ`JA[\SGL ;CFIYL X~ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,F 5|MH[S8MGL SFDULZL VG[ 5|UlT V\U[ JBTM JBT 
lJRFZlJDX" SZ[ K[P  

 EFZT lJ`JA[\S 5F;[YL ;F{YL JW] ;CFI D[/JGFZM N[X K[P A[\S[ VG[S 5|MH[S8M H[D S[ Z[<J[GF\
VFW]lGSZ6GL 5|lS|IF4 ZFQ8=LI 3MZL DFU"4 A\NZM4 BGLH T[, VG[ U[; ;\XMWG4 pHF" V\U[GF\ 5|MH[S8M4 
SM,;M4 ,MB\0 VG[ 5M,FN4 V[<I]lDlGID4 BFTZ H[JF VG[S 5|MH[S8M DF8[ GF6F\SLI ;CFI 5}ZL 5F0L K[P 
TN'p5ZF\T lJ`JA[\S[ EFZTG[ 8[SlGS, ;CFI 56 p5,aW SZFJL K[P cEFZT ;CFITF S,Ac GL 
:YF5GFDF\ 56 A[gSG]\ DCtJG]\ 5|NFG K[P VF S,A !))5 YL  

 ccEFZT lJSF; OMZDYLcc VM/BFI K[ VG[ !Z H[8,F\ lJS;LTN[XM T[GF\ ;eIM K[P  
 VF ZLT[ HMTF4 EFZT DF8[ lJ`JA[\S V[S DCtJGL lWZF6 ;\:YF 5]ZJFZ Y. K[P VG[ N[XGF\ VFlY"S 

lJSF;DF\ T[GL E}lDSF DCtJGL ZC[JF 5FDL K[P A[\S[ EFZTGF\ S'lQF VG[ pnMU 1F[+4 pHF" lJEFU4 JFCG 
VG[ ;\N[XFjIJCFZ TYF DF/BFSLI 1F[+GF\ lJSF; DF8[ GF6F\SLI VG[ 8[ŸSGLS, ;CFI 5}ZL 5F0LG[ 
DCtJG]\ 5|NFG VF%I]\ K[P  

;\NE";}lR ov 
s!f VF\TZZFQ8=LI VY"XF:+v0MP S[P0LP :JFDLGF5G 
sZf VF\TZZFQ8=LI VY"XF:+v0MP ZFDZTG JDF" 
s#f International economics trade and finance- Dominik Salvatore 
s$f https://m.economictimes.com 
s5f https://www.worldbank.org.  
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યોગ અને એરો બક કસરતોની ચપળતા ઉપર થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ  

આ અ યાસનો હ  ુયોગ અને એરોબક કસરતોની ચપળતા ઉપર થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. આ અ યાસ 

માટ હ ડબોલ રમતના 14 થી 16 વષની વય ૂથ ધરાવતા ખેલાડ ઓને યા ૃ છક પ િતથી પસંદ કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા. 

ઓની મરની ચકાસણી ઓને ણ ૂથમા ંિવભા ત કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા અને 12 અઠવા ડયા ુધી તાલીમ 

આપવામા ંઆવી હતી. માપનના ધોરણમાં ચપળતા ુ ં માપન શટલરન કસોટ  ારા કરવામાં આ ું હ ુ ં. યોગ  અને 

એરોબક ૂથ પર થતી અસરો ણવા એક માગ ય િવચરણ સહિવચરણ ૃ થ રણ (One Way Analysis of Covariance) 

કસોટ  લા  ુપાડ  મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતોને Least Significant Difference Post Hock કસોટ  ારા 0.05 ક ાએ 

સાથકતા ચકાસવામા ંઆ યા હતા. ુ ં તારણ આ માણે જોવા મ ુ હ ુ. યોગ તાલીમ અને એરો બક તાલીમના 

કારણ ેિવષયપા ોની ચપળતા  દખાવમા ંિનયંિ ત ૂથની ુલનામા ંન ધનીય ુધારો જોવા મ યો હતો. 

યૌ ગક યાઓ તથા ૂ યનમ કાર પણ ભારતીય સં ૃિતનો અ ૂ ય વારસો છે. યૌ ગક યાઓના િનધા રત 

યેય માણે યોગ એટલે ક ઇ ર સાથે જોડાણ િસ  કરવા ુ ં છે. તે માટ “યમ, િનયમ, આસન, ાણાયામ, યાહાર, 

ધારણા, યાન અને સમાિધ” આઠ પગિથયા ં છે. યોગની આ યામા ં શર રને પાયા પ સાધન તર ક વીકાર  યોગ 

સાધના માટ શર રનો અને મનનો િવકાર ર હત વ થ થિત અિનવાય રાખવામા ંઆવે છે. શર ર અને મન અરસ-પરસ 

ગાઢ ર તે સંકળાયેલા છે. યોગ માટ જ ર  મા હતી શાર રક કળવણીના કાય મમા ંઆ કારણ ેઆસન ાણાયામ વગેર 

યૌ ગક યાઓનો પણ સમાવેશ કરવામા ંઆવે છે. 

એરો બકસ નો સામા ય અથ થાય છે ઓ સજનની હાજર માં કાય કર ુ.ં એરો બ સ અથવા સહનશ ત 

કસરતો એવી કસરતોનો સ ૂ હ છે મા ંશર રના મોટા ના ુઓ લાંબા સમય ુધી તાલબ  હલન-ચલન કર છે. ઝડપી 

ચાલ, જોગ ગ, તર ુ,ં ોસક  દોડ, દોરડા ૂદ અને લંગડ  વી ૃ િ ઓનો સમાવેશ એરો બ સ કસરતોમાં થાય છે. 

એરો બ સ દરિમયાન હાથ,પગ, ધડ સાથે શર રના મોટા ના ુઓ યા વત થાય છે. એરો બ સ કસરતો દય અને 

ફફસાંની ૃ િ ને લાંબો સમય ુધી ઉદ ત કર છે, નાથી શર રમા ંફાયદાકારક પ રવતન થાય છે.  

અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

આ અ યાસનો હ  ુયોગ અને એરો બક કસરતોની ચપળતા ઉપર થતી અસરોનો અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

          આ અ યાસ માટ હ ડબોલ રમતના 14 થી 16 વષની વય ૂથ ધરાવતા ખેલાડ ઓને  યા ૃ છક પ િતથી પસંદ 

કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા. ઓની મરની ચકાસણી ઓને ણ ૂથમા ંિવભા ત કરવામા ંઆ યા હતા અને 12 અઠવા ડયા 

ુધી તાલીમ આપવામાં આવી હતી. 

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

મ ચલાયમાન કસોટ  માપન ુ ંધોરણ 

1 ચપળતા શટલરન સમય 

કડાક ય યાઃ 

યોગ અને એરો બક ૂથ પર થતી અસરો ણવા એક માગ ય િવચરણ સહિવચરણ ૃ થ રણ ( One Way 

Analysis of Covariance) કસોટ  લા  ુપાડ  મ યકો વ ચેના તફાવતોને Least Significant Difference Post Hock કસોટ  

ારા 0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસવામાં આ યા હતા. 

અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 
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સારણી-1 

ચપળતા કસોટ  દખાવના બે ાયો ગક અને એક િનયંિ ત ૂથ ુ ંિવચરણ સહ િવચરણ ૃ થ રણ 

કસોટ  

ૂથ િવચરણ સહિવચરણ ૃ થ રણ 

યોગ એરો બક િનયંિ ત 
વગ નો 

સરવાળો 
SS 

વતં  

મા ા 
df 

મ યક 

િવચરણ 
MSS 

F 

ૂ વ કસોટ  મ યક 11.332 11.292 11.376 A 0.088 2 0.044 
0.160 

W 19.798 72 0.274 

િતમ કસોટ  મ યક 11.06 10.976 11.388 
A 2.369 2 1.184 

4.079* 
W 20.912 72 0.290 

ુધારલ મ યક 11.061 11.008 11.354 A 1.724 2 0.862 
7.289* 

W 8.398 71 0.118 

સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘F’ = 0.05 (2,71)= 3.071  

ઉપરો ત સારણી-1મા ં ૂ વ કસોટ  અને િતમ કસોટ ના મ યકો અને સહ િવચરણ ૃ થ રણ ‘F’ ની બધીજ 

કડાક ય મા હતી દશાવેલ છે. તે માણે ચપળતા કસોટ  દખાવના ૂ વ કસોટ ના મ યકોનો ‘F’ રિશયો 0.160 જોવા 

મળેલ હતો. ને ટબલ વે  ુસાથે સરખાવતા (3.071) 0.05 ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મળેલ ન હતો.  

 ણેય ૂથની િતમ કસોટ ના મ યકોનો ‘F’ રિશયો 4.079 જોવા મળેલ હતો. ને ટબલ વે  ુ સાથે 

સરખાવતા ( 3.071) 0.05 ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મળેલ હતો. તેથી આપવામાં આવેલ તાલીમથી િવષયપા ોના 

દખાવમા ંસાથક ક ાએ ુધારો થયેલ સા બત થાય છે. ઉપરાંત ુધારલા મ યકોનો ‘F’ રિશયો 7.289 જોવા મળેલ હતો. 

ને ટબલ વે  ુસાથે સરખાવતા (3.071) 0.05 ક ાએ સાથક થયેલો જોવા મળેલ હતો. ‘F’ રિશયો ારા ુધારલ મ યકો 

વ ચે જોવા મળેલ ણેય ૂથોનો તફાવત સાથક થાય છે. ુધારલ િતમ મ યકોની વ ચેના તફાવતોની સાથકતા જોવા 

માટ અને યોગ ૂથ તથા એરોબક ૂથને કઈ ાયો ગક માવજત વ  ુ અસરકારક રહ  તે તપાસવા LSD કસોટ થી 

ુધારલા મ યકો વ ચેના ાંિતક તફાવતની સાથે સાથકતા તપાસવામાં આવી હતી.  સારણી–2મા ંદશાવેલ છે. 

સારણી-2 

ચપળતા કસોટ  દખાવના બે ાયો ગક અને એક િનયંિ ત ૂથના મ યકો વ ચેનો ાંિતક તફાવત દશાવતી સારણી 

મ યક 
મ યક તફાવત ાંિતક તફાવત 

યોગ એરો બક િનયંિ ત 

11.061 11.01   0.052 

0.193 11.061   11.354 0.293* 

  11.01 11.354 0.345* 

*સાથકતા ુ ંધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ 

ઉપરો ત સારણી-2મા ંચપળતા કસોટ  દખાવના બે ાયો ગક ૂથ અને એક િનયંિ ત ૂથની જોડના ુધારલા 

મ યાકો વ ચેનો તફાવત પ ટ  ર તે જોઈ શકાય છે. સારણી-2 ુજબ એરો બક ૂથ ુબજ સાથક (0.345) ક ાએ ુધારો 

જોવા મળેલ હતો. યારબાદ યોગ ૂથ ( 0.293) ક ાએ ુધારો દશાવે છે. યોગ ૂથ અને એરો બક ૂથ ની ાયો ગક 

માવજતમાં એરોબક ૂથ ને આપવામા ં આવેલ તાલીમની વ  ુ સાથક અસર જોવા મળ  હતી. િનયંિ ત ૂથની 

સરખામણીમાં બંને ાયો ગક ૂથો યોગ ૂથ અને એરો બક ૂથમા ં ાયો ગક માવજતની સાથક અસર જોવા મળતી હતી. 

તારણો 

 યોગ તાલીમ અને એરો બક તાલીમના કારણે િવષયપા ોની ચપળતા  દખાવમા ં િનયંિ ત ૂથની ુલનામા ં

ન ધનીય ુધારો જોવા મ યો હતો. 
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PHYSICL FITNESS VARIABLES BETWEEN CBSE AND
GSHSEB STUDENTS OF GUJARAT STATE

The purpose of this study was to compare Physical fitness variables like 30 meter fly run, shuttle run
medicine ball throw and abdominal stage level of CBSE and GSHSEB students For this study 600 boys of
CBSE and GSHSEB schools (300 each) of Gujarat state was  selected with the age range 10 to 14 years. In
speed test of 30 meter fly performance of GSHSEB mean is 10.28 and CBSE mean is 10.19 Mean differ-
ence between this two groups is 0.08 and 4.32 ‘t’ ratio is   which is significant at 0.05 level In agility test of
Shuttle run performance of GSHSEB mean is 14.31 and CBSE mean is 12.98 Mean difference between this
two groups is 1.32 and ‘t’ ratio is  19 .0 which is significant at 0.05 level In medicine ball throw performance
of GSHSEB mean is 5.42 and CBSE mean is 5.45 Mean difference between this two groups is 0.03 and ‘t’
ratio is  0.35 which is  not  significant at 0.05 level .In Abdominal strength stages performance of GSHSEB
mean is 940 and CBSE mean is 882 Mean difference between this two groups is 58 and ‘t’ ratio is  1.87
which is  not  significant at 0.05 level. hypothesis was there might not difference between CBSE and
GSHSEB Students it shows minor difference in some variables
Introduction

 Evolution of human life started with the movement. Human beings have been very active and
creative by nature and physical activity has been part of their life all long since evolution. For primitive man
search for food and shelter was the first activity. This first physical activity was necessitated by his instinct
for survival. Physical activity was also the first mode of communication, it was also a means of expression
as human beings evolved culturally, emotionally, and socially, physical activity also evolved. As the society
became more and more complex leading towards the modern age, physical activity came to be recognized
as an organized and supervised form of education, and was termed as physical education.
Method
Physical Fitness Variables 
 Speed 30m Dash second 
 Agility 6 x 10 Shuttle Run second 
 Explosive Strength 

         
 
Medicine Ball Throw 
 

 
meters 
 

 Strength Endurance Abdominal Stages Test Numbers 
 Results and finding

To comparative study of Physical fitness variables between CBSE and GSHSEB students of Gujarat
State, t test was  used with 0.05 level of significance

TABLE-1
The Difference of the Significance of the Mean of GSHSEB and CBSE school students in the

Performance of 30 meter fly run
 

SCHOOL GROUP 
  

 
MEAN 

 
DIFFERENCE  

 
“t”  RATIO  
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GSHSEB  
 

 
10.28 

 
 

0.08 

 
 

4.32 
 

CBSE 
 

10.19 
 Significant level 0.05(96) is 1.95

               From table 1 it is seen that GSHSEB students mean is 10.28 and CBSE mean is 10.19 Mean
difference between this two groups is 0.08  and ‘t’ ratio is 4.23 which is significant at 0.05 level.. Graphically
it is represented in Graph -5

GRAPH -1
The Difference of the Significance of the Mean of GSHSEB and CBSE in the Performance of 30

meter fly run

 
SCHOOL GROUP 

  

 
MEAN 

 
DIFFERENCE  

 
“t”  RATIO  

 
GSHSEB  

 

 
14.31 

 
 

1.32 

 
 

19 
 

CBSE 
 

12.98 
 

TABLE-2
The Difference of the Significance of the Mean of GSHSEB and CBSE school students in the

Performance of Shuttle run

Significant level 0.05(96) is 1.95
               From table 2 it is seen that GSHSEB students mean is 14.31 and CBSE mean is 12.98 Mean
difference between this two groups is 1.32  and ‘t’ ratio is 19 which is significant at 0.05 level. Graphically
it is represented in Graph -6

GRAPH 2
The Difference of the Significance of the Mean of GSHSEB and CBSE in the Performance of

Shuttle run
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TABLE-3
The Difference of the Significance of the Mean of GSHSEB and CBSE School students in the
Performance of Medicine ball throw

 
SCHOOL GROUP 

  

 
MEAN 

 
DIFFERENCE  

 
“t”  RATIO  

 
GSHSEB  

 

 
5.42 

 
 

0.03 

 
 

0.35 
 

CBSE 
 

5.45 

 Significant level 0.05(96) is 1.95 
               From table-3  it is seen that GSHSEB students mean is 5.42 and CBSE mean is 5.45 Mean 
difference between this two groups is 0.03  and ‘t’ ratio is 0.35 which is not significant at 0.05 level. 
Graphically it is represented in Graph -7 
 

GRAPH -3 
The Difference of the Significance of the Mean of GSHSEB and CBSE in the Performance of 

Medicine ball throw 
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A comparative study of the Motor Ability of the Students of Rural and Urban Secondary
Schools of Bhachau Taluka. For the objective of this study the models were selected by using random model
method and total 60 male students from Bhachau district rural and urban subjects from secondary schools
were selected. In the selected models 30 rural secondary and 30 urban male students were selected. In
order to compare their motor ability “north Carolina motor fitness” test organized. The subjects were between
the age group of 13 to 15 years. The selected schools principals of rural and urban secondary schools of
Bhachau district gave ground and tools to the researcher for the purpose of research. The students subjects
were given full cooperation. During the formal conversation with the subjects the researcher observed that
they were voluntarily ready to support. The test was administered after medical physical check up of the
subjects. Standard Measurement Muscle Power and resistance power, Speed and agility, Explosive Power,
Muscle Power Statistical Analysis The Muscle Power the students of rural and urban secondary school,
leg’s pushing power, stomach muscle power, speed and agility and power of rapidly changing the position
etc factors were compared and for that “t” test was applied and in this level of relevance was 0.05 level. In
comparison to the students of urban secondary schools, the rural secondary schools students were remarkably
better in motor ability. It has been proved through North Carolina motor fitness test. Through this test it has
been occurred that the rural level secondary schools students mostly perform activities like walking to reach
schools, to help in the farming, to jump, to swim in pond etc and these helped to developed motor ability. In
the activity of broad jump the effectiveness of rural level students is found more satisfactory. The mean
difference is 22.66. On the basis of this the conclusion can be drawn that the explosive power of the rural
level students is better. In the activity of pull ups both groups are close to each other. ‘t’ reliability is of 1.95.

A comparative study of the Motor Ability of the Students of Rural and Urban Secondary
Schools of Bhachau Taluka

The creator of the universe is Brahamaji and
physical education has been arisen from the birth of
the human being. But at that time the physical
education was indirect.  Because the life of human
was wondering and they were living wild life. Man
used to exercise indirectly through the activities like
wondering here and there in search of food and
through running, jumping and throwing for protection
against hunting animals. Physical activities were
satisfied mostly by the labor in their daily life.

By passing time changes came in human life.
Man started living in society. Looking to the ancient,
middle and Modern age, man brought changes in
every field as per the famous Proverb,” Necessity is
the mother of invention”. Simultaneously addition and
correction came in physical education step by step,
like earlier written books, articles, magazines, monthly
etc were prepared again by adding essential changes.
the physical education could not remain unaffected
by the changes of social, conception and scientific

changes in this field also by getting dynamic in this
research through many researches, the utility of
modern technology is developed.
Aims :

A comparative study of the Motor Ability of
the Students of Rural and Urban Secondary Schools
of Bhachau Taluka
Selection of the Subjects :

For the objective of this study the models
were selected by using random model method and
total 60 male students from Bhachau district rural
and urban subjects from secondary schools were
selected. In the selected models 30 rural secondary
and 30 urban male students were selected. In order
to compare their motor ability “north Carolina motor
fitness” test organized.
The subjects were between the age group of 13 to
15 years. The selected schools principals of rural and
urban secondary schools of Bhachau district gave
ground and tools to the researcher for the purpose of
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research. The students subjects were given full
cooperation. During the formal conversation with the
subjects the researcher observed that they were
voluntarily ready to support. The test  was
administered after medical physical check up of the
subjects.
Standard of Measurement :
(1) Muscle Power and resistance power :
(Stomach muscles) for its power measurement the
bend knee sit ups were used and the right sit ups
performed in the 30 seconds were recorded for
measurement.
(2) Speed and agility : “Side Stepping” was used
and right side stepping performed in the 30 seconds
were recorded for measurement.

(3) Explosive Power : In order to measure leg’s
muscle power standing broad jump was used and the
nearest distance was measured in foot and inch.
(4) Muscle Power : (hand and shoulder muscles)
for it modified pull ups was used. The right pull ups
performed in 30 seconds were recorded for
measurement.
(5) In order to measure rapid body motion power
the Squat thrust test was used.  The right Squat thrust
performed in 30 seconds were recorded for
measurement.
Statistical Analysis :
The Muscle Power the students of rural and urban
secondary school, leg’s pushing power, stomach
muscle power, speed and agility and power of rapidly
changing the position etc factors were compared and
for that “t” test was applied and in this level of
relevance was 0.05 level.
Result of the Study :

Table
Group mean, mean difference and ‘t’ level of the activities of Motor Components

Sr. 
No. Activity Group Mean Mean 

Difference ‘t’ 

1 Sit Ups Rural 41.5 15.67 2.93* Urban 25.83 

2 Side 
Stepping 

Rural 36.83 12.00 2.46* Urban 24.83 

3 
Standing 

Broad 
Jump 

Rural 47.16 
22.66 5.56* Urban 24.5 

4 Modified 
Pull Ups 

Rural 34.66 7.5 1.95* Urban 27.16 

5 Squat 
Thrust 

Rural 37.16 12.66 2.55* Urban 24.5 
 *The Standard of Relevance at the level of 0.05 ‘t’

0.05 (58) = 1.671
On the basis of table 1 it appears that in Motor Ability
Components of the Secondary School students of
rural level and urban level the ‘t’ ration continue 2.93,
2.46, 5.56, 1.95, 2.55 significance.
Conclusion :
 In comparison to the students of urban
secondary schools, the rural secondary schools
students were remarkably better in motor ability. It
has been proved through North Carolina motor
fitness test.
 Through this test it has been occurred that
the rural level secondary schools students mostly
perform activities like walking to reach schools, to
help in the farming, to jump, to swim in pond etc
and these helped to developed motor ability.

 In the activity of broad jump the effectiveness
of rural level students is found more satisfactory. The
mean difference is 22.66. On the basis of this the
conclusion can be drawn that the explosive power
of the rural level students is better.
 In the activity of pull ups both groups are
close to each other. ‘t’ reliability is of 1.95.

Reference :
Asnare, M. S., Test and Measurement in

Physical Education, Amravati: C. Rama
Asnare Prakash, Bhaji Bazar, 1987.

 Berow, Herold and Mecgi, Rozmeri, A
Practical Approach to Measurement in
Physical Education, 3 rd Edit ion;
Philadelphia; Le and Fibiger, 1979.
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A Comparative Study Of Reasoning Ability In Relation To Type Of School And
Gender Of Student.

Dr.Atulkumar Shrivastav

Present study investigates A comparative study of reasoning ability in relation to type of school and
gender of students sample of study consisted 90 male and 90 female student of class 11th standard. The
tools used for present study is “reasoning ability test” by L.N. Dubey (Retd.). College of educational psychology
and Guidance in Jabalpur (M.P.) Publication : National Psychological Corporation (Agra). in the year 1971
To test whether the difference in the  group are significant or not. ANOVA  with 2. type of gender (male
&female) & 3, type of school known (GOVT, BSP & PRIVATE,) of ciass 11th students. ,factorial design is
used and F value is computed.In the light of the analysis and inter relation of the data the researcher has
drawn appropriate conclusion form the result obtained.
the  study revealed that There is significant difference in the Reasoning Ability on the type of school of
class 11th students.There is no significant difference in the   Reasoning Ability on gender of class 11th

students.There is no significant difference in the Interactional effect of Reasoning Ability on the type of
school and gender of class 11th students.
Key words:-  Reasoning Ability, Type of school (BSP, Private, Government) ANOVA (Analysis of variance),
class 11th students, Gender of  Student.
Reasoning is a broad term that is usually applied to a
statement in justification or explanation of a thought
or action that has transpired. In its application to
problem solving, reasoning may be considered to be
the cognitive processes concerned with the drawing
of conclusions or inferences that support a particular
plan of action undertaken by the learner. For a number
of years researchers have conducted studies into
formal reasoning skills in domain-specific areas
(mathematics, science, language) where problems
have been set in a particular context. These problems
tend to be well structured and the reasoning
demonstrated by the learner is based on the
application of concepts and rules that converge in a
probable solution. More recently attention has been
directed towards studies involving informal reasoning
that takes place in real world situations. Informal
reasoning is a process that involves the evaluation of
evidence to support a claim or conclusion within a
problem-solving context. The process is more directly
applicable to situations where the problem is ill-
defined and requires the use and evaluation of
evidence relevant to the problem. The common thread
of these studies relates to how the learner is expected
to arrive at a decision, justify his/her position based
on the evidence available and state possible counter-
arguments when presenting a solution. The acquisition

of new knowledge and its innovative applications
result in a continuous transformation of our cultural,
social, and political environments. Existing knowledge
is being rapidly revised and, in some cases, becoming
obsolete. It is clear that the methods and processes
by which new knowledge is acquired are of major
importance in successfully facing the abundance of
knowledge and its consequent technological
applications.
This perspective presupposes a broadening of learning
objectives beyond those related to subject matter and
discipline specific concepts. Emphasizing the
development of students’ reasoning abilities and the
achievement of procedural/ operative knowledge is
the only appropriate reaction to the current exponential
increase of knowledge. A central purpose of education
is thus to provide the conditions which will foster the
development of students’ reasoning abilities and
schools should do more than teaching collections of
discipline-specific facts and concepts.
Johnson-Laird, (2004) T he mental models theory
of deductive reasoning posits that the individual first
transforms the premises of an argument into another
representation (i.e., a mental model) that is consistent
with the premises. Importantly, multiple mental models
that are consistent 5 with the premises must often be
constructed and then compared in order to reach a
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valid conclusion. Each mental model represents a
possible state of affairs that must be evaluated.
Stanovich et al., (2004). In addition to stable
individual differences in propensity to solve reasoning
problems in one way or another, how the problem is
presented can encourage individuals to change their
strategies across items
Leighton & Sternberg, (2004) Researchers in
study logical problem solving using the methods of
inquiry developed in cognitive psychology.
Johnson-Laird, (2004) The mental models theory
of deductive reasoning posits that the individual first
transforms the premises of an argument into another
representation (i.e., a mental model) that is consistent
with the premises. Importantly, multiple mental models
that are consistent 5 with the premises must often be
constructed and then compared in order to reach a
valid conclusion. Each mental model represents a
possible state of affairs that must be evaluated.
Stanovich, Sá, & West, (2004).The mental rules
and mental models theories of reasoning propose
universal but somewhat contradictory mechanisms
for deductive reasoning
Ellsworth, (2005) ; Patel, Arocha, & Zhang,(
2005).Typically, these researchers administer
batteries of psychological tests to large samples of
people and study the patterns of co-variation among
test scores using latent variable models. Finally, other
researchers have attempted to understand individual
differences in reasoning by modelling the processes
individuals use when solving items on tests that define
reasoning abilities in these latent variable models
Carroll, 1993; Horn & Blankson, (2005).
concludes that the ability to infer word meanings from
the contexts in which they occur is the cause of high
correlation typically observed between vocabulary and
reasoning tests. But there is also a synergism in that
vocabulary knowledge allows comprehension and
expression of a broader array of ideas, which in turn
facilitate the task of learning new words and
concepts. Thus, language functions as a vehicle for
the expression, refinement, and acquisition of thought,
and the humble vocabulary test masks an enormous
amount of reasoning and remembering.
DESCRIPTION  OF VARIABLES -
The present study involved four variables.  Out of
which one is independent variable, one is dependent
variable while other two are background variables.
(A) Independent Variable : Class 11th

students.
(B) Dependent Variable : Reasoning

Ability

(C) Background Variable : i)TYPE OF

SCHOOL, ii)Sex
STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS -

The research process begins with problems
discovery and identifying the problem is the first step
towards its solution. The research task may be to
clarify a problem.

The problem of this research study is stated
as- “A Comparative Study Of Reasoning Ability
In Relation To Type Of School And Gender Of
Students”.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDIES -

The review of the literature serves the
following purposes in conducting research work. So
the objectives of the studies are :
1. To study the effect of Reasoning Ability on

the type of school of class 11th students.
2. To study the effect of Reasoning Ability on

gender of class 11th students.
3. To study the Interactional effect of Reasoning

Ability on the type of school and gender of class
11th students.

 HYPOTHESES OF STUDIES -
Hypotheses were format based on the objective for
verification in the present study there
H1- There will be no significant difference in the
Reasoning Ability on the type of school of class 11th

students.
H2- There will be no significant difference in the
Reasoning Ability on gender of class 11th students.
H3- There will be no significant difference in the
Interactional effect of Reasoning Ability on the type
of school and gender of class 11th students.
INSTRUMENT / TOOLS -
The tools used for present study is “reasoning ability
test” by L.N. Dubey (Retd.). College of educational
psychology and Guidance in Jabalpur (M.P.)
Publication : National Psychological Corporation
(Agra). in the year 1971
STATISTICS USED -
To test whether the difference in the  group are
significant or not. ANOVA  with 2. type of gender
(male &female) & 3, type of school known (GOVT,
BSP & PRIVATE,) of ciass 11th students. ,factorial
design will be used and F value will computed.
SAMPLE -
The type of sampling depends upon the nature of
research study. In this study random sampling method
was used for selection of schools and simple random
sampling for selection of 180 class 11th students were
selected from 12 schools into Govt., BSP & Private
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.i.e. four school of each type will be selected
randomly.

Type /Gender Male Female Total 
Govt. School 30 30 60 
BSP. School 30 30 60 
Private School 30 30 60 
Total 90 90 180 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF
DATA–
H1- There will be no significant difference in the
Reasoning Ability on the type of school of class 11th

students.
The first major hypothesis is that, -There will be no
significant difference in the Reasoning Ability on the
type of school of class 11th students. For the sake of
convenience. The information regarding the
hypothesis obtained through the various statistical
application is analyzed. To see the difference in effect
of Reasoning Ability on the type of school of class
XIth students. Into different three group under
reference of type of school (Govt, BSP & Private).
Mean of Reasoning Ability of class 11thstudents is
computed and presented in table 1(A)

Table 1 (A)
Comparison of Mean of Reasoning Ability of

type of school of class 11thstudents

Languages 
Group 

N Mean 

Govt. 60 45.63 
BSP 60 61.83 

Private 60 54.8 
 Table 1(A) shows that the mean score of Reasoning

Ability for class 11thstudents of Govt. is 45.63, BSP
is 61.83 & Private is 54.8. This shows that the
Reasoning Ability in BSP school group students is
higher in comparison to other group.

To test whether the difference in the in Govt., BSP
& Private group are significant or not. ANOVA  with
2. type of gender (male & female) & 3, type of school
known (Govt., BSP & Private) of Higher Secondary
School students. factorial design was used and F value
was computed and its summary is  presented in table
1(B).

Table 1 (B)
Summary :-  analysis of variance

S.N. 
Source of 

Variance 

SS df MS F RESULT 

A. MAIN EFFECT 

1 
GENDER 649.8 1 649.8 3.32 S** 

2 
TYPE OF 

SCHOOL 

7918.71   2 3959.36 20.23 S** 

B. INTERACTIONAL EFFECT 

1 
GENDER 

X TYPE 

231.6 2 115.8 0.59 NS 

2 
C SSW 34060.47 174 195.75   

 Table value of F at  0.05 level of confidence = 3.86
Table value of F at  0.01 level of confidence = 6.70
From the table 1(B) it can be observed that the
F- value for Reasoning Ability is  significant
(F=20.23   , df=2, 174;) reflects that mean score of
Reasoning Ability on  type of school group differ
significantly.
i.e. our result is  significant Thus the hypothesis 1 is
not accepted .
Result :- There is significant difference in the
Reasoning Ability on the type of school of class 11th
students.
H2- There will be no significant difference in the
Reasoning Ability on gender of class 11th students.
The second major hypothesis is that, There will be no
significant difference in the Reasoning Ability on
gender of class 11th students. for the sake of
convenience.  The information regarding the
hypothesis obtained through the various statistical
application is analyzed. To see the difference in effect
of Reasoning Ability on the type of gender of class
XIth students. into different two group under
reference of type of gender (Male & Female). Mean
of Reasoning Ability of class 11thstudents is computed
and presented in table 1(A)
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CONCLUSION:-
School has a strong impact on the personality of the
students education is not confined to the four walls
of classroom or two the limit of the school campus.
In the light of the analysis and inter relation of the
data the researcher has drawn appropriate conclusion
form the result obtained.
1. There is significant difference in the
Reasoning Ability on the type of school of class 11th

students.
2. There is no significant difference in the
Reasoning Ability on gender of class 11th students.
3. There is no significant difference in the
Interactional effect of Reasoning Ability on the type
of school and gender of class 11th students.
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Table 2
Comparsion of Mean of Reasoning Ability of type

of gender of class 11thstudents

Group N Mean 
Male 90 52.19 

Female 90 55.99 

Table 2 shows that the mean score of Reasoning
Ability for class 11thstudents of Male is 52.19, &
Female is 55.99. This shows that the Reasoning
Ability in female school group students is higher in
comparison to other group.
To test whether the difference in the in Male &
Female group are significant or not. ANOVA with 2.
type of gender (Male & Female) & 3, type of school
known (Govt., BSP & Private) of Higher Secondary
School students. Factorial design was used and F
value was computed and its summary is  presented
in table 1(B).
From the table 1(B) it can be observed that the F-
value for Reasoning Ability is  not significant
(F=3.32, df = 2, 174;) reflects that mean score of
Reasoning Ability on  type of gender group does not
differ significantly.
i.e. our result is  significant Thus the hypothesis 2 is
accepted .
Result :- There is no significant difference in the
Reasoning Ability on gender of class 11th students.
H3- There will be no significant difference in the
Interactional effect of Reasoning Ability on the type
of school and  gender of class 11th students.
To test whether the Interactional effect of Reasoning
Ability on the type of school and gender of class XIth

students are significant or not.  ANOVA with 2. type
of gender (Male & Female) & 3, type of school
known (Govt., BSP & Private) factorial design was
used and F value was computed and its summary is
presented in table 1(B).factorial design was used and
F value was computed and its summary is  presented
in table 1(B).
From the table 1(B) it can be observed that the F-
value for Reasoning Ability is not significant (F=0.59
, df=2, 174;)  our result is not significant Thus the
hypothesis 3 that is There would be no Interactional
effect of Reasoning Ability on the number of type
of school and  gender of ciass 11 thstudents.is
accepted .
Result: - There is no significant difference in the
Interactional effect of Reasoning Ability on the type
of school and  gender of class 11th students.
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Indian Freedom Fighter :- Madam Cama
 In our paper we have describe the Biography and activities done by madam cama.

We all know about madam cam that She was Indian Freedom Fighter. She performs many
thingsFor freedomming  India.
Keyword: freedom fighters in Indian history,  Madam Cama As Journalist, Madam Cama
Scarifies for freedoming India Madam Cama Host Indian Flag In Germen.
She was now more than ever convinced that
themethods adopted by the congress for
attainingresponsible self-government were
futile.Shecame to the conclusion that the only
alternativeavailable to the proper was the
establishmentof an absolutely free and
independent nationalgovernment. Her
writings and speeches becamean eyesore to
the authorities in England thelandowners were
stunned by her performance.Many had never
witnessed such fiery oratoryfrom a woman
of a subject nation. The Britishforeign office
and the India office officials werefurious.
Francis Henrybennet skrine through
thetimes and S.D. rees through his speeches
inBritish parliament drew the attention of
thesecretary of state for India that the public
prosecutor might be asked to proceed against
the Indian preachers of disloyal sentiments
among the Indian students in England.

The object of educating common
people in this fashion was that at the time of
real war with the British imperialism, the
masses would, instead of opposing, render all
possible assistance to the revolution arise. The
leaders of the revolutionary groups ware sure
that by educating people in this manner they
would be adle to increase the strength of the
anti-impartial forces and decease the power
of the deep-rooted imperialism in India. But
the fact was that the masses wer
unacquainted with the true nature of
oppression. Several ways of educating people

in proper perspectgive were suggested in the
following l ines’ “the sacted cry fot
independence must be raised from that
direction from which it will be easiest to
capture the public mind the minds of men can
be very quickly capture by means of news
papers, books, jatra coperatic performances),
katthaka (singing and nattating spirted
poetry), etc. if there fore, the mantra (formula)
of independence is popularized by these
means, men’s hearts very soon advance
towards the field of action”
Madam Bhikhaji cama, shyamji Krishnavarma
and S.R. Rana, who were taking lead in
preaching the gospel of political freedom,
tookl all possible assistance from B.G. Tailak,
B.C. Pal, and their comrades togive conctate
shape to the proposed scheme. This was
supplemented by appointing leatuters at least
one or two in each province to attract men of
the younger generation. 3000 rupees were
allotted to each province (Bengal, Bombay
and madras) lectures were delivered in English
as well as in vetnaculars. Besides lectures
campaign. The scheme included the
dissemination of the literature of the new
school by distributing pumphlets in vetnaculat
and by holding annual conference. But after
the arrest and deportation of several leader,
the scheme began to fail.
A. Activities Done By Madam Cama
The strenuous revolutionary activities of
madam Bhikhaji cama, shyamji Krishanvarma

Dr.Dharmendrasinh V. Gohil*

Indian Freedom Fighter :- Madam Cama
Dr.Dharmendrasinh V. Gohil
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S.R.Rana and their comrades altmed the
British press and the parliament. As an orator,
journalist and organiset, she achieved
tremendous popularity not only among the
Indians but also among other revolutionaries
of the world within a short period, she
became very polular in Europe and America.
Chattopadhyaya proposed Krishnavarma to
go to India to preach the gospel of revolution
Krishna Varma disagreed with his plan and
belived that his sojourn in foreign country for
some of the mat least was essential for the
success of their movement. He further
continued that “the time has come… to show
the people the easy and means, and to initiate
them in the work in the liberty campaign. At
this critical moment people are devoutly
wishing to see the advent of men like Mazzini
who will undertake to do for their country
what the prophet of itallan revolution once
did for italy from mareseiiles. Today alleys in
India are turned towards you (Indian
revolutionaries), sir. If you cannot see your
way towards starting your self a powerfull
revolutionary journal for India, you can at any
rate put some reliables young men (Indians)
residing in a foreign country, on the way to
do it. From this time the number of out
political refugees will go on incresin and some
of them may shortly find their way to your
place and join hands with you in this
paramount patriotic venture.

“There is no point upon which I
imagine, whatever may be our party politics
in the country, we are united, that we are
resolutely determined to maintain our
supremacy over our Indian empire……let us
thoroughly be armed as to our forntler
defences, and then I belive we may trust to
the old vigout of the people fo this country,
come what may, to support our supremaoy
in that I heat empire”

In the Indian services, especially the
superior candres, there was an over
whelming majority of Englishmen, this was
justified by the british rulers the times
declared.

“Whatever statisitics may say and
governments protest, it is not a fact that
Indian of whatever
race or oreed are freely and impartially
appointed to offices the duties of which they
may be qualified to discharge. It is fact that
by fat the greater number of the officials are
Indian.

The anti-imperialist activities started
by madam Bhikhaji cama, shyamaji Krishna
varma and company became a model for the
Indian students residing abroad. But the
situation in London and new your differed
vastly. london had many leading personalities
whereas newyour and other cities were
nationalists were divided in several groups
and so was the case with Indian students
whose tanks reflected similar division.
In the adsence of a strong organization the
gaelic American tried to extend cooperation
to the Indians against the common enemy.
George freeman, an editor of this paper knew
that only the policy of total boycott might
compel the imperial master’s to leave the
subjected ountries. He even appealed to his
countrymen to abstain from “entering the
services of the British government in any
capacity in India the intereses of all the
countries held in subjection by the British are
indentical. For that reason, therefoe, we hold
out the hand of fellowship to the Indian
people and promise them all assistance it is
in our power to afford indias cause is also
lreland’s cause, they must mach along the
same lines to ultimate victory”

Madam Bhikhaji Cama aloung with
Indian and rish nallonalists preached the
adoption of Russian methods to achive
freedom. She started writing for the gaelic
American so that the Indian students could
equally rise along with the Irish nationalists
against the oppressiove and exploitative
forces. Like the Indian sociologist, the director
of criminal intelligence, proposed the
prohibition on the entry o the gaelic American
in India under the sea customs act, but the
Indian government did not accept the
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proposal as it would give undesirable publicity
to its writings’.
B. Activities In Paris

After the arrival of Madame Cama in
Paris, there emerged A strong revolutionary
center as is evident from report of CL.
Stevenson Moor. Director, Criminal
intelligence Bureau, that Madam Bikhaji Came
S a more practical and active revolutionary
even than S.K. Varma. tribution of the leaflets
relating to ML Dhingra’s crime were arranged
for by her in Paris. The Paris India House had
other co-markers like Sukbsagar Dutt and
M.P.T. Acharya The printing and dis- from
Spaniards and Moors. Kontanho. a
Portuguese, figured iargely in several
meetings of  India House and professed to
be able manage for the litany training of
Indians in Portugal As a leader of the: Paris
Indians group, she sent four young Indians
for training in four different continental
armies under assumed non-Indian names. To
train these 19 kjajos into paureo aq o1 SEA
SO (Bds aog supe Madam Cama and Shyamaji
Krishnavarma. They had their They wanted
to erect a memorial in the memory of the
martyrs. They paid special attention to young
Indian students and guided them to proceed
to anti- British countries like Russia. Germany,
Japan ete. to study revolutionary methods.
There object in transferring the centre of
operation to Paris was to increase the
continental connection and to facil itate
instruction being given in the use of
explosives and in military trailing and to
arrange a traffic in ST This was a centre where
Indian revolutionaries came is to contact and
developed coactions with the organizations

After imparting training to Indian
youths, they were sent back to the country to
render assistance to the revolutionaries and
secret societies in their aim of assassination
and terrorizing the Anglo-Indian bureaucrats.
Several trained Indians like Hem Chandra Das,
P M. Bapat and Mirza Abbas were sent back
to India after the completion of their traming
in the use of arms and ammunition. Hem

Chandra Das chose Bengal and Bapat
Bombay Presidency where they engaged
themselves in severa! secret plots and
conspiracies, The Government had already
armed itself by Criminal Law Amendment Act
in 1908 which gave the government enough
powers for speedy prosecution without jury
and put hand on holding of public meetings
government failed to check the nationalistic
activities. Despite rigorous repression.

When Indian Nationalists declared
Swaraj, Swade:hl, boy- cott and national
education as their creed from the platform

 the Indian National Congress, the
policy of the British Gov- ernrnent was to
break up thé national! organization by all
means It is evident that those Indian
nationalists who put forward some radical
programmer for the first time at the Congress
sessions became eyesore to bureaucracy. The
bureaucracy rallied liberal leaders on its side
and at its instance the split at Surat Congress
took place in 1907. Many nationalist leaders
became victims of this policy; B.G. Tilak was
deported for eight years; Aurobindo Ghose
was charged with bomb throwing and was
put in gaol without trial; Chidambaram Pillai,
the originator of the Swadeshi Steamship
Company.

was sentenced to transportation for
life on a charge of sedition. Moreover, two
hundred nationalists including journalists and
printers were sent to prison. These acts of
repression could not extinguish the fire of
patriotism that burnt in the heart of the people
of India; the nationalists arranged for their
separate Congress at Nagpur. nationalists by
prohibiting all public assemblies at Nagpur.
Now they thought that only secret work might
be useful for furthering their activities. They
adopted Mazzinian line of action whose basic
motive was to establish secret societies and
clubs. Like Italy, Indian authorities had also
prohibited the holding of political meetings
and circulation of newspapers and journals
in the country. But in a country where open
expression of liberal sentiments meant prison
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or exile if not scaffold, there was no alternative
but the formation of secret societies to carry
forward the freedom struggle. But the
government stopped the The situation in
1908 09 was getting worse day by day. The
British Government was so much scared at
the progress of Indian nationalism that two
military regiments of Britisn soldiers were sent
to India. The country was witnessing as i it
was under martial law. The leaders of the
masses were deported without any trial.
Realising the situation as grave, the British
Government endeavoured to buy the
goodwill of Indian soldiery and increased
their pay marginally.

Madam Bhikhaji Cama was the in-
charge of the publica- tion of revolutionary
literature. She kept on sending revolu- tionary
literature not only to India but also to such
centres where Indian revolutionaries were
residing. The principal motive in sending such
literature was to create an intense hatred of
slavery and anti-British feeling among the
Indians. But their main target was Indian army
as they knew that if Indian army stood
against the British then it would be easy to
expel British out of India. All the prominent
Indian revolutionaries whether they were in
U.K. or in Paris or in Germany tried to incite
disaffection in Indian military so that their
mission could be ful6lled as early as possibie.
The Government of India became alert and
banned the importa- tion of all seditious
literature into India. The Director of Criminal

intelligence Bureau sent his report to the
government of India in which he described
that the literature received from Indian
revolutionaries abroad was influencing the
minds of the ignorant peasantry into whose
hands it fell. The Director urged the higher
authorities that the entry of all sort of
seditious literature should be banned with
more Testrictive measures. The Indian Press
Act, 1910, restricted the publication of
seditious l iterature in India and several
writers and editors were either deported or
imprisoned under this new Act.
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Ekfgyk l”kDrhdj.k eas LoSfPNd laLFkkvkas dh Hkwfedk
¼Women’s Empowerment, The Role Of The Voluntary Organization½

le; ds lkFk&lkFk Lo;a lsok dk Hkko bu laxBukas ls lekIr
gksrk tk jgk gSA ljdkjh vuqnku ysus ds vUrxZr gh ljdkjh
vuqnku ysus ds fy, gh laxBu cuus vkSj pyus yxsA ljdkjh
vuqnku ds nq:Ik;ksx dh ea”kk Hkh ?kj djus yxhA T;knkrj
NksVh&eksVh laLFkk,¡ ljdkjh vuqnku izkIr djus yxh ftuds
dk;ZdrkZvkas eas lsok dk;Z djus dh laosnuk fry ek= Hkh ugha jgh
A vkt Hkh LFkkuh; vkSj jk’Vªh; Lrj ij vusd laxBu gS] tks
ljdkjh iSls dk rks lnqi;ksx djrs gh gS] lekt ls Hkh /ku
bdV~Bk dj lekt vkSj fo”ks’kdj efgyk fodkl eas yxkrs gSA
efgykvkas ds lkekftd lcyhdj.k eas yxh ;s laLFkk,¡ efgyk ds
izfr lekt ds eu eas fo”ks’k ifjorZu ugha yk ikbZA1

lkfgR; dh leh{kk &
v:.kk dqekjh flag2 us tutkrh; lekt es fL=;ksa ds fo’k;
ij v/;;u fd;k rFkk ;g Li’V fd;k fd tutkrh; lekt
esa fL=;ksa ds izkphu o e/;dkyhu fLFkfr dh rqyuk esa ftl rjg
ls ;s yksx lH; lekt ds lEiZd o ljdkjh lqfo/kkvksa dk
mi;ksx dj jgs gS] mlh rhoz xfr ls muds lkekftd] lkaLd`frd
jhfr&fjoktksa o laLFkkvks es ifjorZu vk jgk gSA
eatw xqIrk3 us tutkfr;ksa dh izeq[k leL;kvkas dk mYys[k
fd;k gSA
izKk “kekZ4 us fgUnw eqfLye o bZlkbZ lekt esa efgykvksa dh
fLFkfr dk v/;;u djrs gq, efgykvksa dks jktuhfr ls tksM+rs
gq, buds fodkl dks crk;k gS tutkrh; efgykvksa esa LokjF;
psruk dks ij[krs gq, mudh fLFkfr dk v/;;u fd;k gSA ns”k
esa efgyk LokLF; lsokvksa esa lq/kkj gqvk gS rFkk efgykvksa dks
dkuwu ls tksMrs gq, vf/kfu;eksa dk v/;;u fd;k gSA efgyk
vkj{k.k dks /;ku esa j[krs gq, efgykvks dks iq:’k ds leku

efgykvkas dh orZeku fLFkfr ns[ksa rks Hkwrdky dh rqyuk eas efgykvkas dh fLFkfr eas dkQh ifjorZu vk;k gSA fiNys nks
n”kdkas eas Lo;a lsoh laLFkk,¡ lekt dh ,d igpkuk gqvk fgLlk cu xbZ gSA fodkl dk;ksZa dh ppkZ vkSj uhfr;kas eas ifjorZu eas
Lo;a lsoh laLFkkvkas dh fo”ks’k Hkwfedk jgh gSA bl cnyko ds ihNs Lo;a lsoh laLFkkvkas dh lQyrk,¡ rFkk ljdkj dh vlQyrk,¡
nksuksa gh dkj.k jgs gSaA bu ifjorZukas ds ifj.kke Lo:i Lo;a lsoh laLFkkvkas ds dk;Z {ks= eas cgqr foLrkj gqvk gS rFkk budh la[;k
eas dbZ xq.kk of̀) gqbZ gSAigys ;g dke okLro eas ,d Lo;a lsok dk Lo:i fy, gq, FkkA bl dke eas tks yksx vkrs Fks os viuh
lkeF;Z vkSj le; ds vuqlkj ftruk muls curk Fkk mruk dke djrs FksA ijUrq fiNys dqN n”kdkas eas ;g dke ,d izdkj dk
izksQs”ku ;k O;olk; cu x;k gSA ftlds vUrxZr Lo;a lsoh laLFkk,¡ fu;ksftr :i eas dk;Z dj jgh gSAchloha lnh ds vfUre n”kd
dks xSj&ljdkjh laxBuksa ;k ,u-th-vks- dk n”kd dgk tk ldrk gSA ,u-th-vks- u flQZ Hkkjrh; ifjnz“; ds oju~ yxHkx gj
Hkkjrh; Hkk’kk dh “kCnkoyh ds vax cu x, gSA

jktuhfrd vf/kdkj ,oa jktuhfrd lgHkkfxrk dk eqnnk mBk;k
gSA bUgksaus efgykvksa dh fLFkfr dks l”kDr cukus ds ckjs esa
crk;k gSaA
vk”kk dkSf”kd5 us efgyk l”kDrhdj.k dk v/;;u fd;k gSA
bUgksaus L=h vfLerk dks /;ku eas j[krs gq, dgk gS fd oLrqr%
ukjh vfLerk eu efLr’d dh ml larqf’V vkSj vkRe fo”okl
dk izfr:i gS] tks ,d ukjh dks ,d O;fDr :i eas lkekftd]
oSf”od ekU;rk nsrk gSA bUgksaus efgyk l”kfDrdj.k ds lkekftd
vk;kekas dks crk;k gSA l”kDrhdj.k ds ckjs eas crkrs gq, dgk
fd efgykvkas ds l”kDrhdj.k dk rkRi;Z mUgas vf/kd “kfDr ;k
lÙkk fn;k tkuk gS vFkkZr~ efgyk dks vf/kd lqfo/kkiwoZd dk;Z
djus nsus ds fy, mueas psruk ,oa mu {kerkvkas dk fodkl
fd;k tkrk gS rkfd os thou ds izR;sd {ks= eas viuh lgHkkfxrk
fuHkk ldsaA
vYdk jLrksxh6 us vius v/;;u eas vkfnoklh lekt dh
efgykvkas dk v/;;u fd;k gSA tutkrh; lekt vFkZO;oLFkk
eas efgykvkas dh Hkwfedk crkrs gq, dgk gS fd ;g ,d ,slk
lekt gS] ftleas izkjfEHkd rduhd vkSj vFkZO;oLFkk gS] ?kj
lqpk: :i ls pykuk] larku dk ikyu&iks’k.k Hkh bleas fufgr
gSA tutkrh; efgyk dk Hkwfe ij LokfeRo lhfer gSA tutkrh;
lekt eas fookg dk /kkfeZd mÌs”; gSA tutkrh; xk¡okas eas Hkksik
mudh /kkfeZd fØ;kvkas dk ewyk/kkj gSA Hkksik }kjk fL=;kas dks
Mk;u dh laKk nsdj xk¡o ls fudkys tkus vFkok “kkjhfjd
izrkM+uk ls ekj Mkyus dh ?kVuk,as xk¡okas eas ?kfVr gksrh gSA
izdk”k pUnz esgrk7 us viuh iqLrd ^^vkfnoklh fodkl ,oa
izFkk,¡^^ eas vkfnokfl;kas dh lkekftd o vkfFkZd O;oLFkk ds ckjs
eas v/;;u fd;k gS rFkk lkFk gh Hkhy lekt eas fL=;ksa dh fLFkfr]

  * ver̀k HkYyk               ** izks- oh.kk f}osnh

Ekfgyk l”kDrhdj.k eas LoSfPNd laLFkkvkas dh Hkwfedk
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lkj.kh la[;k 6-5
efgykvksa dh izfLFkfr ifjorZu esa Lo;a lsoh laLFkkvksa

dh ;ksxnku
Ø-
la- 
 

laLFkkvksa 
dk 

;ksxnku 

izR;qjnkrk ;ksx izfr”kr 
ekdM+knso ikykokM+k 

1- gk¡ 36 41 77 77% 
2- ugha 14 9 23 23% 
 ;ksx 50 50 100 100% 

 

lkj.kh la[;k 6-6

v/;;u {ks= esa dk;Zjr Lo;a lsoh laLFkkvksa ls lUrq’Vh
Ø-la- 

 
laLFkkvksa 

dk 
;ksxnku 

izR;qjnkrk ;ksx izfr”kr 
ekdM+knso ikykokM+k 

1- gk¡ 35 40 75 75% 
2- ugha 15 10 25 25% 
 ;ksx 50 50 100 100% 

 

vkfnoklh lekt dk fodkl] d‘f’k o jktLFkku ds vkfnokfl;ksa
dk foLrkj ls v/;;u fd;k gSA bUgksaus crk;k gS fd Hkhy lekt
eas nqYgs dk Lokxr yM+dh gh djrh gSA vfookfgr Hkhy yM+dh
dk “kxqu vPNk ekuk tkrk gSA ekrk&firk yM+ds ls T;knk
yM+dh dk [;ky vf/kd j[krs gaSA Hkhyksa esa fookg o/kq&ewY; ds
ek/;e ls gksrk gSA
,y-ih-fo?kkFkhZ8 us vknhoklh leqnk; ls efgykvkas ds LokF; dks
f”k{kk LokF; jkstxkj vkSj m|ksxksa ds fof”k’V vk;keksa ls tksM+k gSaA
v/;;u dk {ks= &
ekdM+knso

;g xk¡o ikykokM+k ls rhu fdyksehVj dh nwjh ij
fLFkr gSa & ekdM+knso esa jgus okys yksx df̀’k ls viuk
thou;kiu djrs gSA
“kS{kf.kd lqfo/kk,¡

ekdM+knso esa ikykokM+k dh vis{kk f”k{kk dh vPNh
lqfo/kk,¡ miyC/k gSA
fpfdRldh; lqfo/kk

ekdM+knso esa LokLF; dsUnz gS] tgk¡ ij ,d efgyk
ulZ fu;qDr gSA bl LokLF; dsUnz dh “kk[kk eknM+h esa gSSA xk¡o
ds lHkh yksx ;gk¡ viuk bZZykt djokrs gSAge nksuks xk¡okas dh
laLdf̀r dh ckr djsa rks yxHkx nksukas gh xk¡o dh laLd`fr] /keZ]
tkfr;k¡ feyrh&tqyrh gSA
nksuksa gh xk¡oksa eas R;kSgkj ,d tSls gh euk, tkrs gSaA
v/;;u i)fr
  ¼1½ tux.kuk i)fr   ¼2½ fun”kZUk i)fr
rF; ladyu dh izfof/k;ka

lkekftd vuqla/kku dk eq[; vk/kkj izkFkfed ,oa
fo”ouh; rF;] lwpuk,sa] vkadM+s vkfn gksrs gS] ftudh izkfIr
fofHkUu izfof/k;ksa ds iz;ksx }kjk gh laHko gksrh gSA fo”ks’k :i ls
izkFkfed rF;ksa ds ladyu esa bu izfof/k;ksa dk iz;ksx egRoiw.kZ
gksrk gSA izkFkfed rF;ksa ds ladyu gsrq iz”ukoyh] lk{kkRdkj
vuqlwph] lk{kkRdkj voyksdu rFkk oS;fDrd v/;;u i)fr
egRoiw.kZ fof/k;ka gS] ftudk iz;ksx v/;;u dh izdf̀r v/;;u
ds mÌs”;] v/;;u {ks= vkSj v/;;u bdkbZ;ksa dks /;ku esa
j[kdj fd;k tkrk gSA
rF; izLrqrhdj.k dh fof/k;k¡

izLrkfor v/;;u esa lk{kkRdkj vuqlwph ds ek/;e ls
,d= fd;s x, rFkk izkIr rF;ksa dks lkj.kh;u vkSj fo”ys’k.k
djrs gq, mudk oxhZdj.k fd;k x;k gsa oxhZdj.k ds ckn rF;ksa
dks lkj.kh ds :i esa izLrqr fd;k x;k gS rFkk fo”ys’k.k ls izkIr
rF;ksa ds vk/kkj ij v/;;u ds mÌs”;ksa o iz”uksa dk /;ku j[kdj
muds fu’d’kZ fudkydj lq>ko nsus dk iz;Ru “kks/k drkZ }kjk
fd;k x;k gSA
v/;;u {ks= fjiksZfVax o fo”ys’k.k
jktLFkku ds xgu vkfnokklh {ks= le>s tkus okys nks izns”k gSA
>kMksy o dksVM+k efgykvksa dss fodkl ds okLofod i{kksa esa
>¡kdus ds fy;s ges vR;ra fiNM+s le>s tkus okys >kM+ksy dks
vius v/;;u dh vk/kkj cuk;kA >kM+ksy esa nks xkao ekdMknso

,oa ikykokMk dh vkfnoklh efgykvksa ds v/;;u ds ek/;e ls
ljdkjh ,oa LoSfPNd laLFkkvksa }kjk fd;s x;s iz;klksa dks vuqlwph
i)fr ls ekius dk iz;kl dj efgykvksa dh fLFkfr esa gksus okys
ifjorZuksa dk irk yxkus dk ,d laf{kIRk iz;kl fd;k x;k gSA
“kks/k lkjka”k

NksVs cPps dks f”k{kk ds lkFk tksM+k x;k gSA cky
fookg ds dkj.k tks yM+fd;k¡ ugha i<+ ikrh muds fy;s Hkh f”k{kk
f”kfoj yxk dj mUgsa vkBoha rd f”k{kk nh tk jgh gSA
Ekfgyk fodkl vfHkdj.k xk¡o&xk¡o eas tkdj efgykvksa dks
tkxr̀ djus dk dke dj jgs gSA efgykvksa ds NksVs&NksVs Lo;a
lgk;rk lewg cuk, tk jgs gSA efgyk,s vkfFkZd :i  ls
l”kfDrdj.k dh vksj c< jgh gSA

izLrqr “kks/k i= vkfnoklh {ks= ds nks pqfuank xko¡
ekdM+knso ,oa ikykokM+k dh efgykvkas ij vk/kkfjr v/;;u dk
lkj gSA bl “kks/k i= eas vc rd izLrqr leLr v/;k;ksa dk
fupksM+ izLrqr fd;k tk,xk rFkk milagkj ds :i eas vkfnoklh
efgykas dh fLFkfr eas gksus okys ifjorZuksa dk mYys[k fd;k
tk;sxkA

mijksDr rkfydk ls ;g Li’V gksrk gS fd 77 izfr”kr efgyk,¡
;g ekurh gS fd efgykvksa dh fLFkfr esa ifjorZu gks jgs gS rFkk
blesa Lo;a lsoh laLFkk,¡ egRoiw.kZ dk;Z dj jgh gS rFkk 23
izfr”ke efgyk,¡ ;g ekurh gSa fd Lo;a lsoh laLFkk,¡ efgykvksa
dh fLFkfr esa lq/kku ugha dj ik jgh gSA

v/;;u {ks= ekdM+knso o ikykokM+k esa ;g ns[kk fd efgyk,¡ bu
Lo;a lsoh laLFkkvksa ds dk;ksZa ls lUrq’V gS ;k ugh arks irk pyk
fd 75 izfr”kr efgyk,¡ Lo;a lsoh laLFkkvksa ds dk;ksZa ls lUrq’V
gS tcfd 25 izfr”kr efgyk,¡ bu Lo;a lsoh laLFkkvksa ds dk;ksZa
ls lUrq’V ugha gSA
fu’d’kZ &
lekt dk leqfpr fodkl fl) djus ds fy, ukjh oxZ dk
mRFkku visf{kr gSA ukjh lekt dh vk/kh “kfDr rFkk vk/kh
tula[;k gSA thou dk dksbZ Hkh {ks= ,slk ugha gS ftleas ukjh
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dk egRoiw.kZ LFkku u gksA ?kj x̀gLFkh ls ysdj /kkfeZd vuq’Bkuksa
rd ukjh dh vko”;drk O;kIr gSA

orZeku eas efgykvkas dh fLFkfr eas dkQh lq/kkj gks jgs
gSA dbZ ,slh LoSfPNd laLFkk,¡ gS tks bl rjg ds dk;Z dj jgh
gSA efgykvkas ls tkudkjh izkIr djus ij fuEu rF; lkeus vk,
gS &
1- T;knkrj efgyk,¡ ekurh gS fd Lo;a lsoh laLFkk,¡ vkfnoklh

efgykvkas dh leL;kvkas dk lek/kku dj jgh gSA
2- Lo;a lsoh laLFkkvkas }kjk oSokfgd dqjhfr;ksa dks nwj djus ds

fy, Hkh egRoiw.kZ dk;Z fd;s tk jgs gSA
3- xSj ljdkjh laLFkkvkas ds egRoiw.kZ dk;ksZ a ds dkj.k T;knkrj

efgykvkas dks budh tkudkjh gSA
4- dqN efgykvkas dk ;g Hkh ekuuk gS fd xSj ljdkjh laLFkkvkas

dk iw.kZ ykHk mUgsa ugha fey ik jgkA
Hkkjr tSls ns”k eas dsoy 22 izfr”kr efgyk,sa dk;Zcy dk
fgLlk gS vkSj mueas ls 70 izfr”kr mu df̀’k xfrfof/k;ksa ls
tqM+h gS] tks izd̀fr eas vukSi;ksfxd :i ls de ;k fcuk fdl
ikfjJfed ;k lkekftd ekU;rk vkSj lkekftd lqj{kk ds
yxHkx “kwU; igq¡p ds lkFk tqM+h gSA

bl rjg ls ge ;g fu’d’kZ fudky ldrs gS fd xSj
ljdkjh laLFkk,sa efgykvkas dh fLFkfr dks lq/kkjus ds fy, iz;kljr
gSA
lq>ko &
efgykvkas ds Lrj eas lq/kkj gsrq ge fuEufyf[kr lq>ko ns ldrs
gS&
 xSj ljdkjh laLFkkvkas }kjk efgykvkas dks vkRefuHkZj

cukus ds fy, O;kolkf;d f”k{kk nsuh pkfg,A
 laLFkk }kjk lHkh dks lk{kj djus ds iz;kl djus

pkfg,A
 vkfnoklh efgykvkas ds fy, ,sls f”kfoj yxkus pkfg,
ftleas os vius dk;Z djus ds ckn vk ldsA bUgsa bl f”kfoj eas
efgyk lEcU/kh vf/kdkjksa dh tkudkjh nsuh pkfg, rFkk lkFk gh
L=h f”k{kk ds egRo dks le>kuk pkfg,A bl rjg efgykvkas dks
f”kf{kr djds rFkk vkRefuHkZj cukdj mudh fLFkfr eas ifjorZu
yk;k tk ldrk gSA
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